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SUMMARY 
. 
The legal control of wartime industrial. relaticns, especially 
in Glasgow, produced ambiguous results for those upon whom the 
restrictive Munitions Acts impinged. Firstly, drastic laboar 
controls did on'occasion amplify, rather than suppress, industrial 
conflict. Secondly, facto: ar discipline, especially timekeeping, 
may have been marginally improved as a result of penal deterrence,, - though other factors were probably more significant. Thirdly, 
trade unionists who found the restrictions on wage advances and on 
mobility an insufferable fetter in a tight labour market, could seek,, 
nonetheless, to further their interests through the legislation, 
in spite of the statutory curbs. Thus they and their trade unicn 
officials, in a relationship frequently marked by -mutual support at 
the tribunal, sought to exploit the legislation's manifold provisions 
resourcefully . 1, and imaginatively. For example, ý they sought to manipulate, to their advantage, ostensibly restrictive provisions by means of 
collective bargaining by 2itigation't ard they also attempted 
to turn defence into attack in those cases where the employer 
had instigated a contentious prosecution. 
It is argued that the varied ard ambiguous results flcwing 
from munitions workers' involvement with the tribunal reflects 
the double-edged quality of legislation which displayed, If-only 
partially, certain corporatist features. Thus it embodied both 
blunt restrictiveness on the one hand# and flexibility and 
opportunism for labour on the other. For the object of the 
legislationg according to its sponsors, was to foster the 'national 
interest', which could justify, through the attempt to eliminate 
the operation of the market in the munitions trades, limited 
restrictions on employers as well as restraints on labour. Trade 
unionists thus maximized their opportunities under -the Munitians 
Act, while defending themselves with vigour against its coerci, ýe 
deployment. Working class attitudes to law were, in conclusion, 
marked by a new boldness and directness in the circumstances 
of the war. 
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"'Wha sae base as be a slave' - let him seek employment in a 
' Controlled Establishment"' t William Diack, in the Scottinh Review (1917) 
Labourer: Have we to return and work for this starvaticn wage? 
Sheriff Fyfe: You have; that is the law at. the, present time. For 
the time being, you are in a situdtion which you have 
never been for genexations. You are under discipline. 
Labourert Coercion, my Lord. 
Sheriff Fyfet Wellp coercion, if you like. But it is in the national 
Interest (1916) 
W. G. Sharp (trade union official): The object of the Ministry seemed 
to be to secure as many convictions 
as possible. 
Lord Dewar"(appeal tribunal judge): I have no reason to believe that 
the attempt is to get convictions 
against ment the object is to try 
to keep them at wo7ic (1916), 
, 
Wee Deoch and Doris 
(Extra verse) 
Now our heroes in the trenches' 
Need the proper kind o1shell. 
If they'd only had them long ago 
They'd have given the Geimans Hell. 
And all the blame at first was laid 
Upon the working man, 
But Lloyd George sees his g-xeat mistake 
And tries the proper plan. 
Chorus 
A. st a wee"* clever lawyer, 
Jist a'wee yin, that's a' 
And although he called us shirkers 
Yet wel. 11 help him yin and a'. 
For the Boilermakers' members 
Still are British workin' men. 
At the ship or the bench, 
Like the lads in the trench, 
Oh, "We're a'richtj ye ken. " 
United Society of Boilermakezz' song (191,5) 1 
i 
INTRODUCTION 
This study seeks to examine the empirical working of the code 
of labour legislation, the Munitions of WaX' Acts'1915-17, during the 
First World War. The munitions code, fragments of which remained 
operative till February 19219constituted a radical break with the 
pre-war $voluntarist' tradition of industrial relations. A system 
remarkableg even in 1914, for the degree to which collective labour 
relations were 'so little regulated by lawIq suddenly became, in the 
wake'of wax, one pervaded"by intrusive legal restrictions. 
The broad objective of the 1915 Act, which was the principal 
measure among the code of three munitions statutes, was to promote 
Industrial discipline in the factories and'shipyards, - and t0 minimise 
interruptions to the production of war matgr'iel. ''For our purposes, 
its major provisions were five-fold, These were, first, to declare, 
work stoppages illegal and to substitute compulsory axbitration in 
their place; second, to institute a system of statutory wage regulation; 
third, to promote a system of factary discip3ineg the details of which 
were contained in the Ordering of Work regulationswhich accompanied 
the Munitions Act; fourth, to render unlýwful'any xI ales, customs 
or practices of organized labour which hindered the output of munitions, 
with a view9 principally, to forbid-the maintenance of the craft unionst 
restrictive practices and to giant legitimacy to the dilution of 
labour prograsme; and, finally, to encourage permanence of labour by 
requiring workmen to obtain a leaving certificate . from their employers 
before undertaking alternative munitions employment, with a penalty 
of six weeks unemployment imposed on the workman in'the eventýthat such 
E. H. PhelPs Brown, The Growth of British Industrial Relations, 
(London: Macmillan, 1959) P. 355- 
z 
certificate had been lawfully withheld. 
2 The enforcement of these 
provisions was the responsibility ofý specially constituted munitions 
tribunalsq model-led on the panels set up under the national insurance 
legislation brought forward by Moyd George before the war. They 
therefore comprised employers' and wo: rkmen's, assessars as well as 
legally qualified chairmen. There were two classes of tribunal, though 
the distincticn Is not, historically, of much significance, . To the 
general munitions tribunal were reserved originally those cases which 
the Ministry of Muniticns, the sponsoring government department, 
assumed to be of greater importancet in particularg striko prosecutions 
and prosecutions of employers accused of having poached munitions 
workers from rival firms. The second class of tribunal, the local 
munitions tribunal, dealt with the more frequent piveeedings, that is, 
with leaving certificate applications, and with prosecutions of workers 
3 
alleged to have infringed the Ordering of Work rules. In addition, 
an appeal tribunal was established from April 1916, over vihich a Court 
cf Session judge in Scotland, and a High Court judge in England and 
in Ireland, presided. 
4 
The prime purpose of the present study, is to explore, the work of 
the munitions tribunal, with particular refereme to the Glasgow 
ti-lbunal, It will therefore examine, inter alia, the pattern of decision- 
makirg and the reasons therefor, the nature of the controversies generatecl 
within the tribunal (controversies which surrourded the tribunal 
2 For a brief and undeveloped accountp see G. R. Rubin, 'Wartime Industrial 
Relations Legislation and Legal Institutions and Procedurest The 
British Munitions of War -Acts,. 1915-19171 , in S. B. Burman and B. E. Harrell-Bond (eds. ) The Imposition of Law (Londcnt Academic Press, 
1979) ch. 14. 3For 
a fuller discussion of the structure,, organisation and jurisdiction of 
the munitions tribunal from the perspective of the lawyer, see G. R. 
Rubin, 'The Origins of_-I ustr-ial Trilninals:. Munitions Tribunals During 
the First World War', Industrial Law Journal, Vol- 5s 19? 711, pp 149-64 
4 (henceforth Rubin 1977aU_ 
For the constitution of the Munitions Appeal Tribunal, see G. R. Rubin, 
'The Munitions Appeal Reports 1916-1920t A Neglected Episocle in 
Modern Legal History' Juridical'.. Review, Vol. 22(N. S. ), 1977PPP 221-37 
(henceforth Rubin, 197ýb). As is implied by their titles, both this paper 
and that cited in note3 (supra) do not, in general, address questions 
of significance for the labour or social historian. 
:3 
chairmen as much as those workers appearing before them), the contribution 
of the tribunal to the furtherance of government munitions policy, and 
the consequences for Idbour of the eventful and complex experiences 
of munitions workers at the hands of tribunal discipline. 
It is necessary to indicate the limitations to which this research 
has been subject. Many studies of the pattern of adjudication by 
courts of law can rely on a healthy series of informative statistics 
to guide the researcher in his or her explorations. Though bald 
statistics for the present work are available to a limited extent, 
individual case papers, for the most part,, no lorger exist. Thus 
in terms of tribunal statistics, the proportions of, say, women to' 
men, young persons to older workers, skilled to unskilled, engineers 
to shipbuilders and so on, cannot be discovered. In order to recove: C 
tribunal hearings from day to day or from week to- week, zeliance'was 
placed principally on the'local press; - while App'eATribunal hearings, 
so far as they were useful, for historical purposes, were extracted from 
the Scottish Munitions Appeal Reports (as well as from their lengthier 
English counterparts). Some case papers still surýive among the xecoids 
available in the Public Record Office, but the vast majority relate to 
Appeal Tribunal hearings which terded to be'reported in the specialist 
law reports in'any case. We believe, however, that we have portrayed 
a reasonably accurate picture of tribunal proceedings in Glasgow over 
time, and that we have at least identified the mole significant hearings 
conducted in the district. 
By 'Glasgow' is in fact meant the Glasgow region which, apart 
from the city itself, includes also Lanarkshire, Dunbartonshire and 
Renfrewshire. ' The study therefore inclules cases originating from 
munitions establishments located inp inter alia, Airdrieg Coatbridge, 
Motherwell and Wishaw; Alexandria arxl Dumbarton; and Paisleyq Johnstone 
and Renfrew. In addition, chapter nine, which inclules an examination 
'I, 
of leaving certificate statistics, seeks to compare the tribunal 
returns In Glasgow with those from five other large*cities in Britain., 
As a study of the relationship between war, law ani labour, this - 
work does, of course, tend to dwell on certain institutional., features 
r 
of that relationship. Yet the political analysis of wartime labcUr 
legislation explored primarily in chapter one, offers, we believe, 
an indispensable theoretical context within which, the empirical dimension 
to our study can be comprehended. Indeed, it is perhaps of no'. -little 
significance that the title, The Politics of Irdustrial Relations, was 
that chosen not by one, but by two separate authors in recent-years, 
whose books examined the emergence of irdustrial relations legislation 
in the'1970s- 5 As Royden Harriscn has reminded us, it is indeed the 
unique reversibility of-labour laws which underlines their political 
importance, 
Conscious of. our own. limitations, we have eschewed the attempt 
to engage the economic analysis of the munitions code. The economic 
analysis of lawt involving the application of sophisticated statistical 
tests of measurement is curxently one of the growth areas of socio-legal 
studies. Indeed, the approach has even begun to influence our 
understanding of the impact of specific labour controls on social 
structure, and might, if'cipabl6 of application to the working of the 
Munitions Actst enrich our understanding of their effects. Yet as a 
technique for the evaluALon of the impact'of statutory provisions 
concerned with the history of employment and of industrial relations, 
the approach, ve: ry. -much associated (perhaps wrongly) with the' 
4, Chicago 
school' of economic theory, is still in its infancy and not free from 
controversy. 
6 
5Michael. Moran, The Po litic a'. of . Industrial Relati ons. .- 
(Lond on v Macmillan, 1977 
6 Colin Crouch, The Politics of Industrial Relations (LondonsFontam, 1979ý 
For an example from the field of labour regulation in the nineteenth 
century, see Howard, P. Marvel, 'Factory Regulaticni'A Reinterpretation 
of Early English Experience', Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. 20, 
1977s PP- 379-402- 
5 
Finally, we may pose the - question whether our'study of wartime 
legal controls on industrial relations can shed light on questions 
pertaining to, tfie regulation of modern, peacetime industrial relations. 
Since the late 1960s, different governments have'attempted, with 
little success, to impose a restrictive legal framework on an essentially 
voluntarist'systea of British industrial relations. Some -initiatives 
have proved spectacular failures such as Barbara Castle's white paper, 
In Place of Strife in 19697 or the Conservative government's Industrial 
8 
Relations Act 1971. More recently, the Employment Acts 1980 and 1982 
have sought to inhibit trade union militancy by both limiting- drastically 
the scope for lawful industrial action, including picketing ani blacking 
activities* and by removing from trade unions their historic immunity 
from liability for damages (and indeed from liability for contempt 
of court, oxders to obey labour injunctions). Research published in 
1933 seems to suggest that while the 1980 Act may have stiffened' 
management authoiity in the face of trade-'union demands 
(while there 
still prevailed a powerful culture'of 'law avoidancel)l the most 
significant influence on industrial behaviour was probably the economic 
recession. 
9 Such a finding supports the view of Kahn-Freund that the 
10 
pattern of industrial behaviour, like the 'welfare' ofVorkers, 
7See Peter Jenkins, The 'Battle . of 
. Downi . ng 
- St - reet (London: Charles Knight, 
8 1970) See Brian Weekes et al.. Industrial Relations and the Limits of Law (oxford.. 
Blackwell, 197577 'Some industrial relations academics still look 
back nostalgically on an opportunity lost. See E. H. Phelps Brown, 
The Origins of Trade Union Power (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1983) 
9 ch. XI, 'The Attempt to Impose Order: 
the Legal Code of 19711, 
Peggy Kahn, Norman Lewls, -Rowland, - Liv-ock ., and, 
Paul Wiles, Picketing: 
Industrial Disputes, Tactics and the Law (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1983T. But cf., W. E. J.. McCarthy, J. W. Durcan and G. P. Red-man, Strikes 
in Post-War Britain (Londont Allen & Unwin, 198.3) whoargue that 
political explanations for Britain's strike pattern, such as labour 
legislation, are more significant than economic onest such as the 
10 level of employment, Otto Kahn-Freund, Labour and the Law, 3: rd ed., edited by P. L. Davies 
and Mark Freedl. _a_n_d7London: Stevens, 1983), P. 13. 
(a 
"... depends in the first place on'-the productivity 
of people's labour, which in turn-is, to a very 
large extent, the reýsult of technical developments 
... in the second place on- the forces of the 3abour 
market on which the law has only a marginal (though 
not a negligible) influence... jaind17-thirdly on the 
degree of effective organisation of the workers in 
trade unions to which the law can again make only a 
modest contribution. " 
Indeedq elsewhereqýYuahn-Freund has opinedýthat, 
"Many people have something like a magic belief 
in the efficacy of the law in shaping human conduct 
and social relations. It is a superstition which is 
itself a fact of political importance, but a superstition 
it is all the same. I am not suggesting that the 
threat of legal sanctions cannot create a marginal 
motive 
, 
determining conduct, but where there are 
strong forces or traditions favouring apattern of 
acticn such as the sudden spontaneous strike, the 
role which the law can play in improving the 
situation, though not negligible, can never be decisive. " 
The law can, of course, be decisive in individual Instances 
such as in the dispute involving the National Graphical Association at 
Warrington in the winter of 1983 when the infliction of -massive fines 
amounting toE725,000, plus the freezing of the union's xemaining 
assetst compelled the executive to call off their industrial action 
against a local printing firm. But it would be a foolish and unsubtle 
commentator who woald seek to infer from single episodes such as this, 
the validity of a more general positive proposition linking law with 
the preservation of 'order' and with the elimination of conflict 
in industrial relations. 
Our own study seeks to emphasise the complexities and paxadoxes 
which surrounded government eff orts during the First World War to 
employ the munitions code to regulate irilustrial relations in 
accordance with the exigencies of the war emergency. We wiU, in 
fact, argue that 'conflict management' was a key ingredient character- 
ising the proceedings of the Glasgow munitions tribunal. Indeed, as 
Ibi d, 'Indus txial, Relatlcnz. 
-ancl-the-law---t-Metrospect arrl 
Rcospect', 
British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 9,1969, pp 301-161 
at P 311. 
7 
those who have researched the impact of the Employment Act 1980 on 
industrIal behaviour have observea, 
12 
"Short of outlawing trade unionsI3 and/or 
reproducing outright wage slaveryl every 
modern industrial state is in the business, 
of institutionalising conflict. The Employment 
Act is a minor contribution to that process. " 
Moreover, they continue, the process of institutiorAlsation vill include 
"persuasion, bribery, direction and all manner of means more or less 
subtle 
It is'in the light of this understariling that our own study, 
located within a wholly different --ontext of war, militancy, radicalism 
as well as patriotism, inflation and fall employment, may yet, we 
hope, offer glimpses'of insight to analysts of piesent-day industzial 
relations. I- 
12 Kahn et al., op. cit., p 191'. I' 3Fhe 
c-ombined effect of *. the 1980 and 1932 Acts is, on paper at leasto 
to deprive trade unions of most of the strike weaponsthey have 
used effectively in the recent past. The 'right to strike' 
is still preserved, but in a severely attenuated (and possibly 
14 in an irrelevant) form. Kahn et al., op. cit., p 192. 
8 
CHAPTER ONE - 
The Munitions Acts A Theoretical Perspective 
e 
Introduction 
Some years ago, when reviewing James Hinton's study of the shop 
stewards' movement during the First World War, 
I 
Roger Davidson 2 sought 
to castigate the author for having characterised wartime labour controls 
as a component of the 'servile state'. His criticism was, indeed, 
more specific. For he took issue (as Iain McLead had previously 
done) with Hinton's view of the Munitions Act as a weapon in a class 
offensive launched against the shop stewards' movement. Moreover, not 
only did Davidson reject Hinton's argument that the Act was, .. 
against the pressures of wartime full employment. "* 
He also repudiated the suggestion that such legal controls were "intended 
permanently to demoralise the labour movement". 
Davidson's argument, by contrast, was that the Act was a "desperate 
expedient to facilitate labour supply", having emerged as the "logical 
outcome" of a departmental review within the Ministry of MuniticnSp Of 
James Hinton, The First Shop Stewaxds' Movement (London: Allen & Unwin, 
2 1973) Roger Davidson, "The Myth of the 'Servile State"', Bulletin of , the 
Society for the Study of Labour HistorL, No. 29, Autumn 1974, pp 62-7 
thenceforth Davidson (1974a)). He developed his critique of Hinton in 
more detail in his paper, "Government Labour Policyg 1914-19161 A 
Reappraisal"q Scottish Labour Histo4Z Society Journal, No. 8, June 
3 1974, PP 3-20 
(henceforth Davidson (1974b)). 
Iain McLean, "The Clyde Workers' Committee, the Ministry of Munitions and 
the Suppression of the 'Forwaid': An Alteniative View", Scottish 
Labour kistory Society Journal, No. 6, December 1972, PP 3-25 
4 (henceforth McLean (1972)) 
Davidson (1974a) op. cit., p 6;. Quotations in this and the following two 
passages are also from Davidson's review article, ibid. 
... designed to implement 
La leading industrialist I! g 
proposals for repressive labour controls and to 
reinforce the employers' control over their wackerp 
9 
the munitions supply crisis. As the "last and not the first resort 
of wartime labour administrators" confrcnted. with a manpower crisis, 
the statutory measures, Davidson insisted, lacked "repressive intent". 
Of course, on closer examination$ it, can be shown that there is- 
not necessarily any contradiction be-tween the views -of Hinton and 
Davidson on the wartime role of the Munitions Act (except in respect to 
whether the authorities directed their minds to' theý permanent debilitation 
of the labour movement). Thus Hinton's discovery of the existence 
of "repressive labour controls" is in fact not inconsistent with 
Davidson's interpretation that such coercive legal measures were indeed 
the "logical outcome" of those exhausting ministry enquiries which 
preceded the legislation. Similarly, the labour controls of the Munitions 
Act could be both a . 
"desperate expedient to facilitate labcar supply". 
as Davidson suggests, and "new and formidable weapons in the arsenal 
of the ruling class"t as Hinton alleges; 
5 
Yet our intention is not simply to assume the role of 
honest broker, attempting, in the spirit of public duty, to compose 
differences over rival interpretations of the Munitions Act. Our 
object is, rather$ to shift the contours of'debate to a new theoretical 
-ýThe intentions of the authorities and of the employers in respect to longý- 
-; term industrial developments remain a matter for-oontroversy among 
historians, There is circumstantial evidence to the effect that 
employers viewed the wartime changes as an opportunity to advance 
deskilling in the post-war era. But the evidence is far from con- 
clusive. It is also improbable that government officials, at the time 
of the enactment of the Munitions Act, were seriously considering the 
post-war reorganisation of an engineering. industry bereft of trade 
union restrictive practices. They were, after all, devoting part of 
their energiesto -persuading trade unions that restrictive practices were to be restored at the conclusion of hostilities. The view that 
employ9ks we3ýe ifttent on-"regaining. --the... -grDund,. 
loaV'-. befo=e the war is 
expressed in Keith Middlemas, Politics in.. Industrial- -S-cc ie ty 
(Londont 
Andre" Deutsch, _ _19? 9 72. Moreover the Official Histo . of the Ministry of Munitions observed that "More serious was the workman's 
suspicion that under cover of the Munitions of War Act, the employer was 
seeking to introduce changes-which- had- long --been-ra tterz - of. .. prejudice and controversy. See Official History of the-Ministry of Munitions (hencefarth OHMM) Vol. IV, Part II, p. 30. Cf:, Hinton, -op. cit., P 71, quoting an article in the employers' journal-, the Engineer, for 
December 1915; also cf, "Some of the great captains of industry have 
openly avowed their intention of taking the opportunity to secure 
. 
Cont'd/.... 
10 
plane, made necessary, we believe, by a reconsideration of certain 
features not only in Hinton's analysis, - but also in, Davidson's presentation. 
Thus, to summarize briefly the thrust of this opening chapter, It will 
be argued that Davidson's, characterisation of the war legislation as a 
e 
non-repressive "desperate expedient" does in fact seriously urrlerestimate 
the intention of the legis2ators, to "reinforce"g, as Hinton says# "the 
employers' control over their workers". Yet Hinton's ap, ro h is not pr ac 
freelfrom criticism, for his emphasis on the struggle of the shop stewards' 
movement against the Munitions Act has the effect (even if not interiled. ) 
that other labour targets of g6vernmery'. compulsion, such as alleged "bad' 
timekeepers", do not come so sharply into focus.! Thus the Act was not 
aimed solely at preventing industrial disruption and obstruction in 
those engineering centres under the influence of the'shop stewards' 
movement, Nor, specifically, was rank-and-file hostility to dilution 
6 
the target for its attentions. For as Mclean points out, it was craft 
trades union officialdom, especially at the national level, which was more 
dangeroasly uncooperative in this respect. Moreover, as we shall suggest 
probably 
in chapter eleven, the Munitions Act was/structurally incapable of 
mandating dilution. Nonetheless, not only was the Munitions Act a 
comprehensive code of employment controls, ext erding beyond dilution (if 
in fact it ever embraced this object) to include provisions to restrict 
labour mobility, to control wages and to eliminate strikes and other 
manifestations of factory indiscipline. Its jurisdiction reached out 
far beyond the confines of the engineering irdustry and encompassed a 
wide range of trades in balding, mining and quarryingt chemicals, textiles, 
5., 
-(cont'd) permanently that autocracy in the management of their own 
c oncern - xhich-has been temporarily given them under the Munitions Acts". See New Statei3man, September 2,1916, P 509. The problem of separating 
6 gend-ne intentiom-from rhetoric still,, however, remains. 
McLean (19? 2), op. cit., pao 
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clothing, paper, wood, leather, transport and public utilities, as well 
as engineering, shipbuilding and iron and steel manufacture. 
7 Thus 
by July 1918, as can be seen from Table 1.1, almost fivemi1lion 
persons were engaged on "Government work"t of whom less than half were 
employed in the metals sector, which presumably included shipbuilding. 
Therefors, to concentrate on engineering is to obtain only a partial 
vision of the impact cf the Munitions Act. 
7 
8 See OHMM, Vol, VI, Part IV, pp 47,5273, Tables XIIL 
(a), XVI and xviI. 
The term "Government Work" is, of course, broader in soppe than "munitions 
work" as popularly understood. However as the Official History 
observed, "T6 attempt. to state accurately the number of people 
employed on the 'manufacture of munitions' at different periods 
of the war is impossible. The term 'munitions' has never been 
strictly defined, and it may be taken -in the narrower sense to 
cover the manufacture of destructive munitions only, or it -may be 
taken to include also all industries subsidiary and essential to 
the production of destructive munitions, such as the iron and 
steel trades, the manufacture of machine tools, etc. In its widest 
sense even, it may be taken to cover all occupations over which 
the control of the Ministry of Munitions was exercised, and even 
coal mining, tiansport-etc., including thus every kirA of wozk 
indirectly essential to the needs of war". See ibid, p 48. Broadly 
speaking, the legal definition of "munitions work! ', upon which 
the jurisdiction of the Munitions' , Act essentially depended, - 
corresponded to this widest sense of the term, and therefore$ 
it is suggested, approximated to the term "Government woxk**. 
Cf T, A. Fyfe, who advised that "... all work which is designed To- aid the successful prosecution of the war is munitions work 
or may be made so by orders". See T. A. Fyfe Employers and 
Workmen under the Munitions Acts, 3rd editiýý (London and 
Glasgow: William Hodge & Co., 1918) p. 20. Fyfe was-a Glasgow 
sheriff and prominent chairman of the-munitions tAbunal. He 
was perhaps the -most outstanding legal ambassador of theAct 
during the war. The copy of Fyfe's book consulted by'the present 
writer was Fyfe's presentation copy to Lloyd George, which is in 
the special collections section of the library at the University 
of Kent at Canterbury. 
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Table 1.1 
TOTAL NNrORKPEOPLE EmPLOYED ON GOVERN31ENT WORK. 
JULY. 19m 
Numbers Per- 
INDUSTRIES. Employed centage 
on to Total 
Covernmept lNumbers; 
Work. Employee 
13uildin- 141,000 19-3 
Alines 299.000 28-1 
Metals 1,297.000 73-0 
Chcmicals 79,000 37-8 
Textiles 3S5,000 26-6 
Clothing Trades 206,000 23-0 
7Food. Drink and Tobacco 6S. 000 12-7 Paper Trades 3.5,000 10-5 
Wbod Trades 92,000 . 35-8 40ther Trades 1(; S, ()Oo 3So6 
JULY. 1916. 'JULY. 1917. JUT. Y. 191's. 
Numbers Per Num rs r I Z Numbers Per- 
Employed ccntage Ejnll )cd ge cc Employed ge ccjita. - 
. on to 
Total on ý40 Total Oil to Total 
;, overnment Numbers 11; overninentl Numbers Government Numbe-m Work. Fmployed Work. Employed"' Work. 1-mliloyed* 
207,0W 36.4 219, ObO 45-1 216 000 46.1 
561, GOO 52-3 656,000 59.8 676.000 &i -7 
1,694,000 $1.6, 1.996.000 87-0 2.220,000 92-0 
156.000 59-4 1'; 5'00() 65-0 169.000 63-6 
344,000 24-5 422000 31-6 492000 39-8 
143.000 17-2 148,000 1- 19.1 - 194: 000 25-8 
62,060 11.8 68,000 14.1 9 19-i 
44,000 13-2 61.000 20-9 7 2i-S 
, 92, OCO 36-7 116,000, 
48-2 138.4101 ii-9 
175.000 . 12-4 194,000 48-1 2011,000 51.6 
Total Indubtries (uncrer private 1, 
ownersliip) f 2.770,00(p 36: 1 1 3,478,000 44-9 4,06XS, OU() 52: 8 
'Government Establishments 157.000 100 0 277,000 100.0 449.000 100 0 4822,000 it)O-() 
Total Industries (including Govern- 
ment Estalifisbments) 2,927,000 1 27-3 3,7iS. OOO 46-8 4.517.0(W 55-3 4.9CA. 000 . 
6l'-S 
SOUrce: Official Hist2a of the Ministry Of MUnitiOns, VOI. Vj, Pt Iv, p 47, Table XIIIc. 
But in another respect, to conceive of the Munitions Act as a 
weapon against recalcitrant workmen is to ignore the intention of 
the legislators to strike also at the freedom of, employers to pursue 
their irdustrial activities unhindered. Thus while on the one hand 
Davidson'-merely glosses over this aspect, ' and thereby fails'adepiiely 
to locate the statute within a valid theozetical perspective, Hinton's 
chosen fxamework for analysis, on the'other handt-prevents his 
addzessing the 'question at all. For his presentation of the shop 
stewards' perspective on the wartime state is scarcely the -most promising 
vehicle upon which to mount an employers' critique of the Act. Of 
course, one must acknowledge that workers rather than employers were 
far more likely to incur the disciplinary wrath of the Munitions Act, 
and certainly no employer was deported for allegedly having hindered 
munitions output. Nonetheless, together with a battery of Defence of 
13 
the Realm Act (DURA) regulations, the Act did attempt to curb the 
traditional freedom of employers whererthat freedom was considered 
by the authorities to pose a danger to the "national interest". Employers, 
for exampleg complained that the Munitions Act was operating. unevenly 
as between one firm and another, enabling'some uncontrolled firms to 
benefit from more favourable market conditions at the expense of other 
companies controlled under the Act. Thus as well as illuminating aspects 
of inter-class conflict, the administration of the Muniticns Act, 
as we shall see, reveals a little of intra-class conf3tat within the 
industrial capitalist class. -Indeed, as the New 
Statesman pointed 
out in 1917, only three classes of capitalists, the railway shareholders, 
the sugar merchants ard the landlord class, found their prices controlled 
in the "national interest", whereas, in addition to the-notorious 
case of the shipping companies, 
the corn-merchants and millers, the meat 
companies, the oil trusts, the curious little 
rings that control the various metals, the 
munition-making and Army equipment firms; the 
corn and cattle and dairy farmers; the collieryýentre- 
preneurs. and coal dealers; and last but not least, 
the bank shareholdersp" 9 
were free to indulge in profiteering, probably to the extent, estimated 
the New Statesman,, that "as much as 1000 million pounds have been 
extracted from the consumers merely in increased prices.! '. Of course, 
it concluded, 
10 
"These three tcontrolle(P I sections of the capitalist 
class may naturally ask why they alone (for the 
limitation of coal prices was derisive) should havei 
been deprived of the "legitimate" fruits of their 
"enterprise", -or why a similar-measure should not 
here been meted out to their fellow-capitalists. " 
Thus divisions between finance capitalists and industrial capitalists 
9New State sm5. nLTuly 28,1917, p 388 10 Ibid. 
14 
on the one hand and, on the other, between finance capitalists with 
investments In munitions firms and those, investing in other outlets 
might even be exposed in the glare of the Munitions Act, -with its 
provisions for-profit limitation within controlled- establishments., 
Therefore, in the-light of our previous- remarks which dispute 
Davidson's belief that the Munitions Act was not "repressive"; in the 
light, moreover, of our proposition that the "targets" of the Act 
included not only munitions workers from a vast range of irdustries 
apart from engineering, but also extended to the employers themselves, 
we would offer the following interpretation. First, there did indeed 
occur during the war- a "ruling class" offensive mediated through legal 
controls, the object of which was in some respects to strengthen the 
power of employers'over their workforce. Second, however, this 
offensive was conducted, not according to a blueprint for the 'servile 
state', by an accommodating government at the behest of employers,. 
as Davidson rightly points out when he demonstrates that civil servants, 
rather than businessmen. imported into government, determined labour 
12 
policy criteria. The legislative campaignt far from being a reflection 
of a wh olly undoctrinaire. pragmatic and empirical war collectivism 
as Davidson implies, is instead,, tetter understood as one of the 
products of a gradually evolving, though never uncompromising, corporatist- 
strategy. It is therefore from the perspective of corporatist the ory 
that one can more sensitively grasp the nature of the policies 
eventually pursued by government after innumerable set-backs and false 
For intra-class conflict within contemporary capitalism, see F, Longstreth, 
"The City, Industry and the State", in Colin Crouch (ed. ) State and 
12 EconomX in Contemporary Capitalism (London: Croom. Helm, 1979)ch-5- 
No doubt there was a degree of overlap of objectives, but it fell short o: r 
an identity of interests on labour questions. Moreover, as Wrigley 
has recently pointed out, "There was also concern that businessmen 
in the ministry Eof Munitionsig were exploiting the opportunity to 
advertise themselves and their fi=s. " As a result, 9 Lloyd George 
sought to ensure that ministry correspondence contained the names of 
career civil servants, not those of the businessmen temporarily 
recruited to the departments. See Chris Wrigley, "The Ministry of 
Munitionst an Innovatory Department", in Kathleen Burk (ed. ) War and 
the State (London: Allen & Unwin, 1932) ch. 2, at p. 42. 
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starts, in its desperate effort to secure military victory. 
As Panitch has recently observed, 
13 
"Although the varieties of corporatist theory are many, 
the common premise was that class harmony., wA organic 
unity were essential to society and could be secured 
if the various functional groups, and especially the 
organisations, of capital and labour, were Imbued with a 
conception of mutual rights and obligations somewbat 
similar to that presumed to have united the medieval estates 
in a stable society. Accordingly, corporatist programmes 
advocated a universal scheme of'vocatiom-9, industrial or 
sectoral organisation, whereby the constituent units would 
have the right of representation in national decision- 
making, and a high degree of functional autonomy, 
but would have the duty of maintaining the functional 
hierarchy and social discipline consistent with the needs 
of the nation-state as a-whole. A limited organisational 
pluralism, genexally operating under the aegis of the state 
as the supreme collective community, would guarantee 
the major value of corporatism - social harmaay. " 
It is clear that duAng the course of the war, the centxal state 
department, the Ministry of Munitions, certainly preferred, even if 
it did not always zealously seek, to preserve for itself a monopoly- 
of policy-making in the belief that it alone could authoritativeiy- 
determine the national interest. In this respect, the "right of 
representation in national decision-making", to which Panitch 
refers, might otherwise have been conspicuously absent-from this 
wartime variant of corporatism, had not a "limited organisational 
pluralism" shown itself powerful enough to'compel even the state 
14 to engage in "bargained corporatism", with the trade unions over 
distributional, and to a limited extent over production, questions. 
Thus, as conceptualized in the present study, wartime corporatism 
in Britain proceeded upon-the footing both of-a tightly controlled 
and disciplined labour force and a similarly regulated netwoxk ofý 
13leo Panitch,., "The Development'of Corporatism In Liberal Democracies", 
14 Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 10,1977, pp 61-90, at p 61. A term employed by Colin Crouch, who distinguishes it from "statist 
corporatism" where the state (self-evidently) refuses to engage 
in such. horse-trading.. - See. Colin Crouch, Class Conflict and the Industrial Relations Crisis (Londont Heinemann 1977); ibid, The Politic, % of Industrial Relations (Londont Fontana, 1979ý- -- ;z 
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employers. For the latter, as well as the former, were to be subject 
to centralized direction or imposed standards, emanating fýcom, bureau- 
cratic elites, with the objective, of securing order in industrial. 
relations. Thus, 
C, 
"In order to minimise the disruption to the, national 
economy caused by the explosive tendencies within 
pluralisVsystems, the state succumbs to the temptation 
to regulate the employment relationship through law, 
thus by-passing the structures of joint regulatLon by 
management and unions. This kind of regulation differs 
considerably fromAhe liberal floor of rights approach- 
because it constitutes a general attempt to subject 
capitalist discipline to the rule of law. It involves 
the filtering and transfcrination of customs and works 
rules to the status of legal nonas, arxl the supervision 
of the exercise of managerial prerogative by legal 
institutions associated with the state, "15 
As Hinton has shown, however, the 'servile state' (as distinct 
from corporatism) represented, accomling to Hilaire Belloc, 
the use of state power in the direct service, of 
private capital... the establishment of. -compulsory 
labour among an unfree majority of non-owners far 
the benefit of a free minority of owners. "16 
It is indeed at this point that any cautious attempt tddetect 
the gradual emergence of the servile state from the repressive 
structures of wartime controls meets with difficulties. For- any 
approximate application of Belloc's definition (s! ýpra -to emergency 
regulationst sUCh as was perceived at the time by th 
.e 
shOp stewards' 
movement, would require to hold that the employing class during 
the war'remained unfettered in the pursuit of their activities, and 
merely fed off the benefits which selective nationalization offered 
private capital. Of course, in one. crucial respect, private industrial 
capital did benefit froa state intervention whether by outright national- 
15Hugh Collins,. "Capitalist Discipline and Corporatist law - Part I" Industrial Law Journal, Vol. 51,19820 PP 78-93 at p. 82. It should, 
however, be noted that a corporatist rule of law is a highly 
16 ambiguous, perhaps contradictory, concept. See infra... Hintcn, op. cit,., p. 45. 
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ization (which tended to leave the same personnel as managers) or 
simply by state dictation. Thus state direction of munitions. production 
did in fact set out to achieve the object ofýcurlAng chaotic, reckl ess) 
futile and indeed dangerous competition during the-war. For if the 
invisible handq in which industrialists had traditionally reposed their 
faith, had been left-undisturbed, then whoýcould have'denied that the 
"free minority of owners"-, she ltered by Bellocis 'servile state'. would 
have faced a less pleasant prospect at the hands of the victorious 
Prussians? -Yet'the price of industrial freedom to be obtained after 
the war, was eternal state vigilance ard direction during it. Thus 
even were one to recognise the subtlety and attractiveness of the 
syndicalist argument that "State'Ownership was the final word in 
17 
capitalist domination"t it is nonetheless crucial to acknowledge 
that during the, war itself, the "capitalist" was, in theory if not 
always-in Iracticeg as subservient to state officialdom as was the 
munitions worker. 
The state's--task, thereforeq was to mobilize the industrial resources 
of the country at war under the emotional but ambiguous banner of the 
"national interest", If the direction of -capital consequently entailed 
the sacrifice of the "best interests"'of independent firms by national- 
ization or, more commonly, by prohibitions on trading or by other 
restraints on previously "free" market activity, then*the prospect 
of conscription of industry in place of "busiiiess as usual",. though 
in the final analysis-a not unhappy one for industry, wasýunavoidable 
during the war. Allied, finally, to measures entailing the disciplining 
of labour or better stillp the self-disciplining of labour by the 
trade unions - the distinctive brand of wartime corporatism thus sought 
17 Ibid, P. 47, citing the Socialist, September 1916. 
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to advance those policies compatible with the long-term survival of 
private capitalism. 
Yet while adopting the perspective of corporatism as an 
analytical fxamework within which to examine government labour (and 
indeed certain other market) controls during the war# we must at the 
same time remain alive to the normative limitations of the concept. 
For pluralist elements, including collective býrgaining institutions 
and the stock exchange, still manifested themselves to hold at, bay 
industrial conscripti-on or even to preclude the absolute conscription 
of riches. 
18 
Thus, sensitive of the complexities, we can exposes and 
hopefully render intelligible, many of the apparent contradictions 
inherent in the state's administration of the Munitions Act. 
Among the anomalies, we -might note first., the peculiar composition 
of financial, industrial and labour controls within the one statutes 
which reflects an integrated and comprehensive strategy indicative of 
1 11 '4 
the unitary perspective with which corporatism may be identified. On 
the other hand, a limited autonomy in respect to some aspects of 
wage determination, trade union recognition and even strikes (once 
21 days had elapsed without the Board of Trade activating steps towards 
a settlement) pointed to the perpetuation of a residual pluralist 
industrial 'relations. The many concessions which the 
_government 
undertook to grant to trade unions in respect to the enforcement of 
the Act signifies the importance, in corporatist thought, of. ends, 
rather than means. Thus it may. be argued that "bargained" corporatism 
vied with "statist"corporatism in informing the strategies of the 
18 This latter feature, is perhaps a testimony to the strength of finance 
or rentier capital during the war rather than of irdustrial capital. 
For an example, see Royden Harrison, "The War Emergenc Workers' 
National Committee", 
-. 
in- A.. Briggs and J. Saville (eds. 
5 
Essays In 
Labour History, Vol. 2,1886-1923 (Londont Macmillan, 1971) P 247 
on the return on War Loans. 
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institutional parties tO'labour regulation. Indeed, we may observe, 
at this point, that such býrgaining manoeuvres are also symptomatic 
of the fragile base of corporatist strategies which aimýd at compelling 
pluralistically inclined institutions to adhere, -to unitarist objects fra mers 
and modes of behaviour but whose/recoil, both Iragmatically and 
instinctively, from. the use of 
-absolutist 
means to attain such ends. 
But, third, there is the problematic s urr ounding the role of law 
(one might even say surrounding the rule-of law) in'a corporatist 
environment. For such a strategy does indeed have -implications for the 
type and character of law upon which 'the state chooses to rely in 
order to achieve its objectives. But more than this. For during the 
war, the enforcement and interpretation of corporatist law, embodying 
the government policy of fostering what the sociologists, Pahl and Winkler 
have recently described, in the context of the mid-19703, as the goals 
and values of "unity, order, 7nationalism ard success", 
19 was entrusted 
at the local level to legally trained judges plucked from a profession 
which, for centuries, had proclaimed and cherished its independence 
from the executive arm of the state. The advent of corporatist 
controls therefore presented challenges to the chairmen of the munitions 
tribunals in the localities to demonstrate the object of their loyalties. 
Did they still adhere to the traditional tenet that law was no 
respecter of persons, even if that person were Lloyd George? Or was 
the pattern of tribunal interpretation and enforcement under: the 
Munitions Act (particularly in the case of the Glasgow'tribunal, 
with which this study is principally concerned), informed by those 
characteristics of corporatism, that is, "unity, order, nationalism 
19For the use of these terms within the corporatist "syndraae", see R, E. 
Pahl and J. T. Winkler, "The Coming Corporatism", New Society, 
October 10,1974, P- 72. 
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and success", cited above? Thus the delineation of the tribunal 
chairmen's "proper" judicial role was yet another arena wherein ' 
contradictory impulses might be, andt as we shall see, were thrown 
up by the Introduction of wartime corporatist imperatives. 
I 
In consequence, the "system contradictioiP (toý borrow a term 
employed in recent work on the relations between the state, advanced 
capitalism and industrial-'relations )20 not only, between corporatipt 
and.. ýluxalist approaches. to industrial relations, but also between- 
corporatist law and a liberal-democratic tradition of legal 
adjudication, constitutes a major thread running through this study. 
Lacking Repressive Intent? 
Having outlined briefly the theoietical perspective to be - 
employed in this work, we are now in a position to"elaborate on the 
points to be argued. The first inatter concerned Davidson's allegation 
that the Munitions Act lacked repressive intent, and that the' 
resulting injustice to iabour was unintentional. However, given 
that the Oxford English Dictionary defines "repress" as "check! 'O 
"restrain", "keep undw: ý' ard "quell", as well as the more forceful 
"suppress", the 'obvious point might be made that it is difficult to see 
howi for examplej the Ordering of Work rules for controlled. establishments 
lacked "repressive intent". Indeed, as A. J. Jenkinsm, in drafting 
. 
one of the crucial sections of-the Official History aC the MinistjX 
of Munitions, infomed his general editor, G. I. H. Moyd, 
"I have substituted "the principle of the Munitions 
of War Act" for "their policy of repressive action! ' - 
an innocuous phrase which means the same thing! You 
will remember that we looked at the file. "'21 
20See Dominic Strinati,. 
. 'Tapitalism, the- State. -and. -Industrdal -Relations" in Crouch, (ed. ) it , Ch. 
6; ibid, Capitalism, the State and 
21 : Irdustrial Relatf! on7se7London: Croom Helm, 1982). 
t 
M _T T UN 53 871-90 RM., "ministry of Munitions Officials to G. I. H. Lloyd 
re Constitution of C)fficial History of Ministry of Munitionst re IV, 
Part II". It is perhaps worthwhile to recall that Davidson's exact 
words were "... the Act was the logical outcome of a series of 
Contld/.... 
21 
Moreover, from August 19ý5, the Ministry postbag began to be 
swelled by requests from numerous employexs p hitherto antagonistic 
to the idea of "control" of their private businesses fromvithout, 
22 
that their firas be scheduled as controlled establishments under the 
Act. For they well recognised that both the limitation on profits 
and what they also perceived as the stimulus to wage demands arising 
from'the declaration of control, were outweighed by other fact(xs. Thus 
the legal injunction to trade unionists to remove . their restrictive 
practices and the licence to employers to impose tighter factory 
discipline in the wake of the issuance of a order, were more 
powerful temptations to many firms. Indeed, there is no doubt that 
the government's creation of the institution of the contrUed establish- 
ment was designed partly, perhaps even mainly, to enable employers to 
check bad timekeeping without diminishing output by dismissals or 
suspensions, as well as to allow them to insist on the removal of 
restrictive workshop practices without- having to resort to protracted 
23 
and possibly fruitless engagements with full-time trade union officials. 
21(cont1d) 
memoranda on the. problems of munitions labour supply submitted 
by Llewellyn Smith and Beveridge... Moreover, these memoranda do 
not betray. any repressive intent. " See Davidson (1974a) pp. t. pp 65-6. 22 It even appeared that building contractors employed on the construction 
of workmen's houses at Rosyth Dockyard resisted scheduling as controlled 
establishments on the ground that their navvies and labourers regarded 
control as denying them the freedom "to roam from wo3k to womk". 
Other similar firms which had been controlled found that as a result 
they were losing men who failed to lift their unemployment books and 
therefore could not be traced. Thus it appears that employers were 
prepared to connive with their employees in some circumstances to 
avoid becoming a controlled establishment. See NUN 5/79/340-1/2, 
"Notes on the application to controlled establishments of orders under 
section 7 by P. M. Cornford, July 14,1915 - December 2,1916". For 
the significance of unemployment books for, the administration of 
23 the Munitions Act, see OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 19. NUN 51353136013, "History of Controlled Establishments, March 1915 to 
April 1917t Principles of Control, prepared by Captain P. M. Cornford, 
August 2,1917. " It should be noted that the restrictive practices 
in qu6sti on were not exclusively,. perhaps not even predominantly, 
concerned with dilution. 
22 
Thus a leading official at the Ministry of Munitions, W. J. Larke, 
summarised (if inelegantly) one of the motive factors in persuading 
the government to introduce the institution. The 6ontrolled establishment, 
he pointed out, offered the opportunity, 
". *,, - to prosecute labour for maintaining restrictive' 
practices or any other action calculated to reduce 
output, such as abstention from work without 
reasonable cause, etc. 9 before a munitions tribunal,. thus ensuring better-discipline of labour at a time 
before war conditions had permeated the whole community, 
and labour was still acting in accordance with the 
traditions that had obtained in peacetime. "24 
That factor was especially crucial, he added, in view_of the gap between 
the productive capacity of industry at the time, and the military 
needs then current. 
Within this context, therefore, individual firms appealed to the I 
Ministry to resolve their labour difficulties by scheduling thea as 
controlled establishments. Thus small firms such as Clarke's Crank 
and Forge Co. Ltd. of Lincoln argued that deliveries would be improved 
if the management could "deal with their labour under the ccnditions of 
control". 
25 
while the Great Central Cooperative Engineering & Shipbuilding 
Company of Grimsby was advised by'the Ministry's labour officer to 
apply for a control order to enable it "to avoid friction over the 
employment of non-union labour" (here indeed is'an example of system 
contradiction, with the government seekirZ the stamp of official union 
approval to a statutory measure indirectly sanctioning non-unionism). 
In the case of the large public utility, the South Staffordshire Mond 
Gas (Power and Heating) Company# control, was sought in the wakelof 
serious labour troubles, in order that the. management might, "secure 
24 MUN 51353136014, "Notes on Controlled Establishments, by W. J. Larke, 
23T August 25,1917". 1 his and the following*examples are taken from M 51353136013, supra. 
23 
more power over their men", 
26 
a justification for control advanced 
also by other utilities after 1916. Similarly, in September 1915, the 
Ministry's labour officers in South Wales advised that a number, of 
local steel companies,. 'ought to be controlled "where the ren were 
r. 
restive". The optical firms, likewise, were also considered, by the 
Ministry as ripe for control in order "to secure-better control over 
the men generally. " 
In the wake of this evidence, therefore, there can surely be 
little doubt as to one of the motives informing the Ministry's labour 
policy. In particular, the czaation of a custom-built institutiaa, 
the controlled establishment, was primed to advance that-repressive 
policy. Thus far from--being the-unintended consequence CC a "last 
resort" decision to legislate, the legal regimentation of labour 
was consciously and expressly designýd to underpin employers' control 
over their workforce. In this respect9 Hinton's interpretation-, is. 
nearer to the truth than is Davidson's. 
The "Target" of the Munitions Act 
In the light of the foregoing, it cannot be maintained that the 
only target of theministry's repressive endeavou: rs, for which the 
Munitions Act was prepared, was the shop stewards' movement. And, 
indeed, Hinton did not suggest there was an exclusive focus. Certainly, 
the government's determination to suppress labour unrest and. 
obstructionism was more in evidence in important munitions areas such 
as Glasg ow or in other centres itfluenced-by militant rank-and-file 
organisation and where. large strike movements occurred. But the 
government's efforts to stifle irdustrial disorder were not confined 
either to the major centres of munitions production or indeed to strikes 
26 Cf., the idyllic picture painted in Wilfred Beswick, Inclustrialist. 's 
Journey, (Harrogate: privately published, 1961) Ch. VIII. Dealings with 
the ministry over technical contracts generated acute difficulties. 
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or to hostility to dilution. In any case# the most serious troubles 
from the government's point of view were dealt. with by DORA in addition 
to, Or instead of, the Munitions Act, as occurred in the case of the 
Clyde deportations and the strike which accompanied then in., 1916. 
Indeed, the examples previously cited of those firms seeking 
scheduling as controlled establishments, were chosen specifically to 
illustrate the geographical diversity of unrest which, prompted the 
ministry to reach for the Munitions Act. Tribunal returns from the 
four corners of -t. the British Isles illustrate the obvious paInt of the 
pervasiveness of industrial non-conformity. Of course, we are not 
suggesting that the labour-movement in Plymouth, or*in Norwich or 
even In'Dublin, threatened the success of the government's munitions 
programme* Howevert to a greater or lesser extent$ industrial unrest 
throughout the country dislocated and interfered with munitions 
output, and as such, was the focus of repressive statutory measu: re; 3, 
in addition, of course, to a wide range of other techniques of conflict 
management. 
But there is a further point, crucial to the theoretical perspective 
of the study. This is thatq however imperfectly, the Munitions Act 
ur purported to embody restrictions on employers as weU as on labo 
As Davidson statess 
27 
"Llewellyn. Smith' s -main objective was to harness both 
labour and capital resources more effectively to the 
war effort and to the security of society as a whole. " 
Indeed it was; the idea of "control", * for example, was originally - 
associAted, not with the suspension of trade union customs, but with 
the extinction of private work in engineering and shipbuilding. The 
ministry frequently had"to fend off aectmations froa companies that 
the incidence- of control orders was discriminatory and unfair either 
27Davidson (1974a) op. cit., p. 66. 
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between competitors within a given tra: de group or between one trade 
and another. The number of firms controlled was constantly, widened to 
repel these criticisms, even where there lacked any other itAustrial 
merit in controlling certain firms. Intza-class conflict was thus 
exposed as a focus for containment by the Munitions Act as well as 
inter-class conflict, thapgh It did, of course, remain very much a 
side issuet clcsely hidden from public scrutiny. Nonetheless, as early 
as July 22,1915, the Manchester Armaments Output Committee emphasisod 
that controlled establishments would be under a disadvantage if they 
sacrifice; d the goodwill of private customers to turn to aunitiOns'work, while 
i uncontrolled rivals were left free to, pick up their private business. 
Complaints of labour stealing, to which the Manchester committee had 
already drawn attention 
28 
- and, indeedt labour stealing prosecutions 
themselves - are further symptoms of intra-class. differences illuminated 
by the operation of the-Act. 
Thus as Sheriff Fyfe of Glasgow sought to persuade his listeners 
during one prosecution of a firm of b3nssfounders, the Act "applied quite 
as drastically to employers as it did to warkmen". 
29 , Even the larger 
controlled establishments in the city*were not immune from Fyfe's verbal 
lashes. Thus the industrial giant, Beardmorels, for examplep"were fined 
X20 as a result of their foremen's attempts to lure workers away from 
other workshops,, conduct which Sheriff Fyfe described, in moderate 
tones, as "bad cases of carelessness'; if not of utter disregard of 
the Munitions Act.,, . 9,30 Of course, fines varying from X2 to X25 for 
labour poaching might not constitute a poweilU deterrent against firms 
desperate for labour. But deterrence, though one objectl was'not the 
28 OHMM, Vol. 1, -. Part IV, P- 39n. 2 
3 lasgow_Herald, October 28,1915. -Lbid, June 29,1916. 
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sole aim. The ideolcgical objective of promoting a "national", and not 
a self-centred purpose, could thus be mediated through this additional 
tactic. 
Perhaps. this point receives emphasis from the fact that even trade 
unions sought the scheduling of firms as controlled establishments in 
order to Protect the unions against the enercachment, of employers,, with 
the result that employers found themselves controlled contrary to their 
own wishes. Thus the unions organising in the railway woxkshops thought 
it worthwhile to incur the disabilities which control entailed for 
labour, in order to ensure that the companies were bound by the 
employers" guaxantees of working c onditions and -of post-war restoration, 
provided forIn Schedule II to the Act. In a small firm of coppersmiths 
in Burton-on-Trent, for example, the union agreed to the admission of 
women into the firm only if it became a'controlled: establishment 
subject to profit limitation, and to the employer's guaxantee of 
restoration. In other respects, employers felt'aggrieved at their 
treatment at the'hands o2 government labour ad-ministration. Thus they 
consistently complained of lack of consiAtation over all sorts of 
matters, such'as the decision to award the timeworkers' 12-ý' ,% 
bonus in 
1917 or the communication of the date of repeal of the leaving 
certificate scheme. 
32 According to one employer, 
33 
31 For othe 
,r 
case examples from, Glasgow see ibid, December 1,12t 1915; 
ibid, March ! 6,1916; ibid, April 6,.. 2-07, -19i6; ibid, May 18,29, 
319 1916; ibid, Augua+--I-'6,1916; ibid, October 
. 
5,6,18, 
-1916. For elsewhere, see ibid, September 11,1915 (Greenock); Ibid 
January 5,1917 (Edl-nb7iýgh)- ibidt. 
-August 2,1917 
(EdintUr-ghý; 
ibid, October 4,1915 (Hullý; -Engineer, September 3,1915 (Metro- 
politan tilbunal). In one case from the West Midlands, a firm 
unsuccessfully sought the remission of a fine of 915 imposed for labour stealing, arguing that through a "misunderstanding", it failed to attend the tribunal. See MUN 5/97/349/10, - "Treasury correspondence re Fines imposed by the Munitions Tribunals", December 8,1915 
and February U, 1916". 32Glasgow 
Herald, November 14,1917. Lf-, the complaint of_ "repeated exactionat 
3 from employers, in ibid, October 8,1917- 3ýIblý, September 25,1917- 
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"At the present time, the payer of wages has hardly -- 
any voice in the, fixing of them. This is done, for the 
most part, without any reference to employers by a 
Committee on Production which issues its decrees from 
time to time with a contemptuous disrega±d of the 
employers' interests or convenience, and evidently without 
knowledge of-the details of factory adainiýtration% 
This is of course a far cry from"Hinton's claim that the'-ministry 
reflected businessmen's private objectives towards labour. Thus Wigham, 
in his histcry of the Engineering Employers' Federation,, cites the 
local Huddersfield association to the effect that, 
"Employers have had imposed upon them cmditions 
and restrictions which in normal times would be 
unthinkable. They have been deprived of al-most all 
freedom of action. *. In many ... ways, the just rights 
of the employers have been ruthlessly put aside for 
the purpose of-maintaining industrial peace". 34 
It was, perhaps, an understandable outburst of frustration, given the 
relative freedom with which employers were accustomed, to conduct their 
affairs before the war. Yet no-one who reads even the secondary 
accounts of the control of business during the war, commencing with the 
takeover of the railways in 1914, through to the virtual nationalization 
of the mines in 1918; the bulk purchases of essential supplies; 
restrictions dn dealingp especially in imports and exports; the directing, 
for example, of extra shipping -tonnage in-to particular rcutes, solely in 
order to keep down freights; and finally, -the scrutiny by -the Ministry 
of Muniticns, throug h rigorous auditing and accounting methods, of 
companies' actual costs, 
35 
can conceive (despite the indecent haste with 
=4ýEric Wigham, The Power to Manage'(London: Macmillan, 1973) p. 86. 35ýhough the effectiveness of such scrutiny should not be exaggerated. 
See Wrigley, "The Ministry of --Muniti on s etc. 
", 
- 
in lurk 
- 
(ed. )- op. cit. 
at p. 49. Cf., Sidney Pollard, The Development of the British Economy, 
1914-126 , 2nd edn., 
(London: Edward Arnold, 1969) Ch. Ilt Pts (1) 
and (2). 
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which the wartime business controls were dismantled after the Armistice ) . 
36 
of the deliberate underminirg or "repressiore' of labour solely for the 
aggrandisement of industrial capitalism. 
Indeed intelligent labour "spokesmen" werelinclined to accept 
such an analysisý Thus according to G. D. H. Coles speakingin November ' 
1916, 
"A significant fact was that Government departments, 
e. g. the Miniztry of Munitions, were now exercising 
greater control than formerly over raw materials, and 
po-reduciwg the Power bf the capitalist-manufacturer 
to exploit the community. The capitalist was being 
robbed by the State of his useful function as merchant 
and was becoming a mere supervisor of manufacture. " 37 
Another spolýesman whose constancy to the labour movement was, 
however, less permanent, was William Mosses who wasq at various times 
during the war, secretary to the workers' side at the negotiations 
leadirg to the Treasury Agreement, general secretary of the United 
Patternmakers' Societyt secretary of the Federation of Engineering 
and Shipbuilding Trades (FEST) and secretary of the National Advisory Comm- 
ittee '., on War Output. No doubt a "super-patriot"-18 (he later left 
the Labour Party and jcined the Mintstry of Munitions as a section 
f 
director in the Labour Supply Department), his view was not an isolated 
one, even for trade unionists. Thus he insisted that, 
"Employers are cribbed, cabined and confined to 
a much greater extent than are their workmen, 
especially as the abolition of clearance certificates 
will restore comparative freedom of movement to the 
workman. No one can now urge that the employer is 
master of his own house. The restrictions to which 
36R. H. Tawney, "The Abolition of, Economic Controlss 1918-1921", -Economic 
History Review, lst series# Vol. 139 1943, pp 1-30. Cf 5 Peter K. Cline, "ReoPening the Case of the Lloyd George Coalition and7ffie Post-War 
Econanic Transition, 1918-191911, Journal of British Studies, Vol. 10, 
19? 0-71, pp 162-75; ibid, "Winding Down the War Economyt British Plans 
37 for Peacetime Recovery, 1916-19" in Burk (ed. ) op. cit. ch- 7- Fabian News, Vol. 28, December 1916, p 2,. Contrast this with the views 
of Cole cited in J. M. Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War 
38 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974)0 Ch-5. 
Cf., Harrison, 
_pp. cit. p 
220. 
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controlled establishments axe subject are not known 
to the bulk of the workmen. Employers no longer have 
a free market for either buying or selling ... ard 
altogether they are in the position of a manager to a 
concern under the absolute control 6f a State Department 
which knows little or nothing of the technicalities 
or difficulties of the industry it dominates. " : 39 
1 
Of course, the fact that, as Mosses himself admitted, the employers 
were doirg "remarkably well from a financial point of view"s 
4o 
could 
not easily be hidden. Similarly, Robert Young-, general secretary of 
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers (ASE) both acknowledged that, "In 
the main industries of the country, the employers of labour are urder 
control"t 
41 
but also confessed that, 
there is an uneasy feeling that the demands of 
the employers are more readily considered and assented 
to than are the grievances of the workers. "42 . 
Thus fiscal efforts to restrict profiteering were always unconvinving 
43 
to labour which thoroughly distrusted the strength of the government's 
commitment to equality of sacrifice. Yet even if the government's. 
motives, let alone its competence, were suspect, it remains the case, 
in some quarters at least, that, 
"The war also taught the country to look at its 
naticnal equipment in a new light, not as private 
property aloneg but as the capýtal helping to 
provide the national income. 1144 
Of course, the reification implied In this analysis disguises the 
corporatist lurch which urxloubtedly occurred. But, a paradigmatic 
Glasgow Heraldl October 1,1917. 
Ib 
2 Glas ow Heraldp September 24,1917- Ibid. 
TnrJe unconvincing to businessq according to the New Statesman, April 
44 7# 1917, pp 6-7- 
Pollard, op. cit., p. 62. As the New , 
Statesman remarkedt "Some people 
have said in their haste that no self-respecting manufacturer would 
sulmit to such a regulation of "his own" business. But. ought it any 
longer to be regarded as his own business? " See New StatMan, 
November 17,1917, p 152. 
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shift, there nonetheless did take place, even if confined, to a'shift 
in management rather than in mode of production. 
45 
Thus it is important 
to appreciate the restrictions which the Munitions Act (an4, of course, 
numerous other legal measures) entailed for employers. The Munitions 
Act undoubtedly offered the latter substantial advantages in disciplining 
their employees. Such was the intenticn of the minIstry. The Actj 
however, also sought to subordinate employers' freedom: of business 
activity. to the attainment of a "national interest" determined by 
bureaucrats. That, also, was the intention of the ministry. Thus, in 
46 
conclusion, as Lowe has observed, 
"On the trade union side it was often forgotten that even 
during the war, the Board-, rof Trade conciliation and 
j antagonised'employers as much as arbitration section 
the unions and secured for labour important gains which 
woald not necessarily have been won by the exercise-of 
naked economic power. The Boa-rd strove to be "imparthl", 
defending the-'national interest' in industrial disputes 
(according to Askwith) and preventing the explcitation 
of whichever side of industry was temporarily at an 
economic disadvantage (according to Beveridge), 
Corporatism . 
We may now expand upon our argument that a corporatist approach 
is a more fruitful vantage point from which to analyse wartime labour 
controls than is the. perspective of the 'servile state' adopted by 
the shop stewards' movement. We have already acknowledged that the 
employing class were far removed from orchestrating the enslavement 
of trade unionism, but affirm, nonetheless, that "xepressive intent" was 
a hallmark of the Munitions Aot. However, the path pursued by state 
45Acc 
ording to Wrigley, "The Ministry of Munitions, ' etc. ", OP-cit- PP 50-19 - tfie managerial policies of the Ministry of Munitions "generally 
smack of tough efficient capitalism. " In respect to labour policy, 
however, we clearly take a view which diverges from this 
46 characterization. 
Rodney Lowe, "The Ministry of Labour, 1916-igs. A Still, Small Voice? " 
in Burk (ed. ) op. dt., Ch. 5, at pp 122-3. 
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administrators was to render both the working class and private 
industrial capital subservient to bureaucratically determined production 
objectives., Thus, in respect to the latter classs while private capital 
was undcabtedly sheltered and protected by state intervention, private 
industrial capitalism, with its concomitant market "freedom", found 
itself hedged by plentiful "forecasts, admonitions, warnings and 
47 
directions for the reproof and correction of employers No doubt 
well rewarded in the sense that the contracts continued to roll ins many 
employers, haraSsed, by departmental imperatives, no longer felt them- 
I selves masters in their ownhouse. Thus resentment against state 
intervention in the sense that the state and not the owners directed - 
mandated - private activity, was not the exclusive property of the 
owners of labour power. Corporatist direction was responsible for 
ensuring that neither labour nor capital were infatuated by the 
bureaucratic embrace. 
Corporatism has recently been rehabilitated within "respectable" 
academic discourse* following its supposed flirtation withfascist 
theory in the 1930s, and the concept can no longer be said to remain 
', on the fringes of mcdern political discussicn. Indeed, the term has 
already been applied by recent writers exploring the history of 
industri62 relations fromIthe 1830s, Thus Robert Currie. -in his 
recent book, Industr1al Politics, 
48 
refers to developments in the 1890s 
as prompting, 
"a 9*aM gher sectionalism, a corporatism in which 
- as a compromise between ... full collectivism 
and the laissez-faire fragmentation of pure Gladstonian 
democracy - separate individuals would be grcaped, 
organised and set to bargain. "49 
47 
- 
! g_ jjýP4ýs!: -HerAcd; 
September. 25,1917- 
Robert Currie, Industrial Politics (Oxfold: Clarenim Press, 1979) 
40 pp 48-56. 
-'Ibid, p. 48. 
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Ttade unions, under Webbian impulses, would thereby seek to expand 
beyond the mere monetary advancement of their members' interests 
until they were "coterminous with society", thus inaugurating a "system 
of corporatist 'industrial democracyl.,, 
50 As an adjunct, the state 
would'. of course feature more -prominently than hitherto in determining 
such matters as a statutory eight-hour day* Yet the vagueness of 
Currie Is -proposition renders it difficult to evaluate the significance 
of such proposals. 
Currie does, however, -also point to the existence - of both "unitary" 
ancl "bipartite" corporatism, the former referring to that form of 
organisation where the joint determination of wages in "each productive 
sector" -was by reference to the selling price of the product. Employers 
terded to dominate such arrangements and trade unions seemed somewhat 
superfluous g -as would be inevitable where sliding scales, appeare& - 
to eliminate the need for the articulation of an independent interest. 
By contrast, "bipartite" corporatism sought to institutionallse 
conflicts of interest in industrial relations and to encourage compromise 
in reaching settlem 
I 
ents. In this formulation,, however, it is difficult 
to understand, from a writer who is no Marxist, why the corporatist 
label is attached 
, 
to a system more accurately described by Kahn-Freund 
as "collective laissez-faire, l -52 0 that is, to the systen of . "free" 
collective bargaining Pursued, apart from periods of incomes' policy 
and wartime controls, throughout the twentieth century. Therefores if 
we 
. 
doubt the 
I 
appropriateness of the term "bilateral" corporatism in the 
5OIbid, 
p. 50. 51jbid, 
P. 52. 52ko-r-ýie 
origins Of this term,. 
-ree. ot-to-Kahn-Freund, --. "Labour law"t in Morris Ginsberg (ed. ) Law and QuAnion in England in the 20th mion in 
1573 
Century, (London: Stevensýý ! MT r_. vv2.15- . 
In 
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circumstances in which Currie desires to employ that phrase, nonetheless, 
his resurrection of the notion of "unitary" corporatism to describe - 
the government"s wartime wresting of the control of industry, is 
more acceptable. Thus, 
'lees once the state determined to reorganise. 
production on collectivist principles, it naturally 
adopted what it thought the most advanced caa-a of 
collectivJLsm among the examples familiar to itt and 
in Britain that case could be none other 
, 
than unitary 
corporatism [whicl9denied the possibility of'conflict 
of interests and vested overall industrial control, 53 
within each establishment, in the hands of the employers. 
Thus, bearing In mind the reservations expressed earl-ter regarding 
I both the nature of the "class offensive", represented by the Munitions 
Actj and also the -maintenance of-pluralist spheres of activity, we 
would not dissent from employing the term "unitary" corporatism used 
by Currie';. to describe the org6nisation of the war economy. 
By contrast, Middlemas prefers the expression "corporate bias". . 
54 
He explains that the, '. I 
II. &e corporate role of the state, LIsj inspired 
by an underlying aim of preventing crisis and 
conflict by arranging a continuous seýcies -of 
. 
5.5 
compromises between oligarchic'interest groups... ' 
As a consequence, the power of individuals and electorates is diminished 
vis-a-vis politicians and government officials; class conflicts 
especially over wages and unemployment arrangements, is blunted; 
and, as a by-product, interest-group institutions become subject to 
internal fissures. In the context of the First World Wars Middlemas 
argues, the government was compelled to elevate trade unions and 
employers' associations, 
to a new sort of statust from interest groups 
they became Igovernirig institutions'..., jUwhicý7, 'came to 
share some of the political power and attAbutes of the 
state, itself avid to admit representative bodies to its 
orbit rather than face g free-for-all with'a host of 
individual claimants.,, 5 
53Curriep. 
OP. cit., p. 92. 
. 
54 
mi emas, OP. Cit., p. 20. 551bid, 
P- 13- 
5 Ibid, P. 22. 
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Such political developments, "when-for the first time a British 
government was forced to bargain for national public support", 
57 
were 
deemed inescapable if military annihilation by the enemy were to be 
averted. For with the discovery by the "political nation" that 
the "real nation" did not always share Its conception of the national 
interest, -the former, in order$ 
11... to avoid political breakdown, was conse- 
quently forced to find ways of maintaining its 
authority, and the national interest which that 
implied, by fresh compromises. "_58 
Yet since the "governing institutions" thereby presumed to imbibe a 
conception of the national interest which no longer appeared to 
correspond to their' sectional or class interests, their constituencies, 
consequently, became more susceptible to revolt; a development over 
which both government and "governing institutions" could exert only 
partial control during the war. 
As a cone eptualization of inlustrial politics during the war, 
"corporate bias" does of course capture the sense in which the 
pursuit of sectional or atomistic competition was abrogated for the 
duration. It also, correctly, points to the institutionalised "bargaining, " 
conducted on a grand scale between the government and bodies such as 
the Engineering Employers' Federation (EEF), the ShipbuilLding Employers' 
Federation (SEF)*and various labour organisations. Yet it may be 
argued that such bodies were far from being fully-fledged I g6verninr, 
institutions in the national sense. Indeed, the extent to which they 
were even in a position to "govern" their own component elements is 
open to debate. Moreover, where such bodies were, "bargaining", in 
othýr words, where a system of bargained corporatism prevailed, 
such bodies were often found to be negotiating with the government with 
51ýjjjd 
I P. 19. 5BIbidp 
p. 14. 
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their backs to the wall. The government may have been compelled to 
bargain, but it could always, in the final analysis, play the trump 
card (had it not been so respectful of financial rectitude even in 
the depths of world war) by wholesale nationaliPation aril by comprehensive 
industrial conscription. 
Indeed, this raises a more fundamental objection to Middlemas' 
characterisation. His preoccupation with "governing institutions", and 
with crisis avoidance by means of bargained compromise, ignores the 
extent to which dictatorial powers$ especially over labour (but to 
an extent over industrial capital also) were being exercised by 
government. His "corporate bias", in fact, fails adequately to address 
the directive role of the state, with its propensity to monopolise 
the planning and implementation of policy towards the war economy. 
Naturally, government meetings with employers and trade unions abounded. 
For the cooperation of capital and labour-was indispensable to the 
war effort. But just as government labour policy, as Davidson has 
indicated (supra), was kept out of the hands of the businessmen drafted 
Into the Ministry of Munitions, so, whenever major government retreats 
in their negotiations with trade unions did occur, such as in the 
case of plans to extend dilution to private industry, or in the case 
of amendments made to the 1915 Act, these were surely prompted 'only 
by -massive displays of rank-and-file industrial action rather than by 
the persuasive eloquence of trade union leaders "bargaining" with 
government. Thus a peculiar mix, predominantlý of statistcorporatism, 
but including bargained corporatism and, indeed, also a residual 
and attenuated pluralism, must surely be recognised to have exercised 
an influence over the organisation of the war economy. 
Given the usages of the terms "unitary' corporatism ard "corporate 
bias" by Currie and Middlemas, respectively, with which to describe 
the industrial politics of the war, and in the Ught of'. ourown comments 
36 
on the applicability of the terminology to the war period, it will 
obviously be sensible at this stage to offer what we consider to be 
a more appropriate working definition of, or perhaps more accurately, 
a descriptive guide to wartime corporatism which can be pressed into 
general service in this study. Thus, building upon Panitch's more 
tentative and theoretical definition citecl earlier, corporatismo at an 
operational level, has been said to constitute a, 
comprehensive aconomic system under which 
the state intensively channels predominantly 
, 59 privately owned business towards [thg four goals... 
of order, unity, nationalism and success. Though such features as 
"orde3! ' and "success" sound platitudi nous (and indeed the _uursuit of 
"success", in paxticular, seems a somewhat'self-evident aim of any 
social, economic or political strategy), their distinctive applicability 
to wartime corporatist policy must be explained. Thus, takirg these 
characteristics in turnp it is argued that the pursuit of order. entails 
the elimination of the "anarchy" of the market. For the product 
market-must necessarily be directecl in an orderly, rational and 
efficient fashion, a task undertaken no longer solely on the initiative 
of private capitalists or by virtue of the invisible hand whose 
failure precipitated the crisis in question (in this case, the 
munitions crisis). In effect, private-control is replaced in the 
corporatist state-by that of rational-bureaucratic experts. 
Patriotic ("nationalistic") trade union leaders well recognised this 
point. Thus commenting on the entry on to the statute book, of the 
Munitions Act, John Hill, general secretary of the Boilermakers, 
Societyt remarked that it represented, 
59 Pahl and Winkler, op. cit. 
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our latest national confession that uncontrolled 
private enterprise and production for profit has 
hopelessly failed us, as it always has doen when our need 
was greatest., -60 
Hill, however, pointedly stopped short (xC heralding'a new socialist 
experiment, while recognising that I=ivate capitalism was no longer 
permitted to pursue its traditional aims. 
The labour market, also, could not escape drastic restrictions 
designed to eliminate "irrational" disorder through strikes or 
chaotic bargaining structures. Strikes were therefore "logically" 
prohibited. "Excessive" wage claims which threatened unity and 
success were to give way to x-ational settlements. This was preferably 
to be achievel by joint voluntary regulation within the given corporatist 
framework, thus paying lip-service to the maintenance, within narrowly 
defined paxameters, of pluralist pressure group activity. John Hill 
again: 
I'All our usual machinery for dealing with grievanaes 
and questions in dispute will be continued, i. e. reporting 
to the foreman, calling the district delegate, 
meeting employers in conference, etc . lift 
In the event of failure to agree, however, resort to trial' of strength 
was forbidden. Instead, the *inexpensive experts" of the Committee 
on Production or the Board of Trade's arbitrators were ultimately to 
impose an award. As the Webbs had earlier remarked, 
60United 
Society of Boilermakers EU-SB7, M. onthly 
.. Report, July 1915, pp 
10-11. The same item was repeated in ibid, November 1915, 
pp 13-14 on the ground that, "A good many who have never read the 
Act have condemned it because of some harsh and stupid inter- . pretations and unreasonable penalties which have been inflicted. "' 
This was an obvious reference to the mass prosecution of 
Boilermakerd' Society members at Messrs John I. Thorneycroft, 
Southampton who struck over the-recruitment by the firm of 
non-union, unskilled riveters (infra, note 84), and reveals Hill's 
commitment to "responsible" behaviour whether on the part of 
employers, or of unionists, or even of munitions tribunal chairmen. 
Class consensus and disciplined role-playing are indeed 
61 characteristic of corporatism. 
USB, ibid. 
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"Two professional-men seldom find any difficulty 
in agreeing upon an identical awaxd.,, 62 
Thus was to be imposed a rational and efficient wage structure on a 
previously disordered and inefficient bargaining system. 
r The pursuit of "unity", the second "goal" identified by Pahl 
and Winkler in their analysis of the "coming corporatism"g assumes 
collaboration, not competition, the latter denigrated as being wasteful 
and inefficient. By inference, therefore, neither class conflict nor 
market conflict are compatible with corporatism. Thus the direction 
and regulation of private industry, in order to meet the needs of 
government through orders, embargoes, prohibitions, DORAregulations, 
the fostering of trade associations, common research programmes and 
price controls represent one side of the corporatist-coin. The 
obverse, however, is the unity of purpose to be established between 
capital and labour. A "social contract" 
63 (or "social compact" 
64 
might 
be established if the sense of moral purpose is sufficiently firm. 
If the spirit is lacking, this commitment. will be underpinned by legal 
means. Thus following the failure of the Treasury Agreement, the 
Munitions Act laid the "firm hand of. the State" on the country's vital 
industries, stressing, according to Hill, the lack of paxtisan quality 
in provisions seeking to secure "fair profits and fair wages". As another 
patriotic trade union leader and M. P. Alexander Wilkie, general, 
secretary'of the Shipwrights' Association, insisted, 
62S. 
and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy. (1898) cited in Tom Keenoy, "Industrial 
Relations and the Lawt Froa -the -Webbs-to-Borporatism", in Z. Bankowski 
and G. Mungham (eds. ) Essays in Law and Society (London: Routledge 
63 & Kegan Paul; 1980), J-p 188. 
The term used by Phelps Brown to describe the TreasurY, '., Agreement. See 
E. H.. Phelps. -Brown, - "A Non-Monetarist Explanation of the Pay Explosion", 
64 Three Banks Review, No. 1059 1975, at P-10. 
The term used by Fitzpatrick to describe the Treasury accords.. .. See... David. FItzpatrick, 
-I'Stri k _%_irL. _Ireland, 1914-1921", Saothar - Journal of the Irish Labour History Society, Vol. 6, ' 1980, at p. 28. 
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"The Act, it should not be forgotten, was an Act 65 
of consent of both the employers and the workmen, 
and as such was designed to operate impaiftially 
as between the employers and employees. -, 
66 
The moral purpose of the Act had, -moreover, to be clearly conveyed to 
both capital and labour, a factor which may well go part of the way 
(albeit a short distance) to explain why the leadership of the latter 
were so enthusiastically courted by a-ministry accustomed to xeceive 
a continous stream of delegations and representations -on the drafting 
aril working of the Act. In the case of employers# symbolic gestures 
and declarations of loyalty from many quarters were no doubt welcome, 
such as the promise of William Weir, the Glasgow marine engineer, to 
67 
contribute his company. s shell profits to charity. However, the 
ministry remained sensitive to the possibUlty that m=y companies 
would be reluctant to subordinate their business Interests to state 
interventionp so soon, it must be remembered, after the cry of 
"business as usual! ' was common currency. Among its endeavours, therefore, 
it sought to ensure that the sense of -moral purpose would not be placed 
in jeopardy if the impression were wrongly given that the issue of 
a control order, scheduling a firm as a controlled establishment, was 
65This, 
of course was incorrect since, as Hinton has pointed out, 'the rank- 
and-file were not balloted on the Bill, though they were in respect 
66 to the Treasury Agreement. See Hinton, OP. cit-, PP. 33n. 
Shipconstructors ' and Shipwrights I Association L8. SA] p Quarterly Report July-September 19159 P 5. The Forward, the Glasgow ILP newspaper, 
adopted a nice''-line in sarcasm at Wilkie's expense, whom it 
described as "a doughty, if somewhat incoherent, champion of the 
Munitions Act". It continued, "when he lets loose his eloquence upon 
a paralysed Senate Ei. e. Parliament]'t Sandy is said to have a, great 
advantage over all th ,e other members, 
in that he is never called to 
order by the Speaker, The reason why he enjoys this exceptional 
privilege and is allowed to meander on at his own sweet will, is that 
a, bewildered Speaker (like any member who happens to be present) 
does not understard a single word of what Sandy is saying... But Sandy 
loved the Munitions Act, pressed it to his breast and made it his 
own peculiar care. , So much was quite clear, even if-bla -reasoning and arguments were as drumlie as a burn in spate. " See Forward. September 
67 '18,1915. - -I-. ---. -I. - __ -- W. J. Reader, The'Weir Group: A Centenary History (Londcn i Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson, 1971 P- 70- 
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in any way punitive. It therefore announced that firms so scheduled 
were graciously to be permitted to fly the Union Jack above their 
works, a practice which was stopped in 1916,68 presumably on the 
ground that the flag offered too tempting a target for the Zeppelins. 
I 
"Nationalism"$ which the Union Jack naturally symbolisesl denotes 
of course, the primacy of -the state over sectional interests, as well 
as the promotion of the national performance over that of'other 
countries. In this respect, it might be argued that competitive 
capitalism adopts a similar criterion. Nonetheless, the activities 
of individual firms, let alone those of-multinational corporations today, 
might conflict with objectives set by the state as essential to survival. 
Thus products might compete with one another, thereby depriving the 
state of production capacity which ought to be applied to specific 
national objectives such as military equipment. More importantly, the 
spirit of nationalism might be further fostered by imposing prohibitions 
on trading with the enemy during wartime. The moral appeal of national- 
ism, however, seeks to dissolve internal differences. Thus as John 
Hill encouraged his members in the Boilermakers' Society, the Munitions 
Act dictated that those industmies now controlled by the state were 
neither "for profit nor wages" but "to -make provision for the present 
l, 
69 
ware All other interests were therefore to be subordinated to 
this object. Indeed, the ideological appeal of nationalism was of 
greater significance to workers during the wax than was the rival claim 
of social-ism, as the fate of the Stuttgart Resolution cC the Second 
International so poignantly reveals. It is scarcely surprisingg there- 
fore, that the Glasgow Herald,, in coamending John Hill's appeal to his 
members, remarked that, 
68 
MUN 513531,36013, op. cit. 69 
USB.. p' , op. cit. 
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"Coming from the head of one of the most powerful 
trade unions, the members of which are'engaged in 
producing war materials, Mr. Hill's views are 
of outstanding interest. "70 
Hill, of course, was merely representative of the vast majority 
of trade union leaders., Thus the subordination of trade union-rights 
to the national interest, together with the need to establish a 
consensus, meant that for J. R. Clynes, 
II 
"Trade Unionists cannot, of course, expect that all 
their Power arxI opportunities should be left 
undisturbed now, or that only employers should feel 
the effects of any interference by the law. A 
state of war requires workshop regulations and 
personal sacrifice and exertions which in times of 
peace Trade Unions should justly resent. 1171 
Alexander Wilkie vciced similar sentimentsq when he wrote-thato 
"The Act, as we stated in the House of Commons, 
was a drastic one, but we have to remember that 
we are at war# and many things have to be done 
in such emergencies as would not be contemplated 
in peace time. 1'72 
"I 
For such trade union leaders, the commitment to the restoration of 
trade practices after the war would have been irreconcilable with an 
analysis pointing to the use of the Munitions Act as an instrument 
with which employers might launch a capitalist offensive (with or 
without the active participation of the state) in order to annihilate 
trade unions. ' In short, the above labour spokesmen took pains to 
stress the bilateral nature of the sacrifices involved, thereby 
underscoring the unity so central to a corporatist strategy. Indeed, 
some trade union leaders were even prepared to express mild ecstasy 
at certain of the statutory proposals. John Hill, for examplet had no 
reservations about describing Schedule II to the Actq which contained 
70 
7121asgow Heral&, July 15, -1915.. J. R. Clynes, What is the Munitions of War Act? (Londcn and Manchestert 
72 Natlonal. Labour Press, 1915), p. 3. SSA, op. cit. 
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the provisions for restoration of trade practices after the wart as a 
"trade union charter",, 
73 
The Seaman, the organ of the National Seamen's 
and Firemen's Union, for its part, saw the Act as the means by which 
"labour difficulties will be overcome to 074 ý while John Beamdo president 
of the Workers', Union, also, wrote a glowing, account of. the raeasure. 
75 
In his case, of course, a spot of "war profiteering" of his own, in 
the form of potential and dramatic growth-of membership in his. union, 
as a resul t of the proposals for dilution, may. have been an added, 
beguiling factor. Yet whether such optimistic views were genuinely 
held, whether it was a case. -of whistling 
in the dark, or whether such 
trade union leaders actually believed in the potency of their 
patriotic appeals to doubting members, they nonetheless expressed the 
belief that where the lifting of trade practices wast 
. ýhown to be unquestionably necessary,, there 
will be nothing bat cheerful acquiescence. "76 
This attitude reflected, of coursei a commitment to the su6ce'ss 
of the national endeavour, and an acceptance, albeit within limits 
(perhaps set by irdustrial conscription under military law) of the 
canon that the end justifies the means. Thus success, the final 
linking element within the co rporatist syrdrcme, (or indeed within 
any other political or economic configuratim - the distinctive 
application to corporatism is possibly in terms of the flexibility of 
the "rules of the game; '). 
77 is pursued both through the directive 
'73USB 
22. cit. '74 1 Seaman July 2, -193-5. PX8 S, , Richard-Hyman, -The -Workers' Union 
(Oxford: Clarendon S 197 ), PP 82-3. 76ý, + Factory Times, July 2,1915* Although the newspaper claimed that, 
"There -is no unkindness to the workmen in this Bill", the cotton unions 
insisted on exclusion from the scope of the Act. If they abandoned their 
right to strike, they pleaded, then every local disputet especially over 
bad workmanship, would be settled on the employer's terms. Such 
special pleading, accompanying the call for "cheerfLa acquiescence"is 
77 surely remarkable for its brazenness. Westergaard observes that Winkler's four goals of corporatism may be found 
to some extent in any social system, but denies that within modern 
society they are indicative of a distinctive corporatist order. See 
John Westereaard, "Classe Inequality and 'Corporatism', " in Alan Hunt 
(ed. ) Class and Class Structure (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1977), at 
p. 169. We believe, however, that fcr the purposes of our study of 
Contld/.... 
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activities of the state towards specific targets and priorities and 
also through the elimination 
ýf alternative objectives, such as the 
protection of trade union restrictions at the -expense of the "national 
interest". Welfare provisions, for example, can be explained in the 
light of a success-oriented policy. Some have, of course, argued 
that provision of this nature is ideological In the sense of 
cushioning a capitalist state against working class antagonism other- 
wise directed against the upholders of the basic stnicture of social 
inequalitys And in this. respect, John Saville's celebrated description 
of welfare benefits as "social and political shock absorbers,, 
78 
may 
attract its adherents. But welfare provision may also perform the 
function of seeking to improve economic efficiency, both within a 
predominantly pluralist-capitalist state and also within a corporatist 
state. Indeedt corporatismt akin to Webbian collectivism in laying 
stress on ends not means, approves ofýwelfare measures not simply. for 
the purposes of social amelioration, Thus the compensation provisions 
of the Munitions Act and the prohibition on Sunday labour, for 
example, were directed to removing grievances and to improving efficiency, 
in order to maximise munitions output. 'In other wordst they were 
justified by a crude cost-benefit analysis. Butt second, they performed 
a political function, not simply to deflect the working class from 
thoughts of unrestg which some believe informs policy in the welfare- 
capitalist system. They were also designed to integrate capitalists 
into the national venture by indicating to them the diffused sense cE 
commitment and sacrifice. Thus Michael Barratt Brqwn has recently 
written of the "confonaative" role of the state which seeks to "containt 
77(cont'd)wa. 
rtime labour controls, the analytical usefulnes. s of (at 
least) the first three corporatist characteristic r. cited by Winkler, 
78 order, unity and nationalism, has been established. John Savilleg "The Welfare State: An Historical Appzoach", New 
Reasoner, No. 3,1957-8, PP 5-25- 
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incorporate and moderate the conflicts within capitalist society". 
79 
For it is apparent that conflicts of interest- might also arise between 
individual capitalists, on the one hand, and the state as controller of 
more extreme abuses -of power on the other, a struggle which might even 
threaten nationaL consensus and stability. For wasIt not ýthe activities 
of one firm, Fairfields, which triggered a major explosion of -militancy 
In the Clyde'in late 1915? 
,ý state Thus with a view to prevent such fracticas occurrencest 
institutions - in this case, the munitions tribunal - both seek to 
inhibit employersl from pursuing what might be thought as provocative 
courses of action agAnst trade unions and they might even seek to' 
impose direct obligations on firms to compel them'to conform to state 
directives. Thus conformative devices do not simply attempt to offer 
palliatives to the working class to ensure the latter's integration 
within a given'structure ofoownership, and control., They seek to focus 
attention on employe2: s and on their conduct and attitudes. 
Thuý; take, for example, the case of the Glargow apprentice 'pattern- 
maker who complained in 1916 that he bad been suspended by his ý 
employer. 
80 
The firm stated that he had, refused to work overtime 
on urgent government work, and that it was their practice to suspend 
I apprentices for the sake of disciplAne. Yet as Sheriff Fyfe insisted, 
11.,. all such practices had gone by the board for 
the war period. Firms could not work under the 
Munitions Act unless they adhered to it., -81 
79MIchael Barratt Brown, "The Welfare State in Britain! ', in R. Miliband 
and J. Saville (eds. ) The Socialist Register 19ZI (London: Merlin 
Press, 1971). For a suggested application of this concept, see 
Jeanne Gregory, "Sex Discmiminati-on, Work and-Ahe Law", in Bob 
Fine et al. (eds. ) Capitalism and the Rule of Law (London: Hutchinson, 
80 979) h. 9. 
8 Glasgow Herald, October 4,1916. -Ibid. The tribunal awarded the apprentice one day's pay in consequence 
of the illegal suspension. 
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Thus a firm might prosecute, but could not suspend when employees 
went absent without leave. In this respect, therefore, the Munitions 
Act actually removed certain disciplinary powem fraa employers. 
Perhaps another wartime illustration concerns the asserted rights 
of workers to join trade unions despite the opposition of their employers. 
It is certainly true that state institutions remained unmoved by the 
claim of trade unionists. to refuse-to work alongside non-unionists, 
as Lloyd George made clear tn the ASE at his meeting with, them on 
82 
December 31,1915 to discuss amendments to the 1915 Act. Thus 
employers who upheld the wishes of non-unionists or who refused to, 
consult the trade unions before introducing non-union labour were, not 
prevented by the state from'dalng so. Indeed section 15 of the 1916 
Amendment Act plainly approved the introduction of non-union labour 
into a controlled establishment where prior to the war a closed shop 
had existed. For the section expressly provided for the restoration 
of this particular pre-war practice at the end of hostilities. 
Nonetheless, it is significant that the necessity for g1ving notice. 
to the womkmen and for providing, where possible, the opportunity for 
local consultation (conditions applicable, on paper at least, to every 
other type of workshop change) were omitted from this highly contentious 
alteration. Paradoxically, of course, though thne intention was to 
advance the output of munitions by allowing the employer to bring 
in whoever could perfarm the tasks, irrespective of trade union 
membership, such a stance occasionally had the opposite effect. Forý 
it was just the sort of issue which could lead to prolonged aril bitter 
conflict involving trade unions. Thus in Glasgow, 22 sheet-iron 
workers at Messrs John Broadfoot & Sons Ltd., Whiteinch, were fined 
X1 each for having imposed an overtime ban in response to the company's 
82 Beveridge Collection of Munitions (at London School of Economics; 
henceforth Bev. ) 111,9, ff. 43-61. 
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"deliberate attempt to introduce non-union labcar into the Clyde 
Y, rds", 
83 
The best illustration is, however, themajor dispute 
involving the boilermakers at Thorneycroft's shipyard at Southampton 
in September 1915, which eventually resulted in the prosecution. of 50 
of the 1700 strikers. 
84 
Unwilling to go as far as enforcing a closed shopO85 for this was 
83Glasgow Herald, November 11,1915- Interestinglyl the tribunal 
chairman, Cmdr. Gibson, remarked that if the union had referred 
the matter to the Board of Trade for arbitration, instead of 
imposing their overtime ban, they would probably have received 
a favourable decision. Here, already, is an e=ly indication that 
txibLmal chairmen might not canslý. tently follow the ministry line in 
their obiter utterances. 84 For this well,, documented strike, see Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems 
and Disputes (London: John Murray, 1920) PP 396-8; John Mahont 
Harry Pollitt: - k Biography 
(London: Lawrence & -Wishart, 1976) pp 
49-51; 
Woman's Dreadnought, October 9,1915; Glasgow Herald, October 4,1915; 
USB, Monthly eport, October 1915, p 11; Labour Gazette, November 1915, 
8 p. 422. 5In 1917t the Welsh Commissioners an Industrial Unrest did, however,, 
recommend compulsory unionism as conducive'to greater irilustrial 
stability, See Glasgow Herald, August 2,1917. The Scottish, 
Commissioners pointed to the problem of arrears of union -membership 
which had arisen as a result of the prohibition on, industrial- 
action contained in the Munitions Act. Unions were therefore. more 
hesitant to take retaliatory action against a member who deliberately 
allowed his subscriptir)n to lapse or against an employer who tolerated 
such "rebellious" conduct among his employees. The institution 
of the closed shop would prevent such union dissatisfaction from 
arising, a point of which the Ministry of Munitions was itself 
cognizant. It suggested that unions should indicate to their members 
that where -membership of the union terminated, as, a result of 
subscriptions bein&, overdue, such ex-members would, under section 15, 
be liable-to discharge from employment on the termination of the war,, 
where a pre-war closed shop had existed. For the -ministry's corres- 
pondence, see USB, Monthly ReportvDecember 1916, --pp. 
35-6; Associated 
Blacksmiths' and Ironworkers' Society [ABIY: 4th Quarterly Report, 
October-December 1916, pp_21_59-60.... F&:: the Scottish Commissioners, 
observaticns see ibid. 2nd Quarterly Report, April-June,. 1917. p 2343. 
For other aspects7 Tof ýhe arrears question,. see. . 1bic1L, _lst, --Quarterly 
Report, January-March . 1918, P 2573; SSA, 
Quarterly_ Report,. July- 
September 1915, p ?, -; ibid, _. Janaary-March 1916, p. 
20., ibid, Aplil- 
June 1916 p 34; USB, Monthly Report, March 1917, P- 35. We may also 
note 6t this point 'the "double-edged" quality of section 15g primarily 
a measure to permit of the dismantling of the closed shop for the 
duration of the war, it coald yet be employed IZ) unions in order to 
threaten members to toe the line as far as subscriptions (and 
possibly also other questions) were concerned. This contradictory 
feature is merely one of the many paradoxical di-mensicns, as we 
shall see, to the enforcement of a code of restrictive legislation 
principally designed to regulate labour. 
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86 
to be left to negotiations between employers and trade unions, the 
ministry nonetheless determined to support theright cc, workers,, as 
against their employerp to be trade union members. Thusp on 
the 
extremely rare occasions when workers complained to the munitions 
ttibunal 
that their membership rights had been denied by employers, the ministry 
were prepared to back up the complaints or even to institute proceedings 
against the employer themselves. For example, the ministry supported 
the appeal of an iron moulder, Alfred Guillet, sacked by his employer, 
E. H. Bentall & Co. Ltd., engineers, for having joined a union, even 
though the employer, a controlled establishment in Essex-# had compelled 
his workforce to sign a statement renouncing trade union membership. 
Thus exploiting the sLatutory prohibition on restrictive -practices to 
his own advantage, Guillet obtained a ruling from the English Munitions 
Appeal Tribunal, supported by counsel for the ministry, who also spoke 
at the hearing, that the employer's anti-union policy was an 
unacceptable restraint, and therefore unlawful under the Munitions Act. 
87 
Similarly, the ministry decided to prosecute the manager of a controlled 
establishment in Loughborough, alleged to have locked out his staff 
contrary to Part I of the Act and to have prevented them from joining 
the Workers' Union, which was a breach of section 40), relating to 
the lifting of restrictive practices. 
88 
86 For me examplet see ABIS, ist Quarterly Report, January-March 1918'p 2575. 87jor discussion of the. case, -see Guillet. v E. H. 
bentall & Co. Ltd. 
' 
reported-in the Munitions Appeal Re oris, Vol. 1,1916, p-p-8-6-93, May 
19,1916; Scottish Law Review, Vol- 32, July 1916, p 152; Fyfe, op. cit,, 
PP 335-6; ') USB, Monthly Report, June 1916, p 53; SSA, Quartbrly 
Rep22jýs, April-June 1916, p 40; Associated Iron-Moulders of Scotland, 
F, Monthly Report, May 1916; Trade Union Worker, March 1916, p 8; EXIMY 
ibid, April 1916, p 8. A postscript to the case was the offence taken 
by the Workers' Union to the claim of the Brassworkers' Union to have 
fought the case on behalf of Guillet. The Brassworkers' action was 
condemned for its "barefaced impertinence". See ibid, July 1916, p. 8. 
That the Workers' Union was the stronger body is probably to be 
inferred from its ability in the winter of 1917-18 to force Bentalls. 
to arbitration over a wage claim. See LAB2/118/IC 707P January. -25, 
1918. For the history of the Munitions Appeal Reports covering England 
and Ireland and of the Scottish Munitions Appeal Reports, see Rubin 
(1977b) op. cit. These specialist law reports will heceforth be cited 
as (1916) 1 MAR 1-10; 1916 SMAR 1-10 etc., with the dates of Judgment,, 
if appropriate. 
RA. qoa 
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From a broader perspective, the ministry support for the trade 
unionists in these cases'was a clear signal'to employers that the state 
was prepared to discredit manifestations of discrimination which posed 
even a minor threat-to the delicate consensus which it sought to 
foster. Thus pragmatic considerations undcabtedly lay behind Its 
support for the principle, even where it intruded directly on the 
competing 1=inciple of managerial pr9perty'rightse Indeed, 'a provision 
was inserted in -ýhe Munitions Act'of August 1917 which declared it an 
offence for an employer to dischargeýa munitions worker on the ground 
that he was a trade unionist, 'or that"he had taken part'in a trade 
dispute. 89 Thus, ' though the initiativeýseems to have sprang from 
the trade unions during the period of bard bargaining over the 
ultimately abortive dilution proposals under the 1917 Bill, the' 
government clearly was'not unhappy about, legislating against the interests 
of employers, in the belief that the national interest demanded-the 
promulgationýof "conformativist" measures. 
Such a concept-of conf6rmativiSM-does in effect., represent an' 
important stride towards'corporatism, and offers further support to the 
thesis that wartime government policy must be understood in terms of 
temporary, if perhaps milder, restraints on' employers as well as upon 
88 
LAB2/57/CE 102/6,. "Yorkshire. and East Mid-lands General Munitions Tribunalq 
Constitution File", The hearing was conducted in the Nottingham 
89 Guildball on September 7,191? - 
Thus under section 9 of the 1917 Act, a fine of not more than X10 might 
be imposed on an employer, and the whole or part of the fine could 
be paid to the worker as -compensation. 
It is tempting, but perhaps 
not wholly convincing, 
, 
to believe that theýgovernment's. influence 
on employers was such that very few tribunal complaints under this 
provision were received. For the only Glargow case discovered, see 
Glasgow Herald, April 26,1918,, where Sheriff Fyfe found no evidence 
to support the charge. He remarked that the provision was "very 
impracticable ... as any enactment must always be which tried to 
create an offence based upon motives, not upon actions. " For 
later examples where claims of alleged victimisation within Glasgow, 
factories, particularly against women, were considered by the 
tribunal, see especially Chapter ten (infra). 
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munitio - ns workers. 'In this scheme, direction and production are not 
designed with the private capitalist's single-minded ai; -m of profit 
- 90 
-maximisation, but with the objective of milttary success. Indeed 
the matter of profits is, for the duration, incýdental, except where 
disclosures of windfall gains threaten to undermine the spirit of 
unity. 
The essence of corporatism is, therefore, Frivate ownership but 
state-bureaucraticý control. Thus as well as being distinguished from 
capitalist private ownership and private control, corporatism also 
contrasts with state socialism, entailing both ownership and control 
through 'executives of the state. Corporatism -may also be said to 
depart 'cone eptually from what is commonly described as the mixed economy, 
part nationalized and regulated, part private and, unregulated, within 
which milieu wartime revolutionaries saw the rudiments cf the servile 
state. For corporatism attempts totýl, or virtually total, control 
over the whole sphere of national economic life, including the sphere 
of private capitalist activity , 
itself, that is, over the very- sector 
which critics such as Belloo saw-as basking in its own state- 
financed and-state-assisted "freedom". 
It remains true, of course, that the Munitions Act still permitted 
pluralist activity, while the - organisation cf the war ecoýomy yet 
fell emsiderably 'short of, for example, the comprehensive scheme of 
national conscription (or indeed of fascism) submitted by H. M. Hyndman 
to the War Emergency Workers' National Committee (WEWNC) 'in 1917,91 
Nonetheless, it must be concluded that in respect to those 
90 This is, admittedly, a' simplified caricatureg given the body of modern 
literature which suggests the existence of alternative policies to the 
pursuit of profit maximisation among businessmen. But it does serve 
well for the purpose of elaborating our theory. For recent work on 
business objectives, see, for examPle, -the- selectlon-of. essays 
reprinted in Michael Gilbert (ed. ) The Modern Business Enterprise 
91 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972). 
Winter, op. cit., p. 213. 
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spheres of activity relevant to our study, that which gave the British 
war economy its 
(albeit limited) corporatist character was that its 
state bureaucrats regulated, industry in a directive capacity rather 
than in a supportive or facilitatory one in its deaUngs with capital 
and labour. 
Corporatist law' 
As-a study of the empItical effects of a legal measure, this work 
retains a particular interest in the role of law in a corporatist 
society. Thus as a consequence of# 
"Unifying the state and society, "Newman points out, 
92 
locorporatisa logically awards the individual lower 
The legal order no priority than to the group fj 
longe. r stands distanced from the hurly-burly of daily 
life ... Little wonder that law becomes malleable and 
transient ... that the boundary line between the legal 
order and administration becomes indistinct. " 
Moreover, since law is-employed in pursuit of a corporatist strategy 
it cannot-be neutral between conflicting interests. - Thus p as Winkler 
observes, 
93 the- 
't'soo State no longer stands above society, ensuring 
impartial implementation of rules. The role of State 
organs is to discover the cause of disputes and 
restore cooperation ... The law becomes a positive 
instrument for social integration ard this has correl- 
ative effects on the traditional roles of lawyers and 
judges. No longer independent professionals, no longer 
'independent in any senset all become public 
administrators. " 
The law is therefore an, instrument to pursue collective ends. ' Indeed, 
it will, be used sparingly. Due process, delay, the embodiment of 
constraint, -- may all inhibit goal achievement (i. e. "success"). 
94 The 
rule of law is, in fact, a fetter with which corporatists, 'in theory, 
92 
93 Otto Newmang The Challenge of Corporatism 
(London: Macmillan, 1981), pp 162- 
, 
J. T. Winklert .,,. Law, State. and.. Economy: The Industry Act 1975 in Context", 
94 British Journal of law aryl Society, Vol. 2,1975, pp 103-128, at p. 3-17. Ibid, PP 117t8. 
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might dispense. Did not Addison tell the House of Commons, after the 
banishment of the Clyde'sh'pp stewards, that, 
95 
"The method of deporting these 'men was resorted to 
in the first instance because a criminal trial 
would require an interval of six weeks or two 
months before it-could be heldq and it was'felt that 
immediate action was necessary"? 
Moreover, did not a large number of DORA regulations, including 
Regulation 8B the precursor of the leaving certificate scheme, 
96 fall 
foul of the ultra vires doctxine, 
97 
prompting a leading civil servant 
to remark complacently after the warp 
98 
"But the fact is, that in the great -majority of 
cases, what was lawful and what was not lawful did not 
so much matter ... many devices which were legally 
unsound or doubtful, were enforced without difficulty 
an: 1 accepted without demur, provided that they had 
behind them the weight of popular opinion and the 
patriotic support of the most influential men in the trade. "? 
Corporatism certainly tilted to antinomlanism in its instrumentalism,, 
while the rule of law, as civil servants such as E. M. H. Lloyd well 
recognised, was under severe pressure as a factor inhibiting smooth 
corporatist administration. 
For helping to squeeze out, though not to eliminate, the "due, 
process" of liberal-democratic law (and indeed to "pre-empt major sections 
of the law's former function")99 was a battery of executive devices 
designed to quicken, the pace of corporatist policy planning and 
implementation. 
Describing corporatist trends in the 19708, one writer 
100 
points 
to such executive devices as, 
95Quoted in C. J. Wrigley, David Up ýLd George and the British Labour 
9z Movement 
(Hassocks: Harvester Press, 1976), p. 162. 
97- OHMMt Vol. 
I, Part IV, P. -39.. T. Baty and J. H. Morgan, War: Its Conduct and Legal Results (London: 
John Murray: 1915), esp. at pp 102-4. There was also considerable 
98 post-war litigation. -on.. the- -legall-ty. -of DORA regulations. E. M. H. Lloyd, EE2eriments in State Control (Oxfordi Clarendon Press, 
99 1924) p. 
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lOnNewman, op. cit:, p. 163. ý'jbid, pp 163-4, citing Winkler, op. cit., p. 119. 
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the vastly expanded power vested in cential 
government ("the State") In awarding - or withholding - 
contracts, subsidies, loans or communications; quasi- 
Institutions (the "quangos") - vaguely defined, amorphous 
and yet hyperactive - abourA; non- or quasi-statutoi7. 
bodies ... proliferate, possessed of decisive power 
of veto in regard to livelihood and careerl enabling 
legislation, couched in vague but all- pose 
, abstraction, yet often omnipotent (as well as deviously- 
installed) becomes commonplace; and one no less witnesses 
a host of extra-legal pressures - such as-media 
cultivatian, and 'unintended leakages' - diffused 
among those in authority... " 
It hardly requires enormous reserves of imagination tD apply this. 
description, with or without modification, to -the wartime administration 
of munitions production; with the state's expansive government- 
contracts department; its quangos, such as the Clyde Dilution 
Cbmmissioners'ard axmament output committees; its non-statutory 
bodies such as the enlistment complaints committees with an indirect 
power over life or death; its quasi-statutory bodies such as military 
tribunals and the munitions tribunals themselves; the all-conquering 
and "deviously installed" DORA; the media cultivation, for example, ' 
the Forward incident; ýLnd the "unintended leakages" (wass, for examplb, 
Colonel Repington. making his disclosures of shell shortages without 
the connivance and assistance of civil servants? ) Thus was the liberal 
democratic tradition of the rule of law subject to-a thousand cuts. 
101 
Yet though corporatist principles had not penetrated so deeply 
during the war economy as to dispense with due process at all times, 
and in all places, nonetheless, the virtual repeal of habeas corpus, 
permitting the government to detain persons without trja3. on the ground 
10'For the variety of wartime administrative bodies, see J. A. Fairliev 
British War Administration (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1919). 
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102 
of their hostile origins or associations, and the deportation of 
the shop stewards, also without the safeguard of a trial, reveals 
how easily the influence of corporatist strategy might lead on to ' 
more totalitarian solutions. 
103, Indeed,,, part of the fascination of 
the history of the Glasgow -munitions tribunal concerns the crisis of 
identity which afflicted certain tribunal chairmen contemplating the 
prospect of adjudicating solely in accoidance with the policy wishes 
of the min-Istry, The tension between the, on occasion, rival claims 
of judicial autonomy aýd the advancement of the (ministry's) national 
interest is a revealing instance of contradiction between corporatism 
and those courts which'still clung to the unrealiýtic'assumption of 
judicial neutrality. 
It is, moreover, ýarguable that within the cOrPoratist 
iraýework, 
law ought, in fact, to be unnecessary where the values of order, unity, 
nationalism and success are internalised. Thus in theory at least, the 
corporatist state's citizenry would be expected to respond spontaneously 
to state directives, ard ensure, through self-regulation, compliance 
with such ordinances. Indeed a major role for trade unions in the 
corporate state is their willing policing of those terms agreed upon by 
12 0 The classic House of Lords case is Rv Halliday, ex parte Zadig (1917) 
A. C. 260. Lord Shaw of DunfermliEewas a lone voice in the jDicial 
chamber protesting against the inference from a regulation that a 
man could be held without trial or without being accused of an 
offence. Shaw probably had In mind the Zadig case when he wrote-to 
Herbert Samuel in January 1918 that, "the DORA ... did not warrahtt 
and Parliament, unless it had been tricked, could not have sanctioned, 
the implication that compliant Governments have put upon it. " Cited 
in Chris Wrigley, "Trade Unions and Politics --in, -the- 
Flrat World War". 
in Ben Pimlott and Chris Cook (eds. ) Trade Unions1n British Politics 
103 
(London: Longman, 1982), at p. 83. 
A number of trade unionists did, nonetheless, stancl trial for having 
infringed Reg. 42B relating to the restriction of output. The most 
notable cases are probably those involving Tom Rees, London 
, district secretary of the ASE and George Mox=ls, Coventry secretary 
of the'Worke='_. _Union.. 
For Rees, who was.. -acquitted, see--H: Lnton, op. 01t. 
pp 184-5; Trade Unionist, March 1916; ibid, April 1916; Glasgow Herald, 
February 21,1916. For Morris, who was .. conv1cted and sentenced. to three months' hard labour, see Hinton, op. cit. 9 p. 220; Glasgow Hem1d, 
November 14,1916. His sentence was subsequently set aside. For other 
similar DORA prosecutions against workmen, see, for example, Glasgow 
Herald, April 18,1917 (allegaticn against Birmingham shell womkers of 
restriction of output) and ibid, August 9,1917 (Glasgow dockers leaving 
off work and assaulting sub-foremen). 
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the "rational" process superimposed by corporatist centralization 
on an otherwise chaotic wages market. 
"Let me say quite frankly", declared Alexander 
Wilkie, in the wake of the Fairfield shipwrights' 
case, " that no organJ-sation worthy of its name 
could exist unless there is to be some discipline 
within its ranks and the rules of the association,, 
to which every one individually and collectively 
subscribe, are carried out... " 104 
Trade unions now become, in this scenario, the'agents of the corporatist 
national interest, not the protectors. of'sectional, working class 
interests. The corporatiststate cannot accommodate decentralized 
autonomy or policy making by shop stewaxd commit-tees, nor-altexnative 
foci of loyalty. Unions, indeed, have a duty, together with employers, 
to maintain, disciplinary standards at work; for examplet in respect 
to timekeeping. Did not Cammell. Iaird of Birkenhead take large, 
numbers of their shipyard workers to the munitions tribunal because 
"the unims had beenunable to curb the losses,,, 
105 through bad 
timekeeping? 
The threat to the corporatist edifice comes, of course, from those 
individuals or groups who succumb to "Irrationall, or to "malevolent" 
urges which undermine the corporatist entity. Tz-ade unionists or 
employers might thereby generate inefficient, gratuitious or unnecessary 
conflict in industry. Where the moral force of law in the corporatist 
state fails in its mission to secure positive social integration, then 
it may be driven to fall back upon the threat of negative sanctions. In 
a sense , the Treasury Agreement was the "'dry run", as a test of the 
efficacy of moral appeal. That having allegedly failed, the elaborate, 
op. -cit., 
According to the Govan I 
104SSA, Press, October 15 19159 it 
was Wilkle himself who paid the fines of the 17 Fairfield strikers. 
On the other hand, as he allegedly insisted that they be repaid 
to him in instalfhents', he presumably thereby sought to maintain 
105 discipline within the ranks. Glasgow Herald, September 209 1915. Italics added. See also chapter 
two (infra). 
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sanctions-based code of legal regulation was framed in its place 
with a view toAmpos the necessary consensus. Yet both; legislators, 
and tribunal chairmen were conscious of the difficulty of changing 
workers' attitudes and behaviour, not only wherý reliance was. placed 
on,, punishment-oriented sanctions, but also where tbe, interests of the 
state, were perceived to be at odds with the interests of those subject 
to state controls, Thus- the pursuit by the government of something- in 
the nature aC a domestic tribunal, as distinctýfrom the police court, 
as the model for the munitions tribunalsp 
1o6 
is symptomatic of the 
concernýto de-emphasise punishments. But additionally,, the legal 
officials required to draw ! ipon large. reserves of flexibility in handling 
theýcases which came before the tribunals, in an attempt, to tianscend 
the second difficulty expressed above, where munitions workers might 
perceive their interests differently, according to whethac they were 
fulfilling their roles as producers or as citizens. For as a, revealing 
-memorandum from the Board of -Trade Insurance Department, wht ch Middlemas 
cites, observed, on the very day before the Munitions Act became lawpl07 
"(1) That it is impossible to secure the performance 
of any new duty by the Individual-member of the 
ýpopulatlon unless the particular act of fulfilment is 
closely linked up with the personal self-interest of 
the', individual, or with the action which he, would 
normally take in his own self-interest; 
(2) That legal sanctions 'as to penalties are powerless 
to secure the general performance by members of 
ýthe population of any such duties if divorced from, 
self-interested motives or actions; it is impossible to 
f rosecute the whole population; 
3) That the use of legal sanctions to enforce the- 
performance of any duty only becomes effective if, 
the persons upon whom the duty Is placed are limited 
in number and responsible in character, the more 
limited the number and responsible their character, 
the more effective being the sanction. " 
106 See the speech of the Home Secretary, Sir John Slmcrý in H. C. Deb., 
5th Series, Vol.. 72, col' 1548, June 28,1915- 107MIddlemas, 
op. cit., p. 84: 
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In fact, however, it might just as easily be argued that the more 
limited the number and the more responsible the character of those in 
quettion, the more irrelevant is the sanction, -especially within the 
corporatist milieu where narrower sectional orindividual conflicts 
are subsumed byl or even elimir2ated from, the pursuit of'. the'broader 
"national interest"., 
However, the continued existence of "i ý ational" pliiralLst, 
activity, including strikes or other-manifestations'of industrial 
misconduct, can scarcely be discounted by the authorities. They, 
themselves, may appreciate that their innovative schemes of national 
management are susceptible to the contradictign of a system which 
expects the leadership of defensive -mass-membership bodies to engage in 
the regimentation of collectivities which, impelled by other forces, 
are likely to be resistant in the final analysis to tight internal 
discipline. System contradiction thus ensures that the total 
elimination of conflict, whether manifested through the "revolt from 
below", through bad timekeeping, or through the hurdred and one other 
forms of industrial non-conformity, is d pipe-dream in a society not 
ruled from the point of a gun. 
Thus while the ministry'were prepared initially to contemplate 
haxsh and repressive punishments (which in the broader context were 
puny compared to what theoretically might'have been prescribed in 
wartime), the principal object of sanctions in a, corporatist state 
is nonetheless not to punish offenders for statutory infracticns but 
to impress tLpon them the primacy of those elements of the corporatist 
syndrome; indeed, to convert, if possible, rebellious elements and 
the wider society to the value of the "corporate spirit". Punishment 
-might therefore take the form of moral condemnation or of an "educative" 
lecture, rather than of a penal sentence. For examplep where offenders 
appear to acknowledge the supremacy of corporatist objectives and 
that their conduct interfered with the attainment of the latter, the 
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need to deter repetitions might be weighed against whether any 
purpose would be served by the impositicn of coercive punishments 
on the immediate parties. Indeed, not only the sentences imposed 
by tribunals during the war, but also the adjuýications on, for 
example, the granting of leaving certificates, tended to'correspond 
to corporatist criteria as outlined above. Encapsulated in the short- 
hand term, the "nationAl interest" the guideline was explained by, 
Sheriff Fyfe, - In the case of leaving certificate applications. 
"The leading Consideration"$ he-indicated, 
108"always 
was whether it was more in the national interest that 
a woxkman ýhould remain in his present employment, 
and, until that was decided, it was the workman's duty 
to remain at his work ... The duty of the tribunals 
was the difficult, ard often delicate, one of deciding 
how the national interest would be best served ... 
The corporatist spirit, which laid stress on the four goals of 
unity, order, nationalism and success, was perhaps more fully articulated 
log 
by Fyfe in the following passage, where he explained, 
"The purpose of the Munitions Code is to protect- 
all interests, and to remove causes of friction 
whether between employers and workmen, or between 
classes of workers. It is perhaps hardly to be expected 
that either employers or workers should regard very 
cordially legislation which calls upon employers to 
forego the enhanced profits which the exceptional 
economic situation might confer upon them, and which 
suspends for the time being certain long-cherished 
privileges by which workmen set great store. But, 
however difficult it may be for the industrial world 
to grasp legislation which temporarily upsets long- 
accepted notions of freedom of contractt some form of 
sacrifice is the lot of all classes in the present 
exceptional timesg and the temporary abandonment 
of cherished ideals is the form of sacrifice which, 
in the national interest, the Munitions Act requires 
of -the industrial community. If the Act curtails 
individual-liberty of action as it does, it at any 
rate treats employers and workmen alike in that respect... " 
All the-corporatist ingredients, that is, the sense Of unity reflected 
in the elimination of class conflict and in the bilateral sacrifices 
108 
joýfyfej op. cit., pp 22-3. IEbi, clt P. 72. 
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demanded by the state; the sense of order brought about by the removal 
of "causes of friction"; the pursuit of the national interest 
("nationalism"); and the drive to success ("to protect'all interests 
in the present exceptional times") are embodied in'Fyfel s discourse. 
As stated earlier, these corporatist elements offer an analytical 
perspective through which to examine tribunal -adjudications. -Though 
not tight enough to-enable one to predict the wtcome-of cases, they 
ncnetheless permit one to explain the tendency of the case law, and, 
indeed, to explain the dissatisfaction of ministry officials with 
the adjudicatory performance of cerbain tribunal chairmen. For just 
as it is probably technically impossible for a statute to regulate, 
except at the broadest level# issues involving matters peculiar to 
110 individual workshops, plants and companies, by a similar token, 
the activities of legal adjudication cannot be straitjacketed, 
particularly where, as in the case of the munitions tribunals, a, 
rigorous system of precedent was initially lacking. The tension 
between central direction and local, judicial administration is a 
matter which we will explore in 'more detail shortly. Nonetheless, 
that corporatist sentiments informed tribunal decisions is beyond dispute. 
Tribunal chairmen, indeed, frequently commerxIed the patriotism 
("nationalise) of those defendants appearing before them, and corres- 
pondingly dispensed with, or significantly modified, the negative 
sanctions which they might otherwise have imposed in such cases. For 
example, in the midst of the strikes over the deportation of David 
Kirkwood, 23 shipwrights were charged by the Ministry of Munitions with 
having refused to obey the lawful orders of their f oreman by declining 
to return to work at 10 o'clock one night in March 1916 in order to 
dock and undock vessels at Elderslie Graving Dock. Their action, 
1106f. 
, P. L. Davies and M. R. Freedlandt Iabour Law: Text and Materials (Londont 
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1979) P- iO-. 
Glasgow Herald, March 299 1916. 
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which was wholly unconnected with the turmcil experienced at the time 
in the Clyde distmict, was taken, they explained, because they would 
have been xefusecl payment for the whole nigght had they returned just 
to turn around the ships in question. However, as a result of the -men's 
non-appearance, the vessels, which were not government ships. missed 
the tide. Yet, though the tribunal chairman, Cmdr. Gibson, found 
the men guilty of a "technical offence", nonetheless, 
"Ile congratulated the respondents all the same ca 
the patriotic attitude they had taken up, in, 
uniertaking to do Government work night or day 
in all sorts of weather, and he believed that a 
little tact on the part of the management 
would have solved the whole situation. "112 
He consequently imposed a modified fine of 51- on each accused. Indeed 
the patriotic posture by munitions and shipyard workerst Inasmuch 
as it was not contrived for the paxtiOUlar audience of the -munitions 
tribunal -members, even informed the nature of some of the, outbursts 
and protests heard at'tribunal hearings on a number., of: oocasioný 
throughout the war. Thus during the Faieield coppersmiths' 
prosecution in Glasgow in August 1915, for example; the tribunal 
chairman, Professor Gloag, reproved the actions of those accused who 
were standing up and interrupting the proceedings. - "Remember this 
country is at war. Does that never occur to you? " he demanded, 
113 
whereupon another of the accusedl Owen Rodgers, stood up and replied, 
"I am as much a patriot as any man in this room. 
We have been. looked-upon as unpatriotic in , this natter. I have seven relations both in the 
trenches and on the sea. No man dare tell ine, 
vill. 
4 
that I am sacrificing their lives by remaining out. , 
Similarly, at Liverpool, where, as briefly mentioned earlier, a large 
number of shipyard workers employed by Cammell - Laird at Birkenhead 
had been fined, the Glasgow Herald vividly described the ensuing event. 
There was, it declared, 
115 
112 Ibid. 113jtff., August 3,1915; OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, P*50- See also chapter 
)T ur for full discussim of the case. 
'PIbid 1 55 ý T-F- - ý-- k* Gla ow Herald,, September 20,1915. 
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a scene of indescribable uproar at the close. 
Men leapt to their feet, shouting denunciation of 
the firm, arx1 - of - some of their officials, one -man 
declaring that the court was causing a revolution 
in the country by its finding, another shouting, 
'It is time the Germans were here if this is how 
British working men are to be treated. We are here, 
not as slaves, but as workmen, and we can, do our work'. " 
Clearly patriotism was a quality expected of workers appearing before 
the tribunal, and the chairmen would duly acknowledge evIdence of 
such sentiments by modifying sentences. But the tribunal chairman 
did not. always appreciate the double-edged mial J ty of the beast and 
that$ as perceived by workerst patriotism cut both ways. 
They were, however, conscious that the impression of"unity 
and consensus, which it was corporatist policy to promotes necessitated, 
from time to time, certain expressions of cmdemnýtio'n'of ranagerial 
practices which threatened the shaky edifice. Thus not only might 
chairmen such as Cmdr. Gibson mildly reprove those employers whose 
tactlessnessq as in the Elderslie Graving Dock caseq contributed . -Lo 
the dispute. But fierce condemnation-might be uttered against 
employers such as on t 
. 
De occasion when Gibson pilloried Fairfield 
shipyard for its "reprehensible conduct" in refusingg for three weeks, 
to dreant a leaving certificate to a worker whose services they no 
116' longer required. What is significant is the desire on the part of 
the tribunal chairman to publicize criticisms of employers. 
"He thought it right to make that. public intimation 
now, that that court in particular looked askance 
on such conduct on the part of employers. 11117 
At Bradfo3: d munitions tribunal, the chairman strongly attacked the 
conduct of a foreman who had instituted a prosecution for bad time- 
keeping against an employee. The accused argued that the charge had been 
brought vindictively by-the foreman because the former bad complained 
l16 
li Ibid, Oc-tober-. -5,. -. 
1915. See also chapter two (infra). 7 ffIS* Monthly Report, January 1916, p. 250. 
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at the latter's bad language. Indeed# when a sample of the language 
employed was repeated to the tribunal chairman, he indignantly declared, 
118 
"I don't think working-men ought to be subject to 
such language, and I ask the firm if they should not 
consider whether you are a suitable man fo3ý-the 
position. You are the foreman, and ought to set a 
good example and insteado you have set a filthy example. " 
Yet what clearly perturbed the tribunal chairman was not bad manners 
or the gratuitous expression of obscenities, but the threat to "order" 
and "unity" in the establishment, which the foreman's actions were, 
posing. Bilateral restraints were, officially, to be features of 
wartime policy,. at least at the level of public pronouncements. - Yet 
that they tended to operate unequally was strongly symptomatic of the 
structural flaw, in the Munitions Act. For it is suggested that-the 
Munitions Actt in conception, approximated more closely to -what Donald 
Black has called, a social-welfare model of law, born of, a "proactive" 
legal systeml than to, an entrepreneurial model, which is the product 
119 
of a "reactive" legal system. The former assumes that the legal - 
good of citizens is defined by government with the help, of interest 
groups, and therefore imposes, rather than merely makes available, 
the law. The latter entrepreneurial model, on the other-hand, assumes 
that each citizen voluntarily and rationally pursues his own interests 
on a utilitarian basisq with the greatest good deriving from selfish, 
atomised enterprise. - As Black observes, it is, the legal analogue of 
the market economy. Yet by enabling individual employers such as 
Cammell Lairdýto institute proceedings,, and by enabling firms to 
withhold leaving certificates, the Munitions Act, an avowedly proactive 
corporatist -measure, was in fact relentlessly permitting, and being - 
seen _ 
to permit, the purýuit of an - individualist entrepreneurial initiative. 
118 Ibid, December 1915, P. 243. 
119Donald Black, The - Behavior of Iaw (New York 
,: Academic Press, 1976) 
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Against this challenge, the tribunals, even'if willing, could do 
little to appease the aggrieved. 
Certainly, the tribunals always imagined themselves as reliable 
allies of a policy which, on paper, eschewed cl. ýSs partizanship. 
Thus, 'while the chairm en of-munitions tribunals (with particular-' 
reference to the Glasgow tribunal) frequently invoked-,, the national 
interest as the criterion by which their decisions, mightbe adjudged; 
while they often, c6amended the patriotism ("nationalisre') of those 
defenda 
, nts appearing 
before them; while they chided, in the. name 
of unity, those employers and foremen who coercively, and insensitively 
wielded the Munitions Act against aggrieved wo: rkmen, and while in 
general they sought to'discourage "disorder" in the labour market 
by refusing to grant leaving certificates to-those who simply wanted - 
to better themselves; yet, in the final analysis they, - or'some of them 
were too unreliable for the bureaucratic elite who inhatited the 
offices of the Ministry of Munitions. For, leaving aside the history 
of disorder which accompanied so many of the major hearings at the 
Glasgow Tribunalt the tribunal chairmen were the repositories of 
discretion in decision-making, a licence which, In the eventg, created 
too much uncertainty for the peace of mind of a ministry dedicated to 
centralized direction -of labour policy. That discretioni - and not 
-merely flexibility in imposing sentences (which has aixeady, been 
mentioned), could be exercised wisely or foolishly, from the perspective 
of the ministry authorities. ' 'In the case of-certain of -the Glasgow 
chairmen, that discretion wasl in the ministry's view, undoubtedly, - 
exercised foolishly by legal officials, fatally beguiled into over- 
asserting their judicial independence* As we shall see, it was one thing 
for corporatists to peimit a delegated dose of equity in adjudicating 
upon, say, the hard case of an individual seeking 'a leaving certificate 
on medical grounds, where the losswas confined to the employer in 
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question 
12OHowever, 
where the tribunal chairmen allowed their discretion 
to lead them beyond the narrow decision-making contours, mapped out for. 
them by the ministry, so that, in one episode, they appeared to be 
formulating wages policy by their decision-makip , -they trenched on 
the corporatists' territory. This was vi9wed by the civil servants 
as unforgiveable, as they feared it would threaten the collapse of 
a delicate industrial status quo arranged through centralized direction. 
It was illegitimate for petty legal administrators remote from a 
central planning department pursuing corporatist tendencies, to 
exceed their allotted, minimal roles by raising false hopes of 
financial amelioration among rank-and-file workers. Judicial autonomy 
was therefore inconsistent with corporatist autoexacy. Thus, where 
it seemed to the -ministry that the chairmen's weaknesses, incompetence 
or indiscipline were subverting this autocracy, they were dealt with 
as swiftly and as decisively as the perceived enemies of the state, 
the militant shop stewards. 
As we have already observed, corporatists conceive of law as 
an inhibiting factor. Judicial administrators in the corporatist state 
would, indeed, be prepared to acknowledge the threat to corporatist 
policy posed, by the legal process, were its restraining effects not 
themselves curbed. 'We have, for example, noted the opinion of the 
leading civil servant, E. M. H. Lloyd, on the disregard for the rule of 
law which the ultra vires status of DORA regulations implied. - Even 
within the upper reaches of the judiciary, normally hide-bound'by' 
121 
precedent and by due process, Lord Sqnds clearly approved of the fact that, 
120 Theorists of corporatism have argued that the moral critericn of equity 
may be applied to adjust the distribution of income in accordance with 
the notion of the "just wage", though structural inequality win 
ncnetheless remain. Thus while legal decisions on the Munitions 
Act ought to have been arrived at by the technical criteriaa of 
rationality, that is, by whatever decision furthered the national 
interest, hard cases were bound to arise, demanding an equitable 
solution. For the moral criterion of equity within corporatist theory, 
121 see Crouch 
(19?? ) op. cit. 
McNeill & Co. Ltd. ' v Mackay et al. 1919 PMAR, 195-9. January 23,1920, at 
pe J. ýIup 
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the public spirit and patriotic sentiment which 
animated the nation have led Tribunals mithout heaLtation 
to adopt canons of construction which I thirit would have 
been rejected had the same question arisen in time of peace. " 
The legitimation of a policy-based decision, entailing a significant 
departure from orthodox judicial standards, is therefore clearly 
articulated in this passage. In the light of such a loyal espousal 
of the executive's will, therefore, it was simply asking for trouble 
for one Glasgow tribunal chairman, Cmdr. Gibson, to respond as he did 
to an observation by the Ministry of Munitions' labour officer 
attending his court. In this incidentg a number of men had been 
prosecuted for refusing to wo3: k overtime, as a protest against the 
employment bf a non-unionist. The prosecuting labour officer, Cramond, 
had intimated to Gibson that the ministry, 
122 
were rather anxious that it should be tried 
before the-other court CJ.. e. the general munitions 
tribunaij-, as it was really a partial strike. " 
This drew an astonishing, indeed suicidal, attack by Gibson on 
ihe 
ministry for daring to encroach on the independence of the judiciary. 
"It does not matter one-ot or tittle to me", he 
declaimed indignantly, 
W 
"what are the views held 
by the Ministry of Munitions in Londcn. I am here 
as-chairman of-this, Court to weigh up the facts submitted 
to us, and I will not be influenced one way or . 
another. I am here to act as judge and I will do so. " 
It was a brave, 'but foolish arxl 'naive, outburst, inspired by the best 
traditions of judiciýl neutrality since time immemorial (or at least- 
since the demise of ýthe Stuarts). Indeed, retribution very soon- 
descended upon him and within months, Gibson (as well as, two of-his 
Glasgow colleagues) were-kicked out of office, an episode which we 
shall consider in detail in Chapter six. However,, the above incident 
when contrasted with those cases where policy- orientated decisions were 
122- 
12q Glasgow Herald, November 11,1915- 'Ibild. 
I 
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given by the chairmen, reveals that the history of the Glasgcw 
munitions tribunal is, in part, the history of how the perzonnel of 
one tribunal sought alternately to advance, ard to repel, the embraces 
of corporatist law. Corporatism represents an qxtreme form of function- 
alism, which in -turn is-reliant upon disciplined role playing. Tribunal 
chairmen in Glasgow, to varying degrees, 'fought hard to further 
government policy withoat, as they saw it, compromising, their own- 
judicial autonomy and their guardianship of a, by then severely 
attenuated, rule of law. Thust where their actions tilted too much 
towards autonomy and too far from the narrowly defined policy of 
which they were agents, they failed to exercise their discretion 
wisely arý failed to measure up to the ruthless requirements. demahled 
by a corporatist ministry.. Perhaps for some of these chairmen, the 
tradition of judicial independence proved a more powerful and hypnotic, 
but unfortunately more hazardous, beacon-by which to attempt to-, ý 
navigate the rocks ofiindustrial unrest, - than were-the insensitive 
dictates of autocraticýlaw. In this-respect, such noble sentiments 
were worthless to a corporatist elite, whose demands fcr discipline, 
commitment and a. limited predictability, embraced both their own 
local administrators, as well as the -munitions workers themselves. 
For Hinton, 124 the shop stewards' movement-represented a revolt against 
the servile state.,, It*is arguable that the activities of the unfortunate 
Glasgow tribunal chairmen before their "deportation", was a revolt 
against an autocratic department of state conceived in comparable, 
if in conceptually distinct, terms. 
A corporatist strategy thus provides a workingt analytical 
framework within which +. o evaluate wartime government laboar policy as 
124 Hintonj OP- cit-o-P'. 78. 
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manifested through the munitions code. Unfortuately for the government, 
such a neat scheme'was bound to encounter severe strains in its 
application. - The 'roots of these difficulties'are of course located, 
in the sudden transformation of an industrial ro? lations system which 
by 1914, having already assumed a voluntarist, non-legal character, 
(appendix two; Infra) found itself im1915 constricted by laws. It is 
to be found, also, in the unrealistic assumpt: Lons underlying corporatist 
theory, especially in the'belief that consensus could be maintained in 
an environment where workers were subject to edonomic and social 
privation, and where a trade union leadership adopted the perspective 
of the state in respect to most (but not all) central questions of 
labour control, while elements of the membership pursued different 
goals, the most common of which was possibly the straightforward demand 
for "fair*treatment". 
Third, law itself possesses qualities which maY (but will'not. 
inevitably) 125 render it inappropriate as an instrument desiened 
to modify industrial behavicar. With its strong emphasis on claims 
of right, rather than on claims of interest, the structuxe of law 
contrasts sharply with the more open-textured pattern of industrial 
relations 
I 
under "collective laissez-faire 
126 Such is certainly'the 
case within a liberal-democratic regime. But it-may be argued that 
laws which reflect highly centralized corporatist direction, expressed 
in relatively unambiguous terms, are similarly liable in particular 
circumstancesg to excessively rigid bnforcement. The resultant 
125Thus High Court injunctions ordering unions or'union officials to cease 
instructing "unlawful" industrial action tend to be obeyed. Often, 
this disposes of the dispute in the employer's favour. Alternatively, 
"guerrilla" tactics might be embarked upon by union -members; or in 
other ways, the dispute might be prolonged, with the legal proceedings 
126 having resolved-nothing. See note 52 (supra). 
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explosions in militancy during the First World War, such as those 
following the Pairfield shipwrightsý' prosecution or following even 
the threat by employers to mobilize the law (Chapter four, infra), are 
not the unavoidableýoutcome of, but are'perhapslsymptomatic of, the 
possible structural incompatibility between highly-dogmatic laws- 
and those normative expectations shared, by mass workirig class 
organisations. 
127 
During the wax, job regulation could no longer remain as flexiýle, 
as fragmented and as autonomous from central direction as it had been 
Collective bargaining, despite the'pressures of wartime in the past. ý 
shortages, was marked more, by its static quality than by its'dynamism; 
though in an inflationary period and with extens: Lve, piece-work 
bargaining, wage, drift was not uncommon. Yet trade'unionists undoubtedly 
felt-severely constrained by the legal abrogation of their mosVpotent 
weapon with which to buttress their wage claims. For compulsory. 
arbitration, with its endless delays, was no substitute for the right 
to strike. The conjunction of law with industrial relations in fact 
127Speaking 
very generally, experience during the present century suggests 
that corporatist or quasi-corporatist laws such as the Munitions Act 
or, DORA Regulation 1AA (1940) or even the more recent Industrial 
Relations Act 1971 (which also contained highly individualist 
elements) are more likely to prompt mass responses to the imposition 
of severely penal'sanctions, such as imprisonment or'punitive fines, 
than liberal-collectivist or liberal-individual measures such as 
the Employment Acts 1930 and 1982 or common law rulings on contempt 
of court. For under creeping corporatisml mass mobilization is 
promoted by governments (despite governments' 'often simultaneous pursuit 
of contradictory, though lesser, goals) a fact -whidh. both strengthens 
such organisations while leaving them vulnerable to restrictive 
legal rulings. This chemistry is frequently lacking in, an economic 
environment, usually accompanied by restrictive monetary policies, where 
trade union hierarchies are not assiduously courted by governments. 
In such situations, trade union weakness in general, and in responding 
to damaging legal judgments in particular, are both cause and effect 
of government indifference to securing an active relationship based 
on joint, cooperative efforts designed to attain government policy 
objectives. 
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produced a variety of respmses by trade unionists at the local level. 
As is well known, vast numbers of strikes took place in spite of the 
or 
law; some were'even called because of the law, 
/because of its threatened 
deployment. When the-munitions tribunals were called up on to adjudicate 
in prosecutions or in applications for leaving certificatesp trade 
unionists sought to exploit the hearings in a pragmatic, resourceful 
fashion; 'employing intimidating and blustering tactics at one moment,. 
going on to thelegal offensive at another, and using tribunal 
proceedings as a pre-text for the pursuit-of long-standing workplace 
grievances. Indeed, as we shall see especially in Chapters four to 
seven, the opportunism of those employers exploiting the Munitions 
Act for their own advantage was matched, perhaps more than matched, 
by the conduct of trade unionists prepared to "battle" within the 
tribunal. The experience of eventfulq even tumultuous, tribunal 
proceedings, is further evidence of the ambiguous revolt against 
corporatist tendencies. III 
Conclusion 
Corporatism as a theory is therefore the point of departure for 
this study. The term itselfwas unknown to British society during 
the war, having'been coined in the interwar years; but the phrase, 
"corporate spixit", was in wide circulation. Nonetheless, when tribunal 
chairmenj government ministers and civil servants made their appeals 
for social peace, and where they formulated industrial schemes with 
the ultimate aim of achieving military victO37Yr they unconscicasly 
did so in the name of the corporatist state. That meant that for 
the duration of the war, they did not in general deliberately, elevate 
the dlaims of capital above that of labour. They requisitioned both; 
perhaps not in equal proportions (indeed, one is scarcely comparing 
like with like) and perhaps without reflecting on the possibilities 
thereby made available to employers to exploit the law for their own 
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domestic ends. Corporatist officials were undoubtedly naiveq perhaps 
recklessly so, in this respect; it, may even be claimed 
(though with 
difficulty) that they were disingenuous in affecting to trust in the 
"good faith" of employers not to take advantage, of the Munitions Act 
for objectives other than the furtherance of munitions output. They 
were not, however, conspiratorial in the sense of waging, in conjunction 
with employers, a wartime offensive against the working class, the 
purpose of which was to destroy trades unionism arxl to leave private 
employers undisputed masters in their own establishments. Employers' 
disciplinary excesses, and especially their abuses of the leaving 
certificate scheme, wereq after all, the subject of further legislative 
adjustments deemed necessary to restore the corporatist spirit of 
unity and order. - In pursuit of a'moral crusadet corporatists were 
prepared -to contemplate and to frame legislative proposals to curb 
the freedom of workers or of employers. 
Of course, one may legimately ask, as did Hilaire Belloc) "On 
J28 
whose behalf is the state acquiring these powers of compulsion? 
And indeed corporatism may well be a mystifying concept, a'mask behind 
which capitalist "freedom" can thrive at the expense of, labour, knowing 
that it relies on stability, consensus and the marginalisation of issues* 
Thus inter-class differences are composed over consumption and distribution, 
not over central questions of investment, ownership axxl control. One 
-may indeed observe that, though financial losses were suffered, 
private ownership, broadly speaking, remained intact during - and most 
certainly after the war, and that private capitalism reaped huge 
profits out of the war. Nationalisation did not bring a transformation 
of societyl inaugurating a regime of worker self-management, producing 
for need, not for profit. The -misleadingly named war collectivism 
128 Hinton, op. cit. p. 44. 
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- the temporary expedient of corporatism - brought the "gradual 
institutionalization of social and economic autocracy", rather than 
the institutionalisation of social and economic democracy, as the 
Webbs had envisaged. 
129 
Thus war collectivism in fact pres . erved 
capitalism for the future. For it clearly did not replace it. Arguablyp 
therefore# corporatism and not state ownership or imperialism 
was the highest stage of capitalist development., Thus in respect 
to state intervention, that from which private capitalism derived 
benefit, during an otherwise economically disastrous world war for some 
property owners - even Robert Smillie, the miners' leader,, acknowledged 
the "destruction of wealth which ispresently going onv, 
130 
was the 
direction and sheltering of capital which the state provided, rather 
than its transfer of ownership out of private hands. For by sub- 
ordinating munitions industries to the dictates of a state department, 
and by attempting to impose, quasi-dictatorially, a sense of order, 
and unity on a previously "free" market, the wartime state sought, 
through corporatist Initiatives in strategic spheres of labour-capital 
relations (initiatives possibly far more pronounced in the case of 
the Ministry of Munitions than of the Ministry of Labour which was 
established in December 1916)131 to ensure a successful return to neo- 
129 Keenoy, opecit., pi 193. 130 
nter. op. cit., p. 208. 131W' Lowe's d7en-ial of the usefulness of the concept of "corporate bias" 
espoused by Middlemas in explaining the relative social stability of 
inter-war Britain, probably derives from his focusing upon the 
activities of the Ministry of Labour which was not, of course, a 
sponsoring department. Even the nuances of its wartime policies 
after December 1916 probably sharply distinguished it from the 
approach of the Ministry of Munitions. Middlemasp however, locked 
at the evidence,, "from the standpoint of Cabinet, rather than the civil 
service, of the senior leadership and staffs of employers' organisations 
and TUG rather than the generality of trade associations and , Individual- 
-unions-. -. -. 
" See the debate between Lowe and Middlemas 
in SSRC, Newsletter, No. 50, November 1983, pp 17-21. As should by 
now be apparent, we favour a-modified version of "corporate bias" 
as the organising framewýrk within which to explore munitions policy. 
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classical market economics in the post-war world. 
j 
The futu-re'might have been otherwise. On the one hand, the 
visionary conceit which Lloyd George could never resist. displaying, led 
him on one occasion in Parliament in 1916 to declare, 
132ý 
"Whatever-my hon. Friends may say to the contrary, 
, I believe there is a time coming when the Munitions 
Act axd the Defence of the Realm Act will be 
regarded as tremendous leaps forward in the social 
and industrial world. The power which I took to 
take control of the workshops and to regulate what 
work should be done, the power to organise our 
industrial system, the power to limit profits and ... 
to declare a minimum wage in over 2,200 controlled 
establishments, with 1,250,000 and very soon lo500,000 
workers, and to see that there shall be no sweating - 
I repeat to my hon. Friend that all these things 
will be regarded one day, in spite of two or three 
things which -may be considered as blemishes in the 
Act, as landmarks in a great industrial revolution. " 
Some, of course, might interpret 'such a pronouncement as heralding 
a peacetime organisation of industry as undemocratic as that inaugurated 
by the first industrial revolution. Yet the revolutionary potential 
offered by corporatism has been suggested in recent literature. Thus, 
Newman has axgued that, 
133 
"Ideally, Marxism looks forward to a social condition 
where bourgeois legal norms of abstract rights and 
duties, conceived in terms of individual juridical 
subjects, have found themselves superseded by priorities 
deriving from socio-economic considerations, with concern 
of community interests the primary factor. Paradoxicallyl, 
while possibly even more firmly embedded within th6 
logic of capitalism's then preceding comparable forms, ' 
corporatism thus offers the closest approximation to 
this ideal yet realized. " 134 
132u C. Debates, 5th Series, Vol. 78, col. 929, January 4,1916. ONewman, 
OP-cit-, P-176. 134These ideas possess a close affinity to those recently advanced by 
Kamenka and Tay who have traced a paradiga-sbift over time from what 
they call Gemeinschafttype--law to Gesellsehaft-type law, and finally 
to -bureaucratic -admi nis trative type law. They explain that Gemeinschaft law "takes for its fundamental presupposition and concern 
the Organic community, Gesellsehaft-type law takes for its funda- 
mental Presupposition and concern the atomia Andividualg theoretically 
for the purposes of law - free. -and self-determined, limited 
Only by the rights of other individuals. Cont'd/ ...... 
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A distinctive economico-legal regime which can captixre the imagination 
of the architect of the Munitions Act and whose theoretical. construct 
has recently been acclaimed for its close affinity to the "ideal" 
of Mai-xism, does indeed appear to possess intriguing- arxl paradoxical 
qualities. The fact remains that during the war, corparatist law 
exhibited a blunt restrictiveness on the one hand,, and flexibility 
and opportunistic scope on the other. Thus were to be amply 
displayed from 1915 to 1921, the "two faces" of the Munitions Act. 
134 (cont'd) These two 
"ideal types" of law necessarily stand'in opposition to 
each other, though in any actual legal system at any 
particular time both strains will be, present and each type kaj- 
have to make accommodations to the other. In the bureaucratic- 
administrative type of regulation, the presupposition and concern 
Us neither an organic human community nor an atomic individual; 
it is a non-human ruling interes-ý, public policy, or on-going 
activity, of which human beings and individuals are subordinates, 
functionaries, or carriers". See Eugene Kamenka and Alice 
Erh-Soon Tay, "Social. Traditions, Legal Traditions", in Kamenka. 
and Tay (eds. ) Law and Social Control (London: Edward Arnold, 
1980), ch. 1, at p. 19. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Amending'the Munitions Act 1915 
Introduction 
We looked, in the opening chapter, at the enactment of the 
Munitions Act'in early July 1915, concentrating upon the corporatist 
features - which characterised its provisions. Indeed, since the 
gradual emergence of the measure"from its ori gins in the minds of 
civil servants'and government advisers some months earlier has 
received the close attention of other historians such as Davidson and 
Wrigley, as well as of 'the official historians of the Ministry of 
Munitions, we propose to shift the focus, in the present chapter, to the 
campaign to amend the 1915 Act. 'In the'course of this examination, less 
emphasis will be placed on criticisms of the leaving certificate' scheme 
than is otherwise appropriate, as this zýspect will be covered'more 
fully in chapter nine. 
Theoretical discussion of legislation has, in the past, addressed 
inter alia the genesis and eventual promulgation of partidular statutes. 
Building on this orientation to "emergence studied, ', we believe that the 
insights available may be'as relevant to amendment campaigns as to the 
originating statute itself. Thus where Becker, for example, refers to 
the "naturali-, history of a rule", 
I that is, to the generic or typical 
features associated with its enactment, his observations may also be 
pertinent to the history of attempts to amend or repeal that rule. 
Among the well-e stabli shed theoretical insights to which reference 
may be made, prominence (if not necessarily pride of place) may be 
I Howard Becker, Outsiders (New York: Free Press, 1973) P 129 
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given to Oliver MacDonaghl s "pressure of events" Interpretation. ' As 
is widely known, this is built upon his famous five-stage model from 
"discovery" of an "evil" to its administrative solution by means of 
legislative enactment. McDonaghl s formulation attracted, in turn, the 
criticism of those who pointed to the influence of ideas as the 
forcin&-house of change. The nineteenth century, "revolutioW. in 
government 'was of course the guinea pig upon which these competing 
hypotheses were tested. Latterly John Goldthorpe has sought to place 
emphasis on the role of social movements in galvanising legal reforms, 
suggesting how different interest groups might vie with one another 
in a pluralistic struggle for success 
201 
Refinements to these approaches might be, suggested., First, 
success might not necessarily be measured in instrumental or in 
economic terms,. but also (or alternatively) in terms of, enhanced 
prestige or of social rehabilitation in the eyes of a constituency, 
. be it limited or wide. Thus success might be symbolic3 of the claimed 
superiority of a particular set of values, as- has been suggested, in 
the case of the widely documented exanple of the Prohibition 
campaigners in the United States during the 1920s, for whom 
abstinence, 
"... became a politically significant focus for the 
conflicts between Protestant and Catholic, rural and 
urban, native and immigrant, middle class and lower 
2 These approaches have all been summarised briefly in Peter W. J. 
Bartrip, "Public Opinion and Law Enforcement:. The Ticket-of-Leave 
Scares in Mid-Victorian Britain", in Victor Bailey (ed. ) Policin 
and Punishment in Nineteenth Century Britain (London:, Croom Heim, 
1981) pp 150-181, at pp 1.50-2. In his own study of a specific 
mid-nineteenth century penal reform, Bartrip favours a "pressure of 
events" interpretation. 
3 The "symbolism" of the dilution provisions of the Munitions Act'is 
suggested in chapter eleven. 
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class in American society. The political conflict lay 
in the, efforts of an abstinent Protestant middle class 
to control the public affirmation of morality in 
drinking. Victory or defeat were, conseque4tly symbolic 
of the status and power of the cultures opposing each 
other. Legal affirmation or rejection is thus important, 
in what it symbolizes as well or instead of what it 
controls. Even if the law is broken, it was clear whose 
law it was,, 4. - 
Yet while, for example, the largely abortive efforts of the ship- 
building employers - themselves no abstainers - to enforce abstinence 
among their workforces during the wax (see chapter eightinfra, 
faintly echoes the above description, nonetheless, it is suggested, 
there does exist a lim: *Lted "symbolic dimension" to the Munitions Act 
which is relevant to the present chapter. Thus the effort of the trade, 
union leadership to rehabilitate their reputation among their member- 
ship after their earlier misjudgments in supporting the measure of 
July 1915 (chapter one.,, infra), constituted as'much a symbolic quest 
(from around mid-October 1915) as it did an effort to secure, through 
legislative amendment, ýinstrumental gains. 
Indeed, as the ministryls*officia. 1 historians remarked on the 
Fairfield shipwrights' episode, the disapproval of the strikers on the 
paxt of the Shipwrights' Association officials was, 
generally shared by the official. representatives 
of the other Unions. But the movement staxted by the 
rank and file soon overcame the resistance of their 
leaders. "5 
4joseph 
Gusfield, "Moral Passage: The Symbolic Process in public 
Designations of Deviance", in C. A. Bersani (ed. ) Crime and Delinquency 
(London: Macmillan, 1970) p 67, cited'in W. G. Carson, "Symbolic and 
Instrumental Dimensions of Early Factory Legislation% in R. Hood (ed. ) 
Crime. Criminoloav and Public Policv! Essavs in honour of Sir T. ann 
). 
ýOM, Vol. IV, Paxt 2, p 54. 
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Thus it is submitted that this conversion, to reformist, demands on the 
part of the officials was undertaken not solely out of solicitude for 
their grieviously suffering members, ýnor even to advance the "national 
interest", but was in part undergone because the, rank-and-file pressure 
exerted on them posed a challenge not just, to their. autho, rity as 
leaders but also, to their personal esteem. 
Yet whereas symbolic crusades might be embarked upon as anýend in 
themselves - perhaps the Trade Union and Trade Disputes Act 1927 
6 
in 
the wake of the Ceneral Strike, or the legislation against video 
"nasties" or against child pornography following well-publicised out- 
rages or scandals7, might- be cited - another. writer, W. G. Carson, has, 
also drawn attention to the existence of symbolic meaning as an 
8 
emergent property of interactional sequences . It is submitted,, 
therefore, that the role of the patriotic, -trade union 
leadership in 
the reform campaign cannot be fully comprehended, unless, it is 
Alan Anderson, ý . 
". The Polit: Lca I J- Symýoliasm, ýof. -the.. Labour I' avis", 
Bulletin of the Society T. or the Study of Labour History, Ro. 23, 
Autumn 1971, PP 13-15; ibid. ', "The Labour Laws and the Cabinet 
Legislative Committee of 1926-27", Lbid., pp 37-54. A leading 
periodical remarked at the time that the introduction of the Trade 
Disputes Bill 1927 represented a "show of bad temper on the part 
of the Conservatives". See the Economist, May 7,1927. 
, 
7see the discussion of the enactment of the Protection of Children 
Act 1978 and*. the role of Mrs. Mary Whitehouse's "National Viewers' 
and Listeners' Association" in its promulgation, in the Sunday Times, 
February 12,1978. Cf.,, also the measure proposed by Graham Bright M. p. 
in 1984, to outlaw "video nasties". It is sometimes the case that law 
reform is unnec*essary, since existing laws such as the Obscene 
Publications Act 1959 in the above examples may be as effective as 
the proposed measure. Demands toprohibit "violent picketing!, 
usually neglect this point. 
8 Carson, OP-611-, P 113. 
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recognised that their agitation for amendment, so soon after their 
fulsome praise for the first Munitions Act, was designed, in part, 
for domestic consumption. That is, the restoration of their image, 
among the rank-and-file, as stout defenders o-f specific interest 
groups, "emerged! ', in conjunction with the belated pursuit of "equality, 
equity and reciprocity"9 (in the words of Alexander W131de, of the 
Shipwrights' Association), as an integral feature of their campaign 
to lessen the iniquities of an act which had recently received their 
imprimatur. 
But the initiative was not theirs. Indeed, -it is necessaxy to 
raise a second refinement to the "causal triumvirate: ideas, movements %. 
and events"10, cited earlier. That is the role of the "moral 
entrepreneur" in fostering legislative change. For it is the concept , 
of the moral entrepreneur which may straddle all three competing' " 
Interpretations of statutory reform. According to Becker 
it it is the 
moral entrepreneur who iaobilizes the movement from a general value to 
a specific act of enforcement. Taking as his example, the campaign of 
the 'US Federal Boaxd of Iffarcotics to prohibit marihuana smoking in the 
193Os, he shows how public Interest in reform was stimulated by vivid- 
(and lurid) newspaper reports on the evils of abuse bf max1huana, thus 
generating publicity which served to magnify the extent of the evil. 
9SSA, Quarterly Report, October - December 1915, 
'P 80, quoting Wilkie's 
speech in the Commons on January 4,1916. "Reciprocity" was identified 
by Iaoyd George as a feature of trade union demands made at the 
conference of Kovember 30- See Glasgow Herald, December 1,1915. 
Tinkering with aspects of the leaving certificate scheme, as we shall 
see, was granted in the name of reciprocity. The principle of joint 
control was, however, peremptorily dismissed. See also chapter eight (infra on proposals for joint control of discipline. 
10 Bartrip, op. cit., p i5o 
11 Becker, op. cit., passim. 
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The moral entrepreneur thus also feeds the campaigm for reform bý 
providing journalistic copy and by enlisting the support of other 
interested gToups. A favourable public attitude to the proposed rule 
is thereby cultivated and the "problem! ' becomes publicly recognised. 
A crucial feature of the canpaign is additionally the promotion of 
some general value attracting broad approval by which the proposals 
might be legitimized. In the case of marihuana legislation, the 
value of "self-control" and the elimination of 
I "illicit pleasure" (the 
state of ecstasy induced by marihuana use12) significantly provided 
the appropriate legitimizing value*s underpinning. ' the campaign. But, 
significantly, such values emerged only as an afterthought; indeed one 
might say as a post hoe rationalization. For as Becker explains, a 
nae may be drawn up (or it may be added, a proposal framed) 'simply to 
serve a special interest, and only latterly will a rationale for, the 
rule be found in some general value. ' As will be seen, the emergence 
of the Munitions Amendment Act, suitably premised on a widely-approved 
principle, copied many (though not all) of the features which 'characterized 
the "natural history" of the Marihuana Tax Act. 
Yet taken in isolation, each one of the above interpretative frame- 
works is deficient on its own in providing a comprehensive explanation 
for the emergence of the Amendment Act in 1916. - Fbr-example, ýit is 
true that the crisis proportion of the''_Ipressure of 
I 
events" on Clydeside 
galvanized the government into moving far beyond its initial intention 
of framing only technical amendments on. 'the largely spontaneous 
12 
See also Timothy Leary, The Politics of Ec sta sy (iondon: Paladin, 1970). 
Dr. Leary is of course the controversial ex-Harvard lecturer who 
campaigned in the 1960s for the legalization of marihuana smoking. In 
September. 1983, he was refused permission to enter Britain as a visitor. 
See the Guardian, September 6,1983. 
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suggestions of its own civil servants13. Ronetheless, the influence of 
those radical critics, activists and journalists, who from the outset 
sought to propagate an alternative perspective to, the 1915 Act, or of 
those Guild Socialists such as Cole and Mellor who were undoubtedly 
14 instrumental in framing specific reform proposals, cannot be'overlooked 
Yet even where the "Pressure, of events" seemed in- its turn to generate 
a genuine mass-movement solidly united, behind the banner of reform, 
the evidence suggests that one institution within that social formation, 
the Amalgamated Society'of Engineers, could, on its own, extract more 
gains following its meetingwith Lloyd George on December 31 than a 
representative, conference of '55 trade unions which had been addressed 
15, by the Minister a month previously 0 
Igotwithstanding, if we were to apply to our study the conceptual 
apparatus of the moral entrepreneur with a view'to monitor the "natural 
hii3tory" of the Amendment Act, we would certainly discover interesting 
parallels. -Thus the extensive publicity of abuses widely reported in 
the press and the role (though not an innovatory one) of a state agency, 
the Balfour-Macassey Commission, would be identified. Most significantly, 
the broadening of the constituency demanding reform from narrow, 
sectional, politicized groupings to a wider range of interests'not 
13See MUN 5/20/221.1/40 "Munitions of War Act 1915 - Amending Bill" 
by J. C. Miles, Povember 17,1915; OHMM, Vol. IV, Paxt II, p 67. 
14 See for example Branko'Pribicevict The Shop Stewards' Movement and 
Workers' Control igIO-i922 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1959) pp 43Z; 
Nation, October 16,1915P pp 109!. -Ili- (Cole); December 18, 
1915, p 442 (Mellor); Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War, 
OP-cit-, P 136. 
'5The 
prime importance of converting the ASE officials nationally to the 
dilution campaign is the obvious explanation of this "bargained 
corporatism". For the union's "clout". in the negotiations over the 
Amendment Bill, see ASE, Monthly Journal and Report,. Maxch 1916, 
pp 65-67, which reprinted a lengthy item from the Labour Leader. 
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confined to the designated boundaries of the labour movement gradually 
evolved. At the sme time, there emerged a new legitimizing value in 
the canpaign. Instead of proving harmful to a distinct class interest, 
the Munitions Act was now alleged to be harmful to the national 
interest., Yet the analogy with Becker's Marihuana Tax Act, it seems, 
can be taken no further. For, if not exactly like Hamlet without the 
Prince of Denmark, the naxrative of events up to -the passing of the 
Amendment Act appears to lack the crucial dramatis persona. of the moral 
entrepreneur himself. What there was, -, rather,, was what one might call 
an "immoral entrepreneur", or a succession of. immoral entrepreneurs, be 
they the CWC, a body called the Trade Union Rights Committee, 
Cole and Mellor and other journalists and activists, who instigated a 
campaign for reform subsequently taken up by the more "respectable", 
elements within the labQur movement with whom the ministry would deign 
to confer. Thus, unlike Becker's manipulator, the idealist originators 
of, the 1916 Act, whose _activities were soon overtaken, 
by events, were 
basically resourceless, or unpopular, or unorganized. 
The truth is that no single explanatory framework could adequately 
match the complex chain of events which culminated in the reform of the 
Munitions Act Just six short months after its original enac-Unent. For 
as we., shall see in the 
Ifollowing 
account, each of the approaches can 
claim to possess explanatory value at different points in the narrative. 
For example, at one point, reform ideas based on Guild Socialist models 
of workers' control might be floated 
16 
. At another, the pressure of 
events was sweeping along the trade union leadership in, its raging 
current, with the latter frantically attempting, on the basis of mixed 
1 See note 14 (supra) 
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motives, to assume control and leadership over the direction assumed 
by a mass movement for change which had been spontaneously building 
up behind theml7. 
' 
"Immoral" Entrepreneurs 
The Munitions Act attracted fierce criticism from its very inception 
even if, as we saw in chapter one, the conspiracy theory explaining its 
enactment is partially flawed. Nonetheless what the Act did entail for 
Labour was analysed, at the outset, in both specific and in general 
terms. At the level of detailed criticism, the Herald warned that in 
controlled establishments all trade, union rules were to, "go by the 
board, apparently at the mere request of the boss" and anyone refusing 
to do as he was ordered was to be fined., It went on to remind its 
readers that anyone suggesting that certain rules or practices should 
19 '. 1. be retained was to be fined up to E50 and that compulsory arbitration, 
for which-it claimed no case had been made out, was. "here to stay"20. 
Vor would this "Workers', Slavery Bill", as it described the measure 
in the words of Robert Smillie, speed up production "one whi-V', but 
would only'cause strife and, bitterness thereby hindering arms, supply. 
17 The Clyde trade union officials' sudden revival of an obsolete local 
joint trades, "vigilance committee" (a title similar to that of the 
existing unofficial body) in the midst of the Fairfield Shipwrights' 
controversy is an illustration. See Hinton, op. cit, PP 116-7-, The 
full text of the officials' circular to the rank and file is in the 
Glasgow Herald, October 16,1915. 
'ý! 
e221d, July 3,1915. 
19 For exaggerated trade union fearz. of Ahe potency of this paxticular legal 
provision, see chapter eleven (jnLra). Of course I)ORA was always lurking 
in the background and might be wheeled out in certain cases, for example, 
to deport the CWC. leadership. ' But whether DORA could have been pressed 
into service to impose dilution in the factories must remain open to 
question. Negotiations between shop stewards, and the Clyde dilution 
commissioners did of course lead to agreement in some establishments. 
How"voluntaxy" these negotiations were, given the background of deporta- 
tions, must also remain a matter of dispute. 
20 Its vision of the permanent corporatist state was of course premature. 
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It also echoed the view expreseed in Orage's 1jew ýM-whlch had singled 
out the scheme of wax munitions volunteers (WMVs) as posing the gravest 
threat to organized labour. By offering the prqspect of a ready supply 
of blackleg labour to uncontrolled establishments, profiteers would 
reap the benefit, the Few Age had argued2l. The He reflected this 
t 
concern, but took it a stage further, arguing that even trade unionists 
who became volunteers could no longer rely on the strength of their 
organizations to protect themagainst despotic management. Thus divine 
intervention was sought. 
22 ' "Heaven help theml" the Herald . "They are 
to be delivered over to a tz-Ibuna. 1 on which the Trade 
Union is not represented, and are to be forced to carry 
out any and every order . '.. 
ZT-hey w1117 no : Longer be 
Trade Unionists but industrial soldiers subject to law 
and to commands. Discipline, instead of being in the 
hands of the unions, will be in the hands of the 
employers and an employer's court. " 
23 -` Hinting at a more'theoretical critique, G. D. H. Cole concluded 
that the Act was a, 
highly dangerous measure, and nonetheless dangerous' 
because Mr. Lloyd George succeeded in persuading many 
of the trade union leaders to accept it. " 
Thus the "rout of the Labour forces" would ironically by accomplished 
with the aid and succour of most of the trade union leadership them- 
selves. In this, Cole undoubtedly saw that corporatist class 
21 The Herald failed to note the date of the Few Age item which it was 
reporting. 
22ýerald, 
July 3'0 1915- Again, it need not- have worried unduly. 'The 
tribunals had few dealings with WMVs and their industrial grievances 
seemed principally confined to the matter of subsistence and 
travelling allowances. 
23G. D. H. Cole, Labour in Wa'r'time (London .: Bell, 1915) pp 214-5. 
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collaboration threatened to render trade unionism an endangered species, 
a view endorsed by only a minority of trade unionists and labour 
journalists before the deluge of tribunal proseEutions and controversial 
workshop changes prompted second thoughts among the unsuspecting, 
craftsmen and 'their leaders. 
Of course during this highly speculative period- immediately follow- 
Ing the passage of the Act, voices from, the left were'heard calling for 
direct action. For example, the Trade Union Rights Committee, (TURC)', 
established in London on July 12, Issued a manifesto designed to 
. mobilize support against all coercive 
legislation and to organize a 
struggle within the trade unions to regain what It described as -their 
24 "lost rights and freedoms" . Yet its call for the defence and consoli- 
dation of trade unions together with the restoration of their rights 
and resistance to further capitalist encroachments was typically long 
on rhetoric and short on practicalities. Predictably vilified in the 
patriotic press and rebuffed by trade union leaders-such as J. S. Brownlie 
and Harry Gosling25, its blatant appeal for strike action against the - 
Munitions Act was not shared by fellow critics of -the legislation. 
Thus, 
"To talk as some axe doing, about a gen: Lal strike 
against the Munitions Act", wrote the H Jd26P slis 
very heroic, but unfortunately very foolish. Why 
should we disguise for ourselves the fact that never 
before'was Labour so divided, so impotent and so 
content to let the future go hang? " , 
91L 
'Cotton Factory Ti es, August 6p 1915, for contents of manifesto. 
According to the Trade Unionist, january 1W, 20,000 -copies were, 
printed and issued. 
25See the Heraad, August 14,21,1915 for these points. . For the response of the TURC, see the Seaman, August 27.1915; 'Vation, 
August 2-1,1915, p 678. 
2-ýýra a, July 10,1915- Clearly, " the TURC as an organization could , not 
have been responsible for such a call, given that it was only established 
a few days after the Herald's remarks. 
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A general strike, it asserted, would only end in disaster (in fact the 
hugely successful South Wales miners' strike was only a few days off). 
In its place, Labour ba& to "wake up" and be more "practical", to see 
whether "something cannot be done with the ipxisting machinery"27. 
Thus an avowedly propagandist body such as the Trade Union Rights 
Committee represented the negative, rejectionist strand of opposition 
to the Act. As such it was doomed to irrelevance, being grounded 
neither in practical politics nor in practical industrialism 
28 
. It is 
difficult therefore to identify a close affinity between that body and 
the CWC, as one writer has recently asserted291. 
The Herald' s call for a more constructive alternative during the 
very eaxly days of the Act was, however taken up in the following 
week's issue by Cole and Mellor, the latter, ironically, a signatory 
30 to the manifesto of the TLMC . Under the headline "Trade Unionism - 
Dead? Oi, they asked whether anything could be salvaged from the wreck- 
age caused by Lloyd George's "confidence trick". The union leaders, 
they suggested, had meekly succumbed to capitalist aggression, receiving 
nothing in return. Instead, trade unionists faced a gloomy future of 
speed-ups through the rapid Americani zation of production, as well as 
a mobile army of blacklegs and a system of fines deducted by employers 
from wages. Since the main battle against the Act was lost, the union rank- 
27Cf 
., the similar remarks in G. D. H. Cole and W. Mel 1 or, "Labour After "Te War: Preparation is Half the Battle", Trade Union Worker, March' 
1916, pp 0-10. - 
28 A number of trades councils did lend their support but to no effect. 
See Alan, Clinton, The Trade, Union Rank and File: Trades Councils in 
Britain, 1200-19ýn-CfOic-hester: University Press, 1976) j 121. 
2'9R. M. Drislane, "Trade Union Leaders and Politics, 1910-1922", 
University of London Ph. D., 1975, p 151. 
300ther 
signatories had included Tom Quelch and the'ubiqui-tous W. F. Watson. 
31Herald, July M 1915- 
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and-file were urged to press for the reorganization of trade unionism 
itself. 
"Out of chaos may come. a new birth. The old unionism 
was not so marvellous a product that we cannot dream 
of something better to take its place. Only - It is 
up to us.,, 34 
Here, surely, Cole and Mellor had in mind the experiment of the Forth- 
East Coast Armaments Committee, a joint body of employers and trade 
unionistsp entrusted with wide if somewhat undefined powers which jointly 
administered munitions production on a representative basis fr-om April 
1915 until wound up by Lloyd George about 31 months later33. As a 
rudimentary, embryonic and shortlived foretaste of what Guild Socialism 
might offer, the experiment undoubtedly inspired the reform proposals 
for local joint committees to which even the union leadership became 
converted in the last quarter of 1915. At least, in the absence of a 
solid foundation of empirical, data illustrating the working of the 
Munitions Act in fact and not in theory, the prescription for joint 
control offered a reform perspective that on the basis of precedent 
was not wholly unrealistic. 
In the event, as we shall shortly see, the alarm signals from the 
workshops and shipyards would rapidly be picked up. The anxieties over 
the prospects would quickly give way to bitter complaint, and the 
inroads on munitions workers' freed6ms would soon be acutely experienced. 
Ilone the less, preparations intended to familiarise trade unionists 
32 Ibid. 
33G. D. H. Cole, Workshop Organisation (Oxford: Clareýndon Press, 1923) 
p 89ý ibid., Trade Unionism and Munitions (Oxfordt Claxendon Press, 
1923 'T 1-24. 
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with the provisions of the Act were concurrently being made. The ASE, 
I 
for example, conducted a number of meetings at frequent intervals 
throughout the countrY34 . Trades coui., --ils sucli-as the Edinburgh Trades 
cou=113-ý, also organized meetings to explain the Act's provisions, 
though not every meeting devoted to a study of the Act was filled to 
capacity. On one occasion, for exanple, the Fabian Research J)epartment 
inýited J. R. Clynes-to speak about the measure . in Wovember 1915- 
'24 Though the Fabian Newsj sympathetically reported that "Paxtly owing 
to the weather, the meeting was poorly attended! ', Robin Page Arnot, 
some years later, gave a more accurate account, I revealing that Clynes, 
arrived from Oldham in a tempest of rain and found 
himself faced by a select audience consisting solely of 
Beatrice and Sidney Webb, Edward R. Pease, Bernard Shaw 
and a couple of other Fabians, inclucUng the Author. "37 
The intelligence gathering activities of the Department were.. in 
fact expanded to include monitoring of the progress and impact of the 
Act. , Thus, -II -" .I 
"A record was made of all prosecutions and other cases 
under the Munitions Act. Questions were prepared for 
the House, of Commons followed by material to be used in 
34 A conference of district delegates was held on, July 10, - while mass 
meetings of the membership were held in, inter alia, Dukinfield,,., 
Oldham, Bolton, Liverpool, Portsmouth, Leigh and Ashton. "See ASE, 
Monthl; X Journal and Report, August 1915, p 15; ibid., September 1915, 
pp 23-4; ibid., October 1915, P 33; Lbid., December 1915, PP 33,39 , 42; Lbid., January 1916, PP 39,43. 
31%dinburgh 
and District Trades Council, Fortyý-ninth Annual ReRort 
for Year Ending 31st March 1916, p. 2- 
ý6 Fabian Yews, Vol. 27, December t915, p 2. 
37R. Page Arnot, - History of the Labour Research Department'-(London'- LRDO 1976) p 14. Cf., LRD, Twenty-one Years On (London: LRD, 1933). 
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debates; draft Amendments and Bills were circulated; 
and in other ways a campaign against the repressive 
clauses of the Munitions Act was carried on, i ý, 38 
conjunction with the Executives of the Unigns. " 
G. D. H. Colet temporarily employed by the ASE at the time, was of course 
deeply Immersed in these activities, prompting the celebrated remark 
I 
by Margaret Cole that her husband had, 
". ** secured exemption from militaxy service by doing his best to make the Munitions Act' 
unworkable. ', 39 
In fact, it is probably more true to say that subsequent exertions were 
mostly directed towards making the Act work on terms as favourable as 
could be extracted from goverrunent and employers. 
The "Pressure of Events" 
Such efforts were, naturally', aided by the stream of reports and 
complaints which rapidly began to emerge on the effects of the Act 
at workshop and shipyard level. Though fuller accounts of the Impact 
of the legislation at local level will be presented in subsequent 
chapters, a few early illustrations will indicate the typical challenge 
to existing working conditions which the new Act posed for 'munitions 
workers. For example, the Friendly Society of Iron-Founders reported 
in early August that non-society-men had been staxted in ýnion shops 
in Halifax and Loughborough. It was agreed by the. union's national 
executive council that the Loughborough branch should "move with caution!, 
In approaching the management or the non-unionists, while the general 
secretary would write to the Ministry of Munitions concerning the 
Halifax question. In the general case, the executive advised, altera- 
38Page Arnot, op-cit. These records can no longer be traced in the 
offices of the LRD.. 
39CIted In L. P. Carpenter, G. D. H. Cole (London: Cambridge University 
Press, 1973) P 35. 
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tions in working conditions were to be reported to branch committees 
in order to arrange conferences with employers, whileAn the case of 
40 
prosecutions, the union's solicitors were to be instructed 
7he introduction of non-unionists into a closed shop was indeed one 
of the first results of the legislation and led to some. industrial dis- 
order such as at ThorneycrofA, as we saw in chapter one. But wider 
concerns were soon expressed. Thus a. succession of district delegates 
of the ASE were soon filling their monthly reports with expressions of 
outrage. From Manchester, for exanple, the district delegate, Joseph 
Binns, noted that by .. kugust4l, 
"The Munitions Tribunals axe now in full swing. The 
activities of several firms in this area to take every 
advantage of the provisions of the Act are specially 
noticeable. Our, members ought to be equally active 
and ensure that the application is equitable by 
insisting upon the firms also complying with clauses 
relative to changes, etc., ... our members would be 
well advised (1) to object to any changes being 
introduced "as to rates of wages, hours of work, or" 
otherwise as to terms and conditions of, or affecting, 
employment, etc.! ', "unless the statutory notice has been 
given to the recognized authorities and o portunities. 
have been given to discuss such changes;, 
ý? 
-) we should 
also refrain from leaving off work, protest to the firm 
against unfair impositions and then formulate a charge 
for the tribunal to consider and place the employer as' 
defendant. " 
From Sheffield, it was reported 
42 
that the, men were "indignant" at the 
arbitrary rules posted up in the workshops, to intimate that fines would 
be imposed for lost time and for other offences. There had been the 
"greatest difficulty" in dissuading the members from, downing tools until 
40 Friendly Society of Iron-Founders, Executive Committee Minutes, 
August 17,10-14,25,1915 (Archive Ref: HSSZ71/FSIF/1/-lVp Modeim 
Records Centre, University of Warwick). 
4ýASE, 
Monthly Journal and Report, September 1915, p 23. 
4ý3 Ibid., p 25. 
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an opportunity for consulting with the employers had been granted. 
Moreover, the district delegate, Arthur Shaw, concluded that, 
", considering the strenuous efforts and-theý * 
abnormal 
hours the men are working, the posting of notices is 
looked upon as an insult to their intelligence, ancl Is 
bitterly resented. "43 
The West Country official ofthe ASE, W. H.. Miller, confronted with a 
number of prosecutions by employers, advised that, 
44 
"In my opinion, it will be wise for our members 
to keep to the practices in'existence before the 
war for the settlement of differences arising in 
the workshops, and make this new Act thereby a 
dea& letter. " 
Two months later he reported that his experience of the tribunals during 
this period merely,, 
"confirms the policy that I have advocated, where 
possible, that we should keep away from them as much 
as possible. "45 
Of course, the problem was that the new works rules and tribunals 
would not simply go away. Thus, whether the advice to members was to 
test every management step against the small-print of the Act, or to 
insist upon the status quo ante and to pretend that the Act never 
existed, the difference was more a matter of form than of substance. 
For there is no doubting that the cry of "Business as usual" was a 
delusion. In short, the matter of statutory implementation was beyond 
the control of the unions and their members# as events in Liverpool, for 
example, dramatically showed. 
43Ibid. 
4ýIbid. 
, P' 33. 4ýýIbid., 
November 1915, p 60. 
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From there, the local ASE district dele'ýate, R. O. Jones, had 
reported to his members in Jýune 1915, that, 
46 
"The questionof the hour is the'Munitions-of Wax 
Bill, with its far-reaching proposals. It is the 
neatest bit of class legislation ever devised. The 
Trade Union officials, one cannot term them leaders, 
have been hypnotised into bartering away the rights 
of the rank and file without so much as consulting 
them. Men are being called upon to enrol themselves 
as volunteers and render their best service,, whilst the 
employer whose service they axe leaving can please him- 
self about re-employing the men at the termination of 
the war. Unless this is safeguarded by amendment, one 
can only look upon the Bill, its authors and sponsors, 
as an industrial calamity. " 
47 
Two months later, his'fears apparently realised, 'Jones lamented'that, 
"As matters stand, workmen axe being dragooned into 
doing things, whilst the employer can chop and 
change according to the'state of his, liver. ' Trade 
Unionists have been requested to give up many things; 
it would be a pleasure to find some employers giving 
up their dirty methods. The sacrifices are being 
extracted all from the worker's side. " 
Among the major employers in the districtp the legal opportunities 
were being eagerly exploited by Cammell Laird shipyard at Birkenhead. 
The firm had refused'to pay a 4/- advance agreed for the district, 
resulting in a widespread ban on overtime and had responded by posting 
yard disciplinaxy rules which indicated. their intention to impose fines 
for loitering and for similar offences. Such provocative action drew 
strong condemnation from the -local ASE official whose combative attitude 
had scarcely been disguised. 
"One can imagine", he reported, "the illimitable 
interpretation that can be placed upon a term of that 
description, particularly to an imaginative mind. 
That the whole business is both fatuous and silly, 
time will tell. "48 
46r 
- oid., 
July 1915, p 28. 4ýlbid., September 1915, P 21- 
Ibid. 
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That time was not long in arriving. First, half a dozen employees 
of the shipyard were fined C1 each for having refused to work overtime. 
In consequence, they assured the tribunal that they would in future work 
a reasonable amount if required49. A few days later, 22 engine fitters 
employed at the yard also received the same sentence. Indeed, that 
very day, the - company had embarked upon the prosecution of another 24.5 
men, having been urged to do so by the Ministry of Munitions on the 
ground that, as explained by the firm, "Men of a certain type would 
never realise the war without a prosecution Zj:: Ljq,,. 
50, Thougýh these 
particular summonses were in fact withdrawn on the men's promise to 
comply with overtime instructions5l, yet another 69 summonses for per' 
sistently losing time were heard a week later against platers, drillers, 
angle-smiths and apprentices employed at the yard7' Except in cases 
where medical certificates were produced, fines ranging from . 
5/- to ; C3 
were imposed. 
It was this hearing which led to the "scene of indescribable uproar 
at the close" of the proceedings, to which reference was made in chapter 
one. The denunciations of both firm and trade union officials indeed 
49Glasgow Herald, September 6,1915. ' Cf. MUN 5/3-53/349/1, op. cit, 
50GIasgow Herald, September, iO, i%5ý 
'aThe commitment seems to have been made on behalf of the men by a 
delegation of union officials including Jones, which appeared to 
concede that the men's action In refusing overtime was unjustifiable. 
It is not clear whether in fact the men had been consulted first 
before the promise was made. If not, then either Jones' rhetoric 
was hollow or his condemnation of the men's action was intended to 
pacify the company and tribunal. Subsequent events suggest that the 
men interpreted the officials' actiqn as a sell-out. See ASE, 
Monthly Journal and Report, October 1915, p 29; Engineert October 
29,1915. 
K21_, September 200 1915. 
522asE2w He d 
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continued at amass meeting on St. George's Plateau immediately 
after the heaxing. But as the experience in the Clyde shipyards 
also suggests, the demonstrations and uproar disclosed a clear 
message for the authorities and pointed to how the radical attack 
on the Munitions Act on class lines would rapidly give way to a 
broader critique based on the danger posed to the national 
interest by an insensitive application and usurpation of a public 
measure for private gain. For we may recall that the company had 
ruthlessly deployed the Act in order to quell opposition to its 
refusal to come into line with a district award. Additionally 
it was in a position to utilise the Act to prevent men fromi 
leaving the firm to join other controlled establishments otiering 
improved pay. Thus the rhetoric and language employed by the men 
reveals a genuine and deep-seated resentment, not directed 
specifically against a goverment which passed repressive 
legislation, but against an employer perceived to be abusing it., 
Thus both the references to how "British working men! ' ought to 
be treated and comparisons with the German military caste (see 
chapter on% infra , demonstrate a sensitivity to the 
purported ideals for which the British were fighting the War. 
Thus if the "pressure of events" was soon to reach its climax on 
Clydeside, events on Merseyside (and, indeed, major confrontations 
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elsewhere53) were also raising the temperature during these early 
months. 
Whatever political lessons might therefore, be drawn from the 
passing of the Munitions Act, its industrial consequences 'were now 
readily apparent. They were, most obviously, the inauguration of work 
rules permitting employers to har37y and harass their employees. As_ 
the ASE delegate for. North-East England, James Ratcliffe, reported54, 
"The novelty of the business, however, is in the 
fines imposed for lost time, disobeying orders, 
quarrelling and a general want of decorum - all 
essentials as it seems, in the acceleration of 
the output. " 
53The following major tribunal. clashes may be mentioned: (1) a 
subsequently withdrawn prosecution of 28 strikers at Vickers, Bar-row 
in July. See MW 5/353/349/1; (2). fin s*imposed on 31 Manchester 
strikers in the same month. .. See Woman's Dreadnouf22t, 
August 7,1915, 
p 295; ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, August 1915, P 32; (3) the 
dismissal, without leaving certificates, of over 100 armour-plate, workers 
at the Manchester works of Armstrong Whitwoith-in August. See the 
Nation. September 4,1915, p 735; Glasg2w Herald, September 4,1915. 
The irony of John Hodge's Steel Smelters' Union appaxently sanctioning 
a strike in response -to the dismissals was not lost on the Forward, 
which noted Hodge's previous declarations that any strikes at the 
time were "inconceivable and unthinkable". See the Forward, 
September 11,1915- (4) the Thorneycroft strike at Sou n 
(chapter one inf±aý; (5) a succession of mass prosecutions for 
striking and for allegedly breaking yard rules in Tyneside shipyaxds, 
together with multiple leaving certificate appUcations. See 
MUN 5/353/349/1, op. cit -. Glasgow Herald, September 9,. 27,29, October 20, November 25,191.5; The Times, - September 29, - November 3, 1915; R. v Newcastle Munitions Tribunal ex paxte Llo d Ce r Y o. -q Law Journal, Vol. ýO, 1915, p . 
530 (for this case see Rubin (1977a), op. cit. 
at P 155; (6) extensive unrest leading to txibunaI hearings at 
Robb, Caledon shipyard at Dundee. See Glasgow Herald, October 1,16, 
1915; Scottish Record Office ZS-119V HH31/22, "Memorandum as to the 
Prosecution of Certain Workmen in the Employ of the Caledon Ship- 
building and Engineering Company, Dundee"; K= 5/80/341/3# "Clyde 
Munition Workers: Minutes of Evidence", pp 151-6,2? 1-6; also 
T 132/1 and NUN 5/9? /349/10 on reimbursement of fi . nes. 
The above list is not exhaustive and of course omits events in 
Glasgow. 
rA "ASE, Monthly Journal and RePOrty September-1915, P 22- 
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The New Statesman: 
55 did- not reckon that the "danger" : Lay so much , 
in the employers' desire to reorganize their factories. . 
For it 
detected that the trade union leadership and thp workmen generally were 
"usually even pathetically willing" to give up trade customs where it 
was suggested they were harming the national interest. 
"What causes trouble", it warned, "is the assumption 
on which employers (and, we fear, also the Munitions 
Department) axe acting, that it is for the employers 
arbitrarily to impose new rules and for the workmen 
simply-to obey, ... Here's "Industrial Junkerdom" 
with a vengeance! " 
This was the crux of the matter. Labour discipline might be 
tolerable to the majority of the rank-and-file if essential to the 
wax effort and if comparable sacrifices were made by employers. 
Instead, employers were seen to be feathering their own nests and the 
posting of new disciplinary rules without prior consultation witli the 
men was bound to cause resentment. Thus what is crucial is to 
recognize that the introduction of the new rules was perceived as -an 
unfair ancl opportunist exploitation of the Act, and as such, 
itmediately destroyed any faith in the equity of the legislative 
proposals which some of the trade union rank-and-file, as well as 
officials, may have shared. That is not to say that- -the officials, to 
a man, opposed works rules.. As we shall see in chapter eight, many 
voiced severe criticism of their own members' bad timekeeping (while 
others blamed. overwork or poor management planning for the lost time). 
Yet it should not be forgotten that disciplinary fines were no novelty 
in a number of trades such as shopkeeping, mining, textiles and 
shipping where statutes such as the Truck Acts might authorise deductions 
from wages56. As such, they were a well-e stabli shed part of employerso 
55New Statesman, August 7,1915, P 411- 
56: ýI-Ld. 
November 13,1915. Also David Sugarman, J. N. J. Palmer and 
E-. R. 
&ýin, 
"Crime, Law and Authority in Nineteenth Century Britain", 
Middlesex Polytechnic Historj Journal, Vol. 1, Sprine-Autumn 1982, 
-141 --1 pp 28 at pp 11-15. 
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works mules which were liable to be enforced. But the pattern was far 
from uniform. For though it has been suggested that most firms possessed 
shop or yard rules, some employers possessed'none at all, and where such 
rules did exist, their enforcement was frequently irregular and 
anomalous. Thus, 
"They were merely a heterogeneous set'of orders, 
dealing in detail with small points of workshop 
practice, many accidental, some obsolete. 
Ostensibly they were enforced by fines, suspension 
or dismissal, but in reality they were frequently 
in abeyance ... 'Discipline ... 
rested on personal 
authority and unwritten sanctions. 1157 
Their sudden revival, and moreover, added potency, thus signalled an end, 
in many works, to the "indulgency patterný'-58'hitherto prevailing. 
Beveridge, indeed, had reported by August 12 that "hundredz" of firms 
had already posted up new rules under the authority of the Act: 
59.7hus 
it was not only the abrogation of the right to strike or the restriction 
on labour mobility or even the lifting of craft protections, that 
constituted a grave challenge to workmen's liberty. It was the prospect 
of prosecution for'petty offences that seemed to pose an immediate 
threat to m ill ions of munitions workers, craftsmen or unskilled. Thus, 
as G. D. H. Cole pointed out, 
"Unless the workman is as docile as the most down- 
trodden of slaves, and at the sane time as efficient 
asthe best-of his class, the tribunal is waiting to 
receive his money. "60 
57Humbert Wolfe. Labour Supply and. Regulation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
p 17 1923), 5. 
3%lvin 
Couldner, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy (Clencoe, Ill: Free 
Press, 19_54) for the use of this te: rm. 
. 
59MjN 5/48/300/9, "Meeting with Shipbuilding Employers' Federation", 
August 12,1915. 
60 
Nation, November 20,1915, p 289. 
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Thenceforth, a torrent of complaints from trade unionists and trade 
union officials was heaped on the Munitions Act, on -the, tribunals and 
upon the employers, with the tribunals, bommonly, perceived as the ý dis- 
credited right arm of the employers# crude attempts to force through 
their own domestic industrial relations policies. As the experience 
of Cammell Laird appeared to suggest to contemporariesg prosecutions,, 
were undertaken not solely to stifle transient instances of worker mis- 
conduct. Rather, the *company, had cleaxly decided that the use of the 
tribunal would further its own wage policy of resistance to the district 
settlement. Thus the, tribunal, fax from being a neutral adjudicator, 
appeared to have been "captured" by a major employer as a means of 
entrenching that resistance and of legitimizing its stance. 
General Criticisms 
For*trade union officials, the passing of the Act inevitably- 
entailed a considerable anount of extra work. The Yorkshire district 
delegate of the ASE, for example, complained in October that6l, 
"Correspondence arising out of the Munitions Actis 
increasing to such an extent that if prompt answers 
have to be made at all, it will shortly mean nearly 
'day and night shifts for the single O. D. 3). " 
Of course, the, point was not simply to express sympathy with the official 
62 
but to emphasise'how irritating, and unnecessary , 
the provisions were, 
even where, as the Midlands ASE representative reported 
63 
P 
"Viewed in relation to the-large number of men affected, 
and the extent of the departure from normal industrial 
conditions, the number of grievances is comparatively 
small. 
61 
ASE Monthly Jour I nal 
.. 
and 
. Report ., Octo'ber I. 915, P 32. By May 1916, the 
London delegate, A. B. Swales, was complaining that a "staff of clerks" 
would be necessary to deal with -the Munitions Act, the Military Service 
Act and dilution, were it not for the "excessive" overtime being 
62 
worked. See ibid., May 1916, P 39- 
6 
Cf., Jbid, November 1915, p 52 (Sheffield delegate). 
3ýlbid. 
p p 54. 
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While criticism of the Act by the ASE district delegates varied in 
64 its intensity, W. F. Watsonsin the Journals correspondence columns 
drew attention to the dispaxity between Arthur Henderson's Katjona3. 
Advisory Committee's defence of the Munitions Act and the experiences 
reported by the district delegates. Whereas the NAC insisted that the 
Munitions Act, ensured that no loophole existed- to enable employers ý after 
the wax, to exploit the abnormal wartime conditions in the workshops, 
Watson, complained'in his letter that, 
this month's Jo 
Iu. 
rnal-65 tells a very different tale. 
Ten out of the twelve organizers tell us in their 
reports of the trouble they axe having arising out of 
this same Munitions Act. The employers, they tell us, 
are using this precious Act to prevent workers leaving 
their jobs, that workers axe being fined for losing time, 
that women and unskilled workers axe -being used to 
cheapen production 
It was particularly the -last-named which appeared to many to pose a. 
threat to the long-term future of the craftsmen. Thus mixing polemic 
with genuine fear for the future, Watson later charged the RAC with, 
"... blindly assisting the employers and Goverment 
to use the international crisis as an ex9jzse, for 
breaking the power of organized labour. "'-' 
Another critic, Pred Jowett, the ILP member of Parliament for 
Bradford, voiced his objections in the unlikely columns of Land and 
67 
Water He particularly resented the power of employers to prevent 
workers moving elsewhere whilst. simultaneously depriving them of a full 
quota of work.. If men wished to change jobs in order-, to obtain the 
6tIbid. 
December I 91.5, ý p- 94. ' C f. the. general observations of another 
correspondent-in ibid. p Octolýer 1915, PP 76-70' 65That"Is, 
presumably in the ' 
November issue. 
66 Trade Vniofiist, April 1916, P 3. 
67Land 
and Water, October 2,191.5, pp 18-19. 
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trade union rate, they were, he claimed, prosecuted. He drew attention 
to the Cammell Laird case and to the uproar-uhich had been caused by 
the prosecution. The toleration of low pay and'of long hours by, 
tribunals refusing leaving certificates meant that, under the Act, MeA 
were as, firmly fixed to the service of one employer as if they had been 
branded as serfs (a sentiment often encountered among critics of the 
68. 
-ules and custcms guaranteeing relatively high Act) Finally, those i 
rates for certain operations were being steadily and quietly set aside, 
with no changes of working practices being recorded and no government, 
69 
action to remedy the defect 
Jowett's local trades council in Bradford called for the repeal 
of the Munitions Act as a "gross interference with the rights of, the 
' 79. Particular exception was taken to the power of the ý employer workers! ' 
'to discharge at will, while the workmen had -the right to leave taken 
away from them. The proposer of the motion at the trades council 
drew attention to the case of a labou'rer who had left his employment 
at the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, in order to take up a post 
in a dye-house at 51- a week more. Since he did not have a leaving 
6ýaf Kirkwood's famous speech to Lloyd George. Cf.,, also., the report 
of William Brodie', the ASE Scottish district delegate: "We are 
still having trouble through the application of the Munitions Act,, 
many of our members being. almost-in revolt- at being bound over to 
one employer". See ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, October 191.5. 
P 27. This was one of the very few critical remarks on the tribunal 
uttered by Brodie. His appointment as tribunal assessor was, only 
part of the reason. The danger of inflaming unconstitutional rank 
and file direct action was surely another. 
69For 
a general.. xesponse--to Jowett's charges, see Lord Sydenham's 
reply in Land and Water, October 9,1%5., 
70 Yorkshire Factory Times, October 28,1915. According to Clinton, 
op. cit., p 75, the Munitions Act was constantly being discussed by 
trades councils, and protests increasingly grew strident as the 
wax wore on. 
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certificate, the railway company were entitled to demand his discharge 
from his new employer. This was done, but the labourer was not re- 
employed by the railway company and as a result', was still unemployed 
after three weeks. 
"It was a scandal that men were kept idle. in that 
way whilst machinery all over the country was standing 
for want of labour, ": 
complained the proposer of the motion7l. 
The descriptive imagery employed to depict the effects of the Act 
testifies to the intensity of hostility which it. was engendering. Thus 
it was said that the Act furthered the objectives -of private employers 
in their endeavour to "make human beings into a machine"72, that it was 
intended to "reduce their workmen to slaves"73, and that the aim was to 
"secure a labour force as docile and responsive as if it was made up of 
horses', 74. What was implied was that'the Act was a mere pretext, "and that, 
the governing class is using the opportunity of 
the Wax to alter the'institutions of the countxy so 
that any kind of resistance against industrial 
oppression can be put down, "75 
Indeedt that the government might be suspected by the unions as acting 
as the "mouthpiece" of the employer was even admitted by the leading 
ministry official, Llewellyn Smith, despite his own resolve to act 
according to the dictates of the "national interest,, 
76 
7'Yorkshire Factory Times, October 28,, 1915. 
72ASE, Monthly Journal and"'Report, January 1917, P 27- The date of this 
comment lends support to Clinton's remark (supra 
731bid., November 1915, P 57. 
VC- 
New Statesman, December 4,1915, P 197. 
75CIted in Davi . dson (1974) o", , 12. cit. # P 
3. 
76jbid., 
pp, 8,13-14. 
.9 
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Certainly, there was no let-up in the barrage of criticisms which 
flew thick and fast from the. pages of the labour press. The grape-shot 
quality of the attacks on the measure is illustrated time and again in 
long articles and critical editorials. For example, a Clarion 
journalist, P. B. Suthers, who had, in 1909, puýlished the pragmatically 
entitled, Common Objections to Socialism Answered, sought to illuminate 
the "maladroit" working of the Act by questioning why the minister 
persisted in appointing as tribunal , chairmen those who were not trusted 
by munitions workers77. If there was'slacking in the workshops, then 
. .. the only solution was to place the shops under -the control of. the men 
and let them deal with the slackers themselves. It was because 
employers "indulge in 'petty tyranruLes' under cover of DORA". and because 
the men suspected the motives of the employers in instituting "unnecessary" 
disciplinary measures, that the men resorted to slacking'. 
In a long editorial six weeks later the same newspaper,, under the 
headline, "The Munitions. Bumbles", wrote that, 
"Petty tyrannies and wrongs have accumulated so 
extensively under the Munitions Act that the 
.7 
become quite as promised Amending Bill had rsic 
essential to the national welfare as the original 
Act. " 78 
It went on to point out the many grievances under the Act, the chief 
being, of course, the arbitrary power given to employers under the 
leaving certificate scheme to refuse to permit a munitions, worker to 
leave, while at the same time permitting the employer the right to dismiss 
or to refuse to employ him. Particularly resented was the employer's 
77clari'o'n. October 8,1915. 
7ýlbid., November 26,1915. 
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power to keep m en'idle without pay for long stretches, while refusing 
to grant them leaving certificates; and then, as in one caBe. 
prosecuting a worker who decided after four days without work or wages 
to register his protest at Us treatment$ by refusing work when It again 
became available. These "axbitrary stupidities" weres it was thought, 
being checked by ministry circulars to controlled establishments. But 
of course the damage had already been done: In many establishments and a. 
ministry circular had no binding authority (and therefore an amendment to the 
Act was still necessaxy). Finally, the greatest offenders, the ship- 
repairing firms, were In fact exempted in the 1916 Act from the provision 
dealing with this particulax abuse, even though a ministry enquiry had 
cleaxly established that special protection for such firms, in respect 
to the related requirement for a week's notice to -terminate employment 
79. The contracts, was unnecessary Clarion also drew attention tothe 
exploitation of female labour under the Act (which many male trade 
unionists no doubt saw simply as a threat to their livelihood). Thus'it 
referred to the concern which Mary Macaxthur had expressed at the 
employment of women at 2-, td per hour making bombs seven days a week, 
72 hours per week and with only one day off a month. 
"And" said the editorial, "the Ministry of Munitions 
representative had the brazen impudence to call on 
this factory and lecture the starved and tired drudges 
on. the patriotic need for greater effort'. "80 
At least, it thought, the ministry's circular LZ would put an end to the 
practice, as in one establishment, where women employed on making fuses 
and field telephones at a rate of 2d per hour, had replaced men on 10d 
r1o 
"HUN 5/79/341-1/3, "Report of Enquiry re 7 days Notice of Discharge to 
Shipyard Workmen under s. 5(3) of Munitions of War (Amendment) Act 
1916 .... September 11,1916". 80clarion, November 26,1915. 
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per hour. Again, perhaps greater faith was reposed in administrative 
action than was merited. The unions, certainly, demanded nothing less 
than legislation.. rl" 
The final sally was directed against the "impartial" tribunal 
chairman and assessors. Me former was, 
very often of'the persuasion that workmen were 
specially designed by providence to do what they 
axe told and make no fuss about it. As for the 
assessors on the Tribunal, they mostly seem to play 
the part of the Gilbertian "flowers that bloom in 
the spring. ""tSI 
Tribunal decisions were attacked as capricious and contradictory, 
grossly unjust and in some cases "directly opposed to the letter of the 
Act". For example, it cited the "notorious case of the man who was 
fined because he had overslept andarrived late after 62 hours work 
82 
during the week". It concluded that, "Such brutalities axe not 
conducive to strenuous and arduous efficiency". 
Thus the pattern of focusing public attention, through the press, 
on the existence of abuses or on "intolerable evils", was taking shape. 
The extent to which tribunals had adopted a consistent policy of under- 
pinning employers' oppressive actions, however, was difficult to 
ascertain. But since reports of unjust hearings were echoed, throughout 
the country, that in itself was taken as eyidence for change.. Thus the 
possibility that such cases were atypical or the suggestion that It vas 
simply not possible to have a Munitions Act without some munitions 
workers suffering from its provisions was not addressed. But as a general 
observation, it may be argued that the empirical validity of 
the case underpinning a reform 
81 Ibid. 
8ýý! 
d i. S se al so G. D. H. Cole Is remarks on the case in the Nation, 
]November 20,1915, p 289. 
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campaign is not 6. sufficient, ' perhaps not even a necessaxy, element in 
that campaign. For the empirical base may be highly selective or , 
unrepresentative, whereas a widespread perception of its V-411dity is 
probably essential. Though the evidence is contradictory, there are 
some indications that tribunal experience of the leaving certificate 
scheme In Glasgow and indeed elsewhere did not consistently correspond 
to the pattern of tribunal proceedings which the more colourful accounts 
in the Labour press appeaxed to suggest. wasocoux-ring. 
Nonetheless, axid the welter of invective in the columns of such 
newspapers, few were prepared to go so far as to repudiate the very 
principle of the Act as, for example, Arthur MacManus , writing in the 
Socialist83, had done'. In the case of the Clarion, for example, the 
rationale for the', measure was accepted, and only when its enforcement 
was thought to be blatantly unconscionable was the resounding demand 
for reform given expression. Thus while the critique of the Act was 
carefully circumscribed, its necessityalbeit in amended form, was 
never doubted84. 
The approach of the New Statesman, in a major article, "The Failure 
85 
of the Murdtions Act", was also carefully phrased. While not welcom- 
ing the Act in the manner adopted by the Clarion, it nonetheless made 
its observations on the footing that the wholesale repeal of the measure, 
which it would have favoured, was not politically practicable. The Act, 
it insiste4 was, after four months, a blunder and a failure. While 
83Socialist, 
January 1916, P 32. This was, of course, the view of the CWC. 
84Clarion, 
Rovember 26,1915. 
85New 
Statesman, Igovember'13,1915, pp 124-5- 
io4 
munitions output had undoubtedly increased during this period, that was- 
accounted for by Lloyd George's "extraordinarily lavish outlay of capital" 
and by the enlargement of, and increase'in, the number of munitions 
factories. Rone of these developments dependedin fact, on the Munitions 
Act itself. Yet the working of the Act had produced a state of mind on 
the part of munitions workers which had resulted in a widespread sullen 
resentment against a measure which they considered was being harshly 
administered exclusively in the interests of employers. 
"Now", it continued, "we put it to Mr. Lloyd George 
very seriously that this kind of thing will not do. 
.. The Munitions Act was, in our judgment, bad from 
its 
inception. If we want the British workmen to 
increase their output we must not try to do it by 
coercion. If we wish to get additional workers into 
munitions factories, it is the very worst way to 
subject these factories to exceptional penal con- 
ditions from which other employments are free. But 
having got the Act, it is vital to see that it is 
administered, not only fairly and impartially, but 
also in such a way as to seem fair and impartial. 
To let employers and foreman use the Act to compel 
the workers - especially the women - to accept what- 
ever rates of pay the employer chooses (the workers 
are reminded that it is an offence for them to refuse 
the job, and that they are not allowed to leave); to 
coerce men and women, doing sixty to seventy hours a 
week, to work overtime, and fine them if they refuse; 
to retain by force men or women who quite legitimately 
wish, on the expiry of their contracts of service, to 
change their situations on all sorts of personal 
grounds; to give the employer power to make, and to 
enforce by fines and "suspensions" any rules he 
pleases, without asking the workmen's consent - all 
this is steadily to augment the resentment of the 
wage-earning class. If it is continued, 'it'-will do 
more to make them "tired of the war" than any amount of 
"pacifist" propaganda. It is not by a Munitions Act 
that M. Albert Thomas has got such splendid results 
fromthe French workmen. We shall never extract a 
maximum output out of sullen and angry workers who 
feel themselves enslaved, and, as we must add, who 06 
believe themselves to have been tricked and defrauded. 
861bid., 
p 125. 
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The sober but critical assessment by the New Statesman, which also 
reflected the attitude of the Herald, and of W. C. Anderson in his series 
of articles on the Act for the Forward 
87, 
was therefore grounded in a 
pragmatic evaluation of, the impact of labour laws to secure consent. 
The ideological objection to war, which might fill the columns of other 
left-wing publications such as the Labour Leader, played little or no 
part in the Few Statesman's criticism of the Munitionsl Act. Indeed, the 
strength of the campaign for reform was rooted in the "constructive" 
88 
criticism offered of its effectiveness to date. Even The Ilmes was 
disposed to recognize thai a measure wýlch was "bound by its very nature 
to cause some friction" could authorise a "grievous act of oppression 
and an intolerable curtailment of personal liberty". Notwithstanding, 
it feared that any concessions on the measure would only further 
encourage what it called "certain persons in this country, calling. them- 
selves members of the ILP, who have from the first done their utmost to 
discredit the national cause and help the enemy to win! '. 
"To play into their hands", it concluded, "by giving 
the men any ground for believing that they are being 
tricked and ill-used would be the height of folly. "09 
It was certainly true that the ILPI like the CWC and the TURC, set its 
face firmly against the Act. At the ILP Annual Conference in early 
1900 the Minister of "Compulsion! ' was spoken of as employing the tactics 
87Forward. September 18,25, October 2,9,191.5. 
Me Times, November 1,191.5. 
89Ibid. 
901LP, Annual Conference Rep'or, t, igi6,1) 45. 
IM 
of the "iron-heeled capitalists who flourish on the Rand in South Africa% 
Deportations without trialt restrictions on mobility to contain the price 
of labour, the activities, of speculators free ta force up, commodity 
prices, and the "shameless" exploitation of, labour, were all recounted. 
Dealing with the ý sensitive matter of . comparing munitions workers 
with those in the trenches (a contrast which Lloyd Georee never hesitated- 
to point out)91, the Chairman of the ITR. warned that, 
"One feels conscious, perhaps, -that as compared with 
the awful experience of the war itself by the men who 
are in it,, such considerations may seem small and 
unworthy of attention, but this is not so in point of 
fact, for the war will end some day and then men will 
return to find, if we axe not careful, that during the 
wax, the balance of power has been weighted still more 
heavily than it was before the wax ... of 
The conference thereupon approved a resolution calling for the, 
it... unconditional repeal of the Munitions Act, 
recognising that no amendment of the same can be'., 
effective while the =InciDle of the Act remains the 
same and the controfof mu-nitions is vested in the 
hands of private ownership upon a basis of profit. "92 
. 
The uncompromising terms of this resolution, which resisted an 
93 
amending proposal supported by Margaret Bondfield calling for the 
"most drastic amendments" to the Act, contrasted sharply with the 
Labour Party's approval of a re solution 
94 
at its January 1916'annual 
91 For an instance, see the'Glasgow 
.H. 
erald, January 5,1916. 
92 ILP, op. cit., p 81. 
93Ibid'., 
p 82. 
94- Labouý Party, Report of Fifteenth Annual- Conference, Bristol, 1916, 
p 128. While the Party was active in parliamentary discussions on the 
Munitions legislation, the Executive Committee of the Party was rather 
more subdued and scarcely gave. any consideration to it at its regular 
- meetings, as the Executive. Minutes -indicate. . Cf j R. M. Martin TUC: The T, P- Growth of a Pressure Group, _ 
18-(0--1970 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), -- 
P 132. Martin argues for a leading -role for the Party in forcing a 
relation of "close dealing and hard bargaining" between the government 
and the unions. Even if the assessment related exclusively to the PLP, 
the ASE, surely, possessed greater influence. 
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conference couched in near-identical terms to that which the ILP threw 
out. The not unexpected divergence, consequently, more clearly 
illuminated the point that few labour-leaders afid trade unionists joined 
the rejectionist. front over an Act whose damaging affects were by now 
notorious. No doubt that fact itself made it easier for Lloyd Ceorge to 
negotiate . "suitable" terms for an amending bill. 
But the success* of the campaign, albeit qualified, to persuade 
Lloyd George to re-think the Munitions Act owed much to the manner in 
which the beneficiary of reform was now claimed to be the nation itself 
. and not merely the interests of Labour. As Cole had written in the 
ration93, 
"Those who desire 'to save the situation must not 
merely censure Mr. Lloyd George for refusing rights 
and responsibilities to the unions- they must also 
show how the rights and responsibilities they claim 
for Labor could be exercised in the national interest. " 
Thus, how munitions output could be increased (whether in reality 
or in the raind) now came to preoccupy the participants in the Great 
Debate. The struggle to appropriate that legitimizing value of the 
"hational interest", that magically hypnotic appeal which reduced even 
Fairfield strikers and Cammell Laird craftsmen to protestations of 
loyalty, now informed the contours of the argument. Thus one contributor 
to the Clarion wondered whether the polici of the Ministry of Munitions 
to increase output was not in fact resulting in considerably decreased 
production. For96 F 
"Some of the things which the Munitions Department 
have done tend to decrease'rather than increase the 
output of the workers. Do such things'as the 
95Nation, October 16,1915. 
9, September 17,1915- 
i0s 
following help towards harmonious working: the 
establishment of munitions tribunals presided over 
by'men whom trade unionists distrust? Is it a good 
thing to send a list of offences and theirýpenaltiea 
to be posted up at Covernment-controlled firms? 
Another axrangement, the appointment of men97 to 
enter firms at all hours and prosecute so-called 
slackers without any appeal to the foreman? 
Calling the workers slackers and punishing them 
will not explain why thousands of shells are delayed 
from the first, because of the rolling mills being 
unable to supply bar steel fast enough; thousands of 
shells waiting for nose bushes before they can be 
completed; shells waiting the , 
results of the firing 
tests from the Government departments; work held up 
by the grocers, tailors, shop assistaiits, labourers 
who axe appointed by a Gove rnm ent. department to 
examine shells that have previously been examined by 
skilled mechanics98... For the benefit of'organisa- 
tion, the solicitor must retire for the engineer! " 
What, of course, was being questioned here was the ability of the Act to 
meet the goverment's production objectives. The nore the men were 
subjected to pressure, it was argued# the less likely it was that those 
output objectives would be attained. In any case, obstacles more 
serious than the obstinacy or malevolence of the workers were identified. 
Thus steps to remove bottlenecks which in other spheres would be readily 
recognized as structural defects in the supply-and production sectors 
99 
100 
demanded urgent attention, though the "petty tyraimies and wrongs" 
97 ly the ministry's labour officers. These were presumab 
98There 
was widespread criticism of the competence of inspectors. 
Cf.,. a Commons amendment proposed by W. T. Wilson of the Amalganated 
Society of Carpenters and Joiners that inspectors be "properly and 
technically qualified". This was resisted by Addison despite the 
allegation that pawnbrokers' assistants, labourers and butchers had 
been appointed to these posts. They were the "laughing stock" of 
the men and of the foremen. One instance was cited by Watson where an 
inspector had rejected 78 out of 84 shells while another hadpassed 74 
of them. See Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners LASCJ 
Journal, January 1916, p 45. 
99Cf 
*. 0 Eý. M. H., Lloyd, . op. cit - Ch. V. 1OOClaxi6n, November 26,191.5. 
0 
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committed in the name of the 1915 Act also made It incumbent in the 
national interest that amendment be undertaken. 
What is interesting, therefore, is that the campaign for reform (or 
for repeal) was initially undirected and haphazard. Identified with 
"extremists" and with militants, criticism of the Act gradually altered 
shape under the pressure of events taking place in, the workshops and in 
the tribunals. Accusations that the Munitions Act was an employers' 
charter and an attack on trade union rights and freedoms could safely 
be discounted by the authorities as the activities of a fringe minority. 
Even to gloat that 
101 
"The military might round up the miners and conduct them to 
the pitheads, but they could not make them descend, still 
less out coal against their willp" 
or that 
102 
"It is doubtful whether the net effect of the-Act itself 
has been to increase our resources by a single shell, " 
could be zaade to'sound like debating points. However, to invoke the 
national interest as a justification for axapndn6nt and to reiazWthe 
authorities that the Act was itself generating more unrest than it- was 
designed to suppress was to touch sensitive chords within the Ministry 
of Munitions. Moreover, the revelations (or, innuendoes) 'concerning 
employers' blatant abuses of the Act, which the tribunals seemed to be' 
ratifying in their decisions, also drove the union leadership to 
recant their earlier extravagant praise for the measure. Whilst 
opposition within the. trade union movement to the Act remained limited 
to the supposed special pleading of an 'obdurate and unpatriotic minority, 
101 
New Statesman, Julý 17,1915, P 339- 
1021bid., 
November 13,1915, P 124. Cf.,, E. G. Rawlinson (Sheffield) at 
Labour Party Conference, 1916, oý-. cit., p 129. 
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it'presented no fundamental threat to goverment policy. Once, however, 
the trade'union leadership had imbibed the lesson of rank and file 
discontent with the latter's direct exýerience of the Munitions Act in 
the workshops and before the tribunals, the leadership had little choice 
but'to respond to the barrage, of complaints. The option of dismissing 
the critics, as Alex Wilkie of the Shipwrights had done, as individuals 
of , 
103 
not altogether without ulterior motives was no longer readily 
available once denunciations were expressed in the name of the national 
interest io4 
The clinching'factor in propelling the case for refo---m onto a 
"respectable" platform was of course the report'of the Balfoux-Macassey 
Commission set up by Lloyd George to "enquire into the causes and 
circi4mstances of the apprehended' differences affecting munition workers 
in the Clyde district"'O-5. Its sober criticism of the methods of 
enforcing the leaving certificate scheme on Clydeside (discussed in 
chapter nine 
106 its acknowledgement that the Act was creating added 
103SSA, Quarterly Report, July-September 1915, p 5. 
io4 Of course there was yet a further path to pursue, that followed by 
the Govan Trades Council, in. its circular issued in the-wake of the 
Fairfield shipwrights' crisis. Its demand was for the repeal of the 
Act both on account of its oppressive character and also, significantly, 
because it "in no wise is assisting in increasing output". This 
combination of patriotic pragmatism with repeal was akin to a return 
to the voluntarist and discredited Treasury Agreement and was no 
longer viable as an option. 
105Clyde Munition Workers, Report of the Rt. Ron. Lord Balfour of 
Burleigh and Mr. Lynden Macassey, K. C., Cd. 8136,1915. 
1o6 The most comprehensive 
- 
analysis of the report's investigation into 
the leaving certificate scheme is in Alastair Reid, "The Division *of 
Labour in the British Shipbuilding Industry, i880-1920"l Cambridge 
Ph. D. t 1980, esp. PP 342-9- 
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tension between foremen and workers, as the authority of the formerý was 
now underpinned by penal sanctions; the disruption to existing payment 
systems; the jealousy caused by the arrival of More favourably treated 
newcomers from Canada and elsewhere; the disastrous consequences of 
imprisonment following the Fairfield episode as well as a number of other 
matters too detailed to mention, not only confirmed the legitimacy of the 
amendment campaign. Its report, in effect, also thrust the Commission 
into the role of moral entrepreneurial state agency (analogous to the 
Federal Farcotics state agency'in Becker's account, sup ra) which slotted 
neatly into the groove previously occupied by such less respectabl: e and 
publicly disapproved "wrecking movements" as the 7±ade Union Rights 
Committee and the critical labour press. 
Yet perhaps even more interesting, once a number of. employers, or 
those sympathetic to their interest, questioned the value of the Act as 
then framed, the credibility and effectiveness of the reform campaign 
107 
could scarcely be resisted. Thus even the Engineer accepted that the 
men' s grievances concerning the discipline imposed upon them by the Act 
, was "not conducive to the best workmanship" and that some foremen and 
employers had taken advantage of the Act by summonsing their employees' 
to the tribunals for trivial offences where "these bodies, not always 
cognisant with the facts" had issued harsh decisions. The recognition 
by non-labour publications that defects existed in fact symbolised the 
shift in the demand for change, ' from an uncoordinated 'and erratic protest 
mounted on naxrow, sectaxian lines and reflecting political Prejudice 
as much as special pleading, to a broad, institutionalised movement 
10 
, December 17,1915- 
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invoked in the national interest. The transformation could not initially 
have been predicted with any certainty, if only because the law itself 
was unpredictable. No-one could have guessed bbforehand the occasion or 
occasions which provided the catalyst to change - whether Fairfield, 
Cammell Laird, Armstrong Whitworth on the Tyne,. Thorneycroft, or DO'xford. 
of Sunderland. For could the tolerance level of the thousands of pin- 
pricks, in the shape of harsh refusals of leaving certificates, or, of 
irritating and gratuitous prosecutions for petty offences, be accurately. 
fixed. But while the trade union leadership might disavow bodies such 
as the CWC which was formed "for the purpose of concentrating the whole 
forces of the Clyde area against the Munitions Act" 
108 
, it could scaxcely 
ignore 
'the 
discontent of their otherwise patriotic members for ever. 
The sharing of experiences at joint conferences on the working$ of the 
tribunals and on amendments to the Act would merely have confirmed -their 
conversion to the new, unfolding reality. 
Conclusion 
The present chapter has sought to avoid discussing in detail the 
familiax watershed events SUch as the imprisoment, of the Fairfield 
shipwrights, the hearings of the Balfour-Macassey Commission in Glasgow 
and the "baxgained corporatism" embodied in the major trade union 
conferences with Lloyd Ceorge held on November 3P'and December 30-31, 
1915. Other chapters will, in fact, consider specific features 
surrounding these important events. Thus we consciously avoided becoming 
bogged down in the small print of the reform package negotiated between 
the union executives and the goverment at inordinate (and, indeed, at 
108 Walter Kendall, The Revolutionary Movement in Britain 1900-1921 (London: 
Weidenfeld Hicolson, 1969) p 116. libe activities of John MacLean in 
attempting to politicize the industrial grievances of the Munitions Act 
were undoubtedly anathema to the union leadership even if such efforts 
were ineffective. The literature on MacLean is too well known to 
require repetition here. 
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tedious) length over many -weeks in the winter of 1915-16. Instead, we 
have chosen to focus attention on certain -processes of legal change. In- 
particular, an, attempt has been made to integrdie competing theories of 
legal innovation into a comprehensive account, demonstrating how elements 
of each of those cited contributed to the growth -of the reform, campaign and 
to the eventual emergence of an amending provision. 
Nonetheless, a number of observations concerning the, legislative 
package finally arrived at in the 1916 Amendment Act must be made. - Most 
importantly, the evidence as to whose views ultimately, prevailed - whether 
government's, employers' or unions' -- is open to rival interpretations. 
One'can, for example, point to statutory changes which seem to indicate 
without qualification, concessions gained by trade union pressure. 7hus 
the abolition of imprisonment (despite the initial objections of'Lloyd 
George)t the establishment of an appeal tribunal, significant cLýges in the 
provisions regulating the administration of the leaving certificate scheme, 
and the appointment of women-assessors, might all be adjudged as 
"successes" for the Labour interest. Indeed, as well as the instrumental 
dimension, to such "gains", the symbolic importance of the concessions 
both to the rank-and-file and to the trade union leadership (though not 
necessarily for'identical reasons) should also be stressed., 
On the other hand, a certain amount of ambiguity attached to such' 
gains. For exanple, Defence Regulation, 
', 42 was amended on November 30 - 
ironically the day of the. trade union conference - in order to prohibit 
attempts to "impede, delay or restrict the production, repair or trans- 
port of wax material Such an amendment, despite the minister' s 
protestations, rendered those engaged in strikes liable to trial in open 
114 
court or even to court-martial conducted in camera, with imprisonment 
109 
awaiting those found guilty Second, the appointment of an appeal 
court was -in keeping with government policy and-was thus -hardly a 
"concession" to Labour. Wolff, 'for example, in a review of the working 
of the tribunals, pointed out in February 1916 thatý if the right, of 
appeal had existed prior to that date, the ministry would have exer- 
cised it to correct some of the less acceptable decisions, "principally 
in (nasgow", which from the ministry's point of view, had'been 
delivered 
110 
.- Third, the contraction of employers' scope 
to abuse the 
leaving certificate-scheme as a result of the issuance of statutory 
guidelines (see chapter nine, infra) was accompanied by the expansion 
of the scheme to include more trades within its scope. 'Thus the build- 
ing trades, gas, water and electricity utilities, and the manufacture 
of "everything from food and coal up to cutlery and feathers" which 
might be "used or consumed by the troops" were brought into the'. 
112 
scheme, thereby causing resentment among those newly affected 
Finally, the', introduction of women asessors scarcely matched the demand 
for a wholesale transformation of the composition of the tribunals, 
109OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, pp 81-2. ' The ASE conference committee on -,, 
December 31 accepted Lloyd George's "assurance" that "the only effect 
of this Order was with regard to men who deliberately foster strikes", 
See ASE, Amending the Munitions of War Act-1915 (1916) p 20. The 
wording, however, seemed to extend to the case of those on strike, 
as well as to the inciters. It'is, moreover, arguable that the death 
penality awaited any striker if it were proved that his intention 
was to "assist the enemy". 
110 MUN 5/98/349/101, "Munitions Tribunals': Umberto Wolff, February 24, 
191611. Wolff welcomed the fact that the new appeal court would be 
"efficacious" in resolving conflicting decisions. 
New Statesman, November 20,1913, p 147. 
112 See, for example, the anger expressed by the executive of the Amalgamated 
Society of Carpenters and Joinersj in ASCJ, Journal, January 1916, p 15;, q. 
Higenbottam, Our Society's History (Manchester: Amalgamated Society of 
Woodworkers, 1939) p 192. 
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entailing the direct election of workmen's assessors and equal voting 
power with the chairman113. Indeed, not one proposal for locally 
elected joint committees to which all matters faling within the 
jurisdiction of the munitions tribunals were to be refe=ed for settle- 
ment in the first instance, was included in the statute. Thus even if' 
the ASE and the national conference of 55 trade unions might be 
converted to Guild Socialist-inclined principles of joint control and 
joint'responsibility for the organization of industry (a scheme far 
removed from the CWC demand for nationýlizatlon and wo3ýker participation) 
the idea was anathema to the employers' federation's 
114 
and unacceptable 
to the authoritarian and bureaucratic minds of the civil servants, 
Thus when Lloyd George himself expressed an interest in a joint 
committee which might review tribunal decisions with a view to sending 
appropriate ones to the appeal court, Bevexidge sought to contain 
ihe 
potential damage to centralized policy-making by insistin 
Ig that 
115 
this Committee should be quite private, as a 
public pronouncement of the appointment of a committee 
to sit as it were in judgment on the decisions of the 
munitions tribunal would certainly impair the credit 
of the latter ... " 
113 Nation, December 24,1915, * p 477. On one occasion after the amendment 
was passed, W. C. Anderson told the Commons that a tribunal hearing at 
Carlisle, involving a female munitions worker, was conducted without a 
woman assessor being present. On this occasion, Anderson almost slipped 
up. The appointed assessor, he was told, had died two days prior to the 
hearing and there was no time to appoint a replacement (a. postponement 
of the hearing could, however, have been made). See H. C. Deb, 5th-Series, 
Vol. 87, col. 1236, November 21,1916, 
114 OHMM, op. cit., pp 70-1; see also Bev. 111,9, f.. 51, "Questions and Xnwers for Meeting of the ASE Concerning the Munitions of yar 
(Amendment) Act 1916" (uAdated). 
115MUN 5/98/349/101, op. cit. 
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In the event, even this limited suggestion failed to come to 
fruition and decentralized joint administration remained the exception. 
as at Cleveland Iron Works (chapter eighto Lnjrja , rýther than tho rule. 
On balance, therefore, and with the possible exception of the 
116 
statutory enforcement of LZ and, L3 , the amendments contained in the 
1916 Act benefited the government no less than the unions., Thus the 
goverment were now in a position of being able to parade the changes, 
which the union leaders undoubtedly perceived as gains 
(if only for 
domestic consumption) as a quid pro quo, obliging the leadership, in 
exchange, to'pledge themselves to support, the dilution campaign. 
The truth of the matter is that once more Lloyd George had pulled 
the wool over the union leadership's eyes, making them believe that 
major concessions had indeed been gained. For as G. D. H. Cole pointed 
out in 
'respect to one of the 
I trade union demands117 
"By an obvious error in drafting, the origina. 1 Act made 
it possible for an employer to dismiss a man and at the 
same time, by refusing a leaving certificate, prevent 
him from getting employment elsewhere. It is a great 
concession to Labor, indeed, that the Ministry of 
Munitions should deign to rectify its own drafting 
mistake. " 
Indeed, not unexpectedly, criticism of the Act did not cease follow- 
ing the amendments. Thus further reforms were initiated in the wake of 
the reports of the Commission on Industrial Unrest, culminating, In the 
1917 Act, in the abolition of leaving certificates and 
n6, 
r, the case of L2, one suspects that its statutory embodiment was 
more honoured in the breach than in the observance, while the statutory 
enforcement of L3 wrought the injustice which the 1212%. bonus dispute 
later vividly illuminated. 
'"Nation, December 24,1915, p 477. 
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in the curtailment of private prosecutions, the details of which need 
118 
not be recounted here . By then, the Munitions Act had enjoyed an 
innings of sufficient duration that the intermett, of its. most obstructive 
features would prove no embarrassment to the goverment. Loss of face, 
that vitally important dimension in 19i5, was scarcely a factor by 
mid-19i7, and the Industrial Unrest commissioners' recommendations simply 
mirrored previously determined government policy. The remaining harmful 
provisions were thus repealed with a whimper in autumn 1917 rather 
than with a bang, as in the winter of *15-1& 
The hostility generated by trade unionists against the Munitions 
Act can, of course, 
be 
explained in terms of its pena-l restrictions 
which seriously circumscribed the industrial freedoms to which they had 
II 
been accustomed prior to July 1915. But those features, the fines for 
striking or for disobeying a lawful order, or the refusal of a leaving 
certificate are, in one respect, merely a surface phenomenon of a wider 
contradiction inherent in a corporatist labour strategy. This is that 
no matter how deeply incorporated into the state machinery do trade 
unions become (whether by choice or by compulsion); indeed, no matter the . 
degree to which politically trade unionists assent to such close 
collaboration with the, state, trade unions remain, first and last, a 
movement for the expression of working class discontent, though invarl- 
ably of a non-revolutionary character. Thus irrespective of* their 
1180n the extremely sketchy comments of the Commission on Industria: L 
Unrest in respect to the Munitions Acts, see W. C. Heron, "The 
Commission of Enquiry into Industrial Unrest of 1917% Warwick M. A. 
thesis, 1976, pp 106-10. For the observations of the Scottish 
commission chaired by Sheriff Fyfe, see P. P. 1917-18, XV, 133, 
paras. 16,13-15 and 22. 
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organizational linkages with the unified state, their centralized 
leadership owe their positions to the continued approval of the mass 
of the membership. Where the latter are dissatisfied with falling 
real wages, restrictions on freedom of movement or with punitive 
discipline imposed by foremen under statutory authority, then the 
leadershipmight find itself compelled to respond to the pressures from 
below. As democratic organizations, trade union executives can s=cely 
invoke the coercive measures of the state. Indeed, they may acknow- 
ledge that leaderships cannot remain loyal for any length of time both 
to their membership and to the "national interest" as officially defined. 
Thus a corporatist structure built on non-corporatist foundations vill 
be susceptible to system contradiction where tensions developp strains 
manifest themselves and ruptures occur. The leadership, perhaps 
opportunistically, perhaps democratically, may be forced to back-track 
from their lofty, corporatist ideals and display greater responsiveness 
to rank and file pressures.. The consequence is a shift from denigration 
to accommodation of their militant shop floor critics, indeed the 
hijacking and deployment of many of the arguments against class colla- 
boration which they had hitherto disdained. The state is thus pressed 
to give expression to the combination of- official and unofficial 
discontent. Eventually, bargained., rather than statist corporeitism 
emerges. That is what occurred in the winter of 191-5-16. 
r 
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CHAPTER* T'HREB 
... .......... The_Glasgow Munitions Tribunal and Its Personnel 
Introduction 
The munitions tribunal in Glasgow, though not the first to conduct 
12 hearings under the Munitions Act, was destined to become both the busiest 
and -the most controversial among the' 55 local, and ten general, tribunals. 
Given that Clydeside was the premier. munitions centre in the country, ' 
it would have been surprising 'had this fact not been reflected in the 
tribunal case load. Thus the statistics reveal (table 3*1# Lnfra), 
that in the three-month period, January to March 1916, the Glasgcw 
local tribunal: heard more cases than any other tribunal. 
Table 3.1, Local Munitions Tribunals. - Total Number of Case2., 
January 1,1916 to March 31,1916 (tribunals with 50_or 
more, heariMs 
Tribunal Number Tribunal Number 
Glasgow 1279 Belfast 138 
Metropolitan' 825 'Huddersfield & Halifax 110 
Birmingham 698, Blackburn 105 
Manchester 477 North Staffs 86 
Newcastle 432 Liverpoool 83 
Coventry '335 Southampton 83 
Leeds 253 Derby 76 
Tees &, Darlington 234 Nottingham 75 
Wolverhampton 216 Edinburgh 70 
Greenock 139 Sheffield 64 
Dundee 50 
Sources MW 5/97/349/8 
That 'honour' was bestowed on the North-West Coast general tribunal sitting 
in Barrow on July 21,1915- See MUN 5/353/349/1, OP-cit- 
2Incomplete figures for individual tribunals are available in LAP/65/G129/2 
(general munitions tribunals) ard in LAB2/66/G129/3 (local munitims 
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I At the level ok controversy, it might initially have been thought 
that the intensity of lab6= unrest on the Clyde' would have spilled 
over into the tribunýi hearings. Up to a point, this did in fact occur, 
William Gallacher, for example, has recalled that, 
"Munition Courts were set up an .d workers'weie 
continually being brought before them. Our small [Clyde 
Workers_9' committee was-meeting twice a week-and every 
Satz, lay afternoon we had a meeting of between : 300 and 400 
stewards. We were always'able to get sufficient Lads 
to pack the court , when any worker. was 
called , 
before it. 
- McGill was alwayz. there with the Herald and a selection 
of pamphlets, and used to go along the-rows of seats 
selling his wares until the Sheriff came in. We were 
able to make such a farce of these courts that 
eventually the authorities had to abandon them ard 
drop the practice of summoning on trivial charges", 
3 
There is some evidence 
4 
as. Hinton has, pointed out, 
_. 
that the 
Munitions Act was operating unevenly on Clydeside. Thus it was 
mainly the shipyard workers# rather than the engineers. in thelarms 
factories on the Clyde,, whose grievances were 
'spotlighted 
at 
0 hearings of the Balfour-Macassey enquiry. Nonetheless, while shipyard 
employees were often threatened by changes in working practices, other 
classes of munitions workers never remained wholly immune to attempts 
by management, under section 40) of Ahe Act, to force through the 
lifting of any "rule, practice or custom... which tends to 
ýestrlct 
production".. In addition, wage grievances'were rife; added to 
which, the leaving certificate scheme. covered all wcrkers withirx a 
broadly defined munitions sector including the shipyards, armaments 
factories, foundries, steel works and certain transport undertakings., 
Moreover, the instigation, by foremen and -managers, of a tighter' 
3WiUlam Gailacher, 'last Memoirs, (Iond-oni. lawrence & Wishart , 1966) 
PP 71-2. Cf., ibid, Revolt on the Clyde (Londont Lawrence & Wishart, 
1936), p. 58. Gallacher's account is, typically, exaggerated, but the 
atmosphere of disorder in the tribunals was not unaommon. All 
subsequent references to Gallacher. are to Revolt, on the Clyde, 
1. 4 unlesa -other-wism. indicated Hinton, The First Shop Stewards' Movementt op. cit. 9 P. 118. 
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disciplinary frameworkp underpinned by the Ordering of Work. regulations 
which could authorise prosecutions before the tribumlso was a 
continual source of tension. Further destabilising influences might GIR. 
RnA q_; ý&Qiv; uk'We6ý' 00 OQII C%S 
be noted. Firstly, the educatiye efforts ofkihe. revolutignary shop , 
stewards' movement 
1ý 
to cast'the Munitions Act as an instrument of the 
servile state generated political hostility to the measureI Secondly, 
the'relationship between industrial discipline under the Munitions 
Act and military conscription from 1916 became progressively more'. 
apparent and made munitions workers more jumpy, thereby adding further 
fuel to the criticisms expressed before the Industrial, Unrest 
Commissioners in 1917. Finally, as we shall see in the next chapter. 
there was an almost irresistible urge on the part of munitions workers 
and their representatives appearing before the tribunal in important 
cases, to engage in a style of discourse more appropriate to collective 
bargaining than to judicial determination. Time and again, trade 
unionists insisted that the question whether their alleged conduct 
was a technical breach of the legislation was scarcely relevant. On 
the other hand, the tribunal chairmen frequently had to strain 
their energies to insist thatýit was legally incompetent for the 
accused to digress from the path of strict legal analysis.. The tension 
between legal 'rights' and industrial 'interests' is sharply displayed 
in such dialogues and is a powerful legacy of the-pre-war system of 
industrial relations which preferred job regulation to be achieved by 
autonomous, non-legalistic methods, than by the imposition of'legal norms. 
5 
5Whether 
the working class, as a result of its munitions"tribunal experience, 
increasingly comprehended the issues of the war in terms which brought 
the distinctive role of state sharply into focus, is more problematic. 
It is probably true that the Munitims Act was identified with ILloyd 
Georget1iough this was likely to be as much a matter of approval on the 
part of some munitions workers as it was of disapproval on the part of 
others. Broadly speaking, the attempt at the tribunal was to reassert 
pluralist autonomy rather than a socialist alternative. Indeed, trade 
unionists' qualified success at the tribunal played little part in demands 
after -the war for a more favourable legal environment within which 
collective bargaining might be conducted. Thus the ideas floated at the 
National Industrial Conference, 1919-1921, do not seem to have been inspired 
to jvnX ýLgfee)ýy tribunal experience durirg the war. See also chapter twe v ra 
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I 
For their part, the tx-lbunal chairmen similarly found themselves 
plunged into conflict with the authorities. As we explained in the, 
first chapter, trade unionists' vigorous responses at the-tribunal to 
the bureaucratic dictation imposed. through legal, controlso was mirrored 
in the resistance, on the part of certain tribunal chairmen, in Glasgow, 
to the role fashioned for them by the administrative elite. No longer 
autonomous judges above the state seeking to interpret a disembodiedi 
reified law, they were to be transformed into mer6 local agents of 
bureaucratic policy, whose remit was the containment of industrial 
unrest'and of wage drift within the narrowly circumscribed provisions 
of the Act. - Yet in respect to the corporatist elements of unity9 
nationalism and success, they failed, in the eyes of the Ministry 
of Munitims, on at least the second and fourth cf these criteria. 
Iacking a sufficiently strong personality to intimidate rowdy 
workers, or too conscience-stricken to abandon their conception of 
the pluralist xule of law and of judicial autonomy, they remained, 
gentlemen when the ministry was clearly seeking players to enforce 
its will. 
Yet there remains an interesting paradox despite the mass of 
evidence of tribunal disorder which we will examine subsequently. The 
paradox is that, 
while members of the ASE in every other 
district of the country were groaning under 
the slave clauses of the Act, the Clyde district, 
as far as engineers were concerned, was practically free"* 
6 
We have already noted that within, Glasgow, the engineeis, when compared 
with shipbuilding workers, were relatively immune from. tribunal cases. 
In addition, it seems there existed a sharp distinction between the 
experience of engineers in Glasgow and those in other towns. Hinton 
attributes this fact to the technological backwardness of Clydeside 
ýDavid 
Morton, an ASE militant, cited in Hinton, op. cit. 9 P. 118, 
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which drove the shop stewards' ýmovement to engage in a dilution 
struggle which engineers in otherý areas of the country had no cause 
to pursue. 
7 But what he seems to be implying is that there was an 
inverse correlation between the level of hostility to the Munitions 
Act and'the suffering of warkers under Its repressive provisions. 
In fact, engineering workers in Glasgow did features on occasion, 
in triburial. hearings where the restrictions of the Act were clidely 
wielded against them. Moreover, the inverse correlatim theoryq as 
we shall see in chapter nine, receives only scantý support', from +, he_ 
experience of the leaving certificate scheme, as it operated in 
Glasgow. For there was little discernible tendency onthe part of 
the Glasgow tribunal chairmen to operate the scheme sympatheticaUy 
in the sense that a disposition on the part of the chairmen to grant 
certificates on numerous occasions was plainly evidenced. It is 
strongly arguable that where leaving certificate decisions wer2 * 
favourable to applicants in Glasgow, this was particularly noticeable 
in the case of collective applications by groups of workers. As we 
shall suggest in chapter five, the parties involved were, In effect, 
engaged in "collective bargaining by litigation". Thus where leniency 
appeared to have been displayed by tribunal chairmen (and, 
', 
theyl. 
' 
were not averse to refusing such collective submissions), the practice 
is explicable not so much in terms of the level of industrial conflicty 
but in respect to, the strategic importance of Glasgow workers for 
munitions productiono Thus the theory that the greater the social unrest,, 
the more necessary to issue palliativesl has limited applicability 
in the. case of the enforcement of the Munitions Act in Glasgow. For 
not only would one expect such a relationship between law enforcement 
See especiaUy, ibid., pp. 332-3. 
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and industrial disorder to be established in respect to leaving 
certificate applications. One would also expect It to have been 
reflected in the enforcement of other provisions of the Act. The fact 
remains, however, that the pattern of prosecutions under the Ordering 
of Work regulations (chapter eight, infra) faiis to point unequivocally 
to such a conclusion. True, many of the workers prosecuted were 
eventually admonished on being found guilty, but a-auch larger 
proportion were fined, with the Inevitable consequence that grievances 
: remained harboured f or the future. Thus, soured relations between 
munitions workers and the Ministry of Munitions and, Indeed,. 
between such workers and their employers who directly instituted the 
prosecutions or who instigated them by reporting complaints of 
'misconduct to the ministry, continued unabated. Law consequently 
prolonged conflict ' rather than, resolved it. 
The objective we have set ourselves is, therefore, to examine and 
analyse the proceedings of the munitions tribimal in Glasgow. In 
particular, it is to focus attention on the tribunal conflict 
generated during the hearings and to offer explanations, in particular 
the legacy of peace-time collective laissez-faire, for the pattern of 
disorder which, though not unique in Glasgow, was more prevalent 
than elsewhere. The task is also to examine the pattern of decision 
making by the tribunal chairmen in areas such as leaving certificate 
applications and Ordering of Work prosecuticns, and to examine 
whether factors, such as the relationship between lawlessness and 
_law 
enforcement, might influence tribunal outcomes in Glasgow when 
compared with other industrial districts. 
The Tribunal Chairmen 
The pattern of tribunal pr. bceedings. was influenced to an extent 
.,., 
by the tribunal chairmen with whom limited discretion principally 
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resided 
8 
as to the conduct of the hearings, as to the punishment of 
offenders and as to the gzant or withholding of leaving certificates. 
Some importance was attached by the Miastry of Munitions, ý in 
theory at leastj- to a more informal atmosphere in, the tribunals than 
that which obtained in the courts ofAawg especially in the criminal 
courts. In paxticulars the'recent experience af the'unemployment 
insurance panels set up under the National Insurance Act 1911 waB 
considered a, favourable-portent, in dontrast to the tortuous, - 
legalistic hearings on workmen's compensation I in the'courts of law. 
9 
Yet, as the New Statesman never tired of stressing, the Munitions 
Act was a*criminal law measure'. 
10-Terhaps this confusion , of . objectiv . es - 
an "informal" criminal, law was mirrored in the choice of chairmen 
for the tribunal in Glasgow. For both professional judge and 
part-time chairmen of unemployment insurance panels-were initially 
appointed to the posts. Strictly speaking, thd appcdntees to tfie" 
Glasgow local munitions tribunal were Professor W. M. 'Gloagg 
Commander Robert Gibson and James Andrewg-while those appointed 
as chairmen cf the'Scotland division of the general munitions 
tribunal which sat most frequently-in Glasgow were Gloag and 
Sheriff T. A. Fyfe. 
William Marmy Gloag (1865-1934) was Professor of Soots Iaw 
at Glasgow University, the son of the Court of Session judge, Lord 
8 Assessors were usually subordinated to the, greater authority of the chairman. 9ýbel-Smith 
and Stevens clearly bring out the arbitxary divisions In 
legal analysis in this area, and also the nature of the dissatisfaction 
with. -the compensation system. See Brian Abel-Smith and Robert Stevenst 
10 lawyem. and the Courts, 
(London: Heinemann, 1967) PP- 115-6. 
New Statesman, November 13,1915, p. 124. 
11 For the biographica3- details, zee the Tailie, Vol. 86, 'No. 2236, August,. 25, 
1915p pp 3-4; Who Was Who, 1922-19470Y-.; and FGlasgow Universityý Colleae 
Courant, Whitsun, 1955, pp 83-6. +_ 
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Kincairney. An outstanding scholar, he unfortunately did not cut an 
imposing figure on the munitions tribunal bencht despite-the claim, 
that he was possessed of aý "resolute, slightly cholerics slightly 
pugnacious, Churchillian mien". 
12 He suffered, from, a minor. physical. 
defo=ity and an associated defect of speech, though not such as to 
render him, a constant-object of ridicule at the tribunal. A Man. 
of quiet arxi retiring disposition, who was never excessivelý' pompous 
or,, remote, ' he was probably not unsuited to the relatively peaceful 
waters of the unemployment insurance court of refereest wherej If - 
occasion demanded, he could exercise his marked intellectual gifts. 
This, as we ý shall see, was, of 'coursEi, ý the problem. The Glasgow 
munitions tribunal wasýno-place for a chairman whose only quality 
was a superb intellect. ý 
Ueutenant-Commander Robert Gibson, R. N. V. R. (1871-MV013 was 
a partner in the IE*adilg Glasgow solicitors' firm of Crawford, Herron 
and Cameron, and had been active in municipal affairs as member of 
the defunct Partick Town-Council, where he was appointedthe 
Dean of Guild, presiding over the court responsible for 
approving-building plans and-for enforcing building regulations. A 
recognized authority on national insurance law,, having Wblished 
a treatise on the siibject in 1912, he was, like Gloago a chaliman,,, 
of the, court of referees,. and was# thereforep a logical choice as. 
munitions tribunal chairman. No doubt his experience as a magiptrate 
also counted in his favour, as did his sporting background, which 
included a spell-playing for Queen's Park P. C. Yet despite his, - 
"wide experience of wo3imen and their ways; intimate knowledge of - 
12 College Courant, ibid., P- 83, 
13Bailie,. 
Vol. 87,, No. 2266, March 22,1916, pp : 3-4, -' Scottish Biographies, 
1938, (Londcni Thurston and Glasgow: Jackson, 1938) . 276. He is 
not to be confused with Robert Gibson XC (died 1965) who later became 
Labour MP for Greenock (1936-1941) and, subsequently Lord Gibson, 
a judge of the Court of Session. 
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local industrial conditions, and the keenest perspicacity on every 
14 - 
phase of these matters"$ (in the words of the Bailie at the very 
moment when he*was under notice from the Ministry of Muniýions to 
quit his post), he did not, as we shall see, satisfy the ministry.. 
"Tactful yet not afraid to speak his mind when occasion demands". 
he proved too undiscipl-ined and too unreliable for the ministry 
autocrats. No doubt the fact that he "holds strong views In regard 
to centralization in -muýlcipal affairs"t adhering keenly to local 
autonomy, rendered him ill-suited to the centralizing activities of 
I 
a war-time corporatist department* So the respect In which he was 
held by membeirs of -the local bar 1=oved of no consequence. To have 
"realised the popular ideal of a just judge" was no doubt a suitable 
epitaph to his juridical qualities but was, froa the -ministry's 
perspective, a fitting condemnatim of his incompetence for the 
specialized task of handling obstructive and aggressive munitions 
workers. 
The third local tribunal chairman appointed was James Andrew 
(1855-1932)-, senior partner'in yet another 11rominent firm of Glasgow 
solicitors, Messrs. Mitchellso Johnstone & Coo Unlike the case 
with Gibson, there seems little evidence from Andrew's background. that 
he had had much direct contact with working class experience. Born 
near Ayrt arxl educated at Ayr Academy and Glasgow University, he began 
his legal tzaining in the town clerk's office of his native town. 
He then spent four years with the long-e-9tablished Glasgow firm of 
Maclay, Murray and Spens before joining Mitchells, Johnstone in 1880. 
"ýBailie, 
Vol. 87, op. cito; p. 4, for this and subs equent. quotationa. 15 Ibid., Vol. 102, --Iio. 2659, September-26,1923, p. 
4; Glasgow Herald, June 
23,1922; ibid,, March 7,1932; Lbid, June 3,1932; Bulletin, M; qxch 70 
1932; Glasgow Chamber of Commerce Journal, Vol- 3.5, AP-Til 1932p P. 65; 
Evening Times, March 7,1932; Scots Law Times(News), 1932, pp. 54-5. 
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Within eight years he had become a partner and had built up a large 
court and commercial practice. For more than 12 years, he was a member 
of the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, serving a tern as a director; a 
trustee of Glasgow Savings Bank; director of Glasgow Mental. 
1 
Hospital 
and governor of the Royal Technical College. ýInvolved in the activities 
of the Trades House and director of the Merchants! Housethe was 
appointed Dean of the Incorporation, of Weavers In 1923. The previous 
year, he received an,, honorary, LL. D. from Glasgow tniversity in 
part recognition of his-duties as solicitor to the university. He 
was also Dean of the Faculty of Procurators (the local law, society) 
from 1920 to 1923. Apparently very much of. a I'lawyerl. s lawyer", 
his activities, as we can see, were confined to the business, 
professional and academic elite of Glasgow. The most senior of the 
three local tribunal chairmen, he is clearly the least interesting 
to the labour historian. 
When we turn t; the final namej that of Sheriff, 7bomas 
, 
A. Fyfe 
(1852-1928) who, with Gloag, was-appointed chairman of the genexal 
tribunal for Scotland, sitting in Glasgow, we-move, in the ministry's 
evaluation, from the inept to the incomparable. In one respect it 
was distinctly odd that a professional judge be appointed as chairman 
of a tribunal whose" "domesticity" was emphasised at the parliiimentary 
stage of the legislation. The recommendation, however, probably came 
from the Scottish Office which may well have been less conciliatory 
towards workers and -more sensitive to the possibility of public 
order threats than the Ministry of Minitions, thereby justifying, 
the appointment of a strong juclicial personality. 
Fyfe was born in Dundee,, . the son of Thomas Fyfeq secretary of- 
the Perth arxI Dunkeld Railway, and spent his early years in legal 
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practice in Edinburgh. 
16 
, Af ter a year in Greenocit, he became a 
partner in the Glasgow firm of Messrs Wilson, & Caldwell iýhere he began 
to specialize in commercial business. He built up an extensive 
mercantile practice acting- for somd"'. Of the leading ishipowning 
firms and. for members of the Scottish Shipmasiers' Association called 
before Board of Trade enquiries. It is not, howeýer, 'ý* clear whether*, 
thisAnvolveaent'brought him into close-acntact with'the Clyde 
shipbuilders who were, of bourse, 'to feature proainently at the 
munitions tribunals. 
It is apparent that Fyfe was an outstandirg member of the local 
bar for it was uncommon to appoint solicitors to the bench of sheriffs, 
whose ranks were normally filled by Edinburgh-based advocates. Yet 
Fyfe attained this honour in'1895, filling a vacancy as isheriff- 
substitute in Lanark. -Six years later, he'was transferred to Glasgow, 
which was in reality, if not in form, aýpromotion. He was Instrumental 
in the drafting of the important Sheriff Courts Act 1907 arxI gave 
evidence to several royal and departmental commissions., He 
published works on Scottish bankruptcy law, ýon' the law and practice 
of the sheriff court and, of course, on the Munitims Acts, which ran 
to thxee editions between 1916 and 1918. 
Fyfe was active politically before his elevation to the bench. 
For a number of years, he was secretary of the Glasgow Conservative 
Aasociation, developing and improving its organisatinn, and securing 
lation. S a favourable interpretation of the lodger franchise legir Thi 
enabled his party locally to improve electorally on its previous 
perfcrmances, and in particular, to, triumph in 1900. 
16 For biographical details, see the Wlie, Vol. 46, No. 1198, October 2, 
1895, pp 1-2; ibid., No. 1449a, 25 July 1901; Glasgow Herald June 12, 
19-17; The--Times, March 16,192a;. Scottish Country Life, Vol. 15g 
April 1928g p. 166; Who Was Who, 1916-1928. 
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ý As we shall see, the qualities which he sought to bring to the 
munitions tribunal were sternness tinged with a tovch of*humour, 
manifesting a contradictory urge both to speak down to muAtions 
workers- appearing before him, and also to establish a rapport with 
them, -'perhaps, indeed', modelled on Lloyd Georgels'populist. appeals. 
17 
What he stressed consistently was. the prevailing gpirit of sacrifice 
(as he construed it) and the bounden duty of-workers not to steal a 
march on the rest of their comrades at home and in the trenches. 
Strikes and industrial indiscipline were morally reprehensible because 
they were the actions of selfish individuals at a time when all were 
expected to limit, if not forego, advancement in the "national 
interes-V'. 
'When a group of strikers of military age appeared before hin on 
one occasion, his condemnation was unequivocal. 
"Any, 'man who took part in a strike in his country's 
day of stress showed himself unable to grasp the 
national: 'situation and his own feeling had been for 
somý-time that the best'wayg perhaps the most 
effective way of makirg them realise the situation 
would be to send them out to the hottest part of 
the front. There, he thought, they would probably 
realise. . Of course he had no power to do that. He sometimes regretted he had not. It was 
disgraceful that-young men of military age 
should deliberately and defiantly ignore the Munitions 
Act". 
Typically, however, -he proceeded to impose a "modified" penalty of 
18 
One ought, however, to acknowledge that he could, on occasion, 
be forthright in his condemnation of employers. Corporatist advances, 
after all, also require the subordination of Ixeivate, capitalist 
17 On one occasion, an apprentice brassfinisher applied for a leaving 
certificate on the ground that he did not like his Job and desired 
to go into engineering. Sheriff Fyfe observed that he"didn't like 
his job either but that held have to keep it till the war was over". 
18 - See Glasgow Herald, May 4,1916. Ibid. # November 12,1917. 
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interests to the bureaucratically defined national interest. Thus 
one minor but notable instance occurred in December 1916 when six 
charge bard carpenters sought leaving certificates in response to 
their employers' refusalýto award them overtime rates. 
19 
The 
employer, a fixm of Partick shipbuilders, (probably the Meadowside 
Shipyard)'explained that the men had not processed-their claim 
"through the'proper channel", presumably in the form of'a. grovelling, 
request to the foreman charge hand. Sheriff Fyfe wasted'no time 
in putting his message across. 
"I wish some employers", he said, 
20 
would get 
away from domineering methods. There would be 
less friction if employers would adopt less of 
the attitude, 'It is for us to say'. At the 
present time, 'it was-not for employers to sayO He 
had no sympathy with that attitude", 
and with a flourishl he sent them all packirg to hold a conference. 
The maintenance of social peacel in accordance with the dictates of 
the Ministry of Munitions, was his principal remit. He did not 
always get the chemistry righto for'experimentation was unavoidable. 
But his sternnessafid intimidatory techniques achieved a level 
of success which clearly satisfied the ministryo in spite of the 
highly explosive atmosphere.. 
As well as presiding at munitions tribunals, Fyfe was also 
called upon to act as arbiter nominated by the Board of Trade to 
settle wage disputes, and in -this capacityr he often voiced similar 
sentiments. For example, in-settling a alaim between Glasgow 
Corporation ard the Municipal Employees' Associationj he observed 
that it was, 
21 
19 
Ibid., December 25,1916. 20 
21-L 01cL Ibid., October 5,1917; LAB2/144/IC4060/2 (September 24,1917). For 
his award in the dispute between the Amalgamated Society of Woodcutting 
Machinists and Glasgow Corporation Tramways Departmentt see LAB2/149/ 
103939 (May 30,1917). 
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frequently erroneously assumed that the 
oýject of such awards was to bring present-day 
remuneration up to the full equivalent, in 
purchasing power, of pre-war wages'; but this he 
did not think was their puxpose. These awards 
did not contemplate that operatives, any more than. 
any other class of the community, were to be 
entiiely relieved'of, their quota of the war 
sacrifice, which was common to all classes... " 
Indeed, Fyfe himself was to suffer the tragic lost -of his two sons, 
killed In battle, in addition to which he lost his wife in the 
traumatic year of 1915. It is impossible not to reflect that 
domestic bereavements were factors conditioning the attitudes of both 
munitions and'military tribunal chairmen to those individuals 
22 
appearing before-such bodies. 
Fyfe was 0 nonetheless, a shrewd operator in a difficult and 
sensitive situation. Within the confines of the tribunal, he 
attempted a "no-nonsense" approach which was always likely to court 
disaster if taken to the logical conclusion - the imprismment of 
strikers - which the legislation at the time was unable to prevent. 
I Yet danger to the -ministry's objectives could just as easily flow 
from too lenient an attitude, or from displays of weakness, on the 
Part of fellow-chairmen. Whether the dominant feature of the Glasgow 
tribunal was the wielding by the chairman of the judicial bludgeon 
or was the spectacle of a Judicial retreat in the face of a trade 
unionists' verbal counterýattack, - the . turbulent scenes of the first 
nine months of the tribunal receded immediately following -the severe 
punishments imposed after the deportation strikes in March 1916* 
In -this respect, Pyfe's harshq uncompromising and disciplinarian 
tactics ultimately succeeded in restoring order to the tribunal, 
if not always to the factories outside. For as chairmen of the 
22 I am grateful to Douglas Gourlay of Aberdeen for making this point. 
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Scottish division of the Commission on Industrial 
ýnrest, he well 
knew that working class grievances received prompt attention only, 
when a strike was threatened. 
23 His power was therefore limited 
to altexing behaviour within, the tribunal. He could not influeme 
workshop conduct for the better (as the Ministry of Munitions defined, 
it)-by a succession of-convictions. What he did attempt by his'., 
conduct as chairman, though- not always successful. 1y, was. to seek, not: 
to exacerbate the situation in the factories, a task which his 
fell, ow-chairmen weret in the ministry's, opinion,, unable to accomplish. 
Yet it is important to recognise the qualities demanded of such 
a chairman. He was required to acknowledge thatl the law was coercive-, 
that it had, on occasions to bb'applied'uncomproaisinglyp thaý it 
embodied executive policy and that as a judge (or, pe3: haps, despite 
being a judge) he was required to enforce a policy, as much. as a 
law. Therefore, it was not his juridical qualities which, mattereds, 
but his own commitment to a bureaucratically determined code of 
discipline. His role was, that of policeman, and not judge nor 
L 
politician or lobbyist; policy-enforcer and not policy-Taaker 
gratuitously offering suggestions and venturing opinions from, behind 
the shield of judicial independence. 
"You have to remember that for same years past 
there has been considerable nibbling at the 
individuality of the woxker, During all his 
working-hours he is merely a cipher - 
known by a check number. "ý4 
For "worker", read "munitions tribunal chairman, ". It was ]Fyfe Is 
achievement in imbibing this lesson and evidently approving it which 
made, him the Ministry of Munitions' favourite son amcng tribunal 
23Cf. 
_. 
M. B. Hammond, British Labor Conditions and Legislation During the War,, 
24 
(New Yorks Oxford University Press, 1919) p. 254. 
Clyde Workers' Committee statement to Lloyd Georgep. published , 
in the 
Worker, January 15,1916, cited in Hinton, op. cit., p. 45- 
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I 
chairmen, and which no doubt earned him the CBB as 
his reward after 
the war. For his fellow Glasgow chairmen, however, their failure 
to remember the lesson resulted in the ignominiou's order of the boot. 
There. was yet one. other lawyer on the staff of the Glasgow 
n. This was-the t' tribunal who merits consideratio riburial* clerk, 
Thomas P. . Wilson, who worked closely with Fyfe throughout the'war. 
His role was not confined solely to organising the dayý-to-day activities 
of the tribunal, arranging for the order of procee'ýings or even 
offering legal advice when the occasion demanded. His opinions iri 
matters of policy were also sought, though not always followed. 
Whether he identified closely with Fyfe's general approach is- 
unclear since the necessary evidence is lacking; he was probably 
more cautious, but his position clearly allowed him to be so. 
The son of a Glasgow builder and, contractors, he was born in 
1862.25 He became a solicitor, ' practising as a'partner in the firm 
of Messrs. Wilson, Chalmers and Hendry. 'Standing for election as 
a Liberal to the Uddingston division of Lanarkshire County Council, 
he was elected by one vote and subsequently took an active partý in 
the council, particularly on bill committees, as well as chairing 
the Public Health 6ommittee. He was responsible for many innovations 
in this departnent. - For ýxample, 'it is claimed that under his 
influence, Udd-ingston became the first rural area ý in Scotlard to 
inaugurate the daily removal of household rubbish and Jcdntly 
26 
erected the first destructor for the area. A sewage purification 
scheme was introduced for the first time in a non-burghal district 
which brought significant improvements in sanitary and health 
25 Baille, Vol. 90, No. 2332, June 27,1917t PP- 3-4; StotherIB Glasgow,, 
Ianarkshire and Renfrevshire Xmas and New Year Annualp 1911-12 =1 
P, 151, According to this latter sources mrs Wilson was "interested 
26 in all noble subjects". Bailie, Vol. 90, op. cit., P*3* 
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standards. It was not surprising, therefore, that Wilson was 
selected as Liberal candidate for the Lanarkshire North-East by- 
election in 1909, successfully holding the seat for his party, an 
achievement-maintained through the two general elections of 1910. 
He did not remain long in Parliamento however. Insteadl he 
accepted-the appointment of Clerk of'the Peace for Glasgow where his 
work brought him into contact with Fyfe. His experience of the 
busiest sheriff court in Scotland with a huge criminal divisiont 
made him the appropriate choice of the Ministry of Munitions for-, the 
cld3&ship of the munitions tribunals in the city, a position which 
proved enormously lucrative. Indeed, in the first nine months 
of the tribunal, Wilson received E1327tl/6d despite a ministry limit. 
of Z1,000 for comparable salaried posts. - The problem for the ministry 
apparently was that he was not a salaried official, nor drawing a 
27 
pension, so the mýximum limit was difficult to enforce. He was... 
also called upon to assist in the drafting of subordinatý rules. 
For example, there were many technical difficulties relating to the 
difference between Scots and English procedure in enforcing tribunal 
orders. A particularly difficult issue concerned the method of 
compelling a.. Scottish employer to issue a leaving certificate to 
a worker in the specific circumstances of lay-off or constructive 
28 dismissU stipulated in section 5(2) of the 1916 Act. The 
subsequent'order, 
29 
apparently drafted by Wilson, was made necessary .' 
? '? LAB2/173/MW167737/7 (March 31,1916). The scale'of fees for dierks was 
originally I guinea per (lay of sitting, plus 1 guinea per complaint 
processed. Subsequent alterations to the amounts took place at - 
various intervals. See muN31353134911p op. cit..,, For the complaint of 
the tribunal chairman, Sir William-Cleggo the "Tsar of Sheffield", 
that he was underpaid. for his patriotic service at the tribunal, sOe' 
28 M=ý/97/349/8 
(May 13P 1916). For Cleg see chapter nine (Infra). 
29 See the detailed discussicn in 
[SR9] HHZý2, "Munitions etc. 1915-1917". 
Muniticna Tribunal (So. ) (Amendment) Rules 1916, No. 315/S. 22p May 27', 1916. 
I 
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because it was found more difficult for workers. with a certificate 
from the tribunal to obtain employment than for those, with certificates 
granted by their ex-employers. 
30 
Deeply involved in the cluster of committees which zusficcoomed 
during the war, ýilson because, a chairman of recruiting, Belgian, ' 
refugee, nayaland-ailitary pensions* and war savings committeesl az 
well as'acting, as secretary to the I 
Scottish division of the Commission 
on Industrial Unrest in 1917, whose chairman wasp of course, Sheriff 
Fyfe. On a number of, occasions, he_was also appointed to act as 
an arbiter to resolve differences between employers and unions. 
31 
Certainly, his interventions during munitions tribunal hearing--ý 
were rare and unspectaculart. amounting to no more than the odd 
observation or two on the evidence being presented or asking a 
particular question arising therefr-om. 
32 
But it waýs his influence in the selection of personnel for the 
Glasgow -munitions tribunal which we may note. His judgment of -the 
abilities of assessors and potential assessors was clearly welcomed 
by the Ministry of Munitions. For examplev apart from frequent 
suggestions as to possible candidates, his favourable *opinion of 
.r. 
individual assessors, who subsequently resigned their positions could 
persuade the ministry to write to such individuals requesting that they 
reconsider their resignation. One such case in 1917 was that of John 
30 See letter from Beveridge to Under-secretary for Scotland, April 24,1916, 
31 in HH3ý/22, op. cit, * For example, a wage dispute between the Smiths and Strikers' Union 
and the National Projectile Factory at Cardonald, See Labour, Gazettep 
June 1918, p. 244; LAB2/425/IC2432/2 (May 14,1918). For other 
hearings involving Wilson as arbiter, see LAB2/436/IC7334/2-3 (Amal- 
gamated Society of Farriersq Manchester, October 1918)1 LAB2/4§8/ 
IC7562/2 (National Union of Corporation Workers and Edinburgh and Leith 
Corporations, Gas Commissioners and Water Trust, October 1918); and 
LAB2/188/IC4775/4 (British Aluminium. Companyl Kinlochleven and Workers 
32 Union, November 8, lq: L8). Cf 0) the leaving cextificate cases reported in the Glasgow Herald, August 
2ý, 1915 and ibid., December 23P 1915; also a case involving 
apprentices, in ibid., June 6,1917. 
ý. ý'A 
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Thomson, the general secretary of the Associated B: 'Lacksmiths33 who 
nonetheless replied that he had "done my-little share, - often at great 
personal inconvenience". Inasmuch as Wilson considered, Thomson's 
assistance "most valuable"'P34 we may be sure that the "national" 
interest" was'well served by Thomson's, presence. Whether Ue- class 
I 
interest of his fellow trade unionists upon whom as assessor, he 
sat-in judgment, was as adequately represented is more-debatable. 
In the controversy surrounding the removal of the three local 
ttibunal chairmen, Wilson tended to offer cautious advice to the 
Ministry of Munitions. He saw political and industrial dangers in 
any changes among the chairmen. Outside observers, he suggested, 
would conclude that the Act's administration on-the Clyde was 
unsatisfactory or that bhairmen would be seen to be urx1er threat 
of removal if not sufficiently suppliant to the ministry's wishes;, 
and in writing to Wolff in these termsq he enclosed a recent copy- 
of Forward, to support his points. 
35 The fact is, of course, that 
his arguments were unanswerable. The chairmen were under threat-' 
precisely for these reasons. 
Other difficulties to which he pointed, included the problem of 
finding suitable replacements as chairmen. He did not think Sheriff 
Fyfels other commitments would allow him to take-more than-emerg ency, 
or specially difficult, cases; or findmore than one day a week for 
prosecutions 
36. It is just possible that Wilson's defensive posture, 
33For 
Thomson, generally, see Angela Tuckett, The Blacksmiths' History 
(Lohdont Lawrence & Wishart, 1975) passim. For William 
Gallacher's criticism of Thomson during the "tuppence-an-hour" 
34 controversy in February 19151 see 
Gallacher, op. cit., p. 35. 
I, AB2/47/MT107/1, "GMT, No. 8 Division, Scotland% Constitution File", 
R. H. H. Keenlyside to Thomson, and reply, November 20,30P 1917. 
Keenlyside was head of the 'munitions tribunal section of the 
35 Ministry of Munitions. Ibid., Wilson to Wolff, February 19,1916. 36jt, ý:. 
, JanuaTY 7,1916. 
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while clearly recognizing Gloag's inadequacies, was born of loyalty 
to fellow-members of the local legal profession. - Certainly, he , 
believed that Andrew ought to be retained as he was a "long WaY senior" 
to Gloag or Gibsonp37 though it seems he saw his retention for the 
more administrative task--of granting * or refusing leaving certificates p 
rather than for the, ' apýarently more contentixýus, -ordering' of work 
prosecutions. In the event, ' as we shall see. in chapter six, Wilson's 
advice on this matter was not followed. Indeed Wolff believed that 
It was -for "private reasons"'that Wilson pleaded, A4drew's case. 
38 
What these "private reasons" wereg we can only surmise; though, -as 
implied above, Wilson may well have thopght that the whole distasteful 
episode should be handled with as much, propriety as -possible, particularly 
given the closeness toeach other of lawyers In a provincial, community, 
and given the subsequent mutual embarrassment which would undoubtedly 
ensue from the actions of a-remote ministry in London. 
Clearly lacking the ruthlessness of the officials. at the Ministry 
of Munitions, and more circumspect that Fyfe, he nonetheless displayed 
a keen professionalism-which impressed the-ministry sufficiently to, 
merit a knighthood for his services in 1918., Not in-a-position to 
exert a strong influence on the pattern-of events, his Importance 
probably lies in his role in ensuring that the dull routines of the 
busiest tribunal were-maintained throughoat the-traumas which 
afflicted it. 
Workmen's Assessors 
One of the noteworthy features relating to the tribunal personnel 
3 Ibid., February 19,1916., 3-Ibid., Wolff to Beveridge, February 24p 1916. 
t 
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concerns the ambiguous role assumed. by those appointed as workmen's. 
-. assessors to the tribunals. On -the one hand, nominally expected to 
represent the employee's viewpoint In the final adjudication, they 
were simultaneously a central element in the enforcement' machinery 
of a measure explicitly framed to inhibit'trade unionism. Thus in 
exclm. ngei for influence on'the tribunal (for' power-, resided with"the 
chairman); 'ard in exchange for official recognition as an integral 
feature of the apparatus of the wartime statep they were expected to 
subbrdiriate the interest of their class, to thatof the national 
interest wherever the, two were in conflict. It Is hardly surprising 
that this "system contradiction! ' was widely exposed in the shape. of 
trade union criticism throughout, the country, of the quality, of'workmen's 
representatives. ý'Yet given-that their-appointment as assessors rendered 
them almost as straightjacketed as munitions workers themselves, "it 
is difficult not to appreciate their dilemma; 'For the collaboration 
of the national trade union leaders had, left them with little 
choice but to seek-to'exert their modest influence on the tribunal 
proceedings., There was., ý in truth, no -prospect of any heroic boycott 
on the part of Labour. The contradictory poses of an "oppositional 
culture,, 
39 
and the subordination, of - class diffemences in', order, to 
further'the naticnal interestq came face-to-face in the tribunal. 
The latter impulse, of course, ' invariably prevailed-, but ironicallys 
it did so on terms which occasionally favoured, that oppositional 
culture and inhibited the employing class. 
For the most part, however, the tribunal operated asý and was 
perceived as, a fetter on traditional trade union freedoms; - arxl 
workmen's assessors were, of course, part of this restrictive mechanism. 
39 James-. IMnton, ' Labour and Socialism: A History of'the British Labeur 14ovement (Býightont 
-Harvester 
Press, 1983). Subsequent references 
to Hinton are to The First Shop Stewards' Movement. 
I 
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Yet, despite this, hostility to workmen's assessors in Glasgow, 
though occasionally heard within the CWC, was scarcely noticaable. 
Partly, they tended to adopt a low profile during hearings; inter- 
jecting during the proceedings-only on'rare occasions. This itself 
-might have been a cause for complaint 9 'but' the fact is'that a more 
visible and controversial target, - particularly in the shapes of 
Professor Gloag and Sheriff, Fyfet could, be identified. Additionally, 
the alleged split between the rank-and-file and local trade union 
officials (a number of the latter were appointed as -assessors) proved 
in practice to be less pronounced'than previcus'accounts of the - 
40 
Clydeside shop stewards's movement imply. The-schism undoubtedly 
existed. It is manifested in'several munitions tribunal hearings 
where the officials were by-passed. Yet-the local full-tima'officers, 
as well asdoubling as assessors, frequently appeared. on the "other" 
side of the fence,, representing their members (with a vengeance)', 
before the tribunals. It is in'this sense that the relationship, 
between the rank-and-file and trade union leaders'is, often subtle and 
complex, and reflects the tensions which corporatlstýdisclpline 
can impose within the structures of trade unionism. " 
This untidy pattern'will become clear when we examine specific 
tribunal proceedings. For the moment, the identification-of a 
number of workmen's assessors in Glasgow, especially those who, orl 
other occasions, actively'defended their members against prosecutions, 
will, we hope, underline, two featuresin particular. "Firstly the 
identification may cast light'on the'6ontradictory elements of a law 
which sought to integrate trade union officials into the apparatuses 
of the state, 'in ýýrder. to c'onfer'added legitimacy upon the tribunals. 
4o This seems to be particularly true in the case of the shipbuilding' trades 
examined by Alastair Reid in his thesis, "The Division of Iabour etc... 
op. cit. 
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Secondly, -it will, we believe, emphasise the need to avoid ý"F 
romanticising rank-and-file activism as a permanent struggle, conducted 
against, the conformative tendencies of local trade union officialdom. 
The first batch of workmen's assessors was appointed, from the 
courts of referees established -under the national insurance -legislation. 
Yet, as G. D. H. Cole indicatedg "the - part, played, by the, labour assessors 
has been so. far negUgible. " 
41 
Indeed,, he continued, it'brookedý'no 
argument that appointments from the national insurance panels were 
"unlikely to secure -the right men for the quite different functions 
which munitions assessois have to perfcrm.! ' As'a result, claimed 
Cole, . "all, se#ions of workers joined in the demand... for'the 
rellsion of the-panels of assessors if, the system was retained". 
42 
This 
eventually led the Ministry of Munitions to invite nominations 
directly from the tradeýunions. 
43ý 
In point of fact, many ofýthe 
original worker-nominees to the Glasgow tribunal (or to the Scotland 
tribunal sitting in Glasgow) were trade unionists whose services - 
were retained in spite of the adoption of new criteria for appcintment. 
. Among those. trade union officials selected 
to the panels were 
John Thomson,, general secretary of the Associated Blacksmiths, -'William 
Lorimer, his assistant general secretary; Robert Climie, district 
organiser of the Workers 1- Union; William Brodie and William Kerr, 
organising district delegates of the ASE. - Sam Bunton, the ASE 
district secretary; Harry Hopkins of Goan Trades Council, 'who- 
replaced Bunton as district-secretary when theýlatterjoinedthe 
Ministry of ýLabour'in 1917-, James Fulton,, president of the Associated 
Iron-moulders, of Scotland; Owen Coyle, county councillor and, ', - 
4 
4^Nation, Kove-mber-27,. -1915p--P-- -325- 4tc D. H. Cole, Trade Unionism an& Maniti-ons, op. cit., p. 116. E. Eylvia Fankhurst, The Home, Front (London i Hutchinson, - 1932)p. 188. 
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, district organiser, then general secretary, pro tem of the Amalgamated 
Society of Steel and. Iroii Workers of Great Britain; W. G. Sharp and 
James Conley, respectively district secretary and distriet, delegate 
(till 1916) of the Boilermakers' Society; R. Mitchell, district 
secretary of the-Amalgamated Society of Woodcutting Machinistsf 
Alexander Richmond of the Sheet Iron Workers' Union; Alexander 
Turnbull, district secretary of the. National Society. of Coppersmiths; -. 
Councillor George Kerr, Scottish divisiorial organiser of the Workers' 
Union; -J. F. Armour of the Masons; William Lawson, district 
organizer of the Caxpenters and Joiners, and T. Barron, its trade 
secretary; Councillor William Westwood J. P. of the Shipwrights' 
Association (later, 'its general secretary, 1929-43)anýd of the Glasgow 
Labour Paxty; and Robert Reid, district secretary, of the Electrical 
Trades Union. Among the, female assessors appointed in Glasgow after 
the passing of the Amendment Act in 1916 were Agnes, Adam and Lois. - 
Young of the National Federation of Women Workers; and Agnes Dollan 
of the Women's Peace Crusade. 
44 
11 
Many other names of worker-assessors appear either in the Ministry 
of Munitions papers or in the newspaper reports of hearings. Undoubt- 
edly a number will have been "unrepresentative" legacies from the 
unemployment insurance panels; while others were possibly trade 
unionists holding unpaid elected posts and still wo=king at their 
trades. Because neither of the sources just mentioned state whether 
the assessors named were members or officials of particular unions, 
nor, in the case of the ministry papers, Is other than the home address 
normally provided, it is impossible to confirm, by cross-checking. 
44 
The names are taken either from a small r tion. xct... news L op -t paper reports 
of hearings or from lists in LAB2747/MMý; 1, OP-cit. For the sad 
circumstances surrounding Conley's-retirement as a full-time unlofi 
offIrJ_a3_, _. see. J.. K. Mortimer, History of the Bollermakers' Society, Vol. 21 1906-1939,. (Londm: Allen & Unwin,, 1982) pp 86-7. For other 
assessors, see infra. 
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with'the lists-in, say, the Glasgow Trades Council annual reports 
or in the labour Year Book 1916 or the Fabian Research. Depaxtment's 
Gazeteer of Trade Union Branches (which only lists branch secretaries) 
whether or not, for exampleg, the J. Gardner named in a newspaper 
report as' a workman's assessor, was the National Union of 'Railwaymen 
No. 1-branch delegate to the Glasgow Trades Council. The 1=oblem 
of identification is further compounded in the case of'those assessors 
with common names such as John Brown., Delegates of, that name were 
appointed to the trades council both from the Blacksmiths and from 
the Postmen's Federation. In the case of many other assessors, no 
in: tormation'at all has. been discovered, apart from their'names.. 
Similarly, it*is possible that the 'assessor named as J, Taylor 
was the ILP anti-war Glasgow councillor*9 John S. Taylor, though:, It 
45 
is'not possible to verify this point. 
What is clear, nonethelessq is that of the- trade union officials 
named above, a number of them were in fact appointedfollowing the 
criticisms voiced against the original panelists. Thus Lorimer, 
Climie, Hopkins, Coyle., Mitahell, Richmond and Turnbull were 
recruited as assessors long after the original appointeest while a 
number of the existing appointees to one of the tribunals, (whether 
the general or the local) were asked to sit also on the other tribunal. 
But it does not follow that the new appointments were in response to 
the complaints, and directly flowed from them. The 1wocedure which 
the Ministry of Munitions employed, that is, an invitation to unions 
affected by the Munitions Act to nominate assessors within fourteen 
daysq, yhich names would thence be forwaxded to Arthur Henderson's 
National Advisory Committe'e on labour OutPitt 
46 
did not mean that 
45 See Harry McShane and Joan Smith, Harry McShane: No Mean Fighter (Londons 
46 - 
PlutO--T'Zesst 1978)'PP 82-3 for reference to Taylor. 
ASCJq Journal, April 1916, p. 212. 
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action would follow. The 1=obability is that the names were swallowed 
up in the enormous maw of 'the London bureaucracy. For despite the 
attempt to appease the unions over names, many of the suggestions for 
new panelists in fýict emanated from the tribunal clerk, Thomas Wilson'. 
He was frequently vexed by the problem of finding an adequate number 
I of assessors in view of the resignatims which occurred and of the 
difficulties which those working at their trades experienced in 
/ 47 
trying to obtain ti-me off work to attend hearings. Thus even without 
the impetus of criticisms of existing workmen's assessors 0 the fact i 
that panelists might move out of the area, -might die unexpectedly, 
have too much work or be recruited into the Army, would all contribute 
to the change in the coaposition of the workmen's panel. 
Nonetheless, the striking feature of the most prominent of the 
worker-nominees to the Glasgow tribunal was their capacity to slip 
easily from a role as tribunal assessors sitting in judgment on 
'members of their own class (though not on, members of their own union) 
to a diametrically opposed role the following day when they might be 
found aggressively attacking the tribunal justice which callously 
, 
dragged their constituents before a crass and abominab le prosecution. 
It is this quality on the part of local officials to defend 
vigorously their members' interests before the tribunals which 
critics of trade union officialdom at the local level have conveniently 
ignoredt as a result of which the internal schisms are presented in 
, V, 
too exaggerated a fashion. This is not to argue against the principle 
of rank and file democracy and of decentralised autonomy but to 
emphasise that its relationship to local trade union officialdom 
is not inherently antithetical and hostile, with the latter perpetually 
47 LAB 2/47/MT 107/1, op. cit. Wilson to Mewellyn Smith, March 1,1918. 
This 1moved a problem for tribunal sittings throughout Scotlard. 
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attempting to stifle the spontaneity of the former. ' The absorption 
of the local officials into the corporatist organs of th6 state had 
its I imits where the class interests of their members were thought 
to be under threat by opportunistic employers., The Fairfield copper- 
48 
smiths were, after all, following official union instructions. Even 
the famous "tuppence an hour" strike in February 1915was acknowledged 
by William. Gallacher to have enjoyed the stamp of limited official 
approval, 
"The strike was, and still is, wrongly referred 
to as an 'unofficial' strike. Such a temm is 
entirely -misleading. Branch officials, district 
officias and in some cases, executive officials 
(like myself) were involved. The more, correct 
term for such, a strike is-'spontaneous strike'. 
Such*strikes have played an important part 
in the development. of the trade union movement,, 
and are often recognised and supported by the 
national officials. Such a strike is necessary 
when something occurs, leaving only the option 
of submit-Ling or fighting. It-may be the 
introduction of a non-unionists, where trade 
union membership is insisted on by the union as 
a condition of employment. It-may be a cut in a 
recognised rate or, as was -the case at Weirls, 
the introduction of privileged workers from 
, 
49 
outside at the., expense of Weir, 's own, employees. 
This frank : recognition by Gallacher that trade union officialdom 
was, not invariably the, enemy of devolved, authority is the more., 
" 
surprising given his consistent vilification of the local full-time 
officials in Glasgow. -, Thus he identified Bunton, Brodie, Sharp, 
John, Thomson and, Lorimer, as the embodiment of collaboration and class 
harmony with the employers and with the state. 
50 Yet as we shall see 
in subsequent, chapters, such fulsome advocates of. the national interest 
were not averse to casting aside such noble sentiments when- their 
constituents' workshop interests were seriously threateneý by the, 
48 Gallacher, op. cit., p. 63 even claims that, the imprisoned Fairfield 
49 shipwrights were acting under offialal. union instructions. 
OIbid., p. 42. Cf., McLean 
(1983)p op. cit., p. 12, 5- -- Gallacher, op. cit., PP 35,37P 649 81-83,87-9- For Lorimer, see 
Tuckett, 22. cit. 
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Munitions Act. No doubt part of the explanation for this dual pers- 
pective lies, first, in the perceived need by the officials for some 
ritual genuflection toward populist sentiment within the ranks of 
local trade unionists. Second, the fact that. the Munitions Act could 
be mobilised by an individual employer against tfieir, members meant that 
it was easier to conceptualise the Act, not as a, measure necessary 
in the national interest (an interest , of. which they , approved), but 
as the private instrument of the employer. The capacity of law to 
individualise otherwise collective-political conflict ironically 
maae it easier for trade union officials inveigled into the machinery 
of the corporatist munitions sector, to simplify their analysise 
No longer was-the iiplemenýationý, of the . Munitions Act, a necessary step 
in restoring order and, 'unity to industrial relations with the -object 
of achieving the national goal. It was now construed as. the. 
resumption of, industrial conflict between employers and trade union- 
ists initiated by the aggressive conduct of, employers forltheir own 
selfish aims. .I-II. Iý'. 1 .1. ý11 
Indeed -the. transformation of attitudes is well captured'in the 
conversion, of trade union leaders from support for. the Munitions Act 
on its enactment, to insistent demands. for its amendment,, (though not 
its repeal)# a Imocess of change which we discussed in chapter, two. 
Within Glasgow, the views of W. G. I 
Sharp of the Bollermakers t, a member 
of both the local and general tribunals,, a resolute defender of his 
members prosecuted before the tribunalg, and object of savage criticism 
by the revolutionary shop stewards - "Bill Sharp had ratted on the 
movement during the war - he was a boilermakers' official and had 
taken a job with the employers. "51 adequately convey the transition. 
51 McShane, 02-cit-s-P. 131. Cf Gallacher, op. cit., p. 89 where it is stated 
that Sharp became a technical adviser with the employers. In early 
1917P Sharp's name was submitted by his union to the Ministry of Munitionc 
as a temporary technical adviser. See USB, Journalt March 1917, p. 20. 
On his appointment to the Shipbui-Iding and Engineering Employers' 
Federation /sic7 see the Shipbuilderg Vol. 16, June 1917P P- 324. 
14? 
Replying to a presentation made to him by members ofAhe Boilermakers' 
Society, 'he said, 
"At a time like this he supposed he would be 
expected to make some reference to the war. He 
felt strongly the many malicious statements 
which were being made against the working classes. 
The working men had never worked harder in their 
lives than they were doing now. 
, 
There had been a 
few slackerst there was no question. about itq and 
they all knew what he would do with them. But he, ý, 
thought that every maný in that room realised how' 
necessary it was that everyone would have to, do his 
utmost in order to bring the war to a successful 
conclusion. That led him on to make some reference 
to the Munitions Act. Although he had not been 
against it at the first, he never for a moment 
thought that it would be interpreted in the narrow, 
miserable one-sided ipanner in which it had. been by 
certain employers. (Loud applause. )" 52 
Thus while politically advanced rank-and-file movements conceptualized 
the employers (together with union leaders) as part of the apparatus 
of the capitalist state, individuals like Sharp, who probably 
represented the dominant strand within the trade union movement, 
continued to cling to the pluralist conception of the separate 
interests of employers'and trade unions. ' For the duration of the war, 
they were expected to work in harmony. However, once the employers 
quickly began to abuse their opportunities under the Munitions Act to 
make seCtionalr;,, gains at the'workers ' expense, on the pretext of 
advancing 'a national interest which was acknowledged to stand above 
sectional interests, trade union officials could no longer feel 
inhibited in pressing f or their own narrow interests. Thus not only 
was a campaign of law'-'reform conducted at both the official and 
unofficial levels, but the Glasgow tribuml proceedings themselves 
witnessed the hitherto patriotic and moderate local union officials 
conducting a vigorous and aggressive defence of those trade union 
52USB, Monthly Report, November 1915, P-'76; Govan Press, October 22,1915. 
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members subjected to legal Intimidation by their employers. In 
principle favouring a policy of industrial peace, compromise and 
collaboration, the local officials such as Sharp, Brodie and Bunton 
were, -nonetheless,, frequently'resolute in defending: their members 
b efore the tribunal. 
One important qualification must, ' however, be made. Given the 
antipathy existing between the local officials'and leading'members ý of 
the CWC, it is no surprise to learn that prominený membe-xs of the latter, 
when prosecuted before the tribunalsi were on occasion defended by , 
other than their trade union representatives, * For example, the shop 
stewards prosecuted after-the deportation stxikes*in 191653 were 
defended by the Liabour lawyer, 'Rosslyn Mitchellp, 
54 
while thd strikers 
prosecuted after the Dalmuir gun-mounting dispute in December 1915, 
were also defended by a local solicitor. On the other hand, it was 
Sam Buntong the reviled ASE officialg who represented James Bridges, 
the Weir shop steward who was, later deported, in. -an abortive prosecution 
in October 1915. There was admittedly a greater tendency, in the ease 
of collective industrial action, for trade union officials to defend 
members engaging in official disputes, and to abandon them where 
the industrial action was unofficial, as in the case of the Fairfield 
shipwrights. Yet this principle was not always consistently followed$ 
and unofficial strikers were able, in some cases, for example, that 
involving the Lobnitz shipyard holders-on, in September 1915, to avail, 
themselves of the services of their union representatives. The rich 
variety of practice virtually defies an explanation applicable to every 
situation, but clearly reflects the officials' own assessments of 
the justice of their members' case. 
53 
,,, For this and other cases cited here, see later chapters., "His fees were 
, 
"extremely moderate". See Clyde Workers' Committee, Defence 
and Maintenance Fundt Financial Statement, September 15,1917; copy in Eghton Collection on Munitions, Dept. of Economic History, 
University of Glasgow. 
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Employers' Assessors 
Those selected to the employers' panel included a number of 
prominent representatives of the leading engineering ard shipbuilding 
companies in the district.. Yet they were not frequently called. upon 
to adjudicate, given the policy of the Ministry of -Munitions of seeking 
to appoint assessors for'particular cases'from trades other than 
those directly involved in hearings. ' Thus individuals such as Robert 
Baird of the Coalowners' Association and James Dalrympleg general 
, 
55 
manager of Glasgow Corporation Tramways Department, Andrew S. Biggart 
(1857-1917), chairman, of. the civil engineering firm of Sir William 
Arrol & Co., Ltd.; 
56 Thomas Lyon, another building employer; and 
representatives of the iron and steel trades such as John-King of the 
National Light Castings Association'. 
57 
James Steven,, president of 
55Dalrymple, 
as we shall see, had few admirers among the Clydeside labour 
movement, and was later to insist on extending the Munitions Act 
to his own employees, ostensibly to prevent other employers from 
poaching his staff. John Wheatley's interpretation of his motive 
differed fundamentally. See Glasgow Herald, February 30 l9i6. A 
historian has recently described him as "autocratic". See Christopher 
Harvie, No Gods and Precious Few Heroes: Scotlard 1914-1930 (Londont 
Edward Arnold, 1981) p. 11. Perhaps it was not for nothing that 
the Army's recruiting office in Glasgow was at the Tramways Department's 
head cffice in Bath*Streett where John Maclean conducted his anti- 
war meetings. Forward accused him of constituting himself the local 
Lord Derby. "'At one time"q It noted, "he had enlisted'so many 
of his men that there was a danger of the Tramway service coming to 
a-sudden stop for lack of motormen. " He also sacked five married men 
who refused to. attest, claiming that work was slack. In so doing, he 
blatantly ignored the LIFO principle normally operative in cases 
of slackness of work, One-worker was offered his job back but only 
if he agreed to attest. See Forward. December llt1915; Abid. t M arc h 
56 il, 1916. See his obituary in the Glasgow Herald, 27 Apr1lj 1917-' While it is" 
nowhere expressly stated, it seems clear that he was the brother 
of Thomas Biggart, secretary of the Clyde Shipbuilders and of the 
local engineering employers' association and who was closely 
57 involved in a number of cmtroversial tribunal prosecutions. King was a former Glasgow bailie who had solicited the appointment as 
assessor by writing to Beveridge with the backing of Sir Archibald 
Denny of Denny's shipyard, Dumbarton, who had resigned as assessor 
in September 1915. See LAB2/47/MT10ý/l, op. cit., As we shall see 
in chapter six, King was to become critical of the conduct of one 
of the tribunal, chairmen and to write to the ministry outlining 
his complaint. 
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the Scottish Brassfounders; R. M. McDougall, president of the Scottish 
Coppersmiths; 58 ard J. Fleming,, of ýthe Motherwell steel: firm'of 
Marshall, Fleming & Co., were all appointed to the panels ýlongside 
the. large number of representatives of the engineering and shipbuilding 
sectors. Among this group were to be f ouncl W. Rowan- Thomson, president 
of the local engineering employers' assocJatiaij59 George Brown, 
I- Coventry Ordnance; N. O. Fulton, Albion Motors; James Iang, langs 
of Johnstone; W. MacFarlane, ' Armstrong Whitworth, -Airdrie; Sam Navor, 
Mavor & Coulson Ltd; Hugh Reid# N. B. Loco; Archibald Campbell, Beardmore; 
6o 
J. Fullerton, Messrs John Fullerton, Paisley, shipbuilders; "Hugh' -- 
MacMillan and'George Strachan; Fairfield;, J. R. Richmond,, Weirs of 
61 
Cathcart; A. Anderson of Queen's Parkloco; and Sam Crush of 
Yarrow's Shipyard. 
62 
Many of these firms were, of course, the venues 
of radical shop steward -activity; while indifferent contexts they 
were, as employers, 'among the rany firms involved in legal proceedings 
before the tribunals, ' either defending claims that they had implemented 
I unauthorised wage changes; prosecuting strikers or bad time-keepers; 
or refusing to grant leaving certificates. The composition of the 
tribunals often, iiideed, took on the character of an ince'stuoust if not 
always cosy, relationship among its persannel, especially, 
'where, 
as 
sometimes occurred, the-same three'panellists (chairman and twO'a! 3sessors) 
were re-appointed for subsequent hearings. 
58 Both Steven and McDougall'were signatories to a memoriall Acceleration of 
Output on Government Work, which. the Scottish munitions employers, 
federations sent to Asquith and to Moyd George in June 1915, and which 
59H no doubt hastened the-passage of the Munitions Act. 
e was the inventor of the Rowan premium bonus system. See Hinton, 
60 op, citof P*890 He was. to feature prominently in'the Beardmore gun-mounting, shop 
61 prosecution. 
On Richmand, see W. J. -'Reader,. -The- -Weir 
Group etc. , OP. cit., passimand Eric Wigham, The Power to Manage, OP-Cit-t PP 90791- 62For 
the "Sam Crush affair", see infra. 
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The surge of criticism directed nationaUy against workmen's 
assessors did not find its counterpart, in the case of employers' 
panellists. -As we shall, see in- the circumstances of the hounding 
of Professor Gloag (chapter sixp infra) employers expressed. dissatis- 
faction at the, conduct of proceedings, but criticisms from this source 
were, over allf muted. For example# Matthew Paula. shipbuilderl 
reported to the Clyde Shipbuilders' Association on his unsatisfactory, 
experience as assessor at the Robb Caledon strike prosecution in Dundee, 
while V. Rowan Thomson echoed these sentiments, in respect to bis own 
experiences. When the Ministry of Munitions wrote to the employers' 
federation; 5-i'n January 1916 inviting suggestions, * ; Aterations or 
additions to the employers panels, the, executives, of -the local ship- 
builders and engineers expressed their conviction that assessors , 
with practical knowledge of working conditions be, appointed. In, 
particular, they felt that such appointees ought to-be principalýh' 
I of fj_, ms, or managers or assistant managers in charge of workmen, 
63, 
thereby no doubt seeking to eliminate those nolt, from the Muniticns 
trades. In thus pressing f or- special consideration, for their own 
specific viewpoints, their special pleading in fact betrayed the- 
principle to which, the government were publicly adherings, that the 
narrow, sectional intere6ts of, employers or trade unions mattered 
not, in the struggle far national salvation.. But just as*trade 
unionists had begun to demonstrate flaws in the ideology of unity,, 
so now engineering and shipbuilding employers were displaying impatience 
with, - if hardly rebellion against, the subordination of their class 
interests on the altar, of corporatist strategy. 
64 
63 Clyde Shipbuilders' Associatiori [CSA-T . Minute Bock No- 2, October 25, 
64 1915 and January 10,1916. 
They were, of course, angry with what they considered was the ministry's 
pusillanimous attitude to the dilution questlaa at Lanies of Johnstone. 
See Hinton, op. cit.. pp 67-8; Scott & Cunnison, oP. cit., p. 144; 
MeLean,. (1972) o2. cit. t P 7; ibid. v 
(1983), p. 40. 
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In only one instance, however, did this- issue assume significance 
for the Glasgow tribunal when Sam Crush, a director of Yarrow's 
Shipyard, Scotstoup, decided to register his dissatisfaction with the 
failure of the tribunal adequately to consider , 
the difficulties. of 
shipbuilding employers. 
The Sam Crush Affair 
The incident arose in April 1916 following the summary dismissal 
of three riveters from Yarrows who had been accused by the management 
of smoking and idling at work. Under the 1916 Amendment Act which had 
recently come into force, it was provided unler section 5(3) that a 
workman dismissed without reasonable cause, and with less than a week's 
notice or wages in lieut was entitled to claim compensation from his 
employer, up to a maximum of 45- It was also stipulated 'in the section 
that an employer was required to report to the labour exchange within 
24 hours the dismissal and the reason for the action so taken. Partly 
this was to enable a rapid deploymentof the workman elsewhere, but 
it was also laid down in rules that themanager of the exchange was 
to send notice of such report to the workman, enabling, him, to lodge 
a complaint with the tribunal if 'he so desired* In the case of 
the three Yarrow's rivet6rs, ý they had accepted their week'-s mmeY 
on pay: night (but not the wages in lieu)o obtained their leaving 
certificates, and left the company. However, three weeks later they 
put forward a claim to the tribunal for statutory compensation, but 
were turned down by Sheriff Fyfe on the ground that the claim for 
compensation had not beenmade within 24 houzz - As an editorial 
in the Glasgow Herald, 
65 
noting the requirement on. employers, to, report 
dismissals within 24 hours, remarked at the time, 11 ... what is sauce 
65Glasgow 
Herald, April 10,1916. ' 
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for the goose is sauce for the gander. " The only difficulty, however, 
was that the statute could not be- read in such a way. The limitation 
applied expressly to the employer's notice to the labour exchange 
and did not impose any limitation on workmen in pursuing compensation 
claims., The probability is that Fyfe concluded that the riveters 
had been encouraged by their union to submit claims as a test -case; 
for the possibility of their remaining unemployed for any length of 
time, given the leaving certificates in their pockets, was remote. 
Indeedq it seems that Fyfe smelled a rat. The ministry's local 
reports officer, J. Turner MacFarlane, mrote to his superior, Walter 
Payne, in London, pointing out that the brief report of the case in 
the Glasgow Herald (supra)j togethervith its leader, "does not give 
in full some very emphatic remarks the Chairman made$" concerning 
the scope and intention of. the compensation provision. 
66 
MacFarlane 
added that the riveters (whose names were James Maclean, J. P. Harper 
and John Mullancy), had stated that they coald not find employment 
for two weeks, but they only offeral vague explanations. Nor could 
they deny the common knowledge that there was a great demand for 
men of their skill and that those with leaving certificates could 
obtain employment anywhere. The sheriff, "as he is always doing"q 
hammered out the ministry's policy of constancy and discipline at 
work, thus justifying the tribunal's decision as being Intended to 
"discourage any man who can get work, staying off work a single hour. " 
He therefore warned the workmen that no man would be allowed* to "lie 
off worV, ', relying on the compensation provisinn, "which may make him ýf 
indifferent for the moment to working for wages. " As to the employers' 
failure to inform the labour exchange of the dismissals within the 
regulation 24 hours, this was brushed aside as a mere technical breach. 
66 
LAB 2/63/mrl67/6, "Glasgow Local Munitions Tribunal, Constituticn'File", 
MacFarlane to Paynet ApAl 10# 1916. 
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The men, however, lodged appeals, no doubt with the encouragement, 
or'even the instigation of their union. T. F. Wilson, the tribunal 
clerk, in writing to Wolff in London, actually thought Fýyfe's decision 
doubtful under the legislation and also inexpedient, even,, though. a. 
11 
"considerable" delay between dismissal and claim c. ould, he thought, 
67 be ýime barreds Indeed, the appe4l judges Lord Dewar, did set 
aside Fyfe's ruling, 
68 
and the upshot was that,,, with týe procedural 
objection of the employers repelled, the case was now remitted to the 
Glasgow tribunal for retrial on the merits. 
This was heard a fortnight later when Sam Crush appeared on behalf 
of his firm, and: Willfam Mackie, 
69 
the Clyde district delegate of, the 
70 Boilermakers' Society, represented the riveters. According. to Crush, 
the men had been f ourd by him smoking between decks on a warship 
urgently required by the Admiralty, He cautioned the chief man of 
the squad and warned him that sericus steps would be taken if the. 
smoking were repeated. Four days later, the assistant manager again 
found them smoking on board'and idling their time, as a result of which 
they were dismissed on February 29. Three weeks elapsed before he 
heard anything more about the matter. When asked by Fyfe to explain 
the delay, Mackie devastated'the employers' case by disclosing that 
nearly all the time was lost in trying to effect a compromise with 
Crush. -The outcom-3 now turned on the issue whether dismissal without, 
notice was too harsh a punishment for illicit smoking. Since Crush 
himself had admitted that smoking was permitted during overtime and 
on Sundays, and since the -men insisted that they had never heard of 
a by-law in any Clyde shipyard against smoking, nor had known of any 
man instantly dismissed for doirie sop the outcome was not in much 
67 
Ibido, Wilson to__wolff, 
_., Aprii 
25,. 1916... 68 
Maclean, Harper and Mullancv-v.. Ya=ow. & Co., Ltd., 1916 smAR 5-8; 
69 Fyfe, op. cit., pp 293-4;. Glasgow Herald, May 27,31v 1916. 
7 On Mackie, see USB, Monthly Report, JulY 1915, pp. 16-17- Oior the facts, see Glasgow Herald, June 14,1916. 
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doubt* Indeed the assistant- manager, Calvert, had acknowledged that 
the firm had offered the squad jobs since their dismissal. The 
tribunal therefore awarded the menE3 each. 
Perhaps* Crash took'the decision as a- persanal, hu4liation. Or 
perhaps he felt that the authority of shipyard employers would be 
gravely harmed'as a result. ' -He certainly appeared to have an extremely 
simple view of the fumtions'of tribunals that they ought to enforce 
discipline in his yard in the manner in which he himself would impose 
a rigorous regime. That this tribunal failed to do so, sufficiently 
alarmed him to write to Addison at the Ministry of Munitions on the 
matter that I same day*71 Ris specific complaints'were directed against 
72 the fact that the assessors in the case were permitted by Fyfe to 
"determine the value of the evidence' He had believed that the 
assessors' task was limited to matters concerning the amount. of 
compensation. Having thus implicitly criticised Fyfe, he also found 
fault with Lord Dewar Is handling of the appealt arguing that instead 
of limiting himself to questions of law, the judge, 
10 #ee went out of his way to touch on matters cf 
fact, and prejudiced the case on its re-trial by 
his statement that, 'It is a very serious matter 
for a workman to be dismissed for misconduct, 
as these workmen were. "'73 
For Crush, the "serious-matter" was his attempt to expedite munitions 
output ýy checking idling and smoking. Instead, he complained, he was, 
11... handed averý, to the Sheriff to be mulcted 
for. Eq without the local officials of the Ministry 
of Munitims lifting a little finger in defence. ". 
This* moreoverp was in sharp contrast to the attitude of the Boilermakers' 
Society which "threw the whole weight of their great influ, ence" into 
71, AB 2/63/MT 167/1, op. cit. , Crush to Addison, June 14,1916. 72 Their identities have not been discovered. 73 Cf 1916 SMAR, at P-7. 
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defending men who had been absent from work "for 33-35% of their 
noiral woiking hours in the previous two months. 'His parting shot 
was to attack those employers' assessors, "out of touch with -modern 
shipyard practice", by which was meanto of courses. those not adhering 
to his own blueprint for yard discipline. 
On reppipt of his letter, the -ministry ogficials mounted an ' 
enquirys The first matter was"the criticism of'Fyfe. In Payne's 
judgment, 74 
/' 
ý,, 
... Sheriff Fyfe has shown'himself to be one of 
the most competent, if not in fact the most 
competent, of the Chairmen of Munitions Tzibunalsp. 
and I should be surprised to find that the charge 
of in6fticiency which is brought against him, 
yould be generally upheld in So. otland. " 
He noted that Fyfe was capable of dealing "very severely irileed" with 
misdemeanants and lecturing them gravely on the necessity for 
continuous work. As tribunal chairman, he also frequently went to 
lengths to a=-ange settlements between employers and their men. 
It was only in the first hearing of this case, Payne believed, that 
Fyfe had been a "little unfair" to the men, when he insisted. on'the 
24 hour deadline for lodging complaints. Without using the word, 
Payne no doubt thought the criticism of Fyfe ironic, in the circumstances, 
given his resolute track record. 
In the light of this review, the Ministry of Munitions wrote back 
to Crush on Jul y 6. The criticism of Fyfe was, inevitably, refuted, 
the attention of Crush being drawn to the distinction between what -ý , ,,;,. 
constituted evidence (a question of law solely for the, legal chairman), -, 
and the value of the evidence, on which the chairman was entitled to 
consult the assessors. As to Dewax's general observation on the 
seriousness of dismissals for -misconduct, Addison,, it was conveyedl 
7LL 
2/63/MT 167/1, OP-cit Payne to Keenlyside, June 27,1916, section III 
of memorandum. 
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personally considered that the comment was not75 calculated to 
prejudice a retrial. Additionally, Crush was informed that the Glasgow 
local tribunal had recently been reinforced by a considerable 
number of nominees of the local engineering and shipbuilding 
76 f6derationsv so that no further action was necessary'in this regard. 
The probability is that the Ministr-Y. of Munitions thought-that 
Crush had brought about his own difficulties. ' For it was pointed out 
that if employers wished to enforce disciplineq they could prosecute 
under the Ordering of Work regulations or could dismiss men with a 
week's notice. Yarrow's mistake was in failing to prosecute, or in 
I 
dismissing tfiese men without a week 's no tice. or, wage8'in lieu e Rel6nt- 
less to -the end, Crush wrot-b . back. 
77 'First he poiiited out that 
Sheriff Craigie, newly appointed to the tribunal. bench, had just 
issued a decision contrary to that of Fyfe. Since it arose in an 
identical case, Crush predicted that such incmsistency was "not' 
conducive to discipline in Clyde Shipyards". Turning next to the 
'matter cf assessors, he believed that in spite of the recent 
additions, the panels were still "indifferently reformed". During 
a recent hearing, 
78 he had sat with a fellow assessor who was, he 
saidg a house plasterer,, "He, was perfectly honest, but hopelessly 
devoid of cognate,. khowledge";, opined-the-wo: cthy shipbuilder. Indeed, 
referring to the Yarrow riveters' case itself, he was clearly outraged 
75The 
word "not" was omitted before "calculated". The context clearly shcws 
76 that this was accidental, 
however, 
There were in fact 46 new names from the engineers and 12 from the'ship- 
771 builders. Bee ibid. bid. t Crush to Addisont July, 10,1916. The ministry 
had contemplated the 
possilAlity of an assessor from the Admiralty sitting in cases in 
which the Admiralty had an interest, but doubted its practicability. 
See Payne to Keenlyside, op. cit., section IV. Moreover the Admiralty 
themselves declined to be represented on the tribunals, according to 
78 Keenlyside, ibid. For other hearings involving Crush, see Glasgow Herald, February 9, 
April 14,1916. 
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that the employers' assessor was from the cashiers' office of a fellow 
, 79 shipbuilding firm. 
"In no Shipyard on the Clyde or elsewhere, is it 
usual in the settlement of disputes with the Black 
Squad to call in the aid of the Cashiers' Office, ' 
or to attach the-'slightest impp#ance to-any views. 
they may hold", he claimed. 
His demarxl for the appointment only of "technical menr and for the 
sheriff to ca. 11, on occasion, f or the advice of the Admiralty Super- 
intendent of Contract Works in deciding such cases, certainly harked 
back to a purer era of the men of "push and go". But just as wars 
were too important to be left'to the generals, so the Ministry of 
Munitions no doubt concluded that'irartim6 industrial relations were 
too important to be left to the suggestions of eccentric, ' autocratic 
80' 
ard self-opinionated employem , insensitive to the maintenanceg 
so far as possible, of harmonious relations between trade unions and 
employers. Three montfis'later, the Clyde Shipbuilders"Association 
submitted a further list of names of possible panellists to the 
81 
genexal tribunal. Crush's name was'on the list. He was not appointed. 
79 Pexhaps. tbis was David Cameron, Beardmore's accountant at Dalmuir, 
who featured prominently in the "gun-mounting" department dispute 
80 in December 1915. See chapterfour 
(infra) for this incident. 
But in the case of Crush, evidently not without influence in high places, 
For Watt, Liberal M. P. for Glasgow, College, raised the -matter in 
Parliament in such a way as to imply that the riveters had been 
awarded compensation by the tribunal, "in respect to dismissal due to 
smoking and idling during working hours. " For Mackie's condemnation 
of this character assassination, see his letter in the Glasgow Herald, 
81 July 18,1916. 
LAB 2/47/MT 107/1, op. cit. This showed a singular lack of gratitude to 
one who had sent the -ministry a copy of the OWC pamphlet, "To All 
Clyde Workers. " See Bev. III, 13, ff- 79-85. 
lt 
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In truth, it mattered little who were the employer's or workers' 
representatives on the munitions tribLmals. They performed a very 
minor and singularly inept role, in the proceedings., Where the, 
tribunal chairmen were weak, the'best that'workers might expect from 
the employee assessors was that any punishment fixed'might be less 
than the chairman would otherwise be inclined to imposel while 
employers' assessors consoled themselves with the knowledge that, ' at 
least till the Amendment Act, the role of assessors was advisorylonly, 
with the final decision, whether on fact or law, resting with the 
chairman. The 1916 Act did of course declare that the chairman was 
to be guided by the assessors if they were agreed upon the fbýcts In 
issue. This, however, amounted to no -more than a cosmetic ýidjustmentj 
for matters were usually never that simple. I 
Where the chairman was a strong personality,, such as Fyfe, he 
frankly had no need *of assessors. Assessors, in short, 'merely' 
symbolised the appeal to corporate unity which- underpinned the govern- 
ment's strategy for the munitions sector of the war economy. -The 
concept of an assessor both- representing the "interests" of employees 
or employers and advancing the national interest, was always' dangerously 
flawed and contradictoxy. ý It is because, the assessors in general 
mutely suppressed their role as representatives of interest groups 
that conflict between tribunal, chairmen and assessors was so rare 
an occurrence. Class conflict involving worker assessors within the 
confines of the tribunal was thus left to those who, wearing a 
different hat for a different occasion, also performed the role of 
advocates for the defence. To this extento tiýde'urdon officials "' ' 
such as Bunton, Brodie, Sharp, Mackie and Coyle, as we shall see# left 
their imprint on the tribunal in such a convincing manner that the 
character of the tribunal was shaped by -their initiatives. But even 
their domination of the proceedings, impressive though it was, fell 
t6o 
short of the magisterial sway ard aplomb with which Fyfe performed 
his difficult tasks. 
When the time arrived to compile the Official History of the Ministry 
of Munitionsg a disagreement overAthe drafting of'a passage-, arose 
between A. J. Jenkinson, of -the -ministry's historical records section, 
and Humbert Wolfe j who had been asked to comment on the draft of the' 
82 
section dealing with the enforcement of the*Munitions Act, 
Jenkinscn had highlighted the tribunal controversies in Glasgow in 
1915-16, implying that legal proceedings had been a spectacular failure, 
prompting Wolfe to reply that, on the contrary, Fyfels general 
'munitions tribunal had been a "conspicuous success". Such a claim, 
Jenkinson: f ourid I'somewhat paradoxical" , citing, to, his general editor, 
G. I. H. Lloyd, the findings of the Balfour-Macassey Commission, and the 
necessity for the establishment of the Clyde Dilution Commission. 
Yet in this instance, we are more inclined to accept Wolfe's 
interpretationg rather than Jenkinson's, though perhaps not vith 
the same degree of lavish praise which Wolfe clearly favoured, We 
have already hinted at some of the reasoning behind our apparently 
surprising finding. However, 
_ 
only by taking into consideration the 
broad sweep of 
I 
the Tribunal's activities, even extending into the post- 
Armistice period, can a Proper assessment of Fyfe's achievements 
be reached. Such a comprehensive analysis, which examines, Fyfe's 
adjudications from 1915 till as late. as February 1921p is., of course,, 
attempted in this work. 
82MO 
ý 
513281160IR! 2p op. cit. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The. Conduct of the Tribunal: Constructive Aggression and 
I 
the lawyers', Retreat' 
Introduction 
At the start of'the 1wevicas chaptert a'brief reference was made 
to the disorder which accompanied a number of hearings at the tribunal 
in Glasgow. William Gallacher's view, as we noted, 'was that the 
object of the disturbances was to prevent the tribunals from 
I 
functioning. To test this proposition, we undertake, in the present 
chapter, an in-depth examination of a half-dozen well documented 
proceedings before the Glasgow tribunal. In the first instance, we 
will note that the tumult accompanying the proceedings was not 
confined solely'to those workers spectating at the hearings. For 
we will discover that both the accused trade unionists themselves, 
andalso those'representing, them before the tribunal, contributed to 
the rowdin'ess'ýof the proceedings by conducting themselves in an 
aggressively insubordinate manner. Moreoverg it will be suggested 
that the tactics thus employed were designed, not to prevent the 
tribunals from operatingo - but to secure as favourable an outcome 
as possible in an otherwise legally hopeless situation. Finally, 
it will be argued that a crucial element in the struggle against 
an adverse tribunal judgment was for trade'union defendants to 
seek to debilitate the method which judges invariably employed to 
maintain control of the proceedings. That judicial method wast 
simply, to retain control over the content Of court room conversation 
in oider to ensure that debate"was conducted in the "neutral' 
categories of legal criteria. At -the same time, social or moral 
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judgments, which. might rouse hostile sentiments, would thereby 
be eschewed. The extent to which the "constructive aggression" of 
trade unionists and of their representatives was successful in 
forcing the "lawyer's retreat" had consequences -for the continued 
occupancy of the chairmanship of the tribunals of certain of the 
Glasgow chairmen, as we shall see in chapter six. But it is 
undeniable that the tactics informed the, conduct of the hearings 
-much to the chagrin and exasperation of the trilunal chairmen, as 
we shall also observe. - Thus workmen's representatives, whether lay 
trade unionists, full-time officers, or even solicitarsq conducted 
a fierce and uncompromising campaign of threats, accusations and 
delaying tactics during the conduct of the hearings. In short, they 
set out to harry and harass the chairmen, to undermine'their' 
authority and to reduce the credibility and dignity cC the 
proceedings. The only self-imposed limit was' that at no stage'did" 
their representatives refuse to recognise the legitimacy of the 
court or of its right to try their members. Indeed, ' during some of 
the more tumultuous hearings, the men's representatives" insisied 
that if the law had been broken, then it was the employers who had 
infrined the Act. There was therefore no express repudiation of 
bourgeois or capitalist law (though some shop stewards, as we shall 
see, appeared to adopt this rejectionist view during the deportation 
strike hearings in April 1916). Moreover, it would be wrong'to" 
describe the hearings where uproar was prevalent, ' as chaotic. The 
disorder of the proceedings generated by the men's representatives 
seemed in fact to be fairly structured, and directed towards 
secuxing what for them would be a tolerablep rather' than a punitive, 
tribunal adjudication. In short, the approach which t'he'workexs1- 
relxcesentatives appeared to adopt in those cases where passions 
were already clearly inflamed, as in the Fairfield cases was to 
intimidate the chairmen into leniency, perhaps to attempt to force 
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upon them an arbitral, rather than-a judicial function. The 
tribunal became a forum for the ritual display of aggression rather 
than forýadjudication. Expressions of regret or contrition by 
guilty workers, which invariably led to light sentences, were the 
exception rather than the rule. In short, working class attitudes 
to law were clearly not cowed nor marked by deference. 
It is not to be expected that, those-presiding over jurldiccil- 
fora would accept this treatment with equanimity. Far they 
possessed a subtle weapon with which, to I'routinise'ý conflict,, by 
delimiting the boundaries of courtroom discussion. Yet while the 
analysis of courtroom conversation may illuminate the processes 
whereby legal'authority normally maintains social order during_ 
hearings, this control mechanism spectacularly broke down during 
the tribunal hearings; order suffered as a result-, and the chairmen 
were forced to vacate Aheir traditional domain as judges. 
What happenedg it will be argued, was as; follows. Confronted 
by controversial, cases where the defendents' representatives embarked 
upon a sustained attempt to undermine the chairmen's authority, the 
latter sought refuge in their efforts to, maintain control and 
order during the proceedings, by invoking both the authority of 
official legal 1=ocedures andg also, their monopoly positions as. 
chairmen to adjudicate on what evidence was relevant, legitimate 
and competent. A good example from a minor case (not discussed, in 
detail in the following account) involved the prosecution of four 
men who had refused to wcrk a "reasonable" amount of overtime. They 
were complying with a workshop, resolution to this effecto passed 
in order to persuade the employer to attend to particular 
grievances 'over wages and conditions. The men's spokesmanýhad told 
the tribunal that, 1 
'Glasgow 
Herald, November 25,1915- 
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"They had acted honourably as workers 
standirig one by another, ard it was their 
firm conviction, that anything they had'done 
had been in the interests of the whole community. " 
Yet according to the tribunal chairman, James Andrew$ 
2 
"The Court could not take into consideration 
the reasons which hadInfluenced respondents 
in declining to work overtime, because that 
was outside the purview of the Munitions Act. " 
Thus by determining what was legally relevant or Irrelevanto the 
judge could structure the groceedings according to his, and not 
according to the accused's, criteria. Negotiation, in -the overwhelming 
majority of court hearings, would thus be foreclosed, Controversy, 
if it existed at all, would inform legal, not social. 'eategories, 
thus precluding consideration oft for examplet the reasonableness 
or otherwise of the dismissal of the two Fairfield shipwrights which 
had precipitated the strike of 426 fellow-shipwxights,, Through 
the instrumentality of legal criteria of relevance, order in theý, 
courtroom was normally maintained on the terms of the legal officials. 
Before the munitions tribunals, however, these patterns, whereby 
official legal reality was imposed, frequently broke down, compelling 
the chairmen to devise new, and ultimately no more successfulp 
tactics. In these endeavours to strke a compromise or. a new 
modus vivendi, the chairmen were more commonly pushed,, than jumped, 
themselves. As a. consequence, the character, of the tribunal, as 
has already been suggesteag was transformed dramaticallyqý with the 
workmen's representatives playing the leading role and forcing the 
chairmen to follow in their wake. The alternate wielding of stick 
and carrot by the chairmen thus partly reflected their dilemma .1 
in being forced into retreat. 
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Theoretically, legal procedures, courtroom verbal exchange 
and legal language are designed to produce highly specific and 
definitive rulings on matters which "ordinary" conversation Is not 
expected to achieve. Some writers stress that the court officials 
engage in'drama, ceremony and symbolism with a view, ultimatelyp 
to "intimidate, bewilder, oppress, alienate,, label or stigmatise" 
defendants. 3. This legal reality is sharply contrasted mith,, the 
locommon-sensell view of the worldl which one might caU, the primary 
reality of experienqe. The latter, assailed by legal routines, 
and other formal procedures, succumbs to the former, which, in the 
courtroom, assumes dominance in one's social experience. Thus in 
one study, it is stated thats 
4; 
1ý1 
ust a "..., the staging of magi5trate8"j 'a 
in itself-infuses the proceedings with a 
surrealism which atrophies the defendant's 
a-Mlity to participate in them. " 
The objective which the creation of specialised legal procedures 
and modes of argument and discourse in the courtroom seeks to attain 
is, therefore, the parsuit of social order on those terms which 
maintain the integrity and authority-of court officia3s. It will 
be argued that the noticeable failure of legal reality to impose 
itself unquestioningly on those appearirgbefore the munitions 
tribunals -an outcome which cx)ntrasts strongly with the success of 
3j. M. Atkinson and Paul- Drew, Order in Court (Londont Macmillan#, 1980), p. 4. 4 
Pat Carlen, "The Staging of Magistrates' Justice'19 British Journal of 
Criminology, Vol. 16,. 1976, PP 48-55, at p. 48;,; 1ted in 
Atkinson and Drew, Lbid, p. 12 who. -argue that this assumes that in 
the "outside world", there exist conventional fiorms and normal 
interaction which themselves are unproblematic. In fact, they 
insist, "normal" interaction will itself be conditioned on specific 
contexts so that the contrast between courtroom and "outside" 
Interaction -may not-simply be that between the "norsar and 
the "alien". See ibidop PP. 15-16. 
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the modern court system to maintain control - is not simply 
attributable to the feelings of resentment on -the part of skilled 
workers aware of their strategic importance to the war effort, and 
whose sense of sacrifice was repaid by their employers and by the 
local ministry officials, with tribunal prosecutions. 'This failure 
of "legal' reality" ý is also due to the rich expe#ence in bargaining 
which the -trade union representatives and. workmen 
themselves had shared 
in the regulation of industxial relations. The unpopular munitions 
tribunals$ handling collective issues, were seen as Yet another 
forum within which to engage in familiart if heightened, negotiating 
processes. A further reason relates to the perception of the 
tribunals, shared by some ofýthe accused, as a political instrument 
of repression. It therefore drew a correspondingly political, albeit 
non-revolutionary, response. 
At a more generalised level, however, one may interpret the pattern 
of events before the Glasgow tribunal as an illustration of the thesis 
that the attempt of the Ministry of Munitions to'regulate'industrial 
labour throUgh a corporatist strategy, which in turn'depended on official 
union cooperation'in disciplining, 'its membership, foundered on the 
rock of "system contradiction" Even the local trade union elites, 
otherwise despised by the revolutionary shop stewards, recognised. 
that it would be futile. perhaps dangerous, were they not to defend 
their constituents before the Glasgow tribunal. And this, to-their 
ao credit, is what they proceeded to with both vigour and'resilience, 
Their surrender- to a bureaucratic strategy of incorporation, a strategy 
which, by graye irony, also led such officials to-the tribunals as 
assessors sitting in adjudication over working class offenderst'was 
never complete, and abject. They were acutely aware of the contra- 
diction for their union and for themselves which a corporatist 
strategy would in turn'pose. Thus their behaviour before the munitions 
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tribunals, though primarily instrumental, also contained elements 
of a revolt'. against state bureaucracyt albeit a revolt which was 
a pale shadow of that embarked upon by the Clyde shop stewards' 
movement. The former, however, were intent on a restoration of 
the status quo ante, which can best be described as collective 
laissez-faire; the latter, of coursel''aimed, at a more funclamental. 
transformation of society. 
Thus, we would argue that the confi6Aations witn6ssed -before 
the Glasgow tribunal can be explained in terms of a clash of competiq-, 
ideologies. on the one hand was the statutorily enshrined `coxýoratist 
philosophy whose assumptions'were an interventionist state" imposing' 
its labour policy by legal measures; the pursuit of a single, 
unified national interest to which all parties were subordinated, 
and the removal of market freedom in selecting one's employer and 
negotiating wages and conditions. From all these matters#* the 
, --ralist assumption which had 
traditionally informed trade union 
conduct in the pro-war period of collective laissez-faire diverged 
sharply. An abstentionist state, legal autonomy, -market m: obility' 
and free collective bargaining (all of thes e at least in'theory) were 
the context within which the'local union officials had formerly 
1. exercised their functions. Perhaps representatives '' rather than 
delegates (s6 that it was the officials' image of bargaining 
strategies - invariably a limited ard conservative vision - 'which 
prevailed), they could only assume the N mantle of industrial 
policemen, under the government's labour strategy, at a risk to 
their very existence as representatives. Indeed, clearly disdainful 
of the neat legal categories which stressed rights rather than 
interests, in the matter of job regulation, they used the trilunals 
not merely to defend their members, but in an attempt to rehabilitate 
the voluntarist bargaining spirit which the war legislation had 
attenuated. 
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Therefore, within the wider theoretical framework expounded 
above, the fascinating exchanges between tribunal chairmen and, the 
accused or their representatives, must be seen in the light of the 
latter's attempts to escape,, the boundaries of t: ribunal discourse 
which legal officialdom wished t6 impose and maintain in pursuit 
of order. The verbal struggle which ensued, embodied both the 
attempt by munitions workers to "capture". the - tribunals -. on -their own 
of relevance and also-the desperate attempts by, the 
chairmen to prevent them wresting this control from legal officialdom's 
bands. It was, indeed, a re-enactmentýof workshop struggles and 
is clearly brought out in the f ollowing, account of the most significant 
cases. 
Fairfield: Coppersmiths and Shipwrights 
The two major Fairfield prosecutions in 1915, especially that. 
of the shipwrights, have, of course, received extensive coverage in 
5-' .1 the literature. Though we propose, thereforeg to concentrate on 
the legal proceedings in this chapterg nonetheless, it is relevant 
to sketch in some of the background to industrial,. relations within 
the fIrm. ý-. - "I '', ý 11 . I, 
Gradually, new -light is being cast on the, pattern. of -industrial 
LOHIý', Vol. IV9 Part 119 pp 49-65 for the two Fairfield disputes and the 
Balfour-Macassey Commission -which was set up'An the. wake of the 
shipwzights' crisis. See also Wrigley, David Lloyd Georgeand 
-the British lahaar -Movement v_op. cit., pp 134-5; Hinton, The First ShopSteward-s' Movementp OP-cit-, PP 114-7; Gallacher, Revolt on the 
Clyde, op. cit., pp, 63-6; Iain McLean, "The Labour Movement in Clydeside 
Politi, cz, _ Iqj4,. -jq22_1, _, I -oxford 
D, Phil,. 1971 PP 55-8; ibid. , The Leaend of Red Clydeside. (Edinburgh: John Donald Publisheýý, _, 1983) 
p*41* 
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relations amcng major Glasgog firms both prior too and during the 
war. 
6 
Yet theIdentification, on the part of employers, of a clear 
arxl consistent labour policyt is not easy to pinpoint. Thus within 
Fairfield, there was no senior company re presentative as outspoken 
in his, desire for labour regimentation as was William Weir, the 
managing director of Weir's of Cathcart. 
7 It isl,,! Ln fact, open to 
debate whether labour relations in the yard, were -matters to which 
the Falxfield management had, any time directed th6ir attention in 
-the absence of domestic crises. 
Indeed, In their account of the Fairfield "rescue" operation, 
in the 1960s, Professor Ken Alexander and C. L. Jenkins remark that, 
"Within the old company, labour relations were 
much neglected - It was an area regarded as 
peripheral rather than central to the well- 
being cf the company. Effectivelyt responsibility 
for labour relaticns lay with the shipyard 
manager, who was also responsible for the day-to-day 
operation of the yard. Pressures of time and events 
often forced the shipyard manager to deal with matters 
relating to labour relatinns in an ad hoe fashion... 
In a shipyard employing 3000 people it may appear 
surprising that labour relations were given so little 
attention, but this was not unusual for the River 
or the industry. " 
ft 
It is significant, for example, that there isro record of any 
discussion of the two strikes contained in the directors' minute 
book for the period, though conceivably discussions took-place 
without resulting in a resolution. Indeed labour relations is almost 
wholly absent from consideration at this level, even though individual. 
directors such as Alexander Cleghorn and Hugh MacMillan (see infra) 
were directly involved in these labour disputes. 
6 The opening up of business archives of employers and of employers' 
associations in the West of Scotland within the past few years is 
beginning to rectify this omission. For a recent survey, see 
Joseph Melling, "Scottish Industrialists and the Changing Character 
of Class Relations in the Clyde Region, c. '1880-1918",. in Tony 
Dickson (eds) Ca ital and Class in Scotland (Edinburgh: John Donald 
7 Publishers Ud. , 1982 Ch. 2. McLean (1983), op. cit., p. 28, in his cast of the "Scottish Dilution Play". 
8 introduces Weir as "an Aggressive Employer". 
K. J. W. Alexander and C. L. Jenkinsp Fairfieldst A Study of Industrial ChaMe 
(Londqn: Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, 1970)p P-107. 
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Labour policy was in fact probably viewed by the firm as the 
responsibility of the three employers' associations, the Scottish 
Coppersmiths, the Clyde Shipbuilders' Association (CSA) ard the 
North-West Engineering Trades Employers' Association (NWETEA)9 of 
which the company was a member; and that these associations merely 
set standards ifith the relevant unions, to which Fairfield 'might 
give effect. Iabour relations as a -domestic concern was probably 
conceived by the firm in terms, simply,, of its wo3: ks ruler., laying 
down punishments for absence, for bad timekeeping, or for "inter- 
ference or dictation" in relation to others; even to the minute 
detail of stipulating that, 
"Workmen who exceed 7-minutes per day in 
lavatory will be fined V' of an hour or 
more, according to time spent. " 
Other informati on in these rules referredýas one might expect,, to 
methods and time of payment, hours of work, accidents, tickets 
(for 
checking in and out of the works), apprentices and young persons. 
10 
This "folmal" framework for labour relations was, it appearst 
simply incapable of handling the multitude of claims which came 
before the firm, particularly where unofficial. trade union action 
was being undertaken. Thus as trouble arose, the firm appeared to 
lurQh from one crisis to another, unable -to command authority. The 
lack of an infoxmal but practised method of proceeding which could: 
authoritatively settle a question to the satisfaction of each side 
was sorely felt. Thus the resolution of disputes through the agency- 
of the foreman, where It did occur, was very much an ad hoe affair. 
Indeed, by refusing to recognise' that industrial relations was a matter 
not solely for the local employers' associatiom and by its pretence, 
9Strathclyde Regional Archivest UCS 215511P "Fairfield Works Rules, 
10 *- 1912"; reproduced 
by permission. 
Ibid. 
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that any dispute within the firm-which did not involve the district 
as. a whole, was one between the foreman and the L-idividual workmen, 
the firm lacked the institutional machinery to deal efficiently and 
effectively with the sorts of dispute which theMunitions Act was 
about to generate. 
11 
In exploring more direct causes of the Fairfield disputes which 
arose, Melling has noted that tensions over the unionisation of 
particular foremerf and over manning quettions surfaced in a copper, - .-. 
smithsý dispute at Fairfield in 1912, a confrontation which "serves 
as a prologue to 
; 
the serious troubles of 1915 at the Govan yard. " 
12 
The pre-war legacy, as we shall seep was perhaps more significant 
in the shipwrights' case. Nonethelesslthe continuation of pre-war 
grievances into a war pexiodl infiltrated by the threat of the Munitions 
Act is a feature informing much trade union criticism of an act which 
is clearly seen to possess partisan qualities. Indeed not only- 
did trade unionists voice their condemnation, as did the Federation 
of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades (FEST) f ooe the Clyde District 
which, 
13 
"... is convinced that the Actj as it hw been 
used by the Employers, has been to further their own 
interests instead of to expedite-munitions 
and armaments for the nation, " 
But even munitions tribunal chairmen, such as Cmdr. Gibsong felt that ---- --- 
employers "were utilising the Munitions Act for their own personal. 
advantage. , 
14 
For general observations explaining the rise of shop steward activity 
-in terms. cýC_institutional laounaeg see John Lovell, British Trade 
12 Unions, 1875-1933 
(London: Macmillan, 1977)tp. 43 
Joseph Melling, "Non-Commissioned Officers'.: 33: 1--tish.. Employers and 
their Supervisory Workerst 1880-1920", Social History, Vol. 5,19800 
PP 183-221, at p. 207, In Melling's account, foreman-worker relations 
are closely identified with the craft trad; s, to the neglect of the 
13A unskilled. 
14 INS , Monthly Report, September 1915t p. 174. 
Ibid., January 1916, p. 250. 
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Apart from the criticisms of the yard expressecl by both 
Christopher Addison and the Admiralty Captain-Superintendent for 
the Clyde district, which McLean has cited, 
15 It may also be observed, 
in anticipation of our future discussion, that during the coppersmiths' 
tribunal hearing, the strikers' criticisms of the inability of the 
Fairfield management to maintain the copper shops in full production, 
was believed by one Ministry of-Munitions official to hav e persuaded 
16 the,, tribunal chairman to impose particularly lenient fines. 
Yet though managerial failings were thus exposed, factacs such 
as the shortage of essential materials, beyond the control of -management, 
may have contributed to this slackness. Fairfield's output of ships 
in 1915-1916 in fact compared favourably with yards of similar size 
such as Beardmore's at Dalmuir, where progress on -the completion of 
ships was retarded until its labour difficulties were resolved by the 
end of 1916.17 The company's boaxd of directors certainly expressed 
concern at repeated failures to deliver ships on time, and resolve& 
to "'instruct that the works managers be specially informed of this 
18 
-minute". This -may of course have been a simple case of buck-passing 
which might conveniently be hidden froa view, as controversial 
tribunal hearingsp such as the coppersmiths' prosecutiont engaged 
public attention. Nonetheless, the charge of inefficiency levelled 
against Fairfield is perhaps more significant for the context in 
which it was laid than for the susbstance which it may# or may not,, 
have embodied. 
15 Lean (1983), OP-cit-, P-41. 19MO NUN 5/349/341/ý, "Fairfield Strikers i Memorandum by Mrs Mair". 
17 Mrs Jessie Mair was Beveridge's assistant. John R. Hume. and Michael S. Moss, Beardmore: The History of a Sc2ttish 
Industrial Giant (Londons Heinemann, 1979 7P 132-6, 
UCS2/1/4, Fairfield S. & E. Co. Ltd, Minute Book No. 4, December 15t 
1915. 
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The Coppersmiths 
Against this background, we -may now turn to the confrontations 
themselves which generated the dramatic scenes at the tribunal. The 
first of these episodes was the coppersmiths' dispute, Early in July 
1915, Fairfield had fou nd themselves short of" coppersmiths In the 
yard. They then approached the Glasgow and West of Scotland 
Armaments Output Committee with a request that. the committee approve 
the use of plumbers for work usually. pprformed by coppersmiths., The 
request was granted on July 14, so long as the Coppersmiths' district 
secretary, Alexander Turnbull (later to. be appointed a munitions 
tribunal assessor) was informed of the arrangements. In fact, Turnbull 
was hesitant to approve, whereupon the -management informed him that 
since the firm were by now- controlledg they were going to introduce 
the change in working arrangements anywayl thus demonstrating clearly 
their intention of taking advantage of the Act. The Glasgow Fair 
holiday had then intervened and nothing developed un-U17.20 in the 
-morning of Tuesday-July 27 when, 4 deputation of three coppersmiths,, 
went to see the works -manager and told him that though they did not 
object to plumbers doing their work on board ships they would, 
lwalk. 
out if plumbers were introduced into the copper shop., The, coppersmiths 
then held a mass meeting and walked out a fter breakfast. 
Summoned-to the munitions tribunal, 28 strikers were tried on 
20 August 2. The extensive account of the I 
trial in the Glasgow Herald 
reveals a fascinating exchange between the men's representatives and 
the tribunal chairman, Professor Gloag. The two officials, of the 
National Society of Coppersmithso Robert Turnbull, its president, and 
his namesakel Alexander Turnbull$ its district secretary, set about 
19 
2(ýT-MMP Vol' IV' Part II, p. 49. Glasgow Herald, August 3,1915. 
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the task of weakening the legitimacy and authority of the tribunal 
to try their members; while Professor Cloag just as stoutly 
concentrated his efforts on seeking an answer to the stralt; htforward 
question whether the' men did indeed go on strikq. contrary, to the Act, 
A foretaste of these competing perspectives - between legal 
and social reality - is even to be found in the exchanges over the 
selection of the tribunal assessors for the hearing* Thus -Robert. 
Turnbull objected to the presence as employers' assessor$-of James 
Dalrymple, the general manager of Glasgow Corporation Tramways 
Department, 21 as he was "not an employer'in any sense of the woxd", 
a remark which drew applause from the court. Perhaps'Turnbull 
was under the impression that an employer from the munitions trades 
would have been a more understanding assessor. More likelyq Dalrymple 
was so well known to the Clydeside labour-movement as the best 
recruiting-sergeant in the district and who spared no effort - and no 
employee - to inti-midate his staff into enlisting. No tribunal could 
be "impartial" with the likes of Dalrymple as one of the assessors, 
it was implied. Turnbull also complained, as a preliminary point, 
that his union had had no opportunity to make representations to the 
Board of Txade or to any other autharity (with a view, presumably, 
to conciliation or arbitration). But his request for a discontinuance 
of the proceedings was refused. 
Yet this was not the end of the preliminary skirmishes preceding 
the actual trial. For one of the strikersl seeking to prolong the 
campaign against Dalrymple, rose up. and announced, "I am one of 
the strikers and I makean objection to the empanelling of the Court", 
to which Gloag replied, "I think you cannot, after pleading, object 
21 For Dalrymple, see chapter three (supra), note 55- 
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to the constitution of the Court". However, insUting that no opportunity 
to object had been affo: rded him, the coppersmith finally declared, 
before sitting down, "Well, we will be tried under protest, Mr. 
Chairman". He resumed his placel lut he had suceeded in making his 
point, and already the signs were clear that here was no ordihary 
criminal tria. 19 maxked by pomp and solemnity, but the determined 
pursuit of obstructive, *if not quite destructive, tactics which 
clearly sought to undermine the legitimacy of the hearing. 
Eventually, the substantive proceedirgs got under way, with 
Alexander Cleghorn, director and engineering manager of the company, 
giving evidence that the armaments output committee had approved 
the use of plumbers on coppersmiths' work. He added that he had 
informed Alexander Turnbull of thisq and that he "had every Intention 
of taking advantage of the provisions of the 
[Munitiong AcV, despite 
Turnbull's objection. Cleghorn had thmtold his works manager to. 
expect trouble, though he had not expected the coppersmiths to take 
the stand they had done. 
At this point, the lawyer's Tationality expressed itself in the 
unsubtle question which Gloag addresS*ed to the witness, that is, 
"whether these zenj as a -matter of facto came out on strike". The 
following dialogue is instructive. 
TURNBULL (interrupting Gloag's question): "Because of great provocation 
and due solely to the management of Fairfield. " 
GLOAG: "We -want to know if they struck". 
TURNBULLOYes they struck because of the Fairfield management 
violating the Act". 
GLOAGi "It does not -matter for wbat cause. Did they strike? " 
TURNBULLO'But we are trying to place the facts that led up to the 
cause of the strike". 
GLOAG: "But the -men pleaded not guilty". 
TURNBULL: "Well, even a murderer is tried". 
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It is clearýthat Gloag was firmly stuck in the lawyer's groove, 
in that the salient issue, as he understood its was whether an 
unlawful strike had occurred. On the other hand, Turnbull was 
doggedly insisting that-matters were not as simplet and that questions 
of provocation were just as vital, even if they failed to correspond' 
to the lawyers' neat conceptix)n of televarre. It is suggested, ' 
however, that Turnbull's motive was not to coerce Gloag,, the, judge, 
into the different role of an arbiter who attempts to "resolve" 
difficulties diplomatically by the application of "common sense" 
in such a way that both parties can derive satisfaction from the 
outcome. Given the novelty of the-munitions tribinal and given the 
pre-war voluntarist tradition in industrial relations, such an inter- 
pretation might well have been attractive. It seems unlikely, 
however, More plausible is the view that Turnbull was both probing 
for weaknesses in the staid and stoic posture characteristic of 
lawyers, with a view to weakenirig Gloag's resolve'; and he was also 
engaging in a spot of plea. bargaining in arder to minimise'the 
punishment which he had justifiable fear would be imposed by the 
tribunal. Indeed, far from refusing to recognise the legitimacy of 
the tribunal to try breaches of the Act, the tiade union officials, as 
we-have already seen, had demanded an alternative assessor to 
Dalrymple. Furthermore, Alexander Turnbull was not averse to 
pointing out an infringement of the Act by his'opponents, Fairfield* 
Thus the firm, he alleged, had given the men no opportunity for 
consultation before the changes were implemented. Indeedo he insisted 
that the men were quite willing to relax demarcation rules in 
connection with the plumbers and other trades. However# the 
"promiscuous" employment of plumbers alongside coppersmiths, he 
explainedp threatened to prejudice the latter's position at the erxI 
cf the war. 
This plea bargaining tactic seemed, in fact, to be succeeding. 
M 
For Gloag, perhaps chastened by Turnbull's verbal onslaughtp 
suggested that if the men returned to work and referred the problem 
to the Board of Trade, the amount of the fine-might be-modified. 
Turnbull, however, was, It seems, no novice in the, delicate-art 
of defending a formally hopeless position. Thus it was not a matter 
simply for, the, strikers, he insisted, but for the-whole trade and 
"threats of perialties and such as'that would not, deter the,, trade 
in the slightest". Indeed, the mood. of a, mass -meeting to be held that 
night would turn on the outcome of the tribunal hearing, he-hinted 
darkly. Again, of course, this should be understood as, another 
card played in the negotiating game, not to, compelthe tribunal 
to acquit the strikers (for they had scarcely depled their, actions, 
and legal rationality would forbid such absolution),. nor to ensure 
a satisfactory "arbitral" settlement, but, to force dcwn the tariff of 
punishment to its lowest point. For sentencing was a -matter within 
the tribunal's discretion (Glaag was, indeed, particularly susceptible 
to pressure exerted on him to impose a lenient sentencet and the 
coppersmithsi case is -merely one example illustrating, his inf-L-raity - 
of purpose). 
Thus over lunch, the men met and resolVeathat there should be a 
return to work if the status quo, were maintained and if ther, Board 
of Trade were broaght in'-to consider the whole question. This was 
to include the men's allegation that Fairfield itself had breached 
the Act in making the, change without-offering. an opportunity for, 
22' 
consultation with the-men. Moreover, since they had already been 
22 On consultation, the Act _provided 
(Sched. II, para- 7) that "Due notice 
shall- be given to the workmen concerned wherever practicable of any 
changes of working conditions which it is desired to introduce as a 
result of the establishment becoming a controlled establishment, and 
opportunity for local consultation with workmen or their representatives 
shall be given if desired". Obviously an employer could simply plead 
that it was not "practicable" in the circumstances to give notice 
of changes which could form the subject of consultations. 
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warned by the chairman (supra) that they would still be liable to 
a modified penalty for striking, 
23 they were threfore clearly 
prepared to accept the legitimacy of the tribunal's sanction. However, 
it was Fairfield's response to the proposal whIqh triggered off, 
: fUrther disorder in the tribunal. 
Thus the firm announced that they had agreed -to restore the 
status quo antel and to involve the Board of Trade, but only in 
respect to the coppershops, not on the ships themselves., However, 
this provoked, a hostile reaction on the part of the men congregated 
in the hall where the heaxing was being conducted, and several, 
strikers then stood up and addressed the court. Among them was 
Owen Rodgers who, as we saw, in chapter one,, had p: rotested his 
loyalty to the. war, effort. : Indeed, he added, rather than criticise 
the workers, the tribunal should address itself to the faults of 
-management which were transparently obvious. Thus if 80 coppersmiths 
were brought into the yard that night, there would be only ten 
fires in progress to service all their needs. - Moreover, there- 
was -much sub-contracting to six or seven different shops, but -men at 
ft Fairfield were standing, idle. - Then the unfortunate Dalrymple 
was again singled out for attention. 
"I want to know if Mr. Dalrymple, the 
t: ramways manager, " asked Rodgers, "has the 
authority of the ratepayers of Glasgow, to leave-, 
off his own work in oxder to try other men for 
being off their work. " 
Amid-the commotion, Alexander Turnbull asked what-were the, 
penalties-if the men refused to return, to work; and having elicited 
the reply that the fines wereiC5 a day while the men were out (a 
reply which drew roars of laughter from the strikers), he then 
announced that since the union regarded their action as "quite legal", 
2 LOHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 49. 
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the union was going to pay their fines. No doubt competing 
conceptions of legality might have existed but the ultimte 
acceptance by the union of the tribunal's (albeit qualified) 
legitimacy, suggests that by "legal", the union meant "Justifiable% 
24 
In the end, as is well known# Gloag imposed fines. of Just 
, 2/6d on each of the accusedl 
25 
a manifestly derisory-amount which 
can only be e*plained in terms of the success of Turnbull's 
strategy to intimidate the tribunal and to cast Fairfield in the 
pocrest possible light, As a deterrent to other potential strikers, 
Gloag's tribunal was a paper tiger. 
Comments in the press after the hearing were predictably diverse. 
According to the Herald, 96 the case "looks like, an ordinary 
demarcation dispute ending in the usual resort to the impartially 
partial authority"t that is, to the Board of Trade. But it had a 
deeper significance for the trade union movement. For, ' 
"The case has shown how unfair the Munitions 
Act is to the Unions and has revealed a 
serious flaw". 
The employers' power to change rules withoat consultatian'. had 
previously been pointed out and trade union protests would have no 
effect, Only direct strike action, 
ýere 
supported by a union which 
was not a signatory to the Treasury Agreement)held any prospect of 
success. The coppersmiths' strike was therefore a sign of the spirit 
of trade unionism, and a strike for liberty, The -employers' 
intentions of crippling organised labour, which Arthur Henderson's 
posture on the'National Advisory Committee-was encouraging, were 
forcefully exposed by this case. Yet the paper's demand -for 
corrective steps was somewhat lukewarm. 
24 But wheth6r justice and 3. a* are synonymous is one of the 'oldest 
25A., chestnuts in the history of jurisprudence, 
ording to Gloag, "Justice" would be met by a 2/6d fine, "in view 
26 of the men's efforts to return to work". See The Times, August 3,1915. 
Heraidl August 7,1915. 
S 
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"We maintain"g it said, 
27 "that no rule should 
be abrogated till the Unions have stated their 
case, and until that case has been listenecl to 
with respect. The Munitions Act must be amended 
so as to give the Unions this opportunity". 
Perhaps the Herald-always was cautious. i- I 
Its partial namesake (though haxdly Its political stablemate) 
the Glasgow'Heraid, , dev oted a lengthy editoxial inquest to the cases 
The strike was', predictably, condemned. in round'terms. 
"In time'of War, the strike of war workers 
is a crime against the State, a-knife driven 
between the shoulder blades of the men on sea 
and land who are fighting their country's battles. " 
The impact of the tribunal hearing on the credilklity of the Act was 
29 
a major cause for concern. Thus, 
"The effect of these proceedings, especially 
when we'take into consideration the almost 
trucuDmtly self-righteous and jauntily 
disrespectful attitude of the men and their 
leaders towards the Court, is to bming the 
Munitions Act into open contempt". 
What was the point of fining the men a mere 2/6d? Either one should 
rely on. -persuasiont as Lloyd George had told the House some'days 
earlier, Rr apply the "full penalty", a step which ought-to include 
the blacklist, "until such time as týey, and their Union, showed 
I 
their conviction of sin", 
There was certainly little point in negotiatirg with such people 
as Owen Rodgers, the remonstrative and'slighted striker. "This, is. 
the type of -man", moralised the editorial, "upon whom argument or 
persuasion is wholly wasted". If Lloyd George were noVprepared "to 
make his authority respected", then martial law was ý the only answer.. 
"It is brought appreciably nearer by this sorry farce. " 
30 
27' 
28 IbLd., -- 
2 Glasgow Herald, August -3, - 
3.915 
'Ibid. Cf., Woman's Dreadnought, August 14; 19159"which'3: eferred to the 
'futility' of the Munitions Act, following hard on the heels of the 
3 deb&cle over the South Wales-miners' strike. OGlasgow Herald, August 3,1915. 
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In fact, at a meeting with Lloyd George some days after the, 
hearing, the Shipbuilding Employers' Federation, through their, 
president Fred Henderson (of the Glasgow shipbuilding and engineering 
company. j D. &W. Henderson & Co. Ltd) saw the Aeed for a public 
prosecutor in all cases to press, home the serious. view the state took 
of strike action and to ensure a commensurate penalty was secured. 
Lloyd George fielded, the suggestion by. talking in terms of"sultable 
cases ... where we. could make sure we could-make a real, example". 
31 
The Fairfield shipwrights' case, as 'we shall see shortly, was surely 
designed to be that very example. 
The Official History of the Ministry of Munitions32 claims . that 
the motive of the coppersmiths in striking was obscure, in that the 
companyp contrary to the men's allegation, did offer consultation 
before implementing the change. Moreover, claims the Official History, 
the approval of the armaments output committee illustrated that, the 
-men's union was prepared to consider favo=ably the suspension 
of demarcation rules between plumbers and coppersmiths. Indeed, they- 
wqre, as we saw previouslyl though not in the coppershops, themselves. t 
But the approval of the committee was hardly decisive, given that 
Its membership included trade union officials on Clydeside such 
as Sam Bunton aril William Brodie of the ASE and W. G. Sharp of the 
Boilermakers, all of them workers' assessors on the tribunals, and 
who, it might charitably be saidt did not all commarxI universal 
admiration within the Clyde labour movement# Indeed, the committee, 
had already expired by* the 'time of 'the tribunal hearing on August 2, 
killed Off by Lloyd George's drive to centralize labcur administration. 
The Ministry historians clearly regretted its passingg believing that 
its decentralised structure had offered the best hope on Clydeside 
3lm5/48/300/9p "Minutes of Conference with Shipbuilding Employerst 
3 Federation. The Application of the Munitions Act etc,,. ", August 12,1915, 2ýOHýv 
Vol. IV, Part II, pp. 45-7- 
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33 for a smooth acceleration of munitions outpat. Such a view does 
possess a certain degree of merit, though whether the historians 
of the Ministry of Munitions appreciated fully the ambiguous relation- 
ship between the rank-and-file and the local trade un! Lon, ofMials 
which might put in jeopaidy the attainment of improved Taunitions, 
production, remains an open question.. 
Yet the Ministry ý historians were -surely right, in their assessment 
of the coppersmiths' strike. The Glasgow Herald zaay well have'ý 
considered that a striking coppersmith was a "type of man upon whom 
argument or persuasion is wholly wasted" (supra), but as the 
34 Official History pointed outq 
"Yet the strike cannot be, regarded simply as an' 
act of unreason. The cause is probably to be found 
in the men's resentment at the-firm's declaration 
of their intention to enforce the change by means 
of the Munitions Act, and the manner in which the 
declaratim was'made. " 
Thus, the threatened use of the Act was the tripwire which set off an 
instantaneous reactiont arxl a measure designed to restrain strikes 
was in fact seen to be provoking them. 
The coppersmiths' strike and su4sequent tribunal heazing is 
therefore an instructive episode for the sociologist and historian 
of law, as well as. f or labour historians. Hardly a "trivial" dispute 
(as McLean asserts)35- it reflected a prime concern by skilled men 
with the maintenance of craft barriers. 
33 The irrelevance cf the committee is Perhaps reinforced by the fact that 
the Admiralty overseer, on the Clyde (presumably Barttelot) had 
approached Fairfield direct in August for a list of cases in which 
different trades could interchange, The list was circulated to all 
members of the CSA who were further instructed as to their rights in 
the matter under. the Munitions Act# and as tothe procedure to be 
observed before any interchange took place. See CSA; Minute Book 
34' No.. 9p August 26,1915. 
3 OHMM Vol. IV, Part-II, p. 50. 
XcLean (19.3), -op. cit., p. 
41. 
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"The coppersmiths", recognised the Glaýsgow 
Heralc136 "desire to keep all the work 
available to their trade just as do doctors, 
ministers and lawyers. " 
But the manner in which the tribunal hearing was conducted reveals 
notan outright rejection by the craftsmen of bourgreols, legality, ' 
for the coppersmiths were no revolutionaries. They didl in fact, 
acknowledge the tribunal's legitimacys even gcdng' as far (as we have 
seen) as to complain of Fairfield's alleged infringement of the Act 
thodgh, given the -choicer they would no doubt have* told'ILloyd George 
(or the chairman) where he cbuld put his tribunal. Yet the uproar, 
37 the challenge to DaIrymplep the complaint of inefficiency on the 
part of the managementj even the "inciedulous" laughter by the 
i- strikeis ahen told that. fines of Z5 for each day lost through the 
strike could be imposedo does not imply, as Hinton suggests, that33 
they found it extremely difficult to 
grasp the full import of compulsory 
arbitration and the il . legality of strikes". 
It is more convincing to believe that they were simply tailoring 
their tactics to the circumstances. They werein fact, subtly 
negotiating with the tribunal, not according to any pre-determined 
plan, admittedly; but by putting pressure on the chairman, they were 
trusting that a new tribunal*chairman, confronted with a new and 
strange jurisdiction to 'b. e exercised under extraordinary- circumstances, 
would accept, or even be bullied intol the intense atmosphere of 
negotiating brinkmanship and plea bargaining. As we argued, earlier,, 
this tactic succeeded and the-men undoubtedly felt that they had 
escaped lightly; indeed, that they had achieved victoryg moral or 
otherwise. For had not one of the strikers jumped up at the hearing 
and, pointing to Cleghorn, proclalmedt "It is we who are'trying yolil,,? 
39 
3 
.7 lasgow Herald, August 3,1915. 'The other assessor was John Thomson, geneml secretary cE the Associated 
38 Blacksmights. 
3 Hinton, op. cit., p. 114. 5/4873-0-079-, op. cit. Fred Hendersonp president of the SEFO was -most 
offended, telling Lloyd Georget ! 'He was 'one of the principals of the firm, 
That is not. very, _nice., 
', I.,.,, 
__. __ 
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One of the most fascinating questions presently pre-occupying 
social histDrians is the issue of working class attitudes to law. 
The evidence from the coppersmiths' episode suggests a strong 
propensity on the part of trade unionists summoned as a group not 
to be cowed by the reputation of the law as a dignified institution. 
If this fell far short of a challenge to the legitimacy of the state, 
nonetheless, the accused, with tenacious. resolve, were prepared. to 
undermine the authority of the tribunal; to show scant respect for 
the status of the tribunal chairman, to haggle and to harass; in 
short, to resist authority by verbal abuse. Bui'. there was no refusal 
to be tried by, for example, turning their backs to the court and refusing 
to pleacl., as Irish revolutionaries might do. For their approach 
was pragmatic, multi-faceted and opportunist. They would use the 
law to advance their own interests, and ridicule the law's agents 
if the same objective could be gained by such steps. Without wholly 
transforming the tribunal into an arbitration panel discussing 
grievances (instead of adjudicating upon them), they were able to 
manipulate the tribunal chairman into compromising his position 
far more effectively than if a less hostile, and more, contrite, 
attitude to the changes had been adopted by them. Thus -munitions 
tribunal hearings might sometimes oscillate between, on the one 
handq stereotyped courts of law dispensing summary "justIcelland, on 
the other, joint negotiating committees seeking to resolve "problems" 
of'industrial relations. Features of both these mcdels were to be 
found displayed in tribunal practice as it alternately tried the 
stick and the carrot (as, indeedo up to a point, did government 
labour policy in general). The coppersmiths' tactics corresponded 
to this image of the tribunal as a hybrid institUtion. They tried 
negotiation aryl they accepted, in the final analysis, the tribunal's 
tattered authority to fine them a paltry sum. Thus it is this 
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ultimately pragmatic approach to tribunal proceedings, whereby 
disruption. was combined with instrumentalism, which characterised 
the more notable proceedings in Glasgow in 1915-16.40 Indeed, as 
we shall see in chapter five, the coppersmiths themselves sUbsecluently 
attempted to invoke the Act in order to bring to a head their 
grievances over the activities of the plumbers. Thus the positive 
side of a restrictive legal code might usefully be invoked to 
advantage. 
The Shipwrights 
Even more than the coppersmiths.! case, that of the Fairfield 
shipwrights gave the impetus to change in the "nasty, brutish and - 
short" histcry of the Manitions Act. Here, indeed, was an incident, 
which undeniably justifies the description "trivial",, 
41 
so-much 
so that the detailed events within the yamd, leading up, to the 
tribunal prosecution, do not merit more, than the briefest recitation 
here, even-though their ramifications extended to Parliament, -, rank- 
and-file organisation was mobilised on an extensive footing; and 
trade unions on Clydeside were, unusually, drawn closer together. 
40After 
the hearing,.. most -of the strikers returned 
to work the f ollowing 
day. See Glasgow Heraldq August 4,1915. Some ten clays later, 
Sheriff A. O. M. Mackenzie sitting as arbiter,, ruled against the 
men's complaint, leaving them exposed once more to the encroachment of 
the plumbers in the copper shop. See OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 49. 
No report cf the arbitration is cited in the Labour Gazette despite 
the obvious importance of the case. Perhaps such a mention would 
have reminded readers of the embarrassing discord at the tribunal. 
According to the employers' newspaper, however,, the outcome had bad 
a ltmost salutary effect on the working relationship of employed 
and employers ancl. of one branch of artizans to another. " 
41 See the Shipbuilder,, Vol. 139 October 1915, pp 169-170. 
McLean (1971) og-cit-t p. 55; ibid (1983), p. 41. There is no -mention of 
the dispuýe in the recently published.. history of the Shipwrights' 
Union. See David Dougan, The Shipwrights (Neweastlet Frank Graham, 
1975). The strike, of course, was unofficial--and condemned by the 
union executive. 
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Thus, the potted version of events- reveals that two ship- 
wrights singled out by a manager for loitering on board a ship, 
were handed their cards and money together with pass-out checks on 
which were written, - "not attending to Uork". As is well known, ' 
, these were 'taken by the men as leaving certificates which they would 
require to show to prospective new employers. After a dinner hour 
43 
'meeting of shipwrights, H. M. MacMillanq the shipyard director, 
agreed to remove the offending words "under protest", but refused to 
reinstate the two dismissed shipwrights, Andrew White and Hugh Walker. 
In response, 426 shipwrights took industrial action, the Ministry 
of Munitions was informed the following day, and aweek later, 26 
of the strikers, mostly shop stewards who were considered to be the 
ringleaders, were prosecuted. 
Accoiding to the histoxians of the Minist37 of Munitions,, the men 
were impulsively spoiling for a fight over the Munitions Act. 
"But it must be remembered", they wrote, 
44 
"that 
these men on the Clyde are not cool and calculatirg, 
but impulsive and. swayed by sentiment ... The threat to strike ... can only be explained as the 
result of a temper eager to provoke a conflict 
on the flimsiest pretext and with suspicion 
against every disciplinary action of the manage- 
ment as a tyrannical exercise of power under 
the cover of the Munitions Act. " 
Of course the perceived revival of the detested discharge., note 
system abolished in 1912 accounts for. the bitterness of the men's 
response, even if their fears probably lacked substance. But surely 
it was the managemento insulted by the coppersmiths fiasco,, 'Who 
were spoiling for a fight over the Munitions Act? We may recall the 
meeting of the SEF with Lloyd George on Augult 12 where the right 
opportunity to strike a blow at* those creating unrest and to vindicate 
420HMM, Vol. IV, Part I,, PP 51-2; Glasgow Herald, -September 4,191,5 for the 
43 full details. 
It was MacMillan who was generally the link between Fairfield and the 
ministry and Admiralty in respect to labour matters. See note 33 (supra). 44 
OHMMv Vol. IV, Part II, p. 52. 
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ILr, 
the Act was being debated. " What could. be more appropriate an 
opportunity than an apparently irrational strike , of ski II ed craftsmen 
on Clydeside, whose skills were in great demand, where the management 
were portrayed as willing to offer significant concessions. and where 
the men at the centre of the dispute were fouril in a compromising 
situation vis-a-vis the work they were employed to do? 
Thus, as the Official History, undoubtedly quoting from 
46 departmental papers, observed, 
"Drastic action was necessary, though it 
might involve a general stoppage* But 
determined repression (it was thought) would 
go far'. to kill the unrest on the Clyde. " 
This of course was precisely the view of Beveridge and his immediate 
colleagues. 
47 
The Fairfield shipwrights' case was to be the. showdown. 
The trial itself, which took place on September 3,48 fell neatly 
into two halves. In the first peAod, proceedings were frequently 
punctuated by interruptions from the audience. Thus they roared with 
laughter at management's suggestion that the endorsements on the 
pass-out checks would not have prejudiced the chances for further 
employment of the dismissed shipwrights. In another verbal skirmish, 
the solicitcr representing the strikers attempted to poke fun. at the 
49 
prosecutor's line of questioning of a shop steward, , as 
the following 
dialogue illustrates. 
PROSECUTOR: . "Did you understand 
that you were 
servants of the Government just as -much as soldiers? " 
SHOP STEWARDi "No". 
45 NUN5/48/300/9, op-cit. 46 
01 Part II, P-52. 470HMM' V* IV' gos6 Harris, William Beveridge: A Biography 
_(Oxford: 
Clarendon 1ýzes: ý, 1977). 
48 . --pp- 212-3.. . GlasgoW Herald,, September 4,1915, for an extensive account of the trials 
The assessors were Robert Bairdp secretary of the Coalowners' -Association and Sam Bunton of the ASE. The prosecutor was J. 'Turner MacFarlanet the 
Ministry of Munitions reports officer (and a qualified solicitor). The 
accused retained J. Geoffrey Huntert a local solicitorl to defend them. ý 
49 Fyfe was on the bench. This was Charles MacPherson, a lay official of the union, and one of 
those eventually- imprisoneds 
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PROSECUTOR: "Then you knew nothing of the existence of 
an Act which prohibits strikes? " 
SHOP STEWARD: "We had heard about it in a vague sort of way. " 
DEFENCE SOLICITOR: "As a-matter of fact, you have been so busy 
working that you have n6t had time to read the 
Munitions Act. " 
Nonetheless, given the irrefutable fact that an unlawful strike 
had occurred, the men's representative faced adifficult task in 
exculpating his clients. Certainly he did not engage in, an.. 
aggressive challenge to the prosecution. For, unlike his fellow 
I 
solicitor, Rosslyn Mitchell, who featured in the deportation strike 
prosecutions (infra), he probably had no, strong ties with the labour 
movement which might inspire him. to more unorthodox tactics. In; emd, 
he stressed the extenuating circumstances, in that some of the men 
had been working from 110 *to 120 hours. Indeed, the shipwrights, ' 
he suggested, were "not so much on strike as abstaining from work" I '. I 
until the confusion over the dismissed. men had. been sorted-out; As 
he warned in his concluding remarks, I 
"... if*at this time of crisis every smart 
under-manager was to go out of his way to 
dismiss men for every trifling fault, then 
there would be nothing but trouble in labour 
circles. " 
Thus"he cleverly ended by pointing the finger at the Fairfield* 
-management which had, once again, he implied, displayed their ineptn6i6V ' .- 
Thus ended the first half of the proceedings. 
Sheriff Fyfe now entered the centre of the stage in this drama 
and, commencing gently, began to excel in the rhetoric of his 
profession. First he remarked that his was a, special tribunal 
wherein there were no detailed rules of procedure. He had therefore 
allowed considerable latitude for inquiry into the circumstances'giving 
rise to the strike (Gloag, in the coppersmiths' case, had had this 
aspect forced upon him). A great deal of evidence had been presented 
to demonstrate that the two shipwrights, White and Walker,, were 
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competent and had given long service to the firm. 
"He believed that, but their personal character 
. was not a 
factor in the case at all. Th. e, 3 were not 
being tried for any personal misdemeanour. What 
they were charged with was that in concert with 
others, they went on strike because a. difference arose 
between the shipwrights. in Fairfield and-the manage- 
ment. And this was contrary to. the Act. They were 
not concerned with whether'or not the dismissal of these 
two men was reasonable or not. That was not relevant 
to the present complaint. The only thing. which was 
relevant was the fact that the shipwrights came out on 
. strike because the management refused 
to reinstate 
two men. Whether they should be reinstated was a 
question which was not referred to the Board of 
Trade under section 2 of the Act, and the strike in 
connection with that matter was therefore illegal. 
No7one could pretend igncrance of the Act-of 
Parliament which expressly forbade strikes during 
the period of war. - Reasons for going on strike matter 
nothing, under this'Act of Poxliament. Men 
might have a grievance or they might not. The 
tribunal had nothing to do with that. Uke everybody 
else in this country, the accused were subject to 
the special war laws. They were, in their workshop, 
as much bound to obey orders as the soldier in the 
field. This statute was their commanding officer 
and its emphatic command to them was "thou shalt 
not strike". They had deliberately disobeyed this 
command, and they must take the consequences. " 
The striking feature of this lengthy passage is of course the 
calculated manner in which Sheriff Fyfe carefully skirted around 
the merits of the dispute. He had ne intention of becoming 
embroiled in a heated debate on the reasonableness or otherwise of 
the two men's dismissal or whether or not the Bcaxd of Trade'Would 
have ordered a reinstatement. He knew that once he entertained 
such questions in his decision, he would find himself in dangerous 
waters. Therefore, his technique of structuring the issue around the 
naýrrower question of whether the accused had struck i3legaUy In 
breach Of the Munitions Act was a mechanism designed to'ensure 
that any concluding references were channelled al-png his terms of 
reference. The criteria of relevance were legal, not social. To 
the extent that he retained control over the structure and content 
of court* room dialogue, he couldo accordingly, hope to maintain social 
control over the proceedings. For in -matters of legal content, he 
Igo 
was, of course, supreme. He did iný fact achieve his objective 
subtly and, 'indeed,. impressively. Thus by allowing scope Xor 
initial discussion of the bacleground to the case, he ensured thaý 
the men's perspective was 'at least ventilated. But. at the end of 
this long 2T1 hour hearing, Fyfe's forceful personality and domineering 
presence enabled him to convey an uncompromising message with due 
gravity and solemnity. 
LectmzLng, the accused on the predidtable theme that to strike 
in wartime was a crime against the nation and against their comrades 
In the trenches, he concluded by Imposing fines ofiClO each on the 
15 who had pleaded guilty and on the two shipwrights who had denied 
50 the charge but who had been convicted on'the evidence. Twenty-one 
days were allowed for payment, failing which the alternative 
was 30 days in prison, an announcement which, for the last, time 
during this prolonged hearing, was received with hoots of laughter 
by, the spectatars. 
51 
Fyfe's speech was indeed a striking display of an inflexibly 
legalistic approach to industrial relations problems. One suspects, 
however, that he was well aware that-he was employing a particularly 
blunt instrument unsuited, normally, to the frequently complex and 
-emotive issues which constituted-the industrial relations. -landscape. 
Indeed there is little doubt that he was expected by the Ministry 
of Munitions to launch a determined judicial effort to staýmp out 
industrial disorder on Clydeside and that'he responded as desired 
by the ministry. Clearly a toughtful tactitian, he diplomatically, 
paid lip-service initially, to an exchange on the. causes of the strike, 
50 The case again . st a further nine' accused, including three Canadians, 
51 was withdxawn. Those found guilty included John -Arbuthnot, Patrick Brogan, Hugh Coultert 
David Fleming, Donald Frasert Robert Harper,, John Hempkins, Alexander 
Houston, Thomas Houston, Albert Knightp Gecrge Lang, Norman MaLeodo 
Charles MacPherson, Peter Stirling, John Talt, ancl , John-Tumner. 
Virtually all of them lived in Govan. See Glasgow Herald, 
September 4t 1915. 
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but then called an immediate halt to this diversion, and gambled 
on a strictly legal, punitive approach. Thus, adopting the lawyer's 
technique to control the shape of court discourse, his speech stressed 
that relwance was -a judicially constructed., not,; a, 'socially' 
constructed, concept; and he was determined that his-concept was 
to prevail. This was not, perhaps, because as-a lawyet he had 
been trained to conceive of relevance in a particular way, but because, 
- tactically, after the coppersmithr; ' affair, it, probably seemed to , 
offer the best prospect for success in the sense. both. of maintainir4ý 
decorum and respect for law, and of dete=ing others from engaging 
in similar conduct. 
Thus the severe perfonnance of a hardened sheriff adjudicating 
upon a ministry prosecution was in stark contrast. with the previous 
disastrous experience of a, private mass prosecution-during which 
Gloag was seen visibly to wilt under the pressure of the aggressive 
coppersmiths. Fyfe was made of sterner stuff and clearly relished 
the task of beefing up the tribunal hearings and of . 
intimidating 
other potential strikers. 
Yet though predictably full of praise for his masterly display, 
of ruthless law enforcement, the Glasgow Herald nonetheless struck 
52 
.a 
more cautious and conciliatory tone, Thus it recognised that, - 
"In some recent instances, there has doubtless 
been an amount of tactlessness on the part 
of employers or their representatives which 
has acted like salt in raw flesh. The Act 
was not passed in order that it might be flour- 
ished by foremen and others endowed with, 
delegated power as if it were an Egyptian 
whip for the back of Israelite brickmakers. 
It was devised as a means for getting the most 
out of employers and their foremen as well as out 
of their squads of skilled and unskilled 
labourers. It knows no distinction between 
the wearers of broad cloth and the wearers of 
overalls. To the extent that that may have 
52Ibid. 
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been forgotten there must be an instant 
repentence, for the man who contributes 
to ',, he exasperation of another, which leads 
to the stAkirg of the latter, is under the 
same band of guiltiness. " 
This, of courseo was the message, which Fyfe attemptedl to convey. I 
on numerous occasions; that the effectiveness of the Munitions Acti 
and the success of the -niational endeavour, depended'not golely on the 
coercive enforcement, of the Act agiinst, workerst * but alsO on, 'UnitY'ip 
I 
reflected in firm, but "enlightened" management attitudes ý to labour. 
If employers, therefore, were discovered abusire the Act, then it 
was Fyfe's mission to shame them into rectification. The above 
newspaper editorial did, indeedq appýar to glimpse this insight, sig- 
nalling a remarkable concession by an e stablishment- oriented voice 
which strongly reflected the views of professional and business 
strata in Glasgow. Yet while it concluded that, "For the moment, 
the men seem disposed to think that further defiance of the ACt'is 
useless", it also p-ortentously added that, "We await the sequel 
to yesterday's trial with some anxiety". 
53 Such'caution was 
of course justified. For, as we saw in chapter two (Rupra), the 
subsequent imprisonment of three of the shipwrights who had refused 
to pay their fines led to a crisis of ýmassive proportionst subsequently 
recounted in numerous works, which resulted in the rapid amendment 
to the Munitions Act. Here was a further example of labour legislation 
as the forcing-house of social change. 
The Lobnitz Case 
Chronologically separating the two Fairfield cases was, the 
prosecution of 20 holders-on at Lobnitz shipyard in Renfrew, who had 
struck on July 300 remaining out till August 2.54 The men had sought 
53Ibia 
c 54-II-b-id 1:, August 10,1915 for details of the case and for quotations. See also 
Forward, August 14,1915. The assessors were John Browng general secretax 
of the Ironmoulders' Union and Robert Baird of the Coalowners, who also 
sat in the shipwrights' trial. 
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an allowance of a shilUng a man per day on the ground that workmen 
elsewhere were receiving this amount. They had approached the 
assistant foreman riveter, Hugh Gillen, who had Informed them that 
- since the managers, were at that'time abSeýnt on a txial trip, *he could 
not grant the increase. What led to the strike, however, seems to 
have been the manner in which this information was conveyed to the 
-men. For the workmen's representative at the tribunal* the widely 
crIticised W. G. Sharp of the Boilermakers' Society, contended 
that the men's demand had been received with a "lack of discretion! ' 
on the part of the firm. In fact, he continued, with due under- 
statement-, 
"It appeared to him that the member of the 
firm referred to ti. e. Gillen] was not in a very good 
mood that morning, and told them to get out of 
the warks, and they took him at his word". 
So once again the accused's representative was faced with the 
I 
daunting task of offering a defence to a chaige whose factual basis 
could scarcely be denied. Yet the very fact that pcqltry fines 
is, 
of just five shillings were imposed on the strikers, /it is suggested, 
a testimony, in part, to the skill with which Shaxp conducted that 
defence. For as well as stressing the. provocative attitude adopted 
by the company's I foreman, Gillen; as well as regretting the loss. of 
valuable working time - "The men realised now that it was not going 
to be advantageous to their interests to stop work" - Sharp also 
felt it appropriate to employ mildly disruptive tactics, which 
contained faint echoes of -the Fairfield coppersmiths' heaxing. 
Thus in the first instance, he lodged an objection to the 
presence, as prosecutor, of Thomas Biggart's assistant, Andrew Duncan. 
55 
55Duncan 
was an assistant solicitor in Biggart's . law firm. He later 
became, izecretary ofAhe SEF and eve ntually--j-aLneCL-the... g-ovexriment duxjmg"the Second World War. See Wigham, The Power to_Manage, 
pp. cit., p. 47. 
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Nothing less than a Crown prosecutor, as distinct from a private 
individual, would satisfy him. Next, he lashed out at "trial by 
newspaper", in that the Glasgow press had announced that charges 
had been brought even before the summonses had been issued. Thus 
Sharp demanded to know who had been, responsibl6 for "thus blackening 
the men in the eyes of the public before they had-a-chance to defend 
themselves", He even turned his hand to a spot of'legal, juggling, 
claiming (not without merit) that at the time cf the alleged offence, 
the men had not been engagecl on munItions work. 
Of course, all this sparring was conducted with a view to softening 
up the tritunal and the prosecutor. Fac the object was surely to 
minimise the penalty which would inevitably be imposed, an object 
scarcely prejudiced by Sharp's own distancing of self from his 
members who, as unofficial strikers, were not viewed by him in. a 
wholly virtuous light. 
Thus it was that modest fines were imposed on each striker because, 
said Professor Gloag, the men soon returned to work and, he added# 
because they possibly "did not understard the absolute necessity 
of the workmen of this country submitting to the conditions of the 
Act". But a further explanation is, surely, because Sharp 'Was prepared 
to stir things up, seeking also to place part of the blame on the 
shoulder of the employer. In these endeavours, his tactics could hardly 
be described as unsuccessful. 
There was, in fact, no immediate reaction to the prosecution, 
in the sense of a heightened tensim at the firm, rior farther'industrial 
action. The Boilermakers' Society-journal even failed to mention 
the incident. The ingredients certainly differed, from those present 
in the Fairfield cases; arx1p of course, no-one 'was imprisoned. Yet 
Sharp's spirited and somewhat unorthodox assault on the status and, 
credibility of the tritunal proceedings offered a modest example of 
controlled aggression for constructive aims in an otherwise legally 
unPromising situation. 
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Beardmore, Dalmuir 
However, as if to compensate for the less obtrusive "profile" 
'which LO'bnitz presented in the annals of the Munitions Act, the 
shipbuilding yard of, Beardmore,, at Dalmuir, -featured prominently 
in proceedings undertaken under'the Act. Beardmore, of. course, has 
attracted considerable attention among labour historians, due - 
principally to the activities of David Kirkwood, convenor of shop 
stewards of the company's Paxkhead Forge, work s. , 
Kirkwood's immodest. 
account of his personal relations with Sir William Beardmore, his 
claims to leadership on the Clyde Workers'. Committee, his dealings 
with Lloyd George and his eventual deportation, constitute a fragment 
of the permanent Apocrypha of Red Clydeside. 
56 However,. Dalmuir, 
with its predominantly shipbuilding rather than engineering base, 
was less affected by the concerns which so animated the_CWC. It was 
not so much the perceived threat of dilution in the sense of the., ý. 
possible replacement of skilled men by less skilled. female employees 
which exerted a disruptive influence on domestic industrial relations. 
For dilution of this nature scarcely impinged on ihe shipyards.. 
57' 
Rather, the issues that were manifes-Ced through confrontations over 
the Munitions Act derived, first, from the broadly framed section 4(3) 
of the Act, whose protean quality demanded not merely the removal 
of obstacles to. dilution, per se, but, the abrogation of any pracAce 
which "tendq. to restrict production or employment".. Secondly, wages 
questions remained among the more persistent of the issues which 
continued to surface at this time. 
56 For his own account, see David Kirkwood, My Life of Revolt (London: 
. Harrap. 1935). Alternative reminiscences are offered in 
57 Gallachert op-cit., and in McShane and Smith, op. cit. W. R. Scott and J. Cunnison, Industries of the Clyde--VzJ-Iey during the War 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924) 8-', '6; Reid, op. cit. 
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Dalmuir Guný-Mounting Dispute 
Apart fýcom those I proceedings involving shipbuilding employees, 
the celebrated prosecution of engineers at Beardmore's gun-nounting 
departuenit was , as- Hinton observes, 
58 the*, first, prosecution of striking 
munitions workers in Glasgow. Moreover, like, the Fairfield cases 
discussed'so far, -the "Stay-in" strike was untypical. in that. it did 
not originate in & wage rate dispute. Nonetheless, the case- had- 
at least ozie feature in common with the bulk of hearings, including 
the LobnItz, case, which took place. This was'that the very presence 
of the Munitions Act-undoubtedly encouraged the employer to undertake 
a specific disciplinary move in respect to his workforce, which 
he would, at most, have been hesitant -or reluctant to implement 
in the absence of the Act's coercive provisions. Furthermore, the 
spark which ignited the major dispute, seemed relatively humdrum. 
Though the participants' 'versions of the events differed,, what 
apparently occurred was that to enable shop stewards at the 'firm to 
attend the Lloyd George meeting in St. Andrews' Hall on Christmas 
Day 1915, it was arranged that they could be paid their wages a 
day earlier; that is, on the Friday, at 5-15 P-a-, instead of on: the 
59 Saturday, which was customary. However, the gun shop stewards had 
gained, the impression, which'-they said originated from the instructions 
of Slade ,- the depaitaental manager, that'they could-collect their 
pay at 4oI clock. Thi s 'was -denied and 'early - payment was refusýd, 
whereupon James 
. 
Logan, one of the stewards, , allegedly told. David 
Cameron, the firm's accountantp "Good God Almightys you can surely do 
me a favour like this, and I will do you a favour some day". Logan 
58 Hinton opicit., p. 149. 596iý; 
gow' Herald, January. 6,10,1916 for account' of the case. Cf., Woman's 
Dreadnought7, January 15,1916. The ministry instructed the Solicitor- 
General for Scotland, T. B. Morison, K. C., to lead the prosecution. The 
strikers retained a local solicitor, R. G. Carsont who also employed 
counsel, J. A. Christie. 
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then saw Archibald Campbell, the general manager, but apparently 
used such "disrespectful" language to him that he i4as dismissed 
on the following Tuesday. The next day, the men conducted their 
stay-in strike which-lasted till the-Friday. 
Duririg-the trial itself, there were some notable exchanges., 
Thus the strikers' counsel, cross-examining Slade, the departmental 
manager, asked, "Can you tell us what was the violent language used 
to Mr. Campbell? " "I can't recall the words", came the reply. "It 
can't have made very much impression on your mind, Mr. Slade% counsel 
retorted, to bursts ofloud applause from the spectators. Another 
prosecution witness, a pay clerk, - recounted that Logan, on seeing a 
number of men lining up at the pay office the day before his 
dismissal, had told them that they were "a damned lot of idiots 
waiting there for. their money. Why not rush the wirdow and take it? " 
According to Campbell, the general manager, that outburst was the 
culminating reason for Logan's dismissal. "It was quite impossible 
to suffer such insubordination", he told the court. His insistence 
that Logan's dismissal was for disobedience and for unbearable 
disrespect was, in fact, presented by the company as fheir response 
to the men's allegation that Logan had been victimised as a shop 
steward engaging in trade union activities. Both Slade and Campbell 
were adamant that this-was not sos 
FYFE: "You told us that Logan was of pronounced trade 
union proclivities. Have notýall shop 
stewards these proclivities? " 
SLADEs "I suppose they have. Some can be very reasonable 
and some can be very, unreasonable* 
FYFE: "You are not suggesting that a man should be dismissed 
-merely because he is an active trade unionist? " 
SLADEt "No. If he is active and confined himself to that 
only, we welcome the shop steward. *, They 
are a benefit to us. " 
FM: "Well, I just want to remove the impressim that 
you were dismissing him because he is an active' 
trade unionist". 
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Turning now to Gampbell, Fyfe enquired, 
"You have ascertained from your staff that he 
was regarded as an unsettling influence in the shop? " 
CAmpi3ELL-.. "I have had it reporLed to me that he took UP 
so much of his time with matters of that 4nd that he, 
rarely got much work dDne. " 
It was a well orchestrated attempt by Fyfe to lead Campbell and Slade 
through potentially dangerous ground which would threaten to elevate. 
Logan to the status of martyrdom in defence of the right of trade 
unionists to organise in the firm. Instead, Beardmore were portrayed 
as an enlightened and Irogressive employer$ fully xecognising the 
advantages of the shop steward system, conducted by "reasonable" 
men. In this light and in the light of the evidence of Logan'c 
behaviour and advocacy of force in respect to the pay office, their 
hope was that the public would be persuaded, that the firm were not 
anti-union, or even anti-shop steward. One suspects t4at, few observers" 
opinicns on this matter would have been altered one way or another 
by such testimony. Nonetheless, so far as the tribunal was concerned, 
Logan's protestations of innocence - "I have never had any ill words 
with Mr. Campbell yet" were, after this testimony, hard to swallow; 
and his denials of involvement in any disturbances at the pay office 
or in the strike itself, difficult to accept. Another shop steward, 
James Boyd, who had gone to see CampbeU, Slade and Beardmore, "in 
what we term the harem" ('Laughter in cxder to intercede, had 
had no success. "Sir William Beardmore very near ate us. He said 
that under no consideration I-siel would he accept a deputation". 
Not even the compromise of reinstatement plus a tribunal hearing 
against logan alone, presumably under the Ordering of Work regulations, 
would be considered by the management. 
Thusy lacking evidence to sustain the accusation of victimisation, 
Logan and the strikers were enmeshed in a frubtrating situation. No 
doubt Logan was "disrespectful" and uttered rash remarks. But there 
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is no explanation as to the source of the story that the original 
paying out time had been altexed from 5-15 to 4 o'clock. Either 
Logan had invented the story or the management had spmad a false 
rumour possibly hoping,, thereby,. to. provoke a. situation enabling 
them to deal finally with a shop steward who was an "unsettling influence 
. 
gan-naively walked into the trap and In in the shop". If so, then. Lo 
the face of the testimony of violent language-and suggestions, could 
do nothing about it. - This inability either to. extricate himself 
from this dilemma or to prove suspicions of victimisatian, no 
doubt helps to account for the uproar which accompanied the hearing; 
for the sense of injustice, which perhaps explains why large numbers 
of sympathJsers attended the tribunal-or-demonstrated outside the 
building, was surely deeply felt. 
Indeed, this feature directs-us to a further aspect of tribunal 
proceedings in Glasgow which the gun-mounting case neatly illustrates. 
Thus a characteristic element informing many of the major clashes 
which reached the munitions tribumls was the allegation that one 
individual or group had treated another harshly or insensitively 
and that the consequent'stAke or refUsal to obey the foreman's order 
derived from anger at the wa3P in which the men had been addressed. - 
Such a phenomenon, however, mightierely be a surface -manifestation 
of more. deep-rooted causes and suspicions which the war emergency 
had generated. It nonetheless remains part of the fine texturing not 
just of the accounts of the case offered by witnesses, prosecution 
and defence but also of the atmosphere in-uhich the tribunal hearing 
was conducted. The sense that personal animosities- (in addition to, 
more structural causes) were being enacted at the tribanal hearing 
gave the Ixoceedings the appearance of a-boxing match between-the 
representatives of "Good" and"'Evil"; as bigots might have perceived 
the fight between Jess Willaid, the "Great White Hope", and Jack 
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Johnson, the Negro champion, which took place a few months earlier 
in April 1915. For it is not only the coabatants who are eml=o! L: Led 
in the struggle. The audience, also, is deeply Involved. Thus the 
"personar dimension cannot be - neglected either In, respect -to the 
issue being tried before the tribunal, nor in respect to the atmosphere 
surrounding the hearing. 
Thus for some time before the proceedings'began, on January 5, 
1916,.,.. 'the court was crowded'by workexs supporting the accusedi-and 
a strong fo=e of policemen was, present. 
6o 
When the Solicitor- 
General and his junior counsel, M. P. Fraser, entered,, there was a 
good deal of hissing; while on the arrival of the sheriff (a partisan 
boxing referee? ) very few of the crowd stood up, contrary to the 
custom in courts of law., Even the reading of the complaint by the 
clerk (master of ceremonies? ), T. F., Wilson, was greeted with 
ironical applause. 
With his reputation for severity in the Fairfield shipwrights', 
case undiminished by the subsequent antics of the government, Sheriff 
Fyfe immediately launched into a, stern warning. If there was any 
expression of feeling, he cautioned, 'he would clear the court, an 
utterance which drew, farther wry applause rather than the instant- 
aneous silence which he was'no doubt seeking. 
"I think I know the working men pretty well, 
and a word is quite enough for you. You also 
know me and you know I mean what I say,, ",, 
he continued, dispensing, bonhomie, threats and - bluff in, equal measure. 
This interaction between tribunal officials, the accused and 
the spectators did indeed reach bizarre heights at-one stage early 
on in the proceedings when the strikers', solicitor sought an adjournment 
so as the better: to prepare his case. But Sheriff Fyfe woiad only 
60(h, 
the chlef constable's a=angements, see Hinton, op. cit., p. 136. 
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assent to the request, If the men returned to work. The ward of any 
one of those present at the hearing, declared Fyfe, would be 
acceptable, whereupon the solicitor pointed out the men's union 
representative In the -audience; But almost immed-iately, - one of the 
accused stood up and repudiated the official's authoxitY to bind 
the men. Only if Brother Logan'were reinstated "tomorrow", would work 
recoamence. So Fyfe set out asking each of the accused individually. 
Yet this ploy. also-had no effect as soqrr as the union official 
signalled to the first accused to answer in the affirmative. As the 
Glasgow Herald, 
61 
with sober understatement, noted, "it was evident 
that the men in the court did not approve of this course". To retrieve 
the situation, one of the delegates persuaded Fyfe to permit a 
meeting of the men to be held, ' whereupon Fyfe, officials, ard counsel 
ceremoniously trooped out of the chamber. Yet the police were 
still hovering in the background until subtle hints were dropped, 
and they too retired, leaving the trade unionists alone at '! Aast in 
the larp court room. Perhaps they felt uncomfortable, or out'of 
place, conducting their unorthodox business within such imposing 
surrourdings, so symbolic of propriety aul respectability. Perhaps, 
rather, they thought they were vulnýrable to eavesdropping. The 
I=ivaoy of a side-room was evidently more congenial, so they also 
got up and left an empty chamber. 
Possibly nothing to parallel this spectacle had occurred prior, 
to (nor, perhaps, subsequent to) the event in questi'on in the history 
of legal administration. To offer a"court sideroom to litigants to 
agree upon terms of settlement might be a relatively common event. 
But'for a judge to vacate the courtroom itself for the convenience,, 
nOt of civil litigants, but'of large nurabers of men accused of 
616, 
asg ow Herald, January 6,1916. 
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committing a cAme (far to strike was a criminal offence under the 
Act) was surely unique. moreover, transient thouggh it may have been, 
it was nonetheless a success for the rank-and-file whose Insistence 
not to. be bound. by the dictates, of. the union officials -was even 
given legitimacy by Fyfe's action in acquiescing in,. the, men's 
demands to consult workshop representatives., 
-. ý 
The outcome of the meeting was an-agreement to return to work 
till Saturday when it was- hoped that the trial'wotild recommence at 
2 p. m. Fyfe, however, suggested that since the hearing would be 
lengthy, they ought to start In the morning after, the men's breakfast, 
break at work. To laughter from those present, he added, "the men 
would have time to have a wash up and be at-the court to enjqýr them- 
selves by 10.30.11 It is, of courses fascinating to note the 
striking similarity in style between Lloyd George and Shexiff Fyfe 
in respect to the way in which they tended to address working men, 
This was$ indeed, entirely appropriate given that, the. first named 
was the architect of the Minitions Act and the latter was Its most 
vigorous exponent. 
The resumed hearing on the Saturaay did, nonetheless,, pass 
unmemorably. Fyfe expressed some mild'ariticism of the, tactlessness 
of the pay office, discovered. some obscure ground on which to cross, 
swords with the prosecuting counsel, T. B. Morison, delivered his 
ritual denunciation of strikes in wartimeand. having Imposed what he 
genuinely thought to be a modified fine ofiC5 on each striker, in view 
of the "exceptional" circumstances of the case, finally resolve to 
"let the matter take its course"* In. the event, of course, the 
Ministry of Munitions subsequently made an abortive effortAo extract 
a statement of regret from the men, and when this failed, did not 
62 
press for payment of the fines, which remained unpaid. 
62 
Wolfe, OP-cit-v P- 132; Hinton, op. citat P. 136. 
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The Dalmuir heazing thus joins the lengthening catalogue of 
open displays of wor-king- class ridicule of such sittings, ard of the 
strenuous efforts exerted by the tribunal chairmen to deploy sufficient 
11muscle" -ýo ; Eýppear to vindicate the -power*and authority of th6'Act 
but not too much as to cause open rebellion or rejection of its - 
legitimacy. For the point must be stressed that the men on trial 
did not refuse to recognise the authority of the tribunal. They- 
in fact instructed counsel and were prepared to defend -the case on 
its merits. They may have opposed the Act, but not to the extent of 
refusing absolutely to participate in the proceedings 'of the tribunal. 
What thOy-did. seek to engage in, notwithstanding, was a course of 
calculated pressure, involvirg thrust and counter-thrust over the 
f erms urxler which they would consent to be tried, perhaps not a 
complete "captuXe! * of a legal institution by working people - the 
rent strike evicticn cases which impelled Sheriff Lee to ring'up 
Lloyd George may perhaps be more appropriate - but a highly 
significant transformation of the court process nonetheless. As 
mentioned previously, the munitions tribunal appeared to have been 
structured on characteristics both of the ordinary courts of law" 
and of the threats ard IZ1uffs informing the practices of tense'joint 
negotiating committees. The Dalmuir hearing possibly represents 
one of the highest "achievements" of this combination. 
Why Sheriff Fyfe was prePaxed to tolerate th6 gxadu; il incursion 
I 
of "Social" reality into his legal domain,. thereby loosening his grip 
on the proceedings, is not readily apparent. His stubborn insistence, 
'When issuing his Judgment in the previous Fairfield case#' that the' 
tribunal ww not concerned with the reasons causirg men to strike, 
is noticeably missing in this hearIng. Perhaps the crowd, including 
the mass-meeting outside the court housee unnerved him In a manner 
not experienced during the shipwrights' case, with the result that 
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his resolve was weakened, rendering him -more amenable to conciliatory 
gestures. Moreover, events had shown, subsequent to the Fairfield 
decision, that pompous remarks stressing that legal criteria 
were the only'valid-criteriat' were not always the' most'judicioud 
ployý. The conduct of theTalmuir proceedings, indeed, had developed,, 
with the connivance of the chairman, almost into a collective 
bargaining session. An abject surrender of the law was Inconceivable# 
a tactical retreat with honour, tolerable, This perhaps explaina 
Fyfe's uncharacteristic decision to "impose the penalty and let 
thematter take its course". For given the strategic importance for 
the war effort which the Beardmore gun-mounting shop-represented, 
he could present the authorities with the knotty*'Problea of 
extracting the fines - if they so dared and let them risk a 
further confrontation. As to threats of imprisonment in the event of 
failure to pay, that possibility was expediently and carefully 
omitted from the tariff of punishments. 
Barclay CUrle Apprentices 
In one respect, there could not 
ýave been a starker-contrast 
between the high drama which accompanied the Fairfield and Beardmore 
hearings, on: the ohO,. - hand, and the following account of a prosecution__ 
of-a handful of apprentices'on the other. The episode itself casts 
no light on such matters as the politicisation of the wartime 
labour movement on the Clyde or on the growth of rank-and-file 
movements. The incident does, however, demonstrate the -manner in" 
which even apprentices' hearings underwent a transformation from the 
-model of staid and cosy "domestic courts" as the authorities had 
originally desiredo and became instead a turbulent forum where 
insultst threats and bullying were traded among the participants. 
The case in question was heard on November 4,1915 before Cmdr. 
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Gibson, 
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and concerned the familiar issue of the appropriate rate 
far a particular job. The evidence showed that the shipyard 
apprentices, six riveters, and two holders-on, had been dissatisfied 
with the. price they ýhad been offered for-a certain Admiralty job. 
and refused -to wo3--k on the terms laid down by their, employer. The 
foreman told the tribunal that the apprentices had-been offered the. 
rate of 10/64 for a certain number of rivets and an anowance, for 
obstructions, -In reply, the apprentices argued that 121/6d was 
being paid to a machine squad employed on the same work. Since the 
Company refused to pay them the higher rate, they absented themselves 
from woxk(, on October 15 zaaýd 16, as a conseqtlence of which they were 
now being prosecuted. For good -measure, the Ministry of Munitions, - 
represented by James Cramond, also charged them with disobeying 
the lawful orders of the foreman riveter. 
It is clear that-technically they might well have been 
prosecuted before the general tribunal for going on strikes Why 
they were only prosecuted for an Ordering of Work. offqnce_befoi; e the 
local tribunal is not stated; though the fact that the accused 
were apprentices, in respect to whom'*a corrective rather than a 
punishment-orientated approach was thought appropriate, presumably 
dictated-that they face a less serious charge. The fact that the 
hAnistry undertook the prosecution prciýably reflected the belief 
that officialdom's "short# sharp shocle' would be immediately 
effective. 
However, the proceedings in the tribunal, with Cmclzý Gibson 
assuming a stern,, headmasterly pose, did not quite -match such 
expectations,, as the following dialogue vividly revealst 
11 
, November 5,1915. 
2o6 I 
GIBSONt "Did you ever for a moment reflect what 
you were doing - that you were hindering 
Government work? " 
APPRENTICEs "If it comes to that, you might as well 
bring -the whole yard up here gaffers 
ard all. 
GIBSON: "You were all higgling over-pences while 
hundreds of thousands of men have given up 
good'income to go ard fight for t heir 
country in the trenches. " 
APPRENTICEi "Vell, we are willing to do thatp too. 
We 'were willing to do It months ago. st 
Clearly ruffled that he was being answered in kind, Gibson could 
only fall back on his secure privilege-of finding guilt,, imposing- 
sentences-of X2_ each, and of refusing leaving certificates'for which 
the apprentices had, perhaps cheekily, applied. 
Told that they were required to return to work on Barclay 
Curle's terms, the apprentices reiterated that they would better 
serve king and country in the trenchesi which suggestion then led to 
the following exchange: 
GIBSON: "You are serving your King and country as 
well at home as if you were in the trenches. " 
APPRENTICE: "You would not think so from reading the 
newspapers. " 
GIBSON: "Do you forget you are In a court of law? " 
APPRENTICE& "Is that so? " 
GIBSON: "Do you know it is within my power to 
send you to prison for the way you have 
conducted yourself at the bar? " 
APPRENTICE: "I thought we could get speaking 'wherever 
we went. " 
GIBSON: "I will stand none of your insolence. Unless 
you apologise here and now for your conduct, 
I will deal with you for contempt of court. 
Do you-express your regret-for what you have 
done? " 
APPRENTICE. - "What have I done? I gave you no insolence. 
I asked you a civil question. I asked you 
if we-had to go back to that particular job. " 
GIBSON: "Unless you can conduct yourself a little 
more discreetly, I give you warning that if 
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ever there is a case again of persons 
conducting themselves as you have done, 
I will certainly deal with them for 
contempt of court. You may go. " 
The ability of the apprentices to force Gibson onto the defensive, 
in which position he felt obliged to utter empty threats, says much 
either for the youthful innocence of the accused or for -their 
confidence in being able to manipulate the chairman into appearing 
týq justify "Pruqpian-like" suppression of free speech.. Such an 
uncomfortable revelation, though not expressed by the apprentices 
in so many words, could only be dismissed as "insolence", which, 
if repeated, would render the accused liable for contempt. Of 
course, it was a desperate threat by Gibson in order to retain 
control of the, proceedingst for, as the Treasury Solicitor had pointed 
out on a previous occasion, the tribunal' possessed no powers 
to punish for contempt and could only order the offender to be 
removed from the court, or if "sufficiently disorderly", to be 
brought before a justice to be bound over. 
64 
Of itself, the case is not enlightening on the impact of the 
Munitions Act on the Glasgow working 
, 
class. What it does confirm, 
however, is the character of the Glasgow munitims tribunal as a 
spectacle where the traditional features of deference to. superiors 
(and io elders); where respect and reverence for the law and its 
officials'I and where humility and contrition on a finding of guilt 
(which was as -much a moral condemnation as a factual one) have all 
disappeared. Thus the justice of the ruling class was, in this 
episode, seen to be less than majestic, even if nott as on other 
occasions, positively ridiculous. 
one must, of course, acknowledge that the nature of the complaint 
'ýOHMM, 
Vol. IV, Pýxt II, p. 12. 
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levelled against the apprentices would have some bearing on how 
they responded in the tribunal. For example, they were. no doubt 
emboldened in the stance they took In court, justifying their 
action by poikiting out- that-, "experienced men" at the. works had - 
advised thea of the appropriate rate for particular jobs. This 
no doubt lent legitimacyj -in, their eyes, to their resistance to 
the firm. By contrastp Whenp in another casep *six apprentices from 
the same shipyard were ptosecuted a week lat6r for'abseiitiýg 
themselves from work in order to play footballp 
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the scenes 
witnessed in the fi3. zt hearing were not repeated. It would have beený 
difficult for this second group of apprentices to assume a moral 
stance in respect to their football playing which would Inform their 
conduct at the tribunal. Thus, the issue in question would bave 
to be worth defending if the protest were to have, any, impact. ý, - 
At the outset of -their career, the very existence of the tribunals 
might have given grounds for popular sniping at-such instiftil6n: e, -, 
legitimacy gxd authorityi- Once, however, the initial impact of 
their presence began to wear. off, issues more substantial than 
prosecutions for playing football dukng working hours , were no doubt 
necessary if resistance, in whatever form, was to be displayed, 
The Deportation Strike Prosecutions 
For a number of reasons, it is entirely appropriate that, the - 
present chapter should conclude with an account of the prosecutionI 
of those participating in the deportation strikes of March 1916., 
As well as marking a crucial watershed in the history of the dilution 
camp4gn, the events surrounding the - removal of the shop stewards 
from the Clyde district corresponded to, important shifts In the- 
November 11,1915. 
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character of the legal dimension to the history o, f the wartime 
labour movement In Glasgow. At the -most general, but also most 
significant level, though grievances continued to be expressed, 
the- massivb dir-plaYs of'unrest *On Clydeside-. o-Ver the Munitl: ons ý- 
Act began thereafter to diminish*p as Ha=y McShane, in his recent 
autobiography, seems'to confirm* 
66 
But there'were' ottier'related 
indications. First, while the deportation strikes were the. finalp 
of the Clydeside shop stewarýs' resistance to dilution on government 
work imposed on the government's terms, they also symbolized the 
final curtain of the regime of Gloagg Gibson and Andrew,,.,. the 
tribunal chairmen whose-extreme sensitivity, especially in the 
case of Gloag, encouraged the militants, ih the view of -the Ministry 
of Munitions, to pursue a policy of disruption. 
Second, the Munitions Amendment Act, passed in January 1916, 
authorized the establishment of the Munitions Appeal-Tribunal, 
presided over by the Court of Session judge, Lord Dewar. , Moreover, 
it was now laid down that in themunitionS txitunal, the two lay 
assessors, if unanimous, could bind the tribunal chairman on, 
any question, of fact. - Third, fron-this time, the appearance, of 
women -munitions workers before the tribunal became a more frequent, 
if not yet common, occurrencel necessitatingg, additiomlly, the 
appoint-ment-ofýfemale-assessors6 Fourth, a greater-number of- 
applications to the tribunals were emanating from the iron'and steel 
trades (and, in particular, from labourers) rather than, as formerly, 
from the shipbuilding sector* Fif th, more and more cases before - the 
tribunal were inextricably linked to military conscription, whereas 
this was not an issue for the tribunals to consider- (though they did 
deal with cases involving military recruitment) prior to 1916. Sixthq 
66McShane 
and Smith, 'op. cit., P-77* 
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the depth of coverage of the cases in the newspapers altered after 
this time, as the military tribunals attracted more attention. 
Additionally, there was a greater tendency to omit the names of 
firms and defendants appearing before the, tribunals# even in important 
strIke prosecutions. Presumably this was on 
ýhe instruction of the 
censor. Whether the reason was to avoid passing on military secrets 
to the Germans, to prevent the British public from reading of labour 
unrest in their own country, which the authorities might think would 
adversely affect morals, or whether, finally, it was to save the 
manage=of the firms, particularly in the large mun! Ltions companies, 
from any possible embarrassment arising from the cases (and, 
especially, from tribunal criticism of their conduct towards their 
employees), is not clear. 
For all the aboVe reasons 9 then, the deportation strike prosecutions mark 
an important watershed in the legal, as well as in:. the industrial, history of 
wartime Clydeside 'labour. ,II.. Th6 progress - of -. 
the. strike and the deportation of the shop ýtewards 
have been analysed in extens'O by writers such as Wolfe, 
Gallacher, Wrigley, Hinton, McLean and Pribicevic whose works have 
all been cited elsewhere in this research. Therefore only the 
briefest reference to the immediate backgrouncl to the tribunal 
hearings will be offered here. Thus in the midst of the troubles, 
the government had widely advertised its intention to threaten 
the dejýýz-tation strikers with the Munitions Act, ani with DORA, 
notices to that effect having been posted in the affected workshops. 
Moreover, the decision of the ASE Executive to condemn the strikes 
as "unauthorised and unconstitutional", the refusal of strike pays 
and the Executive's Instruction to the district committee to order 
the-men to resume work, 
67 allowed the tribunal further leverage in 
handling the strikers firmly without the fear of incurring simultaneously 
68 
the wrath of the union. Indeed, said the Glasgow Herald, 
6 
pGlasgow Herald, March 27,1916. --Ibid. 
f 
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"There is also abundance of proof that they 
[the ASE3 
have been almost as amazed as outsiders at the 
Government's patience - it ii a stronger expression 
in their mouths; for whilst it may be true in a 
sense that gravity is only a recent development, 
the sinister beginnings of the evil were not hatched 
in an impenetrable secrecy. Many have been the 
warnings to the Executive, but as in some other. 
'matters, a lack of courage has given strength to the 
forces of disaffection... " 
The local engineering employers likewise demanded, that the 
government t'put the fullest powers of the Defence, of the Realm Act 
into operation against ringleaders". 
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One significant feature, 
we may observe, is the emphasis which the employeis, perhaps 
unconsciously reflecting the corporatist strategy for munitions 
production, consistently placed on the steps which the government, 
rather than the employers themselves, ought to take, to meet the 
threat posed by-militants. For they perceived, such issues as 
involving "law and oxder", or even cmstitutional, questions. Thus 
while the employers readily. supplied the names of "agitators and'. ' 
undesirables" within their establishments to the dilutian 
commissioneis, the evidence necessary. for prosecutions., 'they insisted, had to be 
Obtained by the government. 
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That it was the Ministry of Munitions which prosecuted the., 
strikers, rather than their employers, was therefore entirely, 
consistent with the view taken of the strike by the employers; that 
is, that it was directed against the Military Service Act, all forms' 
of government control, the agreeftent' of thý, ASE to dilution and -the 
Committee on Producti6n's recent decision on'the Clyde wages question. 
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b- committee was also delegated to meet the dilution commissioners to press the need for 
M prosecutions'. See ibid. ?0 bid., March 27,191C. - 
LE., March 23,1916. This, of course,. was - 
id 
-the argument put by Addison in the Commons. See Wean (1983) op. cit., p. 81. Ironically, this 
analysis should have prevented proceedings under the Munitions Act, since the definition of a strike under section 19(b) only covered action over 
an employer's terms of employment. It was the CWC's view of the strike's 
objective which, by contrast, met*. the criteria of section 19(b). 
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These were all features which pointed to a political campaign, 
rather than to a domestic Industrial relations issue, Thus the 
protestation of the CWC that, "The trouble at Parkheacl is purely 
local, and is no part of any gene*xal. policy" -. clearly' failed to convince. 
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c 
.. 
The txial itself tock-. placejn twoýsessionsi the first hearings' 
being conducted on-March-29 in the thick-of the struggle. 'Ten 
of the accused were from BeardmorelsýParkhead Forge, ten from the 
Talmuir gun-mounting shopand a-further ten from the North British 
Diesel Engine Wcxks at Whiteinch. The neat symaetry was a product 
of Sheriff Fyfels suggestion that a representative number-be' selected 
from the principal sites affected in order, so he told the trillinal, 
"to cause as little inconvenience as pos8ible",, 
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For the occasiong the strikers had been able to obtain the 
services of Rosslyn Mitchel 10 t; he "lawyer dandy" 
?4 
and confiere 
of David Kirkwood. It may indeed have been an inspired choice 
in the sense that Mitchell was not prepared to let proceedings, run 
I 
an uncontroversial course confindd to the eliciting of stark 
answers to the uncomplicated question whether these accused had 
in fact breached the Manitions Act bg participating In an illegal 
stxike. Instead, he harried the chairman, Sheriff Fyfe, and the 
ministry prosecuiar, J. Tarner,., MacFarlane* by raising gratuit6us, 
and obstructive preliminary pleas designed, no doubt, to deflect ý 
attenticn. from the. substantive legal question whether the -man 
had committed the alleged offence. When he could go no further 
in undermining the prosecution case, prior to addressing this 
question, he simply refused to participate any more in the proceedings. 
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Thus he first attempted to question MacFarlane's credentials 
authorising him to prosecute, an objection which Fyfe dismissed as 
"impertinent". Next, he applied f or a postponement of the hearing 
on. the grourd-that the most, impor-tant witnesses for the deýfence 
were precisely. those who had been removed. by the military authorities. 
They, alone, could speak on "interviews -and other matters xelative, to 
the facts". Any attempt to conduct a he. -Ldng in the absence of 
these, witnesses would only lead to a "burlesque trial". Michell; 
however, Ixotested too much. It was, of* course, his intention 
throughout, to orchustrate the proceedings in this way. For a 
"proper" trial would-only confirm the "legitimacy" of the man's 
guilt. By Portraying the proceedings as "burlesque", the legitimacy 
I 
of the verdicts themselves might appear to be compromised or sullied. 
However, on being pressed by Fyfe that a postponement was 
generally permitted only where the accused returned to work, Mitchell 
replied that the "whole atmosphere had changed since the stoppage 
in question", as a'result of. -the deportations. Torg he continued, 
'to o* six of -the men who knew most about it had 
suddenly been kidnapped from their homes, and 
were now hidden away from the Mefence. Indeed, 
he did not know what -men would be available as 
witnesses next week. He'did not know when his 
-men would disappears" 
he added, to roarsoof laughter from the large and vociferous crowd 
'watching the pioceedingso Thus a stalemate was reached# as no 
return to work was remotely likely at that juncture. 
In reviewing Mitchell's tactics, it is clear that he had Uttle 
interest in ascertaining the correctness or otherwise of the legal 
charge. His object wasp rathert to dramatize the event with a view 
to depriving the final verdicts (that the accused were "guilty") 
of that conventional legitimacy which the theatre of judicial 
proceedings is designed to promote. Finishing with the rhetorical 
flouxish that, 
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there were men who regarded it as ofmore 
importance that the military should not be 
permitted to take away-men in the midst of the 
night from their houses than that munitions 
should be produced", 
he finally ma4e, bi s dramatýc pxit,,,. announcýý Jhat he proposed to 
take no further. part in the, proceedings. 
Since the defence offered. no evidence, Sheriff Fyfe once more .- 
embarked upon his solemn lectura. Yet he seemýd to invest it vith 
a deeper political significance tlian -in previous condemnations of 
strikers in wartime. For no doubt he was conscious of the climactic 
nature of the cases before him. Thus he declared that, 
"Their solicitor had been pe'rfeAly frarffý, 
that they were out to defy the lzLw and the Government. 
You have taken up the attitude that a certain 
shop stewaxd is to manage the work ... I venture 
to think that not only the law of the land but the 
common sense of the notion is against any such 
preposterous doctrine. " 
What was therefore novel was that: by stripping away the Zac6, de'of 
legal technicality, -Sheriff Fyfe had expressly disavowed the supposedly 
apolitical nature of legal formalism which urdexpins capitalist 
legal relations. Of course, within the context cf the corporatist 
munitions code, Fyfe made connectione between law and policy'every 
time he sat in judgment in a munitions tAbunale 'But this was 
conditioned by wartime exigencies. His political ýýr6nouincement 
in the deportation strike hearings was surelý both descriptive and 
prescriptive of the'legal foundatims of an industrial society free 
from the ravages ýof war restrictions. Ironically, his defence of 
a capitalist legal'regime which would continue long aft , er the 
experiment with war collectivism had expired-, 'ýwas I an 01 utspoken p, olitical 
response on behalf, cf a system which was not, in fact, under threat.. 
For although a'number of the accused, during the second diet of 
hearings arising out of the deportation stxikes, expressed a revolutionary 
motive informing their industrial action, the strikest it is ý clear, 
were confined to'more parochial questions pertaining to Kirkwood's 
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freedom of movement at the Forge. Political change played little 
or not part in the strikers' agenda. By misconstruing the situation 
and by obfuscating the motives of the strikers, Fyfe uncharacteristicaUy 
allowed his rhetoxic to get the better of him. 
. 
For. he used his 
C 
Judicial office as a platform from yhich to launch-an explicitly 
political repudiation of what he wrongly perceived was the shop. 
stewards' vision of the permanent revolutions '. 
Yet - at the second, round of. iribunal bearings in the wake of-Ahe 
deportation stzikes, 
75 the sheriff was in fact confronted with the' 
spectacle of three accused shop stewards who did indeed adopt- 
a pronounced revolutionary stance during the proceedings. One 
of'these Individuals was an Amexican,. John Cuzins (or Cuzen), a, - 
member af the International Machinists' Union of America. In presenting 
his case to the tribunal he had first attempted to-widen the 
scope ar the dialogue'by pointing outýthe dangerous condition of 
the machine he had been operating. He was not in fact the first 
accused ýo. raise this 'matter. 'For, another, American, Thomas Nolan, 
had testified that -he bad been informed in Philadelphia that Beardmore 
were to give then "proper labouk conGlitions". Obviously sensing, a 
threatened loss of control, Fyfe immediately stopped this line of 
argument, dbclaringv "We are not concerned with ]Abour conditions 
here. " Here again is illustrated the imposition of legally defined 
criterIa of relevance whereby the "secondary" reality of law'elbows 
out the "primaxy" reality of individuals, " own experiences. Cuzins 
was no -more successful in his endeavour than Nolan. 'So having'failed 
to deflect attention to the company'sTailings, he expounded his 
own philosophy. He had come out in sympathy with the other strikers, 
fort he asserted, "Men were justifledý in the breaking the law if the 
75Glasdow Herald, April 14p 1916; AIMS, Monthly .. Rep . Ort may 1916, * p. 72. 
About 60 men were tried on this occasion. Thirty-two were fined 
X5 each, about 25 established that they had been ill at the 
relevant time and several Belgiam were excused. 
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law was against the men. " But such remarks were scarcely bound 
to impress Sheriff Fyfe who . se response was to impose a hefty fine 
of, E20 on Cuzins. Thus, 
"Not only had he brokpn, th6 law, but he had 
come before the tribunal and upheld the principle 
of breakirg the law. That was an attitude which 
the tribunal could not regard otherwise than in 
a serious 11 ght. If Cthe7 accused lived in a 
country, he must obey the law of the country". 
Cuzins was followed into the dock by William Craig,,. a shop steward 
at DalmUr. He also felt the -men were Justified in breakirg -the law, 
for which deed he did not feel in the least sorry. Indeed, since 
-matters had, he added, quietened down in the district, this latest 
batch of prosecutions would only inflame tempers once -more. Moreover, 
the authorities themselves had ignored the men's request that their 
grievances be attended to. SLk weeks of inaction had elapsed, and, 
of course, strike'action, after three weeks' notification to thel 
Board of Trade, was permissible. 
The revelation that constitutional steps had been taken in vain, 
76 
persuaded Sheriff Fyfe -to recall to the witness stand a third accusedg 
David Hantont a shop steward at Parkhead Forge. As one of Kirkwood's 
lieutenants, he had been directly involved in the -incident at the 
New Howitzer Shop when the shop stewards sought to check -the'Wage, lines 
77 
cE the newly imported female workers. No permission to do so had 
formally been granted by the management, and this was'used as -the 
pretext'to prevýnt Xixkwoodlr,, freedý! a c; f'mov'ement ar? 'convenor of'shop 
I 
stewaxds (Given these factsi the selection of an equal'number'of 
strikers from each factory clearly did not imply a'3: andom selection 
from each establishmen). 
76The 
story is supported by the nar rative account In the Manifesto Issued 
duAng the Strike at Parkhead Forg , 1216, bY the-Engineers - Addressed 
to Fellow-Workers in the District., See copy in Scott and Cunnison, 
opecit., Appendix XIX; Glasgow-Herald April 1,1916; ASE, Monthly Journa3. 916. and Report (executive council rePOrt)s April 1 771abour Party, Report of the ... Deportation in March 
1916 Of David 
Kirkwood and other Workmen ... kLondon: Iabour Party, 19-17), esp. paras. 
(cont'd over... 
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Hanton had already been found guilty by the tribunall and fined 
X25 after having replied tb'Fyfe's questioning that'in this Instance, he, too, 
fe lt 
/it was justifiable to break the law. As a shop steward, it was, for 
him, a matter of principle that he support the inen stziking over 
the re striations' Imposed,, nn Kirkwood; indeed, he still, ' at the, ti-Me 
of the trialg adhered to that view., Fyfe'was, ' of - course, governed' 
by different principles. Thus, 
"A man occupying the position of'shop stewazd"l 
sniffed the worthy sheriff, "instead of 
encouraging the breaking of the law, should 
try to see that the men obeyed the law. The 
tribunal regretted that a man who acted as 
shop steward should take up the attitude -' 
which he still defiantly did - that going on 
strike on March 17 was justified. " 
However, on his recall to the witness stard, he explained that -the 
outs-Landing grievance to which the Previous accused, William Craig, 
had referred, concerned the non-union status of soldiersq themselves 
skilled engineers, drafted into the Forge to undertake turnýng and 
fitting. According to Hanton, the agreement to -maintain a. union 
shop was thereby breached, a-matter reported to the authorities but 
not rectified after a long passage Of time- In the light of this, he implied, 
the strike was purely lawfulip Yet according to Sheriff Fyfeg that 
arrangement was superseded by the dilution schemej ani given this 
premise, it was logical for him now to conclude thatt "Whether the 
men belonged to a union or not is a matter of absolute indifference". 
Thus by sleight of hando the men's original grievance was defined 
out of existence and the strike tainted with illegality. ' There 
was thus an unbridgeable gap separating the two competing realitiesq- 
reflected in the Imposition of punitive fines on the one hand and 
the affirmation of the'justice of the strike on -the other. 
77 cont'd60-71- Hanton later stood unsuccessfully for the Post Of 
Glasgow district secretary of the ASE, a posItlon-won by Harry 
Hopkins of the Govan Txades Council. See Glasgow Heraild, October 
Ili November 12,1917; ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, October 1917, P. 4, 
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We may observe, therefore, that the verbal interchanges 
during the hearing conditute remarkable examples both of the artic- 
ulation of alternative realities and of the simultaneous and frank 
recognition* by Shetiff'Fyfe that the law coula pot possibly tolerate 
the "prepoaterous -doctrine" -of workers"' control. Thus- in the 'first- 
instance Fyfe repeatedly emphasised the primacy oT legal autonomy; 
that'iss that law was an independent institution, compliance i; ith. 
which was a Aindamental and absolute obligation,, whichcouldnot be 
subject to any condition precedent. For the accused, howevert "legal 
reality" was refracted through "social reality". If the latter 
dictated a course of conduct at odds with the injunctions of'the 
former, -then the path'illuminated by the latter must'be followed if 
the issue in question were sufficiently grave to justify a departure 
from rule worship. 
Yet, secondly, to insist on the artificial separation of legal 
reality from social reality was, at base, * tactical. After all, the 
exercise- of discretion, conferred on judges frequently turned on 
assessments of what was deemed to be socially or politically 
Practicable or desirable. Indeedo the-munitions code itself was a 
corporatist law tenling to embody explicit policy objectives. Thus 
were, 
Fyfe's outspoken defence of what/ in effeqt, capitalist property 
relations, ýwas not as sharp a break with traditional judicial 
utterances as might have been supposed. Nonetheless, his repudiation 
of the idea of the workers "managing the shops" was an. admission of 
the partisanship of law as the idealisation of the capitalist system 
which most judges, except the brash, such as Bramwell'or Atkinson, 
78 
78- 1 .1ý For Bramwell (1808-1892) and for Atkinson (1844-1932), see A. W. B. Simpson 
(ed. ) Biographical DictionEta of the Common law (Londont Butterworthe 
1984) pp 74,19-20. Bramwell was an "exponent of rugged individualism"O 
especially noticeable in mid-nineteenth century trade union cases. 
Atkinson, "under the guise of restating the law ... was able to inject 
his own extremely Conservative brand. - of polities. " The best known 
example concerned his attack on the "eccentric principles of socialistic 
philanthropy" and the "vanity of appearing as model employers" shown by 
Lansbury's Poplar council in.: 1925- See Roberts v Hopwood 
E19257A. C- 578- 
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eschewed making. In a sense stepping out of the context of wartime 
corporatist law, Fyfe's self-proclaimed neutrality, and his loyalty 
only to the rule' of law as the embodiaent of that neutrality, thus 
suffered. a revealing lapse..... In this sense, the. tribunal -hearings 
Pa, 3; adoxically. both supported. ancl exposed as a fallacyl the ideology 
of, the. law as an institution wholly autonomous of dominant class 
79 interests. 
Conclusion 
It may be argued that the close inspecticn of the half-dozen 
proceedings of the'Glasgow munitions tAbunal recounted in this 
chapter ought to be of interest not only to the labour histollant, but 
also to the analyst of court room procedure, ax4 to those engaged in 
exploring working class attitudes to law. The. heaAngs themselves 
no longer were simply a forum for adjudication, but an environment 
irithin which, displays of bluster, cajolery, bullying and intimidation 
were employed in varying degrees by accused-trade unionists or by - 
their representatives. Yet such behavicur was rarely, perhaps never# 
pointless nor negative. As tactical Vloys, such displays were adopted 
precisely in order, as those. unionists conceived ito the better to 
advance their or their members' 'interests. Indeed, when we aiialYS6d 
the fascinating verbal exchanges between tribunal. chairmen and the 
accused or their repiesentatives, we saw how the chairmen attempted 
79, t is not claimed that the stance adopted by the shop stewards was 
necessarily comprehended in these terms by all those participating 
in the strikes. We are dealing-merely with how a number of htrikers 
hauled-before the tritunalq perceived the experience. Nor are we 
arguing for widespread popular support for these men's resistance 
to the law. They were Indeed the -minority who were prepared to make 
.a principled stand. 
Bearing inmind,. also, that the strikes did 
not enjoy overwhelming support-among -munitions workers on the Clyde, 
it is open to question whether these strikers' actions achieved 
popular 3. e8itimacy, let alone popular support. ItAs arguable, 
indeed, that the Fairfield coppersmiths' aationsi in view of their 
union's support for. behaviour which their secretary had described as 
"quite legal" came closest to attaining such popular legitimacy. 
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in vain to prevent this transformation (and, indeed, to prevent 
disorder generally at t1he tribunal) by endeavouring to control the 
content of courtroom conversation by reference to legally defined 
critexia of- relevance. - The3P'fbdý difficulty, hoýreveýi#'-ifi 
back the efforts of determined advertaries intent on imposing, on'the 
proceedings their alternative reality. No matter how inuch trade 
unionists might bemoan and bewail the Munitions Act while they we3ýe. ak 
work, their attitudý to it was transformed once they were congregated 
in the hall where the tribunal was meeting. Now it became'the means 
by which they could enjoy a carnival atmosphere at the expense of- 
the dignified pomposity of the law; perhaps indeed the tribunal was 
a surrogate for their own employers whom they might be inhibited from 
treating in a similar fashion. There is therefore no evidence from 
the tribunal proceedings analysed here that workers struck a 
reverential posture towards the institutions and personnel of the law. 
On the contrary, experience points to the tribunals as the object 
of ridicule, rather than of respect# a function, no doubtt of the 
chairmen's inability to employ succes sfully, remedial devices in' 
ft 
order to routinise and thus render impotent, outbreaks of tribunal 
disorder. 
However, the contempt of trade unionists for the proceedings was 
double-edged. For in the final analysiso they were prepared hot merely 
to defend cases vigorously with the assistance of lawyers and trade 
union officialdom. They were even prepared, as will be more fully 
elaborated in subsequent chapterst to go on the legal offensive and 
take their employers to court. There is little doubt that workirg- 
class. attitudes to law-were In this lightcomplex, often-opportunistic 
and occasionally contradictory. 
Thus In evaluating the contribution of the Glasgow munitions 
tribunal to the policy objective of disciplining recalcitrant 
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workers who went on strike or who otherwise engaged in collective 
beha,. -Iour prohibited by the Act, it is evident how unsuccessful was 
the effort of the authorities to stamp out repetitions of such 
-. conduat. Even apý3fentices . 'refused, to- bd , intimidEýted bý'th6`harih 
'* "' 
words ard penalties imposed on the ý first batch of young. workers hauled 
before the tribunal. *Perhaps'the*penalties pre . scribed t6r brdering 
of Work offences (as distinct from strikes) wer e seen by all to be 
deridory; a -maximua fine of 23 was laid down in the Act. Moreover, the 
Fairfield episodes, coming so eaxly in the history of the tribunals,, 
4eprived these. institutions of any credibIlity as a deterrent to 
be feared by Clydeside 'labour. The -more widespread was the militancy, 
the more forlorn were the efforts of the'chairmen to chaK. e'either 
attitudes or behaviour. The fact is'that such judicial institutions 
were not always the most 'appropriate bodies to handle the kinds of 
disputes which continually surfaced at this time. A judicial 
forum must come down on one side or the other. It cannot engage in 
'distributive' justice or . -make allocations as-an arbitrator might do; 
or reach compromises as a joint negotiating committee might agree 
upon. In the 'most crucial department, that of deciding on guilt 
or innodence, the tribunal was engaged in a zero-sum game. In 
respect to sentencing it could exercise discretion, as it'could when 
hearing -leaving certificate applications. ' Clearly, 'it capitdlised - 
on this escape route as frequently as possible, in an attempt to 
pacify an unsettled Clydeside labour movement. But when this'avenue 
was not open'to it, then the tribunal's ruling thatj for example, '' 
workers bad committed an offence by strikir)g illegally, merely 
succeeded in prolonging a grievance and building up fu-rther resentment. 
Unlike say, an arbitration awardt the tribunal did not dispose of,, 
but merely furthered, the initial dispute. While, in -the final 
analysis, it is impossible to prove whether the existence of the 
tAbanals resulted in the bottling-up of grievances which otherwise 
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would have been forcefully pursued, the evidence of repeated conduct 
prohibited by the Act which is displayed in this chapterl and incloed, 
throughout the whole work, strongly indicates that where the 
prospects for succesýful arbitration' Rere considered di-m- or- -non; - 
.. exist ent. 'by groups of workers, then the tribunals-, were no 
deterrent 
against indust-d al acti: on. - Indeed, it can be advanced that for iftany 
such groups, the existence of the tribunals failed even to cause them 
to contemplate the usefulness of axbitration. The tebtimony'of many 
strikersothat they were unaware of the provisions for compulsory 
arbitration or of the unlawfulne. ss of strikes isg of course,. evidence 
not of the state of their legal knowledge but af their sheer indifference, 
perhaps even contempt for its restraints. Against this determinationg 
the tribunals were doomed to a Canute-like existence in the fruitless 
hope that legislation could conquer all. Recognising the ultimate 
futility of their efforts to stamp out strikes and other breaches 
of works rules, the tribunal chairmen were reduced to attempts 
to control the conduct of proceedings by delimiting the content of 
permitted court room conversation. And when this ploy spectacularly 
broke down in dramatic and well-publicised circumstances, the 
tribunal chairmen were left to go through the motions in determining 
guil. -b or innocenceg and in trying to preserve their own self-respect. 
This entailed the imposition, on occasion, of penal sentences,. but 
it, more frequently led, through the exercise of discretion, to the 
imposition of mild sentences, reflecting the chairmen's surrender to 
the harsh reality that law was no weapon to suppress (though it could 
attempt to punish) industrial action. Law, in shorto was not so -much the 
restrainer of industrial conflict, as. the amplifier. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CollectiveBargaining By Litigation 
191 
Introduction 
In November 1916, Sheriff Fyfe was confronted by a number of appli- 
cations for leaving certificates, submitted by a group of operative. ., 
plumbers. The applications were, however, peremptorily refused. For 
the tribunal chairman was well aware of the ulterior motive behind the 
plumbers' initiative. Thus he statec! 
2j 
ý"We axe daily endeavouring to, impress ... 
that -, 
settling wages disputes is not the function of this 
tribunal., If a man is-getting the rate of pay. 
recognized in the district for workmen of his. class, 
this tribunal, has no power, to offer any opinion as 
to. whether, that rate of pay is sufficient in the 
circumstances of the times. That is a matter for the 
Board of Trade, not for a munitions tribunal. It is 
quite'useless for men to deluge this tribunal as they 
are daily doing. with leaving certificate applications 
based only upon the ground that the district rate of 
pay is insufficient for their needs. " 
Thus Sheriff Fyfe was astute enough to realize that the central 
issue in this case was not an unswervable determination'on the part of 
the plumbers to leave their employment. Their intention was, simply, to 
force an upward shift in the wage rate provisions of the collective 
agreement applicable to their case. The attempt by the plumbers to 
transform the tribunal into some kind of arbitration body or wages tri- 
bunal was thus emphatically rejected by the chairman. But in fact the 
Matters pertaining to women's wages and to dilution, including the 
change to different payment systems, axe mainly covered in chapters 
ten and eleven respectively. 
2 Glasgow Herald,, November 22,1916. 
gradual process of mutation, though never a complete transformation, had 
commenced almost from the outset of the tribunal's existence. Moreover, 
irrespective of the tribunal decision itself, the very fact, that a wage 
grievance was being, ventilated in open court - whether the formal hearing 
was a leaving certificate application, a strike prosecution or an 
Ordering of Work complaint - would serve as a pressure point on the 
employer or the authorities to provide a remedy to the underlying issue. 
The principal argument of this chapter, therefore, is that munitions 
workers were prepared to use the tribunal pragmatically and resourcefully 
as an aid towards the achievement of collective bargaining goals. Given 
the comparative accessibility of the tribunal in the context of an 
industrial relations system which prohibited strikes and industrial 
indiscipline and which imposed wage norms ratified by a centralized 
bureaucracy, munitions'workers were preparbd to commit offences, 0 on 
strike, accuse their employers of making unauthorised changes to wage 
rates or of failing to comply with wage awards, even to threaten to leave 
their employment by lodging leaving certificate applications - all in 
order to expedite their wage claims. 
Indeed, the experience 'of compulsory arbitration as the war wore on, 
made such steps even more rational in the circumstances. , Thus as one 
local newspaper correspondent wrote at length'. 
"Experience has shown that the Board of Trade procedure 
Is hopelessly Inadequate for. the purpose of dealing with 
the innumerable little local questions which arise in 
every district, and which might for the most part be 
dealt with on the spot immediately they arise and before 
they grow into a source of serious trouble. The Board 
3ýlbid., November 24,1916. 
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of Trade, with its present organization of travelling 
Commissioner centralized in London and having the 
whole country for his , 
field of operations, cannot 
possibly deal adequately with these questions, and 
employers and workmen know by costly experience of 
the last 12 months the weak points of the present 
procedure. Endless correspondence. with London, irri- 
tating delays, waste of time and money travelling from 
Glasgow to London, and many other obstacles have made 
it difficult for the employers and workmen to use the 
existing Board of Trade procedure for the settlement 
of disputes. Occasional visits of the Chief Industrial 
Commissioner himself to Masgow are not suffl 
, 
cient to 
enable him to deal promptly with the accumulation of 
small'matters for which an Immediate local hearing and a 
prompt decision are the most effective cure. " 
Applications Such as those' of the plumbers, ' could thus be construed 
as a protest against a cumbersome, unproductive centralized system, an 
attempt to break the log-jam holding up progress, or an effort to shock 
employers out of the secure complacency which the prohibition of strikes 
and the imposition of compulsory wage regulation might have Induced. 
However, as well as' reflecting the unions' preference for local autonomy 
as'against'centralized wage fixing, ' the attemptS'to recruit the tribunals 
for their case, or even'simply to employ the opportunity to express their 
case publicly, perhaps'reflected a'deep and continuing commitment to - 
collective'laisseý-faire, more particularly to 
the element of bargaining 
inherent in voluntaxism-. Not for those unionists, the absolute adherence 
to corporatist unity which remote uniod leaders had pledged in the first 
half of 1915. "A market for labour might well be hedged round by legal 
restrictions, but local trade unionists rose to the challenge by utilis-. 
ing the law imaginatively. ' In doing. so, they'exhibited little compunction 
about sowin'g industrial disorder as a tactica. 1 step. The resultant 
litigation was, a furtherstage in the process. Hence the description, 
"collective bargaining by litigation! '. 
7 X't 
In developing this theme, we may point up a number of different, 
but ultimately related, objectives which ýrade unionists might pursue 
07 
in tangling with the munitions tribunal. One might, initially, differ- 
entiate between the use of the tribunal as a final arbiter on the one 
hand and the use of tribunal proceedings as part of an extended and 
continuing process on the other. In the first category might fall those 
cases where trade unionists sought to establish a point of principle; or 
sought a definitive ruling from the tribunal on the applicability of, the 
Munitions Act to specific groups of workers; or where they even wished 
to "clear their name For exampleg rather than concede the right, of 
their employer, Barclay Curle shipyard, to transfer them to a different 
site, three riveters chose instead to apply for leaving certificates 
4. 
The grant-of the certificates by the munitions tribunal thus signified 
a rejection of the employer's assertion of managerial prerogative. In 
another case, the technical argument as to whether 27 shipwrights had 
been "dismissed" disguised the real issue in the case. whether a ship- 
yard could insist on redeploying mep in its employment once a particular 
job had been wound up by' the employer5. The sharp cleavage between 
-legal. relevance and "social" relevance, as explored in chapter four 
(supra 
, was once more illustrated. Thus, 
"The Sheriff said he appreciated the point that the 
transfer might be inconvenient to the men. . 
Doubtless 
had the, men been. consiilted before the intimation was 
given to them, there zaight have been no trouble. 
There was only one question before the tribunal, and 
that was whether the men were dismissed. 7hey were not 
going to'consider the right of the firm to transfer 
the workers. "6 
tIbid. 
v October 20,1915. The case will be discussed in a different 
context in chapter six (infra) 
51bid., August 18,1916. 
6 Ibid. 
7zs 
But that, of course, 'was precisely what the, tribunal proceeded to do. 
In the second category, where the intention was to obtain a defini- 
tive ruling on the coverage of the -Munitions Act, the case of the 
Rutherglen carters is particularly'notewor. thy . An arbitration award 
in' September 1916 had granted carters a wage rise of 4/- a week. Though 
willing to implement the increase, one local' employer, - who'had been paya- 
ing 2/- a week above the district rate, decided to cease paying this 
extra sum, claiming that it was a &atuity which could be revoked- at 
will. Her employees raised the matter with their union officials, Hugh 
Lyon and Harry Erskine, general secretary and district delegate, 
respectively, of the Scottish Horse and Motormen's Association. Lyon 
did not believe that carters were covered by the Munitions Act, but 
recognized that transport workers frequently encountered difficulties 
over their legal status; for example, whether they required leaving. - 
certificates to obtain employment elsewhere 
8. He therefore advised his 
members to go on strike for the, avowed object, ''said Lord Dewar,, In - the 
appeal tribuna. 19, ' 
of testing the question whether the men fell 
within the provisions of the Act, and not with the 
intention of defying the lawý" 
If they did, then the strike would be called off'and he, Lyon, would 
k pay the men's fines himself. In the event,, 
both the Sheriff and Lord 
7Angela Tuckett, The Scottish Carter (London: Allen & Unwin, 1967) 
pp 135-7; Glasg2w Herald, November 16,1916; Preston et al. Y Knox 
1917 SMAR 39-43 (November 13,1916). ' 
8 In May '1917, the Association submitted a resolution to,, Masgow Trades 
Council to the effect that the goverment should enable non-munitions 
workers to obtain leaving certificates from their employers on, their 
dismissal. This would permit carters, in particular, to obtain 
alternative employment more easily. See Clasgow Trades Council, 
Minutes, May 30,1917. In fact the 1916 Act, in section 6(b) per- 
mitted the Minister of Munitions to frame rules which allowed 
tribunals to grant certificates to persons not engaged on munitions 
work. 91917 SMAR, at p 42; 
. 
2f., the editorial in the Glasgow Herald, November 
16,1916. 
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Dewar ruled that carters engaged on the transport of raw materials to 
and from a controlled establishment, which was not, of course, their own 
employer, were covered by the Munitions Act (and- therefore could presumably 
prosecute the employer for having failed to give effect to a wage direction 
of the Minister of Munitions). 
In contrast to those cases which suggested- the'airing- of a point of 
principle or tested the scope of the legislation, were those where workers 
sought to "clear their names"or to register their protest against oppres- 
sive conduct (not usually involving questions of wages) a2legedly perpet- 
rated by foremen or managers. The object of lodging leaving certificates 
or, conceivably, of refusing to obey a lawful order, was, to secure the 
termination of the managerial conduct to which objection had been taken, - 
or even to score a point off the employer in the prestige stak6s. 
A useful illustration concerned applications by 16 engineers 6mployed 
at a large munitions works in Glasgow's East End;. presumably Parkhead 
Forge. It is clear from the statements made by William Kerr, z the ASE 
. 10 district delegate who represented the men at the he ng , that the 
applications for leaving certificates were in retaliation for insulting 
remarks about their competence made by one of the firm's managers. At the 
hearing, the employer, desperate to retain these skilled men, realised 
that they had the company over a barrel; while they themselves clearly 
reveled in the authority they were able to exert, Would the'men accept 
an apology from the manager who in fact had no jurisdiction over them' and 
whose opinions were not endorsed by the company? Even the, head of the 
firm, perhaps Sir William Beardmore himself, would undertake that no such, 
cause of friction would arise again. Consequently, Sheriff Fyfe persuaded 
'Olbid., September 5,1917. 
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the men, but presumably without too much difficulty, to withdraw their 
applications. First demanding a written apology to appear in the union's 
journal, they eventually settled for, the public apology given at the 
tribunal hearing which was, anyway, to be reported in the daily press, 
together with the company's testimony that they were "the best type of 
workmen within their. works. 
' Thus honour was settled by a tactical use 
of the legal process which the munitions worker themselves set in train. ý 
The law could therefore be employed profitably to, vindicate a status 
position, the disregard of which became a festering sore. As a tactic, 
it seemed a more decisive and less dangerous method of obtaining redress 
than either engaging in prolonged, non-legal negotiations with the 
management who would, under little threat, be inclined to close ranks; 
or taking strike action which might lead to a prosecution 
In the above example, a simmering dome stic grieVance'was extin&- 
uizhed following the submission of leaving certificate applications by 
individuals who clearly had little or no desire to part from their 
employer. In this instance, the initiative came from the work group 
to whom any resulting benefit would accrue. But where, as in another 
case, it was the trade union which instigated a leaving certificate 
application by, a clearly reluctant employ ee, then the resolution of the 
grievance between theýemployer and the society was less assured12. Here, 
careful enquiries by the chairman, Sheriff Fyfe, elicited the existence 
of the schism between the -anion and the'ýIember involved, in*the case. ' 
11 Cf., Slack v Barr, heard in the Court of Session in January 1918, when 
a woYTe-r c TM31med he had been slandered by an assistant manager who 
told the Committee on Production that the employee had been dis- 
missed for want of skill. The court held that the statement was 
privileged. Almost certainly, the case involved Ceorge Barr, 
Beaxdmore's assistant manager. See Labour Gazette, June. 1918, p 243. 
12 Glasgow Herald, June 7,1916. 
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What is not clear from the brief report of the above case is the 
nature of the grievance. Nor more, importantly from the perspective, of this 
chapter, Is it known whether the application wasr viewed by, the, trade union 
as yet another stage in a continuing baxgaining exchange, involving 
threats and'bluff. Alternatively,, was it simply designed to'draw attention 
to a. hitherto unrecognized grievance -in much the sane-way as rioting in 
the past was perceived as the method adopted-, by coýmmunltles such as Maldon 
in Essex to comp6l the Justices to perform ý their - duty and - regulate - the 
I 
supply of grain? 
13, 
For munitions workers similarly took direct illegal 
action, in the belief that such, conduct was a crucial, perhaps socially 
legitimate, method of bringing their grievances to public attention. The 
shipwrights. ' mentioned in chapter, one, whose patriotism Cmdr* Gibson had 
I 
applauded, - despite 'their industrial action at Elderslie Graving Dock, 
perhaps fall -into this category, of those publicising legitimateC g3Aevances 
through illegal conduct., 
The above 'cases,, sought to illustrate the point that ýaunltiqns workers 
might invoke the law or -infringe its provisions in order to mobilise the 
1. 
tribunal, as a final, arbiter or, as a shock troop in order to obtain, an 
immediate settlement of an issue or grievance. In fact, 'ýý such a tactic was 
only rarely -employed. 'What was-more common war. to find that the, pursuit 
of illegal industrial action, or the submission of leaving certificates, 
or complaints by employees'of unauthorls6d a1terations of wage rates, 
represented-'further and more 'dramatic steps taken by munitions woikers ih 
a negotiating, process which had'probably commenced at an earlier stage but 
13Cf., John . Walter, "Grain Riots and Popular Attitudes to the I Law 
Maldon and the Crisis of 1629", in John Brewer and John Styles (eds. ), 
An Un--overnable Peo-nle: The English and their Law in the Eighteenth 
Century (London: Hutchinson, 1980), Ch. 2. 
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which was now perhaps bogged down. It was not simply a matter, of drawing 
attention to "legitimate" grievances which the other side had a "duty" to 
rectify. Rather the process was a purer version of "collective bargaining 
by litigation" than the, "one-off" efforts of the previous category cited. 
An example might be the various steps taken by Beardmore'caulkers, trans- 
ferred by their employer to water-testing. As ýwe, sha2l. see in detail*, 
this particular dispute dragged on for months, during which time the 
caulkers were prosecuted once for an Ordering of Work offence; they them- 
selves unsuccessfully prosecuted their employer for allegedly altering 
wage rates unlawfully; and, finally, they submitted on three separate 
occasions, in December 1915, in January 1916 and again in May 1916, leav- 
ing certificate applications. Eventuallyr an agreement was hammered out 
by arbitration conducted by Sheriff Fyfe. 
It is difficult to interpret these various legal steps as anything 
other than an attempt to mani ate the legal system to influence the % pul 
outcome of an instrumental, wage-related object. They were efforts to 
apply bargaining pressure at differe# stages of. a prolonged struggle, 
employing law as a weapon In that struggle, and . not as an end in itself 
Given that other avenues were strewn with obstacles, a drastic situation 
demanded drastic remedies, a lesson well learned and applied frequently 
in practice, as we shall see. 
One caveat which might be expressed in seeking explanations for 
trade unionists' appearances before the tribunals is that hearings might 
draw attention only to ostensible causes of disruption and not to more 
hidden fears and suspicions which perhaps underlay the manifest conduct 
of which they were accused or which prompted leaving certificate applica- 
tions. Thus the formal labels or even formal excuses for industrial 
action might hide the existence of less clearly articulated factors. For 
a 
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example, 
ýas 
we shall see, when electricians empl I oyed by the shipbuilders, 
Alexander Stephen & Co., demanded payment for working during tlieir tea- 
interval, they were, perhaps, more intent on obfaining a concession, not 
for its owri sake, but to strengthen their position in forthcoming neCOtia- 
tions over acceptance of the electricians' general works rules in the 
yards. Similarly, when Beardmore sheet-iron workers lodged'leaving Corti- 
ficate applications and accused the firm ofIabour hoarding, their real 
oýjeci may have been to pre-empt the intýcoduction of the'premium bonus 
payment systým for such workerst despite the fact that no such'suggesticn 
was floated before the tribunal. While the evidence for such interpreta- 
tions remains circumstantial, we can only acknowledge that motives for 
behaviour are frequently complex and contradictory. Wonetheless, if one 
pursueD the analysis of tribunal cases solely in accordance with the. 
foýmal legal labels attached to the type of case, o- ne runs the i"k of 
missing crucial dimensions, 
It is clear that as well as analysing these collective"'h6arings 
before the tribunals as various stages in a negotiating process, we may 
also demonstrate thatýworking' class'attitudes to the law were both 
resourceful and opportunist, as well as hostile. '" Thus, 'much as the 
Munitions Act. may have been', hated and conceived by many workers as an. 
instrument of slavery, this opinion did not prevent trade unionists from 
attempting to make use of those of its-provisions which enabled them. to' 
go on the legal offensive against eiployers. That they'were often'unsuc- 
cessful in respect to the verdicts may have'added ammunition to the 
reform campaign in late 1915. But this' would be to miss the point that 
positive gains- could be made simply* by forcing employers to defend claims 
made against them at the tribunals, or to expose them, in prosecutions of 
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workmen, to'criticism from tribunal chairmen that their styles of manage- 
m6nt were inept Or injudicious. 'Indeed; apart from any such symbolic 
trade union victories, a boisterous hearing, coupled with the. - imposition, 
of fines (or even 
imprisonment) could'create an atmosphere of excitement 
for trade unionisis. ' just as participation in a strike might 'do. 7hus 
trade unionists might rally against the Munitions Act, but out'Of adversity 
might spring a new sense of comradeship or purpose. - 
. 
Even if such a sugges- 
-tion remains- in'the- realm, of wild speculation, it must be recognised that 
confronted with a constricting. legislative provision, workers would be act- 
ing rationally if they attempted both to maximise their gains under an 
unfavourable system-, and sought to minimise the constraints. Thus their 
conduct might pull in a direction different to that implied by public 
criticisms, for example, by those expressed before the'Balfoux--Macassey 
Commission. There was no real contradiction. They used the law whL-re 
they could, for otherwise their positions might worsen. But they reserved 
the right to engage in propaganda, sp60'ia1'pleading, 'and political" 
agitation. 
One final observation on the . structure of the pres'ent'"chapter is 
necessary This is that no att6mpt has been made to present a detailed 
and exhaustive' analysi s of the wage regulation provisions per se, of the 
Munitions Acts 1915-47, - These were' essentially facilitatory provisions, ' 
enabling the Minister of Munitions to issue numerous orders establishipg 
wage raiesýf6r selected 11 groups of 'workers, ' whether time or piece rate-" 
earners, whether male or female, ' skilled, semi-skille'd or unskilled, and 
employed in a multitude of diverse occupations and locations. only a 
very sma. 11-number I of such orders came to the munitions tribuna. Is where 
their applicability to particular groups of workers might be tested. 
When they did so, the'complaint was the'straightforward one that the 
X3 S, 
employer had failed to give effect to a binding awaýd under, for example, 
Paxt One of the - 1915 - Act or under section 1(2) of the 
1917 Act which 
related to the, celebrated 121% bonus. ... 
This procedure was, more properly 
I compulsory arbitration than collective bargaining, by litigation, thotiý 
a complaint of failure to implement an, award was, as we shall see, an 
integral part of a continuing process of pressure and counter-pressure. 
A-Part from the fact that theyage provisions were essentially enabling 
powers, - 
they bore on a wage pattern which was, basically, a confused jumble 
and which defies adequate presentation. According. to Wolfe, writing after 
the wax 
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to display, or rather to invent ... a unity in the description of wages would be deliberately to 
falsify the whole account.. There was no such unity, 
either of purpose or in fact, in the handling of the 
wages problem; but on the contrary a, swirling mass of 
tendencies, now crossing, now swinging apart, equally 
impossible to disentangle or to reconcile. " 
The reasons are familiar. First, the rich diversity of industries, 
occupations, levels of skillp gender differences, methods of payment, and 
geographical areas covered, were testimony to the pre-wax autonomy in 
bargaining arrangements whose effects could hardly, disappear overnight 
once statutory wage regulation had been introduced. If the general tend- 
ency towards collective bargaining was identified in 
I the ire-wax era, a 
simpler picture of wage structure did not thereby evolve. Second,, govern- 
ment regulation, like much else of the war-economy, advanced in stages'ý 
'Rhile still enablihg autonomous settlements to be reached where - poesible. 
Knock-on effects on other trades, despite state regulation (indeed, per- 
haps because of it) were not uncommon. 
Even where the Committee on Production sought to impose a degree of 
uniformity in its awards, this remained at the most general level. As 
4 ýOlfe, 
Labour Supply and Regulation, op. cit., P 235. 
. 
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can be seen from table 5.1 (infra), in the period from February 1915 to 
September 1915, settlements (on a sectional' or district basis) frequently, 
were 4/- on time rates and 1075 on'piece rates. 'From September 1915 -to the 
spring of 1916, there was a tendency to refuse advances, thus obliging 
munitions workers to place a higher premium on, local organization if 
improvements were to be . gained. From the spring of 1916 to, Apri: L'1917,, 
various advances# commonly of around 31- o, n. tIme rates, were awarded; 
whi16 fr6m April 1917, the ifistitution of nitional settlements began to 
occur. Yet it is important"to note that in all these cases, the awards 
were strictly defined as war bonuses, added on to the pro-war rates whose 
determination turned on the permutation of those factors - occupation, 
skill, payment system, and so on - cited above. The centralizing influ- 
ence of compulsory arbitration and of numerous statutory arbitration 
tribunals ýtill left an untidy picture containing anomalies gal6re. - "For. 
not even the Committee on Production could rectify the glaring distortions 
thrown up by wartime payment systems interacting with wildly divergent 
base rates. Nor, of course, could it define exactly the coverage of its 
awards, preferring to leave this matter to the industries affectedi. 
5. 
15Non-federated 
firms wouldpresent yet a further . problem. The extension 
of recognized terms to such firms was finally settled by section 5 
of the 1917 Act, though questions of interpretation might of course 
still arise. 
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TABLE 
Committee on Production Cycle 
of Advances 
Cycle Approximate Dates Nature of Advance 
First February 1915 to September 1915 4/- on time rates; 10T% on 
piece rates 
October 1915 to April 1916 No Increases 
second May L916 to November 1916 31- on time rates only 
Third April 1917 (national agreement) 51- to time- and piece-workers 
Fourth August MT(national agreement) 3/- to time- and piece-workers, 
Fifth December 1917 (national agreement) 51- to time- and piece-workers 
Sixth June'11918 (national agreement) 3/6d to time- and piece-workers 
Seventh Novembe . r, 1918 (national agreement) 5/-. to Uze. 7 and piece-workerS 
Source: Henry Clay, "Government Control of Wages in War-time" in 
Henry Clay, The Problem of Industrial Relations (London: 
Macmillan, 1929), 37. 
Even armed with section 4(ý) of t4ie 1915 Act which prohibi ted the 
alteration of wage rates in controlled establishments without Its consent, 
the Ministry of Munitions, 
with one frail weapon 
, 
were called upon to control 
wages which were'in fact being controlled by a dozen 16 
sets of circumstances over which they were powerless. " 
In any case, the most *effective iethbd of wage regulatton (apart, to 
a lesser extent, from the anti-strike clauses) was the leaving certificate 
16 Wolfe, op. c- it., p,. 254. Section 4(2) had limited effect because (1) only 
6,000 out of 32,000 engineering establishments were controlled; 
(2) the, power related to changes in wage rates. New recruits, conse- 
quently, could receive higher rates than existing employees, but 
this would only trigger off "catching-up" claims; (3) government 
establishments such as Woolwich Arsenal were initially excluded from 
its scope; and (4) inter- departmental tension might arise if, say, 
the Ministry of Munitions refused its approval in the case of 
employees on urgent Admiralty work. For other explanations, see 
Clay, op. cit., p 27. 
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scheme which sought, not always successfully, to douse an over-heated 
rha#et for labour; Such a scheme, operated arbitraxily and ýnelegantly,. 
a wholly. - unfitted mechanism for. the 
imposition of order and neatness on 
the cirazy-paving pattern of wage structure. 
Given such a. chaptic picture, its definitive unravelling should be 
left to the labour economist or to the specialist historian of labour 
markets., Here, the'preference is for an analysis of how groups of 
woriers, for reasons*v, entured'. at the, beginning. of this chapter, empýoyed 
the munitions tribunal pragmaticallyO ' in an attempt to carve out their 
own solution to those bottlenecks, predominantly, but not invariably, 
concerning wages, which the legislation had created or sustained. In the 
account which follows17, 'it should become abun . dantly clear that while the 
principal focus is upon'. the use made of the tribunal Ito enhance or pro- 
tect the economic- interests of munitions ýotkers, the conceptuax di'Stinc- 
tion between resort to the tribunal as, first, a final arbiter and, 
second, a staging post, cannot always be maintained in practice, with the 
first conceptual model frequently collapsing into the latter. Yet where, 
as in the plumbers' case (supra), the chairman might resist the attempt 
to emasculate the distinctive, judicial features of his tribunal by, 
refusing to aid the unionists' endeavours to engage in collective bargain- 
ing by litigation and thereby prolonging a grievance, his ruling on the 
applicability of an award or of a* complaint.. of wage. reduction might dis- 
pose of the wage issue for all, time. Hisrole as final arbiter'would 
thus be manifested. In the majority of the following examplest however,, 
themunitions tribunal was employed more . as a bargaining weapon, some--ý 
times wielded unsuccessfully, than as a final adjudicator. Yet to para- 
phrase, the wonder was not that it was done well, but that it was done 
at all. 
17The 
cases axe presented more or less'in chronological order. 
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The First Phase: 
_July 
lg15 to May 1916 
A. Muýitions Workers on the Leýal Offenýive- 
-One, distinction which will be employed is "between those circumstances. 
where ý legal proceedings *might be initiated without a breachý of thb law by 
workersi and those, where, it was necessary thatlan offence'against-the Act 
be committed by them before a hearing was conducted. In the, former cate- 
gory would fall, leaving -certificate'applications and complaints that. ' 
employerb had- eithe3! failed to Implement a wage award -or had made an 
unauthorised wage alteration. 'In the latter category would fall strike 
and Ordering of Work prosecutions. In'one or two episodes, more than 
one form of le&I proceedings mighVoccur, itself an indication of the 
probable existence of a course of "collective bargaining by litigation". 
Thus although there was a'long tradition of law-breaking as a tactic to 
18 
compel the authorities to act , it was not necessary during the ý4ýr to- 
infringe the law in order to bring grievances to an employer's attention. 
The lodging of leaving certificate'applications'would have the same 
immediate impact; though of course there could never be a guarantee that 
the complaint of the employees would be rectified. 
Thus in the first example involving. a number of coppersmiths at' 
Fairfield's shipyard, the lodging of leaving certificate applications. '- 
did have this effect. It thus operated as a clear reminder to'the company 
of the -issues which had, informed the celebrated confrontation some months 
earlier 
19 The district secretarý of the National Society'of Coppersmiths,, 
Alexander Turnbull, had submitted 25 applications to the tribunal on 
20 behalf of members at Fairfield . They complained that as a result of 
3,8 Brewer and Styles (eds. )o op. cit. 
19 
Chapter four (supra) 
20Clasgow 
Herald, March 3,1916. 
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the firm's sub-contracting some of the work to private firms, their 
services -werp. not being fully -: utillsed. ' The uns]ýAen-'atsumption*waý*, -9i 
course, that a policy of hiving -off some of - the coppersmiths! work to 
sub-contractors was inconsistent with the company' s previous claim that' 
there' was a shortage of coppersmiths,, thus necessitating the employment, 
of plumbers. 
Perhaps fearing the embarrassment. which such a revelation in open 
court miýht cause them, the fiik held a meeting with Turnbull in the morn- 
ing before the hearing was due to take place. As a resultv Turnbull 
informed the 'tribunal that the. applications were to be withdrawn. Though 
no further details emerge from the *report, we can guess that Turnbull was 
able to extract a, commitment from, the company that there-would be no 
further sub-contracting if this was reducing the coppersmiths', skilled 
work load. Another possibility is, of course, that Fairfield would. agree 
to the removal of any. remaining plumbers in the, copper shop in exchange 
for the withdrawal of the. leaving certificate applications. 
Whatever. agreement was hammered out, it seems that the lodging of. the 
applications was a. tactical move by the coppersmiths In a bargaining pro- 
cess, rather than an indication of a genuine desire on the part of. the men 
to leave the firm. Thus the use of the legal process in this sequel to 
the major confrontation involving the Fairfield coppersmiths, was not to 
seek, a specifically, legal remedy in the form of the grant of, certificates, 
but to prod the company into taking action on. the men's grievance. Here, 
then, is a further example of the, 
lie 00, use of court action as a stage in a quarrel, 
as a means by which one party indicated to another 
that matters had gone far enough ... 1021 
21 Olwen Hufton, "Crime in Pre-Industrial Europe', ', International Association 
for the History of Crime and Criminal Justice, Newsletter, No. 4, 
July 1981, at p 21. 
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The case also illustrates that not every grievance which resulted 
in a tribunal hearing directly concerned-wages, thoughAt. is clear . that 
such issues were central to the vast majority 6T -such hearings. ' For 
exampl I e, in Januaxy 1916 ten workers employed in shell-inaking at Armstrong 
WhItw . orth' s works at'Alexanciria, near Dumbarton, complained that the com- 
22 
pany had infringed the Act by reducing wages ., 7be complaint was that 
in 'December, the firm had changed ýthe type of shell on which they had been 
working. The price for- the new shbl: l was 4d, instead of '5d for'-the prev- 
ious shell, although there was a difference of omly'elght to ten seconds 
in the time taken to manufacture them. Izi lodging their complaint, the 
men made clear that what they were seeking was that the price diSpUte 
should be settled. 7ýey were therefore willing to accept Sheriff Fyfe's 
suggestion that the case be withdrawn and submitted to the Board of Trade 
for arbitration. Whether the men were'hoping that the' chairman sý decision 
would settle the price question or whether I they employed the tribunal 
simply as a point of' bargaining pres I sure must remain unc I ertain. As ifidi- 
cated eaxlier', 'týe distinction between the two conceptions of the tribunaXs 
function was never water-tight. 
Not unexpectedly, Bearchaore's featured prominently ý in such hearings. 
Indeed, the following caset heard in'March 1%6, was considered by Sheriff 
23 Fyfe to be, the "most Important yet raised before the Clasgow Tribunal' 
'Undoubtedly, .. the learned sherl ff-'s- criteria of importance'falled to'. 
correspond to munitions workers' assessments, for whom complaints over 
wages or over shift arrangements, while important, did not conjure up the 
22 Glasgow'Heral d, January 20,1916. 
237-bid., I March 16,1916., 
sense, of emotion investing a strike prosecution. Nonetlieless, that 
Beardmore"s engineers, in this qase, resolved to'go. on the legal offen- 
sive against their employer is, itself a striking reminder of. the calculated 
--- steps which, munitions workers, otherwise straight- jacketed by the Munitions 
Act, were prepared to-take to, ameliorate their situations. 
Their complaint was that by transferring them fron night shift to day 
shift the company were reducing their earnings from E3: 13/9d to C2: 1/11d 
24 
There had been, prolonged negotiations but these had proved fruitless. 
Rinally, faced with an ultimatum, the men eventually agreed'to go on the 
day shift under protest rather than walk out, a decision which Fyfe 
chaiýacteristically commended. The evidence showed that the rate of pay, 
511-d an hour, was the same for both shifts, but that an extra allowance for 
night shift-was awarded. According , to the men, this had the effect of 
establishing a different rate, as between-the-two shifts. 
However, the decision, which Sheriff Fyfe reserved for some days, was 
in favour of the employers.. The transfer, made necessary'according to, the 
company by the winding-up of night shl, ft work, , -did not constitute a change 
in wage rates since there was no "Ciasst', of night shift worker. The 
engineer's rate was preserved throughout. 
"The arrangement of shifts is a domestic matter" said 
Sheriff Fyfe25, "which must necessarily rest, and by 
recognized custom has , always rested, entirely with. 
the 
management of the establishment. The Munitions Act, 
never contemplated anything so impossible as -that the 
manager of a controlled establishment, employing pro-' 
bably'thousands of men, should have to run to the 
24The'company's 
representative, W. G. Davidson of Biggart, Lumsd: en & Co., 
had raised the preliminary plea that no change in the rate of wages, 
as stipulated In the Act, had occurred. The sheriff nonetheless, 
'allowed tho'hearing to continue. 
25GIasgow Herald, March 25,1916. See also Scottish Law Review, Vol- 32, 
July 1916, p 1.51. 
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Minister of Munitions for his consent every time he 
finds it necessaxy to'alter the number of men on the 
night shift. " 
On the other hand,. of course the rationale of the provision preventing 
rate-cutting unless apprbved by the ministry was surely to protect earn- 
ings, and that was precisely. what was not being protected. Yet this 
obvious failure of policy left no impression on Fyfe. Moreover the 
engineers' I claim that each . man made his domestic arrangements upoýn the 
footing of the" fiight shift pay" which was always likely to cease at some 
stage, distinctly failed to impress the sheriff. 
"If he did so, which I can hardly believe, he acted very 
foolishly, and he cannot plead hardship arising from his 
own foolishness. " 
The opportunity to pontificate upon working class thrift, 'hard work, 
discipline and commitment was never spurned. Instead thesa "foolish" 
individuals were; in effect, 'acCUsed of greed*in wishing to "monoPolibe 
the more remunerative night work! '. Evidently, they did not des-erve to Yin 
their case. Even the strong suggestion of the men that they were being 
victimized was dismissed peremptorily by the sheriff. For although many 
other employees remained on the night shift, yet, 
"It mattered nothing to the management which 10 men 
were. taken out of the night shift. That was left 
to the foreman and there Is nothing in the evidence 
to-suggest that heýfaýoured one man more. than another. ", 
Allegations of victimization virtually incapable of proof, together with 
arbitrary adjustments to the . wage packet - for. which fio remedy. was, forth: - 
coming at the level of the shop floor, made resort to the munitions tri- 
bunal look like a last, desperate throw of the dice. One suspects. that 
the chances of success cannot have been rated paxticulaxly highly by the' 
men themselves, but that the attempt was simply to apply whate, ýer obstruc-', ' 
tive pressure was readily available. It was, ultimately, therefore, a 
ý441 
vain endeavour to prolong the bargaining over shift rates through a, legal 
initiative -whose only faint. promise of success was to sap the energies of, 
2 
and wear down, the employer Beardmorels, however, were made of sterner 
stuff, having just two days' earlier. seen off a challenge In the. tribunal 
mounted by 23 members of the Sheet Iron Workere Union27. Applying for 
leaving certificates on their behalf, their union official, Alexander 
Richmond, complained that the company were hoarding labour which could 
more usefully be employqd:, elsewhere'. In reply, the company stated that 
they were shortly to put more men on permanent overtime. In any case, it 
was shown that a number of the applicants had been guilty of bad timekeep- 
ing. In the event, the certificates were refused. 7he men's otherwise 
"laudable" efforts to demonstrate the more efficient use of labour back- 
fired. Yet there is a -strong likelihood that the tribunal applications 
labour, a-prac tice condemned- were a'protest against the hoarding of- 
vociferously by the trade unions at the Balfour-Macassey Commission some 
months earlier and which had not abated as a result. Alternatively, the 
tribunal applications may have been the culmination of a series Of con-ý 
flicts within the company's workshops' which other methods of. negotiation 
had failed to settle. What was the source of such conflicts if any, is, 
howeve I r, nowhereIndicated. 
When we turn to the case of the Beardmoreecaulkers we can observe how. 
an ; Lssue was pursued determinedly by a group of, workers prepared to employ 
a rich variety 6f. legal and non..; legal steýs to press their case. Here, 
undoubtedly, was a prolonged dispute where the tribunal was employed prag, - 
26AE; 
we shall see in chapter - sixt it was this case, Reid et al. v Beardmore 
which the Ministry of Munitions' reports officer, J. r IEcKiiliane, 
had discussed with Lord Dewar, with a view to mounting an appeal to 
obtain a binding decision which would support Sheriff Fyfe's finding. 
2ý 
lasgow Herald, March 24,1916. 
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matically and opportunistically to further the aims of a group of 
workersý 
The first stage in the dispute occurred wITen, a large number of the 
firml s caulkers held a lunchtime meeting at the Dalmuir'yard in September 
2a 1915 Their purpose, had 'been to - discuss a recogniZed price list but 
the meeting ran over the scheduled Aime. ' Ordered, to restart work, the 
men refused, and after much hagglini, most left the works at 4 p. m. An 
Ordering of Work _ýrosecutioa_conducted by the local'Ministry of Munitions 
official, Paýterson, was held the next month, the . 
50 men prosecuted being 
represented by their'shop stewards, Robert Hyde'and Donald McPhail. Hyde 
explained to the tribunal' that the background to ýthe'dispute was dissatis- 
faction with, piece Prices. 'Other yards such as Fairfield' s and John Brown' r, 
had a recognized price list, but.. p6ardmorels did'not. The lunchtime meet- 
ing was ihtende'd'to' decide on the men's proposals to a joint committee 
which the company themselves had recommended should draw up a list. The 
meeting had run "Just ten minutes over time, when the foreman, ' Henry 
Gascoyne, ordered the men back to work. However, 'just as in the Lobnitz 
holders-on case (chapter four, supra), 
"It was not so much what he said as the'way inýwhich 
he said it that i=itated the men. He told them to, 
get to*their work-or. get outside the gate. "29 
Thus is illustrated one, of the features characterising domestic labour 
rdlations'UnderAhe . Munitions -Act. This 
. was . thb scope avadlable'to fore- 
men to strike a more disciplinarian and uncompromising pose than formerly,, 
in the knowledge that the Ordering of Work regulations made it an offence 
to disobey I'lawful" orders. The 
. 
result was that3o, 
28Ibid., October 8,1915. ' 
29 Ibid. - 
30oHmm, vol. iv, part II, p 61. 
were fined E2 each. 
In the Beaxdmore prosecution, the men 
ýLký 6 
the workmen resented every order which they 
did not like, whether it was reasonable : )r not, as 
a direct conseque*nce of the Act. " 
But just as relevant is that the dispute is aldo symptomatic of a. linger. 
ing grievance 'which continued to afflict the caulkers' relationý with 
their employeri that is, the dissatisfaction,. already expressed with the 
price list. Indeed, one specific aspect of the wage structure was at the 
root of the caulkers' unre'st, and had already been raised with the Balfour- 
31 Macasseytommission This was the transfer of caulkers to less lUcra- 
tive and less pleasant work on water testing. 
Following the abortive lunch-time meeting in'September with its 
resultant prosecution the next month, the caulkers decided to take the 
dispute a stage further. Thus eight of them lodged a complaint that 
Beardmorels,, by transferring tlýem to water testing, were altering rates 
of pay without ministry approval, contrary to soction 4(2) of the"1913 
Act. The hearing took place before Sheriff Fyfe, justbefore Christmas 
-19j, 532 at a- time when the Clyde already . was in a ferment over the pro- 
posed visit of Lloyd George to the district. W. G. Sharp of the Boller- 
makers' Society, who, according to-William Gallacher33, had gone to 
Fewcastle on the 22nd to meet Lloyd George prior to the, latter's visit 
to Glasgow, was in fact at the Glasgow munitions tribunal that day,. putt- 
ing forward his members' case. Prompted by Sharp, one caulker, William 
Hill, explaineV. 'r 
"If the firm had agreed to pay the average, rate of' 
.. wages, 
there would have been no trouble., If there 
3'Masgow Herald, November 18,1915, reporting that 
'a 
tribunal complaint 
had beFn-postponed. For the eventual hearing, see below. 
321bid.,, December 23,1915. ''1 11 1 k' 33Callacher, Revolt on the Clyde, op. , Cit-, PP 78,81- 
34 Clasgow Herald, December 23,1915- 
had been no Munitions Act, he would have left. 
the employment of Messrs. Beardmore. He was 
force 
,d 
into an -unfair position by the Munitions 
Act. Four of*the squad had 
, 
been getting 1/14d an 
.. hour, and the-other four were on piece-work, and 
were earning as hýgh as 2/- per hour. " 
On transfer to water testing, the rate became ID', -d plus 2.5%, which was 
said to be equal to 1/114d, or 31, d less. 
The -dispute was not about deskilling, that is, putting skilled men 
on. u4skilled work. Craft control was. not being threatened, for the 
Boilermakers' Society maintained that water testing was caulkers' work, 
and must be done by them, even though it was the "Ieaxý' part of their 
work35. The complaint was, in fact, that the water testing rate was too 
low for the dirty, uncomfortable and hazardous work involved. 1.7he 
caulkers 
had tolerated the shortfall of 3d an hour in the past. without complaint. 
Vow it S. eemed ripe to register a protest which had in fact been building 
up for Some time and had influenced the decision to hold the controversial 
lunch-time meeting referred to earlier. Though the employers were there- 
fore not seeking to force through new working conditions under the umbrella 
protection of the Actand though the-caulkers' complaint was dismissed, 
36 
nonethelesst said Sheriff Fyfe 
"The Court considereCthat the spirit of the 
Munitions Act. was that work should not be allocated 
in such a manner as to result in any man earning less 
than he had previously been-earning. " 
The puzzle'is why such a. dispute had- not. -broken -out, earlier. . Ceitain 
ly, once the Munitions Act was placed on the statute book, the employers 
would have been less hesitant in using it to force through unpalatable 
: redeployment of labour which past experience may, well have indicated was 
35For 
a brief description of the. work involved, see G. A. B. Dewar, The 
Great Munition Feat (London: Constable, 1921), PP 146-7- 
36Glasgow Herald , December 23,1915- 
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not favourably recelved, by the, men., As the 
, 
Official History of the 
Ministry of Munitions observeý37, 
- 
transfers from highly paid work, such'as 
caulking,. to work, dirty, #sagreeaýie-and less 
well paid, such as water testing, ýwere' not 
accepted with any better grace because the Munitions 
-Act threatened compulsion. " 
Perhaps in the past, a threat to leave for, or an actual departure to the 
yard down the road might have done the trick, especially following the 
abolition of discharge notes-by the*CSA in 1912. With the advent of the 
Munitions Act, the submission of leaving certificate applications was an 
alternative method of drawing attention to , the caulkers' grievance. 
' Thus on the very day of the above hearing, the first such leaving 
certificate was granted to a Beardmore caulker, Ceorge Aitken38. The day 
after that, a Car: ýýdian caulker so ght a certificate, though in his -case,, 
his argument was that he had had no experience, of water tegtind9 Earn- 
ing from C4 to C5 a week, he told the tribunal that IV was not, the reduc- 
tion of wages involved in water testing to wh1ch he objepted, an assertion 
to which we might ý attach doubtful credence. Certainly the , tribunal clerk, 
Thomas Wilson, stressed the wage implication by pointing out that the 
effect of the employer's action was to put a man earning 1/6d an hour, on 
to work at I/Id an hour. -The tribunal chair-man,. Gibson, similarly stressed 
the ideology of the market. ý Indicating that- the company. would be acting 
"indiscreetly" if. they insisted on the retention of his services. Cmdr., 
Gibson adled4o, 
37OHMM, V03.. IV, part I, p. 
3 
asgow Herald, December 23v *15- 
391bid., * December 24', 1915- 
Ibid.. 
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"At a time like the present, every man was worth his 
price. - They had been. getting good.. Bervice from-the 
applicant in the'capacity he was'originally engaged, 
for, and he thought it would be In their own interest 
to agree to keep him at that work. " 
The firm, taking the hint, took the chairman's'advlce. But what was 
still a1aXMing'them was' that following Sheriff, Fyfe Is decision In the 
wage reduction case'(Rara), they were now faced with leaving certificate 
applications from the eight caulkers involved in that hearing. 
This case eventually came on a, 'month later after a previous dýt'e for 
41 the hearing had been postponed to allow the Board of Trade to intervene 
But since the Boilermakers' Society had claimed to know nothing about 
this reference to arbitration, they insisted on the tribunal hearing 
taking place. When it did, the company accused the men of snubbing the 
attempt of the Committee. on 111roduction. to arbitrate, an allegatiop which 
the tribunal chairman, James' Andrew, apparently accepted. Tonetheless, 
since he indicated that a reference to arbitration had to'be consensual, 
the men'could'not be compelled to submit their claim io'týat body. Conse- 
quently the tribunal was fdc&d with Just one question, namely whether, the 
transfer of -the men from one p2mt of the works, and from one task to 
another, 'at, a reduced wage, justified the grant of leaving certificates. 
He' ruled affirmatively. 
This decision, of course't'placed the company in some difficulty since 
caulkers threatened with a'transfqr- to water testing could simply resort 
to the tribunal without much fear of subsequent unemployment in, a labour 
maxket where their skills were in constant demand. Perhaps to discourage 
a future tribunal chairman from issuing a similax ruling, or perhaps to 
reinforce the management's weakened authority, the Committee on Production 
41 
Ibid., Januaxy 20,1916. 
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suddenly'rediscovered the reference to it of the caulkers' grievance, 
a reference,, we may recall, which the union'inilsted had been iiniliiter- 
ally made by the'company without its knowledge. r On'February 11,1916, 
theref6re " the Committee on- Production issued its 'decision which conveni- 
ently upheld the cbnpanyl r. contention that they were - not- required to, -pay 
piecework caulkerstransferred to water testing, their average piecework 
42 
This still left undecided the position ; regarding time-rated earnings 
caUkers transferred to witer testing, 'as was'the, case with four of the 
eightcbmplaifiants in the hearing before Christmds 1915- '' 
As a result, -the grievance rumbled on. Indeed when John Brown Co. 
made changes in water testing rates- around May 1%6, 'ý Beardmore's caulkers 
' 43 , sought similar increases . On being refused, 
65 of them promptly lodged 
44 
yet more leaving certificate-applications This'action, it appears, 
finally convinced the company to seek a permanent solution'a=6ptable to 
the caulkers, though'it needed'the determined efforts of Sheriff Fyfe at 
the - trIbunal to ýush - the. two side s iiearer . tP each other. * With 
Mackie, the Boilermakers' official, insisting that Beardmore should come 
into line with* the rest of Clydeside and with George Barr, the company's 
assistant manager, adamant that an"existing private'arrangement", madeý 
in, January 1912; should be honoured, Fyfe offered'to, recommend a settle- 
ment, 'given that "he. could'never think of granting all these certificates". 
Ii-, seems'that Macki e was . amenable to thIs'6iiggezi: Lonj , ýwhlch has' the*inter- 
estingImplication that he was probably more confident of obtaining a 
favourable settlement from Fyfe than from theloard of Trade,, if the view 
of his adversary, Barr, i6'to be believed. 'According, to the'latter, 
49 Labour Gazette, Maxch 1916, P 113- 
43CSA, Minute Book Wo. 9, May 29,1916. 
44Clasgow 
Herald, May 22,1916. 
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whose opinion the hearings of January 1916 appear to have substantiated, 
the Boile=akers' Societ5r ha: d inlact deellned, to refer -the dispute to 
- arbitration iri: the belief that the outcome might'result in some of their 
members fiaving to ac'cept'less waget than'they were getting. Despite this, 
a consultation between representatives of the Boilermakers' Society and 
the firm', 'conducteýd before Sheriff Fyfe, was arranged. at which the'com-' 
pany eventually indicated its willingness to consider fixing-a unifolm 
4-5 
rate for water-testing But even this concession, 'was far short of an 
agreement as to what those'rates oUght to have'been. - Indeed, it took 
another'ten ionths of haggýLing before this festering bore finally sub- 
sided, "when another arbitrator, with del ightful-'simplicity t decided that 
IL4 
caulkers'put on water testing'should be paid time and a ha3. f-. 
Thus, havihg taken an unconscionable time'a-dying, the'whole episode 
of theýBeardmore caulkers, '-put on water testing, 'reve7als clearlY- . the, 
relationship'between impOrtant' Munitions'Act hearings In Clasgow and tha - 
p#SUit of collective grievances. -'On a'number of'separate occasions, the 
men's wage dispute provided the foundation for proceedings conducted 
under different legal categories. 'Various sets of leaving certificate 
applications were submitted, one complaint by the' employer was heard under 
the Ordering of Work regulatiqns'and one'was lodged by the, caulkers. that 
the employers were unlawfully altering'wage-ratios'. ' On top of-this, -- 
arbitratiori'was arrangea, - not'oncd, but twicei the, "latter seemingly 
settling'the matter' finally. ý 'The role of the )iunitions Ac't-in this 
extended arama was to'provide an airing for the ineWs grievances --per- 
'haps to offer an institutional framework where little of this nature , 
previously existed - rather than to suppress, them. The negotiating 
h r, 
"CSA, Minute Book Vo. 9, May 29,1916. 
LL4 
"-Labour Cazette, April 1917, P 155- 
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character of a prosecution or of an application for leaving certificates 
is thus vividly illustrated while the rejection of compulsory axbitration 
was matched only by the -imaginativeness with'which it 'was sought to cIr- 
cumvent it. 
The experience of the*kunitions Act I'in*actloe'at Peai%Iýords Dalmuir' 
works during this first legal phase, 1 -Rid-1915 to., mid-1916, revealsAhat the. 
question of wages was a prominent concern among the workforce. For it 
informed the disputes over water testing and over the transference of 
engineers to day shift. Possibly also the sheet-iron workers seeking 
leaving certificates, conceived of the prospect of overtime earnings with 
other, firrýs,, w hilst those. colleagues remaining at Dalmuir mIght'enjoy a 
greater. amount, of work distributed among a smaller number of men. In this 
endeavour, they were pre-empted by the- firm's disclosure of its intention 
to, place the men on permanent overtime in the near future. What was at 
the basis of ý the dispute is, however, still a matter of uncertainty. --,, 'rer- I 
haps the company resisted the leaving certificate applications ý simply, in 
.. order to draw attention to the,. statistics of, bad timekeepipg which remained 
a preoccupation with the Clyde, thipbuilders. 
A further possibility is, that the union wished to register its pro- 
test against the firm's plans to extend the, premium bonus system to the 
sheet-iron workers, by demonstrating that a more efficient organization 
of the work schedules, including the extension of overtime, would render 
unnecessary theý introduction of this particulax incentive-ridden, scheme 
of which they were, profoundly suspicious. If this was the union's objec-. , 
tive, then it failed to prevent an arbitration award issued by Sir Thomas 
Munro, county clerk of Lanarkshire and Clyde dilution commissioner which 
in August 1916decided in favour of the company's plan to extend the 
129ý? 
system to the sheet-iron workers at Dalmuir 
47. 
The union'did n-ot, 'however, accept this decision without demur. 
Though forswearing industrial action', it continued to oppose the ruling by, 
re'referring- the question to arbitration. ". Thus in January 19171 the 
Committee on Production ruled that'the system ought to be expei-imented 
with for three"months, after which- the, question' mi6t'be raised again 
48 
Indee& it was, and at the third time of asking, an arbitration award, 
rejecting the premium bonus system'andý sLffirming the piece-WOrk system of 
49 
payment by results, was issued by Sheriff Mackenzie 
,* -One cannot, : however, disentangle the'above "wages" questions from 
the matter of job control. 'Jmýlicit#*'and occasionally explicit, in many 
munitions workers' complaints over alterations of wage ratess was the 
objection to"employerSI claims to deploy labour as they" thought fit. This 
assertive demand had, of course$ always been offensive to those'craftsmen 
who perceived threats to their "property" rights in their jobs both from 
employers and ýrom the unskilled. The tradition of workshopautonomy, the 
product. of yedrs of class struggle, had sue-ceed6d in'pushing. back the 
frontiers o: C control in the face of employers' competing property rights 
over t4e management of their staff, rights enshrined in the law, of master 
and servant. Some skilled munitions 'workers, however, now saw wartime 
exigencies as a pretext used by employers to undermine* craft controls.. ' In- 
deed, the Munitions Act, even if nestling peacefully on the statute book, 
was the'symbol of this counter-assault. Held in terrcrem over the heads 
471bid 
September 1916, P 345 - Scott Is shipbuilding yard at Greenock had already set the pattern for its sheet-iron employees, while at Dalmuir, the system was approved by the engineers in the AM . Voth innovations were the result of axbItration decisions by Lynden Macassey. See ibid., June 1916, p 228. 48 Ibid., February 19ý7, p 86. 4 ýI_ -bj d., July 19i7, p 274. 
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of workers, the latter might be intimidated into meek compliance. Yet a 
critical quality dbout the mobilisation of such a law is, the, uncertain, or 
delaying effect, which it, might have on, those wishing to take, controversial 
action, whether that'. be strike action, by workers: (for it, is impossible to 
say how many strikes were prevented'by the Act's looming presence5O) or 
whether it even be a contentious, alteration to, working conditions 'by 
employers, which in turn might provoke an effective union complaint to the 
tribunal. So the paradoxical, position might be reached that a measure 
vilified by trade unionists at the local level is nonetheless invoked by 
them. in an attempt to hold back or, overturn those very developments, 
hostile workshop changes, which, the Act itself, symbolised. Whether or not 
this implied that law was relatively, autonomous, yet at the very least, 
resort to the Act might concentrate man4gement's mind wonderfully to 
justify the steps taken. It might, delay't heir iýýlementati6n. -. It might 
I 
indeed forbid them as an infringement, of the law. , 
The point is 
Ithat 
resort to the law, as, distinot from reliance, on-its mere brooding. presence. 
sometimes led to unpredictable results. An act perceived by both workers 
and management alike (not wholly accurately) as embodying managerial pre- 
rogatives, did not always work accordingly. And this was because . they 
misunderstood its purpose, which was to uphold managerial prerogatives 
but only_if this accorded with the national interest. And that national 
interest, as 'wd have stretsed, was one built on corporatist principles 
which repudiate'd the*-selfish and coMPetitive spirit, if this threatened 
bureaucratic objectives. , The tribunal chairmen knew this. They were 
cognizant with the problems of labour supply and of the level of munitions , 
'-On ministry beliefs concerning' this 'question,, see chapter twelve 
(infra). 
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output, ana therefore some of their judgments upheld managerial decisions 
designed to reach given production targets. Yet they were also aware that 
a dissatisfied labour. forcq, was of little-assir., tance-to-the'nationaI 
interest if, output fell, or was not increased, as a consequence. - Since 
Clydeside registered the, highest level of unrest in'the country, it is 
not unexpected that the Glasgow tribunal enforced, the Munitions Act with 
51 
a pragmatism possibly- unmatched in other districts Thus the outcome 
of a tribunal heaxing could never be predicted with any ce rtainty.. It 
was, thereforeýworthwhile, trade unionists invoking the Act. Since1ts 
psychologica .1 presence had emboldened managers and foremen on the shop 
floor. in-any pase, there was, little to lose, andýpossibly much-to gain. 
It was, part, of the fabric of the wage negotiating and job control land- 
scape. , It woiad therefore be foolish, indeed futile, to ignore it. Thus 
collective bargaining by litigation was inaugurated52. 
51Since there were specific reasons for-the'remova]L of the tribunal 
chairmen in Maxch 1916, it does not follow that the Ministry. of. 
Munitions - itself' -disapproved 45f the relatively. accommodating legal regime in Glasgow.. 
. 
52 For the prolonged efforts of the ASE to force the Glasgow and South- 
Western Railway Company, based in Kilmarnock, to bring its Journey- 
men's and improvers' rates into line with that prevailing in the 
district, see Caasgow Herald, September 6,1915; ASE, Monthly Journal 
and Report, November 1915, P b9; ibid., December 1915, P 38; ibid. *, 
January 1916, P 37 (journeyman's leaving certificate appliCat-ion-7; 
Clasgow Herald, October 7,14,1915 (jourzýeymanls Small Debt Court 
tion, seeking compensation for the loss of wages caused by the 
company's refusal to grant a leaving certificate)l ibid., September 
6,1915 (improvers' leaving certificate application--s bour 
Gazette, December 1915, 'p 465; ibid., November 1916; ASE, Mon'thl 
Journal and Report, August 19167, -p21; ibid., October 191 Tnational wage award to-railway enginee_rsý_-, Kilmaxnock District 
Engineering Employers Association, Minute Book Wo. 11 September 23, 
191.5; Lbid., January 17,22, March F, -1-9-17; ASE, Monthly Journal and 
Report, January 1916, P 37 (local bargaining pressure). The episode 
is a further exanple of the intricate interplay between collective 
baxgaining and*litigation, "though it' seems likely that in the case 
of the improvers, roles were reversed in the sense that the legal 
proceedings may have stimulated the wage demand, rather than vice- 
versa. 
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B. Munitions Workers as Offenders 
Earlier in the chapter, the point was made that munitions, workbra 
were prepared to break. the law in order to, bring their grie-ýances to the 
notice of the employer or to the authorities. In'such instances, no doubt 
, they would-prefer to have attained their objectives without facing a sub- 
sequent prosecution, for unlawfully striking or for disobeying a lawful 
order, or. whatever. However, we must -assume that by - taking industrial 
action they were aware that such a prosecution was aýpossibllity but that, 
nonetheless, it was a risk they were prepared to take in an effort'to cast 
the-spotlight on their grievancesý , Again, there was no certainty the. , 
such steps would bear fruit, but this was in the nature. of, the -tactic: ý of 
bluffs, threats and the application of pressure at different points,, Includ- 
ing the tribunal, 'employed in such episodes. 
One of the very earliest cases heard in MeLsgow is'a -useful illustra- 
tion of the'ýursuit of, right" quality of some of the cases. In such inci- 
dents, the wrongdoers undertake their unlawful Actibn in order to drawý' 
attention to what they consider are legitimate claims which the employer 
is dutyo-bound to meet. By breaking the law, they axe thereby vindicating 
a right to which they believe they are entitled, and of which the public, 
or the Ministry of Munitions, ought to be apprised. 
The facts were that 24 men employed by a firm of raisley coachbuilders, 
Charles Glasgow &-Co., had-gone on strike on July 24,1915,. in 'pursuit-of 
3 higher wages which they claimed had been awaýded t6theta by arbitration5 
The award in fact aipiied to the Clasgow district and the question arose 
whether the employers were a country shop. Other firms in Paisley had 
53Glasgow Herald, 'August 6,1915.1 According to the Woman' n Dreadnought, 
August 14,1915, P 29% only 16 appeared in court. U., Solicitors' 
Journal, Vol. 59,1915, p 696. 
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consented to grant the award, but the Board of Trade. initially declined to 
intervenj. So the *men struci without ade(juate *notice and'wdre 'eventually' 
prosecuted. before Professor Cloag at Glasgow onAugust 5. . While a number 
of the accused were found guilty and fined 51- each or 5 days in prison, ' 
54 - 
and the charge against another groupwas found not proven , it seems 
that- the applicability, of the award itself - was not, actua. Ily resolved at 
the hearing. Ponetheless, the men's industrial action,, allied to the 
resolve' of their union, the United Kingdom Society of Coach Makers, 
. to 
pursue the matter further55, sufficiently persuaded the Board of Trade' to 
take their complaint seriouýly. Lynden Macassey was'asked to axbitrdte and 
issued his"awt)xd at the end -of October, fully, justifying the men' s argument 
that C[Lasgow, rates, in accordance with the Fair Wages Resolution56 . were 
payable57. Direct action, though prohibited by law. - was perceived clearly 
by the men as a justifiable step to prod the authorities and the employer 
to perform their, constitutional duty. Not only did the coach-builders 
believe in the justice of their action, but the subsequent *decision . 'of the 
54 Conceivably', ' a finding of . not proven would have been' incompetent in'; 
Engýand. The sentence of a fine or imprisonment, as distinct from 
,, onment in default of paymeriZ-, was unusual. See comments in =5ý3S53/349/i, 
op-cit. ' 
rsm 
55The local'union official, Joseph Comptot, travelled to the Manchester---- 
headquarters of the union to discuss a possible appeal, though no-, *, 
relevant legal machinery for appeals in fact existed at the time. 
See Glasgow lierald, AugUst 10,1915. 'ý' 
56 For the Fair Wages Resolution during the wax see, for example, Wolfe,. 
op-cit., pp 238-42; Brian Bercusson, Fair Wages Resolutions (London: 
Mansell, 1978),, pp 142-56; , 
oHm, Vol. V,, Fart 1, pp 35ý-6,91, -8. 
ALaboý 
ur-Gazette, Fovember 1915, p 425. The employer, Charles Clasgow, was 
a "typical employer, with whom Trade Unionists axe unpopular". See 
Forward, August 14,1915. * He was also an extremely stubborn one. In 
another case, his refusal to release a youth for the Army angered the 
tribunal chairman, Cmdr. Gibson, who had been told by him that the 
youth had been recruited by the firm before the war. Gibson's response 
was to accuse him of selfish behaviour. "You want to take advantage 
of an agreement made in January 191411, he told him, "to hold a man 
against his services to his nation". See AIMS, Monthly Report, 
January 1916, p 250. Here is a clear articulation of corporatist 
sentiment. 
ISE 
Board of -Trade undoubtedly vindicated their position. As with the South 
Wales miners the previou's moýnth, crime paid. 
An instance similar to that involving the Paisley coach-builders 
concerned nine labourers 'in a Clydeside foundry whose illegal actions 
were also clearly directed towards forcing a simmering gTievance to a 
head: 58. They had taken part in a strike for two -days, which had resulted 
in a complete stoppage - of the works. ' There had been earlier an award by 
the Committee 'on Productibn, L but the men's employer had persistently 
delayed implementing it on the ground that he was still seeking clarifica- 
tion of its applicability to his establishment. The men -themselves w. ere 
in no doubt as to their entitlement. As their solicitor, David Cook, 
explained to the tribuna, 159, 
"Time went on, and although overtures were made, 
the'rhan were-always put. off. They did not get 
the lid, and then they did what they ought not to 
have done went on strike and forced the 
question He had to tender a sincere apology 
for them, and to say that, so fax as they were 
concerned, such, a thing would'not occur again. "', 
Their manager also added that he was "pleased at the attitude the men 
had now taken up", and was therefore willing to support their plea "for 
leniency. Whether his sympathy extended to meeting their claim cannot, 
however, be discovered. 
The hearing itself took place in the midst of the deportation strike 
prosecutions, and . Sheriff Fyfe could scýLrcely resist the'-Opportunity to 
point up the contrast between these men's attitudes and that of those 
involved in the deportation strikes.. Indeed he was positively glowing at 
the spectacle before him of abjeot apologies and humble promises that,,.;,, 
58 Glas ow Herald, April 6,1916. 
591bid. 
Two of the men were represented by Ben Smith, the district 
official of the Igational Amalgamated Union of Labourers. 
7sl 
the men's misconduct would not be repeated. The tribunal, he observed 
6o, 
was of the opinio n that this was a refreshingly 
unique situation. Instead of taking up tha, attitude 
which unfortunately the Clyde district hadnot beený., 
unfamiliar with - the attitude that they were entitled 
to go on strike, - the men had frankly admitted that 
they had made a mistake. " 
As a result of their contritiont he was prepared to release the men with 
an admonition. While no evidence on the point exists, it is not unreason- 
able to assume'that the men's action might have Qxpedited an authorita- 
tive interpretation of'the Committee on Production's award, given that the 
Ministry of Munitions and the Board of Trade, had seen the men'*s patience 
exhausted once. Moreover an admonition was hardly a deterrent, even 
though Fyfe had commented that he "would be sorry if that leniency was 
misunderstood". Thus it is questionable. whether. the *leXourers; had irdeed'. 
recoEý-jized. their "mistake". as-. Fyfp- assumed. It I-s mo3Ze probable. -that. they- 
drew the opposite conclusion from the incident, and conceived of the strike 
as a necessary device in the repertoire of tactics at their disposal. 
61 
The final example in this'section involved what the Clasgow'Herald 
described as a "curious, Clyde dispute" involving 24 electricians at the 
shipyard of Messrs. Alexander Stephen & Sons, Linthouse. According to the 
firm' s chief electrician, Henry Bremnero he had asked the_ men to work until 
9 o'clock, one morning just before Christmas 1915 but that he'did not pro- 
pose to pay them for thetea interval. In response, the men refused to 
work aftet 7.3Q unless. ýuch payment was. made. An Impasse developed and 
the men remained unmoved by Bremner's threat to "put their names before the 
Munitions Tribunal". He explained to the tribunal that theýmenls demand 
6o 
Ibid. 
6= 
Ibid., January 13,1916. 
;t () 
was contrary'to the practice of the yard but that the men involved were 
conscientious woikers merely complying with union instructions. Moreover 
he -conceded, ' on qross-examination by the ETU's, full-time official, Stewarto 
that'the half-hour tea interval had previously been paid and that the 
engineers were still being paid for this period. ' "But". he added, "we 9 
axe now dealing with'the electrical-department". 
When he cane to address the tribunal, ' Stewart agreed that the question 
was one for arbitration, -but that the' appropriate' meeting between his union 
and'the employers' federation had not yet been arranged. ' However, the 
whole issue was now being'br6ught before arbitration, (no doubt hurried 
along by the industrial action). Therefore if the 'tribunal were'to impoýb 
fines on the men for having disobeyed "lawful orders",. it would be because 
the 'men had complied with union'instractions. The case, he concluded; 
ought, to be dismissed until the -disputý 'was settled (by. iihich timiý, he 
caxefully omitted to add, the prosecution would be a dead issue). 
" lames Stewart's, argumen't was not; however, acceýted by the chairmani . 
Andrew., -The tribunal could not possibly ignore the men's breach in the 
expectation that arbitration would ensue. 
"That course was still open to-them, but it would 
never do for the Court to let'them off until they 
chose to apply'for-arbitration. " 
Probably in view of the union's instructions, a modified penalty'of 10/- 
was imposed. One imblicatidn of the decisloh'was, 'of* co*rse,. ' -that coipll- 
ance with militant union instructi6ns'was no defence and that'a rank-and 
-file revolt for moderation would have obtained the approval of the tribunal., 
Such I was the confusion sown by legal. intervention in industrial relations, 
for the boot was habitually on the other foot during the war. '- 
Nonetheless, in what respects the dispute ought to have been labelled 
"curious" by the local newspaper is not immediately apparent. The union 
16t 
was clearly, intent, on the surface at least, of resurrecting an old pract- 
ice which had gradually been eroded"by the employers, . probably before the- 
advent of the Munitions. Act. Otherwise one would expect the union to have 
complained that a change in working practices which failed to meet the- 
requirements of Schedule 11 to the Act in respect to recording the change, 
had occu=ed. But no such complaint arose. 
A more machiavellian interpretation i's that the claim was connected 
with'the camp`aigný by the Electricians' Trade Union' to obtain red6gnition 
by . the CSA. 'of iis'worlýing* rules with emplo . yers In 0. ctoberý 1915, th& . ETU 
had requested a meeting with the CSA to consider the adoption by the 
Association of its working card, which, presumably would'I have included pro'- 
visions relating to payments for meal breaks. ýIie'unionls request was, how- 
ever,. politely refused as the CSA. "has no, agreed'upon working rules with 
any Society". it therefore '"cannot adopt or favourable entertain! I,, the 
62 
electricians'. working card . The matter'thus dragged on for months, and 
was eventually referred to arbitration, where Sheriff ý A. J.. Louttitý-Iaing - 
of Aberdeen f inally ruled that, contrary to the employers' submission, 'the 
63. 
time was opportune,, for a consideration of general working rules 
If the dispute at Alexander Stephen & Sons-was not a purely domestic 
matter, and the role of the union together with its strict instruction to 
its members suggest that-a matter of important principle was at stake, then 
the incident- perfiaps signifies an dttempt by the union to force the. braider 
issue through the instrumentality. 'of*d narrower one. In this analysis, the 
'tea'. interva3: dispute would lead to arbitration, *where, in Stewart' s words, 
the "whole question", including the genbral. working rulest might be. opened 
UP, Since the union eventually prised from the CSA a reluctant commitment 
62CSA, 
Minute Book No. 9, October 4,1915. 
6ý Ibid., July 21,1916; Labour Gazette, July 1916, p 267- 
ý6ýL 
to arbitration on the works rules, the' tea, interval issue, as a catalyst, 
became 'reclundant in afiy case. If this analysis is correct, then it 
exemplifies once more the-way in which a deliberate breach of the law by 
one -party might be' constru6d not as a "mindless" flouting of the law of 
the land, but as a carefully planned attempt to mobilise the legal process. 
in, order to jog the other side into action to remedy the offender's grie- 
Vance -Though, perhaps speculative or circumstantial, such an interprpta-, 
'tion remains appealing; and the dispute may not havo, beeri so curious 
.. after all. I. .-. 
Conclusion 
The period covered bý the above examples, thatlsqý, -from about August 
1915 to the Spring of 1916, corresponds, more or I. esst to the period when 
the Committee on Production tended to refuse wage advances, much to'the 
64 
chagrin of the trade uhions . In so doing, it was responding-to the., 
government's communication (ordirective) to the Committee that. in the 
interests of. financial, stringency, ' any" further advances other than those 
falling automatically from existing agreements, should be strictly confined' 
to the necessary adjustment of local conditions6-5. In the light of this 
policy, it would be natural for trade unions to turn to other devices in 
order'to procure wage increases. - Thus the. lodging of leaving certificate 
applications with* the munitions tribunal might be considered or a course 
of industrial action qmbarked upon. Tndeed the minimal deterrent effect 
of a prosecution track record which showed that the number of workers 
convicted of illegal striking up till July 1916 was just over one-fifth 
64Wolfe, 
op. cit., p 245. 6.5Lord 
Amulree, Industrial Arbitration in Great Britain (Oxford: Univer- 
sity Press, 1929) p 140; Ducksoo Chang, British Methods of Industri 
Peace (Vew York. - Columbia University Press, 1936) pp lio-1. 
r-- 
of one per cent of those actually participating in such. strikes 
66 
aLnd' that 
the amount of fines paid*amounted to less' than one-Uxt: 6enth of bne''per 
cent of. the statutory maximum 
67 
no, doubt directly encouraged the atmos- 
phere of disregard for the law. 7hough there is much of the "chicken and 
egg" -conundrum in such a. suggestion,, nonetheless, 
In passing, it seems 
fairly clear that the munitions tribunal cases involving direct action' 
are merely the tip of the iceberg of industrial lawlessness. 
However-, I while in 1915*and 1916 most claims to the Committee on 
Production were for cost of living district advances in engineering and 
- 68 foundry work claims were also frequently submitted dealing with a large 
69 
number of intricate questions concerning particular firms For example, 
matters concerning piece rates and incentive schemes, hours of work, over- 
time, holiday payments, weekend work and codes of working rules became the 
subject- of arbitration. The Committee on Production,, in particular, thus 
enjoyed a dual function, assessing both general claims which, during late 
1915 and edrly *16, would commonly be rejected, and also'more specific 
questions dealing with actual differences between employers and their own 
labour forces70. 
Of course, not all differences required to go beyond the voluntary 
machinery, though in the majority of cases, th9se reported to the Board of 
OMilion-Moses, 
"compulsory Arbitration in Great. Britain 
I 
Durin- 9 the" War", 
ýJournal- of Political Economy, - Vol. 26, -' 19ý8, at pp, 89 . 
7* 
671. 
G. Sharp, Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration in Creat Britain 
(London: Allen & Unwin, 1950) P 318. 
. 
68 
Ibid., P 319- 
69-' 
The monthly issues of the Labour Gazette provide summaries. More detailed 
.. 
reports are collected in the Twelfth Report of Proceedings under the 
Conciliation Act 1896 for 191T4--1918, P. P. 1919 (185), XIII. 
70Amulree, 
op. cit., pp 143-4. 
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Trade had already gone through the voluntary procedure7l. On the other 
72 hand, it has been claimed-that 
"Tradeýunions found compulsory arbitration-moreý 
expeditious, in settling disputes than the ordinary 
conciliation board procedure. It was, much quicker 
to report differences under the Munitions Acts at, 
-an early stage and get an award which was'legally 
enforceable for a definite period of time , ... than 
to spend much time with employers in negotiations 
which might result in a deadlock leading to a stoppag6. " 
Though such observations axe perhaps less valid-for the period con-. 
sidered above, and indeed contradict the evidence of trade union criticism 
of those frustrating delays attaching to compulsory arbitration proceed- 
ings739 which in fact compelled the goVernment to amend the Munitions Act 
in 1916, and again in 1917 
74 
,a legally binding award might at least 
reassert the authority of official trade unionism against possible. rank- 
-and-file rebellion. It' would, of cqurse, 'also, discourage employeps in 
most cases from any thoughts of resistance'to such awards. 
In fact, however, matters were never that simple, -as the examples in 
this'chapter of munitions tribunal proceedings to enforce or to press for 
awards vividly reveal. Employers were still able to oppose awards in 
court by -claiming, as in the foundry labourers' case, that an award was 
inapplicable to their establishment, a claim which section 5 of the 1917 
Act, 'on the extension of awards to non-federated firms, rendered mo, r6'-"-' 
difficult to sustain. Moreover, the rapid pace of -technological chýLnge, 
together with the'intricate Varietied of piece work trrangements'might 
71 Chang, 22. cit., p 78. 
72Ibid., 
p 91. 
73For 
examples of stich criticisms, see the Trade Union Worker, Februarj 
74 
1916, P 3; Lb-Id., April 1916, p 8. 
The specific changes are noted in Chang, OP-cit-, P 75. 
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make compulsory arbitration an unwieldy method of resolving such disputes. 
Trade unionists might also be relu6tant to refer a-claid to`axbItration, ' 
in. the expectation that their claimýwould. be turned down. This suspicion 
probably applied in the case of the Beardmore, caulkers whose preference 
evidently was to exploit. their market scarcity by. a legal side-wind. 
But in one further, crucial respect, the matter of compulsory arbitr- 
ation *and -the ý determination of employers. tO resist claims such as, those. 
of tha caulkers or the- Beardmore sýeetýiron'workers or the Alexander 
Stephen electricians is potentially puzzlingi, This Is that it became 
government policy to permit the employer to pass on to the contracting . 
department ý any increase in his costs due to an increase in, wages. . Con- 
tract variation was. introduced. in February 1916 and, in consequence, 
"The result was a revolutionary change in the 
relations of employers and their waS 
"e 
earners. 
The, conf2ict of. interests, of which strikes 
axe a symptom, was no longer between employer 
-and labour but between labour and the employer's 
employer, the GoverriMent. "75 
Thus the employer' s profit was independent of-the wages actually paid, 
and the strength of his resistance to wage claims might be expected to 
diminish accordingly. Moreover, employers were desperate to attract or 
-retain labour, an objective with which the contracting departments no 
doubt sympathisedto the consternation of the' labour re-ýulation depa'xtment 
of the Ministi-j of iýrd* tions, acutely aware of the concept'of relative 
deprivation. Yhy, t4en, should employers cohtinue to oppose . wage: I -claims 
with such vehemence that their employees were eventually driven to take 
illegal action or to lodge leaving certificate applications to press their 
claims? A number of possible explanations might be advanced. First, some 
of the employers in question might not actually be government contractors, 
75C: lay, op. cit., p 48. 
ý6(-, 
even though technically engaged on "munitions work"; for example, caxting 
firms witý *contýacts with ýompanieb which were" goverment -contrabtors. 
ý, Second, other firms might not be the direct employers of those "employees" 
whose'claims they were I resisting. FOi`example, it was* commori in the ship--ý 
yards for a J; ýLnger to'negotiate a rate with the employer, and it would be 
the ganger'who would actually pay the members of his squad'. Thus the 
shipyaxd might be'unable to charge the contracting department for,. the 
wages', or increases, 'paid to the'-squad because the members were not the - 
firm's employees, while'the ganger himself would, technica. Ily, be self- 
employed. Nonetheless, the shipyard was not excused from making a lump 
p ayment to'the'g anger which he'in*turn'could'distribute'# as a greed, among 
his squad. It was therefore in the 'shipyard's'interest-to'minimise the 
wage paymbhts'made by it', iýrespective'o*f destination, ' wherever the 
I 
sub- 
contracting system existed. Case's of this haturewere not uncommon-from 
1916'onwards. Such examples I suggest that the variable contract terms 
negotiated with the-purchasing departments, might be inapplicable to many 
of, the diverse detailed and unique claims for wage adjustments continually 
being submitted. In other words, the scheme was simply too elegant to 
be fully workable. ' 
A third possibility is the employer's fear th4t particular wage 
grievances, --for example, 'the proper rat6'for improvel, $Just out of their 
Apprenticeship, 'were matteis "'which 'it was impossible td ýonfine`to *the 
Thus the munitions tribunal ruling on whe'thbr a duration of the war. 
leaving certificate was justified in the case of an engineering improver 
demanding ASE-approved rates rather than the rateýset by I the employers, 
association, was not seen as a decision affecting'the level of war bonus, 
and thus leaving intact, in theory at least, 'the basiý rate. Such a 
X6t 
decision constiti; ted a point of principle over which the two sides were 
deeply divided and which would be seen as. a, precedent for the post-wax 
era. 
Finally, ' there is the view expressed earlier in the chapter that the 
issues-falling under the umbrella of collective barg&1ning by litigation, 
while, self-'evidently 'concerned with questions. of wages,, additionally raised 
issues of 'job control,, Most notably this involved demarcation, the depi oy- 
ment, of labour and. the - introduction of incentive payment. schemes. , 
But as 
is seen from other chapters, the recruitment of non-unionists or of female 
labour or of lesser skilled employees occasionally generated legal contro- 
versy of a kind which, though wrapped up in a claim ostensibly displayire. 
a wage grievance, disclosed, on closer inspection, a deeper schism., 
We may therefor6 summarise our argumenf-so far. In the first legis- 
lative phase, during which virtually no general awards were granted by 
the Committee on Production, employers, 'bolstered by the unions' self- 
denying ordinance, by the leaving certificate rcheme and by the pr6vislon, 
requ . iring ministry approval for alterations in wage rates, could adopt* a 
more dismissive attitude to legitimate wage claims. This meant that 
trade unionists had to fight that much harder,, had to become more imagin- 
ative and resourceful, more pragmatic and opportunist in the alternate 
uses of direct industrial action and direct legal. action before the un- 
popular munitions tribunals in order to protect their flanks and to secure 
improvements which at least matched the rise in the cost, of living. Yet, 
even with the advent of the "cost plus" system of government contracting, 
employers continued to dig in their heels, perhaps, as Lord Amulree 
engagingly put it, "either from habit or from a regard to general public 
considerations and the finances of the-State"76 ; More plausibly, it was 
76Amulreep 
op. cit., p 144. 
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because they recognized that at stake were not simply short-term wage 
di6put6s, but more Vindamefital dif erences ovei th6''se6pe of"mahagetial 
prerogative. As a result, -the class struggle. - in the munitions tribunals. 
continued unabated into the subsequent phases of the war. 
We began by noting that the pre-war picture of wage regulation dis- 
closed monumental complexitie's. In the engineering industry the position 
waý'described by the C. oles as "chaotic". However,. they. corýtinued , writing 
in 1918, 'ý'This chaos continued into the" war period"77. -It- is against 
this incoherent background that one must seek to understand the tactics 
of those trade unionists who, hampered by a wartime state instAtution, 
the- Munitions Act, from exploiting their market superiority, sought to 
stand that institution on its head. Thus in fact if not in form, the 
munitions tribunals were seen to offer*a unique opportunity, albeit 
born of desperation, to fashion a new instrument of wage determination 
. during the war. The progress-of this strategy throughout the rest of - 
the war is plotted in chapter seven. 
--- fl 
79G. D. H. and M. I. Cole, The Regulation of Wages During and After the 
H, E (London: Labour Research Department, 191d) p 5. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
The Other Clyde ! Deportations":. The Case 
of the Tribunal Chairmen, March_1916 
Introduction 
In articulating the theoretical franework within which to locate 
the application of wartime labour regulation, we emphasised in chapter 
one that corporatism presupposed a legal regiLie wholly subordinated to 
the pursuit of centrally determined policy objectives. This implied an 
approach to legal construction which recognized the. legitimacy solely 
of the executivels interpretation of the law to the exclusion of any 
alternative construction. Horeover, to the extent that judicial officers 
retained discretion in decision-making, this, too, was, to be exercised 
in accordance with executive wishes and priorities. The corollary of 
such an approach to judicial interpretation and enforcement of legislation 
was that the classical liberal doctrine of the independence of the 
judiciary was suspended for the duration. The doctrine of the separation 
of powers among the legislature, executive and judiciary was thus to be 
emasculated so'fax as the Munitions Acts werp. concerned As a result, 
those Glasgow tribunal chairmen who considered themselves to be indepený- 
ent upholders of the rule of law and privileged to issue judgments "with- 
out'fear or favour" were sadly deluded. 
I That the Diceyian doctrine of the separation of powers and the rule of 
law constituted an ideological myth during the classical, neo-classical 
and "late" capitalist phases is itself a fruitful source of debate which 
cannot be explored here. Modern literature on the subject is too vast 
to mention, much of it inspired by R. P.. Thompson's brief observations 
in his Whigs and Hunters, (Harmondsworth: Peregrine Books, 1977) 
pp 2.58-69. 
)-Ilo 
Whether the act of delivering a decisloný of which the Ministry of 
Munitions disapproved was a greater crime in the eyes of the executive 
than the failure of Caasgow chairmen to maintain order'in the tribunal 
is a debatable point. Tribunal disorder was experienced elsiewhere in 
the country, but did not result in the replacement of the chairmen 
involved. Moreover, Sheriff Tyfe himself had presided over hearings 
which were fax from tranquil. Yet unlike Gloag, he did not shrink from 
Imposing severe punishments, though 'they remained, of coursep within the 
statutorily prescribed tariff. No doubt the' ministry reasoned that a 
"hard man". (a type perhaps'not unknown to a city like Clasgow? ) would 
be more likely to triumph over disorder than a manifestly weak one. Thus 
-Gibson, -. Andrew ýand Glqag were all remaved from their chairmansýips. In 
the case*of the first two, 'the issue of policy differences, and in the 
case of Gloag, the matter of personality differences, might ther; f8re be 
identified as the causes. But justas the deported shop stewards became 
the victims of a centralized state 'elite because of the challenge which 
they posed to the assumptions underpinning that bureaucracy, so too did 
the tribunal chairmen become victims of that sane elite for having them- 
selveslasserted their own brand of autonomy. I 
The Hounding of Professor Gloag 
The transformation of the'tribunal hearings into running exchanges 
of biting ferocity which we noted in. chapter four rapidly became. known 
to even the highest authority within the Ministry of Munitions. Thus 
early in August 1915, Lloyd George raised the matter of the Fairfield 
coppersmiths' prosecution at a meeting with the shipbuilding employers. 
2 He told the secretary of the federation, Thomas Biggart, that 
2MUN5/48/300/9, 
op. cit., for this and subsequent quotes. 
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"Ithought that prosecution in Scotland'was very 
unsatisfactory. I read a report of it, and I was 
very distressed about it. " 
Biggart, who had attended the tribunal, hearing,, -complained that Cloag 
had allowed too much latitude to the men and their representatives. 
Thus he had, 
allowed the Union's representatives to pop up 
and down. There were also 30 or 0 men. sitting in 
the front seat of the Court, and he allowed at least 
half-a-dozen of them to begin to raise points and ask 
questions, and of course the matter got-out of hand. " 
However, it was not, merely the conduct of the proceedings which offended 
Biggart who, 
las 
secretary also of. the Clyde Shipbuilders' Associ4iion, 
had had many years experience negotiating with the local -shipbuilding. 
unions. It was that Gloag'S terms for a resumption of work involving 
the imposition of a derisory penalty of just half-a-crown,, resort to the 
status quo and reference to the Board of Trade, 
did not commend themselves to those who felt*. 
that if-the Act wa6'to get a chance, such a glaring" 
case ought to be dealt with in some decisive manner 
, 
Cancy instead of narrating his view of the action 
which the men had taken, he intimated his half-a-crown 
fine, and then passed on to a few general remarks. " 
Biggart, like Llewellyn Smith, Beveridge and Rey at the Ministry 
of Munitions3, clearly believed that a policy, of 'bold. prosecutions " con- 
ducted both by the ministry and by employers individually would deter-- 
sufficiently other munitions workers from undertaking strike action and 
from committing works offences, but only if the initial prosecutions 
3jose Harris, William Beveridge: A Biography op. cit., pp, 212-3. 
could be widely shown to be successful 
4. 
The demonstrative effect of 
this Fairfield prosecution, however, could only be to encourage further 
rebelliousness. Though Biggart considered that the professor's per- 
formances at subsequent hearings, including the Lobnitz shipyard holders- 
on case, were adequate, there was no denying that Cloag's copybook was 
now blotted and that a careful watch over his handling of hearings was 
being maintained by the local ministry officials. 
However, . if, according to . the Forward5, I't . he Capitalist class'are, 
furious at the result of the trial", the strongest condemnation 
emanating from the local ministry official, . Paterson, was reserved for 
Gloag's handling of the Bridges case. This was the case of the Weir's 
'6hop steward charged with molesting. a fel I ow-worker aild' brought beforeý 
the tribunal at the end of October 1915 
6. 
What had actually occurred 
between Bridges and the worker is not clear, though the 330 men employeq 
in Bridges' department at Weir's believed that all he had done 'was, to 
ask the worker to show him his union card'in accordance with custom. The 
case was clearly perceived, therefore, as one of victimization against 
4Biggart's 
legal background may, however, have led-him to over-estimate 
the efficacy of the law. However, as secretary of a number of bmL)loyers' 
-associations In bcotiancl, includiýg theý engineers, shipbýLUders, copper- 
smiths, brassfounders, dry dock owners, and structural engineers, the 
limits of the law ought to have been more apparent to him. 7he combina- 
tion of Biggart's legal and industrial relations activity was no'doubt 
aided by the fact that his firm, Biggart, Lumsden & Co. , occupied the same building as the employers' associations. Despite amalgamations and other 
changes in organization., this remair. s. -the case to this day. For biographi- 
cal details of Biggart, see theL. Baili_ej__V-oI. '106, Wo. 27.51, July-Ij 19ýý', 
PP 3-4; and Eric Wigham, The Power to Manage, op. cit., pp 46-7. During 
the war, he also acted for an organization entitled the Association of 
Controlled Establishments, set up in 1916 to seek. the. minimisation of 
-liability for excess profits duty. See Glasgow-Herald, July 6,1916. 
5Forw . 
ard, August 7,1915, commenting on. the Masgovi Herald editorial of 
August 3. 
Hinton, 'The First Shop Stewards' Movement, OP-cit., PP 118-9; Glasgow 
Herald, October 26,1915; Forward, October 30,1915- 
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a shop steward; and in this combative mood, the ý rank and file descended,, 
on the tribunal clearly intent on disruption. The sober tones of the 
(aasgow Herald offer one, version of'events. Thus, it reported that 
"The business ... was conducted with'some difficulty 
owing to the unruly disposition of a number of workmen 
who attended 
^ 
the court.. They, frequently indulged in 
demonstrations of approval ordisapproval of the pro- 
ceedings, and at times their conduct was so irregularý 
that the intervention of the two police officers who 
were in attendance was necessaxy. The disturbancesý 
were not of a serious nature and the persuasion of a 
constable sufficed to restore order 
0 
( 
The version given by the local ministry official,, writing to Wolff, is, 
however, more dramatic. Thus, Paterson informed the Ministry of 
8 Munitions'in London that 
.7 case. 
was announce "When the Lumgai! c Bridges 
absolute pandemonium-reigned for several minutes. On 
at least half a dozen occasions, the proceedings were 
so riotous as to have justified the clearing of the 
court, but all that happened was a feeble attempt to 
call for order. " 
But this was not all. A: number of leaving ceirtificate applications as 
well as further prosecutions were set down for the sanelearing, 
". e. and each workman as he camEL forward to the bar 
was loudly applauded by his-fellow workmen at the 
back of the hall. The employers, managers and time- 
keepers who attended to give evidence were greeted 
with booingand hissing. - A similar outburst -took 
place when apy workman was refused his certificate, 
and izý the casbs inýyhich certificates were granted; ' 
the*men loudly cheered. "9 
This was too much for the upright dignitaries of the tribunal. "You are 
only delaying the Court with that nonsense", pleaded Thomas Wilson,, the 
tribunal clerk, while Cloag himself threatened. to have a riveter committed 
if, he did'not cease' interrupting. the evidence being presented. 
7Caasgow 'Herald, October 26, igi5. 
8 
LAB2/47/MT107/l, ' op. cit., Paterson to Wolff, October 26,191.5. 
9Ibid. 
, a-+L+. 
The spectacle at the conclusion of the hearing, e specially the uproar 
following the announcement of the abandonment of, the charges againsi 
Bridges, left a deep impression on Paterson. He was quick, to allocate 
blame for the chaos, and complained that 
10 
, ., 
. 
"This is allowed, to happen with only -one chairman of the munitions tribunals in the district, viz. 
Professor Moag, who whatever his ability-as an 
advocate and Profess6r of Scots Law in the Glasgow 
University is of'such a highlý strung, * s&nsitive, 
self-conscious, nervous and mild disposition that he 
is constitutionally unfit to. occupy the bench in any 
court that is likely to be attended from time to time 
bygroups of unruly workmen. Yesterday afternoon 
was quite the worst court*we have had yet, but there 
have been others presided over by the same'chairman 
which were allowed to be' conducted in a most 
undignified manner. " 
Obviously, the coppersmiths' case was the other prime example, - part oT. 
the trouble was in fact Gloag's own physical shortcomings in the form 
of his pronounced lisp. While, as we noted in chapter three, hei did 
not become an object of ridicule on this account, his speech defect did 
allow workers to exploit the situation. Thus, a number of the copper- 
smiths alleged that they were unable to hear his judgment and asked him 
to repeat it. This he did both loudly and deliberately, but this served 
only to heighten the sense of tragi-comedy and encouraged the men to 
-bawl back at him in a similar Maner 
11 
Even without this added complication, Cloag' s capacity for the job 
12 
was clearly exhausted.. Paterson therefore concluded 
"I accordingly recommend that some way be found at once 
to axrange, that Professor Gloag does not sit as Chairman, ' 
of any more munitions tribunals. Probably, the only way 
is to terminate his appointment as a-Chairman; if so,. I, 
am afraid that course must be taken. " 
10 Ibid. Italics in original. 
1 
Forward, October 30,1915- 
12LAT32/47/MT107/1, 
op. cit. 
X-: ts 
With this suggestion, Wolff concu=ed. But one Problem was how to 
ease ClLoag out of office without generating suspicion among munitions 
workers that he was being punished for having imposed light sentences 
in strike -prosecutions, as against the heavier penalties prescribed by 
Sheriff F)rfe. A resignation and not a dismissal was obviously preferable., 
Wolff therefore suggested to Beveridge that as a dual. chalrman, 'he, 
(ILoag, ought to be relieved* of the burden of the general tribunal which 
dealt with the strike cases. 
"He will no doubt'see through this statement and will 
in all probability resign both offices which; except 
for the impression it might create among the workmen, 
would, in itself, be a satisfactory conclusion. I could 
imagine, however, that secretly he could not altogether 
object to be relieved of a difficult office. " 13 
Beveridge told much the sane thing tQ Llewellyn Smith some three 
weeks later, adding that Cloag' s removal from both tribunals was 
necessary since the local tribunals also dealt with "important" questions. 
Moreover, another chairman, probably Gibson, had urged Paterson to with- 
draw Cloag; otherwise he would resign. In the end, the same difficulty 
of how to administer the coup de grace troubled the ministry officials. 
"I have considered what would be'the gentlest way 
of dispensing with him but can find no subterfuge. 
We cannot say there is not enough work because we 
may 'very wpll haX6 to. find another ChairmanALfwe 
dispense with him, " 
wrote Beveridge 
14. 
They might suggest to Moag that a r'egulax, 'praotjs- 
ing lawyer was required. But whatever explanation'was given, it wat3 
"better to writq and say that on the whole the work is not well suited 
to him". 
Two draft letters were accordingly prepared, apparently by 
Keenlyside, but never sent. One merely asked him how best to rectify 
131bid., 
Wolff toTeveridge, October 27, *15- 
I 1ý- Ibid., Beveridge to Llewellyn Smith, November 17,1915. 
; UýG 
the disturbances, while no doubt hoping-he would take the hint and 
resign. The second was polite but firm, and read159 
"I understand that you have been experiencing some 
difficulty owing to the pressure of a disorderly 
element among those who attend the sittings, of 
your Tribunals. I fully realise that the position 
of Munitions Tribunals in this regard is not an - 
easy one. They have behind them no historic 
tradition to, inspire respect. They have at hand. 
no well recognized means of enforcing it. Moreover 
the Act under which the Tribunals-axe consulted is 
viewed in some quarters with suspicion and even with 
hostility. Inthese circumstances a heavy burden is - 
thrown upon the Chairman who not only has to decide 
new problems of great difficulty, but has at the 
same*time to contend with disturbing factors which 
would be quite foreign in an ordinary Court of Law. 
The spirit of unrest is apparently prevalent in the 
Clyde area ... Open manifestations of disrespect 
for the tribunals (such as have occurred, I an 
told, in Glasgow) may do much to counteract the 
salutaxy effect upon the public of the good work 
which they undoubtedly perform. 
It is on these grounds that we have come to the 
conclusion that the Chairman of a busy Tribunal 
particýlarly in a Optrict suZh as Glasgow - -should 
have considerable experiQnce'ok the exercise of 
disciplinary powers. I therefore venture to suggest, 
though with great reluctance, that you may think it 
well, in the light of these considerations, to resign 
your appointment as Chairman 
Of course, insisted the ministry, n6 criticism of Cloag' s legal quali- 
fications, "for which we -in the depaxtinent have th6 highest respect", . 
was thereby implied. Still less need they deny the "existence'of any, - 
suspicion that your judgments have in the smallest degree, been influ- 
enced * these disturbances". ' The reality was diff6rent. Cloag's 
legal qualifications pointed to his donnish character which failed. to 
meet. the ministry's dictatorial needs; while the ministryl. s comments, on. 
his Judgments were the -very opposite of -the truth. 'They well knew that- 
he had been intimidated in strike cases into imposing lenient pena. 1ties. 
15Ibid., 
Draft letter, Keenlyside (? ) to Moag, a. mid-November 1915 (? ) 
For some days, the matter rested while Cloag took a short 'Vacation. 
On his return, however, Paterson in Masgow resumed the campal . gn against 
him, writing to Wolff and describing his, Cloag' s, ]performance at a 
local tribunal on Hovember 29. "It does not appear", wrote raterson 
160, 
"that he has come back in any way strengthened by his rest. " 
Thus he explained that the local assistant ministry prosecutor, 
James Matson, had had a "bad" case, with evidence clearly showing that 
a w6rkman had been guilty on frequent occasions bf bringing drink iTito 
a controlled establishment. Matson reported that he had heard Cloag 
tell the assessors that, a Z3 maximum fine would be'appropriate. The 
workmen' s, assessor immediately protested and Cloag responded by dropping 
the amount to El. The workmen's representative still shook his head 
and suggested 10/-.. Finally a figure of 151- was agreed. Fortunately, 
wrote Paterson, the court was not a heavy one, with no particularly 
contentious cases. There -was therefore little difficulty in keeping 
order. , However, since the tribunal was sitting daily, he feared that 
awkward cases would arise in the future where further "scenes! ' would 
occur. 
"If this happens", he concluded, 
17 ', I shall be 
-Eý: eatly-surprised: if you do-not receive at once-. the resigna -of one. of the other two-chairmen tion 
if not both. " 
Thus the essence of the case against Gloag was his weakness in 
maintaining order in the tribunal and his pusillanimity in imposifig 
sentences. It was not that he disagreed on policy grounds with what 
the. ministry were -attempting to achieve through the triburNjs. It was 
16Ibid., 
Paterson to Wolff, Kovember 30,1915- 
17Ibid. 
9L-+g 
simply that he lacked the strength of character and an- adequately ruth- 
less streak to force through an unpopulax policy with sufficient 
severity. His decisions - whether an individual had committed an 
ordering of work offence; whether groups of workers had, in law, 
participated in an unlLawful strike; whether a, clearance certificate 
had or had not been 
_ 
unjt; stifiably withhold by an employe; c, - were not 
necessaxily at odds with the wishes of the Ministry of Munitions. 
Indeed, týere- is a certain irony-in a 
previously mentioned (chapter 
five, . supra leaving certificate decision . of Cloag' s 
issued during the 
18 
same session which heard the Bridges case . Though the facts were 
disputed at the hearings of the Balfour-Macassey Commission, it seems , 
that three ri-veters had been hired at the Scotstour). West yard oib 
Barclay Curle shipbuilding company, in order to work at the company's 
neighbouring dry dock at Elderslie. * Subsequently, the firm wiýhe'd to 
transfer them back to. the Scotstoun 
_yard 
but the men adamantly -refused 
to change sites again. Instead they applied for leaving certificates 
which the company withheld. When the tribunal hearing came on, the 1b. 
CSA, representing the employer, argued that the case involved an 
important. point of principle, the -right of an. employer to transfer an 
employe; from. one department or 
ýne 
site 
. 
to another early,. the. 
grant or refusal of a leaving certificate by the tribunal would be 
seen by employer. and union as'determining the legitimacy of an employer"s 
right to deploy labour as he saw -fit. Thus as the Boilermakerst 
official, BJ II Sharp, later told the Balfour-Macassey enquiry, a 
big principle, in our opinion, is established here. If the firm had 
18 Masgow Herald, October 26,1915. 
October 20,1915; ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, 
ITovember 1915, pp 47-8. 
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got away with this, they would be simply trying on with other people".. 
The issue of leaving certificates therefore seems almost, incidental, 
except that this question was likely to have been one of those matters 
which the employers, prior to the wax, might have -been unable to resolve 
in their favour as a matter beyond dispute and negotiation. The war, or 
the controls v ested in the Munitions Act, afforded them the opportunity, 
it- appeared, to attain that. which had been beyond' their reach in* peace- 
time. But one should not misconstrue Cloag's decision in refusing the 
certificates. The employers may have. perceived the matter as raising 
the principle of managerial prerogative, and that the munitions tri. bunal 
would be a suitable forum wherein to vindicate that doctrine. But such 
a perception was not necessarily shaxed by the tribunal personnel them- 
selves. Their criterion was the "'national interest", informed with 
corporatist sentiments which accorded scant regard alike to the private 
claims of employers and of trade unionists. The tribunal's ratio 
decidend! in rejecting the riveters' claims did not correspond to the 
inference - the legitimation of managerial prerogative - which the 
employer would prefer to have drawn from the outcome. In this respect, 
GLoag was loyal to tightly drawn ministry and corporatist objectives. 
Indeed, when similar cases'arose 'in Newcastle. around - the same time, 
the tribunal granted*certificates'to the shipyaxd worker. %, involved. Thus 
at Armstrong Whitworth's Elswick yard, those threatened with transfers 
to the company's sites at High Walker, - Selby, Manchester and the Clyde 
'district were granted their cldarances-* while the followihe m onth, the 
proposed transfer of'menfrom*Palmer's 6hipyard , at Hebburn'to the firm's 
21 
site at Jarrow, fell through on the grant of their leaving certificates 
20MUN5/80/341/3, "Clyde Munition Workers': Minutes of Mdence", p 43. 
2IClasgow Hera . ld, November 25,1915- 
ilg() 
Thus on some matters, (aoag could be as harsh and uncompromising - 
indeed, more so - as tribunal chairmen elsewhere. It was, however, his 
method of suppressing conflict and his theory of deterrence which, the 
ministry concluded, were found wanting. 
As we noted earlier, the draft letter inviting Gloag to -resign was 
not sent. Instead, the removal was postponed pending a general review 
22 
of the performances of all tribunal chairmen - For already there had 
been hints of dissatisfaction with the other local tribunal chairmen, 
Gibsoý and Andrew23, while in Coventry (chapter nine, infra) Professor 
Frar& Tillyaxd24, who held the chair'of Commercial Law at Birmingham 
University, was also attracting adverse ministry criticism. In the event, 
the outcome of this 'initial reviey in early ýanuaxy. was to confirm the 
removal of Cloag, though only after the passing of - the forthcoming 
Amendment Act, but also to recommend no other changes despite Tillyard's 
"appalling decisions"25. 
22ýAB2/47/MT107/1, 
op. 
'cit., Wolff to Payne, December 16,1915- 
23 Payne for example, had noted that if the Ministry were to "cLeposel" 
Gibson and Andrew, they. would require to appoint chairmen "of an alto- 
gether different stamp", outside the sphere of. Glasgow solicitors of 
whom Gibson and Andrew were "quite fair types".. The only name 
suggested. was Geor&'Nei- LL. D, ', stipendiary-magistrate for Ison 
Glasgow and. a former procurator- fiscal. He was used to a large number 
of cases a day, with a grasp of court procedure, was "absolutely fair" 
and was "not at any time inclined to allow - 
too much nonsense". It 
is probable that Neilson's name was suggested by Wilson.. Payne's 
comments were undoubtedly in response to Wolff Is general rbview of 
the chairmen which he completed in early January 1916. See ibid.. 
Payne to Wolff, Decembei, 28,1915. 
2ýTillyard's 
publications included Industrial''Law, (1916) and The Worker 
and the State (1923) a version of which was published by the National 
Council of Labour Colleges in 1936. 
25LAB2/47/MT107/1, 
op. cit., Wolff to Beveridge, January'6,1916. 'Why 
two professors on the tribunal list should have been singled out as 
especially inept might invite wild and improper speculation. 
.. 
r 
MI 
Over the next month, various permutations were put forward to fill 
the place to be vacated by (ILoag. Sir Thomas Munro, the Clyde Dilution 
Commissioner, was invited to hear leaving certificate cases but declined 
on account of his dilution work. Fyfe intimated that Andrew and 
Gibson could be left to handle the "domestic" work involving leaving 
certificate'eases, while he would take on all the prosecutions. 
T. F. ' Wilson, -as we saw in'chapter three, considered that apy changes 
would- invite worker crjticism. Even Gibson himself wrote to Wolff on 
January 24 to oppose "the seeming clothing of the Tribunals with anyý- 
thing savouring of further judicial authority'L'Shichý would, in my 
humble opinion, be distasteful to the workmen and might be resented by 
them! '26 
Gibson was certainly ambitious, suggesting that Andrew take on the 
leaving certificate cases while he would hear the prosecutions, a 
proposal which he. considered his'background as a magistrate justified.. 
Indeed not only did he intimate that a post as stipendiary chairman' 
of the Scottish tribunals would be welcome. He also later proposed in 
June IM, that is, some fifteen months after his removal, that he be 
reappointed to the tribunal in'the event that'Sheriff Fyfe was appointed 
Sheriff-principal lof Lanarkshire27. - The latter wa-'S'n6t in fact pi-omoted, 
but it is an indication of Gibson's lust for office that he wrote to 
the ministry without evident embarrassment. 
However, by the time of Gibson's letter of January 24, his own 
goose (and that of Andrew) was'already being cooked. The whispering 
campaign. against the two chairmen was apparently instituted by - 
Bartellot, the Admiralty'repriesentative on the Clyde. Andrew was the 
i 
26. Tbj, I Gibson to Wolff, I January 24,1916. 
2ýIbid. Gibson to Ministry of Munitions, June 30,1917. 
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first target, though it was Gibson who was subsequently to bear, the brurit 
of adverse ministry criticism before both chairmen were eventually 
removed. 
Janes Andrew and -the Barclay_Curle Caulkers 
Seven caulkers employed by the Barclay Curle-, -hipyard sought leaving 
certificates from the firm on September 9,1915. ý 
They alleged. that the 
firm were attempting to'reduce their rates of paytrom 
i/4d. to W-Ld., an 
hour, and that by refusing certificates, the, company were hoarding 
28 labour . According to the firm, these men were employed at Elderslie' 
Dry Dock and were the entire staff of caulkers available at the dock. 
They were mostly on urgent goverrzaent work, which sometimes came in 
intermittently. -As a consequence, they might-be idle occasionally for oil 
short periods. It was, -hýwever, important, from a "national point of 
view" p that the men be available when the work did come in. The -firm - 
were therefore willing ýo* PP4Y them'flie standard time rate -of 10t2ld. an 
hour whether working or not. Moreover, the firm supported their case 
by producing a letter from Bartellot asking them to maintain under aU 
circumstances a Tull staff ready to take in hand immediately any 
vessels arriving for urgent repairs29- Indeed Bartellot had advised 
that a destroyer was due to arrive that very night for repairs'. after 
:a 
collision. "In spite of this", he complained, in reporting the case 
to the ministry, "the discharges were granted and the firm was left 
without caulkers". 
'Why had the tribunal given a decision, which, 'according to*Bartellot, 
"in the interests of the service, should'not be allowed to stand! ',? 
30 
'28 
- Caasg2w Herald,, S6ptember 10, ' 1915. 29Bev., 111,1, ff. 2-6. 
301bid. 
Bill Sharp of the Boilermakrers' Society, who represented the men, told 
the tribunal that he could "place them in situations tomorrow" where 
they would be continuously employed on government work. , 
Clearly the 
men wished to maximise, the opportunities which-a tight labour market was 
currently offering them and were thus not, prepared to meet the company 
half-way, by accepting a guaranteed rate. In, any case, Sharp trumpeted 
patriotically, the men did not wish to be. idle. 
The employer's practice of hoarding labour by means of a refusal to 
grant leaving certificates was a running sore with trade unions (as we 
also saw in chapter five) which they later ventilated before the Balfour- 
Macassey Commission. Andrew presumably therefore, recognized that such 
a practice was likely to. promote widespread unrest if -not 4pped in the 
bud. ýe consequently granted the men's certificates and left the firm 
to "work out their redress by some other process". It was the sort of 
decision bound to infuriate employers . who, in fairness, could hardly 
predict when urgent ship repairs would be required but who were nonethe- 
less obliged to maintain a labour force in readiness. On the other hand, 
under the guise of the national interest, they were attempting to force 
through a reduction in wage rates under the umbrella protection of an 
act which purported- to prohibit such 'changes without ministry authoriz- 
ation. It is symptomatic of the blinkered vision of the Admiralty 
representative, Bartellot, that his explicable outburst against., Andrew 'Er 
decision displayed no acknowledgement of the employer', s provocative., 
action. 
We can see immediately that the nature of the criticism directed 
against Andrew differed from, that levelled against- Cloag. In the case 
of the former, a policy difference between the. chairman and the ministry 
ýý, & ttý 
arose. In (noag' s case, as- we have seen, it, was, rather, his inept 
handling of rowdy sittings. 
This difference over matters of policy was most pronounced in the 
I 
case of Gibson's handling of tribunal heaxings. There were two main 
areas of dissatisfaction on the part of the ministry. First was the 
matter of leaving gertificate applications by, ýL number of Canadian 
workmen. Second was the issue of labourers' wage rates. 
I Cmdr. Gibson and the Canadian Workmen 
During the war, large numbers of Canadian and American workers came 
over to the Clyde district to help the war -effort3i. While many were 
I. in receipt of wages in excess of that earned by the local workforce. as 
the Iltuppence -an -hour" strike of engineers. at'Weir'a of Cathcaxt had 
. 
clearly shown in February 1915P many more of the overseas workers had 
expected higher, earnings than they actually received. One agency, for 
example, indicated that'the standard rate with overtime %iould bring the 
average weekly wage to ; C6. But when they found it difficult to earn 
half as much as this, they frequently sought jobs elsewhere32. Many, of 
these workers were recruited on six-month contracts, at the expiry of 
which they sought leaving certificates in order to move. elsewhere. A 
number of the larger employers, were, * however, -reluctant to lose their 
services and so the'. certificates were withheld, thus*requiring the work- 
men to-resort to -the tribunails. In pursuing this* policy, the employers 
were encouraged by the ministry which felt that-if a sympathetic attitude 
was displayed to a few. over; eas-applicants, then hundreds of other 
31 For example a large contingent of 26.5 mechanics from British Columbia 
had been recruited by George Barnes, the former general secretary of the 
ASE, and had arrived in Glasgow at. the beginning -of August 1915- . See Glasgow Herald, August 3,1915- 
32OHMM 
, Vol. II, Part II,, p 63. The case of Robert Peebles, recruited by the White Star Line for Beardmores, is probably the archetypal case. 
See Glasgow Herald, October 5,1915. 
Xss 
Canadians' would submit applications to go elsewhere. Such large- 
scale shifting of labour, it was considered, could haxdly be beneficial 
tomUnitions production. 
Eventually, these matters were ventilated in a number of significant 
cases, principally involving Weir's of Cathcart and Beardmore's Dalmuir 
works. Thus in mid-September, 1915, for exanple, a number Of *American 
engineers at Weir's applied for leaving certificates on the completion 
of their six-month contracts . The firm, which had been paying the 
men -, 'ýd. an hour above the district rate, resented having to beax the 
expense of bringing the men over from the United States only to see them 
move elsewhere after six months. If they desired to return to America, 
declared týe company,, then the firm would not'object. - . 
William Brodie, ' 
representing the men, argued, 'however, that despite their Maher 
standard rate, the Americans found difficulty in supporting their 
dependants back home' in view of the high cost'of living in Masgow. 
For this reason, they desired to seek better paid employment elsewhere 
in the U. K. In the end, the tribunal agreed to grant the certificates, 
though the reasoning appeared to imply that on the expiry of the con- 
tra6ts, the firm could not lav! fully prevent the men leaving. Thus the 
implication for ministry policy was that even the criterion of-the 
national'interest", in the shape of the struggle against wage drift 
r mobility, could not impair the men's plans to leave.. and against labou 
týe firm if. they so desired. The fact that another 200'fellow-Americans 
'Rorked at Weir's undei:. these six-month contracts indicated, moreove: 6,.. 
the potential danage to ministry objective s'which the tribunal decision 
might inflict. 
33GLasgow Herald, September 17,1915- Four ýays later two more 
Americans from Weir's received certificates from the tribunal. See 
ibid., September 21,1915. 
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Indeed, at a third such heaxing later- In, the same week, also involving 
American engineers at Weir's, the ASE district delegate, Sam Bunton, asked 
whether nothing could be ýdone, to prevent- a repetition of such cases34. 
He believed there were still about 50 to be dealt with and that the 
company were proposing-to object in every., case. The chairman agreed 
that Weir's obstructive tactics. were unhelpful given that theýcases were 
virtua2ly identical, but no i1oubt the company's posture signified deep 
frustration, especially at having to pay a E10 bonus to each man on the 
completion-of his contract. 
Yet, undeterred, the firm cane back to the tribunal 'the following. 
day to oppose the grant of certificates, to a further six Americansý5* 
They were;, they. said, "extremely sorry to be unable -to give -effect to 
the suggestion made at the previous day's court". They did not wish to 
be vexatious or to waste the tribunal's time, but they felt thek 
'had 
not been acting unreasonably in trying to retain the services of the 
men. Perhaps, the message finally got through to the firm when the 
chairman, James Andrew, insisted that the previous decisions provided a 
precedent which had-to be followed. For no more applications from 
American. engipeers at Weir's. were entertained by the tribunal. Instead 
50.. -controversy turned to Berardmo: gels Dalmuir works where 
9 the focus of 
American riveters had formed the Overseas Mechanic Union which had been 
36 holding-meetings each week Their dissatisfaction had, incleed'begun 
to spill over into all depaxtments of the works, and their, grievances 
eventillly cane to a*head in February 14ý16., 
34 Ibid., September 23,1915. 
3ýIbjd., September 24,1915. Interestingly, Brodie, was the workmen's 
assessor in this case. 
36MUN5/80/341/3, 
op. c: it., pp 339-45; 363-7; 559-76. 
ý! Jb'4- 
Apart from -the case involving Robert Peebles (see note 32, supra), 
Beardmore had already had an unfortunate tribunal experience with some 
Canadian workmen when, in December 1915, they ýwere, compelled to withdraw- 
objections to the desire of Canadian caulkers to leave the firm, a matter 
to which brief reference was made in chapter--five. 
ýhe episode in February 1916,, however,,, -concerned seven more, 
Canadians who had'completed their six-month -stints and who were. now 
37 
seeking certificates fromý the tribunal . Týough CIbs6n felt that they 
were entitle(I to leave the firm when their contracts expired, -he was 
sensitive, to the employer's likely -reaction. But his -call to the -men 
to remain with the firm as a patriotic gesture was sharply rebuffed., 
Ad to patriotism, said one, 'they had had it thrown in their teeth- on 
different occasions during the last six, months. " Somewhat- taken aback, 
Gibson. insisted that though such an appeal to patriotism was evidently 
unnecessary in the present casel nonethelessq he fe. 1t, it his duty to 
make the appeal. 
What was the reason for this almost grovelling posture assumed by 
the, chairman? Jt seems probable that it was a re sponse to background 
pressure : by officials at the Ministry of Mu. nitions, exerted with a. view 
to "beef up" the attitudes of. the Glasgow tAbunal chairmen towards' 
leaving certificate ýpplications by overseas volunteers. Thus Beardmore 
had -contacted the manager of the Clydebank labour exchange to enquire 
whether leaving certificates required to be grttated to Canadians 
bi; uoit over by the Boýxd of Trade and who. had 'completed their' six-month 
stint38. The answer given on February 9 was that if the men proposed to 
37GIa ýwHe2E21d, Febrý, ý 14,1916. 
381M2/63/MT167/1, 
op. cit. 
I: kzlpl 
remain in the U. N., then certificates ought to be grante d. If, howevor, 
Beardmore required their continued services then thq firm was entitled 
to refuse clearance lines. However, we saw above that the practice of 
the tribunals in previous similar applications did not correspond to 
the view that employers were acting reasonably in refusing certificates. 
Thus when Cmdr. Gibson ruled in favourof the Canadians. just three days 
after Beardmore had received contrary advicet raterson was enraged and 
Beardnore livid. Paterson wrote to Wolff that day (Saturday,, February 12) 
pointing out that the. labour exchange manager's advice to the company 
originally emanated from- the Board of Trade in London: 
39. What was worsei 
Pater son's assistant, Cranond, had seen Gibson prior to the hearirigs cLnd 
had told'him that the decisions in these. seven Canadians' cases would 
govern hundreds of other cases at Dalmuir and elsewhere. He left the 
meeting with Gibson, under the impression that"Gibson now understood! '. 
But as he ruefullly reported back,.. a. 11 seven certificates were granted 
that day, 
and Beardmore's know many other Canadians now 
applying, and A. J. Campbell, G; neral Manager at 
Beardmore, has announced he is sick of the Government, 
the Ministry of Munitions, the Munitions Act and the 
munitiops tribunal, and that unless by 4 p. m. on 
Monday he has got a direction from the Ministky of' 
Munitions to withhold leaving certificates, -'he will 
grant these in every case despite the dislopation to 
be caused to Admiralty and munitions work. 9140 
: Paterson ended his note with the following plea. ' 
"I know-that the-Ministry is reluctant at. any time 
to give directions to ChAirmen of MunitLons Tribunals, 
Ift however,, an exception bannot b. e, made in thib caso, 
the only alternativ6, I am a4aidris. -to teininate Cmdr. Gibson's appointment. "41 
39 Ibid., Paterson to Wolff, February 12,1916. 
4407--- 
Ibid. 
41 
Ibid. 
: 1,81 
In the matter of directions, the ministry -waB in some difficulty. 
It had been the practice for leading tribunal decisions to be 
circulated to chairmen with a view to inducing uniformity, a process 
42 
furthered by the commissioning of Treasury Solicitor opinions But 
this was a longway short of the nobbling of a judge, or even of the 
43 
executive re-: wAting -of a judgment . Wolff reco'ýnized the ministry's 
44 
dilemma when he wrote to Beveriglge two days later a It was, he 
indicated, "impossible" to give directions to tribunal chairmen in 
te. rms of Paterson's 3ýequest. 'The Canadians' contracts were for six 
months only; and therefore it seemed reasonableto staýte. that the 
men 'Kere free to leave at the end of the period. Hopefully, thought 
Wolff, the appealýcourt, shortly due to'be inaugurated, could iron 
. 
42 MUN51353 
4 hýý349/1,6P. 
cit. ' 
th ttempt of the Foreign Office in 1932, to doctor a depision 
Of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. See A-V- Lowe 
and - -T-. R--Yjmzng, --! 
'An-. Executive, 
- 
Attempt to Rewrite'a Judgment", 
Law Quaxterly Review, Vol. 94,1978, PP 255-75- 
790 
out difficulties if a ques . tion of law or mixed fact and law were to aris, 345. 
A5J. 
Turner MacFarlane, the ministry's local reports officer in Glasgow 
who, as a practising r; olicitor, attended tribunal hearings to procure 
summaries of cases and to note important decisions for the benefit of 
Whitehall Qxdens, was confident, after meeting the new Scottish Appeal 
Court judge, Lord Dewar, that the latter would "exercise vory tactful 
discrimination" in handling cases. This probably meant , 
that unlike 
Gibson and his- colleagues, he would seek. to avoid embarrassing both the 
ministry and the -major employers on which 
it was heavily dependant. Fbr 
example-, in one ca*ýt (discussion in chapter five) involving the transfer 
of workers at Beardmore's from night to day shift, Shetiff Fyke had ruled 
that this was not a change in the rate of wages which required prior 
ministry approval. The ministry, wishing this decisl6n to become. a bind- 
ing precedent on all tribunals, suggested that in the absence of either 
party taking the matter to appeal, the ministry itself ought to do so. 
Dewar thought this was an undesirable step but agreed that if -other 
similar cases came before him, he would support. Fyfe Ia view. Thus were 
bureau:, -ratic-bentralist preEerencez given effect by pliant judicial 
officers. See LAB2/63/MT167/6, MacFarlane to Payne, April 19,1916. 
A3: thurý Dewar (1860-1917): born Perth; zon of John Dewar of the whisky 
disti II ery compariy4 Advocate 1885; K. C.. 1901; extra -Advor-ate-Depute on 
G]asgow circuit 1892-5; Solicitor-: General for Scotldnd, 1909-10; 
Liberal MP, South Edinburgh, 1899-1900 and 1906-10; appointed Court of 
Session judge, 1910. See Dod's Peerage, Baronetage and Knightage ... 1914, P 367; Scottish Law Review, Vol. 33, July 1917t PP 190-2. 
Shortly before his death, he received what must surely have been the 
supreme accolade, a ringing 2aean from the parliamentaxy scourge of 
the Ministry of Munitions, the Radical MP, William Pringle. Thus dgring 
a debate, Pringle agreed that the Munitions Appeal Tribunal had "worked 
very well;, because it has not confined itself strictly to legal con- 
siderations". He was here referring to Dewar; for he added that the 
English Appeal Tribunal was . 
"not sp satisfactory, as the Chairman ZAtkinj7 
always took the view that he is restricted to an appeal at law". See 
H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol. 92, cols. 2763-4t April 27,1917. Atkin of 
course, is considered by the legal establishment to have been one of the 
greatest" judges of the past 200 years. He, chaired the Committee on 
the Relations between Men's and Women's Wa&2s (1918), prompting Bea ce 
Webb, a fellow- committee member, to observe in her usual charming style 
that he "heartily disliked me: I rather liked him. He was a precise and 
courteous little person". See (unpublished) diary entry, insert in 
September 1919, undated. For more official versions of Atkin see, for 
example, DNB; 1941-50; Who Was Who, '1940; Law Qdarterly Revievi, Vol. 60,, 
1944, at P 355. It may be of interest to note a, comparable instance to 
-the removial of the tribunal chairmen, ihirolving JfIdge Eaward Parry, - the 
well-known Coufty Court judge at Manchester and one dr the Industrial unres. 
Commissioners in -1917. As judge of the PensionsAppeal Tribunal during the wax', he awarded a pension to a conscientious objector injured while 
forcibly being put into uniform. Deciding that the injury arose "out of 
and in consequence of wax service", he incurred the wrath of the Ponsions 
Miastert John Hodge, who "found it was dange; rous to have a. man with 
freakish opinions such as he had, occupying any longer such an important 
position Ha. -waa-sent... packing. back 
to the County Court. See John 
Hodge, `, Workman's Cottage-to Windsor Castle (London: Sampson Low, 
Marston & Co., Ltd., c. 1931) pp 206-9. 
"i 
This answer was hardly likely to satisfy either Paterson or Beardmore. 
Indeed, whether any "question of law or mixed fact and law" was involved 
in Gibson's decision is extremely doubtful. If, therefore, not all 
46 
ministry officials were prepared to condemn Gibson in this instance 
(he did, after all, ' seek to issue decisions consistent with those given 
earlier by Andrew in siqlila. r. cases) his. - and Andrew's utterances ýn 
another clutch of cases heard during the same month of February 1916 
sealed his, and his colleagues, fate. 
Gibson and the Coatbridge Labourers 
That vffiich-finally consigned Gibson and-Andrew to the tribunal scrap- 
heap was their misplaced humanitariamism and solicitude for groupq of 
workers --ýt the very bottom of -the munitions pile. These 'were the, 
labourers mostly employed. in the Lanarkshire steel and iron works, whose 
pitiably low wages, calculated on time and not on piece rates, 
ýhocked 
and outraged the tribunal chairmen. That such wage rates, which averaCged 
around 25/- for a 57 hour week, were determined almost certainly on a 
LL7 
customary basis" with the approval. of the Board of Trade, only served 
to enhance the disgust which the chairmen felt for a public policy which 
both tolerated such pathetic. wage levels and, placed. obstacles,. such as 
the leaving certificate scheme, in the paýh of those labourers determined 
to extract themselves from their"exploitation. 'Ibus, as in th6 case of 
the Caiýýan workmen at Beardmord's, 'tM actions of the chýirmen seemed 
Ainged with the features 6f. a moral crusade, whereas the Barclay Clirle 
caulkers' episode (ýMrA) can perhaps be explained as a resýonse -by p 
ý61n 
hi*s note to Beveridge on the Cana d ans' casb, Wolff did concede that 
Gibson was "not really tL. satisfactory Chairman",, but this view reflootod- 
Gibson's perfotmances in the labourers' cases. Se'e LAB2/63/MT167/1, 
Wolff to Beveridge, February 14,1916. 
47cf. 
S. J. Hurwitz, State- - inýeýýe_nt'ion in Britain (New Yorkt Columbia 
U. P., 1949) p i2l. 
7 
Ahdrew to the perceived danger of industrial unrest -if an unfavourable 
decision were recorded. In all three cases, howeverp the ! 'national 
interest", as defined by the Ministry of Munitionst was ill-served. In 
the case of the labourers, the specific criticisms levelled by the 
ministry officials will clearly demonstrate this aspect, - 
Before examining the tribunal cases which angered the ministry to 
such an extent that the -d: ecision to remove the 6hairmen was finally 
taken, some general observations on the wages position in the iron and 
steel works in the West of Scotland during the wax might be helpful in 
clarifying the labourers' situation 
The fundamental difficulty, it must be stated at. the outset, is 
-. that statistics of laboureral eaxnings a37. e elusive. 
Most of the coverage 
in the published sources refers to those covered by sliding scale agree- 
4c) 
ments which affected 8Wo of all steel and iron workers ". From Ahis 
cafegory, the labourers were excluded, and information relating to the 
latter's earnings is patchy. Despite this caveat, it is possible to 
obtain. an indication of the relative deprivation suffered by the 
labourers, which could only be paxtially aneliorated by sympathetic 
-ulings until such initiatives were firmly quashed by an insensi- tribunal i 
tive, centralizing ministry officialdom. 
48 For brief descriptions of working conditions in Lanarkshire during the 
wax, see George A. B. Dewar, The Great Munition Feat, 1214-190, 
. 1921) pý 1.50-9; also the extensive coverage of (London:. Constable, 
'the King' s visit to the diatrict in *117 in the Glasgow. 'Herald,. 
September 20,1917. F6r the pre; -. Wax period,. -'John Hodge's autobi6graphy 
contains some. 'information. See Hodgd, oT;. cit. -. 'A business history. 
which covers part of the period is Peter L. Payne, "Rationality and 
Personality: A Study of. -Nergera. 
ln-tha. Scottish Iron and Steel 
Industry. ' 1916-1936", Business History; Vol. XIX, 1977t 'at pp 162-6. 
49 A. L. Bowley, Prices and Wages in the United Kinpdom, -1914-1920 (Oxford: ClaxTn-don Press, 19ZI) P 137. 
cl -Z 
Certainly, it was in the Covernment's interest to keep waCe raten 
as low as possible in the trade, especially in'the case'of, straight' 
tonnage men who constituted about, 30/'o of the tqtal5O. With increased 
output of war materials, a man could earn in three days more than he'had 
previously eaxned in six, and might question the necessity to earn more 
lower the rate, - the greater the incentive than aspecificýamount5l. Me. 
to produce more. In such cases, therefore, the government had a veited 
interest In maintaining lo-Ker tonnage rates. 
AdditionaUy, the cost of raw materials was continuaUy rising. The 
chief source of supply of iron ore was Spain, but the cost of importing 
was constantly rising until' 1918. 'Tonnage rates also increased substan- 
tial'ly. Rates fr6m Bilbao* to. Mastow rose from 4/3d in August 1.9i4 to 
52 
2: L/- in 1915 and to 26/6d in 1916. As most of those employed in iron 
and steel were paid on a sliding scale, whether on time or piece rates, 
this meant that, for example, for every 10/_ on the price of ship plates, 
steel workers received a 5% wage advance. - In the first two yearsof war, 
03. The following table, prices rose so much that wages were raised by 
taken from Bowley's figures, shows the rate of increase of those on 
sliding scales in the. district. 
ý(')-straight time-workers, '. 
5OIbid-, 
- P-136. - There were four main Groups: TZTtime and bonus men (3) time and tonnage men, (4) straight tonnage 
men. croups (1) to 
N 
were regarded as time workers and received the 
11 In'group (3) the tonnage bonus was' only a- rmaU 24 o award in 1917. 
proportion of totaa eaxnings. Of course sliding scales could apply both 
., to time and-tonnage men, but as already - 
indicated, labourers wero., not 
-covered by sucli arrangements.. See ibid. r PP 
136-7- 
51 S. R. - -Rawson,. _11_War and Wages. -in the 
Iron, Coal and'Steel Industries". 
Economic Journal, Vol. 26, June 1916, p. 175. 
Scott and Cunnison, Industries of the Clyde Valley etc, r 02? cit-. v P 53 53Fo Thi s of the British rward, June 24,191 . iýas an article by Owen Coyle iron and Steel Workers' Society. He added that 
' 
the government then placed 
a price limit of Z11: 10/- on domestic iron, as a result. of which the wage 
rises stopped. This however did not haxm the employers' profits as the 
price of regular exports soared to E14: 15/- a ton. The position with coal 
was worse after the Limitation of Prices Act. At the end of 1915, Muni- 
tions workers were idle for want of coal to power the munitions works, 
while hundreds of tons of coal were waiting. at the quays for export at 
93: 4/- a ton instead of at 17/9d for domestic coal. 
Iq L4- 
TABLE 6.1 
it 
Iron and Steel Manufacture: West Scotland. I 
Sliding Scale Rates as Percentage of July 1914_Levels 
Iron Steel 
Millmen Workers 
July 1914*. 100 . 100 
1915 10`71 139 
1916 162-1 156 
1917 180 161' 
1918 192. p& 166 
1919 247-21 215 
-'ý1920 
295 
Source: 
_ 
A. L. Bowley, Prices and Wages in the United Kingdom, 1914-1920 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921). Table XLVII. 
In July 1916, -the-increase in 
ýetail food prices above the July-19'14 
level was 61%54, so that the wages of the sliding scale iron'and steel 
workers were just keeping pace withiinflation. However, while such 
workers 8Wo of all iron and steel workers, as we have already observed - 
comprised groups such ýLs'-puddlers, millmen, &s-prod=03ý men, chaxgei 
wheelers, enginemen, cranemen and. firemen55, the 3, abourers were straight 
time-w. orker. 5. - Increased effort. and output could not, therefore, be 
reflected,, in,. increased wages. The only avenue to enhanced earnings was 
via collective (notýindividual) bargaining or arbitration, or . by trans- 
f6iring to different occupations.. Te an exterit, some movemeTit did occur 
54- Labour Gazette, January 1917, P 3- 
55 
Bowley, op. cit., PP 137,144- 
S 
Ms 
during the war as labour in higher paid steel and iron occupations 
became scarcer. - Thus men might 
be transferred from ordinary labouring 
at from 4/- to 5/6d. a shift to a new Job, possibly involving the use of 
simple pneumatic tools at wages ranging from; e2: 17/6d. to C5: 51_56. 
But these would be the lucky ones whose employers, inst1gated the trans- 
fers. The unlucky ones were those who could only better themselves by 
appealing to Gib son's and Andrew's tribu nals to overturn their employers' 
refusal to grant their release. If the applications failed, their 
desperation would become acute, with little prospect of favourable treat-, 
mlent, fro. m, the Board of Trade arbiters. For example, on February 15, 
1916, that is, a few days after the. first applications for leaving certi- 
fica, tes were submitted to Gibscrn' s -bribunal, a court of arbitration 
comprising Sheriff A. O. M. Mackenzie, Sheriff-princiPal of Lanarkshire, 
Ceorge Pate and (even) Robert Smillie, rejected a claim for 2d. ýan hour 
made on behalf of bricklayers' labourers and general labourers in West 
'57 
of Scotland steel works . Nine months later, 
the steel labourers' 
unions managed to wrest a paltry -1, d. an hour out of the Committee on 
Production58. When Herbert Beard, 
ýhe 
president of the West of 'Scotland 
Iron and Steel Institute, just nine 4ys after this award was announced, 
declared that high wages in the iron and steel trade had led to-limitation 
of output and to increases in "frivolities and indulgence in amusemer%ts%, 
59 
he cannot have been referring. to the labourifig class TheTtustration 
-. 56 Rawson, : op. CA. -, P 180 
.5.7ýabbur_'Gazetie, -March. 1916, P ill. Frerýaps the Iron &nd . Pte . el Workers" 
Society launched a campaign to exert pressure on the authorities -ýherever 
it could, a campaign which included the lodging of tribunal application. 
If soi this offered a further illustration of "collective bargaining by 
-ji"tigation". 
. 
381bid., December- 1916,. -ýL-485.. F'roilk August 1917 a rise of 3/- a week was 
granted- See Glasgow Herald, August 4,1917; Labour Gazettet July 1917t 
P 265; ibid-, August 1917,. . 11.. 309. For those in the Workers' Union, see 
59 
ibid., 
* 
APril. 1.917, P 157; ibid., December 1917, P 470- 
Masgow Herald, December 9,1916. 
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of those engineers witnessing their semi-skilled, co-workers on piece- 
rates eaxning greater sums than they, is well documented. The 122 awaxd 
of October 1917, eventually granted also to the iron and steel labourers, 
was surely as deserved and as predictable, given the history of wartime 
exploitation to which they were subjected. It was the misfortune of 
Gibson and Andrew to recognize their plight too'early, as the following. 
tribunal cases, and the ministry's ferocious reaction, indicate. 
The first of the cases was heaxd on February 7,1916 when seven 
fi 4L labourers at StewaA & Lloyds steel works applied for leaving certi. c tes6o 
Their representative, Robert Climie of the Workers' Union, told . the 
, tribunal that several of the men were paid 
4/6d. a day and one had been 
offered-15/-'efsewhere. -Gibs, 6n, -however, 
declined to grant most of the 
certificates on the ground that the labourers were in receipt of Board 
61 
of Trade approved rates., Nonetheless, he continued 
"They'had heard a great. deal: since the Munitions Act 
*had come into force a6out the'hugewages being eaxned 
by munitions workers, and he thought it would be well that 
the public should understand the situation, and see both 
sides of the picture. Personally, he had been aware all 
along 
, 
of the rate of wages be! rPg eaxned by labourers, and 
while it was unfortunately not a matter which came under 
the rognizance of', that-. cou#, and they were unable to deal 
with cases of. that kind, there was nothing to prqvent. him 
sympathising -4ith. the men in the position in which they 
found themselves. " 
The seqond casp heard two dayslater did not directly involve labourers 
-employed in steel works but is significant for the explicit condemnation 
by Gibson'. of the underpayment made to an engineman,. William Gough, 
employed at-'tarclay Curl: e. sliipy. axd Workihg-87yrýours orf. niýht shift 
Ibid.,. February. 8,191ý; Coatbridge Leader, February. 12,1916. 
61'" 
62 
M- asgow Herald, February 8,1916. 
Ibid., February 10,1916. 
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I 
and 8012- hours a week on days, Cough reckoned that his pay, which the 
employer stated was 44/- including holidays', was grossly inadequate. In 
response, Gibson declared that he did not wish to encourage man to leave 
their employment but in the present case, Gough was clearly "very much 
underpaid". If he found a job'elsewhere, Gibson told him, his leaving 
certificate application would receive sympathetic consideration. We can 
see immediately the seeds of the ministry's discontent In its realiza- 
tion that its carefully prepared schemes to preveýt the movement of 
labour was under threat from its own agents of policy enforcement. We 
shall return- to this matter shortly, after considering those other 
tribunal heaxingS in similar vein which caused consternation among the 
minirtry officials*. 
The third of Gibson's "trilogy" of allegedly horrendous decisions 
was heaxd the following day and concerned an application by another 
Stewaxt &. Lloyd's labourer, William Baxbour,. to leave his employment63. 
His trade union official, Owen Coyle of the Iron and Steel Workers' 
Society, told the tribunal that Baxbour, a family man, was earning 25/- 
for a 57-hour week, whereas he had been offered a job elsewhere at 30/- 
for a similax week. He used to rely on oyettime to supplement his 
income but this was no longer available. When. Gibson was told by the 
firm that the'rates in the district were less than 25/- (they were z4/-), 
. 64 he commented 
. 
"Then all I can say is, that in circumstances such'as 
these, -it is a scandal. To my mind, -these small 
wages axe due to*ýhe fact that the labourers axe fiot, 
sufficiently organized. " 
63 Ib * id. t 
- February il, 1916,. 
'Ibid. 
ý?, q 8 
"It is certainly no part of the function of the 
Chairman to let himself loose on questions of 
wages and so stir up a great deal of discontent 
in the district. " 
The fact that Gibson was awaxe that the men were receiving wage -. - ', ---. 
rates approved by the Board of Trade made, 
his succeeding remarks nothing short oi impertin- 
ence. He has no right wh#ever in, any way to criticize 
the scales. of wages, " 
especially where both sides had been able to make representations to the 
Board of Trade. 
Sir George Askwith was also in an angry mood, Writing from Glasgow 
to Iaewellyn Szdth, and. enclosi ng press cuttings of Gibson 's' s tatements, 
Askwith insisted that 
68 
"It is not practicable to's'"it in thiEr City hearing 
cases affecting thousands of men and refusing 
applications when these idiots at the head of 
Government Tribunals axe airing their views on 
wages. " 
The die was'now cast,. and the ministry, finally deciding the 
following week to dispense with their services, at last wrote to the 
three chairman on March 1, giving tkem one month's notice. Paterson, 
though "delighted to learn" that the letters of dismissal had been sent, 
remained 6oncerned, nonetheless, lest there still -be opportunities for-: - 
. §ic, -7rewýatisalivingwagefora 
further "irresponsible outbreaks Z* 
69 f wartime labourer" . In respect to Gibson, his*feaxs were, 
it seems, 
groundless, for in the last such case prior to the termination of his 
office, no embarrassing criticism of wage levels can be traced in the 
report of the hearing. The case; heard-on. Maxch 22, 'concerned & young 
married man, also at Stewart & Lloyds, who had been with-the firm for 
68jjý- 
13 Askwith'to Llewellyn Smith, February lip 1916. 
Ibid., Paterson to Wolff, March 3, -1916. 
Mq 
Gibson had now compiled his own judicial obituaxy with his comments in 
the labourers' cases and his handling of the Canadians' hearing earlier. 
Indeed while all the manoeuvring within the ministry over the replacement 
of theýchairmen was obviously a closely guarded secret prior to the 
actual. assumption of office by the new local tribunal chairmen, Fyfe 
and Craigie, the Forward prophetically hinted at things to come. Comment- 
65 ing on the Baxbour case, it wrote 
"If Cmdr. Gibson continues to aff1ront Capitalism like 
that, he will get his own Clearance Certificate one of 
these days. In the meantime, however, he is giving the 
workers more confidence in the munitions tribunals. " 
Janes Paterson at the ministry' p local. office in Clasgow, now set 
in motion the'final act of the drama. Writing to WolU on February 12, 
he referred to Cibson's "irresponsille utterances on 'wage questions"' p- 
and pointed specifically to his remarks in "the Coatbridge. casd%'that 
is, in the Stewart & Lloyds labourersv cases 
66. 
Hitherto, Paterson, had 
. "pled" with his superiors to retain Gibson as the. best of the tHo. 
Now he would have to alter his opinion unless the ministry could direct 
Gibson to cease his "Outbursts" on matters with which he was not 
acquainted and in respect to which no evidence had been presented to him. 
Paterson went on'to explain. that' R. 1). D. Barman, the' managing diiector 
at-Stewart & Lloyds', had spoken to him, "usinglanguage which he felt 
constrained to convey to the ministryl'. He added that 
671, 
65 
Forward, Fe, bruary, 19, J916.., 
6 
2/63/MT167/1,. op'-cit'. Paterson to Wolff, ? ebruaxy 12,19ý6.. 67John*King, 
an employers' assessor 
It and secreta .r. y of the National Light 
Castings Association had also written to complain of Gibson's comments 
at the tribunal. They "are always quite gratuitous, but they have a 
. 
most-disturbing. effect among the workers. " He*,. wante *d 
to know "if this 
is to be permitted to go on? " See LAB2/47/MT107/1, King to Ministry of Munitions, February 16,1916. 
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eight years during which time he had received a rise of just one shilling 
a week70. His present wage was 4/6d. a day, and he had been promised 
munitions work with another firm which, on piece rate calculation, would 
earn him about 10/- a shift. Though the certificate was granted -a last 
defiant gesture by Gibson in the'ex I ercis6 of his judicial discretibn? 
the "irresponsible outbursts" were noticeably absent. ' Perhaps the 
mihisiry's message wav learned -; - too late. 
But Paterson's fears that the period of notice granted to, the chair- 
men might not beýtrouble'free did come-close to realization in the case 
of Andrew. The latter had already distinguished'himself just one week 
_before 
receiving his dismissal notice, in a case involving John Ralston, 
a boiler feederin Coatbridge whose rate of pay was 4A. -d. an hour. The 
firm, presumably Stewart & Lloyds again, would pay only Board of Trade 
71 
rates, ' prompting Andrew, in granting, the'certificate, to announce 'that. 
they would try and move the Board of Trade. 
They must endeavour to assist the men with such 
low wages. ' The earnings of the applicant did not 
represent a living wage at the present time. " 
It seems likely that Paterson failed 1o notice this case. Certainly, in 
his letter to Wolff on March 3 (note 69, All ýra), he did state that Andrew. 
-had followed Gibson iri'making"explicit remarks about'thd inadequatýy'6f 
25/- for a labourer, at Stewaxt & Lloyds. But he -was undoubtedly referring 
to-a case-, over which Andrew presided on'March 1, ironically the date of,: 
his letter of dismissal. The case was virtually identical to those 
72 
already described, with Andrew declating th# 25/- was 
70 Glasgow Herald, March 23,1916. 
71 Ibid., February 24,1916. 
72 Ibid., March 2,1916. 
72 'o\ 
... fax too little in these times of 
high prices 
for an active labourer working 59 hours a week. We 
to wish'the Board of Trade would allow you Zthe firýnl 
do something better, and there seems to be an indi- 
cation in that direction, from, rules which * 
have been 
issued today. I think we 7ý ave no option 
but to let 
this man better himself. " 
Thelnext idorning, Paterson' ex-ýlained, to Wolff, thdre was a flood of 
applications, to the management. for leaving certificates from men in 
.. 74 similar positionsi*and several bf the shops in Coaibridge'were "Upset 
As he pointed out,, 
"Interference with Stewart S: Lloyds interrupts other 7.5 
-important controlled establishments in West Scotland 
Therefore we must-tell-the three not to make comments' 
re wages,. 11 
By-this time,, of coursep their time. was up. and their removal was merely 
a matter, ""for Paterson, of counting. the days and keeping his'fingers,. 
crossed. 
Thus did Andrew join Cloag and Gibson in falling from grace. 
While attention focussed on the deportation of the shop stewards, no-., 
one noticed the otfier evictions occurring 'simultaneously. Thus, if the 
Ministry of Munitions was embroiled in the difficulties of forcing 
through dilution; if the obstructiveness of both the leadership and the 
rank-and-file pf the ASK in this. regard. was problematic; and if the 
73Tfie 
rules referred to probably relatedýto the special arbitration 'panels 
to be set up to adjudicate on differences involving unskilled labourers 
under section 8 of the 1916 Amendment Act. 
74 LAB2/47/MT107/1, oj2. cit., Paterson to Wolff', . March 3,1916.. ý5Thb fi='had*three tube works and. one foundry in Coatbri 
, 
dge, thou gh 
other iron and steel combanies were also located there, 'for example, 
the Carnbroe Ironworks of Merry and Cunningham Ltd. For the Stewart 
& Lloyds establishments., see Bev. VII, 23, f. 287- 
w 
deportation of the shop stewards of the CWC was the- only drastic measure 
which could untangle that particular Gordian knot; nonetheless, the 
ministry's treatment of its own tribunaa chairmen clearly indicates that 
other critical considerations also occupied its thoughts. Thus the 
maintenance of cooperation with major employers such as Beardmore and 
Stewart & Lloyds on matters wholly'unconnected with the- dilution campaign; 
the necessity to preserve intact both the contours and, the principle of 
the district rate; and, finally, the imperative need to reiterate that 
there was no'. free maxketin labour, were seen as being as crucial to the 
wax effort as any drastic steps taken to advance. dilution. 
With Gloag, Gibson and Andrew gone, the, new local tribunal , chairmen 
J6ý 
a clear : ýeflect; yere th. be Sheriffs Fyfe and Craigie 
.,. 
ion of.,. the failu: ýe 
of the previous incumbents sufficiently to "create the judicial. atmos- 
phere necessary in the Glasgow situation', 
77. 
The "judicial atmospýere" did of course' relate predominantly to 
Gloag' s handling of controversial strike prosecutions. The factors 
whibh also led to the removal of his colleagues were not as visible, but 
were nonetheless damaging to the credibility of ministry policy in 
enforcing the Munitions Act. 
ý_76john Craigid (1857-1919)-. born Blairgowrie, educated Per 
. th 
. 
Academy 
and Edinburgh University., Bar 1884; X. C. 190.5. Mainly engaged in 
consultancy; effective political speajýer (Liberal) till appointed 
additional sheriff at ' 
GLasgow, 1910. Sheriff Court work-originally 
Icirgely -confined t6- workmen's zompensation and sigmary. civil work. - 
Writer on convevanc3. ng. - e. g. - Heritable: Rlýhts 
(3 edna.. ;.. Moveable 
Rights (Z edns. );. Elements of Conveyancin and Conveyancing Statutes. 
Became chairman of Clyde District Maritime'Board, instituted by th6 
Shipping Controller to secure closer co-operation between employers 
and workers, and especially to prevent disputes between employers and 
seamen. Board, alzo. -de-termined'que stions of wages and supply of seamen. See. Glasgow Herald. October. 20,1919. 
77LAB2/47/MT107/1, ' memorandum by Wolff, January 24,1916. 
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The preoccupation by Gibson and Andrew with the issue of a living 
wage for poorly paid labourers strongly indicates a sensitive and 
sympathetic attitude, which sometimes did and, sometimes did not, lead to 
the grant of a leaving certificate by the tribuna, 
78. Nonetheless, such 
A 
expressions' of sympathy for the plight oIf the low paid were highly dis-. 
concerting to the ministry. What to many observers might be justifiable 
comments in the wake of rising prices and increasing shortages of 
commodities was, according to the ministry, dangerous naivety. By 
raising false expectations of rapid improvement and by indulging in 
emotional appeals to -the authorities, the chairmen were exceeding their 
remit. The delicate policy undertaTten by the Board, of Trade copoiliatgrq 
ahd arbiters, designed to contain wages. whAe siiaizltaneously confining 
industrial conflict, would be threatened by such ingenuous and 
injudicious remarks. - 
The crux of the ministry's comp)-aint was, in fact, not that týe 
tribunal chairmen had invoked the moral doctrine of the living wage in 
order to publicise the case of the labourers. Such a doctrine is not 
necessarily antithetical to policies which contain corporatist nuances. 
Indeed, the aims of unity and order can be met by, the application of the 
just wage. What infuriated the officials was the endorsement of the 
ideology of the market. by. the'chairmen. For it was. precisely market compet"--ý- 
ition for labour, which the Munitions Act was designed to curb. Yet here 
were ministry appointees, sanctioriing arld' encouraging the very antithe . sis. 
of the policy they' were charged with emfprcing.. So long as. the labourers 
were in recEýpt of the district rate, there could be no warrant for the 
grant of leaving certificates which could only lead to biddine-up, 
78 For another similar instance, see Glasgow Herald, November 12,1915, 
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instability'and geperal dissatisfaction - precisely that which was 
beginning to occur once the initial green light had been given in'ihe 
shape of a favourable tribunal decision, or obiter dictum. The purpose 
of compulsory wage'regulation was to discourage individuals and work 
groups from believing that their'favourable market position was exploit- 
able by demanding improved terms and- conditions and'by threatening to 
leave'if they were not'met. The practice of the tribunal chairmen was, 
however, tending to make a -mockery of government intentions which were 
b, ýsed on centralized determination of such matters. For this reason, 
inter alia, 'they were removed. 
The Labourers' Posts2Kjpt 
-Ificredibly, however, the issue of low wages was. also, ýhe-subject of 
"caxeless talk", indulged in shortly thereafter, by Sheriff Fyfe him- 
self, though no, disciplinaxy steps against him appeared to have*been 
taken. ' Thus in one case heard in mid-Apýil 1916, he critioised the lack 
of uniformity'attkching, to labourers' wage rates and suggested that'a 
"fixed standard", would "save a lot of heartburning throughout the 
country"79. If the employers could not increase the wage of an applicant 
on ý91- a week- who" had been'offered another post at 351-, he, Sheriff 
Fjfe "might consider he"was entitled to his 'Certificate if. he appli4d 
again". " At the'same sitting was also heard an application by a labourer. 
on 24/-, compelled to work 93 hours a week during the. previous three 
weeks, "in order. to provide adequately for hip family. As his trade 
uLon representative. told the sheriff,. ". there 'would be nothing but 
unrest" among those labourers receiving less thdn the standard rate. 
What this implied, was that the standard rate differed from the district 
79Ibid., April 17,1916. 
-I 
Zos 
rate in that the latter was the irreducible minimum (probably 24/-) 
approved by the Bo'ard of Trade. Thus Fyfe Is observations -were clearly 
directed toward rounding up, the going rate. 
Whatever his motives, the local engineering employers were wary of 
this intervention, and resolved to write to both Fyfe and, Craigle, 'witý 
a view, to enlighten then as to the existing wage structures affecting the 
80- 
different'classes of labourers . Cleaxly, the engineering employers 
ýished to ensure that Fyfe confined his pronouncements, if he really 
felt compelled to make such statements, to the steel and building trades. 
For it would hardly do to stir up'false hopes. among engineering labourers 
as to what wages-the tribunal chairmen thought they were entitled to 
xeceive. 
Yet, for the moment, Fyfe was not to be deflected. Thus, when, 
in another case, a building labourer employed by Messrs. William Arrol 
& Co. applied for'a certificate in July- 1916, the employee stated that 
81 
his wages were 251-, whereas he could obtain 27-28/- elsewhere Though 
the labourer was receiving, according to the employer, the standard rate, 
Fyfe went* so fax -as to recommend an actual figure, 27/-, which he thought 
ought to be -the minimum, ý and 'advised the company to contact the ministry 
about a proposed increase. 
82 
""It was true", he added , t4at 
; 'the tribunal had nothing 
to do with wages,, but they might make a recommendation. in 
cases where there seemed an injustice. "" 
Possibly, encouraged by Fyfe's. action in the above case, a group of 
labourers, the following. month, sought his. opinion during a leaving 
80 NWETEA', Minute Book No. , April. 20, 81 Glasgow Herald, JulY -13, *16. 'c-I-bid. 
certificate hearing, as to what constituted a "fair and living wage,, 
83. 
3 One labourer explained that he was being paid _52,, 
d. an hour, plus 3/3d. 
wax bonus, whereas the standard rate was 7:, IA.. an hour; that is, his wage, 
was almost 27/-, excluding bonus, for a 56 hour week. Perhaps Fyfe con- 
sidered, he had gone too far in the Arrol case; perhaps the ministry 
had communicated with him in unambiguous terms (no ministry documents 
dealing with this episode can be traced). Whatevdr the explanation, 'Fyfe' 
was clearly less forthcoming on this occasion. The labourer's request, 
he declared 
84 
... might be a compliment to the Court, but they. were 
not. thqre to settle everything. " He'was prepared that., the 
applicants were entitled to a rate which, 
. *., enables a'man to live.. 
' But whatever my personal 
opinion is, the point does not arise in this Court. ' 
Applicant; You would not care to express your personal 
opinion? 
Fyfe: I have done so about fifty times already In the 
str6ngest possible terms, but it'is not paid 
any attention to", he concluded. 
Fyfe, as we shall see in chapter seven, seriously contemplated his 
tribunal becoming a wage-fixing body as the logical next step, once it 
was recognized as a 'form wherein -to appeal specifically against low 
pay. But until Parlianent had authorized the change, Fyfe considered it 
his, duty, to arrest any encouragement of this developýaent. ýt is. surely 
for this reason that he remained coy in the above case. Thus at the, 
later hearing involving those operative plFbers referred to at the 
start of, chaptel five (and : in, respect to whom the issue of, low pay for 
. 
labourers-was irrelevant), he'stated that85, 
831bid., 
August 16,1916. 
Ibid. 
85Ibid,., November 22,1916. 
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"One cannot of course but sympathise with workmen, 
especially the unskilled workment and of them more 
particularly that less intelligent class who belong 
to no union and have nobody to advise them about the 
Munitions Act under which they must submit to live and 
work during th 
,q 
wax. But surely it ought to be 
obvious even to the meanest intelligence that* . for-this 
tribunal to express in any individual case any opinion 
upon wages rates would lead to hopeless confusion. " 
While "the ministry's message was unambiguously conveyed in this, 
last 'case, there is no doubt that some of Fyfelq earlier meanderings 
through those cases involV: Lng labourers were remilnisc6nt of'the 
practices of his former colleagues. Indeed, 1ýe perhaps exceeded the 
achievements of the involuntarily retired chairmen when, as we saw 
above, he himself proposed an appropriate figurp for construction 
industry la: bourers. - Even the . disgraced' tiio did n6tý venture-that fart' 
yet they were removed while. he remained. Why this was so can only be 
inferred, given the absence of relevant ministry documentation. 
First, as'. we. have just seen, his earlier. solecisms were soon 
recanted. Second, if it were decided that what is sauce for the goose 
is also sauce for the gander, and so- Fyfe would have to go, how could 
the ministry publicly justify yet another change of chairmen on the 
tribunal? Indeed,. could they, expect to persuqde & new : I: ncumbent to V, 
position which smacked of the kiss. of death? Third, though perhaps 
unlikely, the ministry may have reasoned that-there was indeed a 
fundamental problem concerning labourers' wage rates which it-was 
. -difficul, t to'aVoid discussing duking hearings. Finally, -axid most 
cruqially, Fyfewas pimply too valuable to the ministry to permit his' 
compulsory departure, which equity to Gibson and his colleagues perhaps 
demanded. For Fyfevs all-round track record as chairman bore favour- 
able comparison with every other chairman on the list, as we saw in 
the Sam Crush affair, discussed in chapter three. 
I 
m 
a3s 
Indeed, any sentimentality towaxds the claims of poorly paid 
labourers was conditional on their constituting the deserving poor. 
They would forfeit that claim if their actions -to advance their cause, 
assumed a more direct and forceful step than merely lodging leaving 
certificate applications. Thus when ten labourers. at a steel works 
were prosecuted for being absent without leave, the sympathy previously 
only 24/- a* *, Week, evap' 
86 
expressed*for*those earning' 'orated in a-'flash 
Informed by the employer that . the men's action had caused almost 40 
other employees to be thrown idle, Sheriff Fyfe did not mince his 
words. 
"You are the kind of fellows that I should have the 
power to put in the Army -. --I am exceedingly sorry 
I cannot send You straight to the. front line-of 
trenches in Faanders. You axe traitors to your 
country. It is quite evident that you don't under- 
stand the seriousness of the position you have 
adopted ... 1187 
This was more like the Sheriff Fyfe of old. For even if the -advent of 
compulsory military service had no doubt provided encouragement to the 
severity of his condemnation, it was clear that his previous aberrations 
had now ceased. His continuation in office was vindicated and centrali- 
zing tendencies reinforced. ' 
86Ibid. '.. August. 3,. 1916. 
8f Ibid. Characteristically, he. imposed light penalties of 10/-' per man; 
Even Sheriff Fyfe appreciated tfi6 dahgers of inflaming passions 
unnecessaxily by imposing stiff fines on off6riders. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Wage Frustration and Strike Prosecutions 1916-1918 
Introduction 
As we have remarked earlierg the spring of 1916 marked a 
watershed in industrial relations on the Clyde, The deportation 
of the shop stewards had a calming influence on the industrial climate. 
1 
The seething discontent had abated, if only to gain a respite. The 
munitions tribunal in Glasgow was under new management, though whether 
anyone outside the Ministry of Munitions noticedt is a different matter. 
2 
Certainly the atmosphere within the tribunal showed a marked change 
from that under the old regime whose Indulgence bad been its own 
undoing. The dilution programme was, at lastq proceeding apacep 
relatively unhindered, 
3 
while the most glaring abuses under the 
Munitions Act hadq on paper at least, been rectified in the amendment 
Act. The wage freeze which, had prevented the Committee on Production 
from issuing general wage awards now began to thaw. 
4 Moreover, 
the experience of almost one year's working of the munitinns; 
tribunal suggested the tactical possibilities 'Which it might offer 
worker. - as an aid to collective bargaining. Thus'despite the. 
restrictions which lay at the core of the Munitions Act - -the, 
prohibition of strikes, the restraints on labour mobility, the 
pursuit of labour discipline, compulsory arbitration and the drive 
towards centralized wage determination - the lesson seemed' to be that, 
1. C-f 190pen activity in opposition to the Munitions Act.. ceasedL-Irom. -that 
date 
in-thieLClyd. e-. di-s. tric-t! ', ---. p2r 
Scott and Cunnison, The IndustrIes of the 
2 Clyde Valley etc. op. cit., P. 
151. 
The less that the puýlic realised itt the more successful was the 
government's desire for an unproblematic transfer of office. 3Scott 
and Cunnison, op-cit-P P- 153- 4 
Wolfe, Labour Supply and Regulation. op. cit., p. 246. 
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in favourable circumstances, legal proceedings against an employer, 
or even direct industrial action, might ultimately bear fruit in 
the shape of improved terms of employment. 
But despite the favourable signs pointing to a new moclus vivendl, 
dark clouds loomed on the horizon. Military, conscription began to 
occupy the centre of the stage of social and political concern; 
despite modifications, the leaving certificate was still strongly 
resented as an intolerable shackle; working conditians became more 
exhausting as the pattern of the war shifted: the Somme 1916, then 
submarine warfare. During 1916, in particular, there was a rapid 
rise in the cost of living. It is true that the increase in average 
weekly wage rates for nearly 6 million workpeople in 1916 was 61- 
(and 10/- t1012/- for some of those in -munitions wo3R) and that this 
ignores increased earnings due to more -regular employment and overtime. 
However, retail food price. s by January 1,1917 were 87% above the 
" 45/ July 1914 figure, 'whereas a year earlier, they were cla' above the figure 
at the outbreak of the war. Food prices thus rose 29/"9' in 1916*, 
5 
6 
and food shortages began to occur thereafter. It was easy to 
associate such movements with profiteering and with the conspicuous 
consumption of the rich. In short, the source's of tension, the 
pressure for increased wage demands, were still present*'.. If 
v97 socialists were not slow to diaw attention to "The Huns atHome or 
8 to the profits of patriotism, then the acknowledgement in 1917 of 
gLabour Gazette, -January-1917, PP 3-5-- ; Ifinton, The, First Shop- Stewards. - Movemen-t, -op. cit. - -pp 236-7--, 'Thomas Johnston, The Huns at Home During Three Years of the Great War, 
8 (Glasgow: Forward Publishing Co., c- 1917)- See for example the comments of George Dallas in the Trade Union Worker. 
March 1916, p-.. B.; -ibi&. -, -j-uly--l9l6, p. 
8. Cf., Glasgow Trades 
Council, Annual Report 1917-18 (1918) p. 2787. 
3tt 
"Excessive Retail Pýrices in Glasgow" by the capitalist press, 
9 
suggested that not many in the second city of the Empire would be 
impressed by the fact that the rate of increase in food prices had 
sloi-Ted down that year. 
10 
r 
Against this background of economic pressure, wage disputes 
continued to erupt, and, as a consequence, the munitions tribunal 
in GlaEgow, like the munitions factories themselves, was working 
: tlat out. Those trade unionists who f elt inhibited by the anti-strike 
clauses and by the 'slavery' provisions of an act which, in Kirkwood's 
words, "cut clean athwart the political economy of the hou3e'. 
continued to lodge complaints that employers were altering their wages 
or were failing to honour arbitration awards. A number of employerst 
for their part, were not hesitant to lay charges against those of 
their work-force who were prepared to resort to strike action in 
support of their wage claims. 
The fol], OWing account, therefore, seeks to explore two features 
of this campaign. First, there is the straightforward objectýof 
casting light on a period in 20th century Clydeside labout history 
which, by any criterion, was unques: tionably a "dark age". Once 
the shop stewards were deported and Gallacher imprisoned for his, 
role in the affair of"the Worker, 
12 the (industrial) labour- movement 
in Glasgow, if the neglect by its historians is indicative,, went to ' 
9Glasgow_ Herald, October 3,1917. The Lord Provost of Glasgowt Thomas Dunlop, 
urgued the workers to eat just half a potato with each meal, as he had 
claimed to be doing. He became known as "Half-a-spud" or "Half-a- 
Potato" Dunlop. Pee Gallacher, --Revol-t. on- the Clyde, op. cit., p. 188; 
10 McShane. and- Smith, Harry McShane: No Mean nghter, op. cit. t p. 96. Labour Gazette, January 1918, p. . 
5. Only in the f ourtF year of the war 
did wage rates -begln-AD catch. . -up--wlth-Ahe. miss- In- Ahe- cost of living. See-Bowley, Prices and Wages in the United Kingdom, 1914-1920 
op. cit. t- p-ý-106. - Kirkwood, My. Life- of Revolt, op. cit., p. 101. 2ýallacher, 
op. cit., pp 119-26. 
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sleep from the spring of 1916 till May 1917, And at that point, 
Jts slumbers -were disturbed just long enough to signal its refusal 
to participate in the May strikes of that year. In fact, of course, 
I 
significant industrial unrest continued. in spiteof the emasculation 
of the CWC ard flared up at regular intervals, culminating during the 
war, in the movement over the application of the 12-1% bonus. 
The second feature, which will in fact be considered first, is to 
examine the munitions tribunal's handling of those cases, prosecutions 
and other complaints concerning wages, which landed. on its doorstep. 
The earlier experience had, 'of course, taught trade unionists the 
utility, albeit boin of necessity, of gcing to law, while many 
employers still clung to a, crude deterrent theory of punishment, 
trusting thýLt'a successful prosecution of strikers, irrespective 
of the merits of their case, would curb their workers'-excesses. 
In the case of Sheriff Fýfe, while he was pr I epared to entertaýn 
complaints against employers, he'became as we sball see, more 
circumspect about the, objeýtives of trade union litigants. That 
brand of "collective bargaining by litigatioe which, by subtle 
pleading, sought to tiansform the munitions tritunal into an 
arbitration panel was, in one of the first important cases of its kind, 
halted in its tracks, if only temporarily. The problem war? that in 
1916 Fyfe appeared to construe his judicial role more rigidly- 
than those trade unionists, frustrated by the delays attendant upon 
formal arbitration hearings, desired. In this endeavour, however, 
Fyfe arguably exercised his discretion unduly cautinusly. 
'For, 
as 
Roger Davidson, commenting on -the wages policy promoted 
by the general 
secretary of -the Ministry of Munitions, has observed, 
13 
13Roger Davidson, "Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith and Labour Pokicy, 1886- 
1916", Cambridge PhD., 1971# P- 363- 
I 
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"However much Llewellyn Smith subscribed to the 
maintenance in normal circumstances of a, "soundý 
policy", as a Imunitionerl his attitude to wage 
concessions was necessarily opportunist, depending 
largely on the supply situation and the attitude 
of unions to measures in which thequestion of 
wages was often incidental to the overriding 
consideration of production. " V. 
This, of course, does not go quite as far as to state that, 
14 
"If it was true of the Government's labour 
policy in genqral that it had none, the 
aphorism was particularly true in the case 
of wages". 
Nonetheless, both views bring into question Fyfe's apparently dogmatic 
insistence that the remedy sought from his tribunal be juridically 
proper. Perhaps the recent establishment of the Scottish Munitions 
Appeal Tribunal in Fdinburgh prompted this more pronounced lurch 
into legalism, in the knowledge that any diversion from the path of 
3egal righteousness might rapidly be corrected on appeal. More 
probably, he was reacting as a lawyer might do to encroachments,, on 
his domain. Whatever explanation might be advanced, one further 
possibility exists. That is, that if the 
'less control exercised over wages durJmg the 
war .*. was rather a policy of interpreting 
than of superseding the play of supply and 
demand, "15 
then this -might suggest the teasing proposition that in spite of 
the earlier affair of Gibson and Andrew$ the development of collective 
bargaining by'litigation within the -munitions tribunal might in'fact 
have met wi-th the approval of 
the Ministry of Munitions. 
16 If so, then 
Fyfe's rigidity was h6xdly conducive to the lessening of tensions 
among Glasgow's munitions workers. Perhaps this realization slowly 
14 ? urwitz,, State Intervention In Great Britain... 191-4, n1919, op. cit. p. 120. 
16Clay, ". Government Control of Wages in War-Time"q opýcit. q p. 72. 
Askwithl of course, did not approve. But his was a different case. 
Davidson quotes Wolfe on Askwith's self-evaluation. The latter was 
"God's own hero and the Ministry of Munitions-labour Department the 
devil's own idiot". See Davidson (1971) op-cit, P. -363; - -also 
Roger 
Davidson, "Introduction", in Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems and 
Disputes (reissued; Brightons Harvester Press, 1974), p. xii, 
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sank in, especially when evidence to the Commission on Industrial 
Unrest was absorbed by Fyfe in his capacity as chairman of the 
Scotland division of the enquiry. The upshot, as we shall see, was 
that, by later 1917, Fyfe s tribunal once more assumed the role of 
shock absorber, ý or of lightning conductor, mediating conflicts over 
wages in such a fashion that, unless the Appeal Tribunal ruled other- 
wise, worker dissatisfaction was abated for the moment. 
The argument of this chapter, therefore, is that the pattern of 
decision-making adopted by Sheriff Fyfe's triburial in deliberating 
upon questions of wage regulation, whether mediated through. workers' 
complaints of employers' failure to comply with awards or through 
strike prosecutions, is exceedingly complex and, on, occasion, 
maddeningly contradictory. Nonetheless, certain prevalent features 
which consistently reinfcree corporatist notions of patriotic unity 
and order can be discerned. First, his decisions on the applicability 
of awa: rds or on the grant. or refusal of leaving certificates terded 
to favour groups which might be considered to be of strategic 
importance to the war effort. Second, he would uphold managerial 
prerogatives if deemed consistent with the national interest* 
Third, when dealing with strikes, he would condemn both unofficial 
action and "irresponsible" trade union leadership. But he was 
sanguine enough to impose hefty fines only where conti nued re calcitrance 
was established. For his decisions were strongly influenced by his 
recognition that industrial unrest was endemic and could only to 
a limited: 'extent be attributed to malevolent ac revolutionary sentiment. 
He knew that he was condemned toýa Canute-like existence, fruitlessly 
holding back the tide of discontent which the pressures of war were 
whipping up. Thus his role oscillated from that of stern delivere: ý 
of penal thunderbolts to that, of self-conscious sympathiser with 
those stAkers fined nominal amounts by the tribunal for striking 
-3 ýs 
out of sheer frustration and exasperation. But it was also as a 
conduit for the channelling of grievances that his tribunal 
performed a useful role in advancing the government's interests. He 
syphoned off some of the complaints that 'might otherwise have 
C- 
exploded in more direct action. He possibly also relieved some of the 
buiden from the shoulders of the arbitzation machinery, though 
he also redirected issues into Askwith's lap if he thought that no 
immediate answer was called for. He thus played it by ears though 
subject to certain overriding precepts. One might say that in this 
respect, he matched the state bureaucmay at large, and achieved 
ultimately the same kind of success as the whole munitions enterpxIse. 
Wage Regulation 
Many of the cases heard by -the Glasgow -tribunal during 'this period 
dealt with highly specific quettions su=ounding complaints of 
failure to implement arbitration awards. Thus de: Mnitional questions 
relating to riggers' helpers in shipyards, 
17 to'toolsmiths' strikers 
18 
and to "all round machinIsts"19 were raised in connection with 
awards. Holiday pay, 
20 the competence displayed by workmen, 
21 
and the 
calculation of overtime rates 
22 
were other such "bread-and-butter" 
matters adjudicated upon by the tribunal under this jurisdictional head. 
17Glasgow Herald,. August 19,1916. The firm was almost certainly D&W. 
Henderson, and the union involved, the National. Amalgamated Union 
1BIb. df Labour. For the arbitration award, see Labour Gazette, July 1916, p. 268. 
_, 
November 1,1918. The complaint was lodged against Messrs Mechans 
of Scotstoun by John Storrie, district secretary of the Smiths 
1ýIbido Strikers' Society. 
_ý 
December 14,1918 for the appeal tribunal decision* The case was 
between Glasgow Corporation and the Amalgamated Society of Woodcutting 
20 chinists, represented by James Mackayq its district secretary. ibit, November 7,1917. The case was a prelude to the participation of the 
bricklayers in the 12-2tro bonus movement on Clydeside. The men were 
21 --,. employed by a "large ironworks" in the city, possibly- Parkhead Forge itself 
2iLIb-'idd , November 10,1917. The firm was possibly Lang's of Johnstone. 
_-, 
April 30, June 4, July 2,1917. For the platers' helpers' 
unsuccessful complaInt- -that the employers had altered wage rates without consent, see ibid,., April 19,1917. 
-?. (b 
I The 12-, " 
, lo 
bonus Of October 1917, payable to time-workers, also 
brought a rash of legal claims by Glasgow workmen for inclusion within 
the award. Thus sheet-metal workers employed by William Hax-de & Co. 
Ltd., as well as various groups of skilled workers employed by the 
Clyde Navigation Trust (which administered the docks) turned to the 
local tribunal for support. However, having persuaded Sheriff Fyfe 
as to their entitlement, they unfortunately failed to convince Lord 
23 Hunter when the employers lodged appeals. 
Occasional complaints alleging that employers had unlawfully 
altered wage rates without the approval of the Ministry of Munitions 
were also heard. Thus a complaint was upheld against an employer 
who, in order to comply with the rules for membership of the local 
engineering employers' association, terminated an outworking allowance 
of I/- a day payable to sheet-iron workers working cne -mile from the 
factory. 24 But perhaps the most remarkable caise of this genre inv&ved 
a Wishaw firm, the Rolled Steel Forge Company, whom the Ministry of 
Munitions accused bf unlawfully raising the wage rates of its employees. 
The case did, however, emerge in the wake of the abolition of the 
leaving certificate'scheme, 25 and it appears that it was in an effort 
23 Ibid., June 18,1918; William Harvie & Co. Ltd. v.. Sanders 
-, 
. 
1918 SMAR 
147-8'p July 30, 
- -1918. 
(she et-metal- workers); Glasgow Herald, June-19. - - 
1918; ASE, Monthly JournalL and. Report, -March 1918, p. 20; Clyde Navigation- 
. -Trustees-v Daniel Mackenzie et al., 1918 SMAR July 30, 1918; Glasgow Herald, August - 3, NovembeT 20,1918 (CNT blacksmiths, 
fitters and slaters). In another application based on the 12-ý, %' awardp 
lodged on October 25,1917, Sheriff Fyfe told the applicant engineer that 
he had jumped the gun by lodging a default complaint so early, See ibid., 
November 9,1917. William Hunter: born Ayr, October 9,1865; son of - 
David Hunter, ship-owner. Educated Ayr Academy and Edinburgh University. 
Advocate 1889; K. C. 1905; Solicitor-General for Scotland,, Apr1l 1910 
to December 1911; Liberal MP for Govan 1910-11; appointed Court of 
Session judge, 1912; appointed, with Professor W. R. Scott, to. enquire 
1nto the facts behind the Clyde rent strikes in Autumn 1915, and 
reported. to Secretary for Scotland, upholding- -tenants. '---r--rJ +J ci sms. - See-OHMM, 
- -V. Pl. - 
IX, Part II, p. 103; also Dod In Peerage, Baronetage and 
24" -- 
Knightage .. 1914, p. 6o5. 
, Glasgow Herald, September 4,1917. 2-5 Ibid., October 25,1918. For appeal tribunal ruling, see ibid., December 
26,1918. 
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to persuade the company's turners to withdraw their notices to 
leave the firm, that the employer had unsuccessfully petitioned the 
ministry to approve an increase in the men's wage rates. Despite 
official refusal, the increases were granted, arV act of "defiance" of 
the, ministryg according to Sheriff Fyfe, which merited the '. imposition 
of a fine of X25 on the company. Widely advertised by the ministry 
as a statutory device to dissuade rate-cutting by employers, the 
relevant provision of the 1915 Act, section 4(2)0 was here seen to be 
of value in discouraging rate increases. Of course, the ministry's 
action in withholding its consent was conduct complementary to the 
labour embargo imposed on companies in July 1918 in a bid to ration 
skilled craftsmen among competing firms. The seemingly perverse 
prosecution is therefore explicable in terms of a still residual 
corporatist philosophy of order and national unity. 
There was, additionally, the usual clutch of leaving certificate 
applications, which might be construed as methods of pressing employers 
to adjust wages. The transfer of four Fairfield fitters from turbine 
blading to the fitting shop, as a result of which they lost a 
it 26 monotony" and "wear-and-tear"bonus, is probably an example. In 
another leaving certificate caset where engineers' fitters in 
blast furnaces insisted on parity with fitters in engineering and 
shipbuilding, Sheriff Fyfe's frustration at this attempt to foist 
a wage fixing role upon his tribunal led him to complain that, 
27 
"We axe surrounded with awards nowadays which 
say that the plumber employed in an engineering 
work Is not the same as the plumber who would 
be employed to do work in this building, and that 
shipyard joiners are not the same as house joiners. 
He thought this matter would require. to be settled 
by the Government Committee on Production. " 
26 
2ý, Ibid., July 12,1916. bide, Decombex 21,1916. 
Its 
Consequently, the certificates were refused. The plumbers in 
question were, of course, those referred to in chapter six (pl! pra) 
when Sheriff Fyfe robustly refused to entertain applicatiDns by 
locomotive plumbers employed by North British L6co. Company-at 
their Atlas, Hydepark and Queen's Park works. For the substance 
of their complaint, that they were entitled to rates of pay comparable 
with those earned by operative plumbers working on house construction, 
was one with which Sheriff Fyfe was not prepared to involve himself. 
Thus he asserted that, 
29 
"Whether the principle upon which these awards were 
made is sound or not, which Is, of course, not a 
matter for me to offer anyýopinion upong there 
is no doubt at all that to apply for leaving 
certificates is not a competent course for these 
plumbers to take to get their question settled. " 
Even the Glasgow Herald3o considered that the ruling was an "unfortunate" 
decision which "makes for trouble in -the industrial world". But it 
was caused, it insisted, by those Board of Trade arbiters who 
upheld "such fine diawn distinctions" between differerit categories 
of employee. Thus, in the plumbers' case, Sheriff Fyfe was not 
prepared to "usurp" the functions of the Board of Trýde. 
31 But what 
is difficult to explain is his seemingly inconsistent approach to 
such questions of wages adjudication. For example, it is_ not apparent 
29Glasgow 
Herald,, November 22,1916. 
--For, negotiations and arbitration over the plumbers' claimp see Iabour Gazette, December 1915, p 466; ibid. 9 
30 March 1917, p 119; ibid., November 1917, p 428. 
., glasgow Herald, November 22,1916. 3lFor 
other similar cases where Fyfe declined to grant leaving certificates 
on the ground that what was really at stake was a question of wagesl 
see (1) Glasgow Herald,, February 12,1916; 1917 SMARt at p. 68 (black- 
smith's hammerman employed by Summerlee Iron Company, ' Coatbridge); 
and (2) Glasgow Herald, April 18,1917 (underhand to a forger in a 
Clyde shipyard). Fyfe did, however, grant certificates to builders' 
labourers who, he held, had been entitled to an arbitration award 
granted specifically to masons' or bricklayers' labourers. ' : See ibid., 
March 14,1917- The decision was eventually upheld on appeal. See 
Boyd & Forrest Ltd v Climie 1917 SMAR 75-80, March 13,1917. The 
Ministry of Munitions originally did not wish to publish Lord Dewar's 
judgment, but did so following representations by the Workers' Union. 
See LAB 2/63/mT167/6, op. cit. 
*3 tq 
why he'was. prepared to give a ruling on whether toolsmiths' strikers 
wereidýntical to Saiths' strikers for the purposes of an award, 
but refused to determine whether engineers' fitters in blast furnaces 
fell within the same award as that granted to fktters in engineering 
and shipbuilding establishments. His own textbook on the Munitions 
Acts was'studiously vague on this point. Thus while observing that 
thetribunal had jurisdiction to enforce a wages order, he added 
that, "whether a -workman falls within the order is not necessarily a 
que stion which must be referred to' arbitratioe, as a "difference" 
32 
under Part One of the 1915 Act. 
Notwithstanding, it is just possible to detect the outlines of 
three tendencies, consistent with the pursuit of a pragmatic, ends- 
oriented approach, which informed Fyfe's judgments on such wages 
questions. First, he was, despite the locomotive plumbers' case, 
less susceptible to granting leaving certificates to isolated individuals, 
airing grievances over their rates of pay, than to those submitting 
applicAtions in a group. Second, he was more likely to deliver 
a judgment favourable to engineering and shipbuilding workers than 
to employees in trades less directly connected with the production of 
'munitions of war - again, the NB Loco plumbers might be instanced. 
It was perhaps that his discretion was, in part, informed by levels of 
-militancy, though this was possibly more true of his former 
colleagues during the earlier phase. But it might also reflect a 
. 
comparative estimation of the relative importance of different 
industries to the war effort. A -controversial judgnient affecting 
one particular- trade might have more serious repercussions in terms 
of subsequent industrial unrest than in a different trade. 
32Fyfý, Employers'and*Workmen under the - Munitions Acts, op. cit., P-- 51- 
Italics added. His remarks were 'made in respect to the 121% award 
but are, of course, applicable to all statutory wages orders. 
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Finally, a third tendency, already familiar, was his endeavour 
to reinforce managerial prerogative, but only inasmuch asAt corresponded 
with his conception of what the national interest required. 
Fyfe's attitude on this point was most forcefully expressed 
In the case of a leaving certificate applicaticn by an engine-fitter 
-transferred to less lucrative work, though still paid the standard 
33 
rate for the new job.. The ASE's proposition was that an employer 
was not permitted to transfer an employee if a reduction in 
total wages ensued. However, Sheriff 
'Fyfe 
's response was to dub this 
assertion a "most dangerous principle"; for the allocation of men 
within an establishment had to remain. a, purely "domestic" matter 
with which the tribunal could scarcely interfere. Thus he affirmed 
that, 34 
"It was a very common delusion that the Munitions 
Acts took the management of the workirg of an 
establishment out ofthe hands of its owners. 
But that was 
, 
not so in regard to matters which 
had not been made the subject of an Order by 
the Minister of Munitions. Allocation cf any 
class of workmen to, the work of an establishment 
had not been interfered with by any'Order. The 
main purpose of the Munitions Acts was protective, 
not directory. The allocation of work to effect 
the best results in production, remained where 
it always was, and -must always necessarily be with 
the employers. " 
Of course, it was true that factory -management and discipline 
remained in the hands of employers (though the state could also 
institute Ordering of Woxk prosecutions). But it was misleading 
for Fyfe to imply that the Munitions Act had left managerial 
prerogative undisturbed. It, is more accurate, to suggest that under 
the Munitions Act, the state delegated such powers to the factory 
3? Glasgow Herald, September 12,1917- ýý4ýIbi 
-9 See als o the laudatory, if predictable, editoxi al on Fyfe 's 
judgment in the same issue. For a similar case, see ibid, August 
30,1917. For the appeal decision, see ibid., October 19,1917. 
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owners which they held in trust, and which they were entitled to 
enforce, so long as they complied with the state's ground rules. 
And under the Munitions Act, as is clear from the examples in chapter 
one (and indeed from elsewhere throughout this Vork), managerial- 
prerogative would be upheld by the tribunal only if it were deemed 
in the national interest to do so; and not merely out cf respect 
to the property rights of capital. 
We may conclude, therefore, that the outcome of wage adjud- 
ications conducted before Sheriff Fyfe Was likely to turn on the 
presence or absence, in his evaluation, of such factors as the relative 
importance of different groups of employees to munitions production; 
the potential or otherwise for resultant industrial uniest in the 
event-that munitions workers' claims were rebuffed; and the assertion 
of, or possible threat to, a managerial prerogative subject to the 
national interest. It is only in the light of these considerations 
that one can hope to comprehend the logic of Sheriff Fyfe's apparently 
capricious wage strategy. 
Dilution and Wage Claims, 
But we have not, -as yet (except in passing), 'made reference 
in the present-Phapter to the relation between Glasgow tribunal 
wage adjudications and the dilution scheme. Such omission, however, - 
is scarcely fortuitous. Indeed, It may perhaps be taken as further 
proof, albeit indirect, that the determined campaign by the craft 
unions for wage guarantees for skilled workers, culminating in 
the issuance of L2 and L3 (and their statutory successors), only 
served to distort the scale of the threat facing such workers in 
the Clyde district. Indeed the magnitude of their "problem" is 
V underlined 
by the ironic discovery that the two wage regulation 
hearings before the Glasgow tribunal relevant to the dilution question, 
32, - 
exposed the difficulties which confronted the unskilled and the 
semi-skilledg rather than those facing the skilled workers themselves. 
The first case illustrating the grievances of the lesser skilled 
involved a labourer assisting a skilled worker In a Clyde engine 
35 
shop. While the method of payment of the latter had changed from 
skilled time rates to the premium bonus system, the labourer could 
not be accommodated*uithin the new payments scheme for craftsmen. 
Indeed, since he found that he was now working-much harder to keep 
pace with the speeding-up on the part of the skilled tradesman, 
the unskilled complainant to the tribunal refused to sign a card 
which committed him to accept a time rate. As a result, he was 
dismissed 'without notice, an action which Sheriff Fyfe, who considered 
that arbitration was more appropriatet adjudged to be unlawful 
in the circumstances. 
The second example in fact touches the very core of dilution 
in that the complainant was a semi-skilled workman transferred to 
skilled woxk, but denied the craftsman's wage. 
36 The worker in 
question, John Cairney, had jcAned Beardmore's at Dalmuir as a 
labourer in February 1916, and after about five mcnths was put on 
to a -lathe, turning base plugs for shells. Ultimately, he was 
transferred to the gun mounting shop where he was undertaking a 
class of work which prior to the war would have been performed by 
a time-served turner. As a dilutant, Cai=ey would therefore have 
been entitled to rely upon Article 2 of Circular L3, which, as embodied 
in subsequent statutory orders, declared that, 
35 
, gbid., August 16,1917-- Ibid., May 14,25,1917; Cairney v William Beardmore & Co. Ltd., 
1917 SMAR 102-8, June 30,1917- 
37z 
"2. Where semi-skilled or unskilled male ý 
labour is employed; on work identical with that 
customarily undertaken by skilled labour, the 
time-rates and piece-rates and premium bonus 
times shall be the same as customarily obtain 
for the operations when performed by skilled 
labour. " C, ý 
Now, as Sheriff Fyfe pointed out (arid as is apparent froa, Charles 
More's recent analysis)? 
7 Cairney's claim to equal pay, if, ' 
"#** carried to its logical, results, too, 
would mean that every dilutant who is taken 
in. to do work hitherto done by a skilled 
tradesmanp immediately upon being put on to 
such work, automatically becomes entitled 
to the skilled tradesman's time rate of payp 
whatever may be the dilutant's own skill, 
or want of skill, in doing the work. "38 
Thus, the link between remuneration and skill would be broken, with 
the result that the, 
introduction of dilution of labour 
has opened a short cut for every dilutant- 
to the cash position, although not to the 
trade status of a skilled workman. "39- 
It may indeed have been, for Sheriff Fyfe, ý"a result too absurd 
to be entertained for a moment", 
40 
but it did reflect, the fact that 
most, though not all, of a skilled craftsman's work was, as More- 
clearly indicates, essentially less skilled, with craft rates 
being paid because the residual skilled tasks could only be perfCrMed 
by time-served workmen. This lack of all-round competence on the 
part of dilutants was in fact, present in the instant case. For 
Cairney was undertaking only roughing work which,. prior to the war, 
either second or thiid year apprentices could perform, rather 
than the finishing work which only the skilled turner was able to 
37 Charles More, Skill and the English_Workirg Class 1870-1914 (Londm: 
38 Croom Helm, 1930) Ch. 2* 
39 1917 SMAR, at p. 103. Ibid. 40, ý. 
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undertake in the gun mounting shop at Dalmuir. Moreover, as 
under the Dalmuir dilution agreement, he was still being supervised 
by a skilled overseer, who had not yet been persuaded that Cairney 
could work without supervisicn, Sheriff'Fyfe had no difficulty in 
holding that he was not employed on work "identical to that 
customarily undertaken by skilledlabour... 
One might guess that the result was as pleasing to Beardmore's 
and to the ASE as it must have been disappointing to the complainant. 
For many employers, like the union itself, were conscious of the 
indispensable qualities displayed by craftsmen which the wilder, 
and -more speculative, journalistic expos2gforetellIng the demise 
of the skilled all-rounder, chose to ignore. 
Thus one might say that the significance of the judgment in 
Cairney's case lies in its success in avoiding giving offence to 
the status consciousness of time-served engineers. It also, of"-- 
course, was to the economic benefit of the'employer in that a class 
of dilutants was denied access to the'skilled rate so long as the 
employer (and this point was emphasised in the judgmdnt)'was of the 
opinim that the work of the dilutant. was not "identical' to that 
performed by the craftsman. ' 
Thus, whereas -most decisions by the GlaEgow tribunal in respect 
to wartime wage regulation might be said to'be tactical, the Cairney 
decision was surely more profound. 
'It 
was, indeed, strategic. 
41 
ý'But 
cf., ASE, Monthly Journal ard Report June 1918, PP 31-2 where,.. 
to the Middlesex distri c--L delegate's "unbounded disgust", Cairney 
was successfully cited against the uniory's claim. 
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Strike Prosecutions 1916-1918 
Isolated strike action over wages also came to the attention to 
the munitions-tribunal during this period, For example, two 
mill workers'struck against a reduction in their work load, ard 
consequentl Iy in their wage packets, brought about by the company's 
decision'to allocate an extra man to the work. 
42 Since the court 
declared that those advised by Owen Coyle, district secretary of 
the Amalgamated Society of Steel and Iron Workers, * would be "well 
advised', ', and that the employer brought the case "as a-matter of 
discipline'';.. with, no desire to pLmish these particular men". the 
strikers were admonished. Similarly, an employer's conciliatory 
remarks led to a1enient fine of 10/- imposed on 14 brass foundrY 
labourers who had struck in pursuit, of a comparaiAlity claim in 
43 
June 1917. 
However, in a period which witnessed the ! *May Strikes" throughbut 
much of the country with the notable exception of Clydeside, the 
Glasgow area's remarkable record for industrial militancy on a 
grand scale had not fallen completely into abeyance after the 
shop steward deportations. For a number of major stoppages occurred 
during this period, not all of which, for instance the iron moulders' 
strike of September 1917, -resulted in prosecutions. The following, 
however, are the -more signifie'ant strikes ýthich ev&ntua2ly Idnded- 
on Sheriff Fyfe's lap. - 
In one case heard in July 1916, six riveters and three hold'e'rs-on 
had gone on st3: 1ke at a Paisley shipyard' (possibly Bow, MacLachlan 
and Co. Ltd. ) in protestat their transfer from work on single-screw 
, 
44 
1 to twin-screw mine-sweepers* The transfer represented a reduction 
42 
bid:, September 14,1916. 
IbE 
43E,, 
biid , June 9,1917- 44 
1. d bid., July 22,1916. 
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in rates of between 20 and - 25,01o in view of the larger and heavier 
dimensims *of single-screws. But despite their grievance, the men 
eschewed Board of Trade intervention and struck work. The result 
was a severe lecture delivered by the sheriff and hefty fines -(which 
he nonetheless described as lenient) of Z10 and 95 in the case of 
the six found guilty. He also, howevert issued a stern rebuke to their 
trade union official (perhaps William Mackie of the Boilermakers' 
Society) for not discouraging them from their illegal conduct; despite 
the latter's protestation that it would be "ill advice to try to 
compel these men to go in". It seems plausible that Sheriff Fyfe's 
animated stance in this case .; he also condemned the employers who 
had "stood rather on'their own dignity" - was due to the capacity 
of the non-technical layman to relate directly and intimately to 
the particular munitions work in question, the cohstructi-on -of a mine 
sweeper. Perhaps unspecified caulking or the manufacture of optical 
instruments would not have -the same vivid impact on the imagination. 
This point becomes clearer in a strike prosecution case heard 
shortly thereafter. This involved 15 caulkers employed by D. & W. 
Henderson Ltd. who had been asked to move on to a meat-carrying 
vessel, certified as war work by the Board of Trade, onceAhey had 
completed a job on a government transport ship. 
k5 
A dispute broke out 
over the method of payment, the'men preferring a time rate 'with a 
percentage, to the employer's offer of piece rates. Apparently the 
-matter was a long-standing grievance which had not proved amenable 
in the past to a temporary agreement proposed by the management. The 
strike, however, broke the deadlock; Sheriff Fyfe succeeded in 
persuading the men'to return to work; a nominal fine of El was imposed; 
and, arbitration finally arranged which very rapidly conceded most of 
the men's claims. 
46 
45Ibid 
September 2,1916. 46- 
. Labour Gazettep October 1916, P. 393. 
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The men had also taken the "precaution" of lodging leaving 
certificate applications ýrhose hearing was arranged for- the afternoon 
of the strike prosecution., They pointed out that they had specifically 
been hired on repair work, but were now being al 
. 
located to merchant 
work,, which they deemed a breach of, contract. Sheriff Fyfe realised 
the difficulty. For, 
"To grant a clearance certificate on the 
application before him would be to-make a 
laughing-stock of the previnus Court, which 
had fined the men for going on strike rather 
than do the work assigned to them., 47 
He therefore sought refuge in the artificial reasoning that the leaving 
certificate applications made no mention of breach of contract, but 
only of a disputed transfer, an argument which clearly angered the 
men's. representative, William Mackie of the Bollermakers. "And all 
the time the employers will be laughing up their sleeves" he protested. 
But the deed was done. The. men had already been fined for 
striking. The tribunal could hardly be expected to grant certificates 
in those circumstances though the venom of Sheriff Fyfe's condemnation 
of the Paisley shipyard workers in the previous case was noticeably 
absent here. A delay to a meat-carrying vessel at, that time scarcely 
conjured up the same image of provocative behaviour as a refusal to 
work on a particular. -. type of mine-sweeper. A year hence and attitudes 
might have been different as the food question assumed paramount 
48 impactance. 
But it was in the previous month, August 1916, when three major 
stxike prosecutions followed rapidly one after another, that a 
reminder of the pent-up frustrations of munitions workers at the 
4? 
G sgow H 
.. - la erald, Septeber 2,1916. 
'-2f., 
-Lloy-d 
Ge-or&e--Jn-jaauary-. 3-qlB, 
- 
in Wrigley, David ILloyd George 
and the British Labour Movement, op. cit., p. 218. 
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ineptitude of Board of Trade arbitration was forcefully underlined. 
The first case involved a two-day stoppage by 72 foundry and dressing 
shop labourers employed at the Steel Company of Scotland's Parkhead 
Wozks. 49 Alex Hacldow, ' secretary of the'Parkhead branch of the Steel 
and Iron Workers' Society, told the tribunal that since Apill 14, 
an application for an increase of 2d an hour had been on -the -table. 
A conference had been am-xanged in May, but no settlement achieved. 
Finally the men "gave 14 days' notice aryl struck on August 7 and 8. 
The tactic which Sheriff Fyfe seemed now to be emphasising 
was not to lambast the strikers for their traitorious behavicur, 
a prominent featureýof the earlier months of the legislation. 
Instead, his anger was directed to the failure of "responsible" 
trade union "leadership" to deflect the rank-and-file from their 
illegal path. Thus Haddow was singled out for havingt like the 
official in the Paisley shipyard casejomented the strike. This 
attempt at a public humiliation was also extended to an individual 
employee, George McDade, who had inttially written to the management, 
11upon private paper", informing them of the 14-day stlike ultimatum. 
50 
Thus a policy of blaming the militant leaders'for having led 
otherwise docile and law-abiding employees to take industrial 
actionvas now 'evolved, so that, "He was not blaming the -men so much 
51 
as the leaders in this case". Indeed, this policy was a variant 
-49 Glasgow Herald, August 14,1916. 
, '-McDade replied by writing to the newspapers, pointing cut thatI, he had 
merely acted as -minutes secretary at the branch. meeting which voted 
, on 
the ultiinatum. See ibid, August 16,1916. 51They 
were thus fined only iEl each. 
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on Christopher Addison's simultaneous statement to the Commons 
that the troubles on Clydeside, which had now passed, he claimed, 
had been fomented by a small number of individuals who were conducting 
a campaign also directed against the trade unior)s.. 
52 
Thus, officially, there was a'conspiracy to cause industrial 
unrest. It mattered not that the Parkhead labourers were low paid, 
earning 28/4d'. as Owen Coyle, Haddow's full-time officer, pointed 
out'to the tribunal. 
53 It matte-red not that, as Haddow replied to 
Fyfe's reminder that the union'was "under discipline", that,, "Discipline 
is a very fine phrase, but when it is all on one side I don't like it. "-54 
Moreover, it mattered not that, ' as even'Sheriff Fyfe admitted, 
"One could not sit there without'being* impressed 
with the fact that the machinexy of arbitration 
was cumbrous and dilatory; ... undoubtedly it was 
a misfortune that the pressure in that department 
made it inevitable that a great deal of time must 
elapse before a dispute of the kind must be settled. " 
Within the sphere of Sheriff Fyfe's legal reality, howevert such 
considerations were irrelevant. Thus, 
"He was not concerned as to whether the machinery 
could be Improved or not... it was there and it 
could le- adopted and it was the quid pro quo 
which was put in expressly as the other side of 
the stipulation that a str1ke was illegal. " 
Clearly theAnsensitivity of such remarks might otherwise have been 
breathtaking in their effort to devalue the material conditions under- 
which the men were working. Yet the very fact that a policy was 
adopted of laying blame on individual trade union officers surely 
suggests that even the sheriff acknowledged the justice of the men"s 
case, even if he disapproved of their methods. This was a dilemma 
52 H. C. Deb, 5th Series, Vol. 859 August 15, : L916, col. 1728. 
-53Coyle was apparently absolved of any blame in the matter by Sheriff 
54, -- Fyfe-who, --as we have seen, admired his qualities as a union official. - Glasgow Herald, August 14,1916 for this and subsequent quotations, 
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which rarely surfaced in 1915 and early 1916 when strikes had 
occurred. Then, both -means and end were equally condemned. Now, 
however, the. early signs of war-weariness, plus the added privations 
brought about by the rising cost of living, pe3taps impressed 
themselves, if barely imperceptibly, even on Sheriff Fyfe's hardened 
brow. ,- 
Irdeed two days later, another batch of . 
55 stxikers from the 
firm's Hall-side works were brought before the tribunal urAer similar 
circumstances, and again were represented by Owen Coyle. 
55, 
The 
I 
message -expressed the previous Saturday was reiterated at this Monday 
sitting, at which -the sheriff both bemoaned the de3ays accompanying 
the attem]ýt'to solve local, disputes but also could not. close his eyes 
to the fact that, 
"Whether the delay was long or short, the strike 
was-not to be used as a weapon to enfo=e labcar 
corilitions. 11 
The imposition of a modified penalty of 91 was possibly4the 
16ast ý6 could do to indicate his sympathy for the men's dilemma 
(as well as to treat them equitably with the Parkhead labourers 
fined the same amount two days earlier).. Otherwise he himself 
might have been accused of failing to discourage recurrences else-T,, 
where. 
But in fact he was on the bench'again two days later in Grange- 
mouth to try a further group of munitions workers accused of striking 
unlawfully. On this occasion, the case involved a number of riveters 
in dispute, with their employer, the Greenock & Grangemouth Dockyard- 
Company over the proper wage rate for shell-plating a merchantman 
ordered by the Admiralty. ' However, instead of modified fines, punitive 
sentences of Z20 were imposed on each of the strikers f ourxl guilty.. 56 
55Ibid 
, August 15,1916. 
. 56--. -* August 17,1916. The hearing took place in G: rangemouth Burgh 
Court, 
Principally this was Fyfe's revenge against those accused who bad 
engaged in a "disgraceful exhibition of parvemsity" by refusing 
to give an undertaking to the tribunal that they wOuld return to 
work pending a Board -of Trade settlement. But it also probably 
reflected the fact that only a fortnight earlier, anotheri munitions 
tribunal in Edinburgh, chaired by Sheriff Fleming, bad imposed fines 
of ZiO and S25 on ten other riveters in the same firm, who had 
also struck over a wage dispute. 
57 
Three strike prosecutions in one week certainly hinted, to 
paraphrase Lady Bracknell, at something more than an, accident; Indeed, 
rather more than carelessness. If *epidemic" was too strong a word, 
then clearly diagnosis and treatment were still urgent. Thus if 
it was too much to expect establishment views -to acknowledge the 
one-sided nature'of a law against strikes which failed to punish 
employers for intransigence over local disputes or for contriving 
a deadlock by adopting an attitude of complacency towards the wage 
grievances of their employees, 
58 then at least it was recognised 
that the existing system was flawed. Thus at the Hallside hearl ng 
(supra) Coyle had taken up Fyfels remarks on the cumbersome 
procedures hitherto required in order, to mobilise the Board of Trade 
and the Committee on Production. He therefore suggested that a 
"wages court", modelled on the local -munitions tAbunals, be established,, 
which could -expedite the examination of grievances and reach decisions 
within a week or a fortnight. Such an*innovation, he believed,, 
would reduce the amount of irritation, often resulting in strikes, 
which accompanied the exasperating delays in reaching settlements. 
5? Ibid., July 31,1916. The hearing took place in Edinburgh J. P. Court. 
-58Ff_. IIIn one case, in a great industrial areal when the men applied 
for an advance \ in wages, the Employers ' Associati on , 
by skilful 
dilatoriness , -managed to put off the decision for three months, and then 
entirely refused to let the award be made retrospective# the result 
being a saving to the employers of many thousands of pounds for each 
week of delay". See New Statesman, April 7,19179 PP 7-8- 
317- 
Though the idea was not-immediately taken up, it eventually 
re-surfaced in mid-1917 when Sheriff Fyfe drew it to the attention 
of Sir George Askwith. Thus he envisaged a modified version, of the 
munitions tAbunal as-a local board of arbitra-kion, - whose awards 
would have legal effect, and which would be specifically designed 
to by-pass the Board of Trade in London, with its centralizing and 
59 delaying tendencies. It was, in effect# a plea for local autonomy, 
or even for the resurrection of an equivalent to the defunct local 
armament output committees swept aside by Lloyd George in August 1915- 
Since small disputes, if not promptly remedied, Cculd develop into 
larger questions accompanied: by bitterness and unrest,, the na: tional 
interest might well be better served, it was felt, by acknowledging 
a 
the value of/local brand of limited corporatism, capable, thought 
Sheriff Fyfe, of handling such matters. 
Predictably, however, not even the charm of Sheriff Fyfe could 
persuade Sir George Askwith to relinquish cential control over state 
arbitration, no matter how trivial the issues. Askwifh's-reply9 
nonetheless, carefully fielded the threat to his own empixe-building 
by focusing on, objections just as weighty. Thus, while pointing 
out that "... loný since, there was a considerable objection in the 
Board of Trade and the Ministry of Munitions to their Munitions 
Tribunals beirig mixed up in wages questions" (as Gibson and his coU- 
agues had found out to their cost), he made the comment, whIch, might 
indeed have served as an indictment of the whole Taunitions, code3thatq 
59LAB 2/805/IC5379t "Memorandum putting forward Suggestion in favour of the 
Setting-up of Local Tribunals to deal with Industrial Unrest and to 
assist... Arbitration... . by T. A. Fyfe, August 1,1917". The idea 
was floated in the report of the Scottish Commissioners on 
Industrial Unrest issued the, previous week, and whose chairman 
was, -cLt-c-ou=e.,. Sheriff Fyfe. See P. P. 1917-18 XV, 133, para. 13. The Glasgow Herald, August 17,1917tenthusiastically endorsed the 
suggestion, arguing, in addition, that an appeal to London from the 
local arbitration tribunal might be permitted in disputes affecting 
large numbers. For other sympathetic comments,, see ibid., July 23, 
191?; also ýobert Youngt genexal-secretary of the ASE, in ibid., Sep ember 21 1917- 
'333 
"One difficulty is to reconcile the proper 
resp-onsibility and relation cf employers 
and employed with continual interference- 
by Government Authorities or Tribunals. 
The law Itself has long divorced itself from 
the confidence of Labour or an interest in labour 
problems. Whether new-tribunals without týe 
restrictions of cost which the Law imposes on 
ordinary plaintiffs would do better, with the 
addition of permanent, judges either becoming 
unpopular, by bias or sympathy one way or the - 6o 
other, I do not at present exercise any prophecy-,. " 
Askwith's intention was, of course, to raise the menacing spectre 
of a local arbitration tribunal tainted at birth by its fil-tal 
association with legally constituted munitions tribunals. Therefore 
by insinuating that Fyfe was creating an instrument liable 
to compromise the crucial pluralist safety valve of-voluntary 
arbitration, he was able to pour cold water on the ideav leaving 
Fyfe, suitably rebuffed, to continue sailing close to the 'wind, 
in 1917 especially, with his munitions tribunal adjudications on 
wages questions. Therefore nothing came of the suggestion as a war- 
time expedient$ though as we-shall see in the last chapter, the 
proposal was re-exaained as part of a half-hearted rev iew of the 
tribunal experiment at the close of the war. The conduct of wartime 
arbitration was therefore obviously too important to be left to the 
guidance of a devolved local body with legal powers to enforce 
virtually any kind of award, which might well disrupt 
-naticnal 
policy. 
Such matters had to be secured within guidelines over which the 
Industrial Commissioner's Department insisted upon retaining ultimate 
responsibility. 
The only concession was that to prevent the possilAlity of 
positions becoming too deeply entrenched when both sides "stand on 
their dignity", and refuse to trigger the arbitration machinery, the 
60,, 
AB 2/805AC 5379, Askwith to Fyfe, August 3# 1917. 
'I'M4. 
government itself could, from 1917, refer a dispute to the Board 
of Trade in order to mobilise Askwith's department. 
61 
But of 
course such suggestions were only palliatives which did not touch 
the core grievance - that the, value of money was being eroded as 
rapidly as it was being earned and'that'the normal mechanism of 
market competition had been interrupted; besides which, the deterrent 
effect of punitive labour legislation had its limitations whether 
in time of warýor'in peace-time. No amount of tinkering with 
statutory arbitration provisions could dispute this finding. 
By the last quarter of 1917, therefoie, an air of militancy 
pervaded Clydeside. According to Callacher, "Strikes were an 
almost everýday occurrence', g 
6z 
while -the local, Ministry of 
. 
Munitions 
official in Glasgow, contemplating the ferment in the factories, 
was reporting that " ... everything points to a big movement in 
63. 
-- wox October". Obviously a number of forces were at k including 
the presence of the revitalized CWC, the skilled time workers' 
'Igrievance', ', the liberating influence of the proposed abolition 
of leaving certificates, the government drive for increased-output 
accompanied by the extension of piece-work, and the premium bonus 
system which generated suspicion. More general features 
identified in the reports of the-Commission on Industrial Unrest 
such as high food prices and the unequal distribution of food,, the 
operation of the'Military'Service Acts, 'housing shortages and 
64 
general exhaustion might also be cited. 
'ý The course of the agitation on Clydeside in this period, which 
included the demand by the Emergency, Committee of ýhe Moulders at 
Parkhead Forge to ext"end' the 12-ý'; % bonus to all workers employed at 
the plant. has been vividly described in Hinton's account, 
65 
while 
61 
62 Munitio ns of . Ifar -Act 1917, s. 
6 (2). 
a lacher, op. cit., p. 168. 
Cited in Hinton, op. cit., p. 252. 
6 Cf., Labour Gazette, August 1917P p. 273- 
inton, op. cit., pp 250-4; 256-7- 
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some of the peripheral claims arising from. the award have already 
been analysed, -(sup: ra). 
Into this whirlpool of Andustrial militancy stepped the 
munitions tribunal in Glasgow, intent on promoting industrial order 
in place-of anarchy, on promoting "responsible" trade unionism, 
on patching up differences between major employers and their 
strategically important labour forces in such'a way as to preserve 
those managerial prerogatives consistent with the ministry's 
, corporatist aims and, if possible, to offer some positive hope 
for trade unionist applicantst even if only the prospect-, of further 
arbitration. Finally, it saw its task as the discouragement of 
rank-and-file militancy which repudiated the constitutionalism of 
trade union officials. 
I A suitable prelude to its -involvement in the 12-,;! 
% bonus 
agitation was the tribunal's handling of a-major comPlaint lodged .. 
by the Workers' Union against Beardmore's shell, factory in Paisleys 
66 
According to Robert Climie, the union's representativet 300 men 
at the factory had, for six weeks, been deprived of an OutPut 
bonus granted to them by an arbitration award. 
67 
The company explained 
that they had written to the Board of Trade some ten days after 
the award, objecting to certain aspects and two weeks after that, Ahe 
union. had been told that no bonuses would be paid until the doubt 
was resolved. - This, said the company, did not amount to a failure to 
pay the award; but, in any case, it would be imple-mented forthwith. 
The, union, -nonetheless, pressed for a penalty, azxIa,,, week later Sheriff 
Fyfe imposed a, fine of Z100-on the companyl, having calculated that at 
X5 a day per employee, the firm were theoretically liable to a fine 
6 
6 lasgow Herald, -Oatober 11,1917- ICf,, Labour Gazette, October 1917, P. 347 which refers to a bonus award 
which matches all the details cited in the tribunal reporto except that 
the firm's Dalmuir plant and not the Paisley factory is mentioned. The 
. 
he 1-11 w9rks is probably an accidental omission irl failure to pgn Ion 4 ; EFi-e labour Rts ry s putl cation. 
33(o 
of. E54, oooo 
68 
The rationale of the chairman's decision was that Ihe company 
had flouted the arbitration provisions of the Act which represented 
the quid pro quo for the prohibition of strikes,, and that it was 
improper to enter into correspondence with the Board of Trade over 
the interpretation of the award, without'firsi seeking -the approval 
of the other party, the Wo: rkers' Union. Of course Fyfe might have 
added that the major concern was that no excuse should be offered to 
munitions workers to take industrial action. 
69 
Therefore, it was 
plainly imperative that there should be no delay in giving, effect 
to awards, particularly those which, as in the present case, were 
considered by the tribunal to be unambiguous. It was difficult 
enough to restrain workers from taking action in response to delays 
in submitting claims to arbitration without having to tempt fate 
once an arbitration award had actually been issued* Presumablyl, 
reasoning of this nature underlay the exemplary fine of E100 imposed 
on the company which overshadowed by far any previous monetary 
penalty announced by the tribunal. Here again was a fui-ther illustration 
of Fyfe. s drive to project the legislation as 'impartial' as between 
the 'two' sides of industry and that both were subject to equal 
sacrifices under the scheme. Employers, alsop, were to be -*subordinated 
to the overriding needs of the State and would irr-ur punishment if 
in breach of the corporatist gmls of unity and order. 'A prominent . 
local shipown6r, William Raebarn, might bewail that since the 
ironmoulders had not been prosecuted, 
70 then there must be I 
"asoveritably one law for the employer and a, 
different one for the employed... Because it is 
quite easy to catch an employer and make an example 
of him, but it is a very different story when you 
have thousands of workmen to deal with! "71 
68' 1ýLsgow Herald, October 18,1917--, 
Cf., the leading article in ibid. 70---- For the ironmoulders, strike, see ibid., September 28,1917; Hinton, op. cit. 
7lGlasgow Herald, October 22, - 1917. 
pý251. 
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Nonetheless, the ideological potential of a decision such as 
that involving the Beardmore Shell Factory at Paisley can be clearly 
gauged from a reply to Raeburn's complaint. This, in contrast, 
argued that, 
72' 
I- 
the one thing which has gained for the 
local tribunal in-this district the respect and 
confidence of both employer and workman is the 
fearless manner in which the Munitions Act has been 
applied to both classes concerned, and the impartial 
way in which transgressors have been dealt with, 
irrespective of whether they were employers or workmen. " 
Whether such sentiments were brmdly shared after the Clyde deport- 
ations and whether the imposition of a E100 fine on Beardmore's was 
perceived as contributing to a spirit of unity is obviously a matter 
on which it would be dangerous to be dogmatic. Nonetheless, one 
feature is clear. That is the prominent role which Beardmore's played 
in'thýe history of the Glasgow munitions tribunal. There is, indeed, 
a certain irony in James Maxton's speech to the Labour Party conference 
in 1916 when he declared that, 73 
"In Parkhead Forge, where the men were well 
organised under a capable leader, there were 
practically no cases of men being brought before 
the Tribunalbecause the employers at Parkhead 
knew that, Munitions Act or no Munitions Act, ' 
if injustice was done to any of the workers, 
work would cease. 
Admittedly, much of Beaxdmore's litigation had emanated from Dalmuir 
and that the case just discussed originated at the Paisley works -of 
the firm. However, Parkhead itself was hardly immune from legal 
confrontations, as is indicated by the prosecution of David Hanton 
arxi nine others at the Forge, in the wake of the deportation strikes* 
The strike movement in 1917-18 similarly was rooted in 
Parkhead where rank-and-file organisation was being resurrected. 
As-Harry McShane has recently noted, the howitzer shop war. a 
particular hot-bed of militancy. 
72 
7 Ibid., October 25,1917- 3=olý; Party, Annual Conference Report 1916, p. 129. 
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"The men and the shop stewards there were among 
the most militant in Parkhead Parge. You could 
always rely on them to back you up; in fact it 
was difficult to keep them In sometimes because 
they stopped work for the most trivial reasons. .. 
74 
Yet of lxcosecutions of 
-striking 
munitions workeFs in pursuit of the 
12-2t7o' bonus there were, none; merely one paltry Ordering, of Work 
prosecution against a number of, 'youths 
in Motherwell long after the 
75 troubles had subsided. Instead, the munitions tribunal was called 
upon simply to determine, in the wake of two of the succession of 
strikes at -the Forge, whether those laid off were entitled to ._ 
compensation when the company closed the works. 
What had happened was that in the last few days before Hogmanay, 
the bricklayers and steel workers in the howitzer shop had walke 'd 
76 77 out in support of the-12ao. 
-This 
was followed by, a, dispute involving 
the'gas-producermen in the Millmen's Unim (i. e. the British Steel 
Smelters, Mill, Iron, Tinplate and Kindred Trades Associ&tion).,. - 
As it had not been settled by January 8, the-date, of the resumption 
of work after the New Year holidays, those who presented themselves 
for work that day were sent home, a process repeated on subsequent 
days. These included 159 ironmoulders, members, of AIMS, who needed 
78 a supply of gas for the melting of metal for the foundry. A complaint 
74 McShane-and Smith, op. cit., p. 88. 75; ýfenty-ý-three 
young steel workers , aged between 1.5 and 17 were prosecuted 
under the Ordering of Work regulations for absenting themselves with- 
out leave on one night in March 1918 as part of their campaign 
for an extension of the bonus. They were fined between 20/- and 30/-- 
It is difficult to imagine a clearer indictment of the failure .I of the law to stamp out mass rank-and-file activity. See Glasgow 
Herald, March 29,1918. 7' 
7 ; Hinton, op. c: Lt.,, p. 253. 'This was probably the issue referred, to by Hinton when the bonus was 
extended to iron and steel workers at Parkhead in such a way , as to merge with existing bonuses so that the-net gain was just 
78 -Therefore the dispute continued. See ibid., PP Z53-4- AIMS, Monthly Reportl March 1918, p. 26; Glasgow Herald, February 6.1918. 
was therefore lodged with the tribunal to the effect that under the 
1917 Act, the management had not merely suspended work- (fo= which, since 
the repeal of the leaving certificate scheme, there was now no 
remedy)'but had terminated the men's contracts by laying them off. 
And since under section 3(l) of the new Act each side was required 
to give a week's notice or payment in lieu, to end the contract, the 
union's president, James Fulton, claimed compensation for his members. 
The legal arguments were complex and have been explained elsewhere. 
79 
But the substance of Sheriff Fyfe's decision was that the management's 
action had amounted to a termination by it of the men's contracts 
for which a week's wages in lieu of notice were due. This decision 
was issued on February 5. But by this time a further stoppage had 
occurred as a result of the management locking out those steel workers 
threatening an overtime and weekend woxking ban and who had left the 
Steel Smelters' Union in protest against the failure to obtain the 
I full 3-21%. The Moulders' Emergency Committee which had led the 
stoppage in September-now struck in support cf the breakaw4y steel 
men, and again large numbers *of workers, about 300 in different 
trade unions, were laid off, 
80 
and claimed compensation. 
Though the first decision of February 5 was now under appeal to 
-the Munitions Appeal Tribunal in Edinburgh, Sheriff Fyfe could 
hardly issue an inconsistent ruling in this second hearing conducted 
three weeks later. But the most striking feature of his judgment 
81 
was the manner in which he used the tribunal as a platform from 
which the Emergency Committee's activities might be condemned. He 
clearly pictured himself as waging a moral: crusade in which "responsible" 
trades unionism was to be feted while unconstitutional militancy was to 
7 Rubin (1977h) op. cit., - p. 231* 80 
Hinton,. -op. cl-t., p. 254. 81-61asgow Herald, February 27,1918- 
240 
publicly pilloried. For his munitions tribunal was not to be simply 
a crude measure of repression, but was, through the educative 
effects of bold pronouncements, to impart a message of loyalty to 
82 
the "corporate spirit". Thus, he declared, 
"The intervention of this so-called Workers" 
Committee was quite unnecessary, and if It did 
not, represent any substantial section of the 
wcrkers, its-intervention was impertinent,, -and 
was disloyal to the genexal body of workers as 
well as their own trade unions and to their 
employers. He was of opinion that this committee 
represented probably no-one but the so-called 
delegates who comprised it, or at best a very 
triflirg proportion of the thousands of workers 
at Parkhead ... 11 
Adding that all the applicants had disavowed the emergency committee and 
that naae had "had any complicity in the threat-to-cease-work ProPa- 
ganda of that committee", he, accordingly awarded them compensation. 
It is difficult to resist the conclusion that Fyfe's, - judgmento 
P3ý 
which was later overruled by Lord Hunte3z in the Appeal Tribunalm 
was informed by a belief that the authority of official txades unim- - 
ism would thereby be enhanced if individual t=ade unionistswho 
repudiated the emergency committee's actions, could be rewarded in 
such a way. Certainly his legal argument was open to serious 
questioning, so much so that even counsel for the trade unions, when 
the case went to appeal in Edinburgh, agreed that it was not worth 
defending. 
His judgment therefore conforms to the distinct pattern of 
promoting oider in industrial relations by reinforcing the bureau- 
cratic structure of trade unions officially recognised, arx1 by 
seeking to eliminate causes of tension wherever this can be achieved 
without violence to the national interest as he understood it. It 
need hardly be said that Beardmore's sectional interest in minimising 
82 
-. 83 Ibid., March 29,1918; AIMS, Monthly Report, JulY 1918, pp 128-9; 
William Beardmore & Co. Ltd. v George Miller et al; ibid v Daniel 
Brawley et al., 1918 SMAR 115-22, March 28,1918. 
labour costs determined their resistance to the men's claim and 
84 further explains why the question was taken to appeal- But more 
difficult to explain is the view of the Ministry of Munitions which 
8.5 
was represented at the appeal hearing. Thus, 
"The Solicitor-General who at the outset stated 
that the position of the Ministry was that of 
neutral, characterised the judgments both in 
reasoning and result as unsound, and submitted 
that they ought to be reversed. " 
It appears that, once again, the Ministry's need to maintain 
the cooperation of Beardmore's in the war effort was a Pressing 
concern, as we have already noted in the affair involving Cmdr. 
Gibson and the Canadian leaving certificate cases. Thus shortly 
after Fyfels first judgment on February 5, Askwith had a meeting with 
Sir William Beardmore during which the latter objected that Pyfe's 
86 
ruling had "upset all acknowledged law and custoe. Not only 
would Parkhead incur expenditure of Z50,000 in lay-off pay, but, - 
if the principle worked, ' it was a direct 
inducement to other sections sympathetically to 
lay offit. 
Askwith sought to calm him down by remarking that he presumed Sir 
William "would employ the best counsel of the Scottish bar", who 
would advise whether any further appeal by way of case stated might 
be made in the event of Lord Hunter's upholding Fyfe's decision. 
Askwith clearly saw the force of Beardmore's coqplatný, informing 
his departmental c'olleagues that Fyfe's judgement, 
"... would of course be a direct inducement to 
a small section of men to cause a strike and for 
another section to lay off and obtain pay for 
nothing. " 
84 
Even today, 
.., 
guarantee week agreements tend to' exclude entitlement when 
the--laY-! -off-. 1s--the. result of industzial action. See G. R. Rubin, 
YaZ2s, and -Sal, ýIes 
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1980) Ch. 7. 85 aL_12 
86 AIMS, Monthly Report, July 1918, p. 128. LAB ýfiil3ffiC1173, "Sir William Beardmore & Go; Miiniticns of War Act: 
Memorandum by Sir George Askwith re interview with Sir William 
Beardmore ... February 8,1918. " 
117 
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It was therefore considered vital, at least for. public consumption, 
for the appropriate government departments not only to endeavour 
to prevent such a potentially calamitous decision (Asiwith was even 
thinking in terms of a rushed amendment to the Munitions Act) but 
to be-seen to be taking a leading role. Thus despite severe 
reservations about kowtowing to a man whoseprides the Ministry of 
87 Iabour advised the Cabinet, "'should be put in its proper place", 
an obsequious policy was, in this instance, followed. Thus the 
-pacification of the leading Clydeside industrial baron was held to 
outweigh the minimal risk to social peace posed by an unfavourable 
ruling as to the entitlement of large numbers of trade unionists -to 
a week's lay-off pay. Indeed had not such workmen al3: eady amply 
displayed their "loyalty" by presenting themselves for work while 
wholesale stoppages were occurring elsewhere? It is, nonetheless, 
strongly arguable that the more "mature" Sheriff Fyfe, with his., eplo 
battles with the Fairfield shipwrights and deportation strikers far 
behind him, was now closer to the pulse of the Clydeside labour move- 
ment than the Ministry of Munitions. Experience both of previous 
tribunal hearings and of the evidence presented to the frenetic sittings 
of the industrial unrest enquiry, recently concluded, undoubtedly 
mellowed his outlook and surely influenced his ruling in-this crucial case. 
88 
87Rodney 
Lowe, "The Demand for a Ministry of Labour, its Establishment and 
Initial Role, 1916-1924", London PhD. 1975, p. 81, citing a Ministry 
88 of Labour memorandum on "The Labour Situation on the Clyde, Feb 15,1918. "0, 
A case 
, 
raising the identical question to that. posed in the Beardmore 
clash was H. McGinnes et al. v Bow, MacIachlan & Co. Ltd. 1918 SMAR 
129-31, July 2,1918. - When the platers at this Paisley shipyard struck 
on February 12,1918 in sympathy with the platers and riveters in 
other Clyde shipyards, the platerd helpers were consequently laid 
off for a week and no compensation was recovered. . 
The moulders look- 
out at Parkhead had actually ceased the day before, but the shook 
waves were still passing through the Clyde district. For the case of 
a bricklayer's labourer at Parkhead Forge, -whoseL. rl aim dragged on through the courts, possibly into 1921, see Glasgow Herald, November 3,1920; 
LAB 2/697/SD436; MUN4/6393. The labourer, George Brown, disputed the 
amount of the arbitration award granted by Sir Thomas Munro as part of 
the 122-t% movement and cited as defenders in the action, the Ministries 
of Labour and Munitions, the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation, 
Cont'd/,,,. 
2\ý, l 
Conclusion 
The strategy for wage regulation pursued by the GIzzgow munitions 
tribunal from the spring of 1916 until the Armistice Was. at firsto 
mystifying, confusing and contradictory. Thusone group of workers 
might be permitted to argue that its'claim for inclusion in an 
arbitration award ought to be upheld by Sheriff Fyfe while another 
group would be sent packing to the Board of Trade with the observation 
that wage-fixing was not a task for the munitions tribunal. But 
appea nces can be deceptive and on closer inspection of Sheriff 
Fyfe's deeds his motives began to take shape. * Thus malcontents should 
if, 
be suppressed or rebuffed/ in his estimation, they posed little 
threat to munitions outputt whereas heaven and ea: rth might be moved 
to satisfy more pressing claims. The law, 'itself, thus became a baro- 
meter of the social and political tensions of the moment, with 
judicial decision-making in the tribunal responsive to criteria: 'such 
as the level of militancy or the relative importance of the class 
of work involved in the case. Thus if, in a formal sense, Sheriff 
Fyfe's wage regulation "policy" matched the haphazard policy set 
nationally, yet at a more fundamental level, it contained a 
rationale that was sensitive to the outside temperature. ' 
AdditionaUy, it is in a sense a'tribute to'-the government's 
achievement in managing industrial conflict over'wages that. trade 
unionists were clamouring at the door of Sheriff Fyfe's -munitions 
tribunal, to provide them with a ready-made remedy. That he 
88 (cont'd )the 
Amalgamated Society of Steel and Iron Workers and the 
employers' association, the Scottish Steel Makers' Wages Association. 
He eventually lost his case and the Ministry of Munitions finally 
abandoned its efforts to recover its costs of almost X-50, as Brown 
appeared to have been financed by his fellow-workers at the Forge. 
Finally, the ASE district delegate zeportedMefully in January 1919 
that claims for the 12-2Y9 and 7-2175' were still being received. But as 
the relevant provisions of the Munitions Act had been-repealed, - 
there 
was little hope of such claims being met. See ASE, Monthly Journal 
and Report, January 1919, p. 21. 
-S V84 
frequently re-directed them to arbitration in no way lessens the 
significance cff the government's strategy. Indeed, the fact that 
the trade unions showed themselves to be opportunist arxl resourceful 
in their employment of the tribunal displays how-successful the 
government in fact was, in Incorporating the unicns at the local level 
into the overall scheme of containment. Thus while propagandists 
might argue that the only defence against the Munitions Act was 
determined local organisation especially if conducted on a joint 
trades-basis, the response was commonly mounted on a constitutional 
basis through the munitions tribunal. Given the propensity of law to 
individualise conflict, the result was that union continued, effectively, 
to be split from union, and united action a rare, though not wholly 
abandoned. phenomenon. In this analysist the government could- have 
few complaints over the activities of the Glasgow txituml, even if 
less keen eyes mi I ght interpret the unions' badgering of the tribdnal 
as unwelcome efforts to pressurise it into wage concessions. 
Indeed, at two further levels, -employers and government might 
look upon the wage regulation activities of the munitions tribunal 
with an air of satisfaction. First, wage struggles conducted through 
the constitutional machinerjr,.,. of the state were a welcome 
antidote to revolutionary politics. The munitions tribunal. had had 
few contacts with, in the words of the Scottish industrial unrest 
commissioners., that, 
"as* revolutionary element within the unions 
Lý'hich wag trying to undermine the authority 
of the official executive councils and district 
committees in order to further their own 
extreme views.,, 89 
89 P. P. 1917-18, XV, 133, para. 2. 
I. 
When, however, such opponents of the "corporate spirit" 
90 
were 
prosecuted by the tribunal, they were severely dealt with; while on 
numerous occasions, the authority. of official trades unionism was 
cultivated and reinforced by Sheriff Fyfe. Thus the Parkhead Workers' 
Emergency Committee was, in a most blatant fashion, treated contempt- 
uously by the sheriff as a wholly unrepresentative j fractious and 
"impertinent" body whose attempts to "speed up the union officials" 
by industrial action, he condemned vociferously. In contrast, the 
lodging by union officials of complaints of failure by employers to 
--implement awards only served to look tighter into the existing 
corporatist framework of munitions production, the mass of the rank- 
and-file within the unions whose leaders had long since reserved 
their places in the great adventure. 
But there was yet a further dimension to the wages question, 
which the focus of the munitions tribunal on the enforcement of- 
arbitration awards suitably diverted from the public gaze. That 
was that a catalogue of individual grievances, especially in respect 
to the fixing of piece*work rates, or premium bonus times, was 
hidden from view. 
91 "The employer", an angry New Statesman pointed out, 
11still asserts his absolute right to decide, by 
his foreman or rate-fixer, what sum shall bel allowed 
for each job, varying as it constantly does, in 
size or shape or content, from the last job. Theý 
matter usually concerns directly only one worker, 
-who is deprived of his freedom to refuse the employer's- 
arbitrary terms. Yet neither the Ministry of Munitions 
nor the Committee on Production has been able, br 
willing to intervene in these innumerable separate 
cases all over the country ... and the worker, forbidden to refuse the job at'"the employer's price, 
feels delivered, disarmed, to the tender mercies 
of firms who (as -the Minister of Munitions has 
publicly confessed) have repeatedly "c-ut" these 
piecework rates as soon as the worker has been 
lured on to piecework speed and effort ... The 
workers (especially the women) have to submit In 
silence. But they do not forget. ". 
go 
Ibid., para 6. 91ke-w-&tesman, 
JulY 28,1917# P- 389- 
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They did not forget at Barrow, for example, where xate-cutting 
produced a major engineerir)g stoppage by well-organised cadres. 
92 
But such organisational advantages were lacking elsewhere, leaving 
ir, dividuals exposed to the predatory instincts'of cost-conscious 
rate-fixers appointed by management, and not, as in other trades 
such as mining and brassworking, appointed jointly or by the unions 
alone. '93 
Inasmuch as the munitions tribunal was perceived to be'busily 
engaged on processing collective wage disputes, the insidious 
weakening of the individual worker's position remained less 
visible. Here indeed might be an illustration of the more effective 
exercise of "power" by employers, by virtue of the subtle--exclusion 
of an issue from the tribunal's agenda. 
94 
On the other hand, there was another side of the coin of wages 
struggle. That is that they were frequently mediated through -- 
strike action. Nonetheless, the air of. confidence with uhich the 
civil servants at -the Ministry of Munitions reported proudly to 
Lloyd George in ea: Oy December 1915 on their prowess in preventing 
stoppages95 only slowly dissipated as the war progressed. Some 
close observers believed that compared with 1915,1916 fared well 
inlke. epint; the strike datistics below the previous year'. ý-figures. 
Thus according to Wolfe, the situation concerning strikes was "more 
steady" than in 1915,96 while according to Addison it wa 
.s 
only the 
Hargreaves strike in Sheffield in November 1916, "which broke the 
spell-of Industrial peace which fell on the workshops of"Britain 
92 Ibid-, April 7,1917, pp 6-7; Hinton, op-cit., Pý 185-9; Glasgow 
Herald,. -Harch 24, April 2,4,1917- 93Ne'w Statesman, Sepiember 23,1916, p 583; ibid., June 9,19179 p. 222; 
94 ibid*, June-23,. -1917, p... 270- 
95 Steven Lukes, Power (London: Macmillan, 1974). 
ggBev 111, -. 13, - 1.80. WOlie, 02-cit-, P- 133- 
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after the defeat of the Clyde strikes. '.. " 
97 Various reasons were 
advanced, such as the 'modifications to the Munitions Act, the attack 
on the CWC, an optimistic view of the military situation and the 
working of the compulsory arbitration machinery, 
But it is clear that such a judgment was premature. Even on 
Clydeside, "cleansed" for a time of the subversive influence of the 
CWC, strikes erupted with a disconcerting frequ ency as we have 
already recorded. -"Serious in 1916, the labor unrest seemed to be 
98 
getting out of hand in 1917". It appears that about three-quarters 
of the 1841 strikes reported to the Board of Trade during the period 
of the Munitions Acts concerned questions of wages. 
99 No doubt 
a lar ge proportion of such strikes were unlawfulitheoretically 
rendering the strikers liable to penalties. But even as early as 
October 1915, following the South Wales strike aril the Fairfi eld 
shipwrights' epic drama, 
"There were those among the Labour leaders who 
were moved to point out that when they asked for 
amendments by constilutional methods, nothing 
was done, whereas a strike or a threat of a strike 
was electric in its effect. "100 
How much more so in the case of rar&-and-file unionists pursuing 
more mundane wage grievances. As we have se, en, even Sheriff Fyfe 
in his capacity as industrial unrest commissioner, was driven to 
recognise this lesson. The fact was that conflict was endemic. 
Overwhelmingly, tiansient ýhenomena*were blamed. Thus it was, 
'last no'easy task to eliminate high prices, 
restrictions on personal freedom, industrial 
fatigue and lack of confidence in the Government 
and in some of the trade union leaders without 
creating a worse situation. " 101 
9? CIted Hurwitz, oýý. cit., p. 278. 98Ibid., 
p. 279. 99=M-o--s--es,. "Compulsory Arbitration in Great Britain during the War", op. cit. 
100 p. 893. 
10 Wolfe, OP-cit., P-130. 1ýurwitz, 
op. cit., p. 279. 
More radical critics attributed the labour ferment to prof ounder 
causes. Thus, the New Statesman remarked, 
102 
"We have no panacea to offer for Industrial 
Unrest. The changing status of the wage-earner 
necessarily involves a further retirement,, 
very gradually and possibly even slowly, from the 
position of autocracy in the factory which the 
employer has inherited ... 11 
Whatever the analysis might be, and revolution was discounted on 
all sides, the government's attitude to strikes was hopefully to 
prevent them, formally to ban them, and realistically to compromise 
over them. As the War Cabinet instructed in 1918, "If-an imminent 
strike appeared to be inevitable all the concessions asked for 
should'be granted". 
103 It was an attitude probably shared by all 
the production departments of -state which confronted Industrial 
questions, though the disregard for principle would no doubt have 
appalled Askwith, 
104 
Of course, a small number of strikers were prosecuted 
before the munitions tribunals, but after the deportation strikes, 
hardly any stoppage of national significance resulted in such a 
case being brought. Prosecutions for-minor infractions of the law 
against strikes were all that might be risked. In the case of those 
stoppages which. the government alleged contained a political element, 
then "public" opinion as expressed through the media, and occasionally - -- 
by means of DORA prosecutions, were relied upon. 
105 In the case of 
the latter, however, the charges might rapidly be abandoned once the 
rank-and-file ard the public, as in the May 1917 strikes, had been 
duped into believing that, the government were acting firmly against 
106 the political conspirators. The reality was that, as the Glasgow 
Herald recognized, 
107 
102 
103 New Statesman, June 23,1917, p. 270- 
, W, Cited in Lowe 
(1982), op. cit., at p. 116. 
7'Eric Wigham, Strikes and the Government 1893-1974 (London: Macmillan, 
10 1976) PP- 
j7-8. 
5 
Cit-, P- 136. See chapter one, e 10, Wolfe 6; f. I 
OP '84 10 
Glasgow Herald, May 25,1917- IlAdý: May 19,1917. 
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"In all their dealings with Labour, the Government 
seem to have two obsessions. The first is that 
the veil of secrecy must be drawn around every 
dispute, large or small, as long as-possible ; 
and the second is that the official policy must be 
that of cajoling and. temporising, explaining here 
and beseeching there... It is little wonder if 
in these circumstances the restless elements in 
Iabour act as though they believed that the 
Government's bark would continue to be worse 
than their bite... " 
Yet the lessons might run deeper. Subjected to entreaties by a 
government whose motives were susPected7, suspicious, also, of 
employers and their profits and indeed of their own leadership, 
108 it was likely, said the Glasgow Herald, that, 
". a a aU those who do the labour of the country 
-will demand, and will have -to obtaint a larger 
share in its government and a larger share in 
the profits of their own industry than they 
have ever had in the past. " 
But even this programme, might not go fax enough to satisfy Labour's 
. thrust for power, stimLted'by a war experience which projected the 
109 image of the state in a new light. , At a far more parochial 
level, elements of the woxking of the munitions tribunal, an 
institution spawned by the state, -might be'a suggestive pointer for 
the future. In spite of the frequent observations of Sheriff 
Fyfe on the place of managerial functions and prerogative rights,, 
which appeared to identify the ! Lribunal- as a noxmally re3lable ally 
of the employing class, the machinery could on a number of occasions 
be turned against the latter. At one level, state, law and the 
capitalist class were closely identified with one another. But they 
were not identical to each other. There existed no mechanistic 
relationship of substructure to superstructureq -but a more subtle 
108 Ibid. ý, May 15,1917. 10 Cf., Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War, op. cit. 9 passim. 
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interface of state and economy: not a competitive capitalist, but 
a corporatist munitions enterprise. Yet it was the beginnings of 
a vision 'which could broaden out to embrace a corporatist economy 
whose commanding heights -. labour might captime in the name ofthe 
state. Thus if the experience of the war and, at a local level, the 
lesser experience of wage regulation by the munitims tribunal, 
suggested that Iabour might lay claim to the machinery of power, then 
the constitution of 1918 was not to be understood as a recipe for-N\;. 
-ýsocialism it 
signified merely the dropping of one pilot at the helm of the 
corporatist stateg and the taking on board of a different one 
no to steer an amended version of the self-same ship of state. 
110 The impact of the legislation on Fyfe's political thinking would be 
a fascinating question. one would hazard that prior- to the war, he had been. a strongly paternalist Conservative. Cf., chapter threep infra. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Factory Discipline and Tribunal-Proceedings 
I 
Introduction 
In recent years belated attention has begun to focus on the 
importance of managerial strategies and structures in determining the 
pattern of industrial relations within an industrial society. Emphasis 
has thus been placed on various typologIes which seek to explain 
2 developments in management-employee relations These may identify distinct 
stages through which the pattern. of control, purportedly exercised by 
capital over labour, is said, to pass. For, example, the typology presented 
by Woodward postulates, first, "personal supervision" accompanied by the 
gradual evolution of a distinct managerial strategy. This is followed 
by "mechanical control", exercised through machines and by the production 
process itself. Finally, 
-comes 
the stage of "administrative control" 
mediated through impersonal rules which stipulate acceptable or unaccept- 
able behaviour3. An advance on thisýtheory is that recently propounded 
by Friedman who points to the alternatives of"direct control" achieved 
by coercion and by close supervision, and "responsible autonomy" granted 
to workers. This latter entails a greater element of worke3ý self-' 
discipline by seeking a more "c9optive" spirit within the enterprise. 
The beauty of this typology is that it rejects the concept of "stages". 
For the position'-in respect to women, 
. 
see chapter te 
. 
n. 
2 See H. F. Gospel, "Managerial Structure and Strategies: An Introduction" 
in H. Gospel and C. Littler (eds. ) Managerial Strategies and 
Industrial Relations: An Historical and. CoMRýxrative Study (London: 
Heinemann, 1983). 
3cf. the typology presented by Edwards which closely matches that of 
Woodward. His three stages are "simple", "technical'! and 
"bureaucratip" control See Gospel, Lbid., pp, 4-5, citing J. Woodward ed. ) Induýtrial or tion: Behaviour and Control 
. 
(19? C) and_R. Edwards, Contested Terrain: The Trafi-sif'ormaT-M, , -v +i,. 
0 
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Managerial control strategies may revert to those previouAy discarded 
if the perceived situation as determined by product or labour market 
pressures so dictates. To the extent that any managerW strategies 
can be identified on the part of Clydeside employers during the' war, 
3A 
Friedman's conceptualization seems more apposite than the "stages" 
theories of other writers. 
Nonetheless, there are'-important caveats which must be borne In 
mind when analysing concrete instances involving the'enforcement of 
factory discipline. Thus the, point has been made that such typologies 
are often overschematic and deterministic" 
4. - We take this to mean that 
not only do they ignore the discretionM element in the decision. 
whether to enforce a disciplinary rule. They also'appear to - assume 
that such managerial strategies ultimately prov6 effective in achieving 
management goals. Yet, 
what is a disciplinary issue depends in -part on 
what management care to treat as such. This itself 
will depend on the interest they have in controlling 
any particular aspect of employee behaviour and on 
their use, habitual or otherwise, of disciplinary 
rules to control behaviour. Bul itwill also depend 
on whether employees collectively allow an issue to 
be treated as an individual one. This in turn will 
depend on their bargaining interests, strength and 
history. ". 5 
The inference, to be drawn from such an analysis is that the depic- 
tion of management,,, disciplinary policies by some recent writers as 
reflecting an historical shift from a "punitive" to a "corrective" 
6 
approach is deficient in several respects; not least in, the sense that 
3AGospel 
, ibid. p citing A. Friedman, Industry and Labour (1977) tIbid., 
p 12 
-5M. Mellish and N. Collis-Squires, "Legal and Social Norms in Discipline 
and Dismissal", Industrial Law Journal, V61.5,1976, pp 164-77, 
at P'172. 
6 
See, for example, R. T. Ashdown and K. H. Baker, In Working0rder: A 
Study of Industrial Discipline, Dept. of Employment , 
Manpower 
Paper No. 6, (London: HMSO, 1973) PP 5-7. 
an educational and a reformative intention underlay the so-called 
punitive policies pursued by the factory masters of the Industrial 
Revolution7. Th-4s too'much emphasis is placed ori procedures at the 
expense of substantive rules. Secondly, formal rules tend to be 
stressed whereas the role of custom and practice in governing such 
matters is liable to be neglected. -Thirdly, a managerial perspective 
tends to dominate, even where joint union-management administration is 
promoted. Thus, discipline is taken for granted as a, problem for 
management of worker misconduct, and the motives of workers and the 
meanings which they might attach to their behaviour receive scant con- 
sideration. Finally, discipline. is divorced from wider questions of 
control, and what may otherwise be collective issues are transformed 
(with the assistance of the legal process, one might add) into individual 
matters8 . 
These axe weighty criticisms, which, it is hoped, will be built into 
the following account of factory discipline in the munitions establish- 
ments on Clydeside. There is, nonetheless, an impenetrable black box 
which might be said to haunt aspects of this study. This is that it is 
sometimes impossible to, know precisely what occurred on the shop, floor 
in respect to the enforcement of discipline. An intelligent reconstru'c- 
tion can, of course, be attempted; but only intensive fieldwork or 
particularly rich primary sources can adequately recreate the daily , 
routines of factory work, factory, pressures and factory discipline. 
7See Sidney Pollard, The Genesis of Modern Management (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1968) PP 213-31; Neil McKendrick, "Josiah Wedgwood and 
8 
Factory Discipline" 9 Historical Journal, Vol. IV, 1961, PP 30-55. 
Mellish and Collis-Squires, op. cit., pp 167-72. 
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Neither of these features-is, unfortunately, available for tapping. 
What is known, however, is that war workers' grievances concerning 
discipline, and, in paxticulax, in respect to the new oppressive works 
rules framed under the authority of the Munitions Act, were rife. The 
monthly and quarterly reports of local trade union officials constantly 
bewailed the new disciplinary regime, while prosecutions were, naturally, 
also a matter of record. But beyond these points, difficulties emerge. 
Firstly, in-respect to the success or otherwise of works rules in 
establishing "good order" or diligent workinglor in stamping out or 
reducing lawlessness, whether in the shape of smoking, gambling, drink- 
ing, sleeping on duty or bad timekeeping, the statistics for lost time 
in controlled establishments, or the numbers prosecuted cannot authori- 
tatively establish more general propositions concerning discipline. For 
not only is it difficult to obtain accurate figures for offences 
committed but not reported, or to agree upon the criteria of measurement 
and thence to interpret such findings usefully. But, as stated earlier, 
it cannot always be assumed that forms of behaviour, defined in. a. 
paxticulax factory at any point in time as a disciplinary matter, were 
so defined elsewhere, tor at a different time in the same factory, even 
by employers, let alone by the workers themselves. For the relative 
power positions of the parties will themselves often define what is 
the current state of disciplinary reality, therebý possibly supplanting 
the "official" reality of the Ordering of Work rules under the Act. 
Thus as will be seen, some establishments even considered that such 
rules were irrelevant to their situations and would refuse to implement 
them, having no doubt weighed up the industrial relations implications 
before so deciding. Thus from Vewcastle, it was reported that9, 
9Clax-lon, February 11,1916. 
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it was a common sight to see a night worker 
roll in drunk, find a quiet corner and sleep till 
the next meal-time: that packs of cards, books and 
newspapers were extensively used to while away the 
time: and that females took in spirits too, and 
cake to fill in the afternoons. ' 'I asked, 'What 
about the foremen? '. I was told that they joined 
in: they were as bad as the others. ", 
How, pervasive ýsuch'occurrences. were, "it is obviously difficult to'say. 
Employers or foremen were highly unlikely to disclose to -the ministry 
their complicity in such practices, or ot herwiso to draw attention to 
their abdication of managerial responsibility for disciplineý 'What'is 
clear is the complexity of the issues surrounding discipline. Thus, 
the"managerialist perspective is seen as-only one dimension to a- 
phenomenon whose obverse is the possible existence of a tolerated 
culture or norm of "deviance"; indeed an index'or-manifestation of 
10 
industrial conflict itself 
As Hyman has recently reminded us, 'there is widespread neglect ofý', 
the extent to which practices, which for 
employers axe 'grossly inefficient' may be efficient 
means to the distinctive goals of the 'human resources' (i. e. workers) who sustain them; or the possibility 
that increased control by shop jloor workers may alter 
the operation of production in ways which are highly 
rational in the light of their own interests, however much 
they may obstruct the intentions of planners within com- 
panies or goverment agencies .... The consequence of this ambivalent orientation to the concepts of rationality 
and efficiency is to bestow special endorsement on the 
'logic' inherent in capitalist production; another is to 
confine within somewhat narrow limits the extent to which 
workers", interests may be recognised as diverging from 
those of the employer. "- 
10 Cf. Alan Fox, Industrial Sociology and Industrial Relations (London: 
Hmso, 1966) p 8. 
Richard Hyman, "Pluralism, Procedural Consensus and Collective 
Bargaining", British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. XVI, 
1978, pp 16-4-07#-, atp 25. He was respondingin particular, to 
observations by the late'Allan Flanders. 
-1 G (C) 
For the most part, of course, workers' objectives, Inspired by patriotism, 
did ultimately accommodate themselves to those of the State. In this 
respect, there was little attempt to confound national policy by pursuing 
"distinctive goals". What was manifested, however, : was 
the persistence 
of conduct, defined officially as irrational'but which in fact amounted to 
reinterpretation of the "logic" within capitalist production from 
a less authoritarian viewpoint. -ýý 
Notwithstanding, one has to point out that examples abound of the 
ruthless enforcement of petty rules by employers during the war. In- 
deed, such a practice perhaps corresponded to Friedman's conceptualiza- 
tion of direct control or to an admixture of the first and third elements 
in Woodward's typology; that is to direct supervision and to the enforce- 
ment of impersonal, administrative rules. Respecting the latter a 
select committee investigating the operation of the truck legislation 
in 1908 had heard a factory inspector complain that she had had constant 
experience of fines being imposed by employers on their employees for 
such actions as sneezing, laughing, singing and'weaxiný hair curlers 
("that is a very frequent source of fines of 6d. and 1/-"). One West 
End dressmaker fined her girls if they came down the stairs in pairs; 
presumably such behaviour was considered too undignified for this 
12 
particular boutique Yet during the war, similar systems of fining 
employees were reported elsewhere, for example, at a firm in Aylesbury 
which manufactured horse rugs and nose bags. rena. Ities included a 
fine of 51- for stamping another's time card and I/- for "wasting time 
in the lavatory". 13 At the Trades Union Congress in 1916, a resolution 
12Cited 
in Sugarman, Palmer and Rubin, "Crime, Law and Authority etc'. ", 
op. cit., at p 114. 
13Solidarity, 
December 1917P p 2. 
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was passed, unanimously condemning the system of fining in the textile 
and other industries 
14. 
In particular, the mover of the resolution, 
J. W. Ogden of the Amalgamated Weavers15, 'urged 
"every operative "to 
resist all attempts to make them assentors to and participators in the 
system" by acquiescing in the application of the fines extracted to 
16, 
some charitable object. He concluded , 
"We object to any money beingcollected for that 
purpose in this way for our people. We say the 
employer has no right to take the money from his 
workpeople in the first instance. " 
As we sha, 11 see, the critical consciousness evinced by this resolution, 
which rejected the legitimacy of a system of fines for offences against 
managerial authority, generally failed to inform the criticisms levelled 
against the Ordering of Work regulations under the Munitions Act. In 
the case of the latter, the sense of patriotism no doubt played a. con- 
siderable role. However, the fact that, faced with a determined and 
litigious management, little alternativelexisted for trade unionists 
but to seek to comply with the provisions, suggests that idealist 
explanations may not fully account for trade union compliance with those 
authoritarian assumptions underlying the wartime disciplinary provisions. 
Indeed, in one tribunal hearing in February 1917p 
_the 
Workers' Union 
official, Robert Climie, having long since come to terms with the 
statutory code, was heard to complain, when one establishment decided. 
it was more convenient to institute their own domestic disciplinary 
procedure, that "the firm by their action were usurping the functions 
4 Trades Union Congress, Annual Report 1916, P 37'5. 
150gden 
was originally nominated as the unloh representative in the 
Scotland division of the Commission for Industrial Unrest in 1917. 
16 
He was replaced before the sittings began. 
Trades Union Congress, op. cit. 
of the tribunals"17. 
Notwithstanding the direct approach through prosecutions, the 
pursuit of discipline in the -factories, with the object, of maximizing 
I 
munitions output, was undertaken by the authorities (at various inter- 
va. Is the Ministry of Munitions, Admiralty, employers, munitions 
tribunals and even trade unions) by the adoption of a variety, of tech- 
niques of persuasion. These ranged from responsible autonomy to direct 
control, from crude repression to financial bribery. Moreover, this 
diversity itself pointed to the intractability of the authorities' 
problem of order, a complete solution to which. proved elusive and which, 
in turn, stimulated enquiries into the causes of lost time. Nonetheless, 
despite the authorities' uncertainty, -the legitimacy of managerially 
imposed discipline was not-in question to any significant extent, among 
those subject to that discipline, ', a tribute perhaps to the'stXength of 
corporate sentiment in inculcating those values of "good order" enshrined 
in the Ordering of Work regulations. The roots of that patriotic 
strength axe, as hinted earlier, to be discovered partly in the dull 
I. 
compulsion of economic society bearing on the workingman for whom no 
alternative was in prospect. But it surely also 
'is'-, 
to'ibe located within 
the sphere of social theory, and in particular in the Gramscian concept 
of hegemony which imposes itself through the cultuml domination" of 
capitalist society. The dichotomization of these apparently antitheti- 
cal modes of analysis which appears in recent literature 
18 is viewed 
with scepticism in this chapter where both types of explanation axe 
taken to possess validity. 
17Glasgow Herald, February 8,1917. The distance from the works to the 
tribunalg entailing lengthy travelling timewas given as the reason by 
the firm for setting up their own procedure. The tribunal hearing 
was to adjudge leaving certificate applications. 
18 N. Abercrombie and B. S. Turner, "The Dominant Ideology Thesis", British 
Journal of SociologY, Vol. 29,1978, pp 149-70 explore this dichotomization. 
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The diversity of persuasive techniques, which had, incidentally, - 
the effect in certain contexts of Idelegalizing' the law, can be 
illustrated- initially by the character of the tuthorities' campaign 
against bad timekeeping andon a slightly different plane, by the 
campaign against ý drunkenness which assumed-the dimension of a moral 
crusade, albeit with a sting in its tall. The Ministry of Munitions 
was expected to be in the vanguard of the assault upon working class 
lawlessness, the employers were to provide the, ammunition (in the shape 
of information) , to sustain the assault, while the'trade unions, watch- 
ing from the sidelines, delivered exhortations to their members to be 
on their best behaviour. It was indeed true that in their pursuit - 
of remedial measures to counteract bad timekeeping and other misdemean- 
ours, the authorities adopted what was clearly a "corrective" approach 
in singling out errant workers for interview and prosecution. být 
such was how the authorities, and certain trade union officials, saw 
the issue as a "problem" of recalcitrant individuals flouting formal- 
ized and relatively uncontroversial rules. 
Finally, by way of introduction, we may note that where the 
intention was to cheapen labour, to introduce systematic overtime, to 
permit the spread of piecework 
ig 
, or the employment of handymen and 
ig I Wolfe, Labour Supply and Regulation, op. cit., pp 1,76-7 who points out 
that theoretically both the Orderin of Work provision in the 
Munitions Act, that is, section 4(. 5ý, and section 40), which 
demanded the lifting of restrictive practicescould be applied 
against a union ban on piecework. He -suggests, erroneously in fact, that, "The battle between time and piece work was fought 
either under 40) or as a general wage issue": ibid-, P 177. 
See later for examples of the use of section 4(5_ý-In this area. 
-For union opposition to piece work during the war,, see, for 
example, S. Higenbottaia, Our Society's History (Manchester: 
Amalgamated Society of Woodworkers, 1939) pp 192-3. 
7360 
non-unionists; that is, to reopen the contested claims within engineer- 
ing between managerial prerogatives on the one hand and workshop con- 
trol on the other 
20 
, the Ordering of Work regulations,. if not wholly 
absent, were certainly less in evidence as instruments of management 
control. For these objectivesp little reliance was in fact placed on 
legal measures at all, including the provisions in section 4(3) which, 
on paper, authorized the lifting of pre-war practices. Such matters 
might be governed by custom and practice rules which proved impervious 
to legal measures. Indeed, when taken to the munitions tribunals under 
the auspices of the Ordering of Work regulations, employers' complaints 
of breach of the regulations might not always receive fulsome support 
from tribunals suspicious of any attempts by employers to deploy the 
legal machinery for their own domestic advantages. Thus the English 
Appeal Tribunal quashed the decision of a Wolverhampton tribunal which 
had found time workers in a national factory guilty of disobeying a 
lawful order when they refused to go on to piecework unless guaranteed 
21 22 
a certain sum per week Yet in a Scottish hearing : Lnvolving*the 
attempt by an employer to. transfer piece workers onto urgent time 
work after the regular time worker had been taken ill, the accused 
were found guilty of disobeying a lawful order. Indeed, said the 
tribunal chairman23, 
the refusal to obey that reasonable order was 
a subversion of discipline, and if tolerated, would 
have been injurious to the national interests. " 
2OJonathan Zeitlin, "The Labour'Strýtegies of British Engineering, 
21 
Emplbyers, 1890-192211, in Gospel and Littler (eds. ), OP-cit-, pp 27-28.. 
Fagan v National Projectile Factory (1917) 2 MAR 75-82, May 4,1917. 
22Lawrence 
Shaw and Anr. v John G. Stein & Co. Ltd., 1917,, SMAR 87-8, 
June 25,1917. 
23Ibid. 
ZQ 
If, however, the ratio decidendi of this case- were confined to 11urgen-V1 
situations, such as occurred here, the incursion of the Ordering of 
Work regulations into workshop controls is seen to be limited 
24 
. Thus- 
the policy of-prosecutions under the regulations failed to bite hard 
into those workshop, practices which continued to. enjoy grassroots support, 
such as opposition to compulsory overtime or to the intensification of 
the pace of work for which few successful prosecutions for failing to 
work "diligently" were recorded. This failure naturally helps to 
explain why these rules did no-'%, generate as much criticism from Clydeside 
as elsewhere. The local employers were, simply, reluctant to use them for 
more controversial alms, such as the advancement of dilution, possibly 
reflecting the same sense of frustration which they experienced at 
the initial failure to make the dilution breakthrough at Lang's of 
Johnstone 25 , while the Balfour-Macassey Commission, for exanpleý,, made 
no reference to the disciplinary regulations in its report. 
Thus, in the final analysis, the attempt to enforce successfully 
the Ordering of Work regulations by the employers and'tribunal in 
Caasgow was dependant, first, on thg existence of aunited ftame of 
reference - to advance the national, interest on the part of the 
tribunal, of the prosecutor and of the trade unions themselves. Good 
24Whether the case repres . ented where the balance of workshop control 
ought to lie in peacetime is an open question. There were only 
a couple of unimportant. Clasgow cases on the-question. In one, 
a workman in charge of young employees in a steel works left the 
premises and refused to re-examine tubes wrongly passed by them. 
See 
_Glasgow 
Herald, October 12,1915. In another case, six 
caulkers at D. & W. Henderson & Co. Ltd. were found not guilty 
of refusing to work on a vessel till a difference concerning terms 
of employment had been settled. See ibid., February 24,1916. 
For their subsequent leaving certificate applications, see ibid, 
February 28,1916. 
25 
Hinton, The First Shop Stewards' Movement, op-cit., pp 67-8; 
McLean, The Legend of Red Clydeside, op. ci -, PP 37-40. 
timekeeping, good order, sobriety, I working diligently', were all quali- 
ties which, as well as being of benefit to trade union's promoting 
continued membership, thrift and friendly society benefits, were likely 
to attract general social approval as unqualified human goods, from 
third parties engaged in Itota. 11 war. But their capacity to achieve 
universal. approbation from, inter alia, trade unionists themselves is 
surely because they defined reality authoritatively and officially; so 
that any other form of behaviour was (and is) conceived as deviant or' 
subversive. Prima facie neutral, such prescriptive rules werein paxt 
at least, value7laden. The success of the authorities' campaign was 
therefore to be measured in terms not only of the-outcome of prosecutions 
or of the efforts of the ministry's interviewers, but also in respect 
to the battle of ideas 
26. 
Thus the issues upon which the legal challenge was mounted were, 
in a sense, self-selected as being invested with a moral quality. 
Whether mediated through tribunal rulings or through their pervasive 
influence on the shop floor27, th .e Ordering of Work rules imposed them- 
selves upon a limited category of 'offenders', especially bad time- 
keepers, and those guilty of intoxication; particularly where, as In 
26The 
struggle for control of language, of consciousness and of how 
problems axe conceptualized is of course a pressing concern for 
social historians. See, for example, the literature cited in 
Joseph Melling, "'Non-Commissioned Officers': British Employers 
and their Supervisory Workers, 1880-1920", Social Historv, Vol. 
1980, pp 183-221, at pp 185-7. 
27 Cf. P the following newspaper editorial on the displaying of the regulaý tions in the factories: "The placard is more effective than speeches 
or articles, for it is always on view. It remains for reference 
after it has passed the first and second reading; also, and this-is 
not unimportant, it recites the penalty of neglect or disobedience". 
See-GLasgow Herald, August 30,1915. 
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process industries, other groups of workers were thrown idle when 
offenders went AWOL. The rules therefore struck only at the easiest and 
most visible of targets which policing could entrap. The "contror' of 
industrial relations by employers proved more elusive. 
Defining Reality 
7here is little doubt that bad timekeeping was perceived by employers 
and Ministry of Munitions alike as the most pressing and deep-rooted 
disciplinary "problem" with which they had to wrestle during the war, 
possibly even a greater threat than trade union hostility to dilution. 
In order to eradicate it., resort was had to a variety of techniques of 
persuasion, from the stick of tribunal prosecution to the carrot of good 
timekeeping bonuses. Yet despite earnest appeals, even from trade union- 
ists' own local officials, to reduce "avoidable" bad timekeeping, the 
llproblem"ý proved incapable of complete solution, particularly when the 
nature of that problem was redefined officially to embrace "unavoidable" 
causes such as inadequate transport to work, insufficient accommodation, 
bad weather, sickness and accidents. Thus, on the one hand, one mirlistry 
official,, in a survey of lost time, 
1. 
argued that 
28 
the most potent javoidable causej is indifference 
which springs largely from the natural independence of 
the British workman, from tempe ram ental laziness and 
from. the mental apathy so often found, among the 333- 
educated and the illiterate" 
Thus a combination of the romanticized spirit of the free-born English- 
man and of moral culpability is the principal explanation, proferred by 
this official. Why this personal shortcoming should, howeverr afflict, in 
his own figures, "perhaps not more than 10 or I_Vo of the total number of 
29 
workers, " , he did not say. Notwithstanding, the possible connection 
28Bev. V, 21, ff 144-. 52, "Memorandum on the causes of bad timekeeping 
at controlled establishments, June 8,1916, by H. O. Quin. " 
29 Ibid. 
between officially avoidable bad timekeeping on the one hand and war 
weariness and the state of morale on the other3O, among a predominantly 
patriotic workforce committed to military victory, cannot be brushed 
aside easily. The authorities, possibly glimpsing this insight, were 
thus obliged to respond to offences in a manner calculated, as the 
Birmingham tribunal Put it in 1917, rnot to drive men away from work 
a. ltogether"31. Thus were developed the subtle and varied means of 
persuasion designed to handle an often delicate situation involving 
the weighing up of the appropriate mix of coercion and concession. 
The first shots in the propaganda battle had of course been fired 
before the Munitions Act had'even been passed, with the publication, 
first, of the Committee on Production's report on broken squads32, and 
then the appearance of the notorlous white paper of May 1915, the 
Report and Statistics of Bad Time keýt in Shipbuilding, Munitions and 
Transport Area,; 33. This document purported to indict Labour for un- 
patrioti6 conduct in maintaining poor timekeeping records on the basis 
of partial evidence supplied by the shipbuilders and government officials". 
30Modern 
research, a: s we noted previously, has toyed with the idea that 
absenteeism is an aspect of industrial conflict.. Alternative 
approaches stress the existence of a norm of accepted absence, 
pointing either to an "absence culture" or to a mo , re 
dynamic orien- 
tation implying the "pragmatic acceptance" of the existing order. 
For a review see P. T. Allen, "Size of Workforce, Morale and 
Absenteeism: A Re-examination! ', 'British Journal of Industrial 
Relations, Vol. XX, 1982, pp 83-100, at PP 83-7. 
31OHMM, Vol. V, Part III, p 144. 
32USB, Monthly Report, July 1915, pp 17-18; see also the Shipbuilder,. 
Vol. 12, March 1915, p 123., 
33p. p. 1914-16 (220) LV, 947. 
34 Wrigley, David Lloyd George and the British Iabour Movement, op. cit., 
p, 108; Wolfe, op. cit., p 173. 
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But though designed to expose the "drink problem" among munitions 
workers, a careful reading showed that (as even a director of Cammell 
Laird admitted)35, 
on the whole, timekeeping was better than before 
the war, but not so good as it should be. Employers 
were asking too much and getting too little. Men 
could not work overtime and on Saturday afternoons 
and Sundays continuously. " 
Part of the reason for bad timekeeping was that the "men preferred to 
work for double pay on Sundays and stay out'some, other day", or else 
just work till they had earned sufficient wages for the week36. 
Disruption of work schedules was therefore inevitable, though the 
lesson surely pointed to the urgency of controlling both the level of 
wages and labour mobility rather than to the need for penal measures 
against bad timekeepers. -` Moreover, the position in the armament firms 
and in goverment establishments similaxly cast doubt on the wide- 
spread existence of a national scandal'. Thus, though much time was 
said to be avoidably lost in certain works, yet in the armament firms, 
"the great majority of the workmen were above reproach and their - 
action was praiseworthy', 
37, 
while in the government factories, Isaac 
Mitchell of the Board of Trade reported categorically that irregular 
attendance did not exist38, 
But just as Lloyd George could exploit the alleged shell short- 
age, so also could scarcely substantiated accusations of bad time- 
keeping generate a moral panic demanding the drastic remedy of legal 
compulsion. 
35OHMM, Vol. I, Part IV, p 46. * 
36---... Ibid. 
37 
Ibid. 
38Ibid. 
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"The 
. 
other point of the Bill", he told the Commons, 
39 
"is that we take power to establish discipline in the 
workshops. Here, again, we discussed this matter 
with the trade union representatives, and we are not 
going beyond the agreement we have enterdd into. 
They admit that where men who voluntarily go into 
this army habitually absent themselves and make bad 
time when they know that the work is very urgent for 
the country, there ought to be some means of enforcing 
better time. It is proposed that there should be a 
Munitions Court set up ... 1, 
It was a chaxacteristically duplicitous argument. A grossly exagger- 
ated picture of unsatisfactory behaviour affecting, exclusively, war 
munitions volunteers, is painted. It is then used as a justification 
for the more general application of draconian provisions to which 
Labour, through its cooperative trade union leadership, is taken to 
have assented., 
Bad Timekeeping Remedies 
From this specious premise, the authorities attempted tomonitor 
the record of timekeeping of major firms. Thus the Ministry of 
Munitions was reporting in December 1915 that of 536 firms surveyed, 
148 complained of bad timekeeping. Of these 148,80 complaints were 
directed against -individuals and not against groups of workmen. - *Yet 
the ministry considered, somewhat surprisingly, that these results were 
gratifying. Perhaps they had been duped by their own rhetoric. Even 
the Admiralty, normally severe in its criticism of the performance of 
Iabour, reported marked improvements over earlier reports4o In a 
39H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol. 72, cols.. 1202-3, June 23,1915. 
4OBev. : [1,. 8. ff 123-4, "Preliminary draft, revised draft and final 
draft of Report of Labour Department, prepared for Minister of 
Munitions, December 2,1915. " For earlier reports covering various 
months in the second half of 1915 see Bev. 111,19 ff 2-6; IVj 6, 
ff 26-7; IV. 37, f 284; IV, 37, ff 306-7; IV, 37# f 327. 
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statistical survey of 1500"firms in March 1916, over. 500 responded to the 
invitation to offer general Comments 
41. 
These showed that 319 establish- 
ments considered their timekeeping records to' be"excellent" or "except- 
ionally good" or "satisfac'tory on the whole". Another 161 firms reported 
no complaints or no serious complaints or that timekeeping was "fairly 
good". Twenty-nine said the position was "no=al" or "qualifiedly fair", 
while 42 reported "bad" or "not very good! ' timekeeping. These results, 
the Ministry thought, were "remarkable". 'Indeed It may not be unreason- 
able to infer tlýat bad'timekeeping was not considered"e-ven problematic 
by the 1000 companies which declined to offer general remarks on the 
matter. The following table shows the small scale of the "problem" about 
which so much hot air had been ventilated by employers in the earlier 
part of the war but which, as we shall see, did not abate in subsequent 
months and years. 
TABLE 8.1 
Timekeeping Returns to Questionnaire 
for Week Ending March 17,1916 
%b 
Loss Expressed as Percentage of Number of Firms Percentage of Total 
Total Normal Working Hours Responsible Cases Analysed 
IC% and over 26 1-73 
rffo and up to IWo 43,2.87 
5, ro' andupt07 7o' 72 4.80 
Below , Flo but over 2W5 Of employees 
losing over 6 hours per week 11 0-73 
Below 570 1348 89.87 
Total Cases Analysed 1500 100.00 
Source: Bev. V, 19, f 113. 
41Bev. V, 19, ff 139-42, Firms whose employees lost more than Yo of normal 
time were considered to be the problem cases. Those from Glasgow 
included Barclay Curle; the Clydebridge Steel Works; Charles Connell & 
Co. Ltd., shipbuilders; Dunlop Bremner & Co. Ltd.; Harland & Wolff; 
Aj-J Inglis Ltd.; Lang's of Johnstone; Lob-nitz & Co. Ltd., P&W 
McLellan Ltd.; and Stewart & Lloyd's Phoenix Tube Works. Fairfield 
is thus conspicuous by its absence in spite of the adverse report 
from Bartellot cited in McLean (1983) OP-cit-, p, 4t. For the above 
I'sin" list, see Bev. V, 19, ff 115-37. 
The overwhelming majority of employees thus lost less than Y/*1 of their 
normal working hours which, if based on a 54 hour week, would amount to 
losses of less than 2.7 hours per week. In fact a follow-up survey in 
May 1916 showed that the average loss per employee was 1.74 hours per 
4Z 
week. Thus it was clear where ministry pressure ought to be exerted. . 
But 
it was also clear that the perceived "improvement in timekeeping during 
the previous 12 months was somewhat of an optical'illusion in the sense 
that the ministry, for propaganda purposes, had originally exaggerated 
the reports of poor timekeeping in omder to secure compulsion. Once hav- 
ing achieved that objective, the ministry's energies were pressed into 
bribing, coaxing, cajoling, threatening and prosecuting workers to keep 
good time. 
The Carrot 
Positive incentives to maintain good timekeeping invariably took the 
form of bonus payments. For example, in November 1915, one Hull firm paid 
its brass founders and finishers a 2/- per week bonus if they maintained 
"generally good" timekeeping; while a firm in Pershore, near Worcester, 
granted a 7ro bonus on weekly rates if each worker completed an ordinary 
week of 50 hours before overtime began to count 
43. 
Shanks Co. Ltd., 
Axbroath, reported in March 1916 that the bonus had resulted in no time 
44 
being avoidably lost, though some men "always" lost time It is clear 
that the initiative for such arrangements often sprang from the trade 
unions. For example, in the Clyde district, an overtime ban was imposed 
in. 1915 to enforce just such a departure". But such schemes frequently 
'-Bev. V, 19, ff 139-42, OP-cit- 
ILI TTev. IV, 37, ff 327-8, "Lost Time: Intelligence Report, Wovember 25, 
1915". 
111L 
Bev. V, 21, f 154. 
'-, 'CSA, Minute Book No. 9 August 14, *15. 
T 
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encountered difficulties. Thus, in the autumn of 1918, claims were sub- 
mitted to a number of firms in Glasgow, including Weir's of Cathcartfor 
the payment of bonuses, on the ground that other firms in the district. 
such as Howdens, and MirrIees Watson & Co., had adopted the practice. 
However, the Ministry of Munitions stepped in to forbid the practice as 
an-unauthorized wage ratb'alteration, an intervention which the employers'- 
association no doubt welcomed as an opportunity to merge all timekeeping 
46 
bonuses within any future national wage advance . This would, of course, 
" 
reduce the burden of the latter. Unions also objected to the practice of 
employers in attaching good timekeeping conditions to the payment of 
bonuses on output. This was, for example, the practice at the large 
Mossend Projectile Factory in Glasgow until negotiations resulted in the 
removal of the offending timekeeping conditions 
47. 
Most significant, 
. 1, -1. perhaps, Iwas the case of collective timekeeping*schemes'which sought to 
foster-the "responsible autonomy" conceptualized by Friedman. These, 
however, tended only to add to the frustrations of munitions workers who 
saw their bonuses disappear as a result of the failure of fellow-workers 
to maintain good time. The tensions associated with the disruption of 
output schedules, followed by the consequent withdrawal of output bonuses, 
48 
were thus replicated in the case of collective timekeeping bonuses 
Nonetheless, the replies of employers to ministry questionnaires clearly 
indicated the value which employers attached to such bonuses as an aid 
to good timekeeping waong their work force. 
"MTEA, Minute Book, No. 9, September 9, October 10,1918; cf., ibid., 
November , 1918 and ibid.. 
V- 'Minute Book No. 10, Decembeýr-q, -1-9-IU; 
also ASEP Monthly Journal and Report, June 1918, P-31 concerning 
Messrs. Whitehead Aircraft Co. at Richmond and Feltham. 
47Ibid., 
March 1918, p 20. 
4'8Cf., 
ibid., November 1916, p 41 where negotiations at a Chelmsford firm 
resulted in the employers agreeing that only "systematic bad time- 
keepers" should be penalised instead of the. collective bonus being 
withheld. 
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The Stick 
Virtually every scheme to encourage-improved timekeeping wasq however,, 
premised on the wielding of the-stick rather tMh the carrot. On the 
financial side# this might take the form of withholding the above time- 
keeping bonuses. Another widely employed expedient by companies was the 
practice of quaxtering; that is, refusing to allow late a=iva3. s to start 
work till after the breakfast break even if the workmen involved were, 
say, only four minutes late in clockingw-iP. One ministry official 
reported that5o, 
"In some places there would seem to be what almost 
constitutes a custom of staying away from work up 
to breakfast time on Monday. " 
However, it was noted that the extreme strictness of some works ndes 
made the situation more acute. Clearly, there were difficult problems 
in maintaining the authority of the employer in. such circumstan6es". Thus 
it was recognized that a strict rule must5I 
sometimes work harshly and may unnecessarily 
increase broken time, but there would seem to be 
a conviction in many quarters that any relaxation 
of. the Rules of admission would be abused, and 
that the only safety lies in insisting on rigorous 
punctuality. In this, there is undoubtedly much 
truth, but the wisest policy would nevertheless 
seem to be one which would combine general strictness 
with reasonable laxness in exceptional cases 
Indeed, when Beardmore Is at Dalmuir decided to cut the period of 
grace from an hour to half-an-hour in. the case of those 'workers a3=1ving 
late for the night shift, the yard' s shop stewaxdB' committee, in a rush 
ILO 
F. " MTEA, Minute Book No. 10, November 28, December 24,1918. 
50 Bev.. V, 21, ff 144-52, oj2. cit. 
51Ibid. Indeed, it might in passing, be said that the last sentence 
accurately portrays the general policy towards the Munitions Act 
pursued by the Glasgow tribunal, with the added observation that the 
"exceptional cases" gradually regressed to the mean. 
31- 
of constitutional blood to the head, reported the management, toAhe 
tribunal. Thus, they complained that the company had contravened 
Schedule Il'to the Munitions Act which required that, 
"Due notice shall be given to the workmen concerned 
wherever practicable of any changes of working 
conditions which it is desired to introduce 
In the event, both Sheriff Fyfe and Lord Hunter in the Appeal Court held 
that the complaint must fail in that there had been no change of working 
52 
conditions, inasmuch as the time of commencing work remained the same 
Týe decision was, of course, somewhat pedantic-and ignored. the "rule- 
making" scope of custom and practice. Yet much of the interest in the 
case lies in the fact that, it was a shop stewards' committee representing 
300 workers, and not the official trade union which complained to the 
tribunal. Indeed, as Sheriff Fyfe pointed out, the attitude of the trade 
union itself was not known to the tribunal, though it is reasonable to 
conclude that it may have been ambivalent at seeing an unofficial. 
committee stealing its -constitutional thunder. Perhaps that fact influ- 
enced his ruling. that the committee had no locus standi, though Lord 
Hunter, in awarding a pyrrhic victory to the committee, took the opposite 
view. Unfortunately, there is no indication from the available sources 
as to the broader context of the episode. Yet the irony of a Caasgow 
shop stewaxds' committee petitioning thek. unitions tribunal at the same 
time as the "May Strikes" were beginning to expand Outwards from 
Mýnchester53 would not have been lost on William Callacher, already 
54 
pessimistic about the prospects for the strike movement. 
52Willian Orr et al.,, v William Beardmore & Co. Ltd. t' 1917 SMAR, PP 99-101; Glasgow Herald, MaY 3,18; June 29,1917- 
53Hinton, 
02-cit- p 200. 
-54Ibid. t pp 202-3: 205. 
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In 19M a survey of munitions tribunals55 pointed'to varying 
customs among firms as to the practice of prosecuting for'lost quarters. 
At Leeds, it was said that -great importance was'attached to the rules, 
for otherwise there would be an "entire lack of discipline without such 
strictness". Nonetheless, it was reported, many, employers, in the area 
allowed 15 to 30 minutes' grace. ' At Birmingham, the local practice was 
said to range from exclusion for half-an-hour to the whole day. In such 
extreme cases, the tribunal chairman, Rný Tillyard, - would frequently 
"invite" the employer to make provision for elasticit: y, lest he . should 
be compelled to dismiss the charge or grant a leaving'certificate. At - 
Liverpool, on the other hand, it was thought that lockin&-out, ' which was 
common in the shipyards was, by itself, an insufficient penaltyg thus 
suggesting that prosecutions would be favourably received by the 
tribunal. 
The Admiralty did, in fact, address itself to'the issue and inclined 
towaxds the view advanced by the official at, the Ministry of Munitions, 
cited earlier, H. O. Quin. Thus it sought to moderate-the excesses of 
employers in this respect by recommending that*defaulters be permitted. 
to start worý on their arrival and to. lose only a quarter or half-an- 
56 hour's pay as the case might be The unions., for their part, sought 
to negotiate staxting-time allowances in view of the difficulties often 
encountered in getting to work57. Closely related was the proposal that 
overtime rates be withheld until a "normal" weekly stint had been 
55OHMM, Vol. V, Paxt III, p 144. 
56 ASCJ, Journal, December 1916, P 778; December USB, Monthly Report, 
1916, p 42. 
57Cf., ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, December 1915, pp 45-6. 
11,1-2 
worked 
58 
. Thus the tribunal clerk who 
had attended at the Cammell Laird 
prosecution in October 1915, (presumably Edgar Sanders, the local 
justices' clerk) argued that overtime earnings more. than made up for 
the loss of wages through quartering9; and for good measure, 'he added 
that the men were already eaxning sufficient income 
60. 
Therefore, he 
dvised that a rule bý framed forbidding overtime unless a minimum, aI 
number of hours had been worked in the week. If this-was*impipssible, 
then the extra overtime rate should be illegal if the first quarter had 
not been worked. In *those circumstances, a refusal to work overtime 
61 
. should constitute an offence . The Admiralty gave every encouragement 
to the tribunal clerk's first suggestion, though it never become enforce- 
able as a rule oflaw, per se 
62 
The fact was that such a provision was inconsistent with the-drive 
to maximise the hours on the clock during which munitions work might be 
performed. Mius when three engineers at Messrs. Shanks & Co. at 
Johnstone were prosecuted for going AWOL one Saturday and for refusing 
to work overtime on the following Monday and Tuesday, they justified 
-580n. overtime generally,. see Hammond, British Labor Conditions etc. 
op. cit., pp 119-24. 
59Bev. M 37, f 2839 "Intelligence Report, November li, 1915. 
6o 
This of course was part of the folklore in which Sheriff Fyfe also 
appaxently believed. Thus to one shipyard worker, 'he declared "I 
suppose you are making as much as you want and don't need to 
bother? " See Glasgow Herald, October 18,1916. 
61 
Cf., Bev. V, 18, ff 110-1 for Ministry of Munitions and Admiralty 
correspondence with the Shipbuilding Employers' Federation; also 
Noel Peck of Barclay Curle, in INWETEA,, Minute Book No. 8. 
62 
September 18,1916. 
Cfep ASCJ, op. cit. where it was incorporated in the Admiralty's 
scheme for improved timekeeping. 
their refusal to work overtime on the ground that they would not get the 
customary time and a half rates unless they worked the full 54 hour 
week63. This, they explained, could not be achieved in view of their 
having remained off work on the Saturday. The previous day, the Fz-lday, 
had been the autumn holiday in Johnstone, and they had sought permission, 
but had been refused, to take the whole weekend off - If it were not for 
the restrictive rule, they would thus have undertaken the overtime on 
the Monday and Tuesday. 
The Ordering of Work nde therefore provided simply that a "reason- 
able'amount" of overtime be worked, and was not thereby encumbered with 
exceptions and qualifications such as proposed above 
64 
, and which might 
render the provision inconsistent with the policy objective of maximis- 
ing munitions output. Thus it was probably left vague'deliberately 
as much to eliminate inconsistencies as to prevent . the hostile criticism- 
that it was a'prescription for industrial conscription. But little 
litigation on'the point was generated on Clydeside, the only Significant 
case relating to 16 bricklayers at a Lanarkshire steel works who were 
charged with refusing to work overtime one Saturday afternoon 
65. 
Owen 
Coyle, for the men, admitted to a. technical breach, but pointed out 
that they had been asked to stay on only at noon that day. Surely, 
_said--. _ 
Coyle, the foreman must have known previously of the need for Saturday 
overtime and ought to have given more warning. 11bough a verdict of 
guilty was recorded - for authority and the law had to be upheld - 
Sheriff Fyfe significantly added that "the rules also inferred that the 
employer was to act reasonably". 
ýý'ClaspK 
Herald, October 15,1915- 
64 
See also CSA, Minute Book No. 10, September 12,1916 where the Admiralty 
scheme was declared "impracticable" and which suggested that legal 
enforcement of the recommendation was required. 
65 ýs ýW_EHerald, December 22,1916. 
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Finally, where an employer attempted'to compel overtime to prevent 
a district official from attending a union general meeting, the union, 
the Scottish Ironmoulders, immediately contacted the Ministry of Munitions 
before waiting for any prosecution'to take place 
66. 
If there was any 
recurrence, the union was told, ' it was to draw the attention of the firm 
to a ministry intimation to the effect that they "did not anticipate any 
difficulty will be raised" by the firm in permitting reasonable time off 
for trade union duties. 
Thus it seems that if systematic overtime was introduced in Clyde- 
side munitions establishments, and the evidence is unclear on this point, 
the labour force either accepted it willingly or capitulated long before 
the matter ever reached the tribunal. They were clearly not bludgeoned 
into submission by coercive prosecutions, though this is not to deny 
that they may have been intimidated by the threat, of -prosecutions. " Yet 
the litany. of grievances paraded before the Balfour-Macassey Commission 
in 1915 and the Scottish industrial unrest commissioners in 1917 fails 
to pinpoint systematic overtime as a collective grievance forced upon 
munitions workers by foremen flushed with a sense of power deriving from 
the Munitions Act. In this respect, perhaps the munitions tribunal 
experience in (aasgow is an accurate index of the significance of the 
issue of compulsory overtime. 
Military Conscription 
The most drastic weapon with which the authorities could maintain 
discipline, and which even overshadowed the threat of a tribunal prose- 
cution was, of course, the threat of call-up. Logically, this matter 
should be examined in the final section of this account of the measures 
of coercion available; but it is convenient to examine it briefly at 
this stage before looking more closely at tribunal prosecutions them- 
selves. 
66 
AIMS, Monthly Report, March 1916, p 22. 
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Though a further acC'Ount of the relationship between the Munitions 
Act and military conscription is offered in chapter nine, dealing with 
leaving certificates$ the importance attached by employers to compulsory 
enlistment as a means of eradicating bad timekeeping is shown in the 
remarks made by a deputation of Plyde engineers and shipbuilders to 
67 
A. J. Balfqur, ýFirst Lord of the Treasury. They demanded that 
the Government, should consider whether workmen .. - 
who. habitually lost time should be allowed to maintain 
Wax Badges, and also-whether the Military or other 
Authorities should not be instructed to challenge 
workmen wearing badges who were found idling outside 
the yards during working hours. " 
As Sheriff Fyfe told two apprentice caulkers found guilty of the dread- 
ful deed 
68 
9-I.. 
I '.., 11, . 
"Both of you earn C2: 10/- a week and axe unmarried, 
But you have not anbition enough to stick at your 
work. I týý it is high time some of you bad time- 
keepers had your badges taken off and were sent to the 
front. 'That is what is needed with some of you. " 
Such judicial invocations for-more draconian powerswhich could, not 
implausibly, amount to a power to determine questions of life and death, 
could hitherto be dismissed as the scandalized appeals of frustrated 
and impotent moral improvers, occupying the benches of the tribunals. 
But with the onset of the comb-out in 1918, the prospect of a fiercer 
campaign against bad timekeepers,, with the barbed wire of the Western 
Front awaiting them, loomed larger. In June 1918, the Clyd6side marine 
engineers met representatives from the Office of Controller- General of 
Merchant and Warship Building 
69 
'. ' At this meeting, Sir Alexander Cracie 
of Fairfield's told Sir Robert Horne (then 3rd Civil Lord; later Minister 
of Labour) that it was desirable to depart'-from the present call to the 
67MTEA, 
Minute Book No. 8, September 20,1916. 
68_ 
Glasgow eraad, October 18,1916. 
0 
MMTEA, Minute Book No. 9, June 24, lq18. 
d. 
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colours, and to take only bad timekeepers. Past results, he claimed, 
had shown that thIS'had had a positive effect on other, workerss, while 
A. E. Stephen-of Alexander Stephen & Co. Ltd., complained of the preva- 
lence of men stopping work before the whistle blew. Horne replied, that 
such men should be brought before the Enlistment Complaints Committee 
and- if ý this had no effect then exemption certificates -, 
could be - with- 
drawn. Since this committee was ostensibly designed to investigate 
allegations of improper enlistment or of victimization by employers 
in withdrawing badges, it is cleax that the committee, was being hijacked 
for a purpose radically different- to that originally envisaged7o. 
Although by the beginning of 1918 only -a small number of timekeeping 
cases had been reported to the committees, including a negligible number 
from government establishments over the previous six months, this, it 
was alleged, was due to a failure by the authorities to use the'machin- 
ery, rather than to a cessation of bad timekeeping7l. The probability, 
is, however, that while the threat of banishment to the Front received 
prominence, the authorities would not wish to provoke a furthur con- 
frontation with the unions on the Hargreaves scale by actually sending 
men to the Front because ot their bad timekeeping - or at least doing 
so in circumstances where reactions were likely to occur. As a weapon 
designed to ensure adequate standaxds of timekeeping the threat of call- 
7OFor the Enlistment Complaints Committees, see ABIS, Ist _Quarterly Report, January - March 1917, pp 2235-7; USB, Monthly Report, 
May 1917, PP 15-17; Lb-id- , July 1917, PP 9,31; Glasgow Herald May 5P 1917. - R. M. Maxtin points out that the committees, with a 
fair sprinkling of labour nominees, "were judged an unqualified 
success" by the ministry historians, though the author seems un- 
awaxe of-the activities of the committees discussed in this 
chapter. See R. M. Martin, TUC: The Growth of a Pressure Group, 
1868-1976 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980), P 138. 
71MUN5/91/345/112, "Memorandum on the Removal of Protection from Recruit- 
ment from Men who are Consistent Bad Timekeepers, January 22,1918". 
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up was probably of limited effectiveness in practice. The severity 
of the sanction was such" as to render it less credible as a tool of 
persuasion than a lesser instrument by 'which to-maintain discipline. 
The Employers Have It Both Ways 
It was one of the peculiaxities, of that b: ýand of legislation which 
contained fragments of corporatist philosophy, but which also retained 
elements of pluralism, that the parties directly involved did not always 
seem particularly keen on impýementlng its disciplinary provisions. 
Thus at the outset, the Ministry of Munitions was encouraging employers 
to take action to stamp out disorder while the employers were just as 
energetically placing the onus on the ministry to mount prosecutions, 
on the ground that the offence was zather 
, 72 against the State than the individual employer. 
Indeed, even some unions, for their part, gave reluctant indication of 
1 1. 
being willing to fill the vacuum, in a non-accusatorial capacity, by 
seeking to instil in their members the necessity for constancy and 
devotion- to duty. Nonetheless, despite such mutual vacilIations, what 
emerged was a combined, if disjointed, effort to "deal" with what was 
construed officially as a""problem", though in fact more and more 
responsibility gradually devolved on the state. 
Thus the* elimination of employers I discretion in undertaking 
prosecutions, whether based on their own domestic rules or on the 
ministry's model rules, was indicative of two features. First, it 
reflected unease on the part of the ministry that employers-might abuse, 
or, what was worse, be considered by unions to be abusing, their right 
to prosecute. Such behaviour'by employers'might thus be seen to 
72WOlfet 
OP-cit-9 P 177. 
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encourage yet more labour unrest. One senior ministry official saw 
the difficulty in this way73:,,, 
"It is no doubt necessary in the interestd-of the 
State to have the industrial discipline of the 
Munitions of War Act, but-the difficulty of the 
present position is that the exceptional disci- 
plinary powers axe, or may appear at the, present 
time, to be exercised by or on behalf of the 
employers',, rather than by or on behalf of the 
State. 
Thus it was to counter suspicions that the employers'-motives were not 
inspired by anything so noble as patriotism, that the instituting of 
state prosecutions was encouraged. But the shift was, secondly, also 
a response to employers' own dissatisfaction at being asked to enforce 
the discipline of the state. This is not to say that employers objected 
to prosecutions. It was just that, apart from the time and trouble, 
involved, they would prefer not to be exposed to adverse criticism whether 
I. 
from their own workforce or even, on occasions, from tribunal chairm-en, - 
for having sought to enforce the law. Thus the Clyde engineers and 
shipbuilders decided to inform the ministry that it was "objectionable 
M,, 
74 Since to have complaints against workmen at the instance of fir s 
it was confirmed by James Paterson', who attended part of the meeting 
where this decision was taken, that the ministry were now prepared to 
undertake prosecutions on the basis of the newly issued model rules, -'ý' 
the Clyde employers requested loca. 1 firms to send to the associations 
details of bad timekeeping. These would then be sifted and selected 
complaints forwarded to Paterson with a requestý that the ministry 
institute a prosecution. In this way, it was reasoned, the relations 
73MUN3/20/221.1/40p "Amending Bill - 'Reciprocity' and Local Committees, 
- December 1, *15". There is no indication as to which official drafted 
this document. It was, however, undoubtedly one of the senior men, 
74 probably Wolff or Beveridge. CSA, Minute Book No. 9, September 28,1915. 
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between employers and workers, and especially those between foremen and 
workmen., would not be unduly strained, particularly w. here, as sometimes 
occurred in (aasgow during the second half of 1915, the tribunal hearing 
itself was disorderly and fines were ordered to be deducted from the 
ment s wages by their employers75. Indeed, a year later the joint Clyde 
76 
employers were telling C. F. Rey from the Ministry of Munitions that 
"If the Ministry would apply the penal provisions of 
the Munitions of Wax Act and make the wo3imen work 
full-time, more especially in the shipyards, greatly 
increased production would be secured. " 
Such requests axe not, it is submitted, to be construed as evidence 
of rampant lawlessness on the factory floor. There was, as the ministry 
surveys revealed, a hard core of bad timekeeping which was officially 
attributed to "indifference" or to "laziness" (though of course, such 
"explanations" merely beg the question). But for the employers ritual 
7ýM5/353/349/1, op. cit. According to Melling, op. cit., (1980) p 2149 
"The most direct consequence of the Munitions Act was to transform 
those foremen in controlled establishments into ambassadors of a 
servile state as well as the agents of unwelcome innovations". 
Leaving aside the appropriate theoretical perspective on the state, 
it is more arguable, first, whether their relationships to their 
workmen was Dindamentally transformed and second whether this had a 
major impact on the pattern of workshop discipline. ' There were, of 
course, generalized complaints against the "tactless'and domineering 
methods of some foremee' (cited Melling ibid., p 216) but the 
evidence, as Melling notes (ibid., p 21ýTis ambiguous. Also there 
were some tribunal prosecutions where foremen had been assaulted. (Caasgow Herald, January 16,1917) or insulted (ibid-P February 16, 
191 6: Kilmarnock tribunal) but the offenders usually attributed 
their actions to drink. One suspects, therefore, that if tighter 
discipline was imposed by foremen, resistance was more muted than 
the evidence from major confrontations discussed in chapter four, 
76 
or from commissions of enquirysuggests. 
CSA, Minute Book No. 9, August 30,1916. Cf-, ib-id-, JulY 3,1916, 
where Vice AcImiral Johnston-Stewart, the Admiralty representative, 
promised that prosecutions for bad timekeeping would be dealt with 
more expeditiously in the future. Also, Lbid., May 18,1916: joint 
employers' meeting after visit of Sir Maurice Levy of the ministry. 
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offences required the ritual'demand for penal remedies. In general, 
their bark was worse than their bite. The fact that they continually 
turned to the ministry to take the matter in hand is, itself, indirect 
confirmation of this situation. 
The Interview Technique 
The ministry placed much reliance on interviewing alleged bad time- 
keepers, threatening them with a prosecution if their timekeeping did 
not improve. The scheme apparently originated in the recognition by 
the ministry that firms were reluctant to prosecute young workers or 
apprentices77. The ministry therefore undertook to send standard warn- 
ing letter to those singled out by the employers, and later extended 
the practice-to all alleged defaulters78. The next step was to institute 
a formal system of interviewing workers identified by their firms as bad 
timekeepers. Thus the Ministry would instruct its labour officers to 
monitor the timekeeping records of those munitions workers against whom 
complaints had been made by their employers. A complete card-: Lndex 
system was maintained for this Purpose, backed up by visits to companies 
and by interviews with those against whom complaints had been lodged79. 
77Bev. IV, 6, f 27, "Model Ordering of Work Rules" (n. d. , about earlY"- September 1915). 
78This 
caused some difficulty to employers towards the end of the war 
when they claimed that the letters sent by the ministry implied 
that the initiative had come from the employers, not the ministry. 
They pointed out that their employees, in a state of pique, simply 
left the firm on receipt of such letters. The wording was there- 
fore altered to make it clear that the employers were absolved from 
any responsibility for instigating the complaints. Yet it is 
difficult to see from. where else the prompting came. See MMTEA, 
Minute-Book Wo. 9, June 10, July 30,1918. 
79MUN5/91/345/6, "Memorandum on the Duties of the Timekeeping Branch of 
the Chief Investigation Officers' Office, February 6,1918". 
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The culmination was a ministry prosecution in selected cases 
80 
. It 
was, -however, stressed that the investigation, officer, 
11... must on no account act in such a wayas to 
give grounds for complaint of undue interference 
in the affairs of the management, "81 
an indication, perhaps, of the peculiar blendof corporatism and plural- 
ism which political expediency demanded. 
This approach was 'ladopted - systematically"82 on Clydeside with a 
view to determining whether a warning by the representative of the state 
would suffice or whether a prosecution was necessary. James Paterson, 
for example, reported in December 1915 that during the previous few weeks, 
he and his colleagues, Cramond and Matson,,,, had interviewed a large number 
of men 
83., 
Thus 60'had been summoned'to his office the, previous evening 
and, there, they were told that if the employer. did not report any 
improvement in their timekeeping then a prosecution would foll6w, 
Those within five miles of the office in Glasgow were called in at 
night, while those'in Paisley, Greenock and Dumbýrton districts were 
"taken in batches"; though, formerly, Cramond and Matson would them- 
84 
selves travel out of town for this pur pose 
It is, however, clear from the numbers' Of ministry prosecutions 
that such warnings were not wholly successful in curbing loss of time 
80 MUN5/91/345/109, "Instructions as to preparing prosecutions on behalf 
of the Ministry of Munitions for breach of a Works Regulation 
under s. 4(5) of the Munitions-of War Act, March 1,1917". 
81MUN5/91/345/110" "Instructions to Investigating Officers concerning 
timekeeping, Sunday, Labour and overtime, December 7,1916". 
%ev. 11,8, ff 123-4, op-cit; OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, P 33. 
83Bev. 11,8, ff 126-7. 
84 Interviews were conducted in the town halls rather than in the labour 
exchanges so as not to damage the "image" of the latter. See Bev. II, 
8, f 78. 
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on Clydeside. In October and November 1915, mass prosecutions were con- 
ducted almost fortnightly, with shipyard workers being the most prominent 
offenders 
85 
,a feature no doubt due to the strong sense of independence, 
autonomy and. indispensability among such workers. From 1916, however, 
86 the pace of such ministry prosecutions slackened considerably as-the 
inefficacy of the measure became more appaxent, as the "scientific" 
seaxch for explanations was undertaken, and as the trade unions were 
brought more directly into the disciplinary process. 
The Incorporation of the Trade Unions 
Potentially more effective from the ministry's point of view was 
to enlist the men' s trade unions in their efforts to reduce lost time. 
Thus, the senior ministry official who, as noted earlier, expressed 
concern at the state's failure to impose itself as the appropriate 
prosecuting agency, considered that87, 
"It will be quite possible, and indeed highly desirable, 
thai Zthe Ministry-prosecutorj should act with the 
assistance of representatives of the workmen in the 
establishment". 
Every offender would therefore appear before the ministry official, the 
workments representative, -and the company's managers, to ascertain whether 
more drastic steps were required. 
"In effect", continued the-ministry official 
88 
1 it we 
should substitute Shop Committees under the presid- 
ency of the Government official, for the Joint Local 
Committee of employers and workmen. " 
85See Clasgow Herald, October 15, ý9, Fovember 17,1915- 
8 6Mý., February 9, October 18, December 15,1916. 
87NM5/20/221.1/40, 
op. cit. 
88 -*' Ibid. 
Similarly, local labour advisory boards could be asked to interview 
offenders, with the added sanction that if repeated breaches occurred, 
which merited a prosecution, the trade unionist, would_ be unable to 
89 
call upon his union to defend him . An Admiralty scheme to incorporate 
the trade unions into the disciplinary process was even more ambitious. 
Thus it was proposed that those shipyaxd workers habitually losing 
seven or more houes per ýiebk, without adequate cause, should in the first 
'instance receive a warning letter from the Admiralty, followed by a 
personal warning delivered both by the Admiralty officer, by the offendex's 
employer and by his own union representative. More significantly, it- was 
proposed9o, 
it 3. That the employers and Trade Unions should 
cooperate as fully as possible ... in disciplinary 
action against offenders", 
while the unions should enter into consultations on the meaning of the 
phrase "habitual offenders" for the purposes of imposing sanctions. 
Finally, those, whose timekeeping records did not improve, should be 
prosecuted "forthwith", dismissed from employment, and also be expelled 
from their unions. 
Though the assumption of such a function in disciplining their own 
members appeared to cast trade unions in a role diametrically opposite 
to their raison d' etre, such an outcome was both theoretically inevit- 
able within an embryonic corporatist framework, and also the logical out- 
come of the incessant exhortations by union officials to their members 
to ensure that "responsible" timekeeping was maintained. These officials 
included the ASE delegate for the North-West, R. O. Jones 'who, as we 
89 
Glasgow Herald, December 22,1916; Bev. IV, 37, f 229, "Dilution Sub- 
Committee, Intelligence Report for week October 26,1915.11 
go ASCJ, op. cit.; USB, op. cit. 
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have seen in chapter two, had vociferously condemned in the'most uncom- 
promising'terms, the framing by employers of the new works rules. 
Within a few months, however, he was complainifig that9lt 
"Some of our members axe not keeping as good time 
as they axe capable of doing", 
and exhorting his members to "suppress -the evil" and to be "beyond 
reproach", in respect to timekeeping92 . 
Meetings with employers on the introduction and working of clockingý- 
in schemes were also arranged93, though some resistance to particular 
94 
schemes did take place, for example, at Swan Hunter's yard on Tyneside 
At Vickers, in London, the management produced evidence of men forgett- 
ing to clock-in, action which the ASE delegate, A. B. Swales, considered 
"cannot be justified by our society or any other"93. Indeed a number 
of prosecutions for fraud were conducted in 1916 against men accused 
of falsifying their time cards or of slipping. out of the yard and 
pers! iading other workers to lodge their caxds in the time-box at the 
91 AS4, Monthly Journal and Report, January 1916, P 38. 
92Ibid., November 1915, P 46- 
93Ibid., August 1916, P. 34. 
9 IS, lst Quarterly Report, January - March 1917. 
95ASE, MonthlX Journal and Report, October 1915, P 39- At least a 
conference was a less aggressive response than the ministry's 
initial proposal to the firm to prosecute a couple of workmen 
in early July 1915 under the Conspiracy and Protection of Property 
Act 1875. The ground of the proceedings was to be that the men's 
bad timekeeping (and therefore a breach of contract) was endanger- 
ing the lives of the soldiers at the Front, by delaying the out- 
put of munitions. The advice was rapidly withdrawn once the 
Ordering of Work regulations were published. See MUN4/13, "Re 
Vickers Ltd. and Loss of time. Note by Professor Geldart, 
July 8,1915.1' 
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end of the shift 
96. Trade unions- kept their heads down on this issue, 
even when one Beaxdmore worker was imprisoned for 30 days following a 
trial at Govan Police Court97. 
Within the Shipwrights' Association, similar pleas for an improve- 
ment in timekeepingwere heard. Thus the Ireland ýtechnical adviser 
(i. e. district officer) complained that, 
98, 
whilst the - majority of our members axe doing 
splendidly, there is a minority who axe not doing 
what might be done in this respect. " 
Only where one firm prosecuted an employee wiihout first delivering a 
warning di d the North-West adviser see fit to criticize the employer 
9. 
As for the employees, his constituents, this union officiaI held "no 
brief for men who persistently lost time", and considered that the "full 
penalty" under the Act would be appropriate in the event. of any repeti- 
tion of bad timekeeping. 
96 GLasgow Herald, November 11,1916, concerning cases' in Dumbarton 
Sheriff Court (shipyard worker fined; C25 or 60 days) and Covan 
Police Court (Beardmore employee imprisoned for 30 days; another 
employee fined 95 or 30 days). The 'double standard" was demon- 
strated by the failure to convict the Leith shipbuilding firm of 
John Cran & Co., charged at the High Court in Edinburgh, with 
defrauding the Admiralty of nearly E3000. A verdict of "not guiltylt 
of falsifying their accounts, by falsely declaring the number of 
labour, hours spent on Admiralty contractswas returned. As John 
Hill, general secretary of the Boilermakbrsl. ''Society, observed, 
"There was a,. case of very bad time-keeping which ought to have 
rather more publicity, as this case does not seem to have been 
pressed upon the notice of newspapers in the way we have complained 
of. " - The clear lesson was that, "It is always a more difficult 
thing to convict money and influence than labour and ignorance". 
See USB, Monthly Report, May 1916, pp 11-12,30. For Hill's out- 
raged reaction to Cammell Laird's exploitation of the tribunal 
prosecutions in October 1915 in order to generate a moral panic 
against bad'timekeepers (which resulted in one newspaper headline 
asking "Shall we Shoot Slackers"? ), see ibid., October 1915, PP 10-11. 
97Clasgow Herald, November 11,1916. 
9 SSA, Q uarterly Rep ort, July - September 1915, P 17. 'SýIbid., 
p 18. Lf., ibid., January - March 1916, p 19. 
Within the Glasgow munitions tribunal, it was not uncommon for 
officials to express regret at the bad timekeeping of those members whom 
they were engaged in defending. Thus one official "deprecated" his 
100 
members' poor record at one ministry prosecution hearing . On another 
occasion, Willian Mackie of the Boile=akers, ý promised the tribunal that 
he would, that very night, hold a meeting at the Works gate to press on 
his members the "gravity" of their conduct 
101 
. That such an attitude was- 
often consciously designed to influence the tribunal in imposing a 
lenient penalty does not detract from the genuine commitment of such 
officials to assist employers in altering work discipline. The prefer- 
ence was, however, to achieve that aim without the necessity for a 
prosecution. Even Sheriff Fyfe recognized this point. For when one 
official informed him that the union itself had machinery "which dealt 
in bad timekeeping", the sheriff welcomed the news'02. Thus he., * 
expressed gratification to hear this and 
remarked that it was more effective for a man to 
be fined by his own union than by that tribunal. 
It brought home to him that the general sense of 
the community, including trade societies, was 
against all slacking of work. The union was to be 
commended for trying to help in the promotion of 
regular work. "103 
As Panitch has recently written 
Io4 
V 
"Corporatism must be seen as a system of state- 
structured class collaboration. As such. its 
extension poses not an opportunity,, but a danger 
to workingk-class organizations. Based on 
communitarian premises and collaborative practices 
100 Glasgow Herald, October 29,1915- 
101Ibid., December 15,1916. 
102 Ibid., September 14,1916. 
1037 Ibid. 
1 L17 0 Leo Panitcht "Trade Unions and the Capitalist State", New Left Review, 
No. 125t 1981, pp 2i-43t at p 42. 
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which articulate the interests of capital with the 
state, corporatist structures require of trade 
unions, as their contribution to the operation, 
not that they cuttheir ties with their base, but 
rather that they use those ties to legitimate state 
policy and elaborate their control over their 
members. "-LU3 - 
Trade unions thereby imbibe the criteria of growth associated with 
capital and vigorously seek to disseminate these values among their 
membership, receiving from government in exchange social welfare commit- 
ments and, possibly, promises in respect to capital tax levies. 
"This", says Panitch 
IM 
, is th corporatist field of class 
collaboration, and in such situations, corporatist 
structures operate more effectively as a hegemonic 
apparatus than do parliaments, precisely because repre- 
sentation/mediation under corporatism is class-specific 
rather than universalistic. " 
Thus the collective mass organization of the working class lends its 
moral support to official campaigns to impose factory discipline on the 
working class, thereby shortening the odds against success. But it is 
submitted that the reason 'why trade unions should, in the first place, 
wish to lock themselves in a firm embrace with a policy which undermined 
týeir defensive function was not solely due to the "pragmatic acceptance 
of the existing order"107 but to the operation of "hegemony" at an even 
deeper level than depicted by Panitch. For the ideology_implicit in 
notions such as "good timekeeping" was surely internalized by trade---- 
unions long before the ideological appeal of the wartime national inter- 
est was broadcast; and the fact that trade unions remained active in 
what Panitch calls "the field of industrial class struggle", although 
105Italics in original. 
106 Panitch, op. cit. Italics in original. 
107MIchael Mann, "The Social Cohesion of Liberal Democracy", American 
Sociological Review, Vol, 35,1970, PP 423-30, cited in Allen, 
OP-cit-, P 87. 
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distorted by the exigencies of wartime dilution, does not derogate 
from this essential collaboration. 
The Limits of Voluntaxism 
Of course, from a more radical vantage point, the suggestion arose 
of conferring total jurisdiction in such matters on, tradevnion district 
committees, as an exercise both in volunta.; ism, and in decentralization. 
Mus the Boilermakers' Belfast district committee reported that they 
108 
have been supplied periodically with the names 
of habitually bad timekeepers, and they decided - 
not from choice but in the interests of the local 
members and the Society generally - to deal with 
those men who wilfully neglect their work. Apart 
from the employers' complaints, which we could not 
ignore, the principal reason why the committee decided 
to deal with these men was to prevent them from being 
taken to another place, the Munitions Court, where the 
fines and punishment inflicted axe fixed to meet the 
crime. None of our members have troubled the 
Munitions Court up to date. They prefer to be dealt 
with by their fellow members; and while some may doubt 
it, it is quite' evident that a noticeable improvement 
in the timekeeping has taken place. " I 
Similarly, Janes Ratcliffe, the ASE's Newcastle-delegate, reported 
that log I 
"We receive from time to time complaints of serious 
bad timekeeping, mostly from small firms, who axe 
pressed for men and who dislike appealling to munitions 
108 USB, Monthly Re2ort, Rovember 1915, PP 59-60. The following year, 
the union's general secretary, John Hill, told his constituents 
that "In talks with various members of the Government on the 
question, many practical suggestions have'been offered by the 
society for the improvement of the evil of lost time, and there is 
an agreement to cooperate in joint efforts in that direction. 
Everything in the power of the officials will be done to assure 
members of a day's work and a day's wages ever ay, and having 
done that, they will also deal with those who, 
t 
spite of these 
provisions, deliberately and habitually lose time every, week". 
See Glasgow Herald, July 15,1916. 
109ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, July 1916, p, 24. 
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tribunals. It is somewhat difficult how to deal - 
apart from the courts - with habitually bad timekeepers. 
Publishing their names in the "Monthly" may perhaps 
have some deterrent effect. Better still, however, 
would it be if they could be taken in hand'by members 
whose influence as shopmates would be no doubt the 
best appreciated. " 
Here the dull compulsion of penal sanctions was no doubt crucial, but so 
too, surely, was the ready acceptance of the ideology of'patriotism and 
of steadiness, at work, whether that ideology derived originally from the 
"dominant" classes or whether it was, indeed, rooted in the historically 
specific values of the working class. 
We need hardly be surprised that the views of the above union 
officials were not confined to that social milieu. Even prominent 
employers recognized the "salutary" effect which workshop committees 
composed of the men themselves might exert on the' supposedly i1ndisci- 
plined few. Indeed, in the midst of the notorious Cammell Laird 
prosecutions in October 1915, the'company's manager suggested that the 
men appoint a small workshop committee, "to influence their mates 
110 to do their utmost both for their c(Zuntry and for their uniorel 
Furthermore, during the passage of the Munitions Bill in June 1915, 
a proposal along similar lines -had in fact. been put forward by Henry 
Duke (later the High Court judge, Lord Merrivale) who considered that 
the original suggestion for a"dignified" tribuna3. mi6t be inappropriate'. 
He argued that 
ill 
P 
a tribunal that carries weight throughout the 
country does not inevitably carry weight in a 
particular factory. If you are going to dock the' 
wages of a particular factory, in a case where it is 
possible he will not be standing alone and where it 
"OBev. IV, 37, f 283. 
Ili H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol- 72, col- 1523, June 28,1915. 
Z(3.1 
is possible there will be little topics of-contro- 
versy ... would it not be very much better if you 
repaid the confidence which organized labour has put 
in the Government and Parlianent by enabling the men who 
axe concerned in the class of cases to which reference 
has been made to themselves nominate a tribunal to deal 
with matters of this kind? " 
Arthur Henderson, for the government, announced that the suggestion 
would be followed "as fax as possible""?, made the cosmetic change of 
dividing the proposed tribunal into local and general tribunals, but 
essentially left matters very much as they were; that is, with a tri- 
partite judicial body dominated'by the "neutral" lawyer-chairman and 
entrusted with the enforcement of state discipline. - 
Th e above suggestions for workers' control of'disciplinary questions 
were stillborn. But it is important to recognize how far removed from 
revolutionary principles were such proposals. For, far from heralding 
a transformation in the ownership and control of industry, they would, 
if implemented, have merely enlisted the unions as the policemen of 
industrial capital. Instead of defending-their members against the 
encroachment of employers, district committees would have foundthem- 
selves preoccupied with punishing their members for breach of those 
Ordering of Work rules which they themselves had no part in framing, 
apart from NAC scrutiny of the details (though not of the principle).,.,., 
This, of course, was what, in the final analysis, the essentially antinoýmian 
theory of corporatism ought to prescribe; that is, self-regulation in 
accordance with those precepts bureaucratically determined to be in the 
national interest. Indeed, if the government's half-hearted effort to 
remove trade unionists' suspidions over the Munitions Act, to conscript 
all wealth and resources, to stamp out profiteering and to introduce 
112 
OHMM, Vol. I, Part IV, p 48. 
rationing, had been more effective and more seriously undertaken, the 
battle of ideas to convert all classes to the yoluntEEL attainment of 
corporatist goals -a battle already rooted in the fertile soil of 
patriotism - might. have been waged more successfully. 
As it was, the occasional pressures for reform eschewed rejection 
of the principle of disciplinary rules. Proposals were, rather, in the 
direction of decentralized, joint voluntarist regulation in respect to the 
enforcement of discipline or towards mutuality in. the framing of the 
works rules to be enforced by the munitions tribunals. For exapple, the 
Glasgow Trades Council demanded that all disciplinary powers then 
currently exercised by the tribunals should be transferred to loca. 1 joint 
committees in all munitions axeasl13. The object of the reforms was 
114 
stated to include 
(2) to guarantee fair treatment to the worker ... to decentralise the control of the production of 
munitions; and*(6) to give to the Trade Unions 
responsibility and a share in management. " 
Compared to syndicalist programmes, these of course were modest demands. 
Indeed, the pursuit of "fairness" in industrial relations is, as Hyman 
and Brough have noted115, the pursuit of a conservative aim which accepts, 
as given, the status quo. 
The demand for mutuality in the framin of rules was made by the ASE 
116 in its proposed amendments to the 1915 Act. Thus, it insisted , 
113See the four page pamphlet on proposed amendments to the 1915 Act 
issued by the trades council in November 1915. See also Glasgow 
Herald, November 18,1915. 
li4Ibid. 
11-5R. Hyman and I. Brough, Social Values and Industrial Relations (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1975). 
116 ASE. Amending the Munitions of War Act_1915, (1916) p 19; Ef., ASE, 
Monthly Journal and Report, December 191.5, PP 2-6-7. 
'To workshop rules to be enforced other than those 
definitely agreed to by the workmen concerned or 
those identical with the model rules issued by the 
Ministry of Munitions. " 
But these proposals simply meant that enforcement of rules,, either 
mutually agreed but approved by the ministry, or framed by the ministry 
itself, was to remain at, the 'whim of the foreman or under-manager. Thus, 
with one minor exception in respect to weekend working, the reissued 
model rules of February 1916 were identical to those of August 1915. 
Mnce these latter had themselves generated intense trade union hostility 
and had contained provisions potentially damaging to certain working 
class interests, such as the insistence on the lifting of restrictive 
practices, on regularity and diligence at work, on the working of 
"reasonable" overtime and on unquestioning obedience to "lawful" orders, 
the dragooning nature of such provisions was not merely reinforced. It 
also received further legitimation through the cosmetic amendment which 
trade union pressure had appaxently caused to be enacted. 
There was, of course, absolutely no prospect of mutuality in such 
matters, just as Lloyd George had rejected the CWC's demand to implement 
their'own radical dilution" policy'with the riposte that'17, "'It would 
be a revolution, and you cannot caxry through a revolution in the midst 
118 
of the wax". As one senior ministry official wrote at the time 
the demand for 'reciprocity' is wrong in principle. 
In peace times equality of-treatment for employers and 
workpeople on the part of the State is important. In 
wartimes it is irrelevant, because the only important 
object of the State is to win the wax. ... In war times the. State is the substantial employer of everybody in 
117 Cited in Hinton, op. cit., P 135. 
"8MUN5/20/221.1/40, 
op. c .i. t. The context, in fact, was the leaving 
certificate scheme. The principle, however, is applicable elsewhere. 
-zi u If- 
ir 
the country and the nominal "employer" is simply one 
of the State's agents for producing munitions ... 
if we try to administer the production of munitions 
on the lines of 'reciprocity', we shall simply end by 
giving employers so little sense of responsibility 
for what they do that they will let their production 
of munitions drop. We must not do anything to weaken 
the employers' ordinary method of discipline in his 
establishment or his power of choosing and. selecting 
his workmen ordismissing those whom he does not 
want. " 
0 
The keynotes of corporatism were bureaucratic centralism in policyý 
raaking. and rigidly imposed local discipline in support of that policy by 
employers and by trade uAions, the latter now fulfilling a more circum- 
scribed role; as rau6h an "agent" of the state as the -employer. Thus 
corporatist rules could not themselves be other than undemocratic, 
coercive and dictatoriAl even when their enforcement in the tribunals 
was, after October 1917, solely in the hands of the ministry. Mutuality 
could, indeed, exist in those firms which (as we shall see) refýsed to 
prosecute under the Ordering of Works rules,, but only insofar aq the 
state permitted this. 
In any case, as we have noted, the demand was for a spurious 
mutuality whose effect was to involve working class institutions. more 
securely in the application of a departmental labour policy: whose 
assumptions were grounded in a hierarchical and authoritarian image pf 
society. Mutuýlity over discipline did not connote democracy in the 
workplace. For the wider questions of planning, technological innovation, 
investment and so on. would remain wholly untouched by such developments; 
indeed managerial authority could only be enhanced by such an attempt to 
harness union support for an essentially managerial function. It was 
not for nothing that Humbert; '; Wolfe considered that joint shop committees 
to deal with bad timekeeping had produced "excellent results". For, 
31qs 
it was argued 
iiq 
, 
"A prosecution following upon the warning of a 
Committee consisting as to half of workpeoPle, 
could not provide a grievance, " 
Thus unions might constitute an integral feature of management's or the 
state Is disciplinary system,. even. if they might succeed in disguising 
the reality by pointing, to their role- in influencing the outcomes of 
120 heaxings This participation is not a refutation of the ministry's 
argument against reciprocity, for the. concept of a hierarchically deter- 
mined disciplinary system, together with the coercive assumptions which 
inevitably underlie such systems, was preserved. Thus in pursuit of 
"social control" of the workforce, wartime employers and the state could 
develop schemes of industrial welfare which had, as one of their 
121 
characteristic features, the determination to exclude trade unions 
Alternatively, they could foster or'support schemes of industriýl' 
discipline which sought to include the trade unions. 
Even where employers sought to eschew the munitions tribunals, on 
the grounds that they were a "nuisance", or time-consuming, or ineffec- 
tive, or that-they Generated further controversy, the pragmatic objec- 
tive of furthering munitions oidput remained the most prominent feature 
of experiments in joint control of discipline - or, to be more exact, -in 
joint responsibility for the infliction of penalties on those who broke 
provisions which usually mirrored the ministry's authoritarian rules. 
Thus the Whitehead Torpedo Works, in proposing a joint disciplinary 
committee to its employees (and not, perhaps significantly, vice-versa) 
122 declared that 
119 Wolfe, op. cit., p 178. 
120 Cf., Dept. of Employment, op-cit-, P 37 for modern schemes of participation, 
121 
Cf., Noelle Whitesidej "Industrial Welfare and Labour Regulation, in 
Britain at the Time of the First World Wax", International Review of 
Social HistoEy, Vol. 25,1980, PP 307-31, at P 309- 
1 4z Carter L. Coodrich, The Frontier of Control (London: Bell,, 1920) p 147. 
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"There is a class of rules, offences against which 
axe punishable by a fine of half a crown, dismissal, 
or a prosecution under the Munitions Act. None of 
these penalties is a convenient one. Pines axe as 
much disliked by the firm as by the men; dismissal 
entails the loss of services which may be badly needed; 
and prosecutions entail great waste of time and may 
produce more evils than the original ones they axe 
meant to cure. " 
No doubt many shop committees refused to sit in judgment of their 
fellows but others presumably reasoned that Joint management-union 
"justice", if not "popular" justice, was at least preferable to a, state 
prosecution'23. Yet it is significant that joint decision-making in 
respect to disciplinary hearings, as distinct from consultation, was 
confined to that narrow sphere within the total spectrum of relations 
between employers and unions where the managerial right to impose 
discipline was "taken for granted". Whether culturally attuned to the 
indispensability of discipline in industry 
124 
or perhaps begull6d by 
.I the linguistic seduction of "good" order or "good! ' timekeeping, trade 
unionists, though they might experience the contradiction, of role rever- 
sal in punishing their fellow unionists on behalf of their employer, 
I 
clearly did not, during the wax, challenge the right of capital or of 
the state to impose such anauthoritarian conception in the first 
place 
The Role of the Tribunal 
Votwithstanding the variety of techniques adopted by employers, by 
the state and even by trade union district committees, there remained 
ultimately the prospect of a tribunal prosecution;. as a method of tight- 
ening up workshop discipline. Thomas Biggart, the secretary of the Clyde 
123 Ibid., p 148. 
12 E. P. Thompson, "Time, Work-Discipline and Industrial Capitalism", 
Past and Present, No- 38,1967P PP 56-97, esp. Parts VI - VIII.. 
-lq, i- 
engineers and shipbuilders, reported favourably to the Ministry of 
Munitions in December 1915 on the effects of recent prosecutions. 
"With the exception of the lincorrigibles", he wrote 
125 
"upon whom prosecution seems to have had little remedial 
effect, it would appear, on the whole, the recent prose- 
cutions have had a very steadying effect not only with 
respect to the men actually In fault but with respect to 
the shops generally. A very gratifying feature of these 
prosecutions is that, when they axe undertaken at the 
instance of the Ministry, the men complained against seem 
to appreciate much more seriously the gravity of their 
fault. It is unfortunate that in some cases a heavier, 
fine has not been inflicted by the Courts since,, when me n 
axe making such good wages, a small fine is as a rule 
easily paid. At the same time, firms report numerous 
instances where the men have been thoroughly ashamed of 
their conduct. " 
Yet though the ministry historians appeared to endorse this verdict, 
they nonetheless reported considerable criticism of the effectiveness 
of prosecutions in enforcing workshop discipline in the second year of 
the legislation, pointing, in fact, to those negative features which 
Biggaxt had identified,. viz: the lincorrigibles' and the insufficiency 
of the penalties imposed. On the other hand, this belief is difficult 
to reconcile with the questionnaire findings of the ministry referred 
to eaxlier, which painted a highly optimistic picture of timekeeping 
in the factories. Indeed, in a later survey conducted in October 1917, 
it was found that of 351 employers expressing a general opinion on --- 
126 
timekeeping, only nine were critical Beardmore, for example, 
127 
commented that 
"The general question of bad timekeeping is more or 
less kept within reasonable bounds by means of the local 
tribunal, the number of cases being dealt with showing a 
marked decrease ... when fines axe imposed on individuals 
we have found them frequently to have a deterrent effect 
on the other workers. " 
1%ev. 11,8, ff 126-7; OHMM, Vol- IV, Part II, P 34. 
126MUN5191134513, "Report on Timekeeping in Controlled Establishments in 
October 1917", (n. d. ). 
127Ibid. 
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It is probable that the ministry historians were addressing themselves- 
only to the statistics of prosecutions and to the observations of 
frequently sanctimonious tribunal clerks and chairmen, whose experiences 
and expectations no doubt differed from-those employers at the sharper 
end of the struggle to improve factory discipline. The law,, after all, 
magnifies conflicts and presents exaggerated pictures of social rela-, 
tions. It cannot therefore always be relied upon as an accurate index 
of normative conduct on the shop floor, even where the tribunal 
personnel faced a never-ending stream of bad timekeeping cases in their 
courts. Thus in January 1917, fines were imposed In 1744 out of 2681 
tinekeeping cases, with the amounts varying, according to the-Official 
Histor I y, from an average of 6/10: ziý: -d in Bradford, to the somewhat 
128 improbable figure of 93 at Huddersfield ;0 being, 'of course, the, 
statutory maximum. The low fines recorded from the Birmingham tribunal, 
where Professor Frank Tillyaxd was chairman. attracted attention. It was, 
however, observed that a disproportionate number of women and young 
persons appeared before that tribunal, suggesting, as we will note in 
chapter ten, a different approach to legal discipline from that in the 
case of adult males. The two latter tribunals were, -nonetheless, the 
scenes of disorder usually associated with Caasgow. As E. S. Turner 
has recently written 
129 
p- 
"At Birmingham in February 1917,235 navvies were , 1-1 
summoned for being absent from work on December 28, 
1916. When the tribunal convened they cheered, jeered, 
kept their caps on, smoked and passed round b6ttles of 
beer. Police intervened only to prevent two of them 
fighting. A Navvies' Union official who appealed for 
128OHMM, Vol. V, Part III, p 143. 
129 
E S. Turner, Dear Old Blighty (London': ' Michael Joseph, 1980) PP 156-7 
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quiet was told to shutuP. Fines ranged from 10/- 
downwards ... At Huddersfield 280 munition workers, 
mostly apprentices, who had failed to work over 
Whitsun, marched on the tribunal singing and blowing 
bugles; theirýfines ranged from 251- to 
Of course, wherever mass prosecutions were undertaken, there was always 
the threat that those-accused, 'emboldened by solidarity, would seek to 
transform the proceedings into a carnival or political protest. The 
strategy of depoliticizing conflict by attaching le6l labels to pro- 
scribed behaviour would frequently come unstuck when a collective prose- 
cution manifestly contradicted'the tendency of the law to individualize 
conflict. This is what appears to have happened in the above cases where 
the contrast between these prosecutions and the thousands of tedious and 
routine prosecutions of individual offenders was thrown into sharp relief. 
Indeed in Januaxy 1917, the Birmingham tribunal heard 383 timekeeping 
130 
cases that month so that the sudden appearance of, 235 individuals 
at one hearing would have altered perceptions dramatically. 
In the light of the vast case load - the total monthly average for 
the six months from Januaxy to June 1917 was 2122 timekeeping casesl3l - 
the questions which might be raised in an analysis of such hearings axe. - 
to what extent, if at all, did the tribunals place constraints on the 
exercise of managerial discretion? If so, were corporatist sentiments 
influential factors or were ýonstraints sought in order to' "prevent 
injustice to either side", as the ministry historian, Miss C. V. Butler, 
13bOHMM, Vol. V, Part III, 
p 
1*43. In the sane month, Sheffield, considered 
by employers to be' a "most effective" tribunal, heard 502 cases; 
Metropolitan, 297; Glasgow, 207; and Coventry, 197. See ibid. 
1311bid. 
40c) 
suggested? 
132 
That is, did the tribunals actively stress a concept of 
pluralist fairness in their adjudications? Alternatively, did they tend 
to adopt or assume a managerial framework -for analysis? If so, to what 
extent was this to buttress managerial authority, per se, or only that 
authority deemed consistent with the national. interest? The answer,, 
scarcely, surprisingly, is that there were few constraints imposed by the 
tribunals, on employers. Moreover, wherever rare criticism was directed 
against employers by tribunal chairmen, the, object was not to "prevent 
injustice" to the employee, but simply-to preserve the corporatist goal 
of outward unity and inward authoritarianism, with the management of the 
war economy continuing uninterrupted and domestic management's authority 
scarcely scratched. Thus the overall contribution of - the munitions, 
tribunal in enforcing the Ordering of Work rules was to reinforce mana- 
gerial authority, whilst emphasising the public nature of the offence, 
thereby hoping to enlist the support of both unions and offenders, them- 
selves inthe national enterprise. 
Individual Prosecutions 
The pattern of cases' shows that bad timekeep: ing represented by far 
the most numerous offence tried by the local tribunals. Other cases 
concerning refusal to work reasonable amounts of overtime, absence from 
work without permission (often -ý linked to visit. s to the pub) and gambling 
133 
were also fairly common . Thus if the authorities were intent upon the 
intensification of work discipline, then this entailed an assault on 
those forms of "misconduct" which undermined regulaxity- of work. The 
132MUN5/353/349/1, 
op. cit. , Christina Violet Butler (1884-1982), 
' 
tutor of 
the Society of Oxford Home Students 1914-4: 5; University lecturer in 
political organization, 1928-31; member of trade boards, 1920-38; 
published Social Conditions in Oxford (1912); Domestic Service: An 
Enquiry bV the Women's Industrial Council (1916; reissued, 1980); 
See The Times, -May 2ý-, 1982, where her obituary omits mention of her 
133 work for the Ministry of Munitions. See MUN5/353/349/1, OP-cit-; testimony of the Liverpool tribunal 
chairman, Q. W. Surridge. 
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tribunaIs could only achieve so much by imposing maximum fines of 
134 
and by delivering regular sermons and fierce denunciations though, 
as we have seen, some firms were impressed by their industry and effect- 
iveness., : -Yet. the more prosecutions for bad timekeeping which took place, 9 
and the more colourful. were the excuses offered, the more it became clear 
to the Ministry of 'Munitions that not all explanations for loss.. of time 
advanced by offenders at the tribunals could be discounted as special 
pleading. Thus the authorities could, safely ignore the excuses of, for 
example, on'e worker employed by the engineering firm of A. & J. Main & Co. * 
that his bad timekeeping was in response to the poor pay he had been 
receiving. Another worker, at Denny's shipyard in Dumbarton, having 
been denied a leaving certificate, deliberately kept bad time in the 
hope of being dismissed. One workman blamed para: lysis which he had, 
suffered some seven or eight yeaxs previously, while another unimagina- 
tive individual, caught climbing over the wa. 11 to get out of the ship- 
yaxd, actually claimed he was suffering cramp at the time133. - But it 
was frequently submitted that excessive overtime and overwork in general, 
illness and unhealthy working conditions had taken their toll. Thus 
ironworkers explained that their absence from work was due to ill health 
caused by being required to work in confined spaces aboard ship and 
therefore by being deprived of daylight. Another worker hod worked 
"day and night since the wax commenced", and on the day in question had 
stood for six hours working in water. Another two pleaded that four- 
mile walks to and from work sapped their strength. When there was 
134Cf., Glasgow Herald,, Februaxy 9,1916 for a typical, lecture. 
13-ýror 
these cases, see ibid., Fovember 18, October 5,191.5; 
September 27, October 27,1916. 
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rain, they did not turn up, fully expecting to be turned away at the 
gate, since no work was usually performed in the wet. Another claimed 
136 
excessive overtime had tired him out, to which Sheriff Fyfe replied 
fax too many men seemed to be under the 
impression. that if they worked overtime, that 
excused them from turning out regularly at 
other times. That was not so. " 
Nonetheless, faced by arguments which might appear plausible, the 
ministry explored the causes of lost time on a firmer, scientific basis 
by establishing the Health of Munition Workers' Committee in September 
1915*7 and by ascertaining from employers, through the surveys of 
controlled establishments, what their explanations for lost time were. 
The ministry survey of March 1916, referred to earlierl38, revealed the 
following. First, 109 firms stated that due to the shortage of housing, 
their employees had far to travel to work "and implied, if not necessarily 
139 
stated, that this was a cause" of lost time Beardmore's at Dalmuir 
140 
certainly considered this to be an important factor and in fact 
141 funded large housing schemes on Clydqside to counter-act the shortage 
136Ibid., July 22,1916; -ibid., January 15,1917; 1h*Ld_- 9 October 26, 7 1-916. Cf., a case involving 30 Paisley workers in ibid., February 
13,19177-. See also Gosnell x Minister of Munitions, 1917, SMM 22-3 
September 4,1916; ýMýv'MiEster of Munitions, 1917., ýMAR 21'-2 
September 4,1916; LAB2/63/MT167/6, op. cit., on the adequacy of 
medical certificates. - In all these cases fines or admonitions were 
imposed, the legitimacy of the proceedings thereby maintained. 
137Whiteside, 
op. cit. passia; Wolfe, op. cit., pp 179-93; Hurwitz, State 
Intervention 
, 
in Britain 1914-1212, op. cit., Ch. VI. 
138Bev. V, 19P ff 139-42. 
139Ibid. 
Ibid., Vt 21, ff i4o-1. 
141 Joseph Melling, "Employers, Industrial Housing and the Evolution- of 
Company Welfare Policies in Britain's. Heavy Industry: West Scotland, 
1870-1920", International Review of Social HistorX, Vol. 26,1981, 
pp 255-301, at pp 285-7. 
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while Barclay Curle coupled as explanations the distance between home 
i4z 
and work with the inadequacy of the tram and train service Bad 
weather was also cited byý 63 firms as a cause of lost time and clearly 
affected those employees with long journeys to work. ' Illness was men- 
tioned by 35 fi-rms, one firm even stating that their employees were 
"run down". Twenty five companies cited overtime as a cause of lost 
time, without clarifying whether workers were thought to be'too tired 
or too well paid to attend regularly. Eighteen referred to "moral 
defects" other than drink, that is, indifference and laziness, fifteen 
cited drink 
1437 
'thirteen mentioned high wages and only two attributed' 
bad timekeeping to the desire on the paxt of a few young workers to 
obtain leaving certificates. The effect of air raids and shortage of 
materials were not included on the questionnaire. The latter could, of 
course, point to management incompetence, a common allegation made by 
trade unionists and officials in repudiating charges against munitions 
workers 
144 
. Prom'this survey, it was clear that what were termed avoid- 
able causes, for which blane-, '-attached to workers, were dwarfed in 
significance by the unavoidable causes such as bad weather and insuffi- 
cient local housing. Thus as fax as Glasgow was concerned, while there 
was a constant trickle of cases fa. Ui'ng'under the former category and 
which ended up at the tribunal, it is probably accurate to say that the 
authorities' "problem" was reduced to manageable proportions by the 
deterrent effect of a successful' prosecution against those Maswegians 
142Bev. V, 19, ff 139-42, op. cit. 
143For drink ,i see below. 144 See also Bev. V, 21, ff 144-52; Health of Munition Workers' Committee, 
Health of the Munition Workers (1917) p 42. 
displaying the trait of independence (the phrase "free-born Englishman! ' 
will clearly not do here). It is true that timekeeping, nationally, 
appeared. to worsen in. the winter of 1917 when rrfunitions-workers. wereý 
sometimes driven to join the food queues. However, the Cerman spring 
offensive of 1918 appears to have motivated factory workers to respond 
patriotically by keeping good time. In the, event, concluded the 
ministry, its drive to. conquer lax timekeeping standards seemed to have 
been well rewarded 
145 
, though whether it, was prepared to single out 
prosecutions as'primaxily responsible is highly questionable. 
There. were, indeed, other "problems" for the authorities in respect 
to discipline. For the campaign to get munitions workers into the . 
factories and shipyards atýthe staxt of their shifts was only half the 
struggle. The next step was to ensure they remained-there, during which 
time theý were required to "work diligently", possibly more flexibly and, 
-if necessary, to undertake a "reasonable amount of overtime". Thus the 
close surveillance of the men's activities resulted in a number of pros- 
ecutions for slacking, refusing orders, refusing overtime, and for other 
misdemeanours, of which rolling into work drunk was commonly alleged. 
Under the heading of slacking, for example, five shipyard workers were 
charged with failing to work diligently after they had all fallen asleep 
on the night shift. It was, however, recognised as an extenuating 
circumstance that they had just come straight from the day shift. But 
since a premium was customarily paid for night shift they were expected 
to'perform the work. Obviously sensitive, nonetheless, to the need not 
145 Bernard Waites, "The Effects of the First World War on the Economic 
and Social Structure of the English Working Class", Scottish 
Labour History Society Journal, Ho. 12, February 1978, 
pp 3-33, at P 17. 
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to discourage night shift working, neither. the employer nor Sheriff 
Fyfe thought a fine was appropriate 
1460 
, 
-- The attempt to uphold more flexible workiný arrangements (which fell 
short of breaking down established demarcation-lines) also resulted in 
the occasional prosecution. Thus riveters who, refused to cooperate in 
making up broken squads from the pool of spaxe hands which the Clydeý 
shipyards had instituted, were sternly warned by Sheriff Fyfe'that "they 
were under a stricter discipline now than there had ever been hitherto 
147 in. the yards" In only two hearings, however, was there any argument 
over the pace at which the work ought to have be; n performed. In the, 
first case, which went to*the Appeal Tribunal, David Hislop, a plater,, 
was charged with taking 50y' hours to do work on a boiler for the 
Admiralty, while his work-mate, on a similar job, took just 1414 hours 
148. 
W. G. Sharp of the Boilermakers, who represented Hislop, clalmed-týat he 
I. had been assisting other men in the shop at the time and had, in fact, 
taken no more than 36 hours for'the job. But Sharp' s principal objection 
was to the practice of the Ministry of Munitions, which undertook the 
prosecution, of proceeding solely on the employer's statement and with- 
out reference to any other paxty. 
"Itwasquite remarkable", he pointed outt the 
celerity with which they took up cases from the 
employers, knowing nothing about the man's case 
till he was brought into Court. " 
14,6 (aasgow Herald, August 9, *16. Cf., Lbid., October 27,, 1916. 
1471bid., December 29,1916. The men, of course, preferred to work with 
members of their own squad. For if newcomers did not-possess 
ability equal to the original members, then the earnings of the 
squad would be diminished. 
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The attempt to brand a workman a malingerer was, he insisted, contrary 
to the "spirit" of the Munitions Act. Yet he failed to persuade the 
Appeal Tribunal. judge, Lord Dewar, to over-rule7the-tribunal decision. 
Perhaps predictably so; for, if the local ministry officials had invest- 
igated the case as thoroughly as, on paper, they appeared to do in cases 
of bad timekeeping, then they would have been confident of having made 
out a'strong case. For, as noted eaxlier, these Ordering of Work prose- 
cutions were, for the most paxt, the last line in a long chain of pro- 
cedures designed to rectify the perceived unsatisfactory behaviour'of 
individual munitions workers. Acquittals were thus the raxe exception, 
of which the following case, only the second in (aasgow alleging failure 
to work diligently, is one. It involved eight riveting squads who had 
been in dispute with their employer over the method of payment for 
riveting the casing of a barge'50. They had been offered 13/6d*. per 
? 100 rivets, the same rate as for a similar job the previous yeax., Not 
surprisingly in view of the rapid rise in the cost of living, they 
refused to undertake the work at that price, but. agreed to accept a time 
rate of 11-43d an hour. The company, however, were dissatisfied with the 
rate of progress of the work, spoke to the shop stewards and then 
reported the matter to the Ministry of Munitions. Despite these steps, 
the men persisted in working at the same pace. A new piece rate of 
F. 1: 0/10d was then agreed, which seems to have spurred the men to further 
efforts. But the employer then complained to the tribunal that the 
riveters, prior to the new piece-work arrangement, had failed to work 
diligently. Whether the prosecution was vindictive or whether the 
15OIbid., March 7,1917- 
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employer felt genuinely cheated by the men is unclear. What Is certain 
is that the case fell flat as soon as it was admitted by the company's 
pay clerk that a number of the men in the squad7had been off work through 
illness during the period when it was alleged they were slacking, while 
others had been employed in a different part of the yard. Total humil-ia- 
tion of the employer and of the ministry was only just avoided by the 
sheriff diplomatically suggesting that if the complaint were withdrawn, 
then he would assume that William Mackie, the Boilermakers' official, 
would associate himself in pointing out that 
whether men are paid by time or by piece-work, it is 
their bounden duty at the present time to work with 
the utmost expedition. "151 
Perhaps dovernment agreement to týe proposal to prohibit employers from 
instituting Ordering of Work prosecutions after October 1917 derived as 
much from such embarrassing hearings as from the labour unrest which 
petty prosecutions engendered. If the only permissible prosecutor at 
the time of the above hearing had been the ministry, it is highly , 
questionable whether it would have gone ahead. 
Thus at the levels -of intensifying the pace of work, of expanding, 
the scope of managerial discretion and responsibility and of introducing 
more widespread and systematic overtime contrary to the wishes of the 
employees, the usefulness of the Ordering of Work regulations to (aasgow 
employers was manifestly limited. These were clearly not the instruments 
through which to impose an intensification of workshop controls by 
employers. The following possible reasons may be suggested. FIrst, they 
were not structured specifically to this aim. Second, some of the above 
chaxges, especially in respect to working diligently, were* difficult to 
15IIbid. 
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substantiate in court and could back-fire alarmingly against the 
employer, thus causing tremendous loss of face and discouraging renewed 
attempts at a legal solutio n. The-challenge might not therefore be 
risked. Third, there were, of course, other priorities. Apart from 
dilution, most attention on the part of employers was directed to the 
reduction of bad timekeeping which, like turning up to work in a state 
of intoxication, was usually easy to verify in court. They were also 
practices on which a tripartite moral assault could be launched and which 
would, ' therefore, be less likely to provoke, hostile reaction than attempts 
to intensify the pace of work. Energies were therefore concentrated on 
the "policing" dimension to the Ordering of Work regulations rather than 
to the "workshop control" (or "industrial relations") aspect. It was, in 
short, more likely to produce positive results, for employers. 
Misconduct, whether manifested through bad timekeeping, drunkenness, 
gambling, sweaxing, smoking, sleeping or fighting could be, and was, 
rationalized as an interference with the progress of munitions prod uction 
for the wax. But employee misconduct was also an attack on the authority 
of employers to demand total obedience within their establishments. The 
existence of the war emergency and the recognition of abnormal circum- 
stances, provided the best justification'for such a counter-aggressive 
course of action which led to the tribunals. Displays of undisciplined 
behaviour by individuals were often seen as evidence for the lack of 
patriotism- on the part of the perpetrators and would often be countered 
by moralizing sermons delivered by tribunal chairmen on the virtues of 
patriotism and on steadfastness at work. Such panegyrics would, as we 
have seen, invariably include round condemnation'of the vices, of slacking, 
of drink and of gambling; and would finally conclude with despairing 
regrets that the chairmen possessed no power to send such recalcitrants 
to the Front. Thus, unlike a number of the mass prosecutions for 
40q 
Ordering of Work offences, such as at Cammell Laird, the object of 
virtually every individual prosecution was not to implement a change 
of domestic industrial relations. policy under the umbrella of the 
Ordering of Work regulations. The object was, rather, to eliminate 
isolated disorder which was perceived both as a challenge to managerial 
authority and as evidence of moral delinquency 
Motives and Meanings 
Yet, particularly in the case of the few instances of industrial 
sabotage, which we relate. below, the. eXPlanations which surfaced in the 
courts were either those advanced by the authorities seeking to impose 
their definitions of the offenders' actions, conditioned by their own 
experiences and sense of values. Alternativelyp they represented. the 
excuses advanced by the perpetrators themselvep, which did not necessar- 
ily represent their own genuine motives. They may simply have been 
explanations which they reckoned would influence the courts to treat them 
leniently. Thus to engage in industrial sabotage (or conceivably, "in bad 
timekeeping, surreptitious visits to the pub during working hours and so 
on) might be directed to specific objectives such as the reduction of 
tension and frustration, the facilitation of the work process or even 
the assertion of some form of direct control'52. 
Taylor and Walton have recently offered a typology of motives 
meanings attaching to industrial sabotage'53 In their first category, 
individual or collective attempts to reduce tension and frustration do 
not aim to restructure social relationships in the factory. Incidents 
152 These suggestions are taken from Laurie Taylor and Paul Walton, 
"Industrial Sabotage: Motives and Meanings", in Stan Cohen and 
'Laurie Taylor (eds. ) Images of Deviance, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1971) pp 219-44. 
153Ibid. 
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are minor interruptions and pose no challenge to manageria. 1-authority. 
The target, whether object or person, is relatively arbitrary and the 
act of sabotage is itself spontaneous and unplatined. Consider, then, the 
154 following example from a munitions factory In Glasgow in July 1916 
A young worker, Malcolm McLellan, was charged at Glasgow Sheriff Court 
with having maliciously damaged a machine by placing a cup between the 
pulley and driving. belt of a thread milling machine. The result was that 
a shell which was being bored was damaged, workers in the vicinity, 
including -the girl who owned the cup, were endangered by-*the threatposed 
by flying splintersTand munitions production was held up. Characteristi- 
cally perhaps, the action was attributed to drink. In other words,, it had 
to be construed as irrational, since "no=al" people did not do such 
things. Moreover, the accused, said the procurator-fiscal, haxboured no 
grudge against either the employer or against the girl, which mi6t other- 
wise "explain" his deed. Thus the possibility that the action was a mean- 
ingful, and calculated act to release the tension and frustrationzbuilt up 
by working solidly in a shell factory was not even addressed. though the 
assumed deviant quality of, for example, bad timekeeping was already under 
critical scrutiny by the HMWC which was recognizing the physiologica: L and 
ergopomic'ýdimensions to employee "misconduct135. Moreover, that the 
action might have been a deliberate act of sabotage directed against-the 
girl was not considered. Yet on a number of occasions, men's hostility- 
to women munitions workers had been expressed through wanton behaviour 
such as the wrong setting of tools by men or the hiding of the women's 
154C 
'lasgow Herald, July 31,1916. 155sheriff Lee fined McLellan C. 3 or 14 days with the usual sermon 
advocating military-style retribution. 
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156 tools . Perhapsjthe accused in this case graduated to more dangerous 
activity in his pursuit of his female prey. 
In another case, a 22 year-old munitions w6rker, Robert Duncan, who 
had been transfezred against his will from one machine to another, got 
rid of his frustration at this decision by damaging an electric-planing 
machine157. At Govan Police Court, he was fined C10 or 60, days. - Again, 
his action was, seemingly, irrational. In a state of anger to "take it 
out" on a machine seems a classical instance of "mindless violence". Yet 
a worker, powerless in such a situation,, might have no-other mode of - 
expressing his feelings. For him, the action was not mindless or motive- 
less. For the authorities, however, it-was-gratuýtous malice to which no 
rational meaning could be attached. 
In Taylor and-Walton's second type of sabotage, where the attempt is 
to facilitate or to ease the work process, those features commonly - 
I. 
present include a more pronounced challenge to authority, a degree of- 
planning, and a highly specific target, though again no restructuring of 
social relationships is intended. The case of John Stewart, a traffic, 
158 labourer from GLasgow, is possibly illustrative . He was charged at 
Paisley Sheriff Court before Sheriff Blair with having stopped -mechanical 
haulage machinery in a shell filling factory, presumably the National 
Filling Factory at Georgetown. The ten-minute stoppage led, of course, 
to an interruption in munitions production for which Stewart was prose- 
i 
cuted. In defence, he claimed that he was not awaxe that he had done so*, 
15'See.., Irene Osgood-! Andrews and Margaret Hobbs, Economic fects of the 
World War upon Women and Children in Great Ilritain w. York: OUP, 
1921) p 90. 
157 (aasgow Herald, January 13,1916. 
158Ibid,., October 5,1918. 
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thus, like McLellan, attributing his action to irrationality, that is, 
the only ground on which it might be "acceptable" to the authorities. 
But as the prosecutor pointed out, -there had been several complaints 
lately concerning persons stopping parts of the factory. This strongly 
pointed not to irrational behaviour, but to a course of conduct with 
specific, instrumental objectives. Most obviously, thiýs pointed to the- 
search for a respite from the tedious, continuous and highly dangerous 
work involved. Thus such action might be viewed as implying a challenge 
to foremen or supervisors through a conscious repudiation of the totality 
of mechanical control. Such an interpretation would, however, scarcely 
appeal to a "no-nonsense" sheriff who promptly fined Stewart Z2 or 14 
daysI59. 
The third type of industrial sabotage identified by Tay1or and 
Walton, involving the attempt to assert control, either temporaxily or 
permanently, has, of course, been associated both with Luddite "collective 
bargaining by riot" and with the pursuit of wider POlitcal objectives,. 
160 
such as those associated with the "Wobblies" It is submitted, how- 
ever, that, at least for Clydeside, there is not a great deal of evidence 
159In 1916, Sheriff Blair had been severely indicted not only by the--- 
members and officials, but also by the solicitors to the Associated 
Blacksmiths for his hostility to labour in an action-for loss of 
wages. Following a strike of hammer-boys in October 1915, a number 
of smiths refused to work the hammer, for which their wages were 
docked. They sued to recover, and the case came before Sheriff 
Blair the following year. The union's solicitors reported that 
the Sheriff was biased against labour and there was little or 
no chance of him giving the case an impaxtial hearing. He con- 
stantly interrupted, putting questions ... showing his bias ... As a result, the solicitors urged an appeal on the rare ground of 
the "malice and oppression" of the sheriff., explaininýthat, 
never in-our experience have we seen such partiality ane ... in the interests of labour generally the matter should not be allowed 
to rest where it is",. See Tuckett, The Blacksmiths' Story, op. cit., 
PP 170-1- 
160 Taylor and Walton, o]2. cit., p 235. 
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for the conscious planning of sabotage towards either of these ends 
during the war, though employers did from time to time, make aalegations, 
both trivial and weighty. Thus one local firm complained to the Ministry 
of Munitions that the, 
It. j. personal antagonism of a few Trades. Unionists to 
P 
di ution, 7 ... means that an unskilled man would lose his tools frequently, his coat would be drenched with water, 
his food oiled etc. -161 
Such treatment was accorded to non-unionists, as David Kirkwood confirms 
in his autobiography, though he would, of course, have disputed the* claim 
that the opposition of a few trades unionists to dilution was the cause 
162. 
More dramatically, the local engineering employers, during the- depor- 
tation strikes in March 1916, had claimed thatI63 , 
11... the Clyde Workers' Committee had made arrange- 
ments for destructive measures, even for dynamiting 
the machinery. " 
!I Such alarmist reports were, no doubt, concocted deliberately to force the 
goverment's hand against those thought to be the strike leaders. In 
short, the radical tradition of sabotage was not renewed during the war. 
In one respect, however, industrial sabotage might be redefined 
in such a way as to embrace actions which did not aim specifically at 
damaging goods or equipment. As William Mellor, writing in 1920, 
remaxked 
164, 
161 Cited in McLean (1972), op. cit., p 6. 
162 David Kirkwood, My Life of Revolt, op. cit.. pp 92-3. 
163MM TEA, Minute Book No. 7, March 23,1916. Macassey had remarked that 
those who had struck over the arrests of Gallacher, Muir and Bell 
following the suppression of the Worker 
, 
in January-February 1916 
were "on strike in sympathy with men who advocated the policy of 
bombs and dynamite". This suggestion was, of course, ludicrous. 
See McLean (1983), op-cit., p 75. 
164 William Mellor, Direc Action (1920), cited in Geoff Brown, 
Sabotage (Nottingham: Spokesman Books, 1977) P Xi. 
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"Sabotage means the clogging of the machine of 
capitalist industry by the use of certain forms of 
action, not necessaxily violent and not necessarily 
destructive. It is commonly supposed to mean, 
purely and simply, the smashing of machinery, either 
by the direct breaking-up of or by-rendering them 
useless by methods involving a deterioration of their 
value and efficiency. This idea of sabotage is very 
partial and unfair. The machinery of capitalism can 
be clogged quite'effectively without the employment 
of that form of sabotage which expresses itself in 
destruction. " 
Thus Geoff Brown, whose quotation from Mellor. we have shamelessly 
borrowed, identifies Cie maintenance of trade union restrictive practices, 
more especially,, cal canny, as a manifestation of industrial sabotage 
during the war'65. Without prejudice to his argument, we would, our- 
selves, confine the "expanded" meaning of sabotage to include such 
incidents as where workers went AWOL and thereby disrupted production 
elsewhere in the works. This was particularly the case in process 
industries such as iron and steel. Thus, the necessity for fruitful 
teanwork when engaged on furnace work, for example, meant that the direct 
supervision characteristic of repetition work in, say, shell factories 
166 ' 
was inapplicable Yet while it might have been thought that the 
authorities would have dealt severely with every such case, perhaps even 
prosecuting in the Sheriff Court or Police Court where imprisonment could 
be ordered, the penalties imposed reflected the variations recorded under 
other jurisdictional heads of the Munitions Act. Perhaps the clearest 
instance of what might be called "constructive" industrial sabotage during 
the war involved John Eadie, a steel smelter employed by the Coltness 
165Brown, ibid., ch. 8. 
166C: C. , Eric Hopkins, 
"'Working Conditions and Hour's During the 
Industrial Revolution: A Re-appraisal", Economic History Review, 
Nol. 35 (N. S. ), 1982, pp 52-66, at p 58. 
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Iron Company at Newmains in Ayrshire"57. Having been placed in charge 
of a Siemens steel smelting furnace, he left the works without permission, 
with the result that the silica brick lining and roof of the furnace were 
melted. Damage was estimated at about C200and the furnace put out of 
action for two to three weeks. He was fined the maximum Q by the tri-- 
bunal chairman, James Andrew. But as to his motivation, the-fact that 
it was Christmas Day when his dereliction of duty occ urr ed seems, aston- 
ishingly, to have received no. mention as. a factor, so fax as the news- 
paper report of the case conveys an adequate account. One must presume 
that the chairmen refused to extend seasonal goodwill in the circumstances 
of the damage caused. 
In another case, the intoxicated state of a baxmill. engine driver 
meant that he failed to notice overheating in the machinery which event- 
ually led to the stopping of the mill for two shifts. Twenty employees 
were thrown idle and 100 tons of output were lost. A C2 fine was imposed. 
In other incidents, frequently, but not always, involving apprentices in 
steel works such as Stewart & Lloyds and, the Scottish Tube Company, fines 
in the region of 51-, - 10/6d and C1 were imposed when their absence caused 
a dislocation of production 
169 
Drink 
What many of these incidents pointed to 'was the difficulty of a few 
employers and of the Ministry of Munitions in eliminating the "problem" 
167Glasgow Herald, January 13,1916. 
IDid., March 10,1916. 
169 Ibid., October 15, November 19, December 10,1915. Another tactic which 
employers could adopt in such circumstances was to sue the offender 
in the Small Debt Court. It seems that such a step would only be 
practicable if the financial loss were nominal. For an example where 
the Scottish Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. sought to recover E9 damages 
from an employee who had gone AWOL, see Coatbridge Leader, January 
15,1916. 
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of drunkenness at work. It was, of course, convenient for employers, 
I 
especially in the shipyaxds, to label their workers as pervasive and 
I hardened drinkers whose vices impeded the output of munitions. The 
incompetence of employers in organizing the supply of materials or in 
axranging production schedules would be well hidden by a carefully orch- 
estrated propaganda campaign which succeeded in deflectihg attention from 
managerial faults. For example, the "evidence" supplied to the government 
as the basis for the notorious white paper of May 1915 included the 
assertion by Vickers that 80106 of lost time was due to drink. They did, 
however, generously concede that 0.57o of the time lost was caused by 
faults bn the part of managementI70. Yet the impact of-drink on lost 
time was nothing like as dramatic as the lurid pictures painted by the 
employers and so avidly seized upon by the arch-opportunist, Lloyd George. 
Indeed, John Chirtres of the Ministry of Munitions department of 
Intelligence and Record171 reported candidly, at the end of May 1915 that 
though special measures to counter complaints of lost time had been taken 
by the Glasgow Armaments Output CommitteeI72, yet, 
170john Turner, "State Purchase of the Liquor Trade in the First World 
War", Historical Journal, Vol. 23,1980, pp . 
589-615, at p 
1710n Chartres, see Rubin (1977b) op. cit., at p 224, -note 11. 
172Under the Glasgow AOC scheme, trade union members accused of bad 
timekeeping were to be reported to the union after consultations 
between the employer and shop stewaxds. The union would then 
investigate the case and assess and impose any fine. This would 
be deducted by the employer from the man's wage and handed to the 
union normally for disposal to a nominated charity. Sed Bev. I, 
3, ff 253-60, "Third Report with four appendices on. the operations 
of the Armaments Output Committee based on material 3zE! ceived in 
the Intelligence Section down to May 20,1915"; MM5/91/345/106t 
"Outline of Scheme for the Improvement of Timekeeping in Controlled 
Establishments adopted by the Glasgow and West of Scotland AOC, 
May 14,1915". The scheme apparently never got off the ground, the 
AOC being wound up after the enactment of the Munitions Act. 
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the documents in our possession do not enable me to 
say definitely whether or in what proportion the practice 
of losing time has been due to excessive indulgence in 
drink. "173 
Nonetheless, the introduction of liquor control orders on Clydeside 
coincided with the issue of the Ordering of Work regulations in August 
1915, notwithstanding that the white'paper, juýt three months earlier, 
had reported no noticeable increase in drinking in the area since the 
t74 
commencement of the war By December 1915, employers were reporting 
some evidence of better timekeeping, but that the breakthrough in the 
case of that proportion of workers who, 
insist on having a daily supply Of liquor and 
on occasion neglect their work as the result of overý 
indulgence", 175 
had not occu=ed. Indeed, the allegation went, timekeeping in some ship- 
yards on the Clyde was "little better" than before the restrictions 
were imposed, with workers able to obtain as much drink as they desired, 
which could then still be taken into the yards and factories. The 
statistics of drunkenness compiled by the Glasgow police, while pointing 
to a reduction in the number of arrests since the introduction of the 
order, had to be measured against the reduction in police staffing, 
changing priorities 'and the fact that mere intoxication was insufficient 
to constitute an offence. The offender had, in addition, to be "incapable" 
before an arrest could be made. Yet in respect to employment, a state of 
drunkenness, per se, would result in loss of output at work. In this 
light, it was argued, the regulations were a failure. Indeed, it was 
173ýev. 1,3, ff-282-3v "Memorandum on the Drink Question by John 
Chartres, May 26,. 1915". 
174 Marwick, The Deluge, op. cit., p 6.5. 
17.5 ýas ow Herald, December 9,1915. 
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suggested176 9 
there is more'drinking today in Caasgow than there 
was before any attempt to control the traffic", 
I 
and as a result munitions output still remained a casualty of the spree. 
Similar claims were repeated on subsequent occasions throughout 
the war. At the Glasgow'Liberal Club, one speaker insisted thatI77, 
"They were told that timekeeping in public works had 
improved and that men did not so often come to their 
work in a condition which made them unfit to do it ... 
ZrYatj they had failed to diminish drunkenness in the 10 
aý: eas where whisky was the drink and that applied 
especially to the Clyde area. " 
At a Women's Patriotic Crusade meeting in St. Andrew's Hall (where Iaoyd 
George had provided the Christmas "entertainmen-V for the shop stewards . 
in 1915) the "economic waste and moral degradation caused by the drink 
traffic" was roundly condemnedý78. No doubt this was the kind of meeting 
of which the ASE Sheffield delegate had remarked, when he report . ed 
attending a conference on the liquor traffic, 
which has for its object the further restrictions 
for munitions workers. We had lords there and Members 
of Paxliament, all of whom know better than we do what 
is Good for us, but they were told a thing or two that 
surprised them, and they would be wise if they left the 
men alone, as they have had just about enough of their 
lecturing and advice. "179 
The Clydeside employers got "into the ac-VI once again in December 
1916 when reminding the new Prime Minister that "the drinking customs of 
many of the workers are a serious handicap on-production" 
180. Immediate 
176Ibid. 
17ýIbid., 
March 16, 
'1916. 
17C Ibid., November 30,1916. 
179 ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, November 1915, p 53. 
lbo (aasMw Herald, December 18,1916; Shipbuilder, Vol-. 16, January 1917, 
p 47. 
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total prohibition for the duration of the war was demanded, a proposal 
which had earlier been put to A. J. Balfour, First Lord of the Admiralty, 
at the employers' meeting-with him in September' 19jeft. Reactions-to 
the publication of the Clyde employers' communication to iaoyd George 
were predictably diverse on a subject which tested class, party and, 
indeed, religious loyalties in a way which other social and economic 
questions failed to do. Thus one correspondent, outraged at the 
employers' suggestion of total prohibition, Indignantly enquired 
182 
"Do its ardent advocates never stop to consider the 
widows and children whose incomes, in part or in 
whole, are derived from brewery or distillery shares? " 
The Clyde district Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades 
(FEST) was likewise angered, though obviously for different reasons. 
Predictably repudiating the slur thus cast on Clydeside labour, FEST 
presented a wide-ranging programme of war socialism as its resp6nse to, 
those unsubtle tactics Lwhict7 are part of the 
"stock-in-trade" of the employers to cover up 
inefficient management and the unbusinesslikeýand 
appallin lack of systematized organization in their 
works. " 193 
Thus the local FEST Committee, which included chairman, W. G. Sharp, Alex 
Richmond of the Sheet Metal Workers and William Mackie, Sharp' s'colleague 
in the Boilermakers' Society, demanded the annexation of profits from. 
shipbuilding required for the war, state control of shipping, ' state 
purchase of the liquor trade and a "more systematic organization of the 
181 
MTEA, Minute Book Wo. 8, September 20,1916. The proposal had two 
fall-back positions, prohibition of spirits only, failing which, 
prohibition of the carryin&-out trade. The suggestion had been 
floated by Fred Henderson of D. & W. Henderson, shipbuilders, the 
president of the SEF in 1915- See ibid., September 18,1916. 
182 Glasgow Herald, December 20,1916. 
1831bid., 
December 21,1916. 
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industry which can be attained by the workers having a share in the 
51184 
control and management through direct representation . It was a 
programme which reflected both the future political aspirations of the 
labour movement and the pitching of ambitious demands by organized 
trades unionism feeling their way in a process. 
- 
of wartime bargained 
corporatism. 
However. nothing of immediate significance for. the drink trade arose 
from the employers' campaign, and from FEST's D171"l-blooded. riposte, though 
the 6pisode'was, perhaps, partly responsiblef for sending the Central 
Control Board ýLiquor TI-affiq) scurrying to explore the possibility of 
state purchase in Glasgow in early 1917, an expedition which proved 
barren 1850 
But what of the facts, and not the rhetoric, pertaining to lost 
time through drink? The evidence is admittedly sketchy as Chartres, 
memorandum (EMra) indicates. But this itself ought to be sufficient to 
discredit the Clyde employers' propaganda. What is cleax is that of the 
nearly 300 firms which identified the causes of lost time in the 
ministry's questionnaire of March 1916 only 13 referred to drink, while 
another 15 reported that alcohol was less of a. piroblem. than in the past, 
a finding which nonetheless did not prevent one ministry official ftom_. _ 
ritually Intoning that there was "no doubt that intemperance is respon- 
186 
sible for a very considerable proportion of lost time" . How such a 
184Ibid. 
185M. E. Rose, "The Success of Social Reform? The Central Control Boaxd 
ý Liquor Traffic) 1915-21", in M. R. D. Foot (ed. ) War and Society 
London: Paul Elek, 1973) Ch. 5, at p 81. 
186Bev. V, 21, ff 144-52. Among Masgow firms, David Bennie & Co. 
blamed drink for poor timekeeping, while MacFarlane, Strang & Co. 
pra* ed the liquor- restrictions for their good timekeeping. See 
M! 15ý91/345/3, OP-cit- 
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judgment could be reached by an educated senior civil servant frankly 
defies the imagination. But it certainly meshed with the prejudices of 
the employers at the time. Thus, once again a spurious campaign, a 
moral panic directed against a "folk devil", and capable of attracting 
popular support, in spite of the facts, was whipped up by the Clyde 
employers anxious to quell "the state of indiscipline which prevalleV 
in their yards and factories'87. Ihis, and not the opposition to dilu- 
tion, represented the forces of darkness against which they struggled 
mightily. Yet if the imagery is metaphysical, the "problem" (as also in 
the case of bad timekeeping) was indeed epiphenomenal as the ministry's 
questionnaires confirm. No matter; the spectacle of tribunal prosecu- 
tions for drunkenness. though scarcely numerous, was such as to present to 
employers a stereotyped picture of the Clyde steel or shipyard worker 
whose fondness for strong drink was legendary. - 
What war. this spectacle? It related to the practice in some estab- 
lishments of men slipping out of the works for a drink, a practice 
connived at by companies in the past, when pub hours were generous by 
comparison with the new wartime regime. But with the advent of liquor 
restrictions and the. moral crusade against drink, an opportunity presen- 
ted itself to tighten up discipline and. to, replace an "indulgency 
pattern" on 
. the part of. management 
188 
towards slipping out for the tradi- 
tional "wee hauf and a chaser", with a more rigorous style of supervision. 
Thus the boundaries of what constituted a disciplinary offence were them- 
187MTEA, 
Minute Book No. 8, September 20,1916. 
188 For this phrase, see Alvin Couldner, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy (Glencoe, Ill: Free Press, 1954). The sequel to the tightening up 
of discipline following the introduction of cosmopolitan management 
to replace the local personnel is discussed in ibid., Wildcat Strike (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 195.5). 
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selves widened. What had formerly been winked at, was now, In effect, 
criminalized. 
Thus with pub opening hours in Masgow and the West of Scotland 
confined to two short spells a day 
189, the practice of night shift 
workers nipping out for a drink between 6 and 9 p. m. became more notice- 
able. Numerous complaints were lodged by companies with the tribunals. 
For example, at a tribunal in Ayr the! furnace keeper and his assistant 
at the MuJrkirk Iron Works of William Baird & Co. were charged with 
slipping out for half-an-hour whilst waiting to turn out a cast, and 
190 -* then returning drunk The management explained that the prosecution 
was intended to stop the practice, rather than to punish the individuals 
191 involved 
In a case against a puddler at the Phoenix Iron Works, owned by 
Stewart & Lloyds, Sheriff Fyfe even remarked that he 
192 
"supposed it was a custom to try and-&rink between 6 and 
9 13.. m. as much as would carry them through the night. " 
Though such intensive drinking no doubt led to a rapid diminution of 
self-control, apparent on the men's return to the works, the unions were 
reticent about defending their members in those circumstances where the 
employers were determined to stamp out the practice. However in one 
189Ian Donnachie, "World War I and the Drink. Question: State Control 
of the Drink Trade" , Scottish Labour History Society Journal, Fo- 17,1982, pp 19-26, at p 21. 
190 LAB2/63/MT1 67/6, J. Turner'MacFarlane to - Walter Payne, April 6, 
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1916. The case was stated to be of "considerable importance". 
Beardmore also prosecuted in similar circumstances specifically as 
a deterrent to others. See Glasgow Herald, September 23,1915. 
192Ibid., 
April 14,1916. The idea of compressing drinking into as 
short a period as possible has, of course, been blamed as a 
principal contributory factor to the level of drunkenness in 
Scotland and explains the recent alteration of licensing hours 
to permit longer hours in Scottish pubs. 
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case, the ASE felt that Beardmore's crusading zeal had gone too far, 
where the company had both sacked the employee for slipping out to the 
pub for an- hour, and had also -prosecuted him urider the Ordering of Work 
regulations. This, complained William Kerr at the tribunal, was a 
double punishment since, although the skilled employee in question could 
no doubt obtain alternative-employment elsewhere, -he might have been 
satisfied with his present employers. Kerr therefore argued that the 
prosecution was incompetent, but failed to persuade Sheriff Fyfe. For 
the chairman insisted that'93, 
it would be most unfortunate, and would be 
subversive of that very discipline which the Order 
was designed to strengthen", 
if the Act required that the complainer be the workman's employer at the 
date the complaint was lodged, as well as at the date of the offence. 
Since a leaving certificate could not be endorsed with unfavouriLble 
comments, said the sheriff, there seemed no other method of effective 
punishment. 
Whether the. accused in the above case was typical of those appear- 
ing before the tribunal on a charge of intoxication or of keeping bad 
time is unclear. But what is remarkable is the nýmber of occasions 
during which those charged with offences were spoken of by their empýLo7, -, _ 
yers in otherwise favourable terms. Thus the two furnace keepers at 
the Muirkirk Iron Works (supra) were described by their employer as 
"capable men" against whom the company had "no personal complaint"194. 
193Ibid., 
November" 29, December 7,1916. It is remarkable', " but appro-' 
priate that the name of the accused-in this drink prosecution was (with the aid of poetic licence) Johnnie Walker and that the Appeal 
Tribunal judge was, of course, Arthur Dewar. See ibid., February 10 
1917; John S. Walker v William Beardmore & Co. Lid., i917.. SMAR 63-4. 
194 WV63/11T167/6, op. cit. 
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Similarly, a moulder and his helper chaxged with drunkenness were both 
said by the firm to be "good timekeepers", one of whom had since taken 
the pledge for at least a year'95. In another base, Sheriff. Fyfe asked 
"why it was that the men who took a dram too much were always the best 
workmen f196 Indeed, even when a worker was accused of quarrelling with-,, 
and assaulting his foreman while under the influence of drink, Sheriff 
Fyfe was'97, 
inclined to be a little thankful that there was an 
excuse of the kind, as it is hard to believe that a young 
and respectable man like the respondent should have 
committed such an assault. " 
7here Is little doubt of the feeling of dejection on -the part of 
Sheriff Fyfe when trying such cases as those where the characters of the 
accused were praised in spite of the prosecutions. -On one occasion, he 
'-"(aasgow Herald, May 10,1916. 
1961bid., 
October 18, - 1916. Cf., -ibid., October 4,1916 where it was 
remarked that it was ? 'e: ýUaýordina3y' that the best men got drunk. 
Cf., letter in ibid., December 20,1916. , 
197Ibid., 
January 16,1917. The accused was Robert Davidson, an iron 
turner in a Lanarkshire steel 'Wýrks, who was also a professional 
footballer. He was fined the maximum E3 as the assault was "neither 
sporting nor British". For the prosecution of the more celebrated 
Celtic player, Fatsy Callagher, for having played football instead 
of working in a munitions factory, see MasG2w Herald, November 22, 
1916. It was not unusual for professional footballers to end up at 
the tribunal as the rival pressures of munitions work and playing 
league football posed dilemmas for the players. As personalities 
in the public eye, they were expected to set an example as industrious 
munitions workers. They therefore tended to be treated unsympatheti- 
cally by the tribunal. For the case of Horace Barnes, who played for 
Manchester City, see The Times October 21,191.5. -A residential 
street in Manchester has been named after Barnes. In another case, 
Fred Sowerby who played for St. Mirren was refused a leaving certi- 
ficate, sought on medical grounds, ýhen it was revealed that he had 
lost time through playing for the club. See Masgow Herald, 191_5 (exact reference temporarily mislaid). 
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ventilated his sense of exasperation against the employers who had 
prosecuted a number of men for taking a week's holiday in the summer. 
"If you brought up weeds", he protested'9a, vowe would 
know how to deal with them. But you seem to bring your 
best men here, putting them in the same position as the 
deliberate shirker. " 
4 
It was no wonder that Fyfe and his fellow industrial unrest commissioners 
in 1917 recommended that henceforth only the Ministry of. Munitions should 
initiate Ordering of Work prosecutions. It must, however, be pointed out- 
that the impact of the tribunal as a deterrent was on the wane once the 
novelty had disappeared and war-weariness had become more pronounced. 
The pettiness of many of the cases heard by Sheriff Fyfe, even where the 
prosecutions were successful, no doubt also dampened the enthusiasm of 
the chairman to reiterate the moral lesson which he considered it incum- 
bent on him to preach. The law of diminishing returns was thuslas clearly 
applicable to the work of the tribunal as to other spheres of activity. 
The role of the tribunal in moderating the severity of the rules and 
in ensuring, as the ministry historians saw it, "fairness" to both sides, 
can, however, be detected - if one looks closely, enough among the 
plethora of unremarkable and perfunctory hearings conducted in Glasgow. 
For example, in respect to'a charge against four workers-at Sir.. William, 
Arrol & Co., civil engineers, of failing to work diligently, in tha-Clhey_ 
had been discovered playing cards, the accused admitted to the card game 
but pointed out that, as piece-workers, they had been given no work to 
do. Cmdr. Gibson was severe in his criticism of the employer. Mus, 
"The Court", he said, 
199 "was satisfied that this case 
should never have been brought. It seemed quite clear- 
from the evidence that the men were without work, and to 
him that was a very strange commentary on much that was 
brought to the Court. " 
198 
Ibid., October 11,1916. 
1997bld., 
February 18,1916. 
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The conventional wisdom of an excess of work to be done and a critical 
shortage of manpower with which to perform it, was thus questioned by the 
outcome of 'this case. It was no wonder that Gibson's sensitive handling 
of tribunal hearings was viewed as dangerous iconoclasm by the Ministry 
of Munitions in London. He did not need to respond to the level of 
industrial unrest in order to reach such a decision. He simply applied 
the facts. 
In another case, Sheriff Craigie granted compensation to a 
Beardmore worker at Dalmuir shipyard who had been*dismissed following a 
conviction for betting outside the yard 
200 
. Even. his reasoning betrayed 
an element*of national stereotyping when he pointed out that it would be 
unlawful for an employer to dismiss an employee who was'drunk every 
night after work but who turned up in the mornings in a sober state. 
Finally, when the same firm imposed fines of 2/6d on those photographed 
leaving the works before stopping time, the company were successfully 
sued in the Clasgow Small Debt Court by a caulker who established that 
201 
he had been on a legitimate errand at the time Yet instead of 
lambasting the firm for its practice of imposing fines on innocent 
workers, Sheriff Lee, nonetheless, thought it more important to dwell 
on that "lamentable feature, this waste of work in shipyards". Thus 
where "fairness" was extended to munitions workers, it was of the most 
grudging nature. Contemporaxy myths about factory misconduct on a 
massive scale, carefully and insidiousl y revived by the employers from 
time to time. retained too potent a hold over the imagination of those - 
employers. ) and sheriffs - whose vision was restricted to the pathological 
200 Ibid., October 19,1917. That a policeman had warned the employee for 
gambling within the yard precincts some three* years earlier was dis- 
counted by the judge as an irrelevancy. 
201 Ibid., December 21,1916. 
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and not to the physiological occurrences. 
Conclusion 
The enforcement of a statutorily prescribed system of factory 
discipline during the First World War was not a wholly negative experi- 
ence for munitions workers. For it did offer trade union representa- 
tives an opportunity to extend their. spheres of influence with manage- 
ment and the state, despite the danger of compromising their capacity 
to defend their own class interests. Yet during the wax, these distinc- 
tive class interests had been relegated to the greater good, as even 
factory workers perceived it, of the nation at war. Votwithstanding, in 
this context, the weapon of prosecution by employers, as a means of 
maintaining order in the workshop, achieved only limited success. 
Principally aimed at bad timekeeping offences, it was directed mainly 
at symptoms rather than at causes, a finding which the Ministry of 
Munitions soon recognized. In the. hands of employers, prosecutions were 
seen by workers as the exercise of a public power for private ends. 
Thus it was in the "national interest" - that corporcitist concept which 
transcended the narrow domestic concerns of factory workers and empl-. 
oyers - that prompted anxious ministry investigations into the social 
and economic causes of lost time, that drew the unions formally into the 
disciplinary process with its plurality of techniques of persuasion, and 
that ultimately vested the right of prosecution solely in the ministry 
itself. Petty and vindictive prosecutions by employers were indeed a 
feature of the earlier period of the wartime legal regime. In this 
respect, comparisons may be drawn with the pre-war experience of the 
implementation of harsh and punitive disciplinary laws, that is, with 
I 
the "administrative control" postulated by Woodward or the "direct 
202 
control" conceptualised by Friedman Yet, as we have seen, a consid- 
erable more complex picture of the enforcement of factory discipline, 
containing a powerful ingredient which we may simply describe as 
"corporatist control" and which was not exclusively dependant on legal 
sanctions, emerged during the First World War.. 
_ 
202Friedinan, 'o'p'. 
c-i't. , note 3A, supra. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
The Leaving Certificate Scheme 
1,. 1915-1916 
Introduction 
A currently fashionable theme occupying the attention& of historians 
of crime and punishment is the relationship between law breaking and 
law enforcement. Among many questions,. consideration has focussed on 
the factors which may help to determine haw the, 'law is moblUsed in 
Particular cases and how judicial discretion in deciding on guilt 
or in prescribing punishment is exercised. 
I For example, the existence 
of widespread dearth in a community may well have excused the 
perpetrators of various thefts from'. the worst excesses of. the eighteenth 
2 
century capital statutes# and allowed judges to calibrate the level 
of punishment (or even the finding of guilt) with the level of privation. 
suffered, or with whatever othbr -factor, such as age or gender, which 
might be considered relevant. 
3 In the present chapter, the background 
Leading works include Douglas Hay et al., Albion's Fatal Tree (London: Allen 
Lane, 1975) and John Brewer and John Styles (eds. ) An Ungovernable 
People (London: Hutchinson, 1980). For extensive bibliographical 
references, see Victor. %iley, _"CrAme, 
Cximinal _Justice and-Authority in Englarul", Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History, 
No 40, Spring. 1980, PP 36-46; David Sugarman, J. N. J. Palmer and G. R. 
Rubing "Crime, Law and Authority in Nineteenth Century Britain! ', op. cit. 
pp 28-141; David Philips, "'A Just Measure of Crime, Authority, Hunters 
and Blue Locusts': The 'Revisionist' Social History of C3: Lme and the 
Law in Britain, 1780-1850" in Stanley Cohen and Andrew Scull (edze)p 
Social Control and the State (Oxford: Martin Robertson, -1983) ch-3; Michael Ignatieff, "State, Civil Society and Total Institutions: A 
Critique of Recent Social HistDries of Punishment", in ibid., ch. 4. ýCfev J. M. Beattie, "The Pattern of Crime in England, 166oagoo-, Past & 
Present, No. 62,1974, pp 47-95; ibid, "Crime and the Courts in Surrey 
1736-1753"in J. S. Cockburn (ed. ) Crime in England, 1500-1800 (London: 
Methuen, 1977) ch. 7; Douglas Hay, "War, Dearth and Theft in the 
3 
Eighteenth Century", Past & Present, No. 95,1982, pp 117-6o. 
See over/... 
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climate of entrenched industrial conflict and trade union militancy 
in Glasgow is the given variable against which the exercise of local 
tribunal discretion in the enforcement of the leaving certificate scheme 
Is to be measured. In other words, the working -hypothesis 
is that 
there is a direct relationship betpieen the level of local unrest 
and lawlessness on the one hand, and the exercise- of judicial discretion 
4 
on the other. This in turn would be expected to lead to a pattern 
of decision-making in Glasgow different from that in other industrial 
regions; where local militancy was not so prevalent or where it was not 
perceived by the tribunal as a constant threat to order and output. 
Thus one might initially speculate that the Glasgow tribunal, acutely 
conscious of the powder-keg atmosphere of hostility to the Munitions 
Act, which the Fairfield episodes sharply, underlined, would adjudicate 
upon leaving certificate applications in a sympathetic, rather than 
In a provocative and aggressive, manner. 
Indeed, the evidence from chapter six, which describes the removal 
of Gibson, Gloag and Andrew from their posts does appear to support 
the proposition that the tribunal responded to the level of local 
militancy by adopting a policy of sensitivity, perhaps even appeasement, 
to certificate appeals. For there is little doubt that employers were 
on occasion discomfited by their experience at the hands of the tribunal 
chairmen, Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the tribunal endeavoured 
P. J. R. King "Decision-makers -and Decision-making in the 18th Century Criminal Iaw", Historical Journal (forthcoming; 1984); 'Ibid. 
"War, Judicial Discretion and the Problems of Young Adulthood 1740- 
1815" (unpublished; 1984); J. M. Beattie, -. "The Crimina. 11ty of Women in Eighteenth Century England", Journal of Social History, Val. 8, 
1975, pp 80-116. tc 
f Royden Harrison, referring to the broader theme linking "patterns 
of lawlessness and of law enfoxcement". See his "Forewozd" to 
Victor Bailey (ed. ) Policing and Punishment in Nineteenth Century 
Britain (Londons Croom Helm, 1981). 
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to moderate the excesses of local employers who had sought to exploit 
5- their new-found power over their wozkmen. 
But notwithstanding the above points, it is clear that the tribunal's 
intervention struck hard only at the grosser abuses perpetrated by a 
number of local employers-, - less blatant perversions might not reach 
the tribunal at all, or, if they dido might escape censure. Moreover, 
there exists a difficult methodological question. That is, did the 
detailed accounts of leaving certificate proceedings published in 
the Glasgow Herald present a representative pi , cture of the overall 
pattern? For the fact remains that reporting standards varied enormously 
from one application to another. Reporters would be likely to give 
widest coverage to multiple leaving certificate applicati I ons, where 
a large group of workers from a single establishment submitted 
identical claims. These, n eedless to say, raised collective grievances 
of an "industrial relations" character, whereas individual applibAions 
were -more likely (th , ough not exclusively) to involve personal concerns, 
such as ill-health or the -maintenance of two homes. The multiple' 
applications, which we are confident were adequately reported in the 
press and have also been identified for the purposes of this resea=h, 
would, in turn, probably entail the lengthiest and most fiercely contested 
claims in a day's hearing. Yet we may guess from the ci=umstances 
surrounding the removal of Gibson and his colleagues and from the 
unions' efforts at "collective bargaining by litigation" (inf: ýa, chapter 
five), that these multiple applications proportionately enjoyed a high 
success rate. If so (and we believe this to be the case), such outcoaes 
might not necessarily be representative of the bulk of the leaving 
certificate hearings. By contrast, it is probably true to say that most 
ýO M, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 18, where it is stated that, "The department 
endeavoured to check these abuses [by employerý by correspondence, 
and the tribunals to remedy them by granting certificates ... " 
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applications, if mentioned at all in the press, would be. reported 
by reference to a bare decision, which might, or more commonly- -might 
not, add the merest detail of occupation or employer. Therefore to 
explore the aggregate picture, we will, later in the, chapter, examine 
the statistical results from tribunal hearings in six-major cities 
including Glasgow, over the, period January 1916 to October 1917 with the 
object of determining the comparative success rate of leaving certificate 
applications among those localities (unfortunately no local breakdowns 
for the period to January 1916,.. have survived; only natimal aggregates 
exist for this period). Now if the Glasgow tribunal had soueht to 
weigh its exercise of discretion against the level ofýlocal militancy, 
we would expect to find a significant disparity between Glasgow and 
relatively peaceable industrial regions in respect to the aggregate 
number of leaving certificates grinted or refused. But in fact we will 
observe that the aggregate results simply do not bear out the proposition 
linking the pattern, of decision-making with labour unrest. - Indeed the 
Glasgow figures for January to-April 1916, when the disgraced triumvirate 
were still presiding over hearings, bear a striking similarity in 
percentage termsp as we shall see, to the regime conducted by their 
successors, Fyfe and Craigle. 
If 9 theref ore, the aggregate returns cannot bear the 
'weight 
. of Our 
initial hypothesis, it must nevertheless be remembered that at least 
in the cases of Gibson and Andrew, they chose to exercise their 
discretion whether to grant or to withhold certificates in an - 
essentially contradictory and inconsistent manner. - For while'insisting 
on the primacy of the "national interest" as the determining factor 
in their adjudicationsq the tribunal chairmen were on occasion caught 
red-handed by the Ministry of Munitions, assessing by reference to 
ethicalt rather than to narrower corporatist criteria, 'whether "the 
consent of an employer", in the words of the 1915 Act, "has been 
unreasonably withheld". 
Therefore, by personifying the concept of judicial autonomy, 
they committed grave faux pas which, as zeen in chapter six, were 
cruelly exposed in angry letters to the ministry from the like* of 
Askwith, Paterson, Bartellot and influential works managers among the 
local aristocracy of industrial capital. 
Thus, despite the repudiation, at the broadest statistical level, 
I 
of the link between judicial discretion and industrial discoid,,. the 
theory, it might be objected, can in fact be qualifiedly rehabilitatede 
For if the unfortunate trio were sacked because of their leniency 
in closely monitored casesq then it may be argued that so far as the 
more crucial and consequential cases were concerned, the tribunal 
did indeed respond to an external stimulus; though as ve also sawv 
labour unrest was perhaps less of a factor in the cases of Gibson 
and Andrew# where "humanitarianism" was more influential, than in the 
case of Gloag where-militancy clearly did unnerve him* 
In this respect, the apparently contradictory p'osition in wbich 
the Glasgow tribunal chairmen found themselvess that iss floundering 
, 
between the devil of labour and the deep blue sea of both Capital 
and ministry becomes apparent. For on., the one hand,, the pattern 
of decisica-making at the tribunal does not quite match the exaggerated 
and highly critical account suggested by the level of trade union 
condemnaticn (and suggested, aldo,,. 'though perhaps implicitly,, by the 
findings. -''/, of the Balfour-Macassey Commission). For their track 
record fared no worse in statistical terms than that of Fyfe or 
Craigie, or of chairmen elsewhere. On the other handl they did 
succeed in alienating both prominent local employers and the bureaucratic 
centmalists at the Ministxy of Munitions, for which indiscretiom 
they paid dearly. Thus , the tribanal's sympathetic approach to 
individual claimants, where the (ministry's) national interest was 
not compromised, would have been acceptable to the Ministry of Munitions. 
Insteal, the tribunal chairmen's propensity tospeaý their own minds 
L)r9l*. 
rather than that of the ministry, and their generally sympathetic 
treatment of multiple certificate applications during a period of 
acute local tension# shows the limited extent to which the theory 
linking discretion with unrest applied'in Glasgow. 
I 
Yet, that unrest, or -more specifically in this chapter, hostility 
t6the leaving ceirtificate scheme both in Glasgow"'and elsewhere# 
certainly existed and is analysed in the next section. 
Hostilityto the-Scheme, '1915-1916 
According to the Official History of the Ministry of Munitions, 
the leaving ce: ýtiflcate scheme constituted, 
6, 
the -most drastic restriction of normal 
liberties contained in the Act, and, while 
Section 7 has been described as the most 
powerful instrument of industrial efficiency 
which the War has produced, in practice it 
gave rise to discontent which caald only be 
finally allayed by its repeal. " 
In order to achieve the declared objective of industxial efficiency, 
the scheme of clearance notes in the hands of employers was institutedp 
"ooo as a means of checking the constant drifting 
of labour in the direction of higher wages 
a tendency which not only interfered with regiilar 
work, but was likely to cause a general rise of 
wages. Cases-occurred where men left'skilled to 
go to unskilled. *ork,, on higher wages; where 
men were drawn from permanent work of national 
value to temporary employment at higher rates;, 
and where men were finally lost to some industries 
by drifting into temporary employment at the end of 
which they were taken for the Army. "7 
Thus, in the absence of direct wage regulation which sought to impose 
uniformity of rates and earnings, employers were vulnerable to the 
enhanced market power possessed by skilled labour,, for whom "the instinct 
ýM, 
Vol. It Part IV, P. 3. Cf, Roger Davidson, "Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith 
and Labour Policy 1886-19-16", Cambridge Ph. D., 1971, P- 358. ýOý, Vol. -I, Part IV, p. 38. 
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to sell in the dearest market was not restrained by the general 
belief that Capital was exploiting to the full the needs of the 
c ountryll "8 With employers desperate to attract and complbte munitions 
contracts, a widespread bidding up of wage rates aril bonuses took 
place, resulting in a chaotic free-for-all to the detriment of the 
supply departments. To add. to the employers miseries, -it was suggested 
that, since prior to the Actq 
any competent engineer found no difficulty 
in getting work, he was ready on the least cause, or 
perhaps through mere restlessness, to throw up. 
his job and go elsewhere. Thus, at a time 
when direction was above all things necessary, the 
movement of labour was in a peculiar degree at the 
mercy of caprice. "9 
This feature in fact hints at the third objective which the leaving 
certificate was designed to achieve. As Lloyd George explained 
10 in the Commons, 
! 'It is absolutely impossible to obtain any 
discipline or control over-men, if a man who 7nay be 
either slack or disobedient to a reasonable 
order is able to walk out at the ma-aent, go to 
the works which are only five or ten minutes cff, 
and be welcomed with open arms without any 
questions being asked. That -must be stopped". 
Thus the trinity of labour iamobilityp wage deflation and factory 
discipline was emblazoned on the leaving certificate, though it was 
the disciplinary effects of the scheme which made the biggest initial 
impact on labour, and indeed on governmentp opinion. In respect to 
mobility and wages, the inability of workers to change Jýbs at leisure 
or for personal advancement was of course a constant irritant through- 
out the per iod of the scheme's existence. 
11 Yet though prices 
conbistently outstApped wages in the first three years of the war, '12 
Vol. IV# Part'II, p. 14. 
P- 15- 
Vol. I, Part IV, iý. 40; ibid., Vol. V, Paxt It ps34; H. C. Deb., 5th 
series, Vol, 72 col. 3-199, June 23,1915. 
, 'Cf. # Davidson (1971ý oPecitat P-36o. 
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it was only when the grievances of time workers compared with 
those on payment-by-results systems exploded into open conflict 
in the first half of 1917 (as we shall see later) that the government 
decided with certain safeguards, to discard the leaving certificate 
13 
scheme. 
Nonetheless, in the first few months of the scheme's existence, 
the labour press'regularly denounced section seven 
, 
in all. its manifest- 
ations. For example, by preventing workers from moving freely from 
one firm to anotherv it rendered them "little better than slaves", 
14 15 
complained the Woman's Dreadnought. The Cotton Factory Times 
noted that employers were withholding certificates on the grouXxI that 
they"never gave testimonials'l the object being in some cases to 
"coerce men into working at scab rates". This accusation, of course, 
went beyond the government's policy of seeking to contain wage drift, 
and pointed to how employers might use the leaving certificate 
to maintain wage levels at less than the district rate. Indeed this 
was a grievance which still rankled right up to the period when 
the scheme was abolished (though a partial remedy to be inserted 
in the abortive private dilution measure of May 1917 had been 
prepared). 
16 A-- 
But there were"other serious grievances to which attention was 
drawn. The -most'obviou's, pointed out by John Hodge for the Iabour 
Party in the Coamons debate on the Bill, was that while the worker 
could not leave his employment without a certificate, the employer 
was left free to dismiss him. 
17 Moreover, there was nothing in the 1915 
13 OHMMp- 
-Vol,... Vlt. Tart It p. 33. 
, Woman s Dreadnought,. August 7,1915.9-f -, ibid. , Sep mb , 11,18 t 1913. te or "Cotton Factory Times, September 10,1915. 
P Vol- Vo Part It P-52. 
_o , 
Vol. I, Part IV, p. 41; HC Deb, 5th Series, Vol. 72, col - 1519, June 23,1915. 
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Act to compel an employer to, issue a certificate even if he dismissed 
an employee or suspended him for a lengthy period without pay. '18 Thus, 
"One wouldnaturally suppose that a man who had been-- 
dismissed, kicked out, sacked, had left so entirely 
with the consent of his employer, that, fined or 
unfined, he would, at any rate, be entitled to 
his "consent certificate". 
But no! Neither under this Act, nor under any 
other, nor by common law, is the employer -- 
bound to give a certificate. He cannot be compelled 
to put into writing a statement of fact that he' 
cannot deny. /" So this is what, happenst A min is dismissed; 'the 
employer refuses the certificate - "A bad workman! 
Let him rot! " andýfor six weeks the man Is 
unemployable, starving perhaps, degenerating 
certainly - and this at a time when every workman 
is needed, even the indifferent. "19 
Furthermore, where the tribunal did award a certificate, the employer 
incurred no penaltyl no matter how unreasonable or vindictive his 
refusal had been, and even -though the employee had undoubtedly suffered 
20 loss of wages during the period without a certificate. Thus,, 
"The total effect", concluded the Official Historyt 
"was to arm employersl managers and foremen with 
arbitrary powers that were-certain to be abused. in 
unscrupulous hands, "21 
Indeedl criticism of employers was even endorsed by one of the 
ministry architects of the scheme, Humbert Wolfe, who later agreed 
that many employers and foremen had used the power conferred on them 
in an oppressive manner. Thus# 
"They enforced changes in the methods of working, 
they penalized men by delay in issuing certificates, 
and they refused certificates to men thrown out 
of work by a strike or breakdown ofmachinery; 
they would not allow men who had come from a 
distance to return home, and they wculd not grant 
certificates to workmen leaving to take up 
better work elsewhere. -22 
18 Wolfe, labour Supply ard Regulation,, 
19 -. 14 25,1915- 
20Nation, October 9,1915, p. 53. 
""MM' Vol. 1, Part IV, p. 41. 
p. 42. 2 
01fe -ci s p. 223. 
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op. cit., p. 221; Forwa: rd September 
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The local ministry official in Glasgow, James Paterson, had in 
fact warned, his department heads of trouble afoot as early as August 
Alreadyt he pointed out, a number of skilled men were walking the 
streets unemployed because of their inability to satisfy prospective 
employers that their previous employers, had consented to their leaving. 
"It is only now",. he wrote23, "that employers. are, 
beginning to understand the'operation of Section 7(l), 
but even those who have thought of it appear to be 
considering only one part of its application, ', 
i. e. the 
right that it confers on them to retain their men 
in their employment and the fact that any other firmý 
which engages the workman without a certificate 
is guilty of a contravention of the Act. I have not 
yet heard of an employer, large or small, who is adoptirg 
the practice of issuing certificates of consent under 
Section 7 (l)-" 
, 
The Ministry of Munitions attempted to remedy the situation by 
distributing a circular to the engineering and shipbuilders' employers' 
federations which declared'that, 
24 
"The Minister regards it of great importance 
that when a certificate is refused,, the workman 
should, if he so desires, be retained in the 
employer's service, and that certificates should'' 
never be withheld when a-workman is dismissed. ".. 
Yet not only did suspensions or discharges without certificates 
continue unabated. Employers also attempted to convert their 
certificates into character notes, stating that the reason for 
-dismissal was breach of discipline or poor timekeepinge This practice, 
though not widespread, effectively prevented the recipients of such 
certificates from obtaining alternative employment until the Fairfield 
shipwrights I 6hse brought such -matters to a head. Thereafterg new 
regulations stIpulated that no endorsements to the standard form of 
certificate prescribed in the regulations were to be peimitted,, and 
scarcely any further trade union complaints on this score were recorded. 
25 
236 OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, PP 17-18. 
Ibid. p. 18. 25: F-'tor ý; isolated example of a prosecution of an employer for wrongly 
enclorsing a certificate after the Fairfield shipwrlghts' episode, 
see ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, April 1916, P. 55; The Times., 
by March 14# 1916. The employer, a Dumbarton foundry, was fined X2 
Professor Gloag. 
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A number of mass -meetings and conferences provided trade 
unionists with the opportunity to'vent their angerýat the restrictions 
on their freedom and to demand drastic changes in the law. Thus as 
early as mid-August, a meeting of all Clyde trade unions affiUated to 
the Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades (FEST) had 
-216 taken place in the Christian Institute in Glasgow. Yet despite 
the fact that it was held within a few days of the , 
Fairfield coppersmiths". 
and LobnItz holders-on prosecutions, the principal complaints were 
27 directed against the leaving certificate scheme. For example, 
workers undertaking only a small amount of munitions work were being 
prevented from joining firms wholly engaged on such tasks. Appaxently 
this was due to the tribunal's interpreting the leaving certificate 
scheme as applying to all establishments engaged on -munitions Fork,, 
no -matter how small a proportion, of the total time" was spent by a 
worker,.! on war work, In fact the Treasury Solicitor later advised that 
"occasional" employment on munitions work would entitle an employee 
to leave without a leaving certificate, whereas "substantial" munitions 
employment was necessary if the employer wished to retain his'woxkmen. 
28 
But by then ther damage would already have been done; Indeed exacerbated 
if a differently composed tribunal were to reach, as was perfectly 
possible in the first few months, the opposite conclusion in a similar 
situation. 
26 
2 lasgow Herald, August 14,1915. 'In fact teething troubles at the outset, compounded the difficulties in 
administering the scheme since the actual certificates only became 
available two weeks after the regulations were issued. Particular 
individuals - an ASE member at Burmeister & Wain and a woodcutting 
machinist at John Brown's Shipyard - were particularly affected when 
they desired to leave their employment at the end of July, at a point in 
time when no certificates were available. At the Balfour-Macassey 
enquiry, the employer's representative expressed his regret at the "unfortunate experience" sufferedo but pleaded that the employers"had 
really no more control than the workmen themselves". See MUN ý/80/341/3, 
"Clyde Munition Workersi Minutes of Evidence"p pp 268'-99345-9,369-70; 
also MUN 5/73/324/15/1, "Memorandum by Lynden Macasseys Causes of Unrest 
among Munition Workers on Clyde and Tyneside... ", December 189 1915. " 
The point in this example is not that the -men's original employers 
28 refused to release them, but that no employer would hire them without a OHMM9 Vol.. IV9 Part II, p. 21. certificate. 
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A month after the Christian Institute meeting, a mass meeting 
of 300 ASE shop stewards, chaired by David Kirkwood, was-held in 
Diamond's Hall in Gorbals. A resolution was carried demanding that 
the district committee communicate with the London executive for 
"effective steps" to abolish the "slavery clauses". As the Forward 
commented, 
29 
"The feeling among the rank-and-file is 
gathering in bitterness and the declarations,, - 
at the shop stewards' meeting that free Britons 
were better than slave Britons for shell or any 
other kind of manufacture were received with an 
applause that any politician - Mr Lloyd George 
or any other - would do well to understand 
before making fresh compulsory regulations". 
And, of course, just two weeks later, Brownlie, the A. S. E. chairman, 
came ilp to Glasgow to address a local aggregate meeting in -the City 
Hall, The meeting, described by Paterson in his report to London as 
of 30 a bear garden", effectively rejected Brownlie's plea for cooperation 
with the Munitions Act, and passed a number of hostile resolutions, 
31 including one condemning the system of leaving certificates. Indeed, 
William Brodie, the local district delegate, simLltaneously reported 
in the ASE Journal that, 32- 
"We are still having trouble through the application 
of the Munitions Act, many of our members being 
almost in revolt at being bound over to one employer. " 
Lynden Macassey, one of the-ministry's trouble-shooters, had, 
of coursel analysed the Clyde unrest in conspiratorial terms. Since 
he could detect "no general industrial or economic hardship resulting 
from the Munitions Act"l he was forced to conclude in December 1915 
that the "universal irritation unveiled hostility to the Act and 
29Forwa-rd, September-18,1915. 
31 
3) Glasgow Hei-aid, October 1, --Ly. L5. ASE, Monthly Jou: mal and Report, October 1915, p. 27- 
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corroding suspicion of every clause under the Act", had been 
sedulously fostered by two or three local union officials who had 
"circulated only too effectively, untrue statements and garbled and 
misleading versions", of-its effects. Thenceforth, he argued, "the 
I 
crowd overtook their'leaders", and the latter, allegedly viewing 
Clydeside as a stepping-stone to the general-secretaryship of theýr 
unions, were, 
33 
"... forced to inflate and paint as crowning 
tyrannies of the Munitions Act, every 
pettifoggir)g complaint that in peacetime 
would not have secured a report by a shop 
steward to his union's local branch. " 
I 
Yet if he scarcely had William Brodie in-mind when he penned these 
remarks (and, therefore, if he conveniently ignored the critical 
reports of "responsible" union officials such as Brodiet Sharp 
and John Thomson of the Blacksmiths) he could perhaps point to the 
relatively trivial origins of some of the more celebrated confrontations$ 
includirg the Fairfield shipwrights' and Lobnitz holders-on disputes. 
On the other hand, the manipulation of the leaving certificate by 
the shipyard employers in particular, as a new and powerful instrument 
of discipline, matched the deployment of the recently instituted 
Ordering of Woxk rules elsewhere. Moreoverg the seemingly endless 
list of indefensible refusals of certificates, readily accessible 
from sources such as W. C. Anderson#s series on "The, Munitions Act at 
Work", which appeared in the Forward, 
34 
provided ample chapter and 
verse for a damning critique of the scheme. Thus it could scarcely 
be disputed that the restrictions were resented for their novelty and 
for their enhancement of the authority of foremen and under--ýianagers, 
not because ambitious local union officials had an eye to the main 
33MUN 5/73/324/15/1, op. ci-t'. 34 The series ran for a number of weeks in the Forward during September 
and October 1915. The leaving certificate item was published 
on September 25,1915. 
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chance, as Macassey, had asserted. 
While it remains true, nonetheless, as Macassey did point out, 
, 
that the scale of unrest among Clyde. and Tyneside workers was not 
equalled elsewhere, the expression, of dissatisfaction was country- 
wide. Indeed, whereas criticism of. leaving certificate: decisions by 
the Glasgow tribunal perhaps failed to match, the anger vented at the 
outcome of strike prosecutions, yet elsewhere, hostility was specifLcally 
directed to the tribunal's handling of leaving ceAificate 
35 
applications. For example, the Yorkshire Factory Times considered that, 
investigations into cases before such tribunals 
will surely open the eyes of the working-class 
public to the devilish contrivance that means 
their semi-enslavement". 
Indeed, while section seven stipulated that a worker or his 
trade union representative could complain to the tribunal that the 
employer's consent had been "unreasonably withheld", 'it wasi. widely 
accepted that no more sympathy would be gained from that particular 
quarter, even with the presence of a workmen's assessor. Thus it 
might have been thought that if the empioyer had in effect aiready' 
dispensed with the services of an employee, then It would not be 
possible for the tribunal to deny týe applicant a certificate, even 
if the employer had vindictively refused one* 
"But the astonishing thing, " complained one 
correspondent: ýto the, Nation, 36"is that (in 
Yorkshire, at any rate) the Munitions Tribunals 
are taking the same line as the employers, and 
deliberately preventing men who have misbehaved 
from obtaining employment ... and assuredly the legislature never intended it. " 
Yet such was the effect of the wording of the section which declared 
only that tribunals "may"g not "shall", issue a leaving certificate 
"Unreasonably" withheld by employers. Indeed, it was not until the 
amendment proposals of May 1917 that a remedy for the loss of valuable 
35 
, Yorkshire Factory Times, November 11,1915; Cf-P ibid., October 7,19150 3 Lation, October 9,1915, P-53. 
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manpower was drafted, 'only to be consigned to the waste-paper basket 
when the gavernment capitulated to working-class opinion'by abolishing 
37 the scheme altogether. 
Trade union officials, whether or not vying for the general- 
secretaryship of their unions, regularly submitted, a barrage, of 
indignant reporta. For example, from Middlesex, it was stated that, 
38 
"Munitions tribunals are still giving- 
palpably unfair decisions, and in order to 
square their consciences, -many members are 
being compelled to take their six weeks' holiday, 
in compliance with the Munitions Act, 1915, 
in order to enable them to transfer thnir 
productive ability to centres where employers 
are apparently less given to pre-war commercialism, 
in the present national crisis, "' 
At- the Edinburgh tribunalt it was complained that the evidence of a 
works ranager was preferred to that, of three ASE membems giving 
testimony, with the result that the leaving certificate application 
in question was refused, 
39 
while the Cardiff district delegate oý'* 
the ASE denounced the institution of "courts of three where one 
decides". 40 Though an official might occasionally'report that the 
local tribunal-was makingliýý! Tmpact 'in his particular district, 
41. 
two naticnal conferences -of engineering arxl shipbuilding trade unions, 
specifically to -review "glaring cases of arbitrary decisions" by 
42 43 tribunals, -were held in October. once again,, the principal 
focus of complaint was the administration of the leaving certificate 
scheme by the tribunals, though the recent imprisonment of the Fairfield 
shipwrigghts inevitably prompted the demand that the tribunals* powers 
of imprisonment ba'abolished. 
37 OHMM, Vol. V, Part I, p. 46. On-Ahe abolition of the certificate and the 
38 consequences Aherear-, --see. -infra. 
39 ASEP-Monthly Journal and Report, November 1915, P-55- 
40 Ibid October 1915, p.. 27. 
41-L D'SL February 1916, _ p. 
45. gf .p ibid., October 19151 p. 42(also Cardiff 
42 SSA, QLiarterly Reports, _. Janua y-: --March 
1916, p. 19 (East and South-East 
ASE, Monthly.. Journal and Report, November-1915, P-36. district). 43ýlasgaw 
Herald, October 23,1915; Engineer, October 15,1915; SSA, 
Quarterly Reports, July-September 1915, p. 25. 
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Finally, of course, the national conference of 55 trade unions 
in November and the separate meeting with the ASE in December-1915 left 
Lloyd George in no doubt where the official trade union representatives 
stood on the matter. 
"He noticed", reported the press, 
44 
"that most of the 
amendments were in the direction of what might be 
called reciprocity. There was a feeling that if 
a workman could not discharge hisýemployer without 
a certificate from a tribunal, the employer ought 
not to be able to discharge the workman without 
a similar certificate. " 
It is clear that from such conferences emanated the thoroughgoing 
programme of replacing the tribunals by local joint committees. These 
would have had the authority to determine not the leaving certificate 
application by a worker where the employer objected, but the =equest 
of the employer to retain the worker if the latter submitted his 
45 
, notice to leave. , The employers, of ýcourset adamantly opposed any 
proposal which, entailed the repeal of the leaving certificate, sAeme , 
arguing that it would deprive the Act of its "whole essence" . 
46 
Indeed, 
far from accepting that the activities of the tribunal were, provoking 
widespread unrest, the engineering and shipbuilding employers who 
'Met Lloyd George, Addison and Llewellyn Smith in"December 1915 were 
of the opinion that the tribunals had been "altogether-too'lenient 
in their administration of the Act". 
47 
For examplet apart from 
the criticisms of those individual employers on Clydeside which,, 
had hastened the departure of Gibson, Gloag, and'Andrew, the Clyde 
shipbuilders'. and engineering associations expressed dissatisfaction 
with tritunal decisions which had apparently granted leaving certificates 
44 
4ýGlasgow Herald, December 1,1915; OHMM, Vol. IV, Part, -TI, p. 69. --- 'See, for example, Glasgow Trades Council, Munitions of War Act 1915 (1915)0 
para- 7P John Hodge had originally proposed unsuccessfully in the 
Commons that the previous consent of the tribunal be obtained, in the 
event that an employer wished to discharge or suspend (as distinct 
from retain) a wozker, See OHMMt Vol. I, Part IV9 p. 41. 46 
Ibid., Vol* IV, Part II, P-70- 47jbid. 
to applicants seeking higher wages elsewhere. This, said the Clyde 
employers, was a wages question which ought to have been a -matter for 
Board of Trade arbitration under Part I of the Act. 
48 
Thd employers, 
it seems$ had shown their impatience at the spectacle of restrictive 
labour legislation being appropriated for their own_ ends by the very 
workers whose freedoms it-was designed to curb. - 
Yet despite the ambiguous quality of these labour controls,, to 
which the employers' irritation testifies, it remains -trues nevertheless, 
that from virtually every- corner of -the land, the enforcement of the 
leaving certificate scheme brought in its train a whirlwind of trade 
union outrage and indignation. 
In short, the picture portrayed is of an abominable system which 
enabled employers and foremen to visit unspeakable punishments on 
their employees, or to exact retributim from employees from whom they 
had parted, by depriving the latter of their liberty, fcr a perfoci 
usually of six weeks, - to secure alternative employment. Furthermore, 
the employers, it was alleged, were sustained in their endeavours by 
the refusal of the tribunals to intercede on the workmen's behalf. 
The above interpretation certainly appears to correspond, at 
first sight, to the recommendations-of the Balfour-Macassey 
Commission, and reflects the view, of the leaving certificate primarily 
as an instrument of discipline or retribution, wielded by the employer. 
Thus apart from the interim report on the Fairfield shipwrights' case, 
which the unicns took to illustrate the scope for abuse offered by 
the leaving certificate schemeg the bulk, of the main Balfour-Macassey 
report also devoted itself to the local operation of the scheme. In 
particular, the commissioners recommended that the employer be forbidden 
to enter reasons for dismissal on the certificate, thereby-hoping to 
48 CSA, Minute Book No. 9, September 28,1915; NWETEA, Minute Book No. 7, 
September 24,1915. 
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pre-empt the recurrence of episodes simllarýto that at, Fairfield. 
Second, where a dismissal occurred, a workman ought immediately to 
receive a certificate unles's he acted improperly in order to secure 
dismissal. Here'the object was clearly to strike at the callous 
indifference of employers to the fate of former employees considered 
unsuitable or surplus to requirements or whose coAtracts had come to 
an end; while the punishment of six weeks unemployment was retained as 
a deterrent against employee misconduct which resulted in a sacking. 
Third, if a munitions tribunal decided that -the employer had 
unreasonably withheld a leaving certificatet it might award compensation 
for any unemployment suffered as a result. All these recommendations 
were eventually embodied in the 1916 Act though not the further 
suggestion that in the event of an employer refusing a certificate, he 
should be required to issue the employee with a written explanation 
for his decision. Nor was the recommendation adopted that in every 
establishment a clear procedure should be laid down for the issuance 
of certificates, since confusion as whether responsibility la., v with 
foremen or Taanagers or timekeepers had led in some cases to delayg 
misunderstanding and irritation. 
49 
What the above recommendations possessed in common was the'Lt they 
derived from the evidence hea3: d as to how employers had manipulated 
the leaving certificate scheme either deliberatelyj, or thoughtlessly. 
They did not, except indirectly, direct them selves to any possible 
failings on the part of the tribunal per se. 
Perhaps 'the classic illustration of vindictive maltreatment by 
an employer was the case of David Fleming, ' one of the Fairfield ship- 
wrights prosecuted for stAking in early September. The story 
49 OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, pp 64--ý5; Clyde Mdnition Workers, Report of the Rt. Hon. Lord Balfour of Burleigh and Mr. Lynden Macassey, K. C., Cd. 8136,1% 
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recounted before the Balfour-Macassey Commission was that a few days 
after the trial of the shipwrights, Fleming had been ordered to work 
'with another foreman in a different part of the yard. but hýd refused 
because of previoas "trouble" with that particular foreman. Instead 
he asked for his insurance books and a leaving certificate, arx1 
though told that his books would be - delivered to the labour Exchange 
thus indicating that Fairfield no longer had need of his services, they 
were not in fact sent on. As a result, Fleming, 
walked about the streets from 12 September to 6 October 
pleading between the Fairfield firm and the labour 
Exchange in Govan for his books and a clearance 
line, and he was refused from the fact that the 
Fairfield firm reserve to themselves the right to ro 
refuse a man his clearance line on application... "j 
Eventually he applied to the munitims trIbunal for a certificate where 
Cmdr. Gibson lambasted the firm for having shamelessly abused its power. 
"The Chairman", reported the Glasgow Herald , -51 "said the conduct of the company was morA 
reprehensible in those circumstances, It was 
grossly unfair to the workmen that they should 
be made to walk the streets practically unless 
there was some reasonable ground that could be 
adduced for the action of the firm in withholding, 
the certificate. " 
Of course, as presented to the Balfour-Macassey Commision, the 
episode was not seen as an isolated incident, but was symptomatic 
of'the manner in which*"unregulated powe3!, 
52 
was conferred on 
management by virtue of their hold over workmen's freedom of movement. 
Thus workers who wished to take up promoted posts as foremen or 
inspectors were prevented from so doing by their employers, as were 
skilled men tempararily on labouring work who wished to return to their 
trades. Medical certificates were frequently not accepted by employers 
as Justifications for the grant of clearance lines while young journeymen 
50 NUN 5/80/341/3# "Clyde Munition Workers*: Minutes of Evidence". pp 406-7; 
51 --539-52, -. -at p. 
407- 
Glasgow Herald, October 5,1915- 
_gf., 
AIMS, Monthly Report, January 1916, 
52 250. OJ, " Vol. IV, Part II, p. 61. 
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who had just completed their apprenticeships were deprived of 
certificates which would have enabled them to obtain elsewhere the 
standard, and not just the improvers'grate, 
53 
As the Official HIstoIZ 
has conveniently summarised in general terms, mUch of the evidence 
to the Commission, 54 
"Some -managers and foremen became more 
-autocratic and dictatorial in their treatment 
of the men, . and began to use their new power 
by withholding certificates to enforce changes, 
which previously could have been effected only 
by negotiation... Men, dismissed for words with a 
foreman or refusal to do what they were told, 
were penalised by delay in issuing certificates, 
and kept idle for a week or more, Men thrown 
out of work by a breakdown or a strike were 
. retained without compensation 
by the refusal 
of clearance lines. Men attracted from other 
districts by the prospect of working overtime 
and earning good 'money were not allowed to leave, 
although the loss of overtime made it very 
difficult, -to keep up two homes. " 
Indeed, we have already seen in previous chapters the complaints o4 
inter alia, Beaxdmore caulkers put on to less agreeable water testing, 
the hoarding of skilled labourp the grievances of Fairfield coppez-- 
smiths at the threat posed by rival plumbers and the insistence of 
Barclay Curle shipyard on transferring men between separate sites, 
a demand which struck at the prevailing custom which prevented the 
management from deploying rivetting squads as it pleased. - In all these 
cases, the presence cf the leaving certificate scheme served to 
exacerbate the existing conflicts over managerial prerogative claims. 
Tribunal Adjudications 
The labour unrest on Clydeside, and the determination, in the 
55 
words of Lynden Macasseyp to cripple arxI crab" the Munitions Act 
53 
54Ibid pp. 62-3. TL 
. 
h: d:: p 61; see also Reid, "The Division of Labour in the British Ship- 
building Industry, 1880-1920, " op. cit., for account of the Balfour- 
Macassey proceedings. 55MUN 5/73/324/15/1, op. cit. 
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in the district, therefore provides a dramatic backdrop to the 
exercise of its discretion by the local tribunal. 
But to what extent, if at all, did this hostile environment of 
feverish condemnation actually inform the tribu; al's decision-making 
in respect to leaving certificate applications? Did It in fact 
exert an influence on the tribunal -members in such a fashion that 
they were more likely than not to grant certificatesg in the belief 
that unrelenting denials would merely provoke further widespread 
unrest? At first sight, the outcome of those hearings which so 
angered the Ministry of Munitions that it resolve to remove the erring 
chairmen from office, appears to lend qualiDed support to this 
proposition. But as the close analysis of those decisions uzAer- 
taken in chapter six indicated, the appeal of "humanitarianism" was a 
stronger factor than intimidation in the decision-making of -Gibson 
and Andrew. Indeed, all one can say with any degree of confidence 
is that among the three tribunal. chairmen who were eventually replaced, 
only Gloag appears to have withered before the onslaught of labour 
protests and, significantly, the occasions tended to be prosecution 
proceedings rather than leaving certificate applications. Second, 
it cannot be denied that the -ministry officials themselves may have 
reacted against Gibson and Andrew in the knowledge that labour unrest 
was an endemic feature of the Glasgow environment. Thus it could 
plausibly be argued that the outspokenness of Gibsonand Andrew was in 
part the occasion, but not the whole cause, of their removall and that 
fears of impending disruptive opportunism, catastrophic to production 
schedules amang the leading employers, motivated the -ministry to install 
the visibly harsher regime of the two sheriffs, Fyfe and Craigie. 
Yet notwithstanding the indulgences of Gibson and his colleagues 
which induced such paroxysms of rage among the officials and a 
number of major employers, the following tables clearly demonstrate that 
no obvious statistical link existed between discretionary decision- 
making and the level of local militancy in Glasgow. 
Table 9.1 Leaving Certificate Cases, January 1,1916- October 20,19 
1) 
Granted Refused Withdxawn Unnecessary Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Birmingham 1571 1375 2326 319 5591 
Coventry 394 662 5& 39 1599 
Glasgow 2965 3871 2885 710 lol61 
Metropýlitan 1457 2475 1260 366 5558 
Newcastle 564 880 596 87 21.27 
Sheffield 822 987 582 281 2672 
National(2) 4007 6528 3901 774 15210 
Source: Extracted from weekly returns in LAB 2/66/G129/3 
Notes: ý1ý The leaving certificat e scheme was abolished after this date. 
2 This covers the period only from July 1915 to july 1916. 
See Cd*..,, 8143 (1915) and Cd. 8360 (1916), Return of Cases heard 
before Munitions Tribunals-. 
Translating the above figures into percentage termsp we reach the 
following results: 
Table 9.2 Leaving Certificate Returns as Percenta ges of the Total, 
January 1,1 916 to October 20,19i7 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
WIN (2)/(5) WIN (4)/(5) (5) 
Birmingham 28.11% 24.6% 41.6,55' 3-7% 1W. 
Coventry 24.6% 5 c 41.4, 001 31-51- 2. "4% 1007 060 
Glasgow 26.5% 38 - 1% 2s. 4% 7% 1000/0 
Metropolitan 26.2% 44.5ro 2 2.7,1fo 6.6% 100%, 
Newcastle 26.5% 41.45% 28% 4.1% 100% 
Sheffield 
. 30.8% 36. gro 
21.8% 10-5% 1001. 
National 26.315 43% 25.6%. 5.1% 100% 
Source: As in Table 9.1 
Note: The percentages here all rounded up and the totalswill th erefore 
exceed 1001o. 
, qrs I 
Table 9.2 therefore reveals the somewhat remarkable result that 
the percentage of successful to other applications granted by the 
Glasgow tribunal over the period January 19 1916 to October 20,1917 
almost 
matches/Ma2L12 the I percentage taken from the national figures in the 
twelve months from July 1915 to July 1916. Indeed, looking at the 
Glasgow figures in more -detail, we can compare the regime of Gibson 
and his colleagues, albeit for a limited period of three months 
(January to April 1916) with that of Fyfe and Craigie. The results show 
that while Gibson et al., granted a higher proportion of certificates 
over a period of three months than did the two sheriffs from April 1916. 
they also refused a proportionately greater number of certificates than 
did Fyfe and Craigie. As for the slight disparity in the proportion 
of withdiawn applications, it is not clear what factors were at play 
here. According to The Times, 
56 
withdrawals invariably signified 
Table 9.3 Glasgow Leaving Certificate Cases 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
January 1916 - 
October 1917 2695 3871 2885 710 m6l 
January 1916 - ý. I I:, end March 16 357 493 260 8 8 
April 1916 - 
October 1917 2338 3378 2625 702 9043 
Table 9.4 Glasg ow Leavin g Certificate Casesi Percentages 
Granted Refused Withdxawn Unnecessary Total 
(1) (2) 
, 
(3) 
-. . 
(4) (5) 
January 1916 - 
October 1917 26.5% 38-1% 28.41,51 7% 100% 
January 1916 - 
end Marbh '16 - 
31.9% Wo 23.3% 0- 7% 10070 
April 1916 - October 1917 25 - Wo' 37-4%' 29.?, 'Io 7-8% 100% 
56The Times, February 21,1916. 
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that employers granted certificates prior to the hearing, rather than 
that the employee ultimately opted to remain with his existing 
employer. Yet whether this was as a result of more effective 
"collective bargaining by litigatiod' after April 1916, or of more 
successful "honest brokerage" by F)rfe and Craigie, or whether the 
labour market (as is unlikely) became marginally looser in the district 
after April 1916 or whether employers became moze concerned than 
formerly with the cost and expense of attending hearings, is a -matter 
for speculation. 
Finally, though there is a pronounced disparity in the proportion 
of cases where a certificate was held to be unnecessary, and though, 
as we will see later, this became a contentious matter in Sheffield, 
the figures in Glasgow are too small, it is submitted, to yield 
significant findings. 
It ist nonetheless, reasonable to conclude that at the aggregate 
level, there was no immense and unbridgeable disparity between the two 
dynasties. Indeed, if we confine oar gaze solely to refusal rates, we 
observe thatl if anything, Gibson and his colleagues were more severe 
on applicants than their successors. And, of courseg it was precisely 
when Fyfe and Craigie were appointed to adjudicate upon leaving 
I 
certificate applications that the laboar unrest in Glasgow abated. 
If we consider the Glasgow leavir-6- certificate returns over time 
(Tables 9.5 and 9.6), a contradictory picture emerges. First, the 
rate of refusals fell significantly for a year after July 1916 which 
might be consistent with the view that with productivi ty rising in the_ 
factories, the need of the Army for manpower now assumed priority, 
Yet against the reduction in the number of refusals in this period, 
there is also a fall in the number of certificates granted. Presumably, 
munitions 
therefore, few applicants were badged ./ workers seeking to join 
the Army. Moreover, it was not as if the demand for labour for the 
II 
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factories had actually slackened. For in June 1916, the MInistry 
of Munitions was calling for a further 32,000 factory workers ancl for 
. 
57 further releases, from the Army. Similarly, if we look at the figures 
far the last four months of the scheme (July to'-Oct . ober 1917) we note 
a significant rise in-the number of refusals and a modest increase in 
the number *, of certificated granted. It is suggested, that the most 
plausible explanation Is that the onset of submarine warfare Influenced 
the tribunal's approach to applications. Thus applications would 
have little or no chance of success if they emanated from the ship- 
building trades, but may well have been favourably considered if 
originating from a different industrial sector. On the other hatidl 
in another major shipbuilding district, Newcastle (Tables 9.7 and 
9.8), the rate of refusals in the period July to October 1917 was 
significantly lower than in the previous periods whereas the rate of 
1.1. 
grants over time matched closely the Glasgow figures. 
The remaining four districts examined (Tables 9.9 to 9.16) did, 
however, display a fairly consistent pattern of both a rising grant 
rate over the period July 1916 to October 1917 and a falling refusal 
rate over the same period, suggesting a gradual relaxation of the 
rigours of the scheme as war weariness developed. Thus, if'the 
manpower shortage was, indeed, acute in the period before Passchendaele 
(and became a "crisis" thereafter) p it is not at all clear that this 
was reflected in the adjudications of the'Birmingham, Coventryt Metro- 
politan and Sheffield tribunals. On the other hand, perhaps these 
tribunals, like the Manpower Boardt were engaged in a delicate game of 
shuffling the pack, and that changes in the rates themselves were not 
significant. Here, in particular, the lack of comprehensive lists, of 
57w. 
rigley, David Lloyd George and the British Labour Movemen-t, op. cit., 
p. 168. 
Lies IAý 
tribunal hearings renders any interpretative efforts extremely 
hazardous. Fcr the possibility remains that shifts in grant ard 
in refusal rates may simply reflect the different industrial, skill 
or domestic circumstances. of applicants presenting themselves 
arbitrarily before the tribunal. 
Table 9.5 Glasgow Leavin g Certificate Cases. Half-yearl y Teturns' 
Granted' Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks Ending 
Jan 8,1916 - 
July 1,1916 785 1173 650 ill, 2719 
July 8,1916 - 
Dec 30,1916 976 1221 939 138 3324 
Jan 6,1917 - 
June 30,1917 614 956 980 277 2827 
July 7# 1917 - 
Oct 201 1917 ý20 1 521 266 184 1291 
July 8,1916 - 
OcV, 209 1917 1910 2698 2235 7442 
Jan 8,1916 
Oct.., 20,1917 ? 625 3azi 9M 210 10161 
Table 9.6 Glasgow Leaving Certificate Cases Half-yearly returnsiPercentageE 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks Ending 
Jan 8,1916 
July 1,1916 28.9% 43.1% 24% 4*. - 1,0/5 100% 
July 8,1916 
Dec 30,1916 29.411fo 36.715 29.8% 4.2% 10 OTO 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30 , 1917 21.7% 33.8% 34-71o 9.8% 100% 
July 7,1917 
Oct 20,1917 24.8 40o 20.14-3 10 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 25.7 36.2 8% 10070 
Jan 8,1916 - Oct 209 1917 28.4% 7/%' 10 0"Yo 
\, VNS'S 
Table 9.7 Newcastle Leaving Certificate Cases. Half- yearly returns 
Cranted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks Ending 
jan 8,1916 - 
julya, 1916 197 291. 126 28 642 
July 8,1916 
Dee 30,1916 203 296 188 28 715 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 13.1 222 194 19 -546 
July 7,1917- 
Oct 20,1917 71 88 12 224 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 367 589 470 1485 
January 8,1916 - 
Oct 20,1917 5Lý 880 526 ýz K? z 
Table 9.8 Newcastle Leavirg Certificate Cases. Half-yearly -returnst 
Percentages 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks Ebading 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1', 
. 1916 30-75Z 
45.3% 19.6% 4.4% 100% 
July 8,1916- 
Dee 30,1916 28.4,05 41.4% 26.375 3 9% 1000/0 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 20.31o 4o. 7% 35-5516' 
. 
3-5% 100% 
July 7,1917- 
Oct 20o 1917 23. 31.7% 39.3 5.4% 100% 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 24.7% 39.7 31.6 
Jan 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 26 - -5 41A% 
4ý (0 
Table g. 'g Birmingham Leaving Certificate Cases. Half-yearly returns 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessa3ýy Total 
Weeks endiq-:, 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1,1916 280 278 380 70 - 1008 
July 8,1916- 
Dec-. 30,1916 498 476 669 99 1742 
-Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 509 455 880 103 3.947 
JulY 7,19177 
Oct 20,1917 284 166 397 47 894 
July 8,1916-ý- 
Oct 20,1917 1291 1097 1946 249 4583 
Jan 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 iM 1325 ? 3? 6 312 552i 
Table 9.10 Birmingham leaving Certificate Cases. Half-yearly retu: mst 
Percentages 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks ending 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1,1916 27.8% 27-6% -37-7% 
6.9% 100%. 
July 8,1916- N 
Dee 30,1916 28.6%. . 27.3% 38.4% 5- 755 -' -, 100% 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 26.1%. 23 - 45.2/116' 5.3% 100% 
July 7.1917- 
Oct 20,1917 21.8 18. 44. 5.3% 
July 8, i9l6- 
Oct 20,1917 28. 23. 42.5 5.4% 3-00%, 
Jan 89 1916- 
Oct 20,1917 L 19 -6z ? ýL- 
Lk-S-4- 
Table 9.11 Coventry Leaving Certificate Casest Half-yearly Returns 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks ending 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1,1916 89 161 134 25 4og 
July 8,1916- 
Dee 30,1916 91 215 126 7 439 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 141 2o4 : L69 5 519 
July 7s1917- 
Oct 20,1917 82 71 2 232 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 305 501 370 14 1190 
Jan 8, lg16- 
Oct 20,1917 32ý 669 59ý 32 1522 
Table 9.12 Coventry Leaving Certificate Cases: Half-yearly Returns: 
'Percentages 
Granted Rdfused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks ending 
Jan 8,1916- 
july, l, 1916 21.8% 394,32.8% 6.1% 10010' 
July 8,1916- 
Dec 30,1916 20.77o 40 28.755 1.6%. - 100% 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 27-21- 39 - 3% 32.6% 111f. 100% 
July 7,1917- 
Oct 20,1917 31.35.3 32.3% 0.91.1 100%11 
July 8,1916- 
--- Oct 2001917 25.6111o' 42.31.1 1.2% lOO%C 
Jan 8,1916- 
31 -rd Oct 20j1917 ipQ9 
lkj;; g 
Table 9.13 Metropolitan Leaving Certificate Casest Half-yearl y returns 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks ending 
jan 8,1916- 
julk 1,1916 382 691 283' 116 1472 
July. 8,1916- 
Dee 3091916 404 733 333 100 1594 
jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 436 737 427 89 168-9 
July 7,191? - Oct 20,1917 31Z - 3-95 . 
61 803 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 1075 1784 9? 7 Mo 4086 
Jan 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 iq5z 9ýZ5 i? 69 366 
Table 9.14, Metropolitan leaving Certificate Cases: Half-yearly returns 
Percentages 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
. jan o,. Ly-Lo- 
July- 1,1916 26 46 
July 8,1916- 
Dee 30,1916 25-3% 46.1% 
Jan 6,1917- 
June 30,1917 25.8% 43.6,016 
July 7,1917- 
Oct 20,1917 29.3% 38.9% 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 26.3% 43. 
Jan 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 ? 61.972 Llý.! 
19 2, Vo 7-Wa', 10010 
22.3% 6.3% 100% 
25-315' 5.31% 
7.610,. * lo-ofil 
23-9ýý 1% 100,0/0 
?? izýo 6. -6 
IA-r: 
-9 
Table 9.15 Sheffield Leaving Certificate Casest Half-yearly returns 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
Weeks eriling 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1,1916 156 319 116 37 628 
July 8,1916-- 
Dee 30,1916 246 313 116 -140 815 
Jan 6,1917ý-- 
June 30,1917 261 219 207 74 761 
JaY 7,1917- 
Oct 20,1917 159 136 143 MO 468ý 
July 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 666 668 466 244 2o44 
Jan 8,1916- 
Oct 20,1917 822 28Z 58-? 281 2622 
ýI 
Table 9.16 Sheffield Leaving Certificate Cases: Half-yearly returns 
Percentages 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Tot. -; OL 
Weeks ending 
Jan 8,1916- 
July 1,1916 24.8% 50.8% 18.510fo 
July 8,1916- 
Dec 30,1916 30-4, 'Io 38.4yol 14.215. 
Jan 6,19'17- 
June 30,1917 34-37o 28ý. 8% 27.2%o' 
JUILY 7,1917-, 
Oct 20,1917 34ro 29.1 3o. 6 
July 8, i9l6- - Oct 2001917 32.32.7% 22.8% 
Jan 8,1916- 
"8% Oct 20,1917 29--N. 36. L2Zo 21 
5.9% 100% 
17-25ra loollro 
9 
6. Wo 100% 
11.9% 100% 
10. g 
12-5 .. 12-0go 
"0 
If we examine the statistics from the other districts listed, the 
first point of note is that the tribunal presided over by Sir William 
Clegg, the "Tsar of Sheffl 
I 
eld"58 (Tables 9.15 and 9.16') granted iaore 
certificates outright than did those other tribunals for whom figures 
Yet 
have been presentedd Clegg was considered by trade unionists in the 
city to be a domineering and highly unpopular chairman. -Indeed, the 
ASE district secretarys William Gavigant had-written to the Ministry 
of Munitions In August 1915 complaining of the appointment of Clegg 
and of F. B. Dingle as chairman and clerk, repsectively, of the Sheffield 
tribunal. 
"We feel", he wrote, 
59 "that the interests of 
justice arxI fair play would have been better 
served by the * selection 
for one or other ct the 
offices, of some gentleman ultimately acquainted 
with the difficulties and objects of the munitions., 
workers in this city. We cannot under the circum- 
stances confidently anticipate that we shall receive 
in the deliberations of that tcibunal, the help 
to which all persons whose cases are sub-judice, 
are entitled. " 
The cas%from Sheffield cited by W. C. Ande: rson in one of hir, contrib- 
6o 
utions to the Forward, certainly appeared to provide early testimony 
to these complaints. Indeed, dissatisfaction vith Clegg was expressed, 
but nottvanslated into direct action, 
61 
in early 1917 wh'en'Ted 
Lismer, chairman of the official engineering unions' joint board, as 
58Hinton, ' The Fir - st 
- Sho .P- Steward .s Movement, op I cit. ', p. 207; H. C. Debates, 
5th Series, Vol. 92, col- 398, March 28,1917- Clegg was presumably 
related to the Sheffield solicitor J. C. Clegg, an influential 
Football Association jofficial-at. the. turn-cE the century. See Tony Mason, Association Football and English Society -1863-1915 
(Brighton: 
5 Harvester Press, 1980), p. 105. 9LAB 2/52/MT135/1 "Sheffield Local Munitions Txibunal, Constitutim File, " 
Gavigan to Ministry. nE. -Muni-tIons,. August . 7,193-5. - On Gavigan, 
0 
see Bill Moore, Sheffield Shop Stewards, 1916-1918, (London: CPGB, 1960) 
60 --PP-11118' 
6, Forward, September 25,1915. 
Hinton, op. cit., p. 207- 
461 
well as a prominent member of the Sheffield Wccckers' Committee, 
62 
intimated his resignation as a workmen's assessor.. from the tribunal 063 
His explanations z-anged from the infrequency with which he was asked 
to serve, and "the attitude of the chairman in recent decisions given 
by him", to the refusal even to acknowledge the demand of his union, 
the Steam Engine. -Makers, that Clegg be-sacked. Not unexpectedly. - 
however" his resignation-did not causethe ministry of Munitions 
urilue worry. As Keenlyside wrote to Wolff'64 
"P. robably, therefore, Mr LIsmer would be a good 
riddance, but I suppose -it would be polit-ic to 
suggest that he should re-consider his decision. 
I do not, however, think that we need be too cordial". 
Thus where, on the baId statisticst Sheffield was the most 
generous of the six týibunals in granting I certificates, its refusal 
rate was also the second lowest, just slightly lower than that of 
Glar-gaw. Yet if this might be said to hint at the possibility that 
the -more militantareas refused fewer applicationsq then the recoid 
of Birmingham, not notably a troubledýdistrict, despite very occasional 
eruptions, 
65 
seems to controvert the analysis (Tables 9.9 and 9,10). 
For . its low refusal rate of 24.8% contrasts sharply with the other 
five districts and with the"national average of 4: 3%. Perhaps, it might 
be. suggested, this was due to the lenienoy of its chairman, Professor 
Frank Tillyard 
I who, as 
briefly mentimed in, chapter sixt was singled 
out by the Ministry of Munitions as the only other chairmans along WjLth 
the Glasgow trio, who was causing concern to the officials. Yet 
Tillyard was also, until about July 1916, chairman of the Coventry 
6F 'bid' 
63, pp 173,245o293i. 
64 2/52/MT135/1, Lismer to hlnistrý of Munitions, April 16,1917. 
TF 
65, b'd" Keenlyside ta. Wolff,. Mv--4,1917-. 
Cf., E. S. Turner, Dear Old Blighty, op. cit., p. 156 concerning the, incident 
involving 235 navvies summoned for being absent from work-on 
December 28,1916. 
L-, ýG: L 
tribunal, 
66 
during which time, -he refused significantly more 
applicatLons than he did in Birmingham and allowed far fewer, as we 
see in Tables 9.17 and 9.18. Indeed, not only did his generous track 
record. in Birmingham apparently pass withcatý comment. 2mong local 
employers, but his tougher ýLpproach in Coventry, at least'on papere 
, earned hiia, as 
. we shýll see below, the criticism of anumber of . -firms 
in the latter city. 
Table 9.17 Tillyard's Record of Leaving Certificate Cases 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnacessary Total 
(30 (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Birmingham, 
Jan : L916- 
Wt 1917 1571 1375 2326 319 5591 
Coventry, 
jan 1916- 
end June 1916 85 153 . 
120 
. 
24 382 
National 4007 6528 3901 774 - 15210 
Table 9.18 
Bi=ingham, 
jan 1916- 
Oct 1917 
Tillyard's Record of Leaving Certificate Cases,: PercentageE.. 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Coventry, 
jan 3.916- 
end June 1916 
National 
28.1% 24.6% 41.6, -, /,, 5-75% 10010 
22.3, 'Io 40.1%. 31-Wo 6.31. 100% 
26. -V. 
43,4/., 25.6-? 5' 5.1,016, locra 
66As 
well as chairman of the Hereford tribunalt The administrative problem 
was Tillyard's overloaded case lists. When he first raised the 
difficulty with the Ministry of Munitionsl their original idea was 
either to shunt him off to Hereford or require him to give up the 
Birmingham tribunal. A later proposal was to remove him altogether 
from the tribunal lists, but this was dropped when the Board of Trade 
sang his praises as a chairman of three courts of referees. Finally 
it was resolved to confine him to Birmingham where he lived. " 
See LAB2/53/MT144/1, "Birmingham Local Munitions Tribunall Constitution 
File. 11 
4J-3 
Moreover, if we compare, in Tables 9.19 and 9.20, the Coventry 
returns both during and after Tillyard Is pexi ad as chairman, we ý find 
'virtually no difference In the proportions of refusals to grants. Thus 
dropping the pilot had- no perceptible - effect on the aggregate outcome 
of-leaving certificate proceedings in Coventry. Indeed, this result 
may well have disappointed the ministry since, as G. M. Hodgson, 
67 68 
one of the Labour Regulation Department officials,, noted in. June. 1916, 
Table 9.19 Coventry'Leaving Certificate_Case 
Granted Refused Withdrawn Unnecessary Total 
(1) '(2) (3) (4) (5) 
jan 1916- 
Oct 1917 394 662 504 39 1599 
. Tan 1916- 
end June 1916 85 153 120 -24 3ý2 
july 1916- 
October 1917 309 509 384 15 3M7 
Table 9.20 - Coventry Leaving Certificate Casest Percentages 
Granted Refused Vithdrawn Unnecessary Total 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
jar, 1916- 
Oct 1917 24.6%, 41. 31-5% 2.4% 10070 
Jan 1916- 
end June 3.916 22.316 40.11o 31.4,1r,, 6.3% 1000, 
July 3.916- 
October 1917 25.4% 31.61e., 1.2% lOCf0 
"It will not be altogether a disadvantage If 
Mr. Tillyamd retains Birmingham and gives up 
Covenýry ard Hereford. I understand from Mr. 
IarkeO9 that the cycle and motor firms at Coventry 
are particularly dissatisfied with his decisions.... " 
67Hodgson 
was later attached to the War Cabinet-and- became" Secretary to the 
68 Commission on Industrial Unrest. See Glasgow Herald, June 16,1917. 
6 LAB 2/53/MT'44/1, PP - c't -, Memorandum by G. M. Hodgson t June 70 1916. 9ior Larke, see chapter one (supra). 
W. ti. 
Statistically, thereforeTillyard's successor, a senior barrister, 
Evelyn Carmichael, 
70 
was as likely to offend the same important 
companies. 
71 
Thus, if, at every twist. and turn, the statistical returns do 
not conform to any consistent pattern suggested by Ou: r initial 
working hypothesis; if indeed, the opposite hypothesis, that militancy 
inspired tribunals to implement a harsher regime is just as questionable, 
then one is compelled to fall back on vaguer,, more generalised inter- 
pretations which come close to being non-explanations. Thus the 
varialAlity of judicial discretion and its autonomy fran social 
and eccnamic factorst the random distribution of the types of cases 
heard by the tribunals, the individual characteristics of the employer 
in question, let alone the district, the differing composition of 
the panel from day to day, 
72 
might all be relevant. Take, for example,, 
the factors mentioned by Sir William Clegg in a letter to the Ministry 
of Munitions. 
73 If the applicant was employed in a controlled 
establishment, explainecl the chairman, he would ask the employer if 
the men were entirely or -mainly on munitions womk and If they were 
indispensable; in which case, a certificate would obviously be refused. 
Only if the applicant were not engaged on woxk in a controlled estab- 
lishment would Clegg examine the level of wages and conditions of work 
70 Carmichael's appointment disappointed Tillyard's deputy, Pritchett,. who was 
hoping to land the job. Apparentlyl however, it was not a deliberate 
snub but a result of the ministry's being unaware that Tillyard had 
a deputy. For the latter was "kept ... so much in the backgrounid that godgson was not aware Tillyard had cne". See LAB2/53/MT144/1. 
71 Memorandum by Wolff, June 14,1916. No further details of Tillyard's controversiaL decisions are currently 
available. The Coventry local press would probably be -the most 
obvious source, as well as the records of the local engineering 
employers' association. 72The Liverpool chairman, C. W. Surridge, told the Ministry of Munitions that 
he had succeeded in maintaining a continuity of policy at each sitting 
by "tactful conference" -with the 
(constantly changing) assessors. 
73 See MM1353 ý49/1, op. cit., Nemorandum by C. V. Butler, August 22,1917. LAB 1, Clegg to Ministry of Munitions, December 6,1915- 
X 
1>16S 
to determine whether the standard rate was being paid. If so, and if he 
was satisfied that working conditions were adequate, he would 
also refuse a certificate. Otherwise, the applicant would have his 
release. Yet as we have seen,, this robust attitude, expressed, by the 
Sheffield chairman, nonetheless resulted, in statistical terms,, in the 
exercise of judicial discretion, notably more, generous than that, in 
other comparable. cities. 
Thus, as the Official History of the Ministry of Murdtions 
74 has concluded, whenever there were raised before the tribunals, 
".., not only difficult questions of interpretationg 
but questims no less difficult concerning the 
relative claims of public expediency and private 
hardship, the genuineness of pleas of ill-health 
and family obligationg and the extent to which 
the Act overrode trade customs and rights ... there 
was, naturally, some diversity of practice, some 
tribunals-inclining to support the employer whenever 
he urged that a man was indispensableg others being 
more affected by cases of individual hardship. " 
Therefore, so long as tribunals exercised their discretim over 
leaving certificate applications loosely in line with bureaucratic 
objectives, while keeping a tight legal rein on strikes and Ordering 
of Work offences; while, moreover, they refrained from hawking their 
consciences, or flaunting their professed judicial autonomy in order 
to carve out, or to point the way towards, a new policy framework, 
as was briefly attempted in dlasgow, then statistical variations 
between districts, though presumably not unexpected by the Ministry 
of Munitions (given the statutory wording of section seven)g would 
herald little cause for departmental concern. 
74 OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II,, p. 20, 
wb(o 
11: 1916-1917 
Introduction 
Perhaps' one of the more intriguing features` surrounding the 
administration of the leaving certificate pcheme was the decision 
takeng around May 1917t to abolish it. The scheme was, of course, 
shortly thereafter, extensively cited in thereports of the Commission 
on Industrial Unrest (henceforth CIU), as an aggravating factor 
behind the then current wave of protest. Yet it had apparently 
weathered the barrage of Labour abuse heaped upon It during its first 
six months, when the clumsy opportunism of a ntLmber of employers' 
almost sabotaged the scheme in its infancy. But once the storm 
surrounding the scheme had abated after Jamary 1916,75 it -might 
have been thought that it would have settled into a routine which 
attracted less critical attention from the labour movement than 
previously. Therefore, what features of its enforcement, in the 18 
months following the passing of the Amendment Act of early 1916, 
became significant in explaining its ultimate abolition? Was it the 
alleged intolerable disciplinary impact of the scheme, or the 
unremitting denial of freedom of movement, especially in the case of 
the large numbers working away from home? Was it the deflationary 
effect of the scheme and its iniquitous effect on skilled time-workers, 
whose earnings were being outstripped by those of less skilled workers 
employed on_automatic machines? 
76 Needless'to say, all these factcrs 
were important to a greater or less extent in the final reckoning, and 
must, of course, be located in the wider context of 1917 in which, 
77 
75Wolfe,, 
op. cit., p. 227- 76 Ibid., p. 231. 77ý-rigley, 
op. cit., p. 182. Cf., the sentiments expressed in the New Statesman 
article, "The Temper ý-f the Workshop", New StatesLa 
p. 221. 
June 9,1917p at 
k-b-+ 
"Long hours, changing workshop conditions, 
restricted industrial relations under the 
Munitions of War Act, high prices, food 
scarcity, growing war weariness, scepticism 
as to war aims, the widening influence cf 
conscription, and popular democratic feelings 
released by the revolutions in Russia, all- 
combined to make Labour uneasy in this year. " 
PerhtLps William Pringle, speaking in Pazliament in APril. 1917,, ' 
got to the heart of-the matter when he observed-thaf, 
78 
"The very fact that men need to go all through 
this machinery and all this legal process 
for the simple purpose of attaining a change 
of employment is felt by them in itself to be a 
grievance and a hardship, and matters of 
grievance with their existirig employers which 
ordinarily would be regarded by them as negligible, 
. very often swell in importance largely owing to the fact that they know they cannot change their 
employment. 11 
Indeed, as Humbert Wolfe explainedo" 
tilt was not... -that workers wished to moves 
they wished to be able to move, which was 
quite a different thing. " 
Of coarse, there were more immediate explanations for the 
abolition of the scheme, such as Addison's negotiating blunder in 
pledging its repeal without receiving in return from the trade unicns 
a watertight commitment to dilution on private wark. Moreover, the 
employers' resigned acceptance of abolition in preference. to further 
tinkering with the scheme no doubt hastened its demise. 
80 ' 
But again and again, the argument was repeated through official 
sources that'81 
"... the principal grievance, apart from the central 
question of the extension of dilution, was the restriction 
which the leaving certificate system imposed on the 
wcrkers' freedom of movement. " 
78H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol. 92, col- 2764, April 27,1917. 79WOlfe, 
op. cit., pp, 228-9. Of., William Mosses' view that "The impending 
abolition of clearance certificates will undoubtedly have a mollifying 
effect ... even if they fim-unitions workers3 have no particular 
wish to change their shop or migrate to other districts. " See Glasgow 
80' Herald, October 1,1917. 
81 For these features, see OHMM, Vol. VI, Part II-III, pp. 2-4. 
Ibld. g p. 2. 
tI 
Indeed, as Kellaway, the Parliamentary Secretary, had pointed out 
to his own departmental critics, the objections-to repeal were, 
82 
"... far outweighed by the advantages derived from 
the disappearance of a -restriction which had 
irritated labour more than anything else. ", 
Moreover, had not the regional reports of the CIU uniformly 
condemned the leaving certificate'scheme as one of the. chief 
grievances contributing to the atmosphere of distrust in the labour 
wacld? 
8.3 
But what exactly is the evidence that the scheme continued to 
operate oppressively after the reforms of the 1916 Act? For the 
Official History's somewhat anodyne account of the repeal cC the scheme, 
like much of the relevant parliamentary debates and the obligatory 
succession of conferences with trade union delegates and employers 
association representatives, (upon which the ministry's history 
is based) fails to penetrate very deeply into the substance behiril" the 
ritual complaints. 
Indeed, the Official Histacy itself might well be taken to have 
accepted conventional wisdom with a pinch of salt when it reminded 
its audience that, given the discouraging state of working class morale, 
84 
"Men in sucha; mood distorted out of all 
proportion the grievances which arose from the 
administration of the Munitions of War and the 
Military Service Acts, especially where large 
workshops and trade union organisaticn made 
meetings frequent and isolated the munition 
warkers from the rest of the community". 
Yet hard, stubborn evidence, compara to that presented - to . the 
Balf our-Macassey Commission in 1915, was available for discovery among 
the rhetoric. Consider, for example, in respect to the leaving 
8-ýIbid., Vol. V`,, Part I, P-53- 83RM, 
p. 47; i 2 Vol. VI, Part II-III, p. 5, - W. C. -Heron, "The Commission 
84 of Enquiry into Irdustrial Unrest of 1917", op-cit., pp'103-9. OHMM, Vol. VI, Part I, p. 92. 
C-A 
certificate scheme, the amendment moved by Willtam Pzingle in April, 
1917 during the Secord Reading of the ultimately abortive dilution 
bill. Thus he supported his proposal that, 
85 
this House- declines to Iwocee ,d with 
the Second 
geading of the Bill. until the restrictions upon the 
freedom of employment of muniticn workers are 
removed" 
by asserting that sectinn seven had "destroyeý all harmmy between 
employers and workmen" and that dissatisfactimp "Bormtines breaking 
out into open revoltil, 
86 had been expressed whenever the tribunal. 
refused leaving certificates. Moreover, his colleague, W. C. ArOerson, 
87 in seconding the amendment, insisted that, 
"The policy of coercion was not a good policy. 
If he were to read some of the cases tried 
by Munitions Courts, the House would perhaps 
understand why there was an undercurrent cf 
bad feeling on the Clyde and on the Tyne, in 
Barrow, Sheffield and Coventry. " 
Thus he read cut a newspaper report from Coventry listing in detail 
those women prosecuted for bad timekeeping, some of whom were obviously 
suffering period pains which they were too embarrassed'to disclose to 
the tribunal, 88 However, the most dramatic and moving example, from. 
the Birmingham tribunalg concerned a woman prosecuted for bad time- 
keeping, whose lateness, it tzanspired, was caused by her looking 
after her sick baby which subsequently died. 
89 
Of course, such cases were abominable and ought never to have 
been broughts and of course the Birmingham case had nothing whatever '' 
to do with the issue at hand, the operation of the leaving certificate 
scheme, which was at the root of Pringle's original amendment. But it 
is doabtful whether it mattered that specific examples purportirig to 
851bid 
p. 58. 86tý 
,, IbIcL:, P 
10 87 =bid 
. 59. ýH. C. Deb. # 5th Series, Vol. 92, col. 2770, April 27,1917. 8, Itid., col. 2773. 
W--to 
illustrate the harsh and unconscionable working of the leaving 
certificate scheme (as distinct. from the, operation of the Ordering 
of Woxk Regulations) were not presented. Anderson didl however, 
accuse Sir William Cleggý, chairman of the Sheffield tribunal, of 
'refusing to grant certificates -to applicants who bad voluntarily 
left their employer and who had then served six weeks unemployment, 
as a result. For Clegg, accoiding to Andersonp had not made clear 
that leaving certificates were no longer necessary after the expiry 
of this period. 
90 The probable truth is, however, that Clegg was well 
aware of the refusal of an employer to hire any worker without a 
certificate, no matter for how long the latter had been unemployedi 
If so, then Clegg was clearly exercising his discretion in a vindictive 
and obstructive manner in order, according to William Plingle# in a 
debate a month earlier, "to compel men to stay in their present 
occupaticns, "91 Thus the Sheffield allegations may well explairf 
the demand by 10,000 engineering workers in the district for the 
removal of Clegg from offibe, an incident to which reference has 
already been made. But the grievance also explains the proposed 
amendment which required tribunals, rather than simply entitled themg 
to grant certificates after six weeks unemployment. 
It may even be the case, as the table below suggests, that Clegg 
responded positively to the complaints levelled against him, by 
reducing the average weekly number of such exceptional and controversial 
decisicns from the high point of 1916. But if the figures do relate 
to such cases, then the trend was discernable even before the 
demonstration in March 1917, and the protest may only have accelerated 
its pace. 
goIbid., 
col. 2765. Anderson referred to the case of me -mn without 
a certificate after six weeks who had been refused employment 
23 different employers. 9'Ib, ld'. o col- 398-9, March 28,1917- 
4ýk 
Table 9.21- Sheffield Tribunal Returns of 'Unnecessary' Leavin 
Certificate Ap plications 
Period Number of Total, Number of Average 
Weeks Unnecessary per Week 
Applicatiofis 
Jan 8,1916- 7 
jun 24,1916 25 37- 1.9 
July 1,1916- 
Dee 30,1916 27 140 5.2 
Jan 6,1917- 
March 31,1917 13 41 3.2 
Aprill, 1917- 
June 30,1917 13 33 2.5 
July 791917- 
Oct 20,1917 16 30 1.9 
In any case, not only does the next table suggest that applicants had 
more cause for complaint in Glasgow than in Sheffield. But it was, for 
a short time, the practice of the Glasgow tribunal (until Lord. D . ewar, 
Table 9.22 Glasgow Tribunal Returns of 'Unnecessary' Leav 
Certificate Applications 
Period Number of Total Number of Average 
Weeks Unnecessary per Week 
Applications 
Jan 8,1916- 
June 24,1916 25 100 4. o 
July 1,1916- 
Dec 20,1916 27 -149 5.5 
Jan 6,1917- 
March 31,1917 13 139 10.7 
April 7,1917- 
June 30,1917 13 138 lo. 6 
July 7,1917- 
Oct 20,1917 16 3.84 11-5 
4-+; ( 
in the Appeal Court, expressed his disapproval) to refuse to 
entertain a leaving certificate application from. any workmen who had 
voluntarily left his employer. For, said Sheriff, Fyfe, 
92 
"If this rule were not rigidly enforqed, men 
would be continually leaving their Work, which 
is the very thing the MunitionsActs are 
designed- td. preverit. 
Indeed, even- the Bc1lermakers* Society official, William Mackie, 
agreed that the practice of -men quitting their work without permission 
was "very reprehensible! ', and that employers ought to report such 
employees for having committed ar- offence under the Acts. Nonetheless, 
Lord Dewar directed that the tribunal ought to hear the application,, 
though the applicant's conduct was likely to le- a Taaterial factor 
93 in determining whether or not it should be granted. 
Arising from the foregoing, therefore, we may conclude, first, 
that widespread criticism of the scheme after January 1916 was 
reported bý trade union officials to gavernment departments and 
committees, whether in the course of delegatiaas to the Ministry 
of Munitions or during the information-gathezing exercises of the CIU. 
Second, much parliamentary 'att enti on was focussed -6n-'the case of 
the Sheffield tribunal under Clegg. Yet it is not at all clear that 
Clegg was typical in this respect and that one is justified in inferring 
from his ccnduct a broader indictment of tribunal administratiaa of the 
92 
93ski v. Dennystown Forge-Co. - Ltd. 1916 SMAR 13-15, at p. 14, July 26,1916. I Fdt PP 13-15; Glasgow Herald, July 18,1916; I-AB2/63/MT167/6. The 
applicant was a ship plater who had been refused a leaving certificate 
by his employer for whom he had been working as a labourer. He 
left his employer to resume skilled work at his own trade. , It 
should, however, be noted that the tables of 'unnecessary' 
applicaticns do not distinguish between those cases where the 
applicant had already undergone a six week peziod, of unemployment 
and those cases where his previous employer was not engaged on 
munitions work. Nonetheless, in the case of the latter, the 
refusal to grant a certificateL wou3A.. be just as, damaging to the 
applicant. Cf., AIMS, Monthly Report, November 1916, P. 196 which 
advised memtýe-r-s moving from non-munitions to munitions work to 
ensure they obtained a certificate from their former employer. 
I., -:: vx 
scheme. For despite the hackneyed quality of the phmze, there 
remains a strong element of truth in the proposition that "haid 
cases make bad law". Even so, as the Official HiStO17, pointed out 
in respect to the poignant Birmingham timekeeping example cited 
earlier (but'which i8'also 'pertinent in the light'cf Clegg's-' 
94 Judicial practice), 
"..., the sequel 'fie. ýbolition cf the scheme7 is hardly 
intelligible unless cases as this are borne in 
mind. No doubt the hardships consequent upon the 
Munitions of War Act were exceptional and trivial 
compared with the suffering caused by military 
service. But they were frequent enough to inflame the 
temper of large bodies of workpeople; and unless a 
. policy of coercion, 
however mild, can reduce the 
misuse of coercive powers to negligible bipprortions, 
it risks*losing all its gains, and far more, in 
a single upheaval. " 
Thus if it is the case that Clegg's regime was unique in its 
unre-mitting, as distinct from occasional, harshness (and the e'videme 
for this is contradictory)95, then it may be argued that he did" 
more to discredit and destroy the scheme. ' by virtue of the parlia- 
mentary publicity given to his conduct, than didTyfe, who tempered 
severity with caution, or did'the well-intentiaaed Glasgow txio 
whose errcrs on the side of leniency were scarcely grounds for an 
orgy of lapidation on the part of trade unionists. 
Glasgow Hearings, 1216-1917 
, 
We have seen from the statistics presented in this chapter, 
that the broad trend of decision-making in Glasgow was'maintained 
throughout the whole periccl of existence cf the leaving certificate 
scheme. Thus, while more certificates were refused than were granted, 
94OHMM, Vol. VI, Part I, P- 59, note 2. 9 5ýhu-s the 'Sheffield agitation against the tzibunal may well tell us more 
about the I ement than about the tribunal itself. TN/bi! 8ýv 
nonetheless, the combined total of grants, withdrawals and "unnecessary" 
claims far outweighed the total number of refusals. Yet a sensitive 
tribunal administration of the scheme cculd still give rise to a 
succession of decisions which emphasised workers' loss of freedom 
of movement'and their- subjection'to Intensi 
I 
fied factory discipline, and'whichl 
illuminated their. accuaulated manifold grievances surrounding wages 
questions. Thus in spite of the ambiguity wbich attached to the 
scheme, the above factars sounded its death knell; though it ýdll be 
argued later that an additional elementt the existence cf compulsory 
military service, added a more threatening gloss to the system. 
To illustrate the ambiguous quality of the Glasgow txibunal's 
adjudications, let us consider, for example, those leavim certificate 
claims which concerned matters of wages. While William Brodie, 
the ASE district delegate in Glasgow, was advising-in ApAl 1917 that, 
96 
"Our members must understand that there is 
little use applying for a clearance certificate 
if their only claim is that they can get 
better wages elsewhere, as it is only wasting 
time to attempt it, " 
the actual experience of Ixoceedings underlined the possiIaLlities which 
still remained available. Thus a failure to pay the standard distAct 
97 98 
rate br a shift to "more important" munitims workj, which might, 
indeed, entail intra-class conflict between two employers, each asserting 
the strategic importance of their own (secret) work,, generally entitled 
applicants to certificates. Thus a labourer who had, for ten yearsg 
been working a milling machine at 1014d per hour, was entitled to a 
certificate enabling him to take up munitions woxk at 11-21d an 
9 
9 
E,. Monthly. Journal and Report, April 1917, p. 23. 
_ 
gow Herald, May 10,1916: ex-Territarial woodcutting -machinist; ibid., 
February 12,19171 non-union blacksmith. The discrepancy led to the 
enactment of section 5 of the 1917 Act, respecting the extension of 
recognised terms to non-federated shops. A simi2ar provision was 
retained In a succession of statutes until repealed by -the Conservative 
93 government in the Employment Act 1980, s. 19. Glasgow Heraldo January 27,1917- Cf., ibid., July 29,1916; Colin Smith v. 
Penman & Co. Ltd., LAB2/63/NT176-7/6; Gl sgow Herald, May 30,19171 
draughtsman on Class A work in uncontrolled establishmentg earning Z1 per 
week. offered Z1.15/7 in a controlled shop. 
tllýs 
hour. 99 Moreover, on the extremely rare occasions when'the dilution 
scheme or proposals were expressly cited in support of applications 
to move, the claims usually succeeded. Thus the employment of a 
sklUed fitter, John Fairland., on unskilled workt' assembling parts 
for machinery at Weirs of Cathcart, prompted William Kerr, the ASE 
delegate, to . point out to, the tribunal in February. 1916, that there 
were proposals afoot for the dilution of-labour. A certificate was 
accordingly granted. 
100 In the only other leaving certificate 
case discovered, where the dilution scheme was invoked in evidence, 
a plater had been transferred by his employer to riveting woxk, which 
resulted. in a loss of earnirgs for the applicant. In ccnsequence, ' 
W. G. Sharp had to remind the tribunal that the dilution scheme 
entailed the upgrading, not the downgrading, 'of skilled labcur. 
101 
- Yet the fact thats as disclosed in another case, a Ekilled. 
ironwcrker, John McGillivray, was undertaking unskilled work as a' 
carter did not, according to Lord Dewar, automatically entitle the 
applicant toa., leaving certificate if an offer, of skilled employment 
elsewhere was -made to him. 
102 No doubt the "naticnal interest" might, 
99Glasgow Herald, November 30,1916. Cf., the differing views on the nature 
of skill between Sheriff Fyfe aW the employer in the, cas'e, which 
reflects in part the "economic" ard "sociolcg: Lcal". -explanaticns, respectively,, Identified In Charles More, . Skill and the English Working Class, 1870-1914 (London: Croom, Helm, 198 t seems probable that 
the local engineering employers' association authorised the lodging of 
an appeal in this case on the ground that it iinplied that the tribunal 
could establish appropriate rates of wages. The decision of the 
10 tribunal was, however, upheld. See NWETEA, Minute Book No. 8, Jan. 22,1917. ' oGla: 
sgow -Herald,. Feb., 3,1916. Cf., the appUcation of an ele ician at 
'Glasgow Corporation Tramways Departmento to transfer to a shipyard. As a 
dilution scheme at the department was under cmsideration by the Clyde 
Commissioners, the leaving certificate applicaticn was thought by 
10, the trilunal to be premature. See ibid. 9 June 7,1916. Ib d., July 29,1916, 
'Cf., Scottish Tube Co. Ltd. v. McGillivray, 1916 smAR 16-ig, July 26, i9l6. 
vvl--tG 
in particular circumstances, be better served by requiring the 
applicant to remain where he was. ' But apart from contradicting 
Shexiff Fyfe's statement at the local tribunal, the ruling must also 
have appeared to bewildered trade unionists to tun counter to the 
incessant government campaigning for savage. economy in the'deployment 
of skills. Thus while, for example, the grant of a leaving certificate 
to a Clydeside by-turn. puddler to enable him to take up regular 
I, ý' 103 work elsewhere would meet trade unionists' expectations, the 
apparently iconoclastic nature of the guideline in McGillivray's 
case could only deepen trade tinion distnmt fcr the scheme. 
Indeed, the feeling that the scheme was still leing exploited 
by Clydeside employers for their own private gains long after the V 
traumas of 1915 had led to the 1916 Amendment Act, continued to 
express itself before the Glasgow tritunal. For exampler a shipyard 
riveter who had been engaged in government woxk' for two years Was 
transfez=ed to a merchbnt vessel at less favourable piece rates, 
3. C4 
and when his request to return to munitions work was refused,, he 
applied fcr a leaving certificate. The fact was, his, trade, unim 
representative told the tribunal, that as long as there was urgent 
government work available elsewhere on the Clyde, 
the men were not prepared to give their 
services to help the profits of the 500 per 
cent patriots. " 
More damaging asserticns were levelled by three engineers who 
alleged that their employer was using munitions wackexs "for the 
purpose of manufacturing stock to store and preserve far the coming 
of peace and then, [Sheriff ryfq presumed the suggestion to be.. used 
103sc' 
ottish Iron &.. Steel Co. v. Hands 1916 SMAR pp 1-4 April ig, 1916; 
Scottish Law Review, Vol. j-2, juiý 1916, pp, 150-1; Glasgow Herald, 
104 - April 20,1916. Md., July 18,1916. 
"1 
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for the private emolument of ihe firm". 
105 Fyfe was of course astute 
enough to recognise the effect on public opinion of such revelations. 
For if substantiated$ they -might have serious effects on morale in the 
factacies and shipyards,, already in some'danger, of flagging after 
the Somiýe - massacres, - and as, the war dragged 6n remorselessly. ' The 
seriousness of the allegations, insistedlyfe'. therefore merited 
stronger evidence than was otherwise acceptable before a tribunal,, 
and hearsay evidence, especially when contx-adicted by the management, 
was clearly inadequate. 
106 Indeed, as he declared in another case, 
where it was alleged that the employer was hoaxdIng labour unnecessarily, 
107 
"as@ the majority of these statements were 
the irresponsible expressions of workmen 
who had no idea as to the actual contracts 
upon which their employers were engaged. 
The statement that controlled firms were not 
fully engaged was likely to create a wrong 
impression ... As matters stoodo however, 
many of the workmen seemed inclined to take upon 
themselves the responsibility of saying what was 
and what was not important work. " 
But, of course, as some writers have recently argued, the trerd to 
war collectivism was leading trade unionists to question their role 
in the state apparatas; indeed to question the role of the state 
itself. Thus criticism directed against a ccsy relationship 
between the state and the manufacturers where only the latter were 
Privy to state secrets and where Iabour was purposefully excluded 
from such deliberations might even be reflected at the level of the 
individual firm. 
There is no doubt, therefore, that some of the leaving cerdficate 
cases were helping to shape the views of munitions workers as to the 
105Ibid., August 2,1916. io6t--"' 9 Dewar's ruling in McGillivray's case, supra, that "It is clearly 
intended that the facts, in ordinary cases, should be ascertained 
informallyl and the cases decided expeditiously" (op. oit., p. 18) 
107G was thus consequently ignored. lasgow Herald, November 15,1916. 
k*9% 
proper limits of managerial decision-making in a wartime economy 
informed to a significant degree with corporatist policy. For, 
under the impact of war, novel developments could be detected. Thus, 
108 
according to the New Statesman, 
"The changing status of the wage-earner 
necessarily involves a furthei retirement, 
very-gradually, and possibly even slowly, 
from the position of autocracy in the 
factory which the employer has inherited; 
ard a further taking into council and even 
into partnership, of all the wage earners, 
so far as concerns the conditions of 
their working life. " 
Though fiercely antithetical to such a radical analysis, Shee. Lff. Fyfe 
was, of course, prepared to announce at the tribunal that, 
109 
"If any applicant was in a position. to bring 
forward proof to establish his assertion 
that he was not being sufficiently employed 
and was being forced to stay with his firm, 
the Court would deal with the employer in 
an effective manner. " 
Thus not -merely a crude instrument of lab6ur control, one aspect 
of the leaving certificate case load represented an endeavour by 
munitions workers to limit the scope of, managerial autonomy and to 
harness it to the broader corporatist interest. And it was this 
radical potential alongside the scherme's restrictive quality which 
seemed to alarm Sheriff Fyfe. Therefore p perhaps to frighten off 
further leaving certificate applicatioas by, trade, unionists presuming 
to detenaine "what. was and what was not. important work"(supra), he 
reminded applicants that, 
110 
"If employers could not find work for 
their men, it was obvious that-many workmen 
who were at present engaged in starred 
occupations should be in the Army. " 
108 
10- New Statesman,. June 23,1917, p. 270- 
11 
ýGlasgow Herald, November 15,1916. 
Ibid. 
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Leaving Certificates and Military Service 
The trenches were, indeed, the truly awful nemesis awaiting 
those munitions workers falling into the category of unbadged labour, 
Thus for most starred workers, trade card holdeiS or those designated 
in the schedule of protected occupations,. the, withdrawal of immunity 
from recruitment was, of course, the ultimate deterrent. We have, 
in factq already referred to the relatimship between military 
service and the Munitions Act, notably in respect to bad timekeepers 
threatened with call-up if they persistently lost time. Indeed it was 
alleged that Sir William Clegg, at the Sheffield Munitions tribunal, 
not only punished workmen who lost time, but also reported them to 
. 11 3-11 the military authorities. As W. C. Anderson told the Commons, 
"What power has the chairman of a munitions 
tribunal to report men to the military 
authorities,... If men have to be-i-eported to 
the mil1tary authority, let it be dcne in a 
proper way. It is not the business, of the 
Munitions Court to report them. " 
And, of course, the stories of harassment of exempted workers by the 
112 
military, such as the Hargreaves case in Sheffield, are legion. 
However, with one exception, the significance of which is uncertain (see 
Appendix three where the complexities are unravelled) the interaction 
of leaving certificates and military service seems not to have been 
clearly observed by critics focusing -both. on 
leaving certificates and on 
military service as separate and distinct institutions of the wartime stateII3 
111H C Debates, 5th Series,. ' Vol. 
-. 
92# ApAl 27,1917, col. 2772. 112 
Ci., 
' 
ASE, Monthly Journal and Re4rt, September 1916, p. 22; ibid., October 
113,1916, p. 
-17, - -Ibid, November 1916l p. 40. 
here are scattered references which linkthe. two, but which. do not 
explore the. connections,. -e. g,. 
Wolfe,. -op. cit. . p. 227; Reýort of the (McCardie) Committee on Labour Embargoes (December 1918), section 26. 
gfs, Lowe (1975) "The Demand for a Ministry of Labour etc" op. cit., 
P. 37, who states that the powers of the Ministry of Munitions "bordered 
on industrial conscription because no man couldchange jobs unless he had 
a leaving certificate stating the reasons for his leaving his previous 
employment; should a man leave withcut such a certificate, or be 
dismissed, he became immediately liable for military conscription'l. Both 
statements are, of course, inaccurate, as Is the further footnote 
comment thatp "The Ministry itself was not directly zesponsible for the 
issue of these certificates until the autumn of 1917. " (ibid. ) 
t+-, o 
Certainly, as an instrument of discipline among exempt workers, 
the threat of military service possessed no peers. As Philip 
Snowden argued, 
114 
"From the first day of*the, operation of that 
measure. Ethe Military Service Act: 7 Jt became an 
instrument for industrial. c7ompulsion. - Tribunals., - 
all over the country have used the Act fac that 
ýpurpose. Woi-kmen who have been prominent in 
Trade Union matters have been debadged and sent 
into the Army, Employers of labour bave used the 
Act to discriminate between workmen in regaxd to 
military service. Casesýof this character 
might be quoted in large numbers. A notorious 
case of this sort happened in Dundee where 
workmen came out on strike and a number of them 
were seized by the military authorities and 
passed into the Army. Military Service 
Tribunals have imposelthe condition that-an 
exempted man, while following his usual civil 
employment, should only receive army pay and 
allowances. Men who have been given exempticn 
gn -the condition that they engage in work of 
"national impoi-tance" are employed under penal 
conditions it sweated wages. " 
Indeed, as late as September 1918, a two-week strike of Clyde shipwrights 
was called off, almost certainly because the government resolved to 
draft into the army those strikers of military age who remained away 
115 from their work. Of course, this particularly Instructive example 
occurred long after the leaving certificate scheme had ended. But many 
instances of the threat of ca3l-up, both withing as well as outwith 
the context of leaving certificate claims# occurz-ed. 
Thus, it was alleged in one case by WiMam Westwood of the 
Shipwrights' Association that the general manager of Beardmore's at 
Dalmuirs Archibald Campbell, had withheld a leaving certificate from a 
14 Philip Snowden, La-bour in Chains: The Peril of Industrial Conscription 
(January 19171 p. 10. Fears that such developments would occur had 
been expressed in the. debates on the first Military Service Bill of 
115, January. 1916. See OHMM, Vol. IV, Part III, pp. -58,9. Glasgow Herald, October 1,2,1918. Lowe (1975) op. cit., p. 81, refers 
to a Cabinet memorandum of October 191B recommending the drafting 
of all Electrical Trades Union strikers in the event of industrial 
action materialising. 
W%l 
shipwright who had refused to attest. 
116 In another case, 
117 
a young 
engineer was-called up'but was able to present his exemption 
certificate to the recruiting officer who promptly sent him back 
to his wo: rk. His employer, however,, refused to restart him, telling. 
him that *"You are for the Army--. As Willian Biodie pointed 'out 
'to 
the tribunal, not. only was this'a case of an employer keeping a 
skilled man idle for three weeks, but it was also the "case of 
a manager forcing a young man into the Army". Indeedl as the ASE 
pointed out to Lord Hunter in the Appeal Tribunal, --in a case 
involving an Edinburgh apprentice alleged to have been slacking, 
118 
"It was becoming very common for employers to 
threaten men and apprentices with the Army as a 
spur, and the society took a serious view of these 
threats to skilled engineers. " 
Moreover, apart from the objective of punishing employees or of 
compelling them to modify their behaviour, there were even'clear 
examples of employers relying on the threat of military service to 
grind down the level of wages. Thus in one case, heard in Glasgow, 
a machinIst in a paper mill applied for a leaving certificate on the 
ground that his wages had been reduced by seven shillings, However, 
as the applicant's representative, Owen Coyle, pointed out, once the 
firm had obtained conditional exemption from military service on :. his 
behalf from the Ianarkshire tribunal, it immediately transferred the 
applicant to another department where his wages fell from X2.1/6d per 
week to . 91.14/6d. Indeed, when he obJected, he was told that the 
firm could now -make-him work for Zl a week. Thus, denying that the 
116 diasgow Herald, March 24,1916. Cf. 9 the case of a released soldier 
who had complained of wo: dcine ýonditions at Weir's of Cathcart. 
He was due to be dismissed without a certificate for bad time- 
keeping on the date of the munitions tribunal heaxing, and 
feared a court-martial if no leaving certificate were forthcoming.. 
117 See ibid., February 1.5,1916. 
118 Ibid., ApAl-2,1917. 
Glasgow Herald, July 26,1917. 
I 
blxL 
evasion of military service was the applicant's intention, 
119 
"He (Mr Coyle) had come to the conclusion that 
the firm had used the conditional exemption 
they obtained for these men to try to keep them 
uriler fear of military service, and to make them 
work for less wages". .-. k- 
There'wýs in-fact very*little prospect of using the l6avi6g - 
ceiitificate scheme*in oider to-evade military service. '"Take for, 
instance, the case of a plumber of military age employed by Glasgow 
Corporation Tramways Department, and who had now been offered 
employment ina shipyard. He explained to Sheriff Fyfe that he had 
been in the department for a lengthy period and had previously - 
refused out of loyalty to the department to undertake munitions 
wo-rk. He was shortly due to appear, before the military tribunal. 
Therefore, if the department desired to retain him, they ought to 
obtain exemption for him from military service. If, however, he was 
not indispensable enough to -merit military exemption, then he'ought- 
to receive a leaving certificate to join the shipyard (which no 
doubt would be happy to apply to the milita: ry txibunal on his behalf). 
His ingenious suggestion, however, receive short Shrift -from the 
chairmans 
120 1- 
11ýIII 
"We cannot", Sheriff Fyfe, announced (to all 
the world, metaphorically speaking), I'give 
anybody an opportunity to get a badge for his 
coat to use at the tribunal. We are not going 
to interfere with the military tribunal. They 
are evidently dealing with you. The application 
is refused". 
Thus for leaving certificate applicants desirous , of avoiding 
militazy service (and some who were exempt in their existing employment 
were prepared to take their chances of losing their exemption by 
1191bid. 
- September 6,1916. 120jpb: '-ýj-ý.: October 18,1916. 
lAlln 
)121 obtaining employment elsewhere , there was a bleak future in 
prospect where the wanitions tribunal refused to be diawn on the 
matter. For if the employer refused'a certificate ýon the ground that 
his employee was an essential. part of his workforcep then it might 
have been expected that the fiormer would appeal to the military' 
tribunal on behalf of. the employee for at least conditional exemption* 
But in fact there were a number of instances where the employer, not 
only refused leavirg certificates, but also refused to apply to the 
military tribunal to exempt their employees from call-up. 
122 Thus 
in the case of the North-Eastern Railway, the Yorkshire delegate 
of the ASE reported that, 
123 
"The company has definitely declined to release 
these men to get work elsewhere but were quite 
prepared to let them go into the Army in spite 
of all the cry there is for muniticns and 
suspensions of holidays to make the same". 
124 
In another caset the West Country delegate of the union reported that, 
200 stars were removed by one employer 
at the same time he was refusing leaving 
certificates to some of the same men. " 
. 
12'Ibid., 
October 27,1916. As Sheriff Fyfe told the applicant, "Don't 
you think you will be between the devil and the deep sea? " Indeed, 
there were even more bizarre outcomes. Thus the Midlands ASE 
organiser repcrted in May 1916- that over -the previous 12 months, 
a number of young ASE members, anxicas to enlist in units where their 
skills could be of assistance, had been thwarted by their employers. 
"In one paxticular case", he wrote, "an uncontrolled firm applied for 
exemption for several of our members - without their knowledge - to 
a local -military service tribunal, which contrary to the instructions 
officially issued, refused exemption. The firm are on work which 
they state is munition work, but in view of the above decision, 
I applied for. certificates from the local munitions tribunal. This 
body refused the certificates on the grounds that the men were 
engaged on important -munition work. The positicn thus is -that 
mechanics are refused exemption from military service because it is 
no longer necessary in the national interests that they shall 
continue in -their usual", occupation and are refused certificates of 
release because they are engaged on munition work of urgent national 
importance. This is only one of the silly results of the shifting 
policy of the authorities with which I am coming In contact in one 
capacity or another every day, ancL-whir-h-tends. -to-naka- one tired of trying to understandl See ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, May 3.916, 
122 P-37. 
li Ibid., July 1916, P-34. 
12 
Ib dtt June 1916, P- 30- 
_bid*, 
February 1916, p. 42.. 
4zli- 
Even Sheriff- MacDlarmid, chairing the Dunbartonshire East military 
tribunal, felt sympathy with employees debadged under the M13-itary 
Service Act passed in May 1916 and who were in consequence apparently 
abandoned by particular employers to the horrors of the trenches. ' 
Thus-during one exemption hearing, he remarked, 
125 
"I think it is very bad luck that this man. 
should have to go in those circumstances. ' I 
cannot understand those debadged. men at all. Singer's 
people never seem to make any enquiry into 
personal cases. I think the applicaht should go 
to Beardmore's and try to get munition woxk. " 
It was therefore clear that not only could employers ranipulate, the 
leaving certificate scheme to their advantage in respect to employment 
'matters Pertaining to discipline or to earnings. They also possessed, 
albeit indirectly, the power of life or death over their workforce 
where they (and indeed the munitions tribunal) chose silence. 
Thus whereas the munitions tribunals continued to adjudicate 
on leaving certificate applications on such, familiar grounds as failure 
to pay standard rates; the time-workers' grievance; ill-health; '. 
the maintenance of two homes; changes in working arrangements; and 
promotion or transfer to "more important" work, the added ingredient 
of military service, in the words of an ASE official, 
126 
Ovappears to have urxIermined the small amount 
of mobility left to Iabour under the Munitions 
Acts 1915 and 1916. " 
Thus it was not difficult for Iabour critics to view, whether 
accurately or not, this additional and, indeed, more. deadly compulsion on 
munitions workers to resign themselves to their existing employments 
as the embodiment of Industrial conscription. Hitherto, the Munitions 
Act, with its provisions for warkshop regulations and its "i=itating 
J27 
125, Gla L]ýe_ý%- June- 26, -1916, -- 
ljýASE, Monthly Journal and Report, June 1916, p. 34. 
The description "irritating" was frequently used to depict the 
limited effect of the scheme. 
0 
LIv9s 
scheme of leaving certificates, was ' only dimly perceived in this 
light and then only as a glint in the eye of the Minister of Munitions. 
128 
Now, however, the interaction of the two coercive measures appeared 
to transform afghtmare into realit . Y. 
Thus if we are searching for the causal factors'which explain 
the demise of the leaving certificate, it Is not enough to reiterate 
the complaints of 1915 relating to discipline, freedom of movement, 
wage restraint and the absence. of'reciprocity enabling the employer 
to dismiss at will, and the employee to leave only under six weeks' 
penalty; nor enough to accept thatAhe scheme, like the workforce 
it was intended to regulate, had exhausted itself; nor sufficient, 
even,, that the government's drastic offer of repeal was the indispensable 
price of dilution on private work. The further dimensim was, simply,, 
that as the labour MP, Stephen Walsh, explained to Lloyd George in 
129 
another context, "... a man must either be a civilian or a soldiei". 
I By dovetailing the one scheme with the other, the government. had 
fudged the distinction and was believed, more sharply than at any 
time since July 1915 when the first Munitions Act was passed, to have 
inaugurated a regime of industrial conscription. This was the political 
lesson uhich the leaving certificate scheme after 1916 instilled, and 
cannot be neglected despite the apparent primacy of economic 
grievances which the scheme fostered and perpetuated. 
130 Thus the New Statesman, as so often in the'past, the most 
reliable pulse of woiking class sentimento observed in July 1917,, that 
in respect to -milttaxy service,, labour unrest was due, not so much 
to the, 
3' 28 Host notably in his famous (or infamous') Manchester speech. in June 
129 --193-5 
13 ýGlasgow Herald, August 23, ; 916. 'New Statesman; July 28,1917P P-389- 
I. W, ig (o 
manifold unfairness and inequalities incident 
to the successive changes of policy of the Army 
Council, the inconsiderate and even brutal 
arrangements for medical re-examination and the 
occasional failure of the recruiting officers to 
carry cat their instructionp, as , 
the belief 
which the Government has created that the mi3itaxy 
authorities,. either wilfully or negligently, play: 
into the hands of the employer who wishes to get 
rid of the more "troublesome" workers, and to choose 
as "indispensable",, those who are "docileý". Vl 
Thus favouritism was rife while, 
I',,, men who have"stood up for their rights" 
(and those of their class) have been "sent to the 
trenches" or even overtly threatened by the 
foreman that if they were not docile, they 
would be so sent. This is what the workmen 
call Industrial Compulsion, against which 
they threaten a universal strike. "132 
Indeedt whereas the regional reports of the Commission on 3: ndustrial 
Unresttwhile attesting to the overwhelming loyalty and patriotism 
of British workers, could do no other than confiria In extenso the 
prevalence of such beliefs, 
133 the evidence concerning leaving 
certificates presented by the Associated Ironmoulders of Scotland 
to the Scottish Commission underlined the, 
"al, a uncertainty of men of military age as to 
their position when an employer, on account 
of a difference that has arisen, or from any 
cause - Imaginary or otherwise - threatenstto 
discharge a workman and report him to the Military 
authorities, when he is left in doubt whether he 
will be called up before he is enabled to staxt 
elsewhere. Ill-'I+ 
The government could, of course, issue a further "definite pledge 
135 against the introduction of industrial compulsion! ', as did Neville 
l3lIb d 
b 133H2-e-ronp 
op. cit., pp 109-1l, citing West Midlands report, p, 5; London and 
South East, P-3; Yorkshire and East Midlands, p. 4; North East, p. 6; 
, 34 North-West,. p. 24-; _ 
Rales, pp 36-7; Scotland, p. q. 
135 AIMS;, Monthly Report, July 1917, p. 128. Iabour Gazette, October 1917, P. 355; Glasgow Herald, October 15,1917. 
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Chamberlain, the Minister of National Service, after the publication 
of the Commission on Industrial Unrest reports. But the govexnment 
was simply no longer trusted; its "solemn pledges" in the words of 
George- Barnes' summary report of the Commissicrr- firdings, had been 
broken time an. d again; and Its lack of good faith in allowing 
employers to manipulate the military service scheme to their 
own advantaget as it had done with the leaving certificate scheme, 
had been shamefully Illumina ed (even if evidence of conspiracy 
was lacking). 
In any case, who was likely to believe Chamberlain when three 
weeks earlier, *Robert Young, the gen; ral-secretary of the ASE, had 
argued that "industrial conscription in agreed form [had bee! Y permitted" 
136 by the trade unions? Here was yet another "sc=ap of paper" emanating 
.1 
from a government reluctant to . conscript riches. Thusp as the New 
Statesman argued in 1918,137 
"If industrial conscription has to come, they 
EBritish wcrkmer3 will servep as they do in 
i the Army and Navy, no-one but the State. They 
resolutely refuse to be, as, they say, enslaved, 
so long as the private employer is not also 
conscribed, put to work like an Army officer at 
a fixed salary, and compelled to cease making 
profits-for his own benefit. " 
To the extent that the leaving, certificate, scheme, especially 
when. intertwined with military service, had prevented the attainment 
of national service all round, in a pure and unadulterated form, 
and bad prevented labour from taking part "in the affairs of the 
Community as partners rather than as servants", 
138. thenafurther' 
justification for its removal had been provided, even if that dimension 
had only been dimly perceived at the time. 
13ýjb'ld. Septembe: tý 24,1917- 13ý=e-w--ýýatesman; July 27,1918t P-325- 13 
ummary Report of Commission on Industrial Unrest, recommendation 4-. 
Was 
Conclusion 
In analysing the experience of the leaving certificate scheme, 
there remains a tantalising paradox. For if indeed, as the New 
Statesman (supra) implied, working class opposýtion was rooted in 
it& hostility, not to industrial conscribtim per-set but to-the - 
latter"s perceived exploitation by private profiteers (whichv also. 
significantly, was at the base of the difficulty over the lifting of 
restrictive practices)t then might it not be theýcase that more. 
rather than less, corporatist direction in manpower allocation, 
perhaps akin to Essential Works Orders. during the Secmd World War, 
would have been more acceptable to Labcur? The evidence is, of 
course, confused. Certainly,, as the Industrial Unrest commissioners 
indicated9l39 some animosity was directed against vague and 
'' 
umpecified "Government interference". 
140 Additionally, criticism, 
from other, quarters was directed not'against the profiteers, but 
against the system which permitted profiteering to flourish. 
Nonetheless, the opposition to military service arA to military 
victory (and, indeed, to the 'servile state') was undoubtedly 
confined to a minority who, cherished higher valuesIthan nationalism 
or xenophob1a. In this light, thereforej the observatims of the 
New Statesman (supra)-may not have been as outlandish as the history 
of opposition-to industrial conscription might have implied. In the 
caseeof the leaving certificate scheme itself, perhaps the 
'flaw 
was 
that it lacked sufficient corporatist disciplineby conferring too 
139 Cf., also, Edwin Cannan, "Industrial Unrest", Economic Journal, Vol. 
140 27, December 1917, at p. 459. But cf., H. B. Butler, a leading Ministry of Labour official writing in 
early 1918: "The State is unpopular; everybody -employers and 
warkers alike - are saying they do not want the State to actg they 
want the State to keep out and let them handle their own problems; 
but they are not handling their own problems. They are doing 
nothing - except abuse the State ... If no-one else acts, the State 
will, not because it wants to, but because someone zqst. 11 Cited 
in Lowe (1975) op-cit-, P-98. 
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much autonomy on employers who could initially withhold leaving 
certificates while at the same time, it enabled tribunal chairmen 
to exercise discretion as they saw fit. Thus in the case of txibunal 
chairmen such'as Clegg, perhaps their consciousrawaxeness of order 
and*nationalism. was not always consistently matched by aý'appreciation 
of the. reciprocal nature of "unity". For this required state institutions 
to "bargain" with thoýe components which went to rake up the "nation 
at war", in order to secure their cooperation (perhaps even to 
avoid system contradiction) O'leadirg in turn to the coordination 
of the whole. And there was nothing to prevent an attenuated version 
of bargaining, what one might call "micro-bargaining", from being 
conducted on an individual level at the tribunal, enabling organized 
labour to evaluate the exercise as it prepared fo: r the next bout of 
"macro"-bargained corporatism, as occurred in -the case of the 1917 
dilution and leaving certificate proposals. 11 1. 
Moreover, the initial autonomy conferrecl on employers whether 
to grant or to withhold leaving certificates, a freedom fiercely 
resented by Labour, could be constrained by requiring employers to 
seek the permission of the tribunal where they wished to retain 
staff desirous of moving. Yet this proposal, advanced in June 1915 
141 by John Hodge, labour MP for Manchester, Gorton, was decisively 
142 rejected in ApAl 1917 by John Hodge, Minister of IabOUr* Thus 
the opportunity was lost of reducing the status of. the employer vis-a-vis 
his own employees, to a supplicant of the state, more in accordance 
with the vision of the New Statesman to transform the employing 
,I 
classes into non-profit makingo salaried public officials (with its to 
hints of Fabian bureaucracy). Given such a proposed radical 
141or 
, Vol. I, Pýaxt IVg p. 41. 3.42, Ed ::,, Vol. VI, Part I, p. 58. 
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restructuring of the leaving certificate scheme, the incentive to 
move, on the part of munitions workers (except where reasons such as 
ill-health or the maintenance of two homes were ad duced), might well 
have been diminished (as would the level of dispatisfaction). For in 
the. eve*nt of tighter, and therefore more corporatist (but hecessarily 
more, sensitive),, *wage regulations designed to eliminale regional 
differentials which did not fairly reflect skill differentialsl one of 
the paramount justificaticns for shifting employments would be ended. 
But in the end, the employers' autonomy remained relatively 
undisturbed til. 1 the demise of the scheme, while the activities of 
a minority of tribunal chairmen, -lacking the intelligence aril vision 
to appreciate the effects of even a single "outrageous" decision 
on a truculent and distrustful labour force, ensured that hostility 
143 
would not flag* 
143- 
For the lengthy negotiations over repeal involving the government, trade 
unions and employers together with the relevant parliamentary debates, 
see OHMM, Vol. V, Part I, PP 33-5,45-6,51-7; ibid., Vol. VI, Paxt I, 
pp 57-62--; ibidg Parts II-III (combined)t pp 1-9; also Wrigley (1976) 
op. cit., pp 202ý4. As well as extending the WMV scheme in preparation 
for abolition, the government also inserted a number of statutcrcy 
safeguards in the 1917 Act to prevent the expected widespread migration 
of workers. For exampleg section 1 of the Act dealt with the skilled 
time-workers' wage grievance; section 3 required a week's notice before 
leaving employment; and section 2 prohibited eml)loyers from recruiting 
workers for private work without the consent of the Minister. A new 
regulation, 41AAl enabled the military to call up any man unemployed 
for more than 14 days without reasonable cause, and of coarse regulation 
8A(b) was dusted down in preparation for the imposition cC embargoes 
on employers hiring a larger quota of skilled warkers than the Ministry 
of Munitions considered justified, a prelude to the embargo troubles 
in the Midlands in July 1918. For these matters, see OHMM, Vol. VI, 
Parts TI-III, pp 12-14,61- 71; Hinton, op. alt., pp 2297-ý; Wrigleyq 
o2. cit., pp 228-30; Report of the (McCaýx_alle_TlCommittee on-Embargoes. 
op. cit., passim;, F. R. D. Monthly Circular, Vol. - 3,.. Atgust.. 1tl9l8vP-l5; Glasgow Herald, July 25,1918; ASE, Monthly. Journal- and Report, August 1918, 
p. 27; Wolfe, op. cit., pp 229-34; USB, Monthly Report', November 1917tPP 7-9. 
The government also sought to rely on exhortatory appeals from the 
Trade Union Advisory Committee, that workers shou2d respord to abolition 
of the certificates with restraint, and not engage in a "free-for-all", 
See USB, Monthly Report, October 1917, p. 13; AM, Monthly Journal-and 
Report, October 1917, P-56; ASCM, 61st Quarterly Repart, Decc, ýmber 8, 
19179 p. 60, supplement;. Labour Gazette, October 1917, P-356; 
MUN 5/79/340.1/4; Glasgow Herald, September 26,1917. For the similar 
appeal from the Admiralty Transfer Committee, see ibid., October 1,1917 
and AIMS, Monthly Reportp December 1917, p. 243 in connection with the Clyde district, The immeaiate effect of repeal and the wider lqssons, to be drawn therefrom, will be discussed briefly in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Women and the Tribunal 
Introduction 
The experience of factory women under the Munitions Acts reveals, an 
ambiguity similar to that which characterized the ýiore general experience 
of female munitions workers during the war. For the evidence, both con- 
temporpxy and recQnt, which seeks to arialyse women' s factory experience 
reveals noticeable inconsistencies of interpretation which cannot wholly 
be attributed to differing assumptions by writers as to the "p? coper" role 
of women in industrial society. Thus while stress is constantly placed 
in the literature on the alleged docility of women munitions workers, 
evidence to contradict this image, and thereby to justify an alternative 
picture displaying female militancy, -can be offered. Sometimes, indeed, 
the same author, in portraying factory women in a passive light, -draws 
attention to behaviour inconsistent with such a picture. 
Thus, if evidence exists to support the view that women' s attitudes 
and behaviour corresponded to a model of cheerful, unassuming and undemon- 
strative'conformity with the production demands-of supervisors, the 
paradox presented 
ýy 
the'evidence for discontent, activism and militancy 
comes sharply into focus. To offer-an explanation which resolves this 
paradox is beyond the scope of a study which purports, in a limited 
fashion, to examine women's experience un4er the Munitions Acts. 
But the rather obvious point might be made at this stage that factory 
workers, whether male or female, who spent most of their working hours 
cooperating with the aims of management, might nonetheless on occasion, 
indeed on numerous occasions, engdge in industrial disruption on a scale 
k4A % 
whiqh might lead one to question whether militancy was not a. more appro- 
priate leitmotif of their behaviour than submissivqness, be i: L spineless 
or resentful. The grievances of female munitions workers were in many 
respects significantly different from those facing male workers. But 
many were the same, and derived from the same source. In particular, wage 
restraint, the Ordering of Work regulations and the leaving certificate 
scheme under the Munitions Act did not discriminate between male and 
female munitions workers'. Both sexes were subjected to the statute's 
intrusions. That being so, the allegedly stronger capacity of women to 
tolerate dull, monotonous working conditions than men, their supposed 
greater dexterity, lesser ambition, inexperience and shyness could 
scarcely make them immune from the workings of an act which encroached on 
their liberty. That many women responded by rebelling, by displaying 
insubordination, by committing statutory offences, is certainly to be 
attributed, to a conjunction. of many. factors. But among them, the ne'K- 
found confidence generated by the lavish praise poured on munitions 
girls interacted on numerous occasioias with'the raw experience of oppres- 
sive working conditions to prompt challenges to the legal order which 
underpinned many female workers' sense of exploitation. Male -hostility 
to the Munitions Acts, which might take the form of "disobeying a lawful 
order" issued by a foreman, might be a potent example in appropriate 
circumstances. Workers' utilisation of the munitions tribunals them- 
selves, by virtue of, for example, complaints that employers were 
breaching wage regulation orders, or by means of leaving certificate 
applications pointed to the steps which aggrieved female munitions -- ' 
workers might themselves take. Actually to apply to a munitions tribunal 
or to suffer the experience of a tribunal prosecution are surely signifi- 
V), q -3 
cant indicators of the new breed of factory women which wartime exigencies 
spawned. 
It may, in short, be argued -that the conception of female labour-as 
predominantly docile, uncomplaining and tractable w'4s essentially pre- 
war notion carried over--intoýwartime by those employers, goverment 
officials and trade unionists for whom (in sexist terminology) the wish 
was father to the thought. In contrast, female acuity and preparedness 
to be assertive derived, in some cases, from their chosen responses to 
the distinctive experionce of wartime factory discipline under the pervasive 
glare of statutory restraints. Such attitudes may also have been influenced 
by the spebtacle of men's entanglementEi with the iiunitions tribunal, a pro- 
position which may be especially tenable in the case of Glasgow. 
Thus if the experience of the Glasgow munitions tribunal pointed to 
the existence of occasional female recalcitrance, militancy and discontent, 
it remains problematic, nonethelessp whether its-ease load is suggestive 
of a, deep undercurrent of dissatisfaction among those who were otherwise 
1 
suffocated in eulogistic praises repeatedly sung by local dignitaries 
An extensive study of local factory conditions would be required in 
order to expýore this question fully, a task. bey9pd, the scope of the 
present work. But wider influences might be relevant, in particular, the 
local Glasgow tradition of protest (Rf. the rent strikes) the high degree 
of politicisation, the influence and example of male workers, and indeed 
the broad religious and educational influence which-could steel groups 
Such praises included, inter alia, "devoting themselves whole-heartedly 
to work which was necessary for their soldiers", per Lady Beardmore: 
Glasgow Herald, January 8,1916; "acquitting themselves well in their 
new callings and duties were provisions of great advantage to their 
9mployers and the country generally". per Lord Strathclyde, Lord 
Justice-General: ibid., March 15,1916. -Cf., ibid., August'12,1916 
" rendering such magnificant service") arýd-ibi7d7. -November 14,1916 ý"their 
hearty cooperation"). 
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and individuals to promote issues and pursue grievances with a confidence 
lacking in those with'no comparable tradiiions of histor: ý, 'culture and 
intellectualism 2. As Melling has recently-re minded us?, 
it... some historians have argued that the very different 
economic structure of towns and cities affected the 
industrial and social relations to such a degree that 
the spatial fragmentation of industrial society must 
be considered a major factor in its politcal 
development". 
"Community" analysis, linking work with non-work, now assumes prominence 
I Thus only local studies conducted elsewhere can determine whether we must 
revise'our assessment of women's industrial role during the war to take 
account of hitherto undiscovered pockets of unrest on the scale suggested 
by the Caasgow tribunal case load5. 
Notwithstanding, the point should be stressed that the experiencq 
of women munitions workers nationally, at the hands of the munitions 
tribunals seems to have corresponded on balance to a more cooperative 
relation with authority than to a confrontational relation. Thus it 
appears that, overall, women's exposure to the munitions tribunal was 
in General less visible, less prominent and indeed less pressing both from 
the authorities' point of view and from the perspective of female workers' 
themselves in respect to leaving certificate and compensation applications. 
Moreover, it should occasion no surprise that a number of, factors which 
have been identified as relevant in determining the success of the female 
invasion into the factories can also be pressed into service to account 
2Cf. R. j. Morris, "Skilled Workers and the Politics of the 'Red' Clyde", 
Scottish Labour History Society Journal, No. 18,1983, pp 6-17- 
3 Joseph Melling, -"Scottish Industrialists and the Changing Character of Class Relations in the Clyde Region c. 1880-1918", op. cit., 
at p 63. tIbid. 
; Keith Burgess, "Workplace, Community and the Crisis of Clydeside's 
Politica, l Economy in World War I", noted in Social History Society, 
Newsletter, Vol. 6, Spring 1981, PP 3-4. 5Cf. Gail Braybon, Women Workers During the First World War (London: Croom 
Helm , 1981), a work which expressly (p 11) excludes any local studies (and cited hereafter as Braybon (1981)). 
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for the limited intrusion of the tribunals into the working affairs of 
munitions girls. Thus supposedly docile ýemale attitudýs to their employý-. 
ment, the-positive conception by women workers-of their wartime role, 
their spirit of patriotism, their overall gains in real. wage terms (given 
the scandalously -low pte-war base against which even the paltry wartime 
rates can be favourably compared), the-meticulous cultivation of welfare 
work, all conduced to an atmosphere where contentment, and not necessarily 
grudging contentment, was more in evidence than was dissatisfaction. That 
women on occasion rebelled, and that th . eir rebklion iaight be visit'ed with 
tribunal discipline, is not to be wondered at, given the oppressive con- 
ditions under which many were working. Nevertheless# as a crude and 
inexact index of industrial unrest, resort to the munitions tribunal in 
the case of women throughout the country is suggestive of an occasional 
ripple of discontent rather than of an =em*: tting st I orm of protest. 
Women's 'Aptitude' 
Writers have recently drawn attention to those distinctive qualities 
allegedly possessed by women munitions workers which contemporaries con- 
sidered made them eminently suited to repetition shell work. Thus '- 
Ineson 
6 
has pointed to the contemporary identification of women with 
unskilled work and with low wages in new areas of employment. Such 
women were not considered by many employers and by "informed" opinion to 
be worth training in all-round skills since- marriage would sooner or 
later remove them from the labour market. The skill thus resided in. the 
machine, not the operator. Perhaps more importantly, women, unlike men, 
it was alleged, could withstand the monotony of repetition work. Biologi- 
6Antonia 
Ineson, "Women's Employment in the Munitions Industry in the 
First World War" (unpublished, 1979) pp 8-10. 
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cal and psychological explanations were invoked to justify the view that 
women's need of mental stimulation was less than in the case of men. 
Ineson quotes Barbara Trake's opinion as to why women might prefer "purely 
7 
automatic operations". It was because 
"The intimate circle of home and famllý, the 
human drama of personal relationships and 
domestic happenings, play by natural or social 
law a deeper part in feminine than in masculine 
psychology. " 
Clearly, "weightier" matters such as strike prohibitions and i: Llega]L 
challenges to foremen's orders were thought to be le6s likely to trouble 
those of such-a placid -disposition. 
In the case of women undertaking "men's" work, BraybOn 
8 
has argued 
that women were more "docile" than men, with a lesser propensity to strike 
or to complain about working conditions, perhaps attributable to their 
lack of adequate trade union organization, to their patriotism and to 
satisfaction with their earnings. They were-accused by employers of 
being unanbitious, careless and reluctant to assume responsibility. By 
contrast, women on repetition work were praised by employersfor their- 
efforts, thereby appearing to confirm that women were tolerant of monotony, 
cheerful, dextrous'and cheap. That is, they weice, seen as short-term 
workers who-would pose no threat to the status of the more skilled male 
worker the "natural", breadwinner over the long term. 
Deborah Thom's study of women workers at the Woolwich Arsena. 19 rein- 
forces the above interpretations. Girls were said to be more diligent 
7Cited ibid., p W. 
8 
Gail Braybon, "Attitudes to Workin&-Class Women in Industry during the 
First World War" (unpublished, 1979) pp, 4-. 5,9,12. 
9 Deborah Thom, "Women Munition Workers at Woolwich Arsenal in the 1914- 
1918 War", University of Warwick, M. A. thesis, 197.5, p 49. 
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than boys in concentrating on a single task; a reflection, indeed, of how 
they perceived their role at work. tecause of impending marriage, jobs 
were-temporary and -more limited in scope than in the case of males. 
Management believed that female workers were "keen to do as' much as 
' 10 possible', , needed less supervision and were easily trained. Average 
wages were low but together--with bad conditions and speed-up, were 
patriotically accepted. Thus trade union standards were an unfamiliar 
concept, except perhaps among the older women. Trade union organization, 
indeed was viewed as an external element rather . than an enterlizise which 
the women themselves. could fashion. In sum, women at the Arsenal were 
"never described as doing anything forthemselves. They are the passive 
sufferers of government regulation and protection 
Women munitions workers.. thought outspoken contemporaries, responded 
well to encouragement and to praise. Hurwitz quotes Monica Cos6ns' 
description of the "willing way they toll for theirbountry, from their 
readiness to face difficulties with a smile, from their loving natures and 
-hearts ... " 
12.1 
up the contrast with the kindly G. A. B. Dewar pointec 
men. ThuS13, 
"Officia. lism was apt als 
,o 
to belieye that munition- 
makers both malei and female, when 'called on to make 
an additional spurt, would be nerved by hearing talk 
about their pay for overtime. Women and girls needed 
a different appeal, whatever many men may have'liked. 
They wished to be told that their extra strain was 
necessary to our troops in the field. Some of the' 
female labour came from the roughest strata in our 
society, yet its patriotism had a strong heart and 
a good circulation. " 
10 
Ibid. '- 
II Ibid., P 157. 
12Hurwitz, 
State Intervention in Britain, OP-Cit-, P 135. 
13Dewar, 
The Great Munition Feat, OP-cit-, P 315- 
M% 
These however were just the sort of sentiments which exasperated 
women trade unionists like Mary Macarthur. Her complaint was-that14 P 
"The woman munition-worker has been praised till 
modesty should blush if a tinge of cynicism-did 
not by now color her feeling towards those who 
praise .... Fair words she has 
had in plenty. The 
thing that she-has yet some difficulty in obtaining 
is the fair wage 
When women were discriminated against over the maýter of equal pay, said 
the New 2tatesmanI5, 
"This very frequent breach of faith is all the more 
disreputable ... in that the sufferdrs uxe 
just 
those least able to protect themselves by a strike, 
and those whose patriotism in continuing at work, 
under whatever conditions, is constantly. ma4Q the, 
subject of flattery and cajolement. " 
That munitionettes displayed any dissatisfaction with their circum- 
stances might well seem remarkable, given the character "traits" cited 
previously and giventheir apparent reluctance to hold up munitions 
supply. Ypt there is. adequ4te evidence of female unrest in the factories 
which at the very least casts doubt on the universality of the stereotyped 
woman munitions worker portrayed above. 
Female Protest 
A certain amount of unruly or undisciplined behavi. our was due, 
, according to the Woolwich Pioneer, to the 'fact' that munitions girls 
"are ignorant, heedless and'emotional and their'riatural lovd of excite- 
ment-leads them into danger" 
16.. Ineson, similarly, cites the'opinion of 
a lady'superintendent at a Leeds shell factory who explained that women I I 
14 Nation, August 19,1916, pp 629-30-' 
Ir ýNew Statesman, August 24,1918, p 4o5. 
167. Woolwich Pioneer, September 29,1916; cited in Marion Kozak, "Women 
Munition Workers During the First World War, with Special Reference 
to Engineering", Hull University Ph. D, 1976, p 286. 
X-M 
unfamiliar with factory life were "excited, restless and often absurdly 
suspicious Thus one strand to women's indiscipline could be 
dismissed as the frivolous antics of socially incompetent individuals 
who engaged: in bouts of child-like misbehaviour. Noting in'Deceiber' 
1915 that "Woman is proverbiall y irrational" 
18 
, the Now Statesman, a year 
later, elaborated on this remarkable claim, commenting that 
19 
go 
... although women often learn new processes very 
quickly and work with. extraordinary rapidity and 
accuracy, usually producing an output larger than 
that of men, they are more liable than men to get 
"fed up". They*will work'steadily and-accurately 
for months, and then abruptly lose interest, lose 
their tempers, ruin their work. They are frequently 
hysterical for no evident reason. Magnificently 
calm in the midst of an explosion, they will lose 
their heads completely when the danger is further 
away and uncertain. " 
Mat a multitude of causal factors was at play, whether psychologi- 
cal, physiological, ergonomic, economic or social, is difficult -to dispute. 
Thus the whole panoply of welfare supervision'was deployed to immunise 
women from full exposure to the "bread and butter" concerns preoccupying 
male munitions workers.. At its broadest, the task imposed on welfare 
supervisors was to engender "character formation" among those under their 
authority and influence. Female munitions workers were reduced, in the 
20 words of one modern author, to a state of "semi-captivity" whereby the 
supervisor's presence intruded into every sphere of the worker's life. 
Moral guidance was. therefore. seen by the authorities as an integral 
element in the drive to improve women's working conditions. 
'ýIneson,, 
op. cit., P 13- 
18 
New Statesman, December 4, '191.5, p 199. 
19Ibid., 
January 13,1917, P 346. 
20KOzak, 
op. cit., p 281. 
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At a narrower level, however, it was recognized that symptoms of 
moral inadequacy were reflected in industrial unrest. As Ineson, 
somewhat paradoxically, notes 
21 
"Women were often seen as less manageable than 
men; absenteeism, a high turnover of workers, 
sabotage, time 'wasting' and unannounced 
walkouts were not easily forestalled because of 
their nature. " 
The Impression of the "docile, obedient and machine-like" woman 
worker 
22 
must therefore be contrasted with that of the "New Factory 
Woman" hailed by the New Statesman in June 1917. ýhe war had witnessed 
an-"amazing transformation" among factory women. Thus23, 
"Meek, "'bullet"-dreading women who were factory, 
workers for years before the war and used to 
cringe to managers and foremen, girls from 
eighteen to twentym-fiVe'.... who were thrust into 
the labour market the moment they left school ... 
appear more alert,, more critical of the conditions 
under which they work, more ready to make a stand 
against injustice than their pre-war selves or their 
-prototypes. They seem-to have wider interests and 
more corpdraýe feeling. They have a keener 
appetite for experience and pleasure and a tendency 
quite new to their class to protest against wrongs 
even before they become intolerable. 
On the other hand, it is probably correct, as Andrews and Hobbs 
suggested in 1921, that the extent of strikez in which women munitions 
workers participated was "comparatively infrequent 
24 
and II ittle in Beryl 
Stanley's paper, tantalisingly entitled "Women in Unrest, 1'914-1918"2-5 
21 
Inesdn, . 02-cit., P 13. 
22 Irene Osgood Andrews and Margaret A. Hobbs, Economic Effects of the World 
War upon Women and Children in Great Britaill (Few York:, Oxford 
University Press, lF9-271 p 159. 
23. New Statesman, June 28,1917, p 271. Cf., Marwick, The Deluge, op. cit.. 
p 94; Andrews and Hobbs, ' op. cit., p 200. 
24Ibid., 
p 93. 
2 %eryl Stanley, "Women in Unrest, 1914-1918", Labour Monthly, Vol. 22, 
ig4o, pp 4,58-64. 
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can be cited to refute this assertion. Inevitably, strikes involving 
women and which infringed the Munitions Act did occur during the war, as 
did other statutory of-fences committed by women workers.. The, scale of 
the infringements is such, howe . ver, 
I to sugg . est, that other instrumentd of 
social control, to which allusion has already. been made, were. effe. ctive 
in minimising female non-conformity. 
Therefore, given a background where women's propensity to engage in 
industrial protest or indiscipline 
26 
was acknowledged as being less than 
that of male munitions workers, and wherd the authorities 6onsciously 
cultivated a progTamme of welfare provision in*order to smother dissatis- 
faAion at birth, what wdS in fact the experidnce of woMen-before the 
munitions tribunals? 
There were,, of course, a few dramatic accounts of the oppressive 
treatment meted out to female munitions workers hauled before -the'tri- 
bunals. Prior to the war, indeed, Fina Boyle, political organizer of 
the middle-class Women's Freedom League had complained that, the attitude 
shown towards women in the courts, whether as accused, witnesses or 
ft 
victims, was at best patronising and unfair, and at worst extremely 
harsh. Sentences,. it was complained, were out of proportion to the 
crimes involved and, what was worse, men tended to be let off lightly 
27 for similar offences . What was carried over into passibly'a few 
munitions tribunal hearings prior to the introduction of women assessors 
in 1916 was epitomised by the sense of shame and embarrassment experi- 
enced by three women seeking leaving certificates and complaining of 
26See 
also Eleanor F. Rathbone,. "The Remuneration of Women's Services", 
Economic Journal, Vol. 27,1917. pp 55-63, at p 59. 
27See Joan Lock, "It's a Fair Cop", Sunday Times Colour Sup2lement, 
11ovember 5,1978, p 45. For Nina Boyle, see also Kozak, op. cit., 
p 283. The presence of women's police patrols often discouraeed 
women operatives from takine strike action: ibid. 
soý- 
sexual harassment; or, as it was more delicately described in the case, 
gross insult" perpetrated by their foreman. The failure on the paxt 
of the women to recov6r for loss, of wages and for expenses, only added 
28 insult to injury 
The role of the tribunal in upholding the sweated wages of women 
29 
munitions workers also attracted adverse comment The case of the 
girl earning 12/- a week who had been, refused a leaving certificate to 
take up employment elsewhere at El a week was widely publicised. Thu's 
30 the Woman Worker commented that 
28 
Edith Abbott, "The War and Women's Work in England! ', Journal- of 
Political Economy, Vol. 25,1917, pp 641-78, at p T7_ý ; Andrews and 
Hobbs, op. cit., p 98; Woman's Dreadnouaht, January 8,1916. it 
should be stressed that details of the above case are flimsy, obscure 
and possibly highly coloured, though, admittedly, we cannot be cer- 
tain. No cases voicing a similar complaint have been discovered in 
the files of the Glasgow and labour newspapers consulted. , It is 
possible, of course, that comparable cases were heard elsewhere but 
received little publicity. The absence of munitions tribunal 
registers which might . list all' cases heard and indicating -the gender 
of the employee is of course a major obstacle. Tribunal statistics, 
as already noted, also fail to give a breakdown according to gender. 
It may be observed that the provision for compensation for construc- 
tive dismissal introduced into. the 1916 Act on the suggestion of 
W. C. Anderson M. P., seems- to have derived from this case. See OHMM, 
Vol. IV, Part II, p 75n. Perhaps there is a coded reference to 
sexual harassment in the advice given by an anonymous female 
tribunal* assessor-. "you may have sorhe serious complhint to make 
with regard to the men with or under whom you are working; the 
complaint must be of a serious kind, not a mere quarrel. 11 : See 
'A Woman Assessor', Women in the Munitions Courts (London &- 
Manchester: National Labour Press#' c. 1917) P 7. 
29 
For general comments on the "staggeringly low" wages sometimes earned 
by women, see Braybon (1981) OP-cit., PP 76-80. 
30 Woman Worker, January 1916, PP 5-7, cited in Andrews and Hobbs, 
o2. cit., pp 94-5; Abbott, op. cit., p 669. For a similar case 
where the leaving certificate was granted see, ibid., pp 674-3. - 
The biographer of Mary Macarthur refers to. a case where a girl, 
earning 10/- a week was refused a certificate to take up another 
job paying 17/-. See Mary Agnes Hamilton, Mary Macarthur (London: 
Parsons, 1924) pp 150-1. For the case of, a Manchester woman 
earning 13/1d for a 61-1 hour week, see Woman's Dreadnought, 
February 19,26,1916.2 
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"The first Munitions Act came quietly - on. tip-, 
toe, like a thief in the night, and not one woman 
worker in a thousand knew of its coming. Their 
shackles were riveted while they slept .,. The 
foreman's reply to the complainingone is no longer: * 
"If you. dont like it you can leave it"., She can't 
The other daý a munition worker, who was beingýpaid 
12/- weekly, had a chance of doing the same work for 
another employer at Z1 weekly, but the Court refused 
her permission to make the change. And. thus we have 
a concrete case of the State turning the lock in 
the door of the Sweater's den. " /I 
The confusion sown by doubts as to whether a particular worker did 
in fact come within the jurisdiction of the Munitions Act, especially 
for the purpose of determining whether a leaving certificate wad 
required, may well have affected women more than men given that the 
latter were less likely to be found working in the trades ancillary to 
munitions production such as tent and uniform manufacture and food pro- 
cessing for the Army. One case cited involved a shirt maker who delib- 
erately misinformed his girls that they required a leaving certificate 
beforýe taking up alternative bmployment3l.. Another case concerned a 
manufacturer of military tents who refused a certificate to a woman 
earning 11/11d a week and who had Aready been promised munitions work 
elsewhere32. A final 
. example in this category is -the case of Phoebe 
Mayne, a i6-year-gi rl engaged onthe manufacture of an insulating sub- 
stance known as micanite used on dynamos supplied to the AdmiraltY33. 
The tribunal held that this was not munitions work and so no leaving 
certificate was required. The employers, however, instituted the first 
appeal to be heard from a tribunal and had the decision reversed. The , 
point of referring to such cases is to suggest that the feeling of power- 
3'Abbott, 
op. cit., p 674. 
32Woman's Dreadnought, July 8,1916. 
33rane 
v Micanite and Insulators Co. Ltd. (1916)1 MAR1-10, April, 7,1916. 
Abbott, op. cit., p 674 quote the tribunal decision as reported in 
the Woman Worker but fails to note that the decision. was reversed 
on appeal by the employer. 
SO\A- 
lessness engendered by the Munitions Act, to which Braybon has drawn 
attention34 , may apply even where the scope of the Act is not clearly 
delineated, as in such cases. -As Andrews and Hobbsj not wholly accur- 
ately, observed? 
5, 
"Thoup on some - government -contracts, such as - clothing,. 
.7 system 
was not in force, it the Zleaving certificate 
was often believed that the cards were required on 
every form of government work. They were indeed necess- 
axy in so many factories that employers hesitated to 
take workers without them, which made it hard to secure 
work in a munitions plant, for the first time. " 
0.. 
'. aM That the certificate provisions "hamper and irritate men and ý6men 
, 36 alike' could therefore scarcely be disputed. Thom has observed that 
to circumvent the statutory restrictions, girls at the Arsenal, 
frequently broke the leaving certificate rules. 
Several were caught registering at the Arsenal under 
false names to disguise the fact that their previous 
work was in munitions. 'W- 
Indeed the National Federation of Women Workers was one of the unions 
which told the goverment in 107 that they could no longer answer for 
the discipline of their members as long as the provisions were in 
force38. As we have already seen, the decision to abolish the leaving 
34ýraybon, 'Op-cit., .p4. 
35Andrews 
and Hobbs, op-cit., p 96. Cf., Susan Lawrence in the Labour 
Woman, Vol- 3, August 1915., P 31-57- "Tents are munitions; boots are 
munitions; biscuits and jam are munitions; sacks and ropes a 
munitions; drugs and bandages are munitions; socks. and shirts and 
uniforms are munitions; all the miscellaneous list of contracts 
which fill up three' or four pages of the Board of Trade Gazette, 
all, all axe munitions. " For the tribunal case of two female jute 
workers in Dundee, see Clasgow Herald, January 24,1917; for a 
36 
female draughtsman in London, see ibid., January 21,1916. 
Andrews and Hobbs, OP-cit-, P 95, citing the Woman Worker, January 1916. 
37Thomp op-cit-v P 61. - 
38. N. C. Soldon, Women in British Trade Unions, 1874-1976 (Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 1- 978ý, P 89. 
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certificate had apparently already been taken by the time the regional 
Commis - sions on Industrial Unrest had reported39. Before then, however, 
many more injustices -. or apparent injustices - had been recorded. For 
exanple, one London woman, Jane Rutter, had obtained permission from her 
employer to return home to look after her wounded son who had just 
1 . 40 returned from the Front after 241.4 years . She then wrote to her. employer 
to state that she could not resume employment until he had returned to 
the Army, whereupon she was visited by the firm and told that she had 
been discharged. She had not receiv&d a leaving certificate in -person. 
However, it was sufficient, according to the Appeal Tribunal, for the 
employer to direct the . worker to .a specia: 1 departient at" the works from 
where certificates were issued. The' company had not, therefore, "unrea- 
sonably refused or neglected" to issue a certificate. 
But *it was not all "bad news" on the leaving certificate front for 
womqn. While employers might be unbending in releasing female staff, 
the tribunals might in fact order their release. Thus a young married 
woman in Birmingham complained that -her employers, a 'firm at Erdington, 
had unreasonably withheld a leaving certificate. She worked from 7 a. m. 
ýill 9'. 30 P. m. with only IV' bours break. It took her an hour to get to 
work and an hour to get home. She could not organize meal times properly 
and was unable to attend to her child. In her case, the certificate was 
41 
granted Another woman pmployed by Siemens Bros., in London, had to 
perform her work as a foreman's clerkess in a glass box in the middle of 
about 300 machines, mainly drilling and capstans. She complained of 
39Chapter 
nine, (supra) 
4ORutter 
v. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. Ltd., (1917) 2 MAR 91-8, 
June 8,1917. For a strike of women at Henley's, see Thom, op. cit*p 
p 98. - 
41 
Woman's Dreadnought, December 11, ' 1915. 
Sob 
the smell of oil, suffered from severe headacher. and had been off sick 
for ten days. The firm claimed that her real reason for seeking a 
leaving certificate was to obtain a better paid job elsewhere, but she 
managed to persuade the majoriiy of the tribunal, including a'woman 
assessor from the NM, that. ill health was the reason*. Similarly, a 
Liverpool firm which sought to hoard female labour was obliged to release 
six women who had applied for leaving certificate , s. The firm! s complaint 
that "the lack of work might cease any day, and it would beý& serious 
thing if they were - short of forty or fifty -girls" was -rejected by the 
42 
tribunal . Even where the leaving certificate provision was wielded by 
the empl*Oyer in ond case,. tiýe "Labour 'Wo*man derived perverse -pleasure. 
As it explained4ý 
"The Munitions Act has its humorous side o., A young lady of the comfortable classes bravely 
took up munition kork - "just like an' ordinary'. 
worker". Then her brother was to be married and 
(not like an ordinary worker) she asked for a day 
off. The manager'refused-it. The work must go 
forward and she could not be spared. Then, she 
declared indignantly, she would give a week's 
notice. Promptly the manager refused her a leaving 
certificate and she learned toher surprise that 
the compulsory provisions of the Munitions Act 
applied to her as well as to her workifigm-class 
colleagues in the factory. She did not go to the 
wedding, but she is becoming doubtful about the 
value of industrial coercion! "44 
42For 
both cases, see Abbott, o2. cit. . citing the Woman Worker,  
April-, 
43 
May, 1916. 
Labour Woman, Vol. 4, August 1916, p 43. 
In fact, in some areas such as Coventry, labour exchanges, in placing 
women in new munitions posts, did not insist on girls producin 
leaving certificates from their previous employers. See, Bev- 
ý151), 
f 291, "Report on Coventry Labour Exchange District by Mr. Hall and 
Miss Cassells, March 24,1916. " For Ministry of. Munitiohs recommend- 
ations as to recruitment of women through the Labour exchanges, see 
Andrews and Hobbs, op. cit., p 80. The Coventry scheme was the 
exception rather , 
than the rule. Wonetheless, in one Glasgow labour 
stealing prosecution, a projectile factory fined E7: 7/- stated that 
the girls stolen from a Tollcross firm of brickmakers had been supplied 
through the labour exchange, and that one of the girls had claimed that 
she had been unemployed for the requisite six weeks. See Masgow 
Herald, October 26,1916. 
SGýt 
The prosecution of women workers'for misconduct was an occasional, 
though not wholly rare, ev. ent. In one case at a shell filling factory, 
the girls refused. to return to work after their lunch break and began 
to throw crockery and food axound the canteen in protest at what they* 
ILL: 
considered was the unfair dismissal of a canteen attendan ,. Deborah 
Thom's account of women's work at the Arsenal also points to workshop 
dissatisfaction resulting in tribunal prosecutions for "disobeying law- 
ful orders 
46. 
The misdemeanours cited by her ranged from the activities 
it 47 of Helen Bentwich in collecting IUW subscription's during working time 
to a collective refusal by a number of -girls to countenance. a. transfer 
to, 'another depaxtment* A similar case axose in Edinburgh where thiee 
girls, were charged with having refused to start a temporary job after 
48 
having completed a previous task The girls complained that the new 
jA was detrimental to their health and produC6d two medical certificates 
to that effect. Nonetheless, by a majority, they were found guilty of 
disobeying a "lawful" order, though no penalty was imposed. 
Woolwich Arsenal and other national factories were, of course, 
particularly strict where materials Were wrongfully appropriated by 
employees or wherp items which might constitute a safety hazaxd were 
49 
brought into the factory. It was, as Kozak notes , part of the duties 
bf the new women's police patrols to seaxch for smuggled items. In one 
41ý 
"Andrews and Hobbs, op. cit., p 93. 
LiA 
'-Thom, op. cit., pp 91-2,96-8. 47FOr 
a case involving the dismissal of three girls for joining the 
VFWW see Andrews and Hobbs, op. cit., p 96. Compensation was 
secured. 
48 
Glasgow Herald, June 20,1917. 
L'ýKozak., 
popcit. p it., P 2-83. 
ýýCya 
case50, a number of girls employed at the, national factory at Gretna were 
prosecuted for petty theft, involýring a number of items of clothing 
belonging to the Ministry of Munitions. Sheriff Fyfe, in imposing fines 
of EI in each case, declared that he was*"greatly disappointed in the 
piunitions. girls" who had evidently not heeded. an earlier warning 
delivered by'him. In another case, a young employee-at the Arsenal, 
Ethel Kilby5l, was found to have carried a number of forbidden articles, 
including a mirror, 'power-puff, steel chain purse and two hair slides 
int6 the "clean" side of the slAfting, -room - which 'was part of the Fuge 
Branch of thelworks. ' Since the regulations stated explicitly that 'To 
axticles of iron, steel or metal aTe allowed on'private underclothing of 
workmen and since such regulations were read out monthly to the 
staff, the Appeal Tribunal, reversing the original tribunal decision, 
held that summary dismissal was -justified 
in view of the, potenti4l. danger 
to other yorkers on the site. -, That the tribunal assessors had consid- 
ered that suspension or a lesser punishment than dismissal was appropri- 
ate, was therefore rendered of no consequence. 
Yet when a Coatbridge iron works, William Baird & Co. Ltd., 
infringed. Home Office regulations by employing a girl under 18 years of 
age on night shift, despite having been refused permission for her empioyý- 
ment, Sheriff Lee imposed a moa6st fine of 30/-' in view of the fact thAt 
50 Masa2w Herald, November 12,1917. 
51 Kilby v Chief Superintendent of Ordnance Factories (1917) 2 Ma 121-3, 
JulY 31,1917- gf., Lane v CSOF (1917) 2 MAR 117-120, JulY 31P 
1917, involving a iý]ýewoike: F-governed by a less explicit 
rule. 
Isoq 
"a certain amount of regard must be had to the difficulties in securing 
labour. "52. Thirty shillings was therefore the price put-on a young 
girl's life, "for she had in. fact been fatally. injured-while on her 
imlawful night*shift, crushed U)tween iwo w,: iggons on h6r way to her. ' 
supper break. The, price of life, like the 'cost of labo4r, -was evidently 
cheap in the Lanaxkshire ir6n and steel trade53., 
. 
54 
In respect to timekeeping offences, Kozak notes that there were few 
prosecutions of women, thouEh. she refers to the. National Labour Press 
pimphlet, Women in the Munitions Courts, which. cleclared that firms had, 
on occasion prosecuted 20 - 30 women at a time for bad timekeeping. The 
pamphlet added-that, "Many firms use the Courts fteely_as a means pf" 
making their workers keep good time. " But it is more than likely that 
prosecuting activities were directed more against male bad timekeepers 
than. against females. * 'Indeed, Se. ebohm'Rowntree, the ministry's head of. 
welfaxe, advised-that no woman's case should be brought before amuni- 
tions tribunal until the welfaxe supervisor had been consulted: 
55. The 
Ministry of Munitions in fact stopped prosecuting women altogether for 
bad timekeeping in May 1917, leaviný the responsibility to employers. 
Visits ýy welfare, officersand superintendents became the principal 
ý2 Glasgow Heraldp January 0,1'917- When the Ayr Gas Company was 
prosecuted for overworking its female staff, a. justification for 
the proýecution was stated to be that "To work women for such hours 
and under such conditions was ca1culated to bring the substitution 
scheme into disrepute and make it objectionable from a trade union 
point of view. " See ibid.. February 8,1917. 
53For 
two prosecutions of a Leeds engineering firm, thrown out by the 
stipendiary-magistrate on the grounds of "national urgency", 
despite Home Office and Wax Office support for the prosecutions, 
see Labour Year Book 1216, p go. 
54 Kozak, op. cit., pp 235-7. 
1; r% '-'Andrews and Hobbs, OP-cit-, PP 156-7. 
Sto 
means of ensuring punctuality56. Indeed once the Munitions Act 1917 
was passed in October of that year, all Ordering of Work prosecutions 
were henceforth conducted by the Ministry of Munitions alone, and not 
by employers. Therefore since the ministry had already ceased prbseCUt- 
ing uomen bad-timekeepers in May 1917, the'result was that after 
October 1917, bad timekeeping in the case of female munitions workers 
57 
was no longer subject to prosecution by anyone 
4 Attempts to ameliorate the position of those women appearing before 
the tribunals naturAlly focused on the appointment of women's assessors 
to the panel*. Part of the campaign to amend the 1915 Act was specifically 
conce3nied with this issue, though it must -be acýnowledged that, as Is not 
uncommon in campaigns for law reform, the evidence for change was, as 
one might gather from some of the above account, highly coloured and 
-the catalytic case. of the three -selective, particularly in respect-to 
women subjected to "gross insult" 
. 
(suPra) 
- Nonetheless, the major union 
conference held on November 30,1915, and attended by, inter aliai the 
IU`WW and the Manchester District Women's Trades Council58, demanded the 
appointment of women assessor Yet, though the proposal apparently 
56Kozak, 
op. 6it., pp 23' 
57 Individual firms could of course continue to enforce their own discip- 
linary rules as to good timekeeping by threatening fines, so long 
as the provisions complied with the Truck Acts. The Arsenal had 
its own disciplinary system and fined its ý workers heavily for late- 
ness. See Thom, op. cit., p 81. Firms - 
could also dismiss employees 
and then seek to defend a claim for compensation and/or a leaving 
certificate. In one case, a forewoman employed by the Carron 
Company was refused compensation but granted a certificate following 
her dismissal for bad timekeeping. See Glasgow Herald', March 17,1916. 
5ýIbid., December 1,1915. 
59Cf., Nation, December 18,1915, p 441. 
ý; \l 
received 'the approval of "all sides of the House of Commons", the New 
Statesman reminded its readers that the, government 
60, 
"..., refuses to. give either this or any, other. 
Assessor any real membership of the Munitions 
Tribunal, in which the lawyer-chairman (to'whom 
the Minister'of Munitions admittedly circulates 
confidential instructions6l) is to remain, sole 
judge. " 
Indeed in January 1917, The Times 
62 
was' ackno. wledgini; that the 
institution of women assessors was an inadequate safeguard against 
instances of "flagrant injustice to shy and inexperienced girls" who were 
summoned to the tribunals. The fines inflicted were still considered 
excessive, particularly in the case of women who tended to earn low wages. 
It could scarcely be comforting to be informed by the author of Women in 
the Munitions Court that the woman assessor was "there to help you in 
every way she can", nor convincing to be told that "she is there to take 
, 
63 
your side Sensible advice as to how to conduct oneself before the 
tribunal, how to ensure that one Is evideýce was ciear and consistent, the 
offer of very broad guidelines on the scope of the leaving certificate 
and Ordering of Work provisions which-were culled from homely examples 
certainly made the document more perceptive and helpful than Henry 
Slesser's rigid, fo: rmal-and wobden-account of the'Adt wriý I tten'soon after'' 
64 its enactment . But the reiteration of the important role of trade 
unions in assisting women before the tribunals was probably the most 
practical advice to be offered. Thus the "one all-important fact" was 
6o 
New Statesman, December 11,1915, p 219. 61- 
For this, see Rubin (1977b), op. cit., p 223. 62 
The Times, January 15,1917, cited in Stanley, op. cit., p 6j "A 
Woman Assessor'# op. cit. 9 p 2. 64, 
H. H. Slesser, Opinion on the Munitions of War Act 1915 (1915). 
that "the only way in which each one of you can get individual information 
and help for your own particular case is through your Trade Unions"65. 
66 
Indeed, as was recognized during the war, the NFWW was 
most successful, - not only in organizing the 
munition makers, but also in protecting their 
interests before the Munitions Tribunals. " - 
The extent to which this statement is accurate can perhaps be gauged by 
considering the activities of the Glasgow tribunal in respect to women 
'workers, a topic to which we now turn our attention. 
ii 
The Glasgow Experience 
The NFWW did of course organize in Glasgow. Indeed prior to the 
Clyde deportations in March 1W, the union had claimed IOWo membership 
among women shell workers at Parkhead Forge 
67, 
though a mere rump 
68 
remained following-the deportations According to Herbert Highton, 
there were in August 1916 probably around 3-4000 women munitions workers 
on Clydeside who were members of the four trade unions which recruited 
in this category. Apart from the NFW, the other unions were the Workers' 
Union, the Cas and General Workers' Union and the National Amalgamated 
65 
'A Woman Assessor', op. cit., p 2. 66Abbot, 
op. cit., p 668. Thom, op-cit., P 97 refers to Ministry of 
Munitions comments that "a collective'response to tribunal discipline 
was common and that it made their punitive effects limited". The 
INFWW did not appear to discourage such displays of insubordination. 
67Hinton, 
The First Shop Stewards' Movement, OP-cit-, P 130. 
68 
H. E. R. Highton, "Report on Engineering Industry, Clyde District", in 
Barbara Drake, Women in the Enýaneering Trades (London: Fabian 
Society and Allen & Unwin, 1917) p 129. 
U%Z 
Union'of Labourers (NAUL) 
69 
, whose officials, as we have seen in previous 
chapters, represented their members before the local munitions tribunal 
on a number of occasions, Of course, the total number of women brought 
into the munitions factories in the district, both*national and privatb 
establishments, was considerably higher. The 1911 census revealed 3,758 
women, including 2,062 in "engineering and machine making", as against 
185,442 men employed in the Clyde district metals"trades, including ship- 
yards, iron and steel, vehicles, electrical and miscellaneous trades7O. 
Tablb 10.1 (infri sho*s, -. howeve*r, the extent of the growth of female 
employment on munitions in the district, a growth which, it should be 
- -"noted, takes into account the newly-opened national projectile factories 
at Cardonald, Mossend and Bridgeton, Mile End and the Scottish Filling 
Factory at Georgetown. 
TABLE 10 -1 
Labour. 
- 
Employed in -Munitions- in- Glasgow. 
and West Scotland 
(excluding regular armament firms) - 
October 1916 October 1917 October 1918 
Men Wofen Total Men-- Women Total Men ' Woigen Tdtal 
20,883 18,825 39,708 21,500 24,523 46,023 22,119 28,087 50,206 
Source: Scott and Cunnison, op-cit., p 98. 
Indeed, the figures themselves were not lacking in controversy. Fbr 
in August 1916, when the work of the Clyde Dilution Commission under 
6ýIbid., 
p 128. 
7OScott 
and Cunnison, The Industries of the 6lyde Valley, _p_p. cit., p 
96. 
I 
Sit+- 
Lynden Macassey was being wound up, the authorities were claiming 
publicly that7l, * 
"Dilution has already been established in 150 
of the-largest. of the 300 controlled engineer- 
ing and shipyard establishments on the Clyde, 
and some 14,000 women have been introduced by 
the Commission, the greater proportion of whom 
is engaged on general engineering work, 
excluding shells. " 
Clearly, the impression conveyed was that a substantive inroad into the 
sphere of skilled "men' s work" in engineering, which of course excluded 
routine shell making, had been achieved, thereby impliedly justifying 
the draconian measures taken some months earlier against the obstructive 
CWC leaders. A full published account of -the dilution campaign, a few 
days later, slightly modified the picture by indicating that most of the 
work was of a "repeat character"72. Nonetheless, in many cases, there 
was claimed to be "little or no repetition". This prompted, Highton to 
point out in the correspondqnce column of the M4sgow Herald73 that the 
figure or 14,000 women cited earlier "mi&ht fairly represent the number 
of women at present actually working in the engineering industry, 
4. 
including 
_shell 
making". As he was to repeat in the appendix which he 
providqd to Barbaxa, Drake's study of Women in.; Lhe Engineering Trades 
(1917)74, the Clyde Dilution Commission had put into force 90 schemes of 
dilution providing for. the introduction of 4,. 500 women on work hitherto 
performed by men. But only 1,500 women had, by the middle of June 1916, 
actually commenced work. Eýince, moreover, 500 of these were engaged on 
7'Clasgow 
Herald, August 23,1916. Cf., ibid., 
. 
August 24,1916 and 
A. W. Kirkaldy (ed. ), 
' 
Labour. Finance and the War, (London: British 
Association, 1916), p 78 n. 
72Caasgow 
Herald, September 2,1916. 
73Ibid., 
September 6,1916. Italics added. 
74 
See note 68 (supra) 
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labouring work, this meant that only around 1,000 women were undertaking 
skilled and semi-skilled'work"in engineering establishm 
. ents75. In fact, 
the overwhelming majority were- engaged on shell manufacture in large, 
custom-built establishments, notably the national factories and the con- 
verted Beaxdmore sites at Parkhead, Paisley and East Hope Street shell 
filling factory, the last-named thescene of considerable female unrest, 
76 
as we -, all see 
Indeed, the hostility of men to the employment of women in the 
.. %7 :. 9,77 Clasgow workshops, such as was manifested at Lands of Johnstone 
surfaced, so far as one can gather, in just one tribunal case involving 
a single individual78. Thus a night-shi ft employee at the Coatbridge 
works of Stewart & Lloyds, the steel manufacturers, was fined 92 for 
7-hbid., 
p, 114; Glasgow Herald, September 6,1916. 
7= It is, indeed, fascinating to. note how the old struggles over. the 
numbers game in particular, and over the significance of the dilu- 
tion campaign in general, have recently been re-enacted in the 
corridors of academia. See Alastair Reid, "Dilution, Trade Unionism 
and the State in Britain During the First World War" (unpublished; 
forthcoming). Though the present author differs from Reid in the 
latter's conceptualization of the nature of the state, the finding, 
in the present work, of the importance of wage struggles and of the 
ambiguous relationship between the rank-and-file and. local-txade 
unfodofficialdoim gives*partial, but not total . support to Reid's 
interpretation of the politics and sociology of Glasgow trades 
unionism during the war. For further observations, see the final. 
chapter. We will also note in chapter eleven that the analysis 
of the relationship between legal proceedings under the Munitions 
Act and dilution as narrowly conceived, appears to confirm that * 
dilution was not a significant substantive issue on Clydeside. Its 
symbolic importance, however, is more difficult to dispute. 
77Hinton, 
. 22. cit., pp, 
67-8; McLean (1971) OP-cit-, pp, 51-4; McLean (1983), 
02-cit-, PP 37-40. 
78Clasgow Herald, July 8,1916. 
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having refused to commence his duties when he discovered that women had 
been working on his job during the-day shift79. It does appear, there- 
for. 6, that apaxt from o. ne othbr uniqub'tribunal proceecling in'GlbLsgows 
whe*re skilled operatives in a Gorbals firm, Mes6rs'. Campbell, -. Achhach 
Co., which made ground sheets for the Army, objected to the introduction 
of unskilled and female workers unless they received the skilled rate, 
the introduction of dilution, so fax as it related to the employment of 
women workers, made little impact on the work of the Clasgow tribunal 
80 
0 
79 Thus his reaction appeared to correspond to the "'old trade-union' , 
type of bitterness, narrow and selfish" which Isaac Mitchell had-. 
identified as being displayed at Lang's in later 1915. See McLean 
(1972) op. cit., p 24n. Of., the case of the foreman at the Scottish 
Tube Company who eventually found himself in chaxge-of just two old 
men. This followed the drafting of women into the stores and machine 
shops, the appointment of a forewoman and the transfer of -the men and 
boys to other departments., His, application for a leaving certificate 
was refused. See Glasgow Herald, Rovember 23,1915. 
80 Ibid., Povember 11,1"915. The case was unique in thatit concerned an 
alleged-lockout by the employer. Sheriff Fyfe, however, dismissed 
the private prosecution undertaken'by the firm's garment cutters 
on the ground of insufficiency of evidence. i 
Humbert Wolfe, Labour 
Supply and Regulation, op. cit., p 101, saw the removal of the right 
of lockout as the counterbalancq to the prohibition on strikes. The 
statistics of this supposed bilateral sacrifice, up to July 1,1916, 
axe shown below, and speak for themselves. 
TABLE 10.2 
Number of Strike and Lockout Prosecutions to July 1,1916ý 
Prosecutions Number Number of Numbers Total Amount 
of Cases Defendants Convicted of Fines 
Strikes 
- . 
56 1612 ioM Z1365: 5/9d 
ýo ckouts 
Source: Cd. 8143 (1915) and Cd. 836o (1916). 
M--T 
And inevitably so, given the limited inroads into Ion&-establi. -hed 
workshop patterns attained by women during the war. 
We may reasonably assume, therefore, that most of the women who 
appea-rea before the (aasgowAribunal were gýadecl as unskilled'l'abour aýd 
were working on, ' or seeking to work on, shell manufacture. Perhaps this 
rendered them more vulnerable to punishing work schedules imposed by 
impatient foremen concerned with output levels; perhaps the strain of 
the work encouraged them to relieve the pressure by engaging in diver- 
sionary activities which infringecrthe'rules. As "un8kIll*e(r"iaboiir, 
moreover, the eaxnings of some of them, even on piece-work, were often 
insufficient to match increases in the cost of'living. The raw ingredi- 
ents for female worker discontent and unrest were assuredly present in 
the Masgow shell' shops. Implanted in the distinctive, possibly unique, 
environment of that city, perhaps its'working women we re more prepared 
than those elsewhere to emulate the male members of the local labour 
movement. For had not'the involvement of the latter with the munitions 
tribunal produced a notable chemical reaction which had reverberated 
throughout the country in 1915 and the first half of 1916? In Glasgow, 
the "new factory výomanl s" so-called "awareness" was, in short, a product, 
it is suggested, of the infectious, heady atmosphere of a city prone to 
dissidence. 
Glasgow Women and the Tribunal 
Protests against the low level of wages payable to women workers 
were reflected in the case load of the Caasgow tribunal. Thus in one 
case 
81 
,a woman earning 18/- a week before the war was receiving just 
81 Masgow Heraad, FebruarY 3,1916. 
Sk, 9 
12/7d on the night shift following the employer's acceptance of govern- 
ment contracts for munitions. It took a-tribunal, decision to wrest a 
leaVing certificate from the company. In another case, a girl eaxning 
a week and offered work elsewhere at double that amount, simply 
walked out of her existing job. When her employer complained, 
. 
the 
tribunal dragged her' back to work her week's notice. Said Sheriff Fyfe, 
"they could not allow anyone to 
. 
disregard the law 
82 
. Both these cases 
had been heard in the first half of 1916. Perhaps by 1917v woman's 
Atitlement to a- "decent" wage had 'beeri ; ccopt6d by the tribunal chairman. * ;. 
For in January of that year, he is reported to have announced, during 
one hearing that, "If you want to keep women hoi4adays, you will have 'to 
pay them well. " 
83 
Accordingly, he granted certificates to two women 
who had been earning 12/- and 151- respectively and who had now been 
offered Cl and 24/-. 
Numerous non-controversial cases of women seeking either to move 
into munitions work or to move to more congenial munitions work were 
heard. Thus a waitress, fish saleswoman, kilt maker, charge-hand with 
a beer seller Lsic, 7, thread worker and a girl employed by a wood firm t all 
84 
graced the Glasgow munitions tribunal in pursuit of leaving certificates 
82Ibid. 
, June 29,1916. The gfrl was one of 
'a - family' of 13, with" three 
brothers in the Army, one of whom had been killed and the mother 
-widowed three years eaxlier. 
83 Ibid., January 25,1917. For other examples, see ibid., October 4,21, 
1916. For the case of a Maxyhill rubber manufacturer fined U for 
breaching a wage regulation order, see ibid., May 9, July 9,1918; 
Jeanie Scott et al., v George McLellan & Co. Ltd., 1918 SMAR 134- 
8, July 6,1918. 
84For 
these examples, in the order given in the text, see Glasgow Herald, 
August 15, June 19,1916; ibid., February 9,1917; LbýlEd_., October 
24, January 28,1916; Lbi(f. _., Januaxy 25,1917. For the recruitment 
of fisherwomen to munitions work, see Scott and Cunnison, op. cit., 
P 98. , 
sjcý 
as indeed did those seeking work nearer home such as the two girls who 
complained of a five mile walk to work from their homes in Cambuslang, 
necessitating their 'rising at 4 a. m. ev6ry morning. Certificates were 
granted 
8-5 
However, it is in respect to the extent of industrial disorder and 
disobedience manifested by Caasgow women munitions workers - where that 
unrest resulted in a tribunal Appearance - which conveys the strong 
impression that the interpretation identifying the much-vaunted spirit 
. 86 of cooperation among women muflitions workers r6quires'Nrodification 
Direct strike action by women workers in Caasgow was nonetheless a 
rare occ=ence; . rarer still, if it were visited by a-tribuna. 1 . prosecu- 
tion. Indeed the only clear-cut such example concerned 36 women at the 
Eglinton Silica Brick Company at Coatbridge who had struck inprotest at 
87 
what they considered was a breach of faith by their employer- They 
had originally. agreed, in consideration for an increase in wages, to under- 
take three additional hours work in order to produce more bricks needed 
for lining furnaces in response to demands from the Ministry of Munitions. 
But they then refused to resume working in the belief that it was in order 
to pay the additional wages that the company had dismissed several of, 
their colleagues. At the tribunal hearing, the firm's managing director 
8 ýGlas 
rald, Februaxy 9,1917- &2E Herald Ef Lbid. , February 26,1917; 
certificate refused till written offer of munitions work from 
6 
another employer produced. 
8 
Cf., Stanley, op. cit., passim. Kozako op-cit., pp 294,353,358 for 
claims of female militancy. The examples offered certainly appear 
to be isolated and sporadic. By contrast the quantity of tribunal 
hearings in Glasgow, let alone the number of "justiciable" incidents 
which actually occurred, may perhaps hint at wider unrest among women, 
though the context may render Glasgow untypical. 
87Caasgow 
Herald, July 10,1916. The woman assessor was Lois Young of the 
KM. For a men's wage claim at the firm which went to arbitration, 
see Labour Gazette, January 1918, p 44. 
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declared that the sacked employees had merely been suspended, though it 
appears the women were reminded of the installation of a new brick-making 
machine a, year earlier'which. had led to the reduridancy of. three male 
members. Thus they apparently'concluded that, the employer had' discovered 
a simple method of reducing his overall labour costs, and so were deter- 
mined to resist what they wrongly imagined was the sacrifice of their 
colleagues. Unable to contradict the employer's testimony'that only 
suspensions and not dismissals had taken place,, the women, represented by 
88 Owen Coyle br the Amaliamated Society of Steel ahd Iron Workers , failed 
to grasp the initiative by asserting that the Munitions Act did not 
authorize suspensions'(as we saw in chapter one). Indeed Sheriff Fyfe 
chose to construe their conduct as being an attempt-to, "dietate to the 
management". Thus# "What business is it of theirs", he demanded, "as . 
to the number of. - people employed there? " Eiren women* workers were not: 
immune from Sheriff Fyfels. well-rehearsed lecture that89, 
... anything which hampered the production of 
anything necessary for the prosecution of the 
war was a very grave offence, chiefly against 
their own country ... But that prosecution had, he thought, served a good purpose if it had 
cleared the air of certain opinions the respond- 
ents, seemed to have entertained, which-would-be 
subversive of all discipline iri-the c8nduct of 
industrial work. Respondents must dismiss from 
their minds that they had to be consulted or have 
,a say in the direction of these works in which' 
they were employed, " 
Thus not only was munitions production to be protected from interruption 
by means of judicious prosecutions. 
. 
But managerial authority, particularly 
when acting on ministry instructions, was also to be underpinned with the 
88KOzak, 
OP-c-It., P 358 refers to this strike and correctly notes that it 
was conducted without the assistance of a trade union. But she fails 
to note the presence of the trade union official at the tribunal. 
She also repeats the strikers' claim that dismissals had occurred. 
89 
Glasgow Herald, July 10,1916. 
support of unambiguous jiAdicial utterances even against the modest chall- 
enge -of some women brick makers apparently acting on impulse. The, 
message was'therefore'once again conveyed by'the tribunal ihat participa- 
tory democracy, at the whim of an unorganized grouping, had no role to 
play in a largely corporatist venture directed from above, and exercised 
through the agency of the private owner/managers. 
In another case, rather than prosecute a number of girls for striking, 
the employer simply dismissed them by putting them outside the factory 
gate whet-e they4"had been employ6d making lids for shell boxes9o. Thd case 
cane to the tribunal in the form of a successful claim by, the eleven girls 
involved for compensation for dismissal without notice, their explanation 
being that they had been refused a transfer to time rates, while the 
request of 14 other -girls had been favourably treated by the employer. 
No doubt if the employer had not acted as he had done, the girls would 
have risked a progýecution and fines. for striking. As it was, it was the 
employer who was penalized for his failure to comply with the broad aim 
of the legislation. 
Of course, some strikes by women in Glasgow escaped prosecution com- 
pletely. Thus the dismissal of a female member of the Workers' Union 
led to a five-day stoppage by fellow-women employed in the cement-plant 
of the Clasgow iron & 9teel Company in May 1917 
1.. 7he women- ýad alleged 
that the sacked employee had. been victimized as'a'consequence of her trade 
0 union activities, and only-agreed to return to work on the promise of 
go Ibid., February 21,1917. They had been described by the manager as a 
"lot of young trollops", to which Sheriff Fyfe, in a retort worthy 
of the redoubtable Miss Mandy Rice-Davies, observed, "Well, that 
was his opinion". 
gi LAB2/44/7, "The Workers' Union; Victimization re Dismissal of Miss 
Isa McGregor by the Glasgow Iron & Steel Company, May 12 and June 2-7, 
19171. gf., LAB2/260/1, "McNeill & Co. Ltd., Kirkintilloch; 
Threatened Strike of Women, June 15,1917". This arose after the 
employer had transferred his employees to lower-paid jobs following 
an arbitration award. 
, ý; ZL 
arbitration and after a strong patriotic appeal by their union official, 
Robert Climie. In the event, both sides of. the arbitration hearing 
connived at the decision to hold that the dismissal i4as "harsh and 
unjustifiable", but not due to trade union activities. - As the arbiter, 
Professor Irvine, wrote to Askwith92, 
"It was obvious that a finding that the charge 
of victimization was established, could accentuate 
the unrest among the women workers. " 
So this dimension was conveniently neglected in the arbitration award, 
surel a back-handed tribute* to the soli&ixi'ty ot the women; bo- Much ro 
that even the union apparently balked at providing them with further 
ammunition to justify a resumption of the disruption. 
The most notable strike by women which evaded the close attention 
of the Glasgow tribunal occurred in the same month of May 1917, and 
a. rose out'of a wage claimi*by'women employed'at one*bf the fillirig 
factories in the citY93. A remarkable display. of militancy, the strike 
was accompanied by demonstrations by the women outside Central Station, 
before continuing in George Square, and finally ending up at Glasgow 
Green. Moreover, it was apparently Conducted in defiance of advice. 
from the Workers' Union and was only called off on a promise of axbitra- 
tion together with a commitment from the management that no proceedings 
under the Munitions Act would be taken against. the strikers. Similarly, 
the strike at Beardmore's East Hope Street shell factory iri Rovemb6r 
1917, following the victimization of four girls accused of goiRg, slow, 
appeaxs to have escaped the net of the Munitions Acti, According to 
92LAB2/44/7, 
OP-cit 
93(aasg2w Herald, May 28,30,1917- 
1ý3 
Hinton94 , the authorities were fearful that the involvement of the 
revived CWC would escalate the conf]Lict*on a wider scale, 'and'the 
absence of any strike prosecutions may well have been due to such con- 
siderations. However, Beardmore's apparently perverse refusal to 
countenance, at the outset, any arbitration, together with the women's 
allegations of victimization, contrary to section 9 'of the 1917 Act, 
meant that neither the Ministry of Labour nor the Ministry of Munitions 
SE 
were sympathetically disposed towards Beardmore's plight. When the 
qiiestion of prosecutiois was finally addressed in January 1ý18, it was 
accepted by the government departments to have become a dead issue. 
Just a few days prior to the above strike, Sheriff Fyfe had 
adjudicated on a claim by 40 women who had been summarily dismissed 
6 
from one of the filling factories in the city . They had refused 
point-blank to cooperate in the introduction of a new scheme of work 
which involved their handling shall cases. The handling. had previously 
been done by men, but having tried it, the women claimed the work was 
too heavy for them. For their "misconduct" in refusing to obey the 
orders of the management, they were sacked without notice. But with 
I 
the help of Robert, -Climie of the Workers'. Union,. t: hey succee. ded in 
obtaining compensation from the tribunal, Sheriff Fyfe holding that their 
refusal to take on the work was justified in the circumstances. 
94 Hinton, op. cit., p 251. 
9-5LAB2/213/IC205, "Munitions of War Acts (1915-1917); Draft of Bill. 
Minute by Mr. J. C. Miles of the Ministry of Munitions relative to 
same, November 5,1917". The file, self-evidently, contains more 
extensive material than is indicated by its title. It may be ' 
observed that although, as Hinton indicates, op. cit., p 251, the 
NFWW "formally disowned the strike", it was its secretary, Mary 
Macaxthur, who reported it to the Ministry of Labour for arbitration. 
96 Glasgow Herald, November 12,13,1917- 
Sýjý. 
In a similar case, a 20-year old girl objected to lifting shells 
weighing an average 611 lbs., which meant that she would be lifting 
around six tons a day. She had in fact previously been lifting shells 
weighing 50 lbs. 
97. The employer now offered' to provide a labou. rer to 
do the lifting. But when that offer was apparently declined, the 
employer dismissed her without notice, claiming that she had been insub- 
ordinate. It was not an opinion with which Sheriff Fyfe concurred, how- 
ever, and compensation was awarded 
98. Perhaps both in'this and in the 
previous . case, *a certain amount of "old-'fashioned"'irotectýveness for 
the greater "delicacy" of women workers was displayed; though clearly 
Fyfe's own perception of the physical limits t6 which such women should 
be pushed was the decisive factor. The decisions appear, nonetheless, * 
to run counter, at first sight, to the-strong strand in Fyfels judicial 
pronouncements where he more or less consistently sought to uphold 
managerial discipline. But it must be remembered that he was prepared 
to buttress the authority of employers only where it was c. onsistent, in 
his view, with the "national interest". There was no carte-blanche to 
k 
management to wield the Munitions Act with impunity. Where, however, 
orders to transfer to other machines were resisted by women, the sheriff 
was more prepared to follow his predictable course, adding in one case 
that99, 
97 These were probably 4"'. 5 in. shells which weighed from 45-. 50 lbs. in 
the rough and 28-30 lbs. when finished. See Highton, in Drake, 
op. cit., p 116. Cf., "Tackle or assistance of labourers is, 
except in a few i7nstances, provided where shells of over 40-50 lbs. 
in weight are handled; but women, in many cases, complain of the 
strain of frequent handling of shells of less weight": Kirkaldy, 
op. cit., p 127. 
98 Glasgow Herald, August 8,1916. 
991bid., December 9,1916. 
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if there was any more insubordination 
after this warning, women must understand that 
the tribunal would not hesitate to impose the 
full penalty on them-as-on men. " 
Sympathy was also lacking in the case of four women who refused to wear 
trousers and tunic rather than dresses in accordance with instructions 
designed to ensure uniformity of wearing apparel in -the firm, even 
though these particular women did not come into contact with any 
machinery 
100 
Similarly, women who objected to scrubbing floors in a 
projectile factory were. rebuffed by the Sheriff in their effort to 
escape from their reconstituted domestic drudgery 
101 
Thus despite those cases where Fyfe inveighed agýLinst the interrup- 
tion of munitions production, it is clear that not all allegations of 
I. 102 women s misconduct were'upheld by him Indeed he even scoffed at 
employqrs' suggestions in a couple of cases that the women in question 
103' 
were unscrupulous agitators. Thus in one case an examiner was said 
io have endeavoured to stir up: strife among h-er fellow-examineris'at thd 
works, and that 'it was this which justified her dismissal. Pressed 
directly by Fyfe to prove his allegations, the employer, it seems, 
failed to discharge the onus. For a compensation order was made against 
1o4 him and in favour ok the dismissed examiner. another case three 
100 1,1 
Ibid-., December 27,1916. For the importance of "appropriate'! 
dress, see ibid., August 24,1916. 
101 Ibid., March 1,1917. 
102 Cf., case of three girls not guilty of "skiving"; also "doper" not guilty of being "nasty" to head doper: both in ibid., March 1, 
1917. But cf., female shipyard worker guilty of fiddling her 
check-out sli-ip: ibid., February 26,1917. 
103Ibid., 
September 29,1916. 
1 117- 0 Ibid., November 1,1916. Cf., a case where Sheriff Craigie awarded 
compensation to a dismissed employee who had accused her employer 
of victimization in that her husband had been concerned. in a 
recent dispute: ibid., October 10,1916. 
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girls employed as pleaters making kilts for the Army, were dismissed 
without notice on the ground, that they had tried to organize a strike. 
They told Sheriff Fyfe that they had circulated a round robin amongst 
the girls, calling for an increase in wages. The employer construed 
this action as an attempt to foster discontent by a group of ringleaders, 
and handed in a written statement signed by other workers inthe firm, 
stating that they had no grievance. - Fyfe, however, refused to accept 
the statement as evidence,, as a "piece of paper could not be cross- 
examined". Instead, he* awarded compensation to the girls for"wrongful 
dismissal, though the decision was later reversed by the Appeal Tribunal 
on a technicality 
10_5 
. 
It was clearly, important for Sheriff Fyfe to stress his impartiality 
as between employers and workers, whether male or female, in prosecutions 
before the Glasgow tribýnal, where a "higher" Intýrest,., ought in ýhis 
view to prevail.. He, therefore, could not lend himself to unstýpported 
allegations of trouble-making in the absence of concrete evidence. The 
tripartite partnership vital'to the wax effort had to be above inter- 
class quarrels, squabbles, whispering,,, campaigns or conspiracies. 
Though such a view is no doubt riddled with contradictions, it remained 
the prime mover in Fyfe's adjudications. Thus given that employers in 
these cases wbre unable to substantiate their ac6usations, given Fjfe's 
vulnerability to'criticism if he had 'Upheld them, and given the wide 
recognition of women' s contribution to the wax effort, 'the decisions in 
the above cases sensitively reflected Fyfe's powerful adherence to the 
broad corporatist sentiments of the Munitions Act. 
105Ibid., January 5,1917, Julia McNeill et al. v John nO8s & CO- '1917 
smAR 56-6o, January 3,1917. Technically, the firm was outside the 
scope of the relevant provision of the Munitions Act. 
Sýý 
His concern, perhaps especially in the case of women, to contain 
provocative gestures and actions by foremen which might in turn spark 
off further disaffection on the shop floorwas also displayed during. 
hearings in GLasgow. For example, in one case 
Io6 
,a girl sought a leaving 
certificate, in protest'at, the strong language used towards her by a 
foreman. Though he was "quite willing to believe" the foreman's defence 
that -the -latter had been "tormented" by the girls in the workshop, 
107 
nonetheless, declared Sheriff Fyfe 
"Thdre was'riothing'the CoUrt insiAed upon more 
than that employees must be respectful to their 
foremen and that foremen must be respectful to 
the employees. He knew there was a good deal of 
rough language used. People could not always be 
on their drawingý-room behaviour. With men, it 
might not be so bad, but the language of which 
evidence had been given was not la. nguage to be 
used towards girls. " 
'In 
ýnother*case'08 two women were being prosecuted for bad time- 
keeping, therp was some indication that the foreman's brusque manner 
towards them was influenced by ASE hostility to their being employed on 
general work rather than on one specific job. "It is said you do not 
like the 4ilution scheme" Sheriff Fýfe enquired. 
*. 
"I have to like it", replied the foreman. 
"It is-more*trouble to me certainly, but I log 
give the girls every instruction possible. ' 
Yet despite 'the firm' s' directions' that the w6men be treated with 
"courtesy", Fyfe'-nonetheless acknowledged that "foremen's tempers are 
pretty short sometimes". In this case-, however, the foreman"s blatant 
resentment and prejudice against women, rather than a domineering ' 
lo6 (aasgow Herald, December 20,1916. 
107I-bid. 
1087Ibid., December 27,1916. 
log Ibid. 
attitude to all workers on the paxt of a foreman armed with the 
Munitions Act, seems to have been displayed. 
The British Association report on the employment of women in Clyde- 
side munitions establishments, the evidence" for which had been collected 
in May and June 1916, had of course confirmed that women' s, timekeeping 
110 
was on the whole better than that of their male counterparts As we 
have already seen, welfare supervisors adopted organized procedures to 
seek, out and eliminate the causes of lost time among women munitions 
workers; and to a greater ixtent ihan in the*case'of , men, the likelihood 
of a prosecution of women for bad timekeeping was remote. Indeed the 
first such prosecution in (aasgow occurred as late as Rovember 1916 when 
Sheriff Fyfe expressed in uncompromising terms that women offenders would 
be treated no differently from men. In that case, a female electric 
crane driver was told by him that- 
'%... she was one of many who had the idea that 
because*she was a woman, she-could týke-liberties with 
the Munitions Act. He wanted such people to'under- 
stand that if women chose to enter munition works 
under the dilution of labour scheme and accepted the 
work hitherto done by men, they6must do that work 
and have no nonsense about it. " 
But, as on. many previous occasions, his bark was worse'than his bite. 
The accused, 'who, we may assume, had frequently lost time before being 
prosecuted, was admonished. Of course, 'F)rfe's remarks were, in r4ality, 
directed to a wider audience outside the court'room, where' he could-'only-- 
hope that his threats of dire consequences would be heeded. ' That 
Sheriff Fyfe may even have-been embarrassed on occasion by the presence 
of women in the dock may be surmised by his refusal in a compensation 
1 'OKirkaldy (ed. ), 02-cit-, PP 113-4. 
ill 
Glasgow Herald, ' November 25,1916. 
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case to accept the employer's allegation of bad timekeeping as a justifi- 
cation for the dismissal of certain women without notice. r1hus in one 
case 
112 
, two women claimed to have been addressed once, but not officially 
warned, about their late arrival at work. As this statement appeared to 
have been corroborated by the employer's own testimony, Sheriff Fyfe had 
no hesitation in holding that the women had been wrongly dismissed and 
that "something much stronger" than the employer' s statement was necessary 
to pphold the dismissals'13. 
Conclusion 
It is frankly' difficult to be certain whether a more indulgent 
attitude was shown to women than to men by the Glasgow tribunal. The 
number of cases heard was hardly comparable and the trawl of women' s 
cases cited in this chapter'(which probably comes very close to 'the total, 
of such case's heard in the city) is possibly too thin to justiTy cbnfident 
assertions. Yet some hints of positive discrimination in Fyfe's judý- 
ments may be detected. First, lowly paid women on munitions work in 
Glasgow could in general transfer to better paid employment in the same 
field, in contrast to the widely-puLicised experience of a few'women, 
appkicants elsewhere, and which we noted earlier in the chapter. Second, 
women's strikes in the district went virtually unpunished, whereas men' 
appeared to be more vulnerable to prosecution and fines, especially in 
1916 as we saw in. chapter 'seven. Aipe'arances are, of course,, somewhat 
misleading; for the-proportion of workers, whether male or female, 
_ 
prosecuted for striking, relative to the total numbers possible was, 
as we saw in the same chapter, infinitesimal. Nonetheless, the single 
112 Ibid., Rovember 20,1917. 
113Lf., ibid., October 11,1916: compensation awarded to two girls 
dismissed without notice. The employer's allegation of "constant 
bad timekeeping was rejected by Sheriff Fyfe. 
CS 10 
recorded prosecution in the Glasgow area of women strikers at the 
Coatbridge brick works, has an impact all of its own, as do events such 
as the Fairfield imprisonments, which no statistical juggling can con- 
trovert. Third, employers' allegations of -women's insubordination or 
of misconduct, or of plotting to sow unrest, tended to be treated scepti- 
c. illy by Sheriff Fyfe; if, in fact, they were not simply dismissed out 
of'hand. On the rarer occasions, on the other haýd, where the tribunal 
chairman could be persuaded that employers' complaints contained substance, 
- he would revert to type, and proceed-to 'deliver a lecture threatening that ' 
portentous consequences would befall future misdemeanants, irrespective 
of gender. Yet he would still avoid the imposition of fines on female 
I 
wrongdoers, consistently favouring admonitions instead. All these 
factors, it'is submitted, suggest that women at the Glasgow tribunal were 
more favourably and more leniently treated than were men. At Arst-*s'jght, 
that would hardly be. surprising, if it were thought that Fyfe wa6 well 
aware that women were more likely to be fragile and emotionally scarred 
by harsh treatment at the hands of the tribunal than men. But in the 
case of those women prosecuted for bad timekeeping, 'for example, we must 
assume that such women would have expected little mercy from the tribunal 
ifv as-appears likely, these were the few "incorrigibles! ' for. whom, the 
attentions of the welfare officers were exercised in vain (infra, 
chapter eight). Yet evdn such 'ideal' offenders; though unquestionably 
few in numbers, faxed no worse (and ý indeed just as well) as those women. 
appearing before the tribunal on other matters, where their treatment was 
extremely favourable compared with men. 
Above all, Fyfels approach to tribunal justice for women seemed to 
bring out more sharply than usual'his commitment to a corporatist/ 
S-ý t 
cooperative application of the Munitions Act. Overall, employers had 
a less happy time in tribunal confrontations with women munitions workers 
in Clasgow than they did in the ca*sý of*men, 
' 
notwithstanding . the generally 
sympathetic and sensitive enforcement of 'the leaving certificate provi- 
sions by the other three tribunal chairmen before their removal in April 
1916. The decisions reached by Sheriff Fyfe, noted in this chapter, 
whether in the case of strike prosecutions, Ordering'of Work prosecutions, 
including bad timekeeping, compensation cases or leaving certificate. 
applicatiovs, point to his concerh with uph&lding production requirements 
as broadly laid down by the Ministry of Munitions, rather than the private 
requirements of individual employers per se. He would seek to discxedit 
unsubstantiated managerial revelations designed to label certain female 
staff as trouble-making agitators. He would warn foremen to mod: erate 
their 1ý6haviouý and-language towards women, and would. Yinpliedly ieek* -to , 
uphold the credibility of the tribunal by dispensing, readily, compensa- 
tion to women whom management had previously accused of misconduct. Such 
an exercise in fostering conformativism no doubt assisted, albeit 
indirectly, the cause of social peace. It also, of course, struck at 
the autonomy of employers. But under a broadly corporatist legal regime 
which the tribunal was charged with promoting, such autonomy could expect 
-ta suffer serious curtailment. Where women workers were concerned, this 
curtailment seemed more pronounced than usual. ' - 
S, 3; L 
CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Dilution and Restoration of Trade Practices 
Introduction 
"The second thing", declared Lloyd George, in amouncing the 
provisions of the Munitions of War Bill 1915, "is the removal of 
all regulations ard practices, or rather, I would not say removal 
but suspension, during the War... of all these restrictions and 
practices which interfere with the increase of the output of war 
materials". 
' Thus with these words, the government left little 
room for doubt as to its legislative intent. The law was to ensure 
that no artificial obstacles were imposed by unions or work groups 
to prevent the maximisation of munitions output. However, there 
was an alternative view of the government's real motive. For as 
two post-war observers noted, 
"The radicals claim that the 
EM^unitions3 bill 
was passed primarily not so much to give legal 
sanction to "dilution"s as to prohibit strikes 
and to minimise the leaving of munitions wo3ic 
by individuals. " 
Indeed, while it may be true that a law might be effective even where 
it is infrequently wielded in earnest in the courts, as# for example, 
3 E. P. Thompson has suggested In respect to the Combination Acts, the 
legal enforcement of dilution seemed a wayward and unlikely exercise. 
Thus what we prcpose to argue in this penultimate chapter is 
that both the lifting of restrictive practices in general and the 
ý-H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol- 72, -col. -. 1199,. June -23,. 3-915. Zi. O. Andrews and. M... Hobbs,.. The Economic Effects of -the Creat War on 
3E. Women and Children, op. cit., p. 55. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (Harmondswortht 
Penguin Books, 1968 edinj, PP 551-3- 
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imposition of dilution of labour In particular,, were Incidental 
concerns of the -munitions code; and that Lloyd George's invocation 
of these "Justifications" for legislating, enabled him to bxplolt 
a moral panic for more realistic objectives. Indeed Lloyd George 
seems implicitly to have acknowledged the'limits of law as early 
as the first month of the Act's existence. For even if we leave 
aside the d4bqcle involving the South WaLles minersg he noted, in a 
parliamentary debate on the work of his ministry, that,, 
4 
"We arrived at an agreement with the engineering 
societies of this country that there should be 
a complete relaxatim of trade union rules and 
practices in respect of the establishments which 
are controlled. I regret that up to the present, 
I cannot make a very satisfactory report, 
and I should like to appeal to the trade unicn 
leaders to bring pressure to bear - such pressure 
as they can legitimately bring to bear - upon 
the men in their societies to work the arrangement 
-made with 
the Government I. n a more liberal and 
in a more favourable- and satisfactory sense. " 
Not only is there absent from the-above statement any threat to 
deploy the Munitions Act to force through the lifting of trade 
practices; there is not even the appeal to the moral force of law 
to inspire the patriotic British workman to abarulcn his selfish 
restrictions on output. 
Thus, in the present chapter, we will note the virtual. failure 
of the Act to be invoked directly in the munitions tribunals, in 
order to underpin the government's policy of dilution of labour. 
Indeed, the rag-bag nature of the cases germane to the question, 
scattered throughout this work, merely affirms the poverty of a 
legislative solution, a conclusion no doubt reached by the government 
itself once its dilution commissioners set off on their essentially 
voluntarist voyages of discovery. Similarly, the statute's 
4 
H. C. Deb., 5th Series, Vol. 72, ' col. 2362, July 28t 1915. Italics 
added. 
inapplicability for the task of resolving disputes over the 
restoration of pre-war practices once the Armistice-had been signed, 
paints, to the Act as being better understood as a simple tool of 
labour disdpline, as a deflationary measure andýas a symbolic 
gesture of determination by the government that it be seen to be 
"doing something positive" about strikes and restrictive practices. 
If not actually irrelevant to the removal of the latter, its 
erroneously perceived'threat to skilled wor: Týmen nonetheless provided 
a focal point for opposition which only careful and protracted 
voluntarist negotiations could wear down. 
5 
Thus, as with its provisions dealing with factory discipline, 
strikes and leaving certificates, the Act's identification with the 
question of removal of trade piactices may possibly have rendered it, 
on balancet dysfunctional in respect to the government's overall 
production objectives. In short, the Act may well have generated 
more'industrial cQnflict'than it preventedp and may therefore have 
inhibited, rather than aidedt the ministry's task of increasing 
munitions output. The problem of evaluation of the code as a whole 
is however intricatet and we will return to the question in the 
final chapter. At this stage, however, we will develop in more 
detail our argument that the Munitions Act was of marginal 
substantive Importance to the government's campaign to further dilution 
in the workshops. In support of this proposition, we will seek to 
utilise the findings'of *labour process" students* both modern writers 
51ndeed the use of draconian regulations under DORA to deport the Clyde 
shop stewards did not in fact address the obstacles to dilution 
negotiations, since those deported were previously prepared to engage 
in such negotiations. The fundamental disagreements were in relation 
to safeguards against exploitation by private employers; and these 
. safeguards, not dissimilar to those in John Muir's proposal to Lloyd George in December 1915, were obtained after the deportations. 
SIS 
and those contemporary with the historical events, in order to 
explain this outcome. 
Dilution r 
In an Important contribution to the debate over the dilution 
"struggle" on Clydeside, Alastair Reid has. recently argued that it 
6 is no longer tenable to identify the "trauma of diluiion" as the 
"central issue in wartime disputes". 
7 Demonstrating that in the shiP- 
building sector, only 1,000 women were introduced into the yards, 
8 
scarcely at all replacing ment Reid suggests that inengineering, 
also, the influx of large numbers . of women did not in fact pose'a 
threat to the status of existing skilled craftsmen. , While we need 
not concern ourselves with repeating the complex reasons advanced by 
Reid to support his analysis (for it is not our task to document 
the history of the dilution programme), 'we may observe that he ihtbr- 
prets the government's campaign in shipbuilding at least, as "little 
9 more than moxale-boosting propaganda". In engineering, similarly, 
he concludes thatq 
10 
"The strategies of ASE officials, of local shop 
stewards and of revolutionary militants were 
therefore all based on confidence rather than 
on the shocked reacti6n to a traumatic threat. " 
Yet engineers may nonetheless have based their responses on a tywqrst. ' 
scenario" assumptiong whilst quietly confident of their ability to 
weather the storm. That, however, did not dispose them to take any 
6 
Alastair Reid, "Dilution, Trade Unionism and the State in Britain During 
7 the First World War"t op. cit., P. 12. 
8 Ibid., p. l. Cf., Scott and Cunnison, op. cit. pp 86-7, who pointed to the limited, 
but nonetheless wide-ranging, penetration of women into the Clyde 
9 shipyards. 
lonýe I OP. cit. P p. 6. 'ic bid*# p. 11. 1- 
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chances, nor to refuse to defend entrenched positions. Why should 
they? The threatened presence of women in their workshops perfarming 
even the less skilled tasks did represent a diminution in the orbit 
of work which craftsmen ciýstomarily performed. -There, werej moreover, 
enough technological innovatirns during the war in such areas as screw 
gauge manufacture, to render craftsman less than indispensable. These 
were no idle threats to their livelihoodl as the examples -from the 
few proceedings under the Restoration of Pre-war Practices Act, 
discussed later in this chapter$ indicate. Nonetheless, it is 
reasonable, in the final analysisq to conclude that dilution was, for 
the most Rart, no more than a symbolic rallying cry of a govornment 
coatinuously pressed by the military to multiply munitions output. 
Moreover, the brief but careful account of wartime dilution 
offered by Charles More emphasises that on the Clydej the "complete 
substitution of women f or skilled men was only rarely effected". 
3.1- 
Indeed, the Ministry of Munitions itself considered in 1916 that 
there had been "no clear cases where a woman was doing all the work 
customarily done by a fully skilled tradesman". 
12 In -the exceptional 
case,, it was 0 as an example from Beardmore's illustrated, technically 
possible for semi-skilled and unskilled workers, male and female, 
to undertake the entire repertoire of tasks customarily performed 
by skilled craftsmen. - But in this exampl. 6,88 fitterS9 turners and 
machinemen had been replaced by 600 other wackers. In other words, 
not only had extreme sub-division of labour taken place which required 
many times the numbers of staff previously employed in order that 
the entire work be perf ozmed. But, I were it not for the exieencies 
of war, such manpower deployment would have been economic suicide 
Ch'arles More'l Skill and the English Working Class, 1870-12L4 (Londont 
Croom Helm, 1980), P-30- 
d. 
for the employers, a point which they zeadily acknowledged in 
justifying the continued employment of the craftsman after the war, 
and of the maintenance of his rate during it. Thus whenever women and 
lesser skilled males replaced an equal number'of skilled fitters or 
turners, they were invariably, as at Weir's of Cathcart, put on to 
scraping, rough turning and boringl that, Az, on to the less precise 
13 
areas of the craftsman's all round duties; indeed precisely the 
nature of the work undertaken at Beardmore's Dalmuir yard by John 
Cairney, whose unsuccessful claim to the craftsman's rate we -, ýexamined 
in chapter seven. 
14 Thus, as More has concluded$ not only did waaen scarcely ever 
perform all the woxk customarily undertaken by skilled men. But 
even the up-grading of semi-skilled men to skilled status seems to 
have amounted to only four per cent of all changes in working 
practices registered with the Ministry of-Munitionse 
Yet the picture presented above doest of course, dwell on the 
most visible manifestation conjured up by a campaign of dilution, 
that is, upon the rapid and expansive deployment of women in the 
metals section of industry, hitherto lightly penetrated by female 
labour. But dilution, as more widely understood, entailed more than 
the replacement of skilled craftsmen by women and lesser skilled 
males. Thus the preoccupation. by Reid and More with these aspects 
tends to obscure such additional factors as the interchangeall3ity 
of classes of workers across craft lines as well as the'suspension 
of internal lines of demarcation; the deployment of technological 
innovation, includirig the iiýtroduction of pneumatic, hydraulic and 
electric tools; and the wide variety of other changes in woxking 
13Ibid 
it, t id:, pp. 30-1. 
practices not involving any of the above. 
Thus the "Transfommtion of Industry"t as, Sidney Webb described 
the process, was extended not only to the, 
15 
lteoe relaticnship-of the operatives to the, 
machines and of the various grades and classes 
of operatives to each other; and, above all, 
as regards the gradest classes, ages, trades 
and sex of the operatives employed". 
It extended also to the speeding up of production, and to the 
abandonment of traditional notions respecting "a fair day's work", 
or respecting customarily agreed times for different jobs. Thus, 
extending far beyond the machine question, the tidal wave of 
changes, ultimately swept into its path, 
3.6 
"e. * the hours of labour, mealtimes, overtime, and holidays; the methods and rates of remuneration; 
the conditions of engagement, suspension and dismissal; 
.] 
the disciplinary code with its fines and other fa- nd 
penalties. ". 
Thus the dilution question also pushed into prominence both the" , 
explosive question of wage guarantees in the face of relaxation of 
restrictive practices, and also the controversial matter of the 
introduction of non-unian laýour into union shops. 
It would be -misleading, therefore, to conceive of the dilution, 
campaign solely in terms of the replacement of skilled'eraftsmen 
by lesser skilled males and females. Indeed, it is more appropriate 
to employ the terminology, the "lifting of pre-war practices" (by 
analogy with the Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act 1919). though 
it should not, of course, be thought that changes in working practices 
did not also take place prior to the war as G. D. H. Cole arxI Hinton 
have clearly emphasised. 
Thus if it is true that a narrowly conceived dilution campaign 
15 
storation of Trade Union Conditions (Londont Nisbet Sidney Webb, The Re 
& Co-t 19177t P-27; cf., review in the Shipbuilderg Vol-17, 
: L6 September 1917, PP- 81-4- Webb, op. cit. 
s -10A 
possessed many of the characteristics of a substantively empty moral 
crusade, it remains the case that changes in working practices 
which directly impinged on the position of skilled labour were 
nonetheless implemented during the period of the war. 
In their propaganda campaign, government spokesmen, surely 
in the face of their own genuine beliefsq expressed their determination 
to exploit to the full, the rigours of the Munitims Act in pressing 
home their dilution bolicy. Thus Lloyd George told the CommonsIn. 
17 December 1915 that, 
the law must be put into operation by 
some body, -a-nd unless the employer begins by 
putting oný unskilled men and women to the 
lathes, we cannot enforce that Act of 
Parliament. The first step, therefore, is 
that the employer must challenge a decision 
upon the matter and he is not doing so because 
of the trouble which a few firms have had. 
But let us do It". 
Similarly, Lynden Macassey, the Clyde dilution comýlssioner, told the 
Clyde shipbuilders in March 1916 that the governmentis emergency 
powers were in readiness to underpin the dilution campaign. Thusp 
is 
". so all customs opposed to the introduction 
of unskilled and female labour, and therefore 
restrictive of output, would be abrogated, 
their maintenance being contrary to law". 
What is manifestly clear, however, is that despite such bold words, 
and despite the Clyde deportationsp the Munitions Act's provisions, 
setting cut the legal authority for dilution as broadly defined, 
were scarcely ever wielded in earnest, while the prosecution of those 
who struck against changes in working 1practices was similarly a rare 
event. The strikers at Iang's of Johnstone in February 1916t a focal 
point for the government's dilution campaign, went unpunished, 
19 though 
17Cited in C. J. Wrigley, David Lloyd George ard th'e British Labour 
Movement, OP-cit-, P-153. 
lqCited in Reidq op. cit., pp. 
4-5. 
Hinton, op. cit., p. 146; McLean (1983), op. cit., p. 68. 
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the prosecution of the "deportation strikers" a few weeks later 
20 
ýras no doubt seen by the authorities as a blow struck at the 
fomenters of unrest in general and at the opponents of dilution 
in particular. 9- 
The legislative authority for the lifting of restrictive practices 
was cantained in section 4(3)of the 1915 Act and stated, 
I 
"Any rule, practice or custom not having the 
force of law which tends to restrict productim 
or employment shall be suspended in the establish- 
ment, and if any person induces or attempts to induce 
any other person (whether any particular person 
or generally) to comply, or continne to comply, 
with such a rule, practice cr custom, that 
person shall be guilty of an offence under this 
Act. 1, 
Thus the word "dilution" is conspicuous by its absence from the 
statute. In its place is the broader concept o4 a restrictive 
"xule, practice or custore' which indeed embraced dilution, but which 
went beyond the replacement of skilled, by other, workers. To ' 
section 4(3) had to be added Schedule II to the Act, which embodied 
the Treasury Agreement commitment made by the government to the 
unions signatory to the agreement. By section 4(4) Of the Act, 
employers were now deemed to have undertaken to comply with -the, 
provisions of Schedule II. Thus it was laid down that any departures 
from pre-war practices, in respect to which "due notice where 
reasonably practicable" had to be given to the workrccýce, were to be 
only for the duration of the war and that the post-war position of 
workers and trade unions was not to be prejudiced by such wartime 
changes. Wage guarantees in the case of displacement of skilled labour 
were also given, Thus semi-skilled men introduaed to a higher 
class of work were entitled to the usual time and piece rates of the 
2OChapter four (supra). 
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district for that class of work. More complex was para-5 of Schedule 
II which declared that, 
"The relaxation of existing demarcation restrictions 
or admission of semi-skilled or female labour 
shall not affect adversely the rates custokarily 
paid for the job. In cases where men-who 
ordinarily do the work are adversely affected 
thereby, the necessary readjustments shall be 
made so that they can maintain their previous 
earnings. 
There was certainly some fudging at the marginst particularly 
in the cases of unskilled workers who were. not-mentiaaed In the 
schedulet arxl also in the Case of female womkers on time rates whose 
work did not include the more complex operations which skilled men 
continued to perform (most notablyp the setting-up tasks)* Nonethe- 
less, the clause purported to guarantee no loss of earnings for skilled 
men. It also sought to ensure the customary rate for semi-Tskilled 
males on skilled work; though whether, in the case of diluted labour, 
the skilled rate applied to all the tasks customarily undertaken 
by skilled craftsmen, even when performing-wo3--k cE a lesser standard, 
was hotly debated. Finally, the customary rate was guaranteed for 
female piece-workers, as well as for, female time-workers in the 
uncommon event that they were undertaking all the work which a skilled 
man would have performed prior to, or during, the war, The 
astonishing thing, however, is that these tortuous provisions, 
metaphorical minefields in their complexity, occasioned scarcely any 
tribunal proceedings. Their elucidation# if that is the appropriate 
description, was, overwhelmingly, the responsilklity of other admin- 
istrative tribunals and negotiating committees. Indeed, a succession 
of wages orders issued throughout the war scaght to operationalize 
these general guidelines set out in L. 2 and L. 3 by relating them to 
those workers employed in different trades. 
21- While the munitions 
21 For details, see OHMM, Vol. V, Parts II and IIIj passim. 
tribunal enjoyed some limited involvement in the interpretation 
of these orders (chapter seven, infra), thb promotion of. statutory 
wage regulation was in fact conducted by bodies other than this tribunal. 
Thus whether negotiations were conducted voluntarily or whether wage 
differences became the subject of arbitration proceedings before 
the Committee on Production, single arbitrators, the existing 
industry machinery, or, from 1916, the special arbitraticn tribunals 
for both women and semi-skilled ard unskilled men, the volume of 
such business settled without resort of legal adjudication by the 
munitions tzibanal was staggering, 
22 
a testimony, surely, to the 
preference for arbitration to adjudidaticn, which the unions' resourceful 
exploitation of the munitions tribunal for instrumental purposes 
(chapter five. infra): in no way refutes. 
We have sketched the legislative provisicns in respect to the 
lifting of trade practices in more detail in this chapter than we. 
have undertaken for other statutory measures which have been 
examined. The reason is, principallyp to indicate the tortuous, 
legislative route by which dilution was officially sanctioned. 
But second, it is to indicate that obstacles to the statutory 
enforcement of dilution were, in part, the product of the idiosyncratic 
drafting employed and of the protracted proce"res to be followed 
in ascertaining whether, under section 4(3), a "rule, practice 
or custom" did in fact "tend ... to restrict production or employment". 
Thus in the first instance, the question was one fcr-the Board of 
Trade to settle or for the Board to refer to arbitration. Secondg_ 
if an affirmative answer were given, then it was necessary to 
identify that a person, whether employerg trade union officialt 
employers' association representative, or indeed anybody else, such 
22The 
comprehensive list of arbitration proceedings -is pubIlLshed. in the 12th Report of Proceedings Under the Conciliation Act 189 
etc., P. P. 1919, XIII (391)9 le 
swi 
as a Journalist or political activist, "induced" another to comply 
with the rule, practice or custom. But as Lynden Macassey pointed 
out in April 1917,23 section 4(3) was largely inoperative, * since an 
arbiter might conclude that a practice was restrictive without being 
able to suggest what should replace it. Moreover, if both employer 
and employees failed to refer the matter to the Board cf Trade, 
then there was no machinery to enable a government department, in 
particular, the Ministry of Munitions, to do so. Macassey's 
suggestions to remedy the situation came at the wrong time, in the 
midst of the delicate negotiations over the extension of dilution 
to private work, and were therefore not taken up. One wonders, 
indeed, whether the cumbersome procedure was not deliberately 
framed in order to confine initiative to the employers and workers 
directly involved, thereby maintaining an element of voluntarist 
autonomy, while limiting the intrusiveness of the state to more 
promising spheres of labour regulation. 
In the event, the direct enforcement of section 4(3) was almost 
nil, and indeed wasprincipally used, though not always successfully, 
against employers. 
24 Thus we examined in chapter one the case of' 
Guillet v E. H. Dentall. & Co. *Ltd., in 1916, in which the employer's 
pre-war practice of refusing to employ trade unionists was held 
25 to be an unlawful restrictive practice'in wartime. Such a method 
of proceeding against Messrs Tweedales'& Smalley, the Rochdale textile 
engineering firm at the centre of the troubles in 1917 over the 
23OHMM Vol. V ', Part IIp. 
. 
59 
For, an abortive attempt to use section 4(3) agairis t its supposed, intended 
targets, that is, against obstructive workers, see MUN5T981349AOO, 
"Prosecution of Workmen Before General Munitions Tribunals, December 6, 
1915"(charge against 3 Newcastle workers dismissed, though they were 
2ýCf-found guilty of Ordering of Work offences). the case of the Loughborough employer, also discussed in chapter one. 
-1aS1& t% 
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extension of dilution to private work was in fact convassed by 
J. C. Miles, at the Ministry pf Munitions. 
26 This approach was, 
however, dropped in favour-of proceeding under a different provision 
of the Munitions Act. Similarly, in another case, the employer's 
practice of suspendir)g men for trivial offences was condemned as a 
restriction on output. The only difficulty was that the employer 
in question was the Royal Small Arms Factory at Enfieldjwl-ýLch, to 
the regret of the Metropolitan tribunal chairman, Sir Robert Wallace, 
was immune from prosecution on the ground that "the King can do 
no wrong". 
27 Finally, the only Scottish case under section 4(3) 
which we hav6 been able to discover arose in Motherwell, in the wake 
of the abolition of the leaving certificate scheme. In this incident.. 
the ASE lodged a; complaint that the managers of two firmsp the 
Lanarkshire Steel Company and Messrs Marshall, Fleming & Co., without 
the knowledge of their foremen, had agreed among themselves not to. - 
hire each'others' staff once the men were free to-move. 
28 The matter 
had in fact become academic by the time of the hearing, for the 
Ministry of Munitions had intervened to ensure that the two engineers 
in question could take up the new posts offered by the foreman of 
one of the companies. But the ministry was no doubt aware at the 
prospect of further unrest being stirred up by the behaviour of a 
number of employers' federations in England who continued to advise 
members to refuse to hire labour without the previous consent of 
their employers. 
29 Therefore, the Ministry'of Munitions added the. 
the prosecution of the above employers to the forceful guidance 
#I 
'*M' Vol. VI, _Part.,, 
261y 
2? , )-. -io4..,. See also note 34, infra. 
2 Monthly. Journal and Report, November 1917,1ý--38- - lasgow llexald,. -November J4 2 -1-, -1917- ASE, -Monthly Journal and Report j.. KQveaber- . 1917, P-32 
(Yoxkshire)-.. 
ibid. , P. 3.3. . 
(Manchester. 
-;. Glas ow Me-y-Al fi , November 5A 1917; af ASCM, 60th Quarterly Reportt September 1,1917# p. 2. 
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it swiftly issued to all employers, to the effect that such practices 
were contrary to government policy and instructions. 
30 Contrary 
to government wishes, such practices may well have been. But 
contrary to the law, apparently they were not. For Sheriff Fyfe 
could find no sufficient evidence to establish thAt an infringement 
of section 4(3) had occu=ed. 
3' Thus yet another illustration of the 
substantive impotence of the provision was added to its sorry history. 
Indeed, when G. D. H. Cole had commented in November 1915 on the 
progress of the Munitions Act, he was scarcely premature when he 
noted that, 
"It will be remembered that the Act was passed and 
secured assent mainly for two reasons. It was 
urged that strikes on war-work -must be prevented, 
and that trade union rules limiting production 
-must be abrogated for the period cf the war. It 
is, to say the least of it, significant that 
neither of these points bulks at all large 
in the cases that have arisen under the Act. There 
have been hardly any strikes, and, in a careful 
survey of the available casest I have only found a 
single case which turns on the refusal to abrogate 
trade union rules., and this is identical with one 
of the very. few st3: j-ke cases. In short, while the 
Act is in daily use in every-town where munitions 
are made, it is being used almost entirely for 
purposes other -than those which were used 
as arguments for its 1? ýssage. "-. 32 
We have, of courseto remember that the dilution question, as 
well as the more broadly defined issue of the removal of restrictive 
practices, did arise from time to time in tribunal hearings in 
Glasgow. Yet the most significant feature was the Infrequency with 
30ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, November 1917, p. 20; AIMS, -Monthly 
Report, December 1917, p. 242. Cf., the prosecution of the Rolled 
Steel Forge Company, Wishawl for having granted a wage increase, - 
31 cpe seven, infra. 
3 Glasgow Herald, November 28,1917. "'Nation, j November 20,1915. Italics in original. The case to which he referred was probably the bollermakers' strike at Thorneyeroft's 
. -of Southampton. See chapter one, infra. 
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which the matter was considered in legal proceedings. Thus we 
have seen in previous cbapters the limited extent to which prosecutions 
were used to circumvent opposition to compulsory overtime -or to the 
employment of non-unionists, while the dilution scheme was 
advanced scarcely at all by applicants as a justification for the 
grant of leaving certificates. Moreover, wage disputes co., icerning, 
the interpretation of L. 2 and L. 3 were confined to the bmasional 
munitions tribunal hearing, while even the principled opposition 
to the employment of women in the place of men, which was taken to 
the extent of law-breaking, was reflected, so far as can be gathered, 
in the prosecution of a single workman at a steel worksl rather 
than at an engineering shop. Indeed, it is not at all clear from 
the facts as published in that particular case (chapter seven, infra), 
that there was indeed any dilution of skilled labour, as narrowly 
conceived, as a result of the introduction of women into, Stewart 
& Lloyds. Moreover, it is not absolutely beyond dispute that the 
workman involved was skilled, though in all probability; he was 
likely to have been a time-served operative. 
33 
Thus while it remains possible that a different pattern of tribunal 
proceedings occurred elsewhere, resulting in forensic skirmishes over 
restrictive practices mediated through the vehicles of Ordering of 
Work prosecutions, wage complaints or leaving certificate applications, 
34 
?? Gýas oý Hei2ý., L! ý July 8,1916. 
Cf., ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, May 1916, P-36, concerning the subse- 
quently withdrawn prosecution of a Sheffield engineer for having 
refused to perform work on certain lathes; ibid, June 3.916, P-36 re 
prosecution of five Welsh engineers for having refused to take orý_work 
abandoned by ship's engineers. The ASE complained both of failure to 
consult before changes in working practices were implemented and also 
that the tribunal had no jurisdiction until Board of Trade arbitration 
had. -been decided. The prosecution was therefore adjournedo presumably 
sine die. Finally, the exceptional tribunal prosecution of Messrs 
Tweedales & Smalley in fact took place under section 4(4) and Schedule 
II, para- 7 to the Act. This concerned the employer's duty to give due 
notice of changes, wherever practicable, and also opportunity for local 
consultation with his workmen. The dispute, as is well knownt arose 
when craftsmen were ordered by the firm to Instruct women previously 
Cont'd over/.... 
the national picture in respect to the implementation of section 4(3) 
corresponded to that obtaining for Glasgow. Thus whether or not 
dilution was a pressing matter of substance, the express statutory 
prohibition on restrictive practices was, as Askwith admitted, 
35 
soon found to be of small value". If indeed empty vessels did make 
the most noise, then section 4(3) was undoubtedly, its legal personification. 
Restoration of Pre-War Practices 
In certain respects, the same could also be said of the txade 
union campaign demanding, the restaration of''trade union practices 
abandoned after the Treasury Agreement. Though a matter which deserves 
extended consideration as a separate topic of its own, we can sketch 
out the bare essentials relevant to the question of legal enforcement. 
Thus throughout the years of the Munitions Acts, the insistent 
cry went up from nearly all quarters of the labour movement'that 
the government honour its pledge'to restore such practices, on the 
cessation of hostilities. For example, the Labour Party Annual. 
Conference in 1917 resolved, 
36 
"(i) That this Conference reminds the Government 
that it is pledged unreservedly and unconditicnally, 
and the nation with it, in the most solemn 
manner, to the restoration after the war of aU 
34(cont 
on'csRell work how to operate grinding machines on ring spindles, 
so as to enable commercial work to be undertaken* The firm were fined 
a total of 4351 - Plus X21 costs. The fullest account of the tribunal 
. 
35 proceedings is In. OHMM, -Vol. VIl. Part. Ij pp 102-6. Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes, OP; cit-t P-391. He went 
on to argue that, "In practicet employers tried to make use of this 
section ... 11; ibid. This may, of course, have been true in respect to 
11pre-trial4k proceýure. The tribunals, howeverl as we have shown, 
36 had little part. t-o. play in-this activity. Labour Party, 
- 
Annual-Re-port 1917, p. 104. Cf. p TUC Annual. Congress 1916; 
citecl. in. Glasgow Herald, September 7,1916; ILP, Annual Conference 
Report 1917, p. 45 which allied the employers' attempts to prevent 
restoration with their proposal to repeal the Trade Disputes Act. 
See note 37 (infra). 
the rules, cmditions and customs that prevailed 
in the workshops before the war; and to the 
abrogation, when peace comes, of all the changes 
introduced, not only in the national factories 
and the 4500 controlled establishmentst but also 
in the large number of others to which 
provisions of the Munitions Acts have been applied. 
(ii) That the Conference places on record its 
confident expectation and desire that if any 
employers should be so unscrupulous as to 
hesitate to fulfil this pledge, the Government 
will see to it thatt in no industry and in 
no district, is any quibbling evasion 
permitted of an obligation in which the whole, 
Labour Movement has an interest... " 
As is often the case, however, what was omitted from the 
resolution was far more significant than what was included. For, 
wholly absent was any acknowledgement that restoration might not, 
in many instances, be achievable. Thus employers such as the 
Employers' Parliamentary Council were now insisting that the 
technological revolution inaugurated by the war and entailing the. 
introduction of new plant, machinery and methods of manufacture, -- 
was permanent. Secondly, they axgued, the enhanced level of output 
and efficiency during the war, brought about, in part, by the 
removal of trade union restrictions, was also crucial to Britain's 
post-war struggle for overseas markets. The restocrati on of trade 
union customs was therefore viewed as incompatible'with Britain's 
post-war economic survival. 
37 
It was, perhaps, because the skilled branches of the labour 
movement during the war, far from revelling in their "confidence", 
shared a deep concern for the future, that their campaign for 
restoration was pursued so vigorously from 1916. The constant 
reference to the government pledges by such bodies as the Fabian 
3ýC: r Nati-onv January 27-, - 191-7,. xererring to a series of articles in The Times. The Glasgow Herald ran a similar series of articles 
in April 1917 entitled "Future-of Industry". Ycr the Employers' 
Parliamentary Council, see ibid, February 12,.. -1917,. and.. f or a 
critique of their reactionary outlook, see New ý Statesman, 
February 17,1917, pp, 461-2. - For the observations of a committee 
of Scottish engineers, shipbuilders and steelmakers, see 
Glasgow Herald, April 10,1917- 
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Research Department, which also ran a series of conferences on 
restoration, is one symptom of this disquiet. 
38 Another'is the series 
of pamphlets published by the JcInt Committee on Labour Problems 
after the War, which dealt with the practical steps which trade 
unions ought to take to ensure the adequate recording of workshop 
changes. 
39 For there is little doubt that the labour movemeat 
entered the post-Armistice period in a state of uncertainty. Indeed, 
It had already publicly begun to concede that the principle of "full" 
restoration was misconceived,, "most significantly, when the Labour 
Party at its 1918 ccnference in June added the following clause to 
the resolution on restcration which it otherwise passed in terms 
40 
virtually identical to that in 1917 (supra)t 
"(v) The Conference, finally, urges that If it 
is considered that some of the rules, conditions 
and customs are, in the industrial reorganization 
that is contemplated, inconsistent with the 
highest development of production, or. Injurious 
to other sections of workers, it is for the 
Government, as responsible for the fulfilment 
of the pledge, to submit for discussion to the 
Trade Unions*concerned, alternative proposals 
for securing the standard wage and normal day, 
protecting the workers from unemployment, and 
maintain: lpg the position and dignity of the crafts. " 
Thus it was one thing for the likes of J. R. Richmond, Joint managing 
director at Weir's of Cathcart, just six weeks after the Armistice, 
to remark that, 
41 
"The main question is whether, from the aspect 
Of the future well-being of the nation, apart 
from temporary political kudos, 42 such a 
restoration is desirable or even practicable. " 
43 
38 Fabian News,. Vol. 27, November 1916,. 
-p. 
46; ibid,, Vol. 28, December 1916, 
p, 2, - ibid, Jan"A Y l917, -p.. 
6;.. 
-ibid, February 1917P P-Ili ibid, Alm: il 
39 1917, P. 19; - Ef., ASCJ, Journalg December 1916, PP 776-7- 
40 See note 64, 
41 Iabour- Party, -Annual Report 1918, p. 
61. 
4 ; Glasgow Herald, December 28,1918. 
,A referenceg probably, to Lloyd George's Caxton Hall meeting with trade 
43 unions and employers. See ibid, November 14,15,21,1918. 
According to the historian of Weir's, employers preferred to return to the 
status quo ante bellum rather than confront the militancy of skillecl 
engineers who would struggle to resist the int; roducticn of new mass 
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But when J. R. Clynes in October 1918 questioned whether a "complete 
restoration of all pre-war coreitions" war. possible, 
44 
or when George 
Barnes, as a member of the Var Cabinet, told a Glasgow audience the 
same month that there were "some aspects of the matter which could not 
45 be restored. They could not eliminate knowledge"g the legislative 
demand for watertight safeguards which the Munitions Act fell far short 
of providing, assumed a different role. The intention was no longer 
simply to employ the mechanism of a statute, eventually passed as 
the Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act in August 1919, directly to 
bring about desired changes. Instead, the legislation was now to be 
viewed both as a virility symbol or rite de passage and, more 
directlys as a bargaining counter which the unions could throw 
into the negotiating arena wherein the post-war employment settlement 
could be hammered out. Thus Richmond, speaking in Febniary 1918 to 
the Glasgow Philosophical Society, considered it probable that 
46. 
ý 
"the right to complete restoration would be utilised in bargaining 
for specific concessions and terms of, employment. " Ten months later, 
he was of the same opinion. The tz-ade union insistence upon 
restoration was intended "'not as an advantage in itself, but purely 
as a bargaining weapon in the final settlement" of terms with the 
employers. 
47 
As the Carton Foundation, the joint body of leading 
48 
employersand trade unionists advised, 
43(cont'd)production 
lines to replace those worn out during the war. He 
therefore concluded that "There was thus, in the West of Scotland, 
if not elsewhere, a kind of Iudditism, in engineeringa surely a unique 
example of a whole industry deliberately putting itself at a disad- 
vantage against less conservat: Lvely? -minded. -foreign- compatition, " See W. J. Reader# The Weir Group: A Centenary Historyg op. cit., pp 83-4. 
Such an interpretation does, of course, conflict with'that of Cole 
44 -and- -More-. Glasgow Herald, October 31,1918. As a representative of the unskilled, 
45 ' he no doubt suffered from split loyalties. 
46 I-bid., October 21,1918. 
47 Ibidep February 5,1918. 
4Hbid" December 280 1918. 
Garton Foundation, The Pledges to the Trade Unions, reprinted in Tracts 
for the Times (3ý9_21), P-53- 
sst 
"It is therefore urgently necessary that the 
Government should at once introduce and secure 
the passage of a Bill providing for the 
redemption of war pledges, not in order that all 
pre-war customs may be actually restored, but 
in order that the ground may be cleared fcr the 
negotiation of an after-war settlement on broad 
and comprehensive lines. " 
It was a sentiment with which both Clynes and Barnes (supra) concurred, 
with. Barnes, in particular, prepared to compromise the demand for 
restitution in exchange for "the standardisation of wagesl shorter 
I 
hours of labour and a voice in determining workshpp conditions-for 
all working men and 
. 
women". 
49 
The view within the Ministry of labour, whIch was now 
responsible for the administration of the 1919 Act, corresponded, 
not surprisingly, to this assessment. Thus, commenting on'fhe 
opinion of Sheriff Fyfe that a prosecution commenced in September 1920 
should not be entertained on account of undue delay by the union in 
instituting I=oceedings, a senior Ministry of Iabour official 
observed, 
50 
"Now the trade union probably want a ruling 
which will enable them to negotiate on fair terms 
with the employer for the fixing of wages in 
the future. This in essence was the intention 
of the Act, It was not meant to set back the 
organisation of industry to pre-war corditions, 
but to ensure that when the trade unions met the 
employers to discuss future corditions, their 
bargaining power would not be weakened by the 
introduction of machinery worked by semi-skilled 
labour owing to the exigencies of the war ... " 
The truth was, as the New Statesman recognised, 
49Glasgow 
Herald, October 21,1918, Over a year earlier, *he thought that, 
"The be hing to do with these pre-war ccnditions", which he looked 
upon with "loathing and disgust"t was to "barter them for better 
50 conditions". See ibid, May 31,1917- LAB ; 2/676/36, "Restoration of Pre-Var Practices Act: Mackay v J. B. 
Fraser & Co. Ltd; Proceedings before Glasgow Local Munitions Tribunal 
and Scottish Appeal Court, December. 14,1920; memorandum by 
5t W. -Eady, November 20,1920". See infra. New Statesman# May 31t 1919p p. 207o 
ss-)- 
the Bill as a whole is not so much a 
solution of the problem as a necessary 
clearing of the ground in preparation far a 
solution. No Act of Parliament can domore than 
this. It is not for Parliament to legislate as 
to the changes in industrial conditions, often of 
the most detailed and technical character which 
have been made necessary by the war. These are 
matters with which only the various industxies 
themselves can deal. "' 
Indeed, the Act itself provided that the obligation to restore could 
be voluntarily departed from, where the trade union arrl employer 
conceined preferred to substitute a new set of arrmgements in 
place of the pre-war conditions. It was in fact a reflection of 
the revived voluntarist tradition in industrial relations, which had, 
for the durationj been temporarily laid aside (even if, in the 
event, there was yet life in the old dog during the, war). But it 
was also a recognition of the reality that "an exact ard. literal 
restoration of pre-war practices in every case"5&as simply impracticable. 
Thus for the moment, trade unionists appeared to be in a 
position to pitch strong though attainable demands at their employers 
in the knowledge that their abrogation of what the Webbs had called 
the. "Doctmine of Vested Interest", 
53 ha4, * paradoxically, enhanced 
rather than diminished the p ower, status and size of trade unionism 
54 during the war. In short, the Restoration. Act, when finally, enacted, 
52 Ibid. 53=s. -; 
iýd B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, op. cit. Cf. , Sidney Webb, The' 
, 54 
Restoration of Trade Union Conditions, op. cit., pp 31-21. 
Thus the 40 hours movement, involving th 15--orge Square riot in Glasgow 
in January 1919, could well be interpreted as part of the "bargaining" 
surrounding the . question of the restoratioa of pre-war practices. Yet 
with hindsight,, it might be argued that Clynes and Barnes were 
shepherding trade unionists up what proved in the long run to be a 
blind alley (once the recession of late 1920 had set in). As Harold 
Iaski remarked in early 1919, de Tocqueville had seen the possibility 
that future generations of workers would exchange their political 
power for material comfort. "That", said laski, "is the greatest 
danger before us. Shorter hours and higher wages may bring that mood 
which avoids the most vital of-our problems - the construction of a 
representative government in industry and its revivification in politics". 
Moreover, if, as was proposed in respect to American labour reconstructioll 
there was a "regrettable reliance upon governmental paternalise, this 
led to the unsatisfactory result that, "Men seem anxious to have the 
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had veiy little to do with the restoration of pre-war practices, 
but much to do with a return to the spirit of voluntarism. Thus 
whether the impact of the statute was limited because restoration had 
already commenced as soon as the Armistice had been signed, or whethert 
as seems more fashionable to argue, there had been little fundamental 
change (and therefore little to restore)5ý the Act was, in effect, 
a product 'of mere trade union shadow boxing. Of course, as Cole 
pointed out. 
56 1 
"This is not to say that the precautions taken 
by the trade unions during the war period were 
unnecessary for the safeguardirg of the skilled 
workers... " 
For the unions' vigorous campaignirg ever since thelTreasury accords 
had persuaded, the employers after the war to follow the "line of 
57 least resistance by allowing trade union customs to be restored"s 
Indeed, Cole implied, any sign of trade union weakness or indecision 
in pressing the point might well have been construed (correctly?. ) 
by employers as evidence for more fundamental, inadequacies 0 prompting 
the latter, where feasible, to stand firm by their less skilled 
and female labour. 
54 (contd)benefit'of the'state without the trouble of conquering it". 
See ý H. J. Laski, "British Labor Reconstruction -Proposals -and the American Labor Attitude", Proceedings of -the Academy of Political 
55 Science, Vol. 80 February 19191 PP 193-7, at P'e, 197- In fact, both arguments are valid. Thus according to G. D. H. Cole, 
"Restcration took place, in the majority of instances, considerably 
before the final passing into law of the. Reatcration. of Pre-War 
Practices Act". See G. D. H. Cole, Trade Unionism and Mani-tions, 
OP, cito, P. 195; while, in the words of Charles More, op. cit., -pp 33-4. "The force of law given to the restaration of pre-war 
practices, the immediate pressure of demand, and the desire to 
avoid labour trouble, were no doubt all factars in the withering 
away of dilution; but the main reason was simply that the methods 
of production in force during the war were not appropriate to much 
of the peacetimeL output. " Cole, of course, pointed this out himself. 
56 See Cole, OP-cit., pp 213-4. IbiA., p. 196. 57Fb d. 'rd 
ý; Stjll 
Tribunal Proceedings' 
In October 1920, a senior Ministry of Labour official noted that, 
58 
"This Act has warked-with surprising smoothness... 
The main purpose for which the Act was passed 
has now been practically secured. The fact 
that the EEF arxI the AEU are shorUy to begin 
ner, otiation&-=L-v=i. caz. -questi, ms, including the manning of automatic machines, 59 which is, 
of course, - the essence of the Act, suggests that the 
Unions regard the question as one more or less 
open. -, 60 
Certainly the statistics bear out the limited impact of the 1919 
Act. Thus out of a total of 30,396. recorded departures. throtZhout 
the whole country (10,000 of them in Scotland), only 24 complaints 
of employers' failure to-restore were submitted for tribunal 
adjudication. Of these, trade unions were successful in just five 
cases, five claims were withdrawn (usually when'. the employer conceded 
61 
the claim) and the remaining cases were lost. However, it was 
in fact Just as well from the trade unions' point of v: bw that 
the Restcration Act was virtually redundant so far as munitions 
tribunal 1=oceedings were concerned. For the decision in one case 
which was taken to the EnglAsh Appeal Tribunal effectively demolished 
whatever efficacy the measure purported to possess. The case, the 
details of which justify an exterded discussion, : involved a complaint 
by Arthur Taylor, the ASE Yorkshire district delegate, that a firm 
of Halifai engineering toolmakers, Messrs Smith,, Baxker'& Willson, 
had continued to employ female labour on fitting, turning, slotting 
58LAB 2/676/34, "Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act -3.919: Period of Validity of Act; Solicitor's Opinion; W. Eady to J. A. Dale October 4, 
1920. " Much of this -file is concerned with the question of alleged delay in -the prosecution of the Glasgow firm of James B. Fraser & 
Co., Phoenix Park Sawmillsq accused by the Amalgamated Society of 
Woodcutting Machinists in September 1920 of retaining women on the 
manufacture of packing boxesl contrary to the. pre-war practice. The 
case was eventually disposed of in _Febxuary. _L92L, _tn_.. fav=r of the employer. _ Sea. also. JAB 2/676/36, OP-cit.; Labour Gazette, January 1921, 
591 p. 42; Glasgow Herald, December 7,1920. talics in original. The background to the 1922 national engineering 
6o lockout can of course be traced to these events. 
The solicitor's advice on the pexiod of validity of the Act was, 
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and general machine work, in spite of the fact that prior to the war, 
such work had been performed in the establishment by skilled workmen 
Or apprentices. 
62 
With the exception of one other firm in the trade, 
all the employers had agreed in February 1919 to dispense with 
female labour. The claim put forwazd by the Halifax fi=0 however, 
was that the pre-war practices covered by the Act did not refer to 
those peculiar to any particular establishmentl but referred more 
generally to those in "any industry or branch of an industry". That 
being so, it was contended, ard given that women had been employed 
in many branches of engineering prior to the war, the continued 
employment of female labour in that particular establishment did 
not, it was claimed, constitute a departure from the custom of the 
trade. The tribunal, as one might expect, was scarcely impressed 
by such a frontal assault on the rationale of the Act. Thus, 
63 
"It was common knowledge", the tribunal 
chairman remarked, "that in nearly every 
trade, women were employed before the war to 
some extent in so-me establishments. If this 
consideration were to have the effect of rendering 
the employment of women lawful in an 
establishment in which they had not been employed 
prior to the war, the Act would be absolutely 
ineffective and the undertakings given both 
by agreements and by statute would be unfulfilled. " 
6o(cont'd)incidentally, 
that the munitions tribunals continued so long as 
necessary for the purposes of the Restaratirin Act and that "Strictly 
speakingg this may be for ever. " Thus in the case of a custom, not 
restored "until, say, 1960, the owner would be liable under the Act, 
unless before then it was repealed, to be prosecuted during the year 
1960-61 before a Munitions Tribunal if he does not permit the 
continuance of the custom [ie. for the statutory minimum period of 
12 months, 7 during that year. " Unfortunately the cessation of the 
Ministry of Munitions in April 1921 and the repeal of the 
Restoration Act destroyed this'romantic prospect. See LAB 2/676/34, 
61 0,00cit *9 L. Granville Rara to J. A. Dale, September 8,1920. 
LAB 277_16/j5p "Wacking of the Restoration of Pre-Var Practices Act 
1919; also Summary-of Cases, September 8,19207 According to Scott 
6 and Cunnison, op. cit., p. 155, there were 25 complaints. 'Zaýc; 
v Smith, Barker & Willson (1920) 4 MAR- 35-50, February 20,27, 
1 20. 6 ýiýid!, 
P-38. 
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Moreover, -the chairman invoked -the authority of Sheriff Fyfe who, 
in a Glasgow decision involving the employment of women on core- 
making, Prentice v McPhail & Sons (Infra), had unequivocally held that 
a trade practice under the Act-referred to the practice of a 
I 
particular establishment, and not to the practice prevailing genexally 
In the trade. But the Halifax employer's defence-wentfurther. 
Even if he were to admit that the custom of a particular establishment 
,. 
was what the statute required* rather than that of industry generally 
to be restored, he argued that the trade practice in question was not 
departed from in consequence of the war. Rather, it was abandoned 
as a result of the reorganisation of his business, entailing the 
simplification of =ocesses and the introduction of wmen on repetition 
work. It was, of course, an attractive argument containing no 
little merit (as well as being of fascinationtcj the philosopher 
of causation), given the'widely acknowledged view that dilution* 
had pre-dated 'the war. But as the company had in fact notified 
the Ministry of Munitions during the war that the employment of 
women was a departure from trade practices, that could only be taken, 
declared the tribunal'chairman, as evidence that the firm, attributed 
the employment of women to the war. 
When the employer appealed, however, the uncompromising 
repudiatioh by Mr. Justice Roche of the tribinal's decision In favour 
of the ASE, and his vindicatim of the. interpretatim of the statute 
, by a maverick employer, was nothing less than a bombshell exploding 
unler the Act, After all the careful investigations by trade unims 
I 
into the shortcomings of the Manitions Act guarantees; 
64 
after . the 
64 
See the following pamphlets published by the Joint Committee on 
Iabour 11roblems after -the War: Memorandum on the Reclards , of Departures from Trade Union Rulas (September 1916); The Munitions Acts 
and the RestoTation of Trade Union Customs (Novembeý 1916); Lhe ýestoraticn of Trade Union Conditions in Cases not Covered by the 
Munitions Acts (1917); and The Restoration of Trade Union Customs 
after the War (1917)- 
SS7: ý 
rejection by the unions of an inadequate bill drafted by the Ministry 
of Labour, 
65 
an apparently satisfactory meas 
I 
ure was now shown to 
be substantively useless. 
Indeed, not only did the judge's ruling cut out the heart of 
the -statute. He also successfully contrived to chop away its 
supporting limbs. For he treated the provision in Schedule II to the 
Munitions Ac . t, requiring that a record of departures from pte-war 
practices be maintained, as virtually a "scrap of paper". 
"Such notices Lo-f departures7l "he announced, 
66 
"appear to be regarded as almost, if not quite, 
conclusive evidence of depaxtures from trade 
practices. I cannot agree. The Government fcr 
varioas reasons required notice of changes of 
conditions in particular establishments when under 
control. In these circumstances, the giving of 
such notices is of little import and the 
notices themselves, unless by virtue of the 
particular contents of particular notices, 
are not entitled to be regarded as of any 
real evidential weight, " 
Thus the thrust of the judge's ruling was that trade unionists during 
the war need not have worried unduly that the collection of records 
of departure was an erratic and imprecise exercise. On Clydeside, 
for example, the Ministry of -Munitions had sent out letters, originating 
from London, In September 1916, to control-led establishments in the 
district, pointing out that the records already received had not 
cqvored the changes in all establishments. Nor were they necessarily 
67 
complete in respect to particular establishments. Therefore, a local 
65See 
Labour Research Department CLRý] , Monthly Circular, Vol. 3, December 1,1918, - pp -44-5; A-bid., Vol. 4, May lp 3.919, P-37; LRD, Annual Report 1918-1919, report of Legal Committee (chairman, 
H. H. Slesser; secretaryýG. D*, H.. __Cole)-; ASE,. Monthly Jouinal ard 
66 Report, -January. 1919, -. -P. -13; -. New-, Btatesmanj May 319 1919s p. 206. 
67ý YI v Smith, Barker & Willson, op. cLt., p. 48. 
or the original Ministry of Munitions instructi. ons Ao employers to 
report records of departures, see CSA, Minute Book No. 9, October 25, 
1915. 
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system of recording changes was introduced, with the records 
received by the local ministry official being forwarded to the 
secretary of the local labour advisory board, a committee -representative 
of all the important engineering trade unions in the district. 
68 
But, clearly, neither the Ministry of Munitions nor employers, nor 
concerned trade unionists (nor indeed the Clyde Dilution Commission) 
need have bothered assiduously recording the 6,000 changes which 
69 
officially occurred on Clydeside. For the judge s ruling simply 
treated their efforts with contempt. 
Certainly, the local engineering employers' association tock the 
matter seriously, and agreed that. the questicn was "now assuming great 
importance and receiving much attention from trade unims. "70 As 
a result, the president and vice-presidents of the Clyde qo-irteera 
and shipbuilders were charged with scrutinising all draft returns 
of changes Involving member firms before sending them on to the"" 
Ministry of Munitions. More than this; the employez: s were also 
concerned to reco3: d changes which adversely affected their Interests, 
such as irregular advances, increases on 2ist prices, or restrictions 
on the employment of men on particular machines or on drilling work. 
Moreover, shortly after Roche's decision, the inconsi-stent 
ruling of Sheriff Fyfe in the Prentice case wap, after a protracted 
procedure involving three tribunal sittings aoýnd three appeal heaxings, 
68 Joint Committee etc., Memorandum on the Records etc, op. cit, pp 1-2. 69Scott 
and Cunnison, op. ci-top pp 154-5 for this figure. 70jýjj&, Minute Book No. 8, October 2,1916. After the Armisticeg 'the 
employers, nationally, submitted that the practices which they 
had given up should be restored equally with those of the trade 
unicns. Towever, "The unions pertinently Uhough perhaps 
unwiself enquired whether, and on what occasion, any pledge 
of restcration had been given to the employers, and stated that 
they had no mandate to discuss the restcration of employers' customs. " See New Statesman, May 31,1919, p, 206. 
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eventually overruled. Thus virtual consistency prevailed as between 
the Scottish and English interpretations of the Act. The Ministry 
of Labour, however, was clearly displeased. As T. S. Owen,. the 
responsible Ministry of Labour official commented, 
71 the two 
judgments were contrary to the intentions of ail the parties, employers, 
unions and government, involved in the drafting of the measure. 
Therefore no chatge of bad faith could be levelled ýLgainst the 
government. There was, perhaps, he added, the possibility that 
the employers suspected the existence of ambiguity In the statute, 
and preferred to leave the matter to the courts to resolve. But 
there was no evidence that this was. the case. Senior officials 
were, however, more concerned with the impact of the rulings on the 
temper of the unions (though they insisted that they could do nothing 
about the decisions of the. judges). For as the Scottish Brassmoulders, 
Union general secretary, James Prentice, had told the local tribunal 
during the first re-hearing of the case against William McPhail 
& Sons, a Glasgow firm of brassfounderst an unfavourable decision 
"would simply deepen the very strong feeling created by the 
Appeal Judgment. " 72 
Indeed, it: hardly seemed to matter any longer that, in the event, 
the employems in question were, on the facts of these particular 
cases, ultimately held to have been in breach of the Actp eyen though 
its broad interpretation by the judges - was clearly hostile to the 
71LAB 2/719/11, "Messrs McPhail & Sons; Messrs Dickie & Sons, Paisley: 
Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act 1919; CCO, Glasgowt reports 
. 
prosecution -made against above firm by Scottish Brassmoulders' Union 
under above Act, December 12,1919; memorandum by T. S. Owen, 
72T March 19,1920. " hus the senior Ministry of Labour official, Horace Wilson, noted that 
Lord Sands' judgment was "likely to cause some feeling on the part of- 
the uniOnsI4. The permanent secretary, Sir David Shackleton, agreed 
that the unions had a certain justification for their dissatisfaction 
as the decision "certainly is not in harmony with the pr9mises which 
were made in order to secure relaxation". - LAB 2/719/11, ibidel 
minutes, March 16,1920. 
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unions' understanding and expectations. 
73 
Not for the first time, then, was a party to litigation left to 
ponder the seemingly bizarre outcome of legal I=oceedings- where he 
appeared both to have lost and to have won. It is little wonder that,, 
as James Prentice, the union official, told-the tribunalt "The 
workmen concerned could not follow the subtle legal questions arising 
upon the Phraseology of the 
[Acg ". 74 All that. he could vouchsafe 
was that an impression had been created that the pledge was being 
broken, and while Fyfe himself insisted that, 
75 
"The Tribunal ... could not control impressions, 
Lnqnetheless3 it was perhaps unfortunate that the 
legal view of the Appeal Judgment did not square 
with the popular view... " 
It is clear, therefore, that as soon as the war was over, the appeal 
judges found no difficulty in resorting to their txadition. -ý obscur- 
antist and mystifying modes of forensic deliberation. They had 
assuredly learned nothing and forgotten nothing. 
Indeed, lest there were any dubiety that-%the Act was anything 
bther than a brcken reed, a further important ruling established that 
a "transfcrmation", rather than a mere "improvement", in the process 
of manufacture, could not be unscrambled in order to pemit the 
restoration of the customary methocl of production. Thus a Leicester 
engineering firm during the war had changed the process of manufacturing 
and inspecting screw gauges to enable the replacement of skilled 
workmen who had traditionally worked with a centre lathe, a single 
point tool and a micrometer, Now girls performed the tasks automat- 
ically and the firm obtained a ruling that they were not required under 
73 Thus Messrs Smith, Barker & Willson were finediC5O once - 'Roche had remitted the case to the local tribunal. See LAB 2/719/11, op. cit. In respect 
to McPhail's, no : Mne. J-s, indicated in any of the sources consulted. 
See 1AB 2/676/35, op. cit.; also, for the three Appeal Tribunal hearings, 
74 GLasgow Herald,. March 3, June 22, December 1,1920. 
ý-2/719/llv OP-cit- 
"'Ibid. 
the statute to restore the custom of employing only skilled workmen. 
76 
By February 1920, the date of the judgment, the urgency of the 
matter had long since passed, so far as all but isolated pockets of 
employment were concerned. One important lesson conceming. the efficacy 
of labour legislation might therefore be drawn from the episode of -the 
1919 Act. Thus where organised labour possessed sufficient mýxket 
strength, then the benefits conferred by statute were likely to be 
surplus to requirement. Where labour was, however, in a weak and 
disorganised bargaining position, then no amount of providential 
legislation could adequately compensate for market infirmity. 
Conclusion 
In the present chapter, we sought to explain the inapplicability 
of the Munitions Act to the dilution campaign, as narrowly conceived, 
by pointing, in the context of Glasgow, to the limited ponetratio'n", 
of the existing skilled workforce achieved by dilut6es. Indeed, 
wherever, outside of Glasgow, dilution proposals enjoyed a smoother 
passage, the necessity for legal- proceedingb scarcely existed. ' For 
as long as wage guarantees, complying with the distinctive and'covetouz 
interpretation of L. 2 and 1@3 promulgated by the ASE were honoured by 
most employers, there was little scope for skilled trade union 
obstructiveness and therefore -less room for tribunal, proceedings 
76 Bates v Bentley Engineering Co. Ltd 
. (1920) 4 MAR 58-679 JulY-23,1920; 
LAB 2/676/33, "Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act 1919: ASE V 
Bentley Engineezirg Company; Leicester Munitions Tribunal, May 
14,1920. " Bates was the ASE Midlands district delegate. Lynden 
Macassey and Henry Slesser represented the employer and complainant 
respectively. Issues comparable to the above case occupied 
the attention of the ASE and the Clyde_2ngine_ering, _employers in mid- 1919. For the details, see NWETEA, Minute Book No. 10, April 23l 
May 26, June 12, July 15,1919- 
0 
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even supposing that employers were litigiously inclined, which was 
also unlikely. Indeed, as we. have seen, the double-edged quality 
of much of the Munitions Act,,, manifested itself once moze by enabling 
trade unionists to embark on a minor legal offensive under those 
obscure provisions which nominally governed the dilution question. 
Of course, Schedule II to the 1915 Act, establishing the guarantees 
of restqmtion in respect to changes in workshop practices, was 
77 
scarcely a "Labour Magna Charta" as some journalists had asserted. 
Neither, on the other hand, was it a cudgel with the capacity to beat 
into submission those skilled craftsmen seeking vainly to protect 
their privileges. 'In*thiS respect, it parallels closely the shadowy 
quality possessed by the 1919 Restoration Act. Also a statute with 
no substantive bite, the latter's symbolic importance to labour 
was comparable to the symbolic importance of section 4(3) to the 
government. Indeed, it is even questionable whether the Restoration 
Act was, in the event, of advantage to trade unims as, a bargaining 
weapon to which conception of the measuret its advocatesl in a 
desperate effort *to ratConalize their demands, had ultimately been 
driven. In this respect, also, it appeared to mirror the Xunitions 
Act's "Provisions" for dilution, For despite the brave words of 
government spokesmen,, including the lawyer, Macassey, they were not 
even wielded in terrorem over the heads of, trade union leaders, - 
officials and workshop representatives during the delicate negotiations 
to instal dilution agreements in the Clyde and Tyne yards and factories 
in 1916. Pace DORA, it was surely appreciated that the slightest 
whisper of Munitions Act proceedings to unjam any dilution blockages 
would be to court further deadlock. 
77Glasgo'w'Herald, April 10,1917. John Hill of the Boilermakers' Society,, had 
as we saw in chapter one, described Schedule II as a "trade union 
charter". 
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It is tempting, also (though perhaps reckless), to draw a further 
analogy; in this instance, in respect to the autonomy of law from 
the state. Thus on the one hand, both section 40) and the 1919 
Act manifestly failed to do the bidding cf the state. For whereas 
government policy was not in dispute (even if members of the Cabinet 
failed-to accept the statutory restoration proposals with good grace)# 
78 
nonethelessq section 4(3) was incapable of c'ompellinf; - diluti aa , while - 
the Restoration Act was both too little and too late. On the other 
hand, it cannot be said that the tribunal judiciary, in the midst of 
the war, set out to thwart government wishes on dilution. For their 
case load. was such that they were scarcely ever given a clear-cut 
choice as to which way to jump in the event that trade union hostility 
to the very essence of dilution loomed menacingly over the tribunal. 
It is' true that the few relevant tribunal proceedings which did take 
place, skirted around the question of trade union restrictive practices 
as widely conceived, such as refusal to work with non-unionists* and 
tended to uphold their removal; though it should be acknowledged 
that procedural failures on the part of employers, as well as the 
latter's own "restrictive practices", were similarly enjoined by fines. 
But there the parallel ends. For whereas, during the war itself. 
the tribunal personnel did little or nothirg to compromise declared 
government policy on the lifting of - pre-war practices, the post-war 
rulings of Mr. Justice Roche, by contrast, went straight to the jugular 
of the 1919 Act to thwart the policy-makersf intentims. In short$ 
the belief in judicial autonomy from the state, whether relative or 
absolute (even if there remains a lurking suspicion that the government - 
albeit not the Ministry of Labour - might secretly have welcomecl Roche's 
78Drislane, "Trade Union Leaders and Politics, 1910-1922". op. C. it. p. 200. 
rulings) was reaffirmed after the war, following a wartime interlude 
when the executive and judicial branches of the constitution merged 
closer together in pursuit of corporatist aims. Thus the bizarre 
judicial interpretation of the 1919 Act merely served to point up the 
distinctive and subservient contribution which txilunal-judges had 
made in the immediate past to advancing the interests of wartime 
governments. 
I. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
Conclusions 
I 
Introdu tion 
/ 
In August 1916, w. Rowan Thomson, the Glasgow engineering 
employer, addressed an audience of fellow-industrialists. 
"We were threatened"p he complained, 
l "with 
a: Ministry'of labour and a Ministry of Industry. 
Personally he viewed this with alarm and 
distrust, and profoundly hoped that they should 
take such steps as would prevent these threats 
being fulfilled (Applause). What they wanted to 
do was to organize themselves to assist the 
existing Government Departments in leaving them 
alone to manage their business - (applause) - 
which they naturally understood better than 
any politician and permanent official. Both these 
gentlemen were very good at their own business. 
The former dealt in votes and the latter in 
regulations and red tape. But neither of them 
produced wealth. That was the business of 
the manufacturer. " 
Clearly, the interventionist embrace necessitated by wartime held 
no charms for this rugged body of Scottish industrialists contemplating 
the post-war era. Indeed, despite the psychological lift which 
talk of "reconstruction" was-intended to convey to a war-weary 
society, ministers of the Crown scarcely disabused such employers 
of their dreams of post-war liberty from state intrusicn. Thus even 
before he officially became Minister of Recanstruction, Christopher 
Addison sought to assure representatives of the chemical industry 
(and no doubt the industrial world at large) that, 
2 
; 21asgow Herald, August 5,1916. 
-Lbid., August 3,1917- 
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"The policy of the Ministry of Reconstruction when 
it becomes a Ministry, is not to interfere with 
your business (Hear, hear). Our desire is to help 
so far as we are able to help, and I can assure 
you, you need have no fear that I am at the 
Ministry of Reconstruction to promote nostrums 
of any sort or kind. " 
The same assurances were spelt out by Churchill, speaking to employers 
just four days before the Armistice. Though some transitional 
controls had to remain, he insisted, nonetheless, 
3 
... 
11... our only object is to liberate the 
forces of individual enterprise, to release 
the controls which have been fourA galling, 
to divest ourselves of responsibilities which 
the 'State has only accepted in, this perilous 
emergency, and from which, in the overwhelming 
majority of cases, it had been far better to 
keep itself clear. " 
Perhaps such politicians were playing to the audience; perhaps even 
the audience were, in a sense, playing to the audience. For b6th 
politicians and industrialists, both bef ore and during the Immediate 
post-war period, did in fact toy with a number of legislative 
proposals on industrial relations which scarcely matched the 
rhetoric of laissez-faire. The militantly aggressive Employers' 
Parliamentary Council, for example. (not to be confused with the 
Employers' Parliamentary Association which merged with the Federation 
of British Industries in the spring of 1917), demanded the legal 
enforceability of collective agreements and the repeal of the Trade 
4 Disputes Act 1906. Moreover, even one of the reports of the Whitley 
Committee considered that, "it may be desirable at some later stage 
for the State to give the sanction of law "to decisions a=ived 
at by Whitley Councils. But since the report added significantly 
3War Cabihet. Report for 1918 (London! HMSO, 1919)', * p. 126. , 4ýlasgow Herald, - November. 13,. 1917 - Cf -9 chapter eleven, supra, note 3 7; ABIS, 4th 
_Quarterly 
Report, October-Dee ember 1917, p. 2525. 
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that "the initiative in this direction should come from the councils 
themselves", the climate of opinion was'elearly hostile to post-war 
legal regimentation. 
5 In effect, therefore, the wartime experience 
of compulsory zirbitration and of restrictions on strikes had left 
trade unions with little stomach for the retention of acode of 
labour legislation which they found irksome and (on paper at least) 
severely -inhibiting; and for the most part, these sentiments were 
shared by the most influential of the employers' lobbies. Some 
views were expressed within the trade union- movement that compulsory 
unionism should be enshrined in law, and indeed a resolution to that 
effect was passed by the TUC in 1916, with'the n6table dissents of, 
I 
inter alia, two unions whose representatives were both to become future 
Ministers 'of labour; that is, George Isaacs of the Operative Printtrs' 
and Assistants' Society and G. H. Roberts of the Typographical 
6 
Association. But the most realistic proposals for post-war 
11progressivell legal intervention in industrial relaticns were In 
fact limited to those spheres of activity whicli bad always been 
ideologically acceptable to trade unions, that is, the realm of 
minimum wages in poorly organised trades and the statu . tory regulation 
of maximum working hours., But as is well known, the Natianal 
Industrial Conference and the government, for a couple of years, 
hovered over, but failed to. snatch, prcposals on what were in many. 
respects no more than statutory measures of workplace paternalist 
welfarisM. 
I 
'Fourth ReDort of Committee on Relations between Employers and Emplo. ved: 
Conciliation and Arbitration ,, P. P. 1918 VII, Cd. 9099. Cf. 
New Statesman. July 7P 19171 P- 317; Rodger Charles, The Development 
of Industmial Relations in Britain _1911-1939 
(Londons Hutchinson, 
--6 1973), p-. 
166-. 
7 TUC, Annual Report 1916, pp 255-9. Rodney Lowe, "The Failure of Consensus in Britaim. The National Industrial 
Conference, 1919-1921", Historical Journal, Vol. 21,1978, pp. 649-75; 
Charles, op. cit., chapters 15-17. 
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The failures to fulfil the pre-Armistice promises of wholesale 
reconstruction (a wartime commitment firmly embedded in sentiments 
expressing the consensus and industrial, partnership necessary to 
engage in the post-war economic struggle with overseas competitors) 
have been attributed by historians to factors as diverse as the 
inhospitable economic climate; 
8 the administrative inadequacy of 
9 the relevant ministriesq pspecially the Minis#y of Iabour,, the 
dominaticn of "Treasury" thir3king; 
10 
aýd the failure of "imagination" 
on the paxt of those unwilling to "go the extra mile". 
" But 
perhaps we ought not to be surprised, given the wartime signals 
transmitted by Addison and Churchill (as well as by countless employers) 
implying týat retrenchment was a more likely prospect than reconstruction. 
Thus the Ministry of Labour had, for example, already noted the 
"revulsion'of feeling" 12 generated by the extension of wartime 
controls over industry, and had resolved, in their place, -to enable 
the individual to pursue his own economic salvation in an atmosphere 
of "freedom". A policy of decentralization, "home rule" for industry 
and Whitley Councils was therefore promulgated. As a senior civil 
13 
servant, cited by Lowe, observed, 
8 Peter K. Cline, "Reopening the Case of the Lloyd George Coalition and 
the Postwar Economic Transition, 1918-1919", Journal of British Studies, 
Vol- `10,1970-71, pp 162-75f ef -, ibid., "Winding Down the War Economy: Britigh Plans for Peacetime Recovery, 1916-1919", in 
Kathleen Burk ked. ) War and"'the StateP op. cit., chapter 7, 're the 
change in British assumptions regarding the threat Posed by 
Germany to British national security. 9Rodney Lowe, "The Ministry of Labour 1916-241 A Graveyard of Social 
Reform? " 
, 
Public Administration, Vol. 52,1973, pp 415-38; ibid " "The Erosion of State InterveRtion in Britain, 1917-1924"$-_ 
10 Economic History Review, Vol- 319 1978, pp 270-86. 
11 Ibid. P. B. Johnston, Land Pit for Heroes (1968), cited in Lowe, "The Failure of 
12 Consensus, etc. " op. cit., p. 671- 
. 3LOwe , "The Erosion of State Intervention etc. ", op. cit., p. 284. Ibid,, "The Ministry of Labour 1916-19: A Still, Small Voice? " in Burk, (ed. ) 
-op. cit., chapter 59 at pp 124-5. 
W 
"It is clear that no system of bureaucratic control 
of industry is ever likely to succeed in this 
country. There are two reasons for thist (a) that 
State-interference is foreign to the whole temper 
arxl outlook of the English people, who have always 
been bred in the belief that they are competent tG 
manage their own affairs and (b) that no system 
of centralized administration is likely to produce 
such good results'as a system by which the people . concerned are themselves interested in the working 
out of their problems and the success of the scheme. 
adopted to solve them. " 
Of course, this sounded uncannily like a retium to laissez-faire 
(or perhaps collective laissez-faire in Kahn-Freundl-s phraseology) 
and to the "nonnalcy of 1914", though James Cronin has recently 
suggested 
14 that social change in the post-war era resulted in a 
regime of "bastardised liberalism or corp. oratism without Keynes, 
State and cash. " Our own view, for what it is warth, is that 
inasmuch as a more clearly defined government policy on industrial 
relations led to the "proto-indicative planning" of Whitley 
Councils, national bargaining and the limited extension of trade 
boardst despite the 'Ierosionl, -ý of more gradiose behemes, 
15 
and also 
perhaps to a peacetime articulation of the national interest, then 
the terminology may be apposite. 
16 But the change in relation to 
1914 is, surely, one of degree than of kind. 
The Dismantling of the Munitions Acts 
Yet whatever be the appropriate nomenclature, or indeed character 
of the regime which foUowed the Armistice into the inter-war years, 
the influence', of a restrictive wartime conception of corporatist 
cooperation was by popular (andl significantlyt by bureaucrAic) consent, 
virtually at an end. The nostalgic regrets at the too-rapid demise 
14 James E. Cronin, "Coping with. Labour, . 
1918-1926", In James 
. E. Cronin and Jonathan Schneer (eds. ) Social Conflict and -the Political Order in 
15 Modern BIritain 
(London: Croom Helm, 1982), PP 113-145t at p. 126. 
11 Lowe, "The Erosion of State Intervention etc", op. cit. 6-ccff :I 
opicit..; Leslie Hannah , Middlemas, Politics in Industrial Society, 
The Rise of the Corporate Economy (Londons Methuen, 1977)- 
TIO 
of wartime collectivism, as expressed by Tawney in 1943ý7indeed 
represented the voice of distant hindsight. 
Thus the a=ival of the ArmisticLwas accompanied a mere ten 
days later by the lifting of the prohibition on, strikes and lockouts 
contained in Part I of the Manitions Act 1915. Ault indeed, 
despite the fulminations of bodies such as th6 Employers' Parliamentary 
Council, there was not much doubt that this restriction on iridustzial 
action could not. survive the cessation of hostilities in Europe, 
especially since, as Wolfe pointed out, there was a "binding 
obligation" under the Treasury Agreement to remove the, *prohibition 
after the war. -18 In late 1917,, for example, the legal adviser 
to the Ministry of Munitions, J. C. Milep, had floated the proposal, 
possibly without genuine conviction, of obtaining statutory, powers 
to order men on strike back to wo3&. The Ministry of Labour, - however, 
were decidedly unenthusiastic. 
"I am not convinced"i remarked one official, 
19 
"that it would be really effective. When a large 
body of-men are on strike, -they frequently 
do not care very much about laws or threats 
of prosecution. " 
Askwith similarly doubted the efficacy of the proposal and took 
the view that such a power would "lead to considerable objection 
'when restrictions are being relaxed.,, 
20ý 
The Ministry of Munitions-itself, in a memorandum of July 1.918 
to the Ministry of Reconstruction, 
21 had concluded., Ahat the prohibition 
on strikes and lockouts was no longer justified on the cessation of 
18 R. H. Tawney, -"The Abolition of Economic Controls etc, "t -pp. cit, 
, gWolfe, Labour Supply and Regulation, op. cit., p. 302. - LAB 2/213/IC 205, "Munitions of War Ac-ts-T1915-1917) etc... 
20 November 5, -1917", Ozicit- 
21 Ibid. NUN ý/19/221/21 ', "Continuation of Emergency Legislation After the War; 
H. H. Piggott to Ministry of Reconstruction, July 19,1918". Piggott 
was Assistant Secretary, Demobilisation and Reconstruction, at the 
Ministry of Munitions. 
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hostilities. It considered that lockouts had, dutLng the war, been 
prevented by the threat of strikcs and that probably the same "rule" 
would apply in peacetime. On the other hand, it reminded the 
Reconstruction ministryg the Munitions Act had failed to prevent 
strikes of any magnitule, though "small and petty" strikes had, to 
some extent, been deterred (a proposition which obviously presents 
difficulties-of verification). ' Yet even in those cases, it continued, - 
employers themselves had been most reluctant to prosecute, preferring 
to call upon the ministry to take proceedings (which, needless to says 
in the case of the Ministry of Munitions, it would be in no position 
to do in ihe future). Moreover, while in -theory Part I of the Munitions 
Act was designed to prohibit strikes, in practices its main achievement 
was to settle increases in wages, and by that means, to avoid 
apprehended strikes. Additionally, where strikes had taken place, 
the function of Part I was to enable a public enquiry to be conducted 
into the merits of the strike, and thereby to rely on the "pressure 
of public opinion" to bring the stoppage to an end. Thus the 
possibility of retaining compulsory arbitration as a public relations 
exercise, but without the accompaniment of a ban on stAkes, was mooted 
as a possible peacetime 'development. Clearly, however, the proposal 
had no long-term future especially since the Fourth Report of the 
Whitley Committee. had-insisted that, 22 
"The experience of'compulsory arbitration during 
the war has shown that it is not a successful 
method of avoiding strikes, and'in normal times 
it would undoubtedly prove even less successful. " 
Humbert Wolfel enthusing after the event, differed in hi s analysis of 
the wartime experiment, but reluctantly conceded its inapplicability 
for the future. Thus he commented that, 
23 
22 
23 P. P. 1918 VII, Cd 9099, op. cit. , Labour Gazette, July 19181 P. 262. Wolfe, OP-Cit- P- 303- 
S91: L 
"The value of such arbitration had been proved 
up to the hilt during the War, and to lose so 
considerable an instrument might well be a 
retrograde step. On the other hand, Labour 
opinion, at any'rate among the great Unions, 
was solidly arrayed against it ... 11 24 
The revocation of the Ordering of Work regulations, albeit in 
September 1919, likewise passed unnoticed and unlamented, 
25 
even 
by employers whose c. oncern wasq in. fact, confined to the continued, 
existence of. section 3 of the 1917 'Act which required a week's notice 
to be granted before termination of employment. Thus as late as 
November 1920, the EEF were impressing on the Ministry of-Labour 
týat, 26 
"Employers have the greatest difficulty knowing 
their obligations, and the-possible necessity 
of a week's notice when there is a great 
shortage of work or materials through a large 
strike tends to prevent men who-might be employed 
from day to day from being so employed, and this 
tends': to'-aggravate distress. " 
Of course, the urgency of the question from the employers' perspective 
was reinforced by the prevalence of unemployment and short, time wbich 
accompanied the onset of the recession in the second half of 1920. 
24 Compulsory arbitration was, of courses formally retai 
I ned after therSecond 
Wclc: ld War until 1959, 'while the ban on strikes 'Was lifted only in 
1951. The efficacy of laws designed to prohibit strikes was, indeed, 
a controversial question during the Second World War$' especially 
following the mass prosecution of the Betteshanger -miners in 19420 
and the imprisonment of three of their officials by the Canterbury 
magistrates. That veteran of legal proceedings in the First World War, 
Lyndený Macassey, wrote to The Times, Januazy 27,1945, that "Imprison- 
ment for nonpayment of fines for illegal wartime stziking, however 
juridically logical and theoretically justifiable, was under modern 
conditions (i. e. those of 1916) industmially ineffective and nationally 
undesirable - that in practice it operated. to impair respect for the 
rule of law. ", . Cited -in. Alan- Bullock, _. The. Id-fe. and Times of Ernest Bevin, Volume Twot Minister of Labour, 194o-1945. (Londont Heinemann, ' 
25 1967) po 268. 
26 See notice in London Gazette, September 5,1919- LAB 2/435/25 "EEF Correspondence Suggesting that Section 3 cC the Munitions 
of War Act 1917 Should be Repealed, August 14,1919; letter from Allan 
Smith to H. J. Wilson, November 3,1920". Concern was also expressed 
over the retention of section 9 of the 1916 Act which defined "munitions 
work", on the ground that employees fcrmerly on munitions wo: ck might 
expect to be treated differently (presumably more favourably) than 
those on "ozdinaryll work. 
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But the Ministry of labour itself 'accepted the theoretical premise that, 
27 
the restrictive effect of the section concernedt 
providing as it does in general for a minimum 
peribd of notice of a week by means of "wartime" 
legislation, is now considered to be an 
unnecessary interference with the freedom of 
contract between employer and employed. " 
No doubt the spectacle of some of the j=oceedirgs under section 
3 was repellant to. many of those -bard-faced businessmen who thought 
they had seen the back of wartime "conformativism! '. There was, for 
instance, the prosecution by the Amalgamated Society of Woodcutting 
Machinists of John Woyka & Co., a Glasgow firm of sawmillers which, 
having looked cat its men, found itself obliged under section 3, to 
28 
pay a workman a week's wages. In another Glasgow hearing, Beardmore's 
found that'they were required to give a week's wages in lieu of notice, 
to a group of -men hired for a spocific, taskg which they had been told 
would take no more than a fortnight to complete. 
29 A final example 
concerned'a Lanarkshire foundry, 'the Acme Steel & Foundry Co. 'Ltd., 
which opted to close down duririg the railway strike of September 1919, 
and was required by the tribunal to pay a week's wages to those 
employees laid off, rather than be permitted to shelter behind the 
partial dislocation to their operations occasioned by the strike. 
The case, is, however, noteworthy for the vehemence with which Sheriff 
Fyfe in the local tribunal reiterated the statutory duties'of those 
employers labouring under a "mistaken view of the present-day relation- 
ship of workman ard employer,,. 
30 For, he continued, 
31 
27Ibid: 
ministry memorandum, undated; authorship unknown-e =bI d 2ý bid minute by T. S. Owen, September 4,1920. The tribunal hearing was 
29Wil on August 13,1920. liam Beardmore & Co. Ltd.. -v.. 
Humphrey Richards. 1919 -SMAR 175-79 November 4,1919. Cf., Beardmore v R. Hamilton et al,., ibid, 158-629 
March 19,1919. In this case, tank construction contracts terminated 
on December 30,1918. The firm gave notice on December 20 that the 
works would close for a week's holiday on December 27, and on. Christmas 
Day (which was not a holiday in Scotland) , it gave a week's notice to 
30Acm terminate , 
the contracts of em3loyment. ,, 
e Steel & Foundry Co. Ltd. v ames Fulton'1919 SMAR 186-194t at P- 1871 
December 26,1919; January 22,1920. Fulton was, of course, pr I esident 
31, bi 
of AIMS. /1 d., p. 186. Italics in original. 
S'Thr 
some employers in this district, 
unfortunately will not realize that the 
cardinal principle of the existing labour 
code, under which industry is carried on, is 
that no workman is to be suddenly deprived 
of work. 
C. As we can see, therefore, that self same spirit which had animated 
Fyfe as chairman of the Scottish Commission on Industrial Unrest 
to advocate that, 
32 
... the main direction in which relief from industrial unrest can be looked for 
in the future is a better system of education, 
with a greater insistence on the corporate 
spirit and recognition of the principle that 
there is a national as well as a personal 
element in all industry. " 
continued to pervade his judicial pronouncements right up to the 
very last days of his tribanal, no doubt =ompting the Scottish 
Ironmasters' Association to add its name to the list of those employers' 
bodies pressing for immediate repeal of section 3 &33 
For despite the flirtation of the National Industrial Conference 
with such matters as wages and hours billsq the residual conformativist 
provisions of the Munitions Act still corriured up the image of 
Intolerable bureaucratic imposition. Indeed, whereas the NIC 
proposals amounted to the attempt by large firms to seek the extension 
of already recognized terms to those smaller firms in the trade which 
threatened to undercut through lower costs, the Muniticns Act laid 
down requirements which not even the larger firms bad chosen to 
concede voluntamily . 
34 
Thus section 3 was repealed on April 19 1921,35 six mo nths after, 
32 P. P. 1917-18, XV, 133, para 6. 33LAB 2/435/25, op. cit. 34ýniversal 
minimum wages and hours regulation raised matters conceptually 
distinct from those -underpinning such institutions as Vhitley councils 
and trade boards. For these latter could be rationalised as steps aimed 
at furthering home rule for branches of industry where bargaining 
structures, especially at national level, were inadequate or non- 
35BY existent. Order in Council of March 24,1921, issued under the Ministry of 
Munitions Act and the Ministries of Munitions and Shipping (Cessation) 
Act 1921. 
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the final lifting of statutory wage regulation under the Wages 
(Temporary Regulation) Act 1918. The 1918 Act, as we have seen, had 
removed'the prohibition ýon strikes just ten days after the Armistice. 
It also abolished compulsory arbitration, except in respect to. the 
question of what was the "prescribed" rate under the Act, and to 
whether the rate could be altered . 
36 The intention was to maintain 
by law for six months in the first instance (but exterxIed till, 
September 30,1920 by the Industrial Courts Act 1919), the 
prevailing -minimum rates of wages. The purpose, of course, was 
to prevent disl6cation of the labour market and possible reductions 
of wages by over-enthusiastic employers religiously applying 
supply and demand theory, following the demobilization of millions 
of soldiers, their re-absorption into the labour force and the 
eviction of the dilutees. 
37 
Thus proceedings before the Glasgow tribunal were instituted- 
by such diverse groups as conductresses and cleaners employed by 
Glasgow Corporation Tramways Department038 and uho claimed. they 
had been underpaid; by boatbuilders claiming their employer had refused 
to implement an award in retaliation for a strike; 
3ý by trade union' - 
officials exploring whether specific classes of "general labourers" 
3ýGlasgow Heraldl November 27,1918; OHMM, Vol. Up Part. 1I, p. 92. 37ýolfe, 
op. citep p. 306; W. A. Orton, Labour in Transition (Lordon: 
3 Philip Allan. 1921)l Pp 178-9. 
3 
ýGlasgow'Herald, November 4,1920. 
"Ibid., December 21,1920; Labour Gazette, Januaxy 1921 , p. 43; 
LAB 2/71ý/12 j "Messrs Hugh McLean & Son, Govan, per CCO LrChief 
Conciliation Officeg , Glasgow; re Boatbailders, October 2,1920"s 
S, >r6 
were covered by the Wages Act; 
4o, 
and finally by those insisting 
that general labourers transferre(I to assist bricklayers at Stawaxt 
& Lloylls Tube Works were entitled to bricklayers'labourers rates. 
41 
But all parties were very much aware of the exceptional and 
highly artificial character of the Wages Acto and little complaint, was 
voiced . '.. from any quarter when it was permitted to expire gently 
42 
on September 30-, 1920t "by which, time", remarks Lowel - even the 
trade unions had little interest In its continuation". The Ministry 
of Reconstruction was thus certainly in no danger of excessive 
distortion when it commented in March 1919 that, 
43 
"Whilst it is yet too early to glean the 
experience of State intervention in wages 
questicns during the War, it is probable 
that war-time expedients will provide little 
in the way of new developments of State policy. " 
Indeed by 1926, when Henry Clay,, a wartime reondt to. the Ministry 
of Labourcast his critical, academic eye over the wartime wages 
experiment, 
44 
he found much to criticise, as well as room for praise. 
Butt essentially, wartime structures of wage control pointed up 
lessons. for the future as to the paths which it was imperative to 
follow. Wartime controls, themselves, had been justifiably jettisoned. 
40Robert McIaren 
.& Co. Ltd. v J. Addison'and William 
. 
-Shanks & Co.. Ltd. Robert Climie 1919 SMAR 167-70, May'16,1919; Glasgow Herald, 
41 March 23,1920. 
Stewart & Lloyds Ltd. v-Robert Climie 1919 SMAR 182-5, November 5,19, 
1919. Cf., Campbell, Achnach & Co. v Gould 1919 SMAR 178-81, November 
28,1919, concerning the applicability of an award to women and 
girls in the india-rubber trade. The emýlqyer was, of course, the 
42 firm involved in the abortive lcrkcut-prosecution in 1915. 
,,,, Lowe, "The Failure of Consensus- Btaý-op-clt., -p. -653. . "Ministry of Reconstruction, The State Regulation of Wagesq Reconstruction 
44 Problems 19 (HMSO, March 1919) p. 2. 
Clay, "Government Control of Wages in Wartime",, op. cit. 
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Munitions Tribunals 
"Is anything being done", asked a member of the Ministry of Labour's 
legal department, in August 1920, "to place on record the Department's 
45 
appreciation cf the services rendered by these Tribunals? ' Though 
the somewhat emba ssed tone of the question may have been prompted 
simply by a failure at an earlier stage to extend the normal 
courtesies to local worthies on the completion of their-noble, 
voluntary efforts, it probably doest rather, betoken a deeper 
gratitude for the tribunal's achievements. The fact is that, apart 
from the munitions tribunals, no other features of the Munitions 
Act, among its varied provisions dealing with strikes and lockouts; 
compulsory arbitration; factoiydiscipline; labour mobility; guaranteed 
minimum wages; constructive dismissal; compensation awards; 
minimum periocls of notice or wages in lieu; ard rights to membership 
of trade unions and freedom from victimisationg were considered" 
worthy of even the most cursory examination with a view to their 
permanent-incorporation within the body of peacetime labour law. 
Indeed, as early as February 1917, J. C. Miles was broaching 
46 the possibility of retaining the tribunals on a peacetime basis, 
a suggestion also made to (and apparently approved by) the Ministry 
of Reconstruction in July 1918.47 However, it was only, after the 
Armistice that falier consideration'was given to their potential 
48 
adaptation to peacetime purposes* There were two strands of 
thought. 'The first derived from Miles' proposal that tribunals be, 
45 LAB 2/676/34, "Restoration of Pre-War Practices Act 1919; Period of 
Validity of Act, Solictor's Opinion, J. A. Dale to Solicitor, 
46 August 31,1920". MUN 5/353/346/l, "Legal Questions: History of Legal Department, by 
47 J. C. Miles, Febniary 6,1917-" 
48 MUN 5/19/221/`,? l, op. cit. For a bri-ef account, see Wigbam, Strikes and the Government 1893-1974, 
op. cit., pp, 45-6. 
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retained to adjudicate upon all questions arising under the 
individual worker's contract of employment, especially those concerning 
wages and damages for breach of contract. The second approach 
envisaged the deployment of the tribunals*as local courts of 
arbitration along the lines of Fyfels proposal which we noted in 
chapter seven. 
49 Miles' argument was'that the tribunals had proved themselves 
far more suited to handle the ordinary common law claims of workers 
arising out of the contract of employment than the existing police 
courts and county courts. Thus they possessed unrivalled experience 
of the subject matter, were speedy and extremely cheap, informal 
and flexible. They had no need of solicitors and currently were 
deciding wages questions under the 1918 Wages Act. Perhaps most 
importantly, they had secured, through the presence of assessors, the 
confidence of both workmen and employers. Support for the idea "- 
came from the Labour Research Department, 
50 from a number of trade 
union officials5l and from senior departmental colleagues. Even the 
Home Office was sympathetic. 
52 The problem was the entrenched opposition 
of the Loid Chancellor's Office, or, more particularly, of the 
53 
permanent secretary, Sir Claud Schuster. For by marshalling a 
string of what were, in effect, spurious objections, principally 
of -the Pfloodgateb. " varletyj Schuster 'cleverly succeeded in killing 
49 LAB2/805/SD398/2 "Transfer of Munitions Tribunals to the Ministry of 
Labour ý-, November 12,1918". The relevant memorandum was actually 
50 drafted by M. Baird, assistant solicitor at -the Ministry of labour. 
5, LRD#- _Monthly. 
Circular, Vol. 5, November 1, l9l9t p. 47. 
52 Wighaml _op 
. cit., p. 46. 
53 Ibid. LAB 2/805/SD398/2, ý. C. Miles to Horace Wilson't June 13,19191 "1' 
do not think really that the Lord Chancellor is personally 
so,, Xnterested in -this question". 
5 -4q 
the idea as an exercise in judicial reorganisatiOn. 
54 
Miles prepared 
a draft reply. 
55 
which acknowledged the validity of just one of 
Schuster's points, that the munitions tk1bunals were not self-supporting, 
as they charged no fees. This could, of course, easily be remedied, 
he pointed out. But in view of Schuster's strong rebuff, it was 
56 thought necessary. to drum up "much more outside pressure" Thus 
a last-ditch proposal was put forward to canvass the National Industrial 
Conference on the question of "Industrial Courts, whether generally 
57 
or for purposes of-the Hours and Wages Bills", the measures which 
the Provisional Jcxlnt Committee were then examinina. 
58 
But as Horace 
Wilson, doubting the advisability of the'proposed mefexence, observed, 
this will raise in an acute form$ the question of inspection and 
enforcement',. "by the. State". 
59 Such criticism was, of course', 'unfair, 
CA 
-"'The Lord Chancellor's Office argumentst ibid., Included, inter alia, 
(1) that the establishment., of new courts would lead to the duplication 
of Courts dealing with the same subject -matter; (2) that patronage 
vested with the Minister of Labour who coald dismiss without cause 
at any time. Moreover, "It cannot be anticipated that these men 
who are paid on average two guineasa day can be of the same standing 
and calibre as the County Court judge or the StiperxlýLry-Magistratell; 
(3) that the Workmen's Compensatian Act would be next in line for a 
take-over bid (this was possibly Schuster's greatest fear); (4) that 
the county court judges' experience with small debt collection "mainly 
from the working-classes", and their experience as arbitrators under 
the Workmen's Compensation Acts ensured their "far greater and more 
varied experience'*. It would be detrimental to the administrati. on 
of local justice if the County Court were to be deprived of this 
experienc6'and become a mere debt-Collecting organisation". (But this 
was the greatest irony of all. The county court was a "mere debt-* . 
', 
collecting organisaticn", and since few county court judges displayed 
sensitivity and sympathy to working class debtors, they were hardly 
likely to inspire confidence in adjudicating on wage claims. On this 
question, see G. R. Rubin I'Law, Poverty and Imprisonment for Debt 1869- 
1914", in G. R. Rubin and David Sugarman (eds. ) Law, Economy and 
Society 1750-1914 (Abingdon: Professional Books, 1984). For worker- 
- plaintiffs 
in the county courts, see, for example, P. P. 1909 (239) 
VII, 281, especially Q. Q. 1376 and 1575, cited in David Sugarman, 
J. N. J. Palmer and G. R.. 2ubin, "Crlme, Law and Authority in Nineteenth 
55 Century Britain",... op. clt., at p. 113). 
56 LAB 218051SI)39812, op. cit.,, note by Miles, March 26,1919. 
t; 7Ibid. , Miles to Wilson, - 
June.. 1-3, --1919. "Ibid; see also LRD, Monthly Circular# .. 
Vol. 
- 
5, August 1,1919, p. 16. 
'-Lowe, "The Failure of Consensus etc", op. cit., pp, 655-7. 59Eýý ý/805/0398/2, op. cit., H. J. Wilson to H. B. Butler, June 17, '1919o' 
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both because the question of enforcement of the Hours Bin could 
hardly be avoided for ever, and also since the'"Statell already- 
provided*facilities for enforcement of such matters through the existing 
(albeit unsuitable) courts of law. Nonethelessr, the creation of an 
additional'judicial, and therefore state institution, was bound to 
run counter to the gathering trend of departmental opinion which 
conceived of the role of the state, bspecially from late 19199 in: 
terms ofa disengagement from the regulation of industry rather than 
in terms of the forging of further links of a superintending nature. 
Thus if Miles' proposal, which was in all: conscience modest 
enough, was thought, ' however misleadingly, to contain a whiff of 
compromise for the department's neutrality, then the more daunting 
recommendation to transform the munitions tribunals into local 
arbitration tribunals, raised the question in a more acute form. 
The idea had been'suggested, independently, by three different 
munitions tribunal chairmen, Sheriff Fyfe (supra, chapter seven)p 
E. C. Wethered, Bristol 
6o 
and T. E. Mansfield, Preston. 
61 
They had 
all been struck by the seemingly interminable proceedings of wartime 
arbitration, whereas the'prompt commencement of negotiations to settle 
grievances ought, in their view, to have been accorded the highest 
priority. And since, moreover, an impressive quality of the 'wartime 
munitions tribunals had been their speedy deliberation, it seemed 
sensible, in orderto prevent further labour unrest, that the 
tribunals' role should be expanded to include the dza-ýing up and 
adjustment af terms and cpnditions of employment when disputes arose. 
6o 
61 LAB 2/805/11. LAB 2/805/SD 393/2, Mansfield to Ministry of Labour, May 30,19191 
Wilson to Shacklet0n, June 4,1919. The idea has recently been 
revived by-the-current Master of the Rolls, Sir John Donaldscn. 
See the Guardian, November 30,1983- For a brief critique, see 
G. R. Rubin, "Don't forget the lessons of labour history", Guardian, 
December 5,1983.1 
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The sticking point within the Ministry of labour was, however, the 
very core of the scheme itself; that this particular "rapid. deployment 
force" would be possessed of unacceptable legal powers to enforce 
awards, irrespective of whether the reference tp the local arbitration 
tribanal was to be by consent alone, as in Wethered's suggestion, or. 
whether reference, as in Fyfe's proposal, was to be mandatory I on a 
difference occurring,, As'the.; iuthor of the ministry's responset 
Major H. Conachar, observed, 
62 
the conferment of a legal jurisdiction 
would not ensure that the national interest was furthered; the local 
arbitration t-kibunals might interfere with "general issues"; and there 
would be no power to prevent them doing so. In other words, the 
same perceived theoretical difficulty which the Ministry of Iabour 
bad encountered in respect to wages and hours legislation, in attempting 
63 to reconcile regulatory'and auxiliary labour laws on the one hand, 
64 
and the promotion of home rule for industry on the other, was-likely 
to afflict the proposal to retain the munitions tribunals in a new 
guise. Moreover, it was pointed, out, there was "little evidence 
of any important demand for local arbitration tribunals to be 
established by the State LI-as th27great organised industries have 
very complete voluntary -machinery. "65 Indeed; all nineteenth century 
experience of similar legislation, such as the "completely disregarded" 
Councils of Conciliation Act 1867, had demanstrated the futility 
of seeking statutory authority to enforce, compulsorily, such 
arbitration awards'in peacetime. 
When Sheriff Fyfe came to make his valedictory speech atthe 
62LAB 
2/805/SD398/2, "Memorandum on Local Industrial Tribunals, by Major 
63 H. Conachar, November 24,1919". 
For these terms, see Otto Kahn-Freund, Labour and the Law, 3rd edn., 
64 _ 
ed. by P. L. Davies and M. R. Freedlard (Loncloa t. Stevens & Son', 1983)- 
6 Lowe, "The Erosion of B-tate Intervention etc", op. cit., at pp. 274,278. 5Z; ý 2/805/SD398/2, op. cit. Nemorandum... by. Major H. Conachar etc. " 
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Glasgow munitions'tribunal on ApAl 11,1921,66 he found himself 
sucked into an orgy of mutual back-slapping and tributes on the part 
of the assembled audience of- regular advocates and tribunal assessors. 
William Brodie, for example, -ýade an impassioned speech regretting 
the passing of the tribunal, and called for similar- machinery in the 
future. Similarly, one of the -employers' assessorst Sam Mavor of 
Mavor & Coulson Ltd, together with Archibald Gilchrist of Barclay 
Curie shipyard, echoed the sentimentsp arxl spoke of the "calamity" 
in prospect if the experience of Fyfe's tribunal were cast aside. 
67 
But it was the joint representative of the Clyde shipbuilders' and 
engineers' associations, David Higgins, who neatly (if perhaps 
unintentionally) pinpointed. the fatal, weakness In Brodie's and 
Mavor's optimistic proposals, whose adiilatory prose had gracefully 
penetrated the clubba-ble atmosphere of the County Buildings. 
Thus, while regretting that industry would become bereft of the 
services of Sheriff Fyfels tribunal in the future, nonetheless, 
added Higgins, 
68 
"They were glad that the cessation of the 
Ministry of Munitions and the consequent 
termination of the Tribunals had come about, 
because it was the severing of the last 
, tentacle of the octopus of Government control 
which gripped industry and employers and 
employed alike during the past six years. "' 
In the final analysis, the struggle to be "free" was indeed a powerful 
urge within industry. For example, if we take the case of the Whitley 
proposals for joint industrial councilsp it wa's certainly true that, 
69 
6 
67 lasgow Herald, April 12,1921. 
s James Gavin, the chief conciliation officer at the ministry in 
Glasgow (and a former Iron and Steel Workers' Union official) 
inf armed the ministry in. London, "The speakers do not appear to 
have any real constructive policy to submit on this point but there 
was clear unanimity on the general theory. " See LAB ý/676/34, op. cit., 
-Gavin. -to, M. S. Owen, Aprl 1 12,1921. Glasgow Hera-1d, -. Apx: 11J2,. 
1-92l- 
7Vii-gham, Strikes and the Government 1893-1974, op. ci ., p. 43. 
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"To many on bo 
, 
th sides of industry, a 
major attraction of the scheme was that it 
Involved free industrial self-government 
after the irksome government interference 
of the war years. " 
But the absence of support from the Clyde shipbuilding vi; ý_ engineering 
employers' associations for the retentian of the munitions tribunals, 
perhaps signified something more than this. For as Cronin observes 
of the experience of war controls, 
70 
intervention often meant an increase 
in the leverage of workers at the same time as 
it involved the co-option of businessmen and 
labour officials in the daily tasks of 
administration... Ewith employers.: 1 complaining 
vociferously over state intervention in 
general and the government's conciliatory 
attitude towards labour in particular. " 
Employers' objections to legal controls, it is suggested, were 
therefore not simply a ritual genuflection to a theoretical postulate. 
Their objections were also to the fact that, paradoxically, labour 
controls-frequently had the nasty habit of boomeranging on employers, 
who might find themselves, rather than their workmen, condemned at the 
bar bf the munitions tribunal, and compelled to mend their ways. 
Indeed there could not, perhaps, have been a clearer affirmation 
that the boot was on the other foot than the fact that the winding-up 
of the Glasgow tribunal left a number of workers' complaints under 
statute high and dry without means to pursue them7l Thus# as we tur= 
to the broad question of the evalu; ýtion of the Munitions Acts as 
an exercise in wartime employment legislationt this double-edged 
quality of an ostensibly labour-restrictive code becomes appaxent. 
70 
71 Cronin, PýR - cit ý, - pp. -118,139n. LAB 2/435/25l op. cit., Gavin to Ministry of labour, April . 
5,1921. 
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At a superficial level, the "success" of the Munitions Act is 
attested by military victory; by the achievement of the British state 
in driving its labour'force to continue the manufacture of munitions 
of war in (bufficient quantity that the enemy' s resolve at - last 
collapsed. Thus it seems probable, for example, that -munitions 
workers were responsive to ministry initiatives, backed by legal - 
sanctions, to eliminate the worst excesses of slack timekeeping; 
and that the nomadic propensity of skilled craftsmen to flit from 
factory to factory in search of higher rewards, with its consequent 
effects on wage drift, was significantly hindered by the introduction 
of the leaving certificate scheme. 
72 But to measure the contribution 
of the Munitions Act to the achievement of the "great munition feat" 
is perhaps a quantitative impossibility, 
73 
given the variety of further 
factacs such as -manpower allocations, productivity, technological 
innovation, capital investmentl managerial skillsp and morale of the 
labour force, to name just some, which would require to be evaluated. 
For we have already had occasion (chapter two, supra) to note the sceptical 
72No turnover figures for factories in the post-July 1915 period can be 
located to compare with those cited by Henry Clay for three armament 
firms between April and May 1915. This showed that for every 100 
workers employed, 50 left the establishment. See Clay, 'op. cit., p. 61. 
In fact, no sudden dislocation of the labour market, through widespread 
shifts of employment, occurred immediately on repeal of the leaving 
certificate scheme. For the Clyde district,, see USB, Monthly Reporto 
*November 1917: p 21. For elsewhere, see ASE, Monthly Journal and Re ort, 
November 1917 p- 39 (West of England); ibid, December 1917, p, 26 
(Sheffield). Where movement did occur, it was construed by trade 
union officials as a protest against unsatisfactory employers. See 
ibid. p November 1917, P. 32 
(Yorkshire). - ibid, December 1917, p. 29 
(West of England). Abolition was claimed to have had an impact 
on wages in that the Ministry of Munitions thereby lost some of its 
power to resist wage demands as a result of which, declared Clayt 
an "avalanche of claims" was submitted, eventually leading-to. the 
73A "administrative confusion" of the 121% award. See Clay, op. cit., p. 
66. 
sa team of researchers, examining the effects of the Employment Act 1980 
have recently remarked, "The use and impact of law cannot be determined 
in a mathematical fashion.. ". See-. -Peggy. Kahnp Norman. -Lewis, - Rowland . Livock and Paul Wiles, Picketing: Industrial Disputes, Tactics and the 
Law (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983) P- 194, 
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view of the New Statesman which had dismissed the suggestion that 
the Muniticn: S Act, per se, had in fact contributed anything positive 
to the enhanced output of war mate"riel. 
74 Indeed, the embarrassed 
tone of the Official History's post mortem on the Clyde troubles in 
1915-16 might,. justifiably lead one to infer that munitions production 
was increased in spite of, rather than because of, the existence of 
labour cont'rols. ' Thus it concluded that, 
75 
"In a chronicle of the relations between the 
Ministry of Munitions and Labour it is . inevitable that administrative difficulties, 
disappcinted expectations, mistakes, stAkes, 
grievances and failings should. occupy a large 
space and dominate the argument. The. uneventful, 
steady work alike of the Department and cf employers 
and wozkpeople afford little material for Ue 
imagination, and can only be recorded in 
statistical tables of output, from which 
individuality, human nature, ard life itself 
have been eliminated. But a false impression 
of the achievement of the country can only be 
avoided by bearing constantly in-mind the fact 
that the troubles and failures set forth in 
this narrative were only eddies in the great 
stream of national efforts It is the fashion 
in some circles to deride voluntary action and 
exalt coercion. But such coercive measures 
as 'the Government adopted were only rendered 
practicable by-the free will and forbearance of 
the great majority of the people. The voluntary 
spirit was not superseded. It was at most 
disguised from the public view. " 
Indeed, it should not be forgotten that the presence of a legal 
code did not. automatically result in the abandonment of voluntarist 
methods of settling disputes. In the first instance, not every 
prosecution was pursued to the bitter end. For many tribunal 
complaints were settled without a formal hearing having taken place, 
with the chairman exerting his influence to correct perceived failings 
through'infarmal channels. Thus an anonymous tribunal chairman 
recorded that, 
76 
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, New Statesman, August 19,1916, pp 46o-l for similar views at a later 
75 date. OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 34. 761; ý Anon, "Munitions Tribunals", Juridical Review, Vol, 31,1919, at p, 159. 
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"A telephone message has remedied many a 
grievance and secured observance of the 
principles of the Act. Just as a personal 
note to a workman has often improved his 
time-keeping, so a timely hint to an employer 
that a foreman's methods had become too 
arbitrary has prevented shop friction which 
might well have led to serious trouble. 
The general policy has been the open door 
to all parties and the prevailing spirit 
conciliation. " 
While much of the stress in the above remarks was laid, on what were 
evidently considered as examples of individual delinquencyg conflict 
management (as we shall also-see shortly) characterized the 'voluntarist' 
initiatives of the tribunal, Thus, in one case, 18 workers from 
a Glasgow shipyard -had been prosecuted by their employer far 
77 , having refused to comply with management instructions, In retaliation, 
they themselves submitted leaving certificate applications. Sheriff 
Craigie, however, successfully arrangýd a settlement satisfactory 
to each side, thereby earning the gratitude both of William Mackie, 
the Boilermakers' Society official, and of A. S. Biggart, repiesenting 
the employer. 
Apart from this expedient, more calculated steps were taken to 
avoid becoming entangled in the legal reticulation. Thus the 
experiment at Whitehead Torpedo Works, to which reference has been 
made in chapter eight, is'perhaps the most notable example of the 
deliberate refusal bya company to rely on the Munitions Act for the 
enforcement of factory discipline. But other instances of a less. 
formal and institutionalized nature can be cited, where union 
officials sought. to persuade employers to by-pass the tribunal 
machinery. Thus the Sheffield ASE delegate reported in November 
1915 that, 78 I 
7 Glasgow Herald, April 18,1'916. 7 ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, November 1915, p. 52. 
"We are having a few cases at the Munitions 
Tribunals, but mostly by reason of the 
arbitrary manner of one or two foremen 
or managers who expect impossibilities. from 
the workmen. I have suggested to one or two 
large firms that it would be much better if 
they would make their complaints to our D. C., 
and give us an opportunity of investigatiri& 
their complaints before bringingEthem7before 
the-Tribunal, which only creates a feeling of 
resentment which is not at all desirable. " 
Indeed, as we saw in chapter eight, the tentative taqves to Involve 
local trade union committees in the administration of management 
disciplinary processes represented both a genuine ventureAnto 
law-avoiaance, an ideological'initiative to foster the r-orp=ate 
spirit, and a pragmatic attempt at damage limitation. , 
Perhaps mcst significantly, the number of strikes eventually 
settled without recourse to legal proceedings may well have 
exceeded 2000 (on the footing that the total number of strikes 
between August 1914 and March 1918 in all industries was 2504). 
79 
The more significant'disputes in the munitions trades which xemained 
immune from prosecution are indeed too well known to require 
repeating here. But even a host of minor strikes were settled 
voluntarily without the merest whiff of. impending tribunal proceedings 
to jog. the parties into urgent remedial action. Typical is this 
report from an ASE delegate, 
80 
"At Aylesbury, our men, disgusted with the 
dilatoriness of the firm in applying national 
awardsp left work and remained out for six 
days. At an interview held whilst the men were 
out, we secured the offer of the firm to settle 
our claims by immediately paying up to the full the 
national awards, including the December . 
51- plus 
2-z: % on piecework prices. The members commenced 
work on 12th November, and we are now requesting 
retrospective payment of those overdue awards by 
application to the Ministry of Labour. " 
79 
80Moses, "Compulsory Arbitration in Great Britain", 0P. Cit., P. 889. 
ASE, Monthly Journal and Report, December 1917, p. 28. Other sample illus- 
trations include a week-long strike at Barr & Stroud's in Glasgow over 
an arbitration award of bonus payments. See ibid., March 1918, p. 20. 
Also a one-day stoppage of blacksmith: ý'at Hawthorn LesUe at Hebburn 
arising out of complaints over physical working ccnditians at the yard. 
See ABIS, Ist QuarterlX Reportt January-March 1917, P. 2244. 
Thus only cave dwellers could have remained unaware that the Munitions 
Act, as the Official History tritely remarked, dicl not prevent 
strikes from happening Enor] even reduce them to negligible proportions". 
Indeed, even before the war had ended and when the legal prohibitim 
on strikes. was still in existence, the Whitley Committee, as we have 
82 
seen, made no attempt to disguise this obvious tru .- 
Thus any assessment of the Act from the perspective, of 
government policy-makeis is liable to be inconclusive. Like the 
proverbial curate's egg, the Act could be. said to have been good 
in parts. Such an analysis will, however, not suffice for car 
purposes, though it does hint at the ambiguities and paradoxes* 
which inform our own summation of the Act and of the experiences 
of munitions workers at the hands of the Glasgow tribunal. 
Thus at the level of structure, the Act sought to induce the 
statization of trade unicns, endeavouring to shift essentially , 
voluntarist organisations whose rationale had been premised on the 
maximization of sectional interests, towards objectives which 
conflicted with those narrow terms of reference. As Beatrice Webb 
had predicted in June 1915,83 IlLf the Government persists 
[with the 
Munitions BUD there will be considerable and perhaps dangerous 
leaders. " In reaction against the patriotism of some of the Eunion 
the event, as we saw in chapter two, the pleas for cooperation by 
national trade., union leaders such as Brownlie of the Engineers, 
were repudiated# ard the local officialsq such as Sharp, Bunton 
and Brodie, whom the CWC had despised for their sell-out,!. over the 
Munitions Act, were themselves swept up in the mass-mobilisation -'on 
Clydeside to demand the repeal of the more obnoxious provisions of the 
Act. Thus the reaction of rank-and-file trade unionists 'was in part 
81 ljý 82 OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 9. 
83 
MIlUey Committee, Report on Conciliation and Arbitrationt Cd. 9099p1918. 
M. I. Cole (ed. ) Beatrice Webb's Diary 1912-1924 (London: Longman, 1952) 
pp 41-2. 
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directed against the leadership's collaborative policy of gradually 
eliminating the pursuit of class interests from the objectives of 
trade unions. 
Yet at the same time, as the attempt of the state to alter 
temporarily the character of trade unionism was meeting mounting , 
resistance from much of the membership on Clydeside, rank-and-file 
trade -unionists were being assailed, through the Munitions Act, from 
another quarter. Thus as Beveridge, writing shortly after the war, 
disolose44 
"I have no doubt that the real difficulty 
about thp Munitions Act is that the 
statutory powers of compulsion were given to the 85 
employe3ro - i. e. the workmen's natural enemies. " 
In fact, what emerged was a tension between the two distinct 
conceptualizations of law, between social-welfare law and entrepreneurial 
law, to which Donald Black, as we saw in chapter one, drew attention. 
Thus Beveridge's "real difficulty" was that an essentially "proactive" 
(social-welfare) legal code was in the contradictory position of 
sponsoring "reactive" (entrepreneurial) legal initiatives. One 
consequence was the sense of outrage when trade unionists inveighed 
against the Prussian tendencies of those employers who sought to 
dz-a, - them through the tribunal on a vindictive charge. As with 
those landlords threatening to evict soldiers' wives, such proceedings 
under the Munitions Act conslItuted not only a violation of the moral 
economy of the district, 
86 
but could be construed by munitions workers 
84 MUN 51328A601R. 2, op. - ci 
It. 
8&veridge's 
idea was that a labour officer be attached to each factory 
with sole authority to grant or to withhold leaving certificates, as 
, well as to institute prosecutions against workmen. ' Though Llewellyn Smith was sceptical that a sufficient number of "discreet" officers 
could be recruited, the latter step was, of course, eventually taken' 
i1i the 1917 Act, while the initiative in respect to leaving certificates, till their abolition remained firmly with the employers. See ibid., 
86cf-2-f" OHMM, Vol. IV, Part II, p. 33n. 
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Mell-ing, "Scottish Industrialists and the Changing Character of Class Relations etc", op. cit., esp. at p. 126. 
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as being in direct conflict with government efforts to Promote unity. 
Thus, the Act could be understood as an instrument in the separate 
armouries.,,. both of private employers and. also af the state, in a 
context where the distinction between the two tqnded to be maintained 
by all but the "advanced" minority of Trade unionists closely associated 
87 
with the shop stewa: rds' movement. Perhaps this dualityp 'Which could, 
on occasion, 'paint the government in a benign light and the employers 
in a divisive one, was one pointer to the non-revolutionary stance 
adopted by the reconstructed Iabour Party in 1918.88 
It has long been recognized that, 
;t the institutional level, one 
of the more sensitive points within the British sy., ýtem of . Industzial 
relations is the level of the workplace itself. While significant 
innovations in the development of substantive and procedural normst 
such as industry-wide bargaining and wider trade union recogniticn, 
emerged during the war, nonetheless, there terx1ed to be lacking any 
institutional mechanism at the shop floor level (where the Munitions 
Act had its most direct i mpact) which could handle the multitude' of 
problems arising daily in the factories and shipyards. In the absence 
of any satisfactory local machinery for resolving rapidly and 
efficiently those differences;.. which the extraordinary demands of 
war pr . oduction generated (the engineering industry shop stewards' 
agreement*in-late 1917-did offer a potential though belated remedy), 
resort to direct action, entailing breaches of the Munitions Act, 
became commonpilace'. As Phelps Brown has remarked, 
89 
", In the typical British situation, [the 
factory workerIS3union will have negotiated 
no agreement. that regulates his relations with 
87Many 
employers, of course, consistently viewed strikes as being dir'ected 
against government rather than against themselves. It suited them to 
8 do so. ýCi. 
q J. M. Winter "A Note on the Reconstruction of the Labour Party in 1918". Scottish Labour History Society Journal,, No. 12,19789 pp 63-9. 89E. H. Phelps Brown, "Unofficial Strikes and the Law", Three Banks Review, 
No. 83,1969, PP 3-19, at p. 12. 
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management in detail, showing what rights and 
obligations he has in the issues that arise in the 
course of his daily work and his service with the 
firm; nor will he always or often have ready 
access to a grievance, procedure on which he can 
rely as definite and expeditious. Bargaining 
on matters that affect his interests goes on 
at his wor-kplaceg but in a rough and ready 
way which, because it does not recognize a 
procedure, cannot stigmatize departures from it. 
So situated, the worker cannot be blamed for 
fighting his own battle. So long as these, 
conditions persist, legal sanctions are unlikely- 
to deter him". 
As an explanation for continued irdustrial unrest, such a 
conclusion is unexceptionable. But it is also unexceptional and 
unsurprising. What is of deeper iritere# is that if wartime 
industrial relations, like Nature I abhorred a vacuum, then the 
munitions tribunal itself rushed in where others feared, or were un- 
willing, to tread. Thus the tribunal, as we have seen, became the 
focus for campaigns waged by trade unionists to activate a further 
outlet through which collective bargaining might be conducted, 
given the tight reins on wage negotiations imposed through central- 
ized direction and through the operation of the leaving certificate 
scheme. At first resistant, then reluctant, arxl finally indulgent, 
the tribunal was transmogrified over time, becoming yet another 
legal institution in which form and"content were'divided one from 
the other. Indeed, so much so that Fyfe himself proposed the legLt--., 
imization of this subtle transformation through the Inauguration of 
local arbitration tribunals. Collective bargaining by litigation 
might certainly appeal to those "sympathetic to the pragmatic 
behaviour characteristic of trade union officials (including most 
socialist ones) Lrwh! D see only sectionalism and a readiness to 
settle for modest gains. " 
go And no doubt it could be said that those 
90 James Hinton, "The Rise of the Mass labour Movementt Growth and Limits", 
in C. J. Wrigley (ed. ) A History of British Industrial Relationsp- 1875 
1914 (Brightm: Harvester Press, 1982)0 Ch. 2# at p. 21s 
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trade unionists who engaged in such intricate proceedings had 
much to be*modest about. Thus for many of those trade union 
officials pushed into the tribunal crucible to indulge in sharp 
verbal exchanges with the employers' representatives and with the 
tribunal chairmen, conflict management was, more often than notj 
the'name of the game being enacted. And indeed, it was a game in 
I 
which the'tribunal chairmen, in the Interests of expediency, found 
it necessary to cooperate. ' once the dismal failures of legal coercion 
had become apparent. For the fact is that the Munitions Act 
was virtually in a no-win situation in respect to the "rank-and-ýfile",, 
whether militant or moderate, radical or libexal, once it began 
to operate with bite, as the campaign to reform the Act clearly 
demonstrated. Thus those radicals who criticized voluntarism. were 
hardly likely to be appeased by corporatism; while voluntarist 
trade unionists had their own reasons to criticize a corporatist 
law which punished those who sought to pursue conduct-, -., " which 
voluntarism considered legitimate, such as striking over wagest or 
over union recognition, or over the employment of a non-unionist, in 
a union shop. We would therefore argue that one fragment of the story 
of the enfaccement of the Act in Glasgow is the unspoken and inchoate, 
but nonetheless existent,, collusion of the central figures in the 
tribunal machinery, in- the gradual - (though not wholly complete) 
transition from rigorous law enforcement against industrial lawless- 
ness to the more discreet, subtle and sensitive task of. "managing" 
industrial conflict. Moreover, it was a-game whicht we believe, - 
was ultimately a successful technique of labour control. But". 
it was successful because both trade unionists and government, despite 
the impediments posed by fines and punishments on the one hand 
and by the hostility of a resentfull irritated and highly 
strategic labour force on the other, couldaerive some limited 
advantage from the system. 
IENII 
Thus, as we saw in chapter seven, Fyfe's approach to wage 
regulation encompassed both tactical' concessions to strategic groups 
of munitions workexs in some cases, and dogmatic refusals to budge 
in others. It entailed the de facto splittingof union . from'union 
in pursuit of-wage advances. It did not offer any enaouragemeni 
to Clydeside trade unionists, through unfortunate displays of 
ineptness comparable to those in 1915, to contemplate more radical'' 
political solutions to their grievanc; s. Indeed it offered the 
prospect, - on occasions, of an acceptable alternative to direct 
action through -strikes whose startling effectiveness could scarcely 
be disguised. Finally, of course, the assertion that managerial. 
authority, in conformity with state-. planning, had'to be upheld, 
was-consistently reaffirmed. This, theng was the scale of the 
authorities' achievement. 
L In respect to the tactics of trade union representatives at 
the tribunal, the delicate juridical cut ard thrust, involving the 
lodging of complaints against employers, - the submissim of leaving 
certificate applications; and the vigorous approaches to defending 
prosecutionst was often (not always) promoted by them as much to contain 
their membership as to provoke them to more demonstrative axxl 
destructive conduct. Yet the paradox is that such robust thaigh 
noneth Aess inherently constitutional (and frequently successful) 
, methods of proceeding could only be mounted by means of an assult 
on established levels of authority. The "erosion of legitimacy" 
and the "fundamental advances in consciousness" which Melling has 
detected for Glasgow prior'to the w seemed to blossom even 
among the bowler-hatted brigade of hitherto cautious ard uninspirihg 
local trade union officialdom. Certainly the pragmatic and resourceful 
91 Melling, "Scottish Industrialists... eta", op. cit,, p. *, 105. 
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exploitation of the munitions tribunal by trade unionists was 
principally directed to short-term gains; but the drive and determin- 
ation, Indeed bravado, which inspired their actions, surely broke 
new ground in penetrating and rupturing the bonds of deference 
and relations of authority which had hitherto guaranteed the dignity 
of lega. 1 proceedings against insidious attacks on the law"s 
ideological'-pretensions. Such an assault on the symbols of government' 
may not, of course, have pointed to the vista of possibilities for 
working pecple to wrest their due in peacetime from state institutions. 
But no doubt the non-revolutionary, moderate, socialist Labour Party 
of 1918 was a congenial political home for the likes of those 
veterans of the munitions t-H bunal who had successfully traded 
controlled aggression for wage concessions and gentle punishments. 
I 
There is, Indeed, supportive evidepCe for the propositiori that 
by mobilizing the Munitions Act, by counselling moderation, or - 
by entreating their members to observe factory disciplinary rules, 
the local trade union officialdom, set apart from the rank-and-fileg 
tended to, 92 
become "incorporated" into the collective 
I bargaining machinery, and Cc-aiýe to occupy 
an "equivocal position" as "mediators of 
conflict" between employers and employed". 
Xet it is too simplistic to conclude that, "In this situaticn, 
1 , 93 For it collective bargaining developed on the employers' terms. 
was the selfsame local trade union leadership on Clydeside, the 
targets of CWC vilification, who frequently adopted an aggressive 
stance on behalf of their members during the tribunal hearings, by 
92john Lovell, reviewing Keith Burgess, The*Origlns of . British Industrial 
Relations (1975) in British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 14, 
93 -1976, p, 112. Ibid. 
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denouncing the Act and its exploitation by local employers, 
94 
Constitutionalism was to be stretched to its limit, the noxmal 
courtesies dispensed with, the restraints on moderate, "civilized" 
and dignified proceedings deliberately cast aside. Epater les 
bourgeois may not have been their motto. But such boldness of 
denunciation must have been shocking to their respectable middle- 
class listeners. 
95 Indeed, as V. L. Allen has warned, 
"The distinction between uninns Lor 
officialAom: 7 and rank and file is 
analytically unsound 'and empirically 
absent. It arises from an uncritical 
acceptance of conventional analyses of 
bureaucratization and an acceptance of 
appearances as reality flý47 obscures a 
real understanding of trade unionism... 
In similar fashion, Van Gore has recently reminded us that the term 
'rank-and-filel, designates a dialectical relatimship, between 
leaders aril led; it focuses attention on the ambiguities and problems 
of popular participation and control". 
96, Thus'the relationship 
betweenthe Glasgow "rank-and-file" ard local trade union officialdbm, 
in respect to the Munitions Act, was much more complex and ambiguous 
than any simple proposition which postulates a sharp and unbridgeable 
schism between the two elements, Indeed, not only is the'-iron law 
of oligarchy seriously deficient as an analytical toot in exploring 
the behaviour of trade union organisation. 
97 But in addition, there 
existed on Clydeside no single, homogeneous rank-and-filep but different 
94 That accusation's'of incorporation were not wholly-misplaced Is nonetheless 
apparent from the assumption of office as tribunal assessors by some 
of the local trade union officials. As mentioned elsewhere, they 
may well have concluded that that was a proper step to take in order 
95V to protect their members' interests under the Act. 
. L. Allen, reviewing Tom Clarke and Lauria. 0lements 
(eds.. ). Trade Unions 
. under Capitalism (1977), In Industrial Relations Journal, Vol. 9,1978, 
96 P*800 
97vcaf n Gore, "Rank-and-File Diss. ent", in Wrigley 
(ed. ) op. cit., Ch-3, at p. 47. 
., Richard Hyman, Marxism and the Sociology of Trade Unionism 
(London: 
Pluto Press, 1971), pp 28-33- 
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groupings which sometimes merged, but often remained separate over 
time. Some trade unionists undoubtedly conceived of the Act in 
politically hostile terms. Others may have welcomed the measure as 
the embodiment-of the spirit of patriotism and-of sacrifice. For 
most rank-and-file trade unionists, however,, the Act was surely 
seen mainly as a drastic economic and spatial restriction on. 
their own individual market freedoms, with which they were obliged 
to come to terms and to evade or manipulate wherever practicable. 
It may, of course, be argued that wherever their. class was identified 
as the major target I 
ýOf the Act's restrictions; moreover, wherever 
the measure wis widely understood by trade unionists as a coercive 
tool of government, with which emplpyers could indulge themselves, 
the critics were thereby engaging in political analysis. But the 
political lesson, if any, to be derived from-their involvement 
with the Munitions Act, was more likely to be applicable to peace-t 
time; that isq that if the legislative obstacles of state institutions 
could be scaled; if the legal snares could not only be neutralized 
but also exploited by unionists for their own advantage during the 
war, then the prospects of capturing, through vigorous and aggressive 
though nonetheless "democratic" means, the apparatuses of the 
state in peacetime, might not be such a remoteýpossibility. 
Conclusions 
At the close of chapter one, we referred to the "two faces" 
of corporatist labour controls, that is, to the display of blunt 
restrictiveness on -the one hand, and of flexibility and opportunism 
on the other. Thus one face depicted a battery of legal restraints 
which. mught to prohibit munitions workers from disrupting production 
schedules and from capitalising on the scarcity value ccnferred on 
them by abncrmal wartime circumstances. It wou: Ld therefore be futile, 
as well as a gross distortion of the evidence, to deny the 
substantive impact of the. munitions code on the freedom of action 
of countless factory arxl shipyard workers. Fo3ý those subjected to 
tighter discipline at the hands of"foremen and under-aanagers; for 
those frustrated in their desires to advance their careers elsewhere.; 
for those suffering the indignity of petty-fines for various 
misdemeanours; and for those dragged to the tribunal for Presuming 
to flaunt their right to withdraw labour as free men, the Munitions 
Act was, indeed, a tool of repressive intent. That it touched the 
tib of the iceberg of lawlessness is neither here nor there. ' No 
penal statute within the criminal code comes remotely near to achieving 
the elimination of the proscribed conduct in question. Where 
týe Munitions Act bit, then to that extent it was effective in 
furthering the goverment's aims; thoagh the rank-and-file reaction 
to the selectively vigorous and particularly repressive implementation 
of the Act in the Fairfield casei illustrated the capacity of 
restrictive laboar legislation to amplify, rather than'to stifles, 
industrial unrest (perhaps thereby displaying the "third face" 
of corporatist law). 
But the alternative perspective on bureaucratically structured 
-lega3: -restrictions which this study reveals is'the flexibility of 
their enforcement and the opportunism with which the Act's manifold 
provisions could be'manipulated to the advantage, admittedlY'not always 
unqualified, of those munitions workers against whom it was primarily 
targeted. It was therefore the ambiguous and doubled-edged quality 
of wartime legal -contiols which justifies our analysts in terms of ' 
the two faces of corporatist law. Thus the ". national interest" cut 
both ways by requiring to conform to state directives 
which appeared to confer certain benefits on employees at the expense 
ISC(s 
of their employers. The examples in chapter one of the illegality 
of suspensionn-as a disciplinary tool of employers and the prohibition 
on. the "yellow dog" contract of employment which forbade trade union 
membership,. are illustrations of the. policy of subordinating the 
employing class to corporatist standards-* 
98 Indeed, as we argued 
in chapter two, the amendment of the 1915 Act-only became politically 
feasible once. -the 
"national interest" had been invoked as the. 
justification for reform. 
Though flexibIlity and opportunisra are probably best exemplifieZL 
in the case of "collective bargaining by litigation"l to which we 
have already referred in these conclusions, even the sphere of Ordering 
of Work prosecutions enabled. trade unionists, both full-time officials 
and lay officers, to expand their orbits of influence with employers 
by sitting on joint disciplinary committees where their piesence 
could only have ameliorated the chances of errant trade union ,. 
members who fell foul of factory disciplinary rules. Moreover, it 
was not unknown for employers to be discomfited by the results of a 
munitions txibunal prosecution, under the Ordering of Work rules, 
where foremen and not the accused muzitions workers might end up 
shamefully exposed and discredited. The tribunal's insistence on 
conformativist conduct on the part of employers was especially,, ) 
noticeable, -as we saw in chapter ten, in the case of women indicted. 
before the tribunal. Thus the national interest demanded that the 
autonomy of employers was no longer to be immune from interloping 
outsiders. Moreover, the leaving certificate scheme, otherwise 
an unmitigated disaste r for -munitions workers, offered some of them 
the limited opportunity to expose the selfish practice by some employers 
98For Askwith's view of the distinctive "public interest" in the settlement 
of industrial disputes, see Rodney Lowe, "Review Article", in British 
Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 13,1975, PP 115-20p at -pp. 118-9. 
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of labour hoarding. Even where Buch claims were cast aside by 
the tribunal, as they commonly were, the symbolic gesture had, been 
made. The applicants' moral superiority had thus been dogmatized 
before both the tribunal and their employervand Imd also been vindicated 
to themselves and to their fellow-workers. 
The most powerful and enduring image - emerging from this study, 
however, is one where industrial militancy and law enforcement by 
the Glasgow munitions tribunal frequently engaged in a subtle duel 
with one another. Within this struggle, the enforcement. side of the 
equation, as often as not (especially during the first nine months 
of the tribunal's turbulent existence) was for'Ced-to yield, not to 
outright lawlessness, but to the force of a rational resistance to 
penal imposts and to a deeply-rooted tradition of hard bargaining and 
collective negotiation. Indeed, it'was a resistance buttressed by 
what Melling had recently described more broadly for Glasgow as., "an 
alternative perspective on civil society challenging the dominant 
role of estab2. ishqd institutions and authority relations. "99 Trade 
union officials, as well as rank-and-file unionists, refused to be 
cowed by legal straightiackets or by legal paraphernalia. Tribunal 
chairmen, representativeý. of law and-ordert were frequently unable to 
resist the transformation of their roles from judge'to, at most, 
arbiters. Indeed, there was, on occasion, little hesitation by the 
legal officials in divesting themselves of judicial functions which 
even they found constricting, inappropriate and dysfUnctional. No 
doubt the level of militancy displayed during hearings influenced 
the exercise., of judicial discretion towards lenieýcy in -many cases. 
Indeed, in respect to strikes and other forms of industrial action, 
it seems apparent that, with few exceptions, the tribunal chairmen 
99 Melling, "Scottish Industrialists... etc". op. cit., p. 116. 
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thought better of iniplementing the full rigours of the law available 
to them. For, given the fieightened tension on Clydeside, the road 
to cooperation in production was not paved with summonses and 
amercements. r 
An American anthropologist, Sally Palk Moore, has described 
the life of the Chagga people in Tanzania, or of the garment 
trade in New York, in terms of, 
100 
'$*so semi-autonomous social fields which 
can generate rules and cust oms and symbols 
internally, possessing rule-making 
capacities and the means to induce or 
coerce compliance /-but which remain ] also 
vulnerable to rules and decisions and 
other forces emanating from the larger 
world by which they are surrounded. " 
We frankly doubt whether, in order to justify favourable comparisons, 
Glasgow munitions workers during the First WorldVar constituted 
a sufficiently coherent and unified social field set within the 
wider social matrix of the national endeavour. What we do assert, 
however, is that by grasping the Munitions Act, by repudiating it, 
by teasing and taunting those who sought to deploy it against them, 
by scanning its ubiquitous provisions, and by exploring its positive 
potential, they were able to recreate their relationship to it. In 
this respect, they reconstructed a social field TdAch, if not quite 
sem-l-autonom. ous, nonetheless, embodied a distinctive and perhaps 
radicalizing experience of legal authority far removed from that 
intended by its draftsmen. 
In 1917, Sheriff Fyfe, who was a. noted authority on Charles 
Dickens, 101 became president of the Glasgow Dickens Society, In his 
presidential speech, he observed that if Dickens was hostile to the 
100 S. F. Moore, Law as Processt An Anthropolo&ical Approach (Londont 
101 Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978) pp . 
55-56. 
One of his works, Charles Dickens and the Law (1910) is still listed 
in a popular student textbook today. See Glanville Williams, 
Learning the Law, llth edn. (London: Stevens, 1932), p 228n. 
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law, that was probably due to the famous author's personal 
experience, -"for experience coloured the views of most people 
in regard to the law". 
102 Such eniematic remarksg we venture to think, 
would have met with nods and murmurs of approval from'those txade 
union officials who had assembled to bid farewell to the munitions 
tribunal in February 1921. 
I 
I 
.1 
102Glasgow Herald, October 23,1917- 
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APPENDIX ONE 
Munitions. of War Act 1915 
r 
Principal Provisions (with minor amendments) 
Part I (repealed'by Wages (Temporary 
Regulation), Act 1918) 
Prohibition of Lock-outs and Strikes in Certain Cases. 
2. (1) An employer shall not declare, cause or take part in a lock-out, 
and a person employed shall not take part in a strike in connection 
with any difference to which this part of this Act Ed-ealing with 
compulsory arbitration] applies, - ur-less the difference has been 
reported to the Board of Trade EMInister of labourj and 21 days 
have elapsed since the date of the report, and -the difference has not 
during that time been referred by the Board of Trade for settlement 
[by the arbitration provision! g 
(2) If any person acts in contravention of this Section he shaU be 
guilty of an offence under this Act. 
Differences to which Part I applies (repealed 1918).. , 
The differences ... are differences as to rates of wages, hoircs 
of work, or otherwise as to terms or conditions of or affecting, 
employment on - (or iri c onnecti on - with) ' munitions w6rk or any 
other work of any description, if this part of this Act is applied 
to such a difference by His Majesty by proclamaticn on the ground 
that in -the opinion of His Majesty, the existence or; continuance 
of a difference is directly, or indirectly prejudicial to the 
manufacture, transport, or supply of munitions of war Cas in the 
case of the South Wales miners in July 1915 5: 7. 
- 
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Part II 
Controlled Establishments. 
4. If the Minister of Munitions considers it expedient for the 
purpose cf the successful prosecution of the War that any establishment 
in which munitions work is carried on should be subject to the 
special provisions as to limitation of employers" profits and 
control of persons employed$ and other -matters 'Contained in this 
section, he may make an Order declaring that establishment to be a 
controlled establishment and on such Order being made the following 
provisions shall apply thereto: 
(3) Any rule, piactice or custom not having the force of law 
which tends to restrict production or employment sha3.1 be 
susperided in the establishment, and if any peis m induces 
or attempts to induce any other person (whether any 
particular person or generally) to complys or continue to 
comply, with such a rule, practice or custom, that person 
shall be guilty of an offence under this Act... 
(5) The employer and every person employed in the establishment 
shall comply with any regulations made applicable to that 
establishment by the Minister of Munitions with respect to the 
general ordering of the work in the establishment, with a view 
to attaihing and maintaining a proper standard Of efficiency 
and with respect to the du& observance of the rules'of the 
establishment. If the employer or any person so employed 
acts in contravention of or fails to comply with any such 
reGulation that employer or person shall be guilty of an 
offence under this Act. 
Leaving Certificates. 
(1) A person shall not give employment to a workman# who has 
within the last previous six weeks ... been employed on or in 
connecticn with munitions workLnote: not restricted to controlled 
6OLi. 
establishments unless he holds a certificate from the employer 
7 
90, 
by whom he was last so employed that he left with the consent of 
his employer or a certificate from the munitions tribunalthat the 
consent has been unreasonably withhold ... 
(3) If any person gives employment in contravention cC the provisions 
of this section he shall be guilty of an offence under this Act 
En-otes employers were'thereby subject to prosecution for 11abour- 
stealing'; workmen's penalty was prohibition from employment in 
munitions work for a maximum of six week !7 
EB-y 2 of the 1917 Act# the Minister of Munitions was granted powers 
, 
to repeal s-7 of the 1915 Act (oider granted October*15th, 1917), 
thus abolishing leaving certificates, but substituting new 
provisions designed to prevent men (but not women) from changing from 
'munitions work to other worg . 
Penalties. 
14. (1) Any person guilty of an offence under this Act 
(c) shall, if -the offence is a contravention of the provisions 
of this Act with respect -to -the prohibition of strikes, be 
liable to-ýa fine not exceedirg Z5 for each day or part of a 
day during which the contravention-oontinues; 
and 
(d) shall, if the offence is a contravention of or failure 
to comply with any regulations in a controlled establishment 
be liable in respect of each offence to a fine not exceeding X3 
(2) A fine for any offence under this Act shall be recoverable 
only before -the munitions tribunal established for the purpose under 
the Act. 
f-A-r- 
WL-ý 
Munitions Tribunals. 
15. (1) The munitions tribunal shall be a person ... sitting with 
some other even number of assessors, one half ... representing 
employers and the other half ... representing wprkmen, and the 
Minister of Munitions, may constitute two classes of -munitions 
tribunals, the first class having jurisdiction to deal with all 
offences-and matters under this Act, the second class, having 
jurisdiction, so far as offences are concerned, to deal only with 
any contravention of, or failure to comply with, any regulation 
'made applicable to a controlled establishment 
(4) A person employed or workman shall not be imprisoned in respect 
of the non-payment of a fine imposed by a munitions txilunal for 
an offence within the jurisdiction of a'[locajý tribunal .. ý but 
that tribunal may ... make an order requiring such deductions 
to be made on account of the fine from the wages of the person 
employed or workman as the tribunal think fit ... 
(Note: imprisonment was abolished by section 13 of the Amendment 
Act l916, as a consequence of the second Fairfield episode). 
Schedule II 
Lifting of-Trade Practices. 
1. Any departure during the war from the practice ruling in the 
workshops, shipyards,, and other industries prior to the war shall 
only be for the period of the war ... 
6. A record of the nature of the departure from the conditions 
Prevailing when the establishment became a controlled establishment 
shall be kept, and shall be open for inspection by the authorized 
3. -e presentative of the Government. 
7. Due notice shall be given to the workmen concerned wherever 
Practicable of any changes of working conditions which it is 
desired to introduce as the result of the establishment becoming a 
&0(b 
controlled establishment, and opportunity for local consultation 
with workmen or their representatives shall be given if desired ... 
(Note: the first Fairfield 'prosecution, that of the coppersmiths, 
arose from the company's failure to consult aver altered wcrking 
conditions). 
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APPENDIX TWO 
The Voluntarist Tradition ard Legal Abstention in British Industrial 
Relations 
18701-191 
In 19-54, Otto Kahn-Freund observed that, l 
the whole of Britain labour law reflects 
the history of British industrial relations, 
and the principal feature of that history was 
that these relations developed in a sphere 
of industrial autonomy. " 
Indeed, studies of the growth of collective bargaining (first 
district, then nationalthen plant level bargaining) in the later 
nineteenth and early twbntieth centuries, including those by the 
Webbs, Clegg, Fox and Thompson, Rodger Charles and John Lovell, 
2 
are evidence that the growth was achieved in spite of a hostile, 
judicially orchestrated, legal environment. With the judiciary 
in this period in the vanguard of the r ovement to restore trade 
unions to a state of suppression, in place of the state of toleration 
registered by the legislative settlement of 1P71-76, 
ý 
it is hardly 
surprising that voluntarism appealed , 
to those trade tinions which 
Otto Kahn-Freund,. "Legai Framewozk", in Allarý Fianders, and. -H. A. Clegg (eds. ) The System of Industrial Relations in Great Bi-itain (Oxfords 
2 Basil Blackwell, 1954) pp, 
42-127, at p. 89. 
S. and B. Webb, The History of Trade UnJonism (Londmi Longman# 1920); 
idem, Industrial Democracy (Londont Longman, 1920); H. A. Clegg, 
AlanFox and A. F. Thompson, A History of British Trade Unibns Since 
1889, Vol. I (London i ., -Qxfo3: 
d--. Un: Lversi-ty. Press, 1964); -Rodger Charles, The Development of Industrial Relations- IrL Britairi-1911-1939 . 
(London: 
Hutchinson, 1973); John Lovell, British Trade Unions 1875-1933 (London: 
Macmillan, 1977). The sources are too numerous to list 
exhaustively. *- 
Cf A. W. J. Thomson,. 1-IThe--Injunation. In Trade- Disputes in Britain before 
1910", Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 19,1965-60 pp 213-231 
R. Brown, "The Temperton v Russell Case -T-189,3): -The Beginning of the 
Legal Offensive against the Unions; Bulletin of Economic Research, 
Vol- 23,1971, pp, 50-66; John Saville, "Trade Unions and Free 
Labourt The Background to the Taff Vale Decision", in A. Briggs 
and J. Saville (eds. ) Essays in Labour History ',. '(Londcn: MacMillan,, 
1960) Ch. ' 9. ý. 
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considered their bargaining positions otherwise secure. 
4 
Yet as 
Thomson and Engleman have recently stressed, voluntarism, by which 
is meant the preference both for non-legally enforceable collective 
agreements, and also for the autonomous settlement of texas and 
I- 
conditions of employment by the parties themselves, rather than by 
third parties or by -the state, was enthusiastically embraced by 
employers as well as by unions# 
"Employer associations 
- 
saw their defence of 
managerial prerogatives as being not only 
against unions but also against the state. They were 
rather different bodies in their approach from 
their present-day successors, being much more 
aggressive and self-confident. "5 
They were, in pa#iculars highly suspicious of politicians and of 
their legislative proposals for reform. As Sir Andrew. Noble of 
the EEFO and vice-chairman of Armstrong,. Whitworth, told the Royal 
Commission on Trade Union Legislation in 1903,6 
the way to improve industrial relations 
was not to pass new laws but to extend 
conciliation on the principles of the EEngineering Industrj7 Procedure until the 
desire for legislation on the conduct of 
trade disputes disappeared. " 
Of course, what appealed to the engineering employers did not 
necessarily satisfy employers in other trades such as railways, 
where the basic procedural norm of recognition. 
7 had not yet been 
established. Andof course, by stressing the national procedure, 
the engineering employers coald maintain the belief that substantive 
4 
How ironic that Lynden Macassey, one of 
'the Ministry of Munitions trouble- 
shooters on the Clyde during the war, should declare in 1920, "If 
there is one Institution in the country which enjoys the 
confidence of labour, it is the High Court of Justice". See Sir 
Lynden Macassey, "The Industrial Courts Act 1919", Journal of 
5 Comparative Legislation, Vol. 2,3-920, -pp 72--6, at p. 77. A. W. J. Thomson ard S. R. Engle'man, The Industrial Relations Acti A Review 
6 and Analysis (London: Martin Robertson, 1975), P-7- 
7 Quoted. ibid., p. 8. For the "norms" of collective bargaining, see Charles, pp. cit., pp 28-32- 
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terms, especially in respect to shop floor workers, still remained 
subject to managerial prerogative, as, indeed, the national 
engineering lockout of 1897 sought to demonstrate. Nonetheless, 
the engineering employers' rejection-of demands 1. 
fcr a legally 
regulated system of industrial relations corresponded to the tradition 
of voluntarist autonomy which also marked the growth of industrial 
relations in the printing, cotton-spinning, boot and shoo, tailoring,, 
ship-building and building industries. 
The method of enforcement of the -terms of collective agreements 
was addressed by the Industrial Council# a joLnt body of senior 
trade union officials and employers which reported in 1913. Though 
prepared to countenance the extension of recognised. terms by law 
to those employers undercutting negotiated rates (an expedient 
eventually enshrined in peace-time law until repealed by the 
Employment Act 1980), the thrust of the council's xeport on Industrial 
Agreements was thatp9 
the whole organisation of collective 
bargaining is based on the principle of 
consent. We have found that such collective 
agreements have as a rule been kept, and we are 
loath to interfere with the internal arganisation 
of the associations on both sides by putting 
upon them the legal necessity of exercising 
compulsion on their members. " 
To this end, "moral influence", and not legal sanction, was 
recommended as the means to ensure compliance with collective 
agreements. As Phelps Brown, in confronting the alternative to 
voluntarism coaments, 
10 
8 Lovell, op. cit. ' 'R ssim. 9Quoted in Kevin Hawkins. ". The Future of Collective Bargaining"j, 
0 Industrial Relations Journal, Vol. 10,1979/80, pp 10-21, at P-13- Phelps Brown, "Unofficial Strikes and the Law"# OP-Cit-s P. 10. 
ao 
"Where agreement is not reached voluntarily 
but men may not withhold their labour, the tenas 
on which -they are to work can only be, however 
considerately, imposed-on them from withcat: 
but men required to work on terms imposed on them 
by others cannot be expected to work willingly. 
We touch here upon an article 6f faith, r. 
that alone can account for the fervour with which the 
opponents of legal sanctions assail the proposal 
to introduce them at any point... " 
Thus,, voluntarism is not defined simply in 'terms of a L=agmatlc 
acceptance that the regulation of industrial relations can be 
conducted by the bargaining parties without resort to the sanction 
of law in the event of breach. Voluntarism has also been embraced 
as an ideology, as a value in itself whých justifies opposition. in 
principle to legal support and regulation. Thust there existed not 
only a powerful experiential, but also, according: to Kevin Hawkins, a 
"eso strong'intellectual and emotional preference 
for autonomy and self-regulation which is thought 
to have dominated British industrial relations 
since the repeal of the Combination Acts. " 
Of course, in the circumstances of total war, and withmilitary 
success in doubt, those sentiments in favour of "autonomy and 
self-regulati on" gradually came under fire and eventually were over- 
ridden by the Munitions Act in July 1915; though whether the majority 
of employers and trade unions could thereby be taken as wedded to 
the principle of legal intervention, per se, in industrial relations,. 
-. .,, 
is surely open to doubt. 
The passing of the Munitions, Act also, of course, signalled a 
I 
rapid about-turn in the philosophy of the state itself towards the 
conduct of industrIal relations. For the state, no longer left merely 
"holding the ring" within the framework of collective laissez-faire, 
now became dramatically interventimist, far beyond the limited 
Kevin Hawkins, "The Decline of Volunta: rism", Industr ial Rela ti on sj ournal, 
Vol. 2,1971, pp 24-41, at p. 24. Businessmen, in their commercial 
transactions, probably also favoured self-regulation; viewing 
litigation as an undignified expedient. 
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inroads represented by the Conciliation Act 1896, the archetypal 
measure of "auxiliary" labour law which Kahn-Freund analysed as 
tending to encourage the growth of voluntarist, non-legal collective 
bargaining and dispute settlement. 
"All these compulsory arbitration statutes" 
wrote Kahn-Freund, 12 "which provided for penalties 
or damages in case of non-compliance were written 
in vain - but the one statute which -organised 
nothing but Ed-epartmentalL]rpersuasive efforts .. * 
was a conspicuous success ... 
EThe failed measures: 
1 
were not linked with'the autonomous institutions 
of industry itself. They were alien'. to, the 
general body of industrial relations. "13 
Thus improved state provision through legislation to assist the 
reconciliation of -industrial differences did not infringe the 
principles of voluntarism. On the contrary, such measures as the 
Conciliation Act or the peace-keeping efforts of the Labour Department 
of the Board of Trade, sought to enhance autonomous rule-making, 
though as'Davidson argues, on I terms which tended to favour employers. 
14 
Abstentionist or negative labour law was therefore notsynonymous 
with the absence of law within the industrial relations system. 
Kahn-Freund has, for example, carefully drawn distinctions between 
those auxiliary, regulatory and restrictive labour laws which have 
impinged on industrial relations since the 1870s. The first 
category sought to provide support for the bargaining process. The 
second covered those substantive provisions constituting terms and 
conditions of employment where collective bargaining failed to 
penetrate. Health, safety and -minimum wage laws (including the Truck 
1*2Kahn-Freund "Industrial Relations and the lawt Retrospect and Prospect", 
13F OP-cit-, P. 304. 
or a radical critique of voluntarism prior to the war$ which also poses 
the crucial question, 'For whom was the Conciliation Act a success? lp 
see Roger Davidson, "The -Board of Trade and Industrial Relations, 1896- 1914", Historical Journal, Vol. 21,1978, PP 571-91, esp. at PP 572- 
3P 585-91 ltIbid 
0 
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Acts) might be cited as examples. Finally, restrictive labour laws 
sought to establish the "Queensberry Rules" of permissible and 
impermissible forms of industrial conflict, such as picketing law. 
It would be difficult, therefore, 'to dispute the existence$ for 
I 
the past century, of a "legal framework" to the conduct of 
industrial relations, -though one predominantly 
distinguished by. its 
compatilAlity with autonomous collective bargaining. Thus apart 
from wartime or perhaps during periods of statutory incomes policy, 
there has not in general existed the direct legal enforceability 
of the content of collective agreements, nor the -mandatory irposition 
of terms of employment other than those agreed upon bythe. bargaining 
parties themselvesj15 nor the imposition of legal sanctions for the 
direct breach of the 
. 
collective agreement. 
16 In this respect, 
* 
the 
contrast with the Munitions Act emphasises the radical nature of the 
departure in 1915 from the assumptions of autonomy built into the 
pre-war system of industrial relations. 
A pluralist framework which enabled the bargaining parties 
to reach their own accommodations free from the direct intrusions of 
the state, could bardly fail to afford a low priority to consideratLons 
incompatible with the pursuit of the narrower Interests of the 
bargainers themselves. Thus as Kenneth Knowles has writtenj17 
our present bipartite system# admirable 
as a vestigial relic of Victorian, laissez-faire, 
was built to satisfy sectional interestst it can 
hardly be expected to operate, after exhortation, 
in the national interest. " 
15 Though the Employment Act 198 2 does' render void any clause -in a 
commercial contract which requires contractors or sub-contractors 
to employ union-only labour. This may, of course, affect the 
16 content of collective agreements. The Industrial Relations Act 1971 declared that collective agreements 
were to be legally enforceable contracts unless the parties 
expressly declared otherwise. They invariabay,. did. so. 17 Quoted in Hawkins, "The Decline of Voluntarism". op. cit. p. 29. 
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Thus the wartime appeal of patriotism which disposed workers 
to cooperate with employers in pursuit of the aim. of national 
salvation, nonetheless competed with other pressures which might 
disrupt this fragile unity. . 
The elimination of strikes, disorder 
and mistrust was, as we knowi, unattainable. But part of the explanation 
may li e in the f orce of the tradition of self-regulation. As Flanders 
has observed, 
18 
"Traditionsare not accepted simply because 
the routines in which they are exp: ressed 
have been sanctified by the passage of time. 
They derive their strength from the fact that 
they embody for the group the lessons of its 
corparate, social experience. The normative 
ard*binding character which tzaditions acquire 
is due to their having proved their worth as patterns 
of behaviour which have coasistently succeeded in 
advancing the group's goals and 'values. Indeedg 
its traditions may become the sheet anchor 
of the group's goals and values, which may 
never be separately articulated. " 
That "corporate, social experience" included the-recognition that, 
trade union organisational rights were achieved before woxking-class 
Political rights were partially obtained in 1867. Such rights did 
riot therefore depend on parliamentary influence. It was only a 
hostile legal interpretation of trade union organiaation and activity, 
and not the failure to organise collectively, which drove trade 
unions later to secure legislative immunities. To exist. and to 
negotiate with employers did not, in principles, require trade unions 
to embrace politics, parliament ard law.. Since I'laWn was invariably 
hostile to trade unions, they chose instead the path of voluntarism 
and autonomcus collective bargaining. . 
Of course, this account would be misleading were it to imply 
that a commitment to voluntarism was uniyersally shared by all employers 
and trade unionists in the fifty years or so before 1915- Indeed, there 
18 Allan Flanders, Management and Uninns (Londont Faber, 1970)# P 279- 
Cf., Lbid., "The Tradition of Voluntarism#" British Journal of 
Industrial Relations, Vol. 12,1974, PP 352-70- 
Utý, 
is abundant evidence of the detemination of certain employers, 
most notably in the railway and shipping industries, to demand the 
vigorous containment of trade unionism by law, and who long resisted 
attempts by unions to achieve recognition for'bargaining purposes. 
On the other hand, a number of trade unions were-prepared to 
contemplate reliance on legally enforceable collective agreements; 
that ist they were prepared-to favour an interventionist 9 rather than 
an abstentionist, legal frameworkfor industrial. relations. But as 
Pelling has pointed out, 
19 
such proposals tended to reflect the 
weakness of the bargaining position of such trade unionst perhaps 
best illustrated by the case of the Amalgamated Society of Railway 
Servants ard its general secretaxy, Richard Bell, whose efforts to 
secure recognition from the railway employers were consistently 
thwarted. Legally enforceable collective bargainirgcould therefore 
be interpreted as the back-door route to xecognitimg arx1not an., 
affirmation of legalism per se. Indeed post-w= legal provisions, 
such as in cotton textiles, must also be Interpreted as responses to 
20 precarious market positions, and might therefore possess an affinity 
with the trade boards principle established in 19091 the ratiomle 
of which was to render such legally constituted boards redundant 
once autonomous collective bargaining became viable. 
Horeover, many politicians and civil servants were prepared to 
question whether the settlement of 1906, with its abstentionist trade 
union immunities, oight to be replaced, not by a return to Taff Vale, 
but by a system of positive legal rights and. obligations which would 
'19Henry Pelling, "Trade unionsp--Wo-rker-%--aiid---the, -Iawl. ',.. in Henry Pelling, Popular *Politics and Society in Late Victorian Britain (Londont 
20ROcIllacmillan, 1-9&ý-, _ -- ger Charles, The Development of Industrial RelatIons in Britain 
1911 1939, op. cit., pp 205 et seq. 
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weigh -more heavily on the right of trade unions to take strike 
action. Iabour law, however, has often been a kind of pCILLical 
bran-tub which different political parties could dip into in order 
to gain electoral popularity. - Its "unique reversibility"t which stands 
in sharp contrast with the graduzil evolution of the *common law in 
less sensitive areas such as commercial contract law or negligence 
law, makes it especially attractive to politicians. Consequentlyp 
not every proposal to reform labour law possessed -instrumental, as 
distinct from political or symbolic significance, a view which, 
arguably, applies equally to the enactment of the Munitinns Act, 
whose symbolic importanc -e ought not to be'neglected. 
Yet the evidence of pervasive policy PrPPOSAIG to reform labour 
law along more interventionist lines before the war; 
21 
qr the 
existence'of the judicial counter-attack against the unions in the 1890s, I 
culminating in the Taff Vale case; 
22 
resort to Truck Act prosecutions; 
23 
the widespread fining of individuals arising from breach of contract, 
24 
as in Taff Vale itself or in the Denaby and Cadeby conspixacy case 
in 190225 (as well as more generally in mining, shipping and cotton); or 
even the enactment of statutory wage regulation Provisiom such as the 
Coal Mines Act 1912 26 or the Trade Boards Apt 1909, cannot be taken 
21 See Davidson (su ra, note*: , also cf., 
Jos6 Harrist William Beverldg-e, ' 
OP-cit., pp 92-4, fcr Beveridge's examination of trade union law 
22 between 19C4-06. 
23 See note 3 
(supra). 
Cf , S. C. on the Truck Acts, Cd 4442 (1908). 24ýý* Clegg, Fac and Thompson, op. cit. p 314; F. Bealey and H. Polling, 
Labour ard Politics, 19 0-1906 (Londont Macmillan, 1958), p. 62. 25R. G. Neville, "In the Wake of Taff Vale: the Denaby and Cadeby Mineral 
Strike and Conspiracy Casel 1902-06",. in-Johri Benson and R. G. Neville (ed) 
Studies in the South - Yorkshire Coal Industry (Manchesters University 
26 Press, l97-6FCh. 7, at p. 151.. Every award was to be an implied term of the worker's contract of 
employment and therefore enforceable by him only through a civil action 
for breach of contract. See Henry Slesser-'s-zola. ln the drafting of 
the 1912 Act in his autobiography, Judgment Reserved (London: 
Hutchinson, 1941) pp 46-7- 
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as a refutation of the thesis that collective labour relations 
in the pre-war period were conducted within a predoainantly 
voluntarist ard abstentionist legal framework. 
In his account of Lloyd George's relations'with thelabour 
movement prior to the war, Wrigley has suggested that the pro-war 
changes in Board of Trade, policy on, minimum wages, labour unrest 
and conciliation and arbitration "made Lloyd George's task much 
easier in setting up a wartime system to control industrial 
27 1 relations". Arguably, the civil servants' pre-war proposals to 
tinker- with labour laws - which came to -nought - meaA 
merely that some familiarity with the legal'issues, such as the 
question of the legal enforceability of collective agreements or 
cons. trA-nts on the right to strike, already existed. But this ciýril 
service expertise was of little value in preparing the wartime 
MeaSuresp for the fact remains that the proposals eventually 
arrived in 1915 bore no affinity to the pre-war legal structure. 
In short, Wrigley's argument, insofar as premised on the identification 
Of similarities between pre-war and wartime labour legislation, 
fails to distinguish between the facilitatory role of the "New 
lAberal" state and the directive role of the wartime, corpýoratlst_ 
inspired, state. It may, of course#' be true that in 1912 Lloyd 
George thought he detected a moiýe to compulaory arbitration. But 
peltiaps he was too much influenced by the legislative outcome of 
the coal dispute that year and also by the temper of leading Tories 
such as Steel-Maitland and F. E. Smith (later Lord Bjxkenhead) who were 
strong advocates of a tighter legal discipline over trade unions. 
27Wrlgley, David ILloyd George and the British Labour Movement, op. cit.. 
P77. 
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More crucially, he neglected (as, indeedq does Wrigley) Sir George 
Askwith's careful distinction between compialsory and permissive ý 
state powers of interventicn, as illustrated in the latter's, complex 
attitude to the Canadian Lemieux Act. 
28 He also misread, or 
ignored, the views of leading employers and unions, for example, 
those on the Industrial Council (as we have seen) whose commitment 
to voluntarlsm was, overallt- stronger than the opposite puU to 
legalism. State intervention p3: ior to the war was, with the principal 
exception of minimum wage legislation, (the latter surely a branch 
of social welfare reform) securely anchored in the voluntarist 
tradition which was most energetically expressed at the shop floor 
level. In sum, the transition to wartime compulsion was achieved 
despite, rather than with the aid oft the earlier experience. 
28 Lord Askwith, -Industrial problems and 
. Di .s. put 
.e. 
s, ojý. cit. j pp 245-6- citing 0 his response to the Industrial - Council's report on industrial 
agreements (1912),., Askwith concluded, "I consider that the 
forwarding of the spirit and intent of conciliation is the more 
valuable portion of the Canadian Act, and that an Act on these 
lines, even if the restrictive features which aim at delaying 
stoppage until after inquiry were omitted, would be suitable 
and practicable in this country", 
6k2 
APPENDIX THREE 
A Note on the Relatimship between Leaving Certificates ard Military 
Service 
We noied* in chapter nine* that with one exce ion policy-mýkers Tt 
tendea not to make explicit references to the relationship between 
leaving certificates ard military service. That -one exception arose 
in a rather technical form during the Parliamentary debates on the 
two military service measures of 1916. Thus the May 1916 Act had. 
d: rastically reduced the period of exemption from call-up, fixed in 
January 1916 for those skilled workers who had jalned munitions 
firms since'August 15,1915 (national registration day), ard who 
had left their jobs. From an original period of two months, i. e. six 
weeks unemployment in the event that they were denied leaving I 
certificates, plus a further'. two weeks, such workers now had a bare 
fortnight to avoid enlistment and find suitable alternative employment, 
l' 
though the lodging of an appeal to the -military tribunal to extend 
exemption might prolong the immunity from call-upe 
2 Thus potential 
employers were deterred by the lack of leaving certificates from 
hiring -such labourp arxI if no appeal were submitted, the recruiting 
sergeant would presumably have little hesitatim in forcing such 
workers to accept the King's shilling. Perhaps this amounted to the 
closest approximation to industrial conscription devised during the 
'ýCf-# J. H. Thomas at the TUC Special Congress, Londonj June-30,3.916, 
2HOw Report, P. 104. 
many men thus succeeded in extending exemptim is not known. Hinton's 
remark that there was a two-month period. of continuing exemption 
for those who bad left munitions work relates only to the January 
1916 provisions. His further comment that, "This was far from 
watertight protection... "As, --thezefore, something of an under- statement. See Hinton, The First Shop Stewards Movement, op. cit., P-33. 
GICI 
war, despite the goverment's attempt, in the wake of Asquith's 
pledge against industrial conscriptian in January 1916, to repudiate 
I 
the implication. For it offered the employer a powerful disciplinary 
weapon against his workforce, so potentially effective that even 
the Official History of the Ministry of Munitions. described the 
statutory measures as "Provisions Relating to Industrial Compulsion,,. 
3 
And although the official historians argued that, 
4- 
the danger anticipated was imaginary, 
accidents excepted. For the employer was not 
permitted by the Ministry of Munitions to 
withdraw a badged man's certificate; and the 
provisions of the Munitions of War (Amendment) 
Act rendered it practically certain that any 
man "victimised". by a misuse of the Military 
Service Acts would obtain a leaving certificate 
from the Munitions Tribunalt even if his employer 
was not legally bound to give him such a certificate,, " 
the instances cited in chapter nine demonstrate that a number of 
employers did debadge virtually at Willi and that munitions tribunals 
might, unsurprisingly, be unwilling to rescue munitions workers from 
the clutches of the military. 
It is indeed perhaps appropriate at this point to refer 'briefly 
to the brcader question of industrial conscription. The wartime 
analYsis, on class Iines, of this elusive concept, 
5 has been viewed 
by some recent writers 
6 
as a staging post in the development of 
a radical. critique cf the state, which resulted, in 1918, in the 
Labour Party's somewhat ambiguous commitment to socia3lsm. , 
Yet 
if the profoun4er fears expressed both in pamphlets such as Philip 
30HMM, Vol. IV, Part IIIp p. 74. 
Ibid., p. 75. 
Ib: lde, l pp 58-9, "TheL Meani ng. -of--indilstmial Clonscriptl on". 6ffL'- f Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War. op. cit. # pp 209-17. 
(94.10 
Snowden's Labour in Chains (January 1917), J. A. Hobson's Forced Labour 
(early 1917) or the WEWNG's Compulsoa Military Service and Industrial 
Conscription (later 1915), as well as In a multitude cf resolutions 
(for example, at the Scottish TUC, Falkirk, 1917,7 or at an NCCL 
Conference in Glasgow) 
8 
were not *realized in the wake of "national 
servicell Proposals, 9 there were yet more substantive matters upon 
which contemporaries might Ilte. In particular, and in spite of 
Pledges that such developments would not take place, the employment 
Of soldiers on civMian work, where Army discipline ard rates of 
Pay prevailed, constantly fAghtened both trade unions and the 
Labour Party, 10 unmoved by James Sexton's rosy portrayal of his own 
Liverpool Dockers' Battalion where civilians dressed up as soldiers. 
32 
Yet it may be hazarded that the attack on wage rates was perceived 
"Y unions to be as dangerous as the use of -military labour urder Army 
discipline. 
7, 
April 28,1917. Ibid (r__D1Qeq December25 1916. -See WEWC, Wha wpat is Meant by a "National' Service" Law? (c. late 1916); 
_E_Sý_JH 
ý3 aj! s ow Inferald, October 
. 
5,9,1917; OHMM, Vol- VIP Parts II-III, 
PP 17 20- As Hinton tersely observedg "The scheme 'failed". See 
locý. Hinton, Z_!. cit,, p' 40... 
9 the deputation of Labour MPs and trade union -leaders to interview Lloyd George at the War Offices Glas4ow Heraldo August 28, 
' 
3.916; also TUC Annual Congress, Birmingham 1916: ibid., September 8, 1916; also Scottish Mine Workers' Conferences ibid, August 11,1916. "At the TUC congress at Birmingham, Seicton remarked that,, "... if every trade union in the country got the same conditions,, they would not be so damned badly off after- -a='... __See_-1bid.,. 
September 8, 1916. cf. 
$ Wrigley, David Lloyd George and -ffe- British labour Moveme'ý_t 
' PZ--cJ-t-, pp 115-6. For a proposed dockers' battalion in London# see Bev. Y, 219 ff 220-1. 
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APPENDIX FOUR 
A Munitions Tribunal Transcript of Proceedings 
MUNITIONS . COURTý- 
1 11-28 &M. ENTER Chairman. -two Assessors, Clcrlr, and Reports Of. -Icer, who tako 
i thl eir respective seats. 1. . Clerk: Finclicr and the royal Arsenal. (Hands complaint forza and pad 
of paper to Chairman. ) 
Chairman (to Clerk) - This pencil has n6 point. (Clerk produrcs anotheyj ýQw Wo can got on. (Carbon papcr flutiers qff dais, and is ', rcsfored by 1170ris Q911cer. ) Tbanji you. I wish the Ministry would devise a b9#or 
lfstemo for taking notes. Please convey this expression of opinion to Dr. Adalson. 
Reports Officer: Yes, air. ,I 
have already draftýd three minutes on thia 
6ubjcct; we propose to cad a conference of Chairmen at the Albert Ilall tO Rettlo the matter. I understand 31r. Rusher has consented to take the 
chair, so that no time may be lost over unDecesSary trifles. 
Chairman : Thank Goal. Now lot us get on. In this caso A: Pincher is 
4%ling for a certificate, and his groun(Is aro (reads) (1) Thero i3 never no 
Vork to be dono; we are kep' idling for weeks. (2) The foreman and c1iief 
superintendent make use of fowl language. (3) 31y health is brba]+1pg down thrOu., li the striiii of continuous labour. (To Applicaqt).: Is your namo, l'inchcr ? 
APplicant: Yes, my lord. 
Chairman: Christian? 
-Applicant: No, Jcvr by conversion. Chairinan: What I want to know is your first name. Albort ? Alf4ep Augustus 7 
Ap '! cant: Alf. 
IV'Prkmau's Assessor.: There's a good, honest ring about the name. PnPloyer's Asseszor: I don't agree. Pincher sticks irk my gizzard. 
Chairman: Let's gob on. How long have you been at UP Aesenal 7 
Applit-ant: Twenty-Are years, man and boy, and I'm about fed up. 
Chairman: What do you mean ? 
Applicant: I want a sustificatO. 
Chairman: I know that; hence your presence here to-day. 
Applicant: Beg pardon, air ; I'm a pit deaf. 
Chairman: I said, honco your presence here to-day. 
Applicant: . No, air; I can't 'car to-day; nor I don't expect to 
to-morrow. 
Clork (shouting) : The Chairman said " 11ouco your presence 
here to-day. " 
Applicant: Yes, air; I knew that hyma as a boy. I think I can recall 
the next line. 
Chairman: This Tribunal is not a Sunday school. Lot's got on. 
Reports Officer (bauaing uppink pamphlet) : Ij&Vo you seen this aTipeal 
case, sir? The Scotch judge. has hold that bymng may 
be given in evidence, 
except in cases where the oath has been administered. 
Chairman: I am not bound by any Scotch decisions-especiallYin Mattera 
ofreligion. (Toapplicant) Wbataroyou? 
Applicant: Consumptive. 
Chairman : We, 11 soon sco about that. what, s your work? 
Applicant: Boot cleaner in the chief superintendent's 'Ouse. 
Chairman (to Clork) :I question if this is munition work. Do you think 
it is? 
Clerk: -Yes and no. Yes, it the boots are used when 
inspectia4 abells; 
no, it used for dances, cinema visits, and night clubs-. 
Chairman (to Assessors) :A very cloak-licaded man, the Clerk. This is 
a difficult point. - (To Reports Officer) : 
Do you know of any caso 
govorniog this? 
. Reports 
OfUccr: There are two'casos, approximate to, but not quite an 
all fours with this. We are having certain, 'boots exanlinca 
by tho Public 
Analyst at this moment. 
ýASE# 
MOnt11Y Journal and Report, JUIY 1917, pp 51-2. 
6ýLL 
Chairman: There is the further point, whether he was working iu tl: o 
the controlled establishment. (To the Arsenal Representative) - is tjýa 
Chief Superintendent's house controllcd ? 
Arsenal Representativo:. We zuaiutain that it is. It - is Vitlkin tl, e 
compound, and only 16 miles froin the ruain entvanco. 
Chairman :I will hold the legal issue in aboyanco for thet moment. 
'Workmau*oAssessor: I hold llincher'a a boot black, and can go where 
chooses whon 'o chooscsý (Clerk has a slight seizure, but rccovers o, 
hearing-) 
Employer's Assessor: The country is at war; lek this matter 1,, 
thrashed ouL 
Applicant: Thrashed out 2 Id like to see 'iru try it on with mo. 
Chairman: Let's got on. I understand you havo no work to do. 
Applicant: Tb,. t's rig] it. 
Chairman: Piecework or clay rate 2 
Applicant: You've 'it it. It is piecework, I don! t think. His fect-I S, ) 
tender 'o can't get 'is boots off. *1 can't keep two '0003 On the day rate. 
Chairman : Now as to langua, 4o, -what has tbo foreman said 
Applicant: 
Chairman: Clearly this is munition work, and the estabUshmel2t 
within the order. 
CartMeato refused. 
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